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PAHT I.

AMERICAN COLONIZATION SOCIETY.

INTRODUCTION

Ox the iPt of January, 1835, tliere -wore in the United States,

2,245,144 slaves* This" nmnber about equals the population of

Ilolland, and exceeds that of Scotland, of the Danish Dominions, of the

Swiss Confederation, and of varioiis Republics in South America.

These millions of human beings are held as chattels by a people pro-

fessing to acknowledge, that " all men are created equal, and endowed
with certain unalienable rights, among which are life, hberty, and the

pursuit of happiness
:

" they are, moreover, kept in ignorance, and

compelled to live without God, and to die without^ hope, by a people

professing to reverence the obligations of Christianity.
^

But slavery has ceased in other countries, where it formerly pre-

vailed ; and may we not hope that it is gradually expiring in this ?

Such a hope is, "alas, fijrbidden by the following statement of our slave

population, at ditlerent pei'iods

:

United States,

Kentucky,
Mississippi and )

Alabama,
^

Louisiana,

Missouri,

Perhaps, however, the political evils of slavery may be gradually

mitigated, and finally removed, by an increasing preponderance in the

white population. Unfortunately, we arc compelled by facts to antici-

pate a very different result. A comparison of the census of 1830, with

* Accordms; to the ratio of increase between 1820 and 1830.

790,
u
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to thorn here ; and there to become the dispensers of religion, and the

arts and sciences, to that benighted continent.

If the claims of the American Colonization Society are founded in

truth, they cannot be resisted -without guilt. Very many, however,

who are alike distinguished for piety and talents, Instead of allowing

these claims, strenuously maintain, that the practical tendency of the

Society, is to perpetuate the evils It professes to remove ; and to extend

to Africa, the vices, but not the blessings of civilization. These con-

flicting opinions, on a subject so momentous, demand a calm and
patient investigation ; since he who either supports or opposes the

Colonization Society, without first ascertaining its true character, the

results It has produced, and the Influence It exerts. Incurs the hazard,

as far as his example and efforts extend, of increasing the wretchedness

he would relieve, and of fastening upon his country, the burden under

which she Is struggling.

If, in a question involving the temporal and eternal happiness of

unborn millions, wc could satisfy our consciences by bowing to the

authority of great names, we should still be painfully embarrassed In

selecting those, to whose decision we should surrender our own judg-

ments. The excellent of the "earth are to be found among the friends

and enemies of this association ; and if various ecclesiastical bodies In

our own country, have recommended It to the patronage of their

churches. It Is regarded with abhorrence by almost the whole religious

community of Great Britain ; and the last eflbrt made by Wilber-
FORCE in the great cause of negro liberty, was, to address to the people

of Great Britain his solemn protest against the doctrines and conduct of

the American Colonization Society.

This Institution may have been formed b}- good men, and from the

purest motives, yet it is possible that its operation may not have been

such as they anticipated. " So many unforseen, concealed, and inap-

23reclable causes," says a very eminent writer, " have an influence on
human institutions, that it is Impossible to judge a priori of their

effects. Nothing but a long series of experiments can unfold these

effects, and point out the means of counteracting those that are hurtful."

The following Inquiry has been commenced, and pursued under a

deep sense of the importance of the subject, and with a solemn recol-

lection, that no deviation from truth can escaj^e the notice and dis-

pleasure of lIiM, unto whom all hearts are open, and from whom no
.secrets are hid.

2*





CHAPTER I.

OKTGIX, CONSTITUTION, AND CHARACTER OP THE AMERICAN

COLONIZATION SOCIETY.

On the 23(1 of December, 1816, the Legislature of Virgmia

passed a resolution requestmg the Governor to correspond with

the President of the United States, " for the purpose of obtaining

a territory on the coast of Africa, or at some other place not

within any of the States, or territorial governments of the United

States, to serve as an asylum for such persons of color as are

now free, and may desire the same, and for those Avho may

hereafter be emancipated within this Commonwealth."

Within a few days of the date of this resolution, a meeting

was held at Washington to take this very subject into consider-

ation. It was composed almost entirely of southern gentlemen.

Judge Washington presided: Mr. Clay, Mr. Randolph, and

others, took part in the discussions which ensued, and which

resulted in the organization of the American Colonization

Society. Judge Washington was chosen President, and of the

seventeen Vice Presidents, only five were selected from the free

States, while the twelve managers were, it is believed, without

one exception, slave-holders.

The fii-st two articles of the constitution are the only ones

relating to the object of the Society. They are as follows :

Art I. This Society shall be called the American Society for col-

onizing the free people" of color of the United States.

Art. n. The object to which its attention is to be exclusively di-

rected, is to promote and execute a plan for colonizing (with their
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consent) tlie free jieople of color residing in our country, in Africa, or

such other place as Congress shall deem most expedient. And the

Society shall act to efiecl; this object in cooperation with the general

government and such of the States as may adopt regulations on the

subject.

It is worthy of remark, that this constitution has no preamble

setting forth the motives wliich led to its adoption, and the

sentiments entertained by its authors. There is no one single

principle of duty or policy recognized in it, and the members

may, without inconsistency, be Christians or infidels ; they may
be the friends or enemies of slavery, and may be actuated by

kindness or by hatred towards " the free people of color."

The omission of all avowal of motives was, probably, not

without design, and has not been without effect. It has secured

the cooperation of three distinct classes. First, such as sincerely

desire to afford the free blacks an asylum from the oppression

they suffer here, and by their means to extend to Africa the

blessings of Christianity and civilization, and who at the same

time flatter themselves that colonization will have a salutary

influence in accelei'ating the abolition of slavery : secondly, such

as expect to enhance the value and security of slave property,

by removing the free blacks : and, thirdly, such as seek relief

from a bad population, without the trouble and expense of

improving it.

The doors of the Society being thrown open to all, a hetero-

geneous multitude has entered, and witliin its portals men are

brought into contact, who in the ordinary Avalks of life, are

separated by a common repulsion. The devoted missionary,

ready to pour out his life on the sands of Africa, is jostled by
the trafficker in human flesh ; the humble, self-denying Christian,

listens to the praises of the Society from the unblushing j^rofli-

gate ; and the friend of human rights and human happiness

greets as his fellow-laborer the man whose very contribution to

the cause is extorted from the unrequited labor of his fellow-men.

This anomalous amalgamation of characters and motives, has

necessarily led to a lamentable compromise of principle. What-
ever may be the object each member proposes to hmiself, he is

conscious it can be effected only by the harmonious cooperation

of all the other members. Hence it is all important to avoid
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o-iving and taking offence ; and never was the maxim, " bear and

forbear," more scrupulously obeyed. Certain irreconcilable

opinion?, but regarded by tlieir holders as fundamental, are, by

common consent, wholly suppressed ; while in matters of less

importance, the expression of opposite sentiments is freely

allowed, and borne with commendable patience.

The advocates of slavery forbear shocking its opponents by

justifying it in the abstract, and in return for this complaisance,

those opponents forbear condemning it in particulars. Each

party consents to make certain concessions to conciliate the

other. The Southron admits slavery to be a political evil ; the

northern member courteously replies, that under jyresent circum-

stances, it is unavoidable, and therefore justifial)le. The actual

condition of the slave, his mental bondage, his bodily sufferings,

are understood to be forbidden topics.

The oppressor of the free negro dwells on his depravity and

degradation ; the friend of the free negro admits, and often

aggravates the charges against him, but carefully abstains from

all allusion to the true causes of that depravity and degradation,

unless to excuse them as being inevitable. Both parties unite

in depictmg hi glowing colors, the effects of the oppression of the

free negro, in order to prove the humanity of banishing him from

the country ; while both refrain from all attempts to remove or

lessen the oppression.

The simplicity of the object of the Society as stated in its

constitution, tends in a powerful degree to encourage and enforce

this compromise of principle. The constitution, in fact, vests a

disci-etionary veto in every member on the expression of unpal-

atable opinions. The attention of the Society is to be " exclu-

sively " directed to the colonization of persons of color, and the

constitution contains no allusion to slavery. Hence any denun-

ciation of slaveiy as sinful,* any arguments addressed to slave

* Candor requires the admission that there is at least one exception to this

remark. At the annual meeting of the Society in 1834, the Rev. Mr. Breck-

enrid2:e,in his speech, insisted on the sinfulne'ss of slavery. A distinguished

lav member of the Societv, who was present, complained to the author of Mr.

B."'s unconstitutional conduct, and declared that he was strongly tempted

publicly to call him to order.
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holders to induce tliem to manumit their slaves, would be uncon-

stitutional, and are therefore carefully avoided. But the free

blacks cannot be transported without money, and much money
cannot be had, without the aid of the enemies of slavery. It is

therefore permitted to represent the Society as an antidote to

slavery, as tending to effect its abolition, anything in the consti-

tution to the contrary notwithstanding. But then this abolition is

to be brought about at some future indefinite period. True it is,

that the constitution is as silent, with respect to manumission, as

it is to slavery ; but by common consent, this silence is not

permitted to interpose the slightest obstacle to a unanimous,

vigorous, and persevering opposition to present manumission.

Were the American Bible Society to deprecate the emancipation

of slaves, and to censure all who jiroposed it, the outrage would

excite the indignation of the whole community. But what would

be a perversion of its avowed object in a Bible Society, is per-

fectly lawful in a Colonization Society, not because it is author-

ized by the constitution, but because it is expedient to conciliate

the slave-holders.

Many of the supporters of the Society are interested in the

American slave-trade*— a trade replete with cruelty and

injustice. To condemn this trade, or to labor for its suppression,

would be unconstitutional. Tlie African slave-trade rather

interferes with, than promotes the interests of the slave-owners,

and the Society deems it unnecessary to seek for any constitu-

tional warrant to justify the most violent denunciation of the

foreign traffic ; or an application to foreign powers to declare it

piratical.f

To liold up the free blacks to the detestation of the community,

is unconstitutional ; to recommend them to the sympathy of

Christians, to propose schools for their instruction, -plans for

encouraging their industry, and efforts for their moral and

religious improvement, Avould be such a flagrant departure from

the " exclusive " object of the Society, that no member has

* The first President of the Societj% was, as we shall see hereafter, no
inconsiderable dealer.

fSee proceedings of Am. Col. Society of 20th January, 1827.
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hitherto been rash enough to make the attempt. At the same

time it is quite constitutional to vindicate the cruel laws which are

crusliing these people in the dust, and to show that the oppres-

sion they suffer is " an ordination of Providence."

The constitution indeed forbids the transportation of the free

blacks Avithout " their consent
;

" but it is very constitutional to

justify and encourage such oppression of them, as shall compel

them to seek in the wilds of Africa, a refuge from American

ci'uelty.

The natural result of this compromise of principle, this sup-

pression of truth, this sacrifice to unanimity, has been the

adoption of expediency as the standard of right and wrong, in

the place of the revealed will of God. Unmindful of the poet's

precept,

Be virtuous ends piirsued by virtuous means,

Nor think the intention sanctifies the deed,

good men and good Christians have been tempted by their zeal

for the Society, to countenance opinions and practices incon-

sistent with justice and humanity. Confident that their motives

were good and their object important, they have been too little

scrupulous of the means they employed ; and hence the Society

has actually exerted a demoralizing influence over its own mem-

bers, by leading them occasionally to advance in its behalf

opinions at variance with truth and Christianity. Unhappily

the evil influence of the Society has not been confined to its own

members. It has, to a lamentable extent, vitiated the moral

sense of the community, by reconciling public opinion to the

continuance of slavery, and by aggravating those sinful pre-

judices against the free blacks, which are subjecting them to

insult and persecution, and denying them the blessings of edu-

cation and religious instruction.

"We are sensible that these are grave assertions, and that

many will deem them very extraordinary ones. The reader's

belief is not solicited for them at j^resent, nor will it be for any

assertion hereafter made, till supported by unquestionable

evidence. The remarks in this chapter are intended only as a

general statement of the case against the Society, and as an
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explanation of the process by wliich many excellent men
belonging to it, have insensibly been seduced into conduct of at

least doiabtful morality. The charges now made will in due

time be substantiated by authentic facts, and by quotations from

the language, both official and private, of members of the

Society.

True it is, that colonizationists protest most earnestly against

being judged by any but the official language of the Boai-d of

Managers. To the justice of this protest it is impossible to

assent. The Society is arraigned at the bar of the public, not

for the object avoived in the constitution, but for the influence it

exerts in vindicating and prolonging slavery, and in augment-

ing the oppression of the free blacks. This influence, if exerted

at all, must be exerted by individuals in the capacity of mem-
bers, agents, and officers of the Society, and the only means

they possess of exerting this influence, is by the expression of

their sentiments. To insist, therefoi'e, that these sentiments

may not be quoted, to show what influence the Society does

exert, is to contradict the plainest suggestions of common sense.

Certainly the whole Society is not necessarily responsible for

the sentiments of a single member ; but the question is not,

whether one or two or more members have said improper things,

but whether the influence generally exerted by the Society, is

what it is alleged to be ; and this is a question of fact, to be

decided by evidence, and that evidence necessarily consists of

the opinions expressed by its officers, agents, and distinguished

members, and auxiliary associations.

This protest, moreover, comes with an ill grace from a Society

that has appealed to the letters and the speeches of its members,

to repel the objection urged against it in certain quarters, of a

desire to interfere with the rights of slave-holders.* Should

the members and officers of an Anti-Slavery Society, continually,

at its public meetmgs, deliver addresses in favor of intermar-

riages between whites and blacks— should auxiliaries pass

resolutions approving of such marriages— should these addresses

*See Afr. Rep., VI, 198.
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and resolutions be published and circulated at the expense of

the Society, and should its othcial magazine recommend such

marriages,— would it not be the excess of disingenuousness for

the Society to attempt to repel the charge that its influence was

exerted to bring about an amalgamation of the two races, by

denying that it was responsible for the language of its members,

and by appealing to its constitution and official reports, in which

no allusion was made to the subject ? All that can faii-ly be

demanded, is that the quotations be honestly made, and that they

be sufficiently numerous and explicit to establish the facts they

are brought to prove. It must not, however, be supposed, that

we intend to prove our charges against the Society, only by the

declarations of individual members. On the contrary, we shall

summon as witnesses, the Managers of the parent Society,

and its auxiliaries ; and shall exhibit in evidence their official

reports and addresses. In the following pages will be found

numerous extracts from colonization documents ; and it is right

to observe, that they are for the most part merely selections, and

bearing generally but a small proportion to the whole number

of extracts to the same point, that might have been adduced.

Some few of the extracts have been made by other writers ; but

the great mass of them have been selected by the author, and

in no instance has he given a quotation which he does not believe

is fairly and honestly made. To prevent mistakes, it may be

well to mention, that the African Repository is a monthly maga-

zine, and is, as appears from the title-page, " published by order

of the Managers of the American Colonization Society." The
Editor is understood to be the Secretary of the Society. This

periodical, together with the annual reports, and occasional

official addresses, is the only publication for which the man-

agers of the Society are responsible ; when colonization news-

papers are mentioned, nothing more is intended by the expres-

sion, than that they ai'e papers which espouse the cause of the

Society.

3
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CHAPTER II.

INFLUENCE OF THE SOCIETY ON THE CONDITION OF FREE

PERSONS OF COLOR.

The object of the Society is declared by tlie constitution, to

be exclusively the colonization of free persons of color, with

their own consent. Now there is nothing in this object neces-

sarily benevolent. A colony may be established for commercial

purposes, or as a military station, or as a receptacle for convicts,

or to aid the diffusion of Christianity. The absence in the

constitution of all avowed motive for the proposed colony,

invites the cooperation of all who advocate the scheme from

any motive whatever. For the purpose of raising money, it is

the policy of tiie Society to ap2:)eal to all the various and

discordant motives that can be incited in behalf of the colony.

A strong and very general prejudice exists against the free

blacks. It is unfortunately the policy of the Society to aggra-

vate this prejudice, since the more we abominate these people,

the more willing we shall be to pay money for the purpose of

getting I'id of them. The influence of the doctrine of expedi-

ency on good men, will be seen in the unchristian language they

have used in regard to this unhappy and oppressed portion of

their fellow-men.

'• Free blacks are a greater nuisance than even slaves themselves."

Address of C. C. Harper, Afr. Rep., II, 189.

" A horde of miserable people— the objects of universal suspicion—
subsisting by plunder." Speech of Gen. Mercer, Vice President.

"• Of all classes of our population, the most vicious is that of the free

colored— contaminated themselves, they extend their vices to all

around them." Speech of Mr. Clay, Vice President, 1 '2th Report, p. 21

.

" Averse to labor, with no Incentives to industry, or motives to resi:)ect,

thev maintain a precarious existence bv petty thefts and plunder."

African Rep., VI, 135.

"• Tliey are alike injurious by tlieir conduct and example to all other

classes of society." j\[emorial of Manchester Col. Soc. to Virginia

Legislature.

" A large mass of human beings who hang as a vile excrescence upon
society." Address of C. L. Mosby, heforea Col. Soc. in Virginia.
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" This class of persons a cukse and contagion wherever they

reside." African Rep.^lTl, 203.

" Of all the descriptions of our jiopulation, and of either portion of

the Atrican race, the free persons of color are bj- far, as a class, the

mosl corrupt^ depraved and abandoned." Speech of ]\[r. Clay, African

Rep.^XJ, 12.

" An anomalous race of beings, the mdst depraved upon earth."

African Rep., VII, 230.

" They are a mildew upon our fields, a scourge to our backs, and a

stain upon our escutcheon." Memorial of Kentucky Col. Soc. to Con-

gress.

" I will look no farther when I seek for the most degraded, the most

abandoned race on the earth, but rest my eye on this people." Address

before the Lynchburg Col. Society.

" There is a class (free blacks) among us, introduced by violence,

notoriously ignorant, degraded and miserable, mentally diseased,

broken-spirited, acted upon by no motives to honorable exertions,

scarcely reached in their debasement by the heavenly light." Edi-

torial Article, Afr. Rep., I, 68.

We may here remark, that the tone of these extracts is very

different from that used Avhen the speaker desires to excite

sympathy for the wretched. "We are told that these people are

vicious and debased, but no hint is given that their vice and

debasement are the result of sinful prejudices and cruel laws.

No appeal is made to the spirit of Christianity to pour oil and

wine into the wound of suffering humanity. We ax-e not re-

minded that these wretches are our bretln-en, for Avhom Christ

died. Nothing is omitted to impress us with a sense of the

depth of the misery into which they ai-e plunged ; but for what

object are these frightful pictures presented to us ? Is it to urge

us to feed the hungry, to clothe the naked, to instruct the

ignorant, and to reform the wicked ? Ko, but to transport them

to Africa

!

To an unsoplnsticatcd Christian it would seem that the true

Avay of relieving the wretchedness and vice of these people

would be, first to protest against their unrighteous oppression,

and to procure the repeal of those laws which forbid their

instruction ; and then to make them partakers of the blessings of

education and r(digion. But far from the Colonization Society

are all such old-fashioned ways of doing good. Instead of pro-
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testing against the canses of all tins misery, the Society ex-

cuses AND justifies THE OrPRESSIOX OF THE FREE NEGROES,

AND THE PREJUDICES AGAINST THEM.

" Severe necessity places thorn (free negroes) in a class of
degraded beings." Address of Mr. Rives to Lijnchburg Col. Soc, Afr.
Rep., V, 238.

"The severe legislation,

—

I will not say that under all circumstances it

is too severe,—the severe legislation of the slave States, which drives

their emancipated blacks to the free States, and scatters the nuisance
there, attests that we liave a share in this evil." Speech of G. Smith,

Esq., Vice President, \ilh Report, p. xiii.

" This law," (a law by which a niannmitted negro becomes again a
slave if he remains twelve months in the State,) "odious and unjust as it

may at first view appear, and hard as it may seem to bear upon tlie liber-

ated negro, was doubtless dictated hy soundpolici/, and its repeal would
be regarded by none with more unfeigned regret than by the friends

of African Colonization. It has restrained many masters from giving

freedom to their slaves, and has thereby contributed to check the growth
of an evil already too great and formidable." Memorialfrom Powhat-
tan Col. Soc. to Virginia Legislature.

" I am clear, that whether we consider it with reference to the
welfare of the State, or the happiness of the blacks, it were better to

have them left in chains, than to have liberated them to receive such
freedom as they enjov, and greater freedom we cannot, must not allow
them." Afr. Rep., Ill, 19 7.

" The habits, the feelings, all the prejudices of society, i^rejudices

which neither refinement, nor argument, nor education, nor religion
itself can subdue, mark the people of color, whether bond or free,

as the subjects of a degradation inevitable and incurable." Address of
the Connecticut Col. Soc.

" The managers consider it clear that causes exist and are now
operating to prevent their improvement and elevation to any consider-

able extent as a class in this country, wdiich are fixed not only beyond the

control of the friends of humanity, but of any human power; Ciiitis-

TiANiTY can not do for them here what it will do for them in Africa.

This is not the fault of the colored man, nor of the Avhite man, but

AN ORDINATION OF PROVIDENCE, and no more to be changed than
the laws of nature." 15th Rep., p. 47.

" "We do not ask that the jjrovisions of our constitution and statute

book should be so modified as to reheve and exalt the condition of the
colored people whilst they remain with us. Let these provisions stand
in ALL their rigor to work out the ultimate and unbounded good
of these people." Memorial of the New York State Col. Soc. to the

Legislature.

" If we were constrained to admire so uncommon a being," (a jiious,

highly cultivated, scientific negro,) "our very aduiiraliou would be
mingled with disgust, because in the physical organization of his frame
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W'e meet an insurmonntable barrier even to approach to social inter-

course, and in the Egyptian color Avhich nature has stamped on his

features, a principle of' repulsion so strong as to forbid the idea of a

communion, either of interest, or of feelin<x, as utterly abhorrent."

Afr. Rep., VII, p. 331.

TTe find from the foregoing extracts that the Board of Man-

agers of the American Colonization Society officially declare,

that no luunan power can counteract the causes which prevent

the elevation and improvement of the free black in this country.

That not even the religion of Christ can in this land of light, of

Bibles, and of temi:)les, do for him what it can amid the darkness

and paganism of Africa. And we find a powerful State Society

recommending to the Legislature to do evil that good may come.

Now if it be true, that the degradation of the free blacks is

inevitahle, and cannot even be removed by Christianity, then,

indeed, as the Society afiirms, it is not the " fault " of the white

man, and he not being in fault, there is no reason Avhy he

should change his conduct towards them or repeal those laws

which Mr Smith will not say are under all circumstances " too

severe." Let us see what are these laws, which a most worthy

colonizationist and a distinguishe<l officer of the Society inti-

mates are not too severe ; and what are those causes of degra-

dation which we are assured by the Board of Managers are an

ordination of Providence, and no more to be changed than the

laws of nature.

Li some of the States, if a free man of color is accused of

crime, he is denied the benefit of those forms of trial which the

Common Law has established for the protection of innocence.

Thus in South Cai'olina it is thought quite unnecessary to give

a Grand and Petit Jury the trouble of incjuiring into his case

;

he can be hung without so much ceremony. But who is a colored

man ? We answer, the fairest man in Carolina, if it can be proved

that a drop of negro blood flowed in the veins of his mother. The

following extract from a late Charleston paper gives us a

curious instance of the administration of criminal justice in a

Christian country in the nineteenth century

:

"Tkiai. for Murder.— William Tann, a free colored man, was

tried on Friday last, at John's Island, for the murder of Moses, the

3*
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slave of Jos. D. Jenkins, Esq., of that place. The Court consisted of

William H. Inglesby and Alexander H. Brown, Esqrs., Judicial Magis-

trates," (Justices of the Peace,) '"of this city, together W\X\\Jive free-

holders. The murder Avas committed at John's Island on the 4tli July,

1832, Tann shooting down Moses with a musket loaded with buckshot.

Tann was at that time overseer of a Mr. Murray, and from XYw fairness

of his complexion icas thought to he and passed for a WHITE MAN.
He was accordincjly bound over to answer for this offence to the

Court of Session's, but it having been decided on an issue ordered

and tried at Walterborough, for the purpose of ascertaining his caste,

that he Avas of mixed blood, he Avas turned over by the Court, to the

jurisdiction of Magistrates and Freeholders. The Court found him
guilty, and sentenced him to be hung on Friday, the 24th April, next,"

1835.— Charleston Courier.

In South Carolina, if a free negro " entertains " a runaway

slave, lie forfeits ten pounds, and if unable to pay the fine, Avbich

must be the case ninety-nine times in a hundred, he is to be sold

as a slave for life. In 1827, a free u'o?)ian and her three children

Avere thus sold, for harboring two slave children.

In Mississippi, every negro or mulatto, not being able to ])rove

himself free, may be sold as a slave. Should the certificate of

his manumission, or the evidence of his parent's freedom, be

lost or stolen, he is reduced to hopeless bondage. This provision

extends to most of the slave States, and is in full operation in the

District of Columbia.

In South Carolina, any assembly of free negroes, even in the

presence of Avhite persons, " in a confined or secret place, for the

purpose of mental instruction" is an unlaAvful assembly, and may

be dispersed by a magistrate, who is authorized to inflict twenty

lashes on each free negro attending the meeting.

In the city of SaA^annah, any person aa'Iio teaches a free negro

to read or MTite, incurs a penalty of thirty dollars. Of course, a

father may not instruct his OAvn children.

In Maryland, a Justice of the Peace may order a free negro's

ears to be cut off for striking a tvhife man. In Kentucky, for

the same offence, he is to receive thirty lashes, " Avell laid on."

The laAV of Louisiana declares, " Free people of color ought

never to insult or strike white people, nor presume to conceive

themselves equal to the Avhites ; but, on the contrary, they ought

to yield to them on every occasion, and never speak or ansAver
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tliem but witli respect, under the penalty of imprisonment,

according to the nature of the case."

The corporation of Geoi'getown, in the Disti'ict of Coknnhia,

passed an ordinance, making it penal for any free negro to

receive from the 2>ost-office, have in his possession, or circulate,

any publication or Avriting whatsoever of a seditious character.

In North Carolina, the law prohibits a free colored man,

whatever may be his attainments or ecclesiastical authority, to

preach the gospel.

In Georgia, a white man is liable to a fine of Jive hundred

dollars for teaching a free negro to read or write. If one free

negro teach another, he is to be Jined and tchip^jed at the dis-

cretion of the court ! Should a free negro presume to preach

to, or exhort his companions, he may be seized without warrant,

and whipped thirty-nine lashes, and the same number of lashes

may be applied to each one of his congregation.

In Virginia, should free negroes or their children assemble

at a school to learn reading and writing, any Justice of the

Peace may dismiss the school with twenty stripes on the back of

each pupil.

In some States, free negroes may not assemble together for

any purpose, to a greater number than seven. In North Caro-

lina, free negroes may not trade, buy, or sell, out of the cities or

towns in which they reside, under the penalty of forfeiting their

goods, and receiving, in lieu thereof, thirty-nine lashes.

The laws of Ohio against the free blacks are peculiarly de-

testable, because not originating from the fears and prejudices

of slave-holders. Not only are the blacks excluded in that

State from the benefit of public schools, but with a refinement of

cruelty unparelleled, they are doomed to idleness and poverty,

by a law which renders a white man who employs a colored one

to labor for him one hour, liable for his support through life

!

By a late law of Maryland, a free negro coming into the

State is liable to a fine of fifty dollars for every week he re-

mains in it. If he cannot pay the fine, he is sold.

In Louisiana, the penalty for instructing a free black in a

Sunday School, is, for the first offence, five hundred dollars ; for

the second offence, death !
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Sucli, in a greater or less degree, is the situation of three

hundred thousand of our fellow-citizens ; and the only comfort,

the only consolation, the only mitigation of their sufferings,

which a Society, said to be " full of benevolence and the hallowed

impulses of Heaven's own mercy," proposes, or even tvishes for

them, is their transportation to Africa !

Is this a' harsh assertion ? Let us attend to the proofs that

THE Society discourages all attempts to improve the

CONDITION OF THE FREE BLACKS.

We have already seen that the managers of the American

Colonization Society officially declare, that, in their opinion, no

human power can remove the causes which prevent the im-

provement and elevation of the free negroes to any considerable

extent in this country; and that the New York Society, in

addressing the Legislature, expresses their desire, that the pro-

visions in the constitution and statute book of that State, relative

to the blacks, may " stand in all tlieir rigorP The j^rovision in

the constitution here alluded to, is that recent one, which, by

requiring a freehold qualification, virtually deprived the blacks

of the elective franchise, which the fathers of the Revolution had

given them. In the Convention by Avhich the new constitution

was formed, many of the most distinguished citizens and able

lawyers, including Rufus King and Chancellor Kent, had pro-

tested against this proscrij^tion as unjust and anti-rej)ublican

;

but the Colonization Society declare to the Legislature, without

whose consent this provision cannot be changed, that they wish it

to stand in all its rigor. Not contented with giving their sanc-

tion to past acts of injustice, the Society use their influence with the

Legislature to prevent its benevolent operation in future. Their

Memorial proceeds :— " Persuaded that their condition here is

not snsceptihle of a radical and permanent improvement, %oe

would deprecate any legislation that should encourage the vain

and injurious hope of it."

The Connecticut Colonization Society, in its address already

quoted, denies that even " religion itself" can subdue the preju-

dices existing against these people. The same address author-

itatively decides, that the free blacks " constitute a class by
themselves, a class out of which no individual can be elevated"
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Tlie Kentucky State Colonization Society, in its official

address, says :

" It is against this increase of colored persons, wlio take but a nom-
inal freedom, and cannot rise from their degraded condition, tliat this

Society attempts to provide." Afr. Rep., VI, 82.

" The people of color must, in this country, remain for ages, probably

forever, a separate and distinct caste, weighed down by causes power-
ful, universal, invincible, which neither legislation nou Christianity
can remove." Afr. Hep., Edit. Art., YU, 196.

'• Wo have endeavored, but in vain, to restore them (the free

negroes) either to self-respect, or to the respect of others. It is not

our fault that we have ftiiled. It is not theirs. It has resulted from a
cause over which neither we nor they can ever have control." Speech

of Rev. Dr. Nott before N. York Col. Soc.

This last extract claims attention from the extraordinary

assertions whicli it contains, and from tlie liigli cliaracter of the

author. No ex})lanations are given of the vain endeavors which

have been made to restore the blacks either to self-respect, or

to the respect of others. "WHien, where, by whom, and how

were these effiDrts made ? Dr. Nott is addressing the State

Society, and speaks in the plural number. "We confess we see

nothing like such efforts in the Memorial of that Society to the

Legislature. It is moreover to be recollected, that the American

Society, in its address to its auxiliaries, warns them against such

efforts.

" The moral, intellectual, and political improvement of people of
color within the United States, are objects foreign to the powers of this

Society." Address of the Am. Col. Soc. to its auxiliaries. Afr. Rep.,

VII, 201.

Let us see also what two religious colonization papers say on

this subject.

"If t\w free people of color were generally taught to read, it might
be an inducement to them to remain in this country ; we would offer

them no such inducements." Southern Religious Telegraph, Febru-
ary, 19, 1831.

" It must appear evident to all, that every endeavor to divert the

attention of the community, or even a portion of the means Avliich the

present crisis so imperatively calls for, from the Colonization Society, to

measures calculated to bind the colored j)opulation to this country, and
seeking to raise them to a level with tlie whites, whether by founding
colleges, or in any other way, tends directly in the propoi'tion that it

succeeds, to counteract and thwart the whole plan of colonization." New
Haven Religious Intelligencer, July, 1831.
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We perceive from these exti-acts, tliat the improvement of the

free blacks is repi'esented by colonizationists as impossible, and

of course it is folly to attempt what is impracticable. The very

attempt, moreover, is calculated to counteract and thwai't the

whole plan of colonization, as far as it succeeds. But this is

not all. Some might think the obligations of Christianity

required us to instruct the ignorant, and to succor the oppressed.

To remove this jircjudice, we are assured that even Christianity

cannot help the negro in America ! When before, has the power

of our blessed religion in changing the heart, subduing evil

affections, and removing unholy prejudices, been questioned by

professing Christians ?

The influence of the gospel of Christ, has led thousands and

tens of thousands to offer themselves as willing victims at the

stake or in the amphitheatre— it has prostrated the temples, the

altars, and the gods of paganism— it has triumphed over

ancient and endeared superstitions— it has delivered the Hindoo

from the fetters of caste, and tamed the North American savage

;

and yet according to colonizationists, it is utterly impotent,

when brought into collision with the prejudices of American

Christians, towards an unhappy portion of their fellow coun-

trymen !

And what unsuccessful experiments justify this depreciation

of the gospel of Jesus Clirist ? A\Tien have those who thus

speak of the inefiacacy of religion in subduing these sinful pre-

judices, tried its power ? When have colonizationists warned

Christians that the negro is created by the same Almighty

Being, descended from the same parent, redeemed by the same

Saviour, and made an heir of the same immortality with them-

selves ? When have we been reminded by them of that heart-

searching declaration which will be uttered by the Judge at the

last day, " inasmuch as ye did it not to one of the least of these

my brethren, ye did it not to me ?
"

Admitting that the blacks who have gone to Africa have

improved their condition, what is the total amount of good thus

effected? Of the 319,4G7 free negroes in the United States, 2,122

have in the last eighteen years been sent to Libei'ia. Supposing
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them to be liappy in their new abock^, at what a deplorable sac-

rifice of the hap{)ine?s of their brethren here, has their own

been purchased ! To raise funds for their transportation, our

churches and halls, in all paiits of the United States, have rung

with reproaches and accusations against the free people of color.

Orators, preachers, legislators, have denounced them as nuisances,

vile excrescences on the body politic— ignorant, depraved,

debased, and utterly incapable of impi'ovement and elevation.

The laws oppressing them have been vindicated, and all legis-

lation deprecated, that would even encourage the hope of their

permanent improvement.

And is it possible that this general and united effort to prevent

these people from rising, and to render them odious to the com-

munity, should have no practical effect on public opinion and

conduct ? Already do we hear their forcible expulsion from the

country, urged in petitions, and advocated in our State Legis-

latures. He must be wilfully blmd to passing events, who does

not perceive that the persecution of these people is increasing

in extent and malignity. La Fayette remarked in his last visit

with astonishment, the aggravation of the prejudices against the

blacks, and stated that in the re\olutionary war, the black and

white soldiers messed together without hesitation.

Li no instance, perhaps, has colonization had so direct and

obvious an influence in augmenting the injuries and oppression

of this unhappy race, as in Connecticut. To that State have

good men long rejoiced to look as to a bright pattern of a

Christian republic. There they beheld political liberty in its

highest perfection, and so divested, by the influence of religion,

of those in-egulai'ities of conduct v.diicli too often attend it, that

the State was proverbially distinguished as " the land of steady

habits." Li no part of the world were the blessings of education

more highly valued, or more generally diffused. The Coloniza-

tion Society had there taken a strong hold on the affections of

the peojjle, and had found in Connecticut divines and politicians,

and in the religious periodicals of New Haven, zealous and able

champions.

The citv of New Haven had been long, alike distinguished
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for its literary institutions, and for the sobriety and piety of its

inliabitants. It is not, therefore, surprising that some of the

most intelligent and influential of our colored citizens were led

to believe that New Haven would be a proper site for a school

for their children, and that such a school would there find gen-

erous patrons. In 1831, a convention was held in Philadelpliia,

of delegates from the free colored people in other States, and it

was determined that an effort should be made to I'aise funds for

" a collegiate school, on the manual labor system." A committee

was ap2)ointed to carry the plan into execution. This committee

pixblished in Philadelphia, " An appeal to the benevolent," in

which they stated the necessity of the proposed school, on

account of the difficulty which colored children experienced in

gaming admission into ordinary seminaries, or mechanical estab-

lishments ; and that the proposed seminary would be located at

New Haven, and " established on the self-supporting system, so

that the student may cultivate habits of industry, and obtain a

useful mechanical or agricultural profession, while pursuing

classical studies."

Bishops White and Onderdonk, and the Rev. Doctors Mc-
Auley, Bedell, and Ely, of Philadelphia, gave the committee

written certificates of their api)robation of the education of

colored youth. Little, alas, did these gentlemen anticipate the

feeling tliis effort would excite among the Christians of New
Haven. No sooner had intelligence of the intended school

reached that city, than the mayor summoned a town meeting,

" to take into consideration a scheme, said to be in progress, for

the establishment in this city of a college for the education of

colored youth." The meeting was held on the 8th of September,

1831, and it was '' Resolved by the Mayor, Aldermen, Common
Council, and free men of the city of New Haven, in city meeting

assembled, that we will resist the establishment of the proposed

college in this place by every lawful means." This resolution

was preceded by a preamble, stating that " in connection with

this establishment, the immediate abolition of slavery in the

United States is not only recommended and encouraged by the

advocates of the proposed college, but demanded as a right,"
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and " that the propagation of sentiments, favorable to the imme-

diate emancipation of shxves, in disregard oi tlie civil institutions

of the States to which they belong, and as auxiliary thereto, the

contemporaneous founding of colleges for educating colored peo-

ple, is an unwarrantable and dangerous interference with the

internal concerns of other States, and ought to be discouraged."

That the education of colored citizens in Connecticut is an

unAvarrantable interference with the internal concerns of other

States, and that the friends of the proposed college ever recom-

mended the immediate emancipation of slaves in disregard of the

civil institutions of the States to which they belong, are asser-

tions which the Mayor, Aldermen, Common Council, and free

men of the city of New Haven prudently jjermitted to rest on

their own authority, without adducing any other evidence of

their truth.

But surel}', the pious and excellent colonizationists of New
Haven, who are so anxious to civilize the natives of Africa,

must have been indignant at this attempt to keep Americans in

ignorance, xllas, in that crowded assembly, there Avas but one

voice raised against its unholy resolution, and that was the voice

of a decided anti-colonizationist, the Rev. S. S. Jocelyn, while

one of the public advocates of the resolution was the Secretary

of the New Haven Committee of Correspondence of the Amer-
ican Colonization Society.

The Colonization party in New Haven could have prevented

this high-handed oppression, but their influence was exerted not

for, but against the improvement and elevation of their colored

brethren.

Unhappily for the character of Connecticut, for that of our

common country, and even of Christianity itself, the proceedings

in New Haven were but the commencement of a series of out-

rages on justice, humanity, and the rights of freemen.

There ai"e occasions on which it is treason to truth and honor,

if not to religion, to suppress our indignation ; and while Ave

shall scrupulously adhere to truth in relating the measures pur-

sued in Connecticut, to pi'event the education of a certain class

4
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of colored persons, we shall not shrink from a free expression of

our opinions of those measures, and of their authors.

Miss Crandall, a communicant in the Baptist church, and, as

we believe, a lady of irreproachable character, had for some

time been at the head of a female boarding school, in the town

of Canterbury, Connecticut, when in the autumn of 1832, a

pious colored female applied to her for admission into her school,

stating that she wanted " to get a little more learning— enough,

if possible, to teach colored children." After some hesitation,

Miss Crandall consented to admit her, but was soon informed

that this intruder must be dismissed, or that the shool would be

greatly injured. This threat turned her attention to the cruel

prejudices and disadvantages under which the blacks are suffer-

in"-, and she resolved to open a shool exclusively for colored girls.

It has been thought expedient to doubt the philanthropy of this

resolution, and to attribute it to pecuniary motives. Whatever

may have been her motives, and pecuniaiy ones would not have

been unlawful, she had a perfect right to open a school for pupils

of any color whatever ; and had not the moral sense of the com-

munity been perverted, this attempt to instruct the poor, the

friendless, and the ignorant, would have met with applause

instead of contumely. She discontinued her school, and in Feb-

ruary, 1833, gave public notice of her intention to open one for

colored girls. This notice excited prodigious commotion in the

tOAvn of Canterbury. That hluck girls should presume to learn

reading, and writing, and music, and geography, was past all

bearing. Committee after committee waited on Miss Crandall,

to remonstrate against the intended school, but to no purpose.

More etticient means wei-e found necessary to avert the impend-

ino- calamity, and a legal town meeting was summoned to con-

sider the awful crisis. At this meeting resolutions were passed,

expressing the strongest disapprobation of the proposed school,

and the preamble declared that " the obvious tendency of this

school would be to collect within the town of Canterbury, large

numbers of persons from other States, whose characters and

habits might be various and unknown to us, thereby rendering

insecure the persons, j^ropertij, and reputations of our citizens."
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Had this extreme nervous appreliension of danger been excited

in the good people of Canterbury by the introduction of some

hundreds of Irish hiborers into their viUage to construct a rail-

road or canal, we should still have thought their temperament

very peculiar ; but when we find them thus affecting to tremble,

not merely for their property, but for their persons and reputa-

tions, at the approach of fifteen or twenty " young ladies and

little misses of color," we confess we are astonished that the

collected wisdom of these peoi^le was not able to frame an argu-

ment against the school, less disgraceful to themselves.

Andrew T. Judson, Esq., acted as clerk to this meeting, and

supported the resolutions in a speech, in which he is reported to

have said, " that should the school go into operation, their sons

and daughters would be forever ruined, and property no longer

safe." For his part, he was not willing, for the honor and wel-

fare of the town, that even one corner of it should be appropri-

ated to such a purpose. After the example which New Haven

had set, he continued, " shall it be said that ice cannot, that we

dare not resist ? " Mr. Judson further stated, that they had

" A LAW which should prevent that school from going into oper-

ation."

The resolutions of the town meeting, as became so grave a

matter, were communicated to Miss Crandall by the " civil

authority and selectmen," but strange as it may seem, that lady

stood less in dread of them, than they did of the " young ladies

of color," for she refused to retreat from the ground she had

taken.

The example of New Haven, we have seen, Avas held \\\^ to

the people of Canterbury by Mr. Judson, for their encourage-

ment, and as an earnest of their ultimate success. Still the

cases were not exactly similar. " The civil authority and select-

men " of Canterbury, had not the imposing array of power and

influence displayed by " the Mayor, Aldermen, Common Council,

and free men of the city of New Haven." The latter, by the

mere expression of their opinion, had prevented the establish-

ment of a college for colored youth ; the former were set at

naught by an unprotected female. Some means more efficacious
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than the fulminations of a town meeting were, therefore, next to

be tried. Mr. Jiulson had indeed a certain law in reserve, but

it was necessary that certain influences shoiihl be previously

brought into action, before a civilized and Christian people could

be induced to tolerate the application of that law. Colonization,

as already remarked, had taken a deep hold on the affections of

the people of Connecticut. Their most eminent men had

enrolled themselves in the ranks of the Society. To this pow-

erful association recourse was now had. On the 22d of March,

1833, the "civil authority and selectmen" of Canterbury made

their "appeal to the American Colonization Society."

In this most extraoi'dinary paper, they expatiate on the henevo-

lence of the Society towards the colored population, and deplore

the opposition it encounters from certain individuals who have

formed " the Anti-Slavery Society." These men, they assert,

wish to admit the blacks " into the bosom of our society," and

would "justify intermarriages Avith the white people." They

then recite their own grievances, detail the proceedings of their

town meeting, dwell on Miss Crandall's pertinacity in pursuing

her own plans, express their horror of abolition principles, and

state that Mr. Garrison had said that the excitement in Canter-

bury " is one of the genuine flowei's of the colonization garden ;

"

and they add, "Be it so; we appeal to the American Coloniza-

tion Society, to which our statement is addressed— ^\G appeal to

every philanthropist, and to every Christian ! " INIr. Judson's

name appears at the head of the signers to the appeal.

Had Miss Crandall appealed to the Society in behalf of her

school, she would probably, and very properly, have been told

that the sul\ject of her school was not embraced in the constitu-

tional objects of the Society ; and may we not ask, if the Society

has no right to encourage, has it any right to discourage the

establishment of schools of any description Avhatever ? In the

singleness of its object it has often been compared to the Bible

Society ; Avhat would have been thought of such an appeal to the

American Bible Society ? How the appeal was answered we

shall presently see.

Havinf; thus identified their cause with that of the Coloniza-
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tion Society, and secured the sympathy of its numerous and

powerful friends in Connecticut, Mr. Judson and his associates

proceeded to further operations. Foiled in their attempts to

persuade or intimidate, they now resolved on coercion. On the

1st of April, another town meeting was convened, at which it

was " Voted that a petition in behalf of the town of Canterl:)ury,

to the next General Assembly, be drawn up, in suitable lan-

guage, deprecating the evil consequences of bringmg from other

towns and other States people of color for o»^ purpose, and more

especially for the purpose of disseminating the principles and

doctrines opposed to the benevolent colonization system,

praying said Assembly to pass and enact such laws as in their

wisdom will prevent the evil." Mr. Judson, with others, was

apppointed a committee to prepare the petition, and to request

other towns to forward similar petitions. The mahgnity of this

vote is equalled only by its absurdity. The desired law is to

prevent the evil of blacks passmg not only from other States,

but other towns. Every black citizen of Connecticut is to be

imprisoned in the town in which the law happens to find him,

and he may not travel into the adjoining town for '• any pur-

pose," and all this especially to prevent interference with " the

henevolent colonization system."

Did the Colonization Society protest against such an outrage

being committed in its behalf? did it mdignantly disclaim all

connection, all sympathy with men who in its name were striv-

ing to perpetuate such abominable tyranny ? It is not known,

that in any way whatever, it has ever expressed its disapproba-

tion of these proceedings. Certain it is, that the effect of the

" appeal," and of this vote, was not such as to induce the Can-

terbury gentlemen to falter in their cai-eer ; we have seen that

Mr. Judson had a law, which was to arrest the school. "When

the " appeal " had been before the public just one month, the

selectmen resolved to avail themselves of this law.

Among the pupils of Miss Crandall, was a colored girl about

seventeen years of age, who had come from Rhode Island to

enjoy the advantages of the school. The pursuit of knowledge

under discouraging difficulties has rarely failed to excite ap-

4*
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plause ; and the virtuous struggles of tlie poor and obscure to

improve and elevate themselves, claim the sympathy of Chris-

tian benevolence. In the present instance Ave behold a youthful

female, of a despised and depressed race, attempting to emerge

from the ignorance and degradation into -which she had been cast

by birth ; and abandoning her home and friends, and travelling

to another State, applying for instruction to the only seminary

in the whole country open to receive her. And now let us see

what sympathy this poor and defenceless, but innocent and

praiseworthy girl, experienced from the admirers of " the benev-

olent colonization system." On the day after her arrival, she

was ordered by the selectmen to leave the town. This order,

as illegal as it was inhumane, was disregarded ; and on the 22d

of April, Mr. Judson and his fellow functionaries instituted, on

behalf of the town, a suit against her under an old vagrant act

of Connecticut, and a writ was issued to the sheriff, to require

her appearance before a Justice of the Peace. The writ recited,

that according to the statute, she had forfeited to the town $1.62

for each day she had remained in it, since she was ordered to

depart ; and that in default of payment, she was to be wiiirPED

ON THE NAKED BODY NOT EXCEEDING TEN STRIPES, unlcSS

she departed within ten days after conviction. The barbarous

and obsolete law under which this suit was brought, was intended

to protect towns from the intrusion of paupers who might become

chargeable. The friends of the school had offered to give the

selectmen bonds to any amount, to secure tlie town from all cost

on account of the pupils ; and of course this suit was a wicked

perversion of the laAV, and the plaintiffs ought to have been

indicted for a malicious prosecution under color of office. With

equal propriety might the civil authority of New Haven wai'n a

student in Yale College, from New York, to leave the city, and

on his refusal, order him to be whipped on the naked body as a

vagrant pauper.

About the time of the return of this writ, the Legislature of

Connecticut assembled, and so successfully had the Canterbury

pei'secution been identified with colonization, that a law was

passed to suppress the school, and all others of a similar char-
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actor. Its preamble declared that " attempts have been made

to establish literary institutions in this State, for the instruction

of colored persons belonging to other States and countries, which

would tend to the great increase of the colored population of this

State, and thereby to the injury of the people." The act

provides, that every person who shall set up, or establish any

school, academy, or literary institution, for the instruction or

education of colored persons who are not inhabitants of Connec-

ticut ; or who shall teach in such school, or who shall board any

colored pupil of such school, not an inhabitant of the State, shall

forfeit one hundred dollars for the first offence, two hundred

dollars for the second, and so on, doubling for each succeeding

offence, unless the consent of the civil authority and selectmen

of the town, be previously obtained.

Mr. Judson's late attempt to enforce the Avhipping law, re-

minded the Legislature of the propriety of abolishing that relic

of barbarism, and it was accordingly repealed, and thus were the

backs of Miss Crandall's pupils saved from the threatened

laceration.

It is painful and mortifying to reflect on the law obtained by

Mr. Judson and his associates, for the suppression of the school,

and which has very generally received the title of " the Connec-

ticut Black Act." It is an act alien to the habits, the character,

the religion of Connecticut. It is an act which neither policy

nor duty can vindicate. It is an act which will afford its authors

no consolation in the prospect of their final account, and which

their children will blush to remember.

It is not surprising that a Connecticut Legislature, about to

pass a law for the discouragement of learning, should wish for

an excuse ; nor that they should find themselves constrained to

invent one. Miss Crandall had fifteen or twenty girls in her

school, and it does not appear that the Legislature had ascer-

tained how many of them had come fi-om other States, nor that

they had inquired into the amount of injuiy sustained by the

citizens of Canterbury, in their " persons, property, and reputa-

tions," from these " misses of color
;

" and yet they unhesita-

tingly assert, that the " increase " of the colored population in
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tlie State, occasioned by such schools, would be " great
;

" and

that such increase would tend to the " injury of the people."

To test the truth of these two assertions, let it be recollected,

first, that no evidence existed that any other seminary for

blacks was at this time contemplated in Connecticut ; and that

the free colored people are, as a class, sunk in abject poverty,

and that very few of them have the means of sending their

children from other States into Connecticut, and there maintain-

ing them at school ; and, secondly, that no portion of this popu-

lation would be so little likely to occasion "injury to the

people," as those who were placed at a religious school, and

instructed in morals and literature. As to the sincerity of the

apprehensions felt by the Legislature, let it be further recol-

lected, that the law is intended to prevent the ingress of such

blacks only, as might come for the honorable and virtuous pur-

pose of education, while not the slightest impediment is opposed

to the introduction of cooks, Avaiters, scullions, shoeblacks, &c.,

in any number. The best are excluded, the icorst freely ad-

mitted.

"We have seen that colonizationists regard all attempts to

elevate the free blacks, as an interference with their system,

and the Black Act is admirably calculated to prevent such

attempts. Connecticut closes her schools to blacks from New
York and elsewhere. If this is right,— and what State more

religious than Connecticut ?— other States may be expected to

follow her example. Hence no seminary, in any one State, for

the instruction of the blacks, can be founded by their joint

contributions ; from the academies, boarding schools, and col-

leges of the whites, they are already excluded ; of course, they

are— doomed to perpetual ignorance. Let each State, it is said,

instruct its own youth. It is well for Yale College that this

doctrine is applied only to black aspii-ants for knowledge.

Li 1828, an African Mission School was established at Hart-

ford, for the purpose of educating colored youth, " to be selected

from our numerous African population," and, of course, from

other States besides Connecticut. It was under the patron-

age of the Bishops of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the
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United States. No outcry was excited against this school ; no

citizen of Hartfovd trembled for his property, pei'son, or repu-

tation. Why not ? Because the school was auxiliary to colo-

nization, and those instructed in it were to be sent out of the

country.

No sooner was the passage of the Black Act known in Can-

terbury, than this triumph over justice, humanity, and constitu-

tional liberty, was celebrated by ^feu de joie, and the ringing

of bells. Nor was the act permitted to remain a dead letter.

Miss Crandall was prosecuted under it, and being unable to

procure bail, was committed to mison. The next day bail was

obtained, and she returned to her school. Well, indeed, might

the public press, with some memorable exceptions, execrate the

Black Act ; and well, indeed, might Mr. Judson feel impatient,

under the obloquy that was falling upon him, as the chief m-

stigator and manager of the prosecution. " A friend in need,

is a friend indeed." And noiv was the time when he needed and

received that countenance, for which he had appealed to the

Colonization Society. It was not probably expected that the

managers of the parent Society would officially notice the appeal,

but a mode was devised, on the part of Connecticut coloniza-

tionists, of publicly expressing their appi'obation of Mr. Judson's

conduct. On the anniversary of the declaration that " all men

are created equal," and a few days after Miss Crandall's impris-

onment, the "Windham County* Colonization Society convened,

and appointed Mr. Judson their orator and agent, thus proclaim-

ing that HE was the man they delighted to honor. Another

response to the appeal was in a few days heard from New
York. The chairman of the executive^ committee of the New
York City Colonization Society, is the editor of the New York

Commercial Advertiser, and its columns were loaded with crim-

inations of Miss Crandall, and vindications of the Black Act.

" The inhabitants of Canterbury " were declared to be " as

quiet, peaceable, humane, and inoffensive people, as can be

named in the United States." The constitutionality of the

* The County in which Canterbury is situated.
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Black Act was broadly maintained, and it was averred to be '• just

sucli a law in its spirit, if not in its provisions, as we are in the

constant practice of enforcing in tliis city, to prevent our char-

itable institutions from being filled to overflowing with black

paupers from the South, and white paupers from Europe." Of

the gentleman who drafted the Black Act, the public were as-

sured, " a warmer heart than his throbs in few bosoms, and the

African race has no firmer friend than him."*

On the 23d of August, Miss Crandall Avas brought to trial.

The crime with which she was charged, was fully proved. One

of the witnesses testified : " The school is usually opened and

closed with prayer ; the Scriptures are read and explained in

the school daily ;
portions ai-e committed to memory by the

pupils, and considered part of their education."

The orator and agent of the Windham Colonization Society,

opened the case on the part of the prosecution, and to this gen-

tleman, it is believed, belongs the distinction of having been the

first man in New England to propound publicly the doctrine,

that free colored persons are not citizens. This doctrine was

essential to the validity of the Black Act, since by the federal

Constitution, citizens of one State are entitled to all the privi-

leges of citizenship in every other State ; and the Act prohib-

ited colored persons from other States from going to school in

Connecticut, a prohibition palpably unconstitutional, if free

blacks are citizens. The presiding judge submitted the cause

to the jury without comment ; and some of them having scru-

ples about Mr. Judson's new doctrine, refused to agree in a ver-

dict of guilty, and a new trial was consequently ordered. In

the ensuing October, Miss Crandall was again placed at the bar,

while the vice president of the New Haven Colonization vSoci-

ety. Judge Daggett, took his scat on the bench. The cause

against the defendant was again argued by the Windham Colo-

nization orator and agent ; and Judge Daggett, warned by the

result of the preceding trial, of the necessity of enlightening the

consciences of the jury, delivered an elaborate charge. Rarely

Commercial Advertiser, July 16 and 29, 1833.
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has any judge enjoyed such an opportunity of defending the

poor and fatherless, of doing justice to the afflicted and needy,

of delivering the spoiled out of the hand of the oppressor. The
merits of the cause turned on the simple question whether free

blacks are citizens or not. "We might have presumed that a

judge, aware of his solemn responsibility, would have prepared

himself for the decision of this momentous question, by the

most patient and thorough research. On the opinion he might

pronounce, would perhaps rest the future education, comfort,

freedom, and not unlikely, everlasting happiness of multitudes

of his fellow-men. Under such circumstances, the public had

a right to expect that he would resort to every source of

information; that lie would consult the ojiijiions of eminent

statesmen and jurists ; investigate the constitutional history of

the rights of these people ; study the proceedings of Congress in

relation to them, and bring together such a mass of facts, such

an array of arguments, as would prove that his decision, what-

ever it might be, was the result of conscientious inquiry, and

that the bench was elevated far above the prejudices and pas-

sions, which had brought to the bar an innocent and benevolent

female.

Tlie judge, in his charge, expresses himself in the following

words : * " Are the free people of color citizens ? I answer,

No." The grounds on which this answer is given, appear to be

the following

:

1st. " They are not so styled in the Constitution of the United
States. In that clause of the Constitution wliic-li fixes the basis of rep-

resentation, there was an opportunity to have called them citizens, if

they were so considered. Ijut tliat makes free persons (adding three-

fifths of all other persons) the basis of representation and taxation."

The words of the Constitution refen-ed to by the Judge, are,

(Art. 1. Sec. 3,) '• Representatives and direct taxes shall be ap-

portioned among the several States which may be included

within this Union, according to their respective numbers, which

shall be determined by adding to the whole number of free pex'-

*'We quote from a newspaper report of the charge, and have no knowledge
that the accuracy of the report has ever been denied.
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sons, including those bound to service for a term of years, and

excluding Indians not taxed, three-fifths of all other persons."

Now, it seems, free colored persons cannot be citizens, be-

cause they are not in this section so called ; but unfortunately

free ivhite persons are not called citizens, and they also must

therefore be disfranchised ! Apprentices (" those bound to ser-

vice for a term of yeai's,") are likewise included among free

jyersons, and they also cannot be citizens !

Had free tvhite persons been spoken of as citizens, and free

hlach persons only as " persons," then indeed there would have

been some force in the judge's first reason ; but as there is not

the slightest reference in the Constitution to the complexion of

the " free persons," we cannot understand the argument, and

proceed, therefore, to his

2d reason. " They (free negroes) are not so styled, (citizens,) so

far as I am aware, in the laws of Congress, or of any of the States."

It would thus seem that men with hlach skins cannot be citi-

zens, unless the laws expressly declare them to be so. So far

as we are aware, men with red hair are not styled citizens in

the laws of Congress, or of any of the States.

3d reason. " His Honor then read from Kent's Commentary, Vol.

n, p. 210, a note in which the commentator speaks of the degraded
condition of the blacks, and the disabihtios luider which they labor,

and thence inferred that, in Kent's opinion, they were liot citizens."

Had the judge found it convenient to consult the text of this

learned and independent jurist, the following passage would

have saved him the trouble of drawing an inference.

" The article in the Constitution of the United States, declaring

that citizens of each State were entitled to all the privileges and im-

munities of citizens in the several States, apphes to natural born or

duly natui-alized citizens, and if tliey remove from one State to another,

they are entitled to the privileges that persons of the same descrtplion

are entitled to in the State to which the removal is made, and to none
other. If, therefore, for instance, free persons of color are not enti-

tled to vote in Carolina, free persons of color emigrating there from a

Northern State would not be entitled to vote."

Here is an express admission of the citizenshii) of free col-

ored persons, and their case is cited to illustrate the rights of
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Citizens under the federal Constitution. If a free black, accord-

ing to the commentary, moving from one State to another, is,

under the federal Constitution, entitled only to such privileges

as the free blacks in the latter State enjoy, it follows irresistibly

that he is entitled to such privileges as the free blacks do there

enjoy. Now, the free blacks of Connecticut enjoy a legal right

to go to school, and to any school that will receive them ; hence,

according to Chancellor Kent, a free black removing from

another State into Connecticut, has the same right, and hence

the Black Act is plainly and palpably unconstitutional.

4tli. " Another reason for believing that people of color are not
considered citizens, is found in the fact, that when the United States

Constitution teas adopted, every State except Ifassachusetts tolerated

slavery."

Why a free black man cannot be a citizen, because another

black man is a slave, is a problem we confess ourselves unable

to solve.

Such are the arguments, and the only ones adduced by the

judge, to support his portentous decision ; a decision which

tends to strip the free negro of his property and rights ; renders

him an alien in the land of his birth ; exposes him to contumely

and oppression, and prepares the way for his forcible deportation

to the shores of Africa.

In order to do full justice to Judge Daggett, it may be proper

to notice his answers to objections, since these answers may,

perhaps, be regarded as negative arguments. To the assertion,

that free blacks own vessels which participate in the jieculiar

privileges of American shipping, and that they sue in the United

States courts, he simply replied, that these claims have never

been settled by judicial decisions. To the argument that free

blacks may be guilty of high treason, he replied, " So may any

person who resides under the government, and enjoys its pro-

tection, if he rises up against it."

Having thus fairly stated the judge's arguments, we will now
take the liberty of presenting a few facts having an important

bearing on this question ; facts, be it remembered, that were
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accessible to the Judge, had he thought it worth while to look

for them.

By the fourth of the " Articles Qf Confederation," it was pro-

vided, that " the free inhabitants of these States shall be entitled

to all the privileges and immunities of free citizens in the several

States." While these articles were under consideration in

Congress, it appears from the journals, that on the 25th of June,

1778, "the delegates from South Carolma moved the follow-

ing amendment in behalf of their State:— 'In Article Fourth,

between the words free inhabitants, insert white.' Passed in

the negative— Ayes, 2 States, Nays 8 States— 1 State di-

vided." Here then was a solemn decision of the Revolutionary

Congress, that free negroes should be entitled to all the privileges

and immunities of free citizens in the several States. Judge

Daggett thinks that the Constitution of the United States did

not regard free blacks as citizens, because in 1788 all the States,

with one exception, tolerated slavery; yet, in 1778, Congress

decided that free blacks were citizens, although all the States,

without one exception, tolerated slavery. Ten years after this

decision, the new Constitution was formed, and the clause I'e-

specting citizenship in the several States was transferred to it

from the Articles of Confederation, with slight verbal alterations.

That the clause embraced free negroes at the time it was trans-

ferred, was settled by the vote we have quoted ; no words were

added to exclude them ; no intimation was given that the new

Constitution was disfranchising thousands, and tens of thousands,

who Congress had declared were invested Avith all the rights and

immunities of free citizens. No desire was expressed to dis-

franchise these people, and in the debates on the Constitution,

this disfranchisement was never alluded to either in the lan-

guage of praise or of censure ; and for more than forty years

after the adoption of the Constitution, no suspicion existed that

it had divested the free blacks of the citizenship they enjoyed

under the Confederation, till the discovery was made by the

agent and orator of the "Windliam Colonization Society, and

juridically announced by the Vice President of the New Haven

Colonization Society.
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Judge Daggett " is not aivare that free hlacls are styled citizens

in the laws of Congress or of any of the States ! " How laborious

has been liis search for such laws, we shall now see. Probably

the judge will admit that when the law speaks of male citizens,

they recognize the existence o^female citizens ; and most judges

would admit, that where the law speaks of lohite citizens, tliey

recognize the existence of citizens who ai'e not white.

The act of Congress of 1792, for organizing the militia, pro-

vides for the enrolment of " free white male citizens."

The act of Congress of 1803, "to prevent the importation of

certain persons into certain States, when by the laws thereof

their admission is prohibited," enacts that masters and captains

of vessels shall not " import or bring, or cause to be imported or

brought, any negro, mulatto, or other person of color, not being a

native, a citizen, or registered seaman of the United States,"

&;c.

The constitution of Judge Daggett's own State, limits the

right of suffrage to "free white male citizens." Why male

citizens, if there are wo female citizens? and why white citizens,

if there can be no colored ones ? Seven or eiglit State constitu-

tions, in the same manner, recognize the existence of colored

citizens. Had the judge extended his inquiries into State

laws, to those of Massachusetts, he would have found one pro-

hibiting any negro "other than a CITIZEN of the United

States," or a subject of the Emperor of Morocco, from tarrying

in the Commonwealth longer than two months. Had he taken

the trouble to consult the statute book of New York, he would

have found the following clause in the act relative to elections,

viz. : " If the person so offering to vote be a colored man, the

following oath shall be tendered to him :
' You do swear (or

affirm) that you are of the age of twenty-one years, that for

three years you have been a CITIZEN of this State,' " &e.

Revised Statutes, I, 134.

Had the judge condescended to look into the debates of the

New York Convention of 1821, on tlie question of admitting the

free blacks to the right of sufirage, he would have discovered to

his astonishment, that the New York lawyers and judges had no
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hesitation in admitting these people to be citizens, whatever

might be their objections to permitting them to vote. He woukl

have found Chancellor Kent earnestly contending for their

rights to citizenship in other States under the federal Constitu-

tion. He would have found Rufus King, (no mean authority,)

concluding an argument in their behalf, with these words : " As

certainly as the children of any white man are citizens, so

certainly the children of the black man are citizens."

Had the judge opened the constitution of the State of New

York, he would have met with a clause in the article respecting

the elective franchise, declaring. " No man of color, unless he

shall have been three years a CITIZEN of this State," &c.

On the 4th of September, 182G, Governor Clinton, of New
York, addressed a letter to the President of the United States,

demanding the immediate liberation of Gilbert Horton, a colored

man, as " A CITIZEN of this State," he having been impris-

oned in Washington as a fugitive slave.

In every State in the Union, we believe, without one exception

a native free born negro may legally take, hold, and convey

real estate. "Will Judge Daggett deny this to be an attribute of

citizenship ? * Will he maintain that any but citizens may

exercise the right of suffrage ? But in eight or ten States, free

negroes may legally vote. True it is, that in others, this privilege

is denied to them, but it is not true that none are citizens who

cannot vote. The act of Congress respecting naturalization,

provides, that in a certain case, the loidoio and children of a

deceased alien " shall be citizens of the United States."

Impi-essed colored sailors have been claimed by the national

government, as " citizens of the United States
;

" and colored

men going to Europe, have received passports from the depart-

ment of State, certifying that they were citizens of the United

States.

The proposed constitution of the new State of Missouri re-

* Real estate in the city of New York to the value of fifty thousand clolhars

was lately devised to a free colored man in that city, but according to the

judge, he' is not a citizen, and of course cannot take by devise. If so, the

property must go to the heir at law, or escheat to the State.
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quired the Legislature to pass such laws as might be necessary

" to prevent free negroes and mulattoes from coming to settle in

the State, under any pretext whatever." The Legislature ot

New York, in reference to this provision, on the 15th November,

1820, " Eesolved, if the provisions contained in any proposed

constitution of a new State deny to any citizens of the existing

States the privileges and immunities of citizens of such new
State, that such proposed constitution should not be accepted or

confirmed, the same, in the opinion of this Legislature, bemg
void by the Constitution of the United States." This resolution

was adopted in high party times, by an almost unanimous

vote.

The constitution being submitted to Congress, the article

excluding colored citizens, was deemed by the House of Repre-

sentatives a violation of the national compact, and that body

refused to receive Missouri into the Union. A compromise was
at last agreed to, and Congress admitted Missouri on the express

condition that the offensive clause in her constitution should

never authorize any law by which any citizen of any of the

States should be excluded from the enjojonent of any of the

privileges and immunities to which such citizen is entitled by the

Constitution of the United States ; and that the Legislature of

Missouri should by a solemn act declare their assent to this

condition. The Legislature passed the act required, and there-

upon the State became a member of the Union. Yet Judge

Daggett is not aware of any act of Congress recognizing free

blacks as citizens

!

Admit free negroes to be men, and to be horn free in the

United States, and it is impossible to frame even a plausible

argument against their citizenship. The only argument on this

point we have ever met wdth, in Avhicli the conclusion is legiti-

mately deduced from the premises, is by a late writer,* who
maintains that the negroes are a distinct race of animals. Now
it must be conceded, that the negro, if not a human being, is not

*The author of "Evidences against the Views of the Abolitionists, con-
sisting of physical and moral proofs of the natural inferiority of the
negroes." New York, 1833.

5*
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a citizen. We recommend the following reasoning to the future

judicial apologists of the Black Act.

" His (the negro's) lips are thick, his zygomatic muscles large and full,

his jaws larQ;e and projecting, his chin retreating, his forehead low, flat,

and slanting" and as a consequence of this latter character, his eyeballs

are verv prominent, apparently larger than those of the white men
;

all of these peculiarities at the same time contributing to reduce his

facial ansile almost to a level with the brute. If then it is consistent

with science to believe that the mind will be greater in proportion to

the size and figure of the brain, it is equally reasonable to suppose that

the acknowledged meanness of the negro's intellect only coincides with

the shape of /us head; or in other words, that his want of capability

to receive a complicated education, renders it improper and impolitic

that he should be allowed the privik^ges of citizexsuip in an enlight-

ened country." P. 25, 2G.

The author is an ultra colonizationist, and the conclusion to

which he arrives is, " let the blacks be removed, nolens volens,

from among us."

We have dwelt the longer on the Connecticut decision, on

account of its immense importance to a numerous class of our

fellow countrymen. The victims of a cruel prejudice, and of

wicked laws, they especially claimed the aid and sympathy of

the humane, when striving to elevate themselves by the acqui-

sition of useful knowledge. But Judge Daggett's doctrine

crushes them to the earth. Denounced by a powerful society,

extending its influence over every part of our country, as

"nuisances," and judicially declared not to be citizens, they

are delivered over to the tormentors, bound hand and foot. If

not citizens, they may be dispossessed of their dwellings, for

they cannot legally hold real estate— they may be denied the

means of a livelihood, and forbidden to buy and sell, or to prac-

tise any trade, for they are no longer protected- by the Constitu-

tion of the United States. Nay, they may be expelled from

town to town, and from State to State, till finding no resting

place for the soles of their feet, they " consent " to enabark for

Africa.

However inconclusive we are disposed to regard Judge Dag-

gett's arguments, they were satisfactory to the jury, and a verdict

was given against Miss Crandall. The cause was removed to
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the Connecticut Court of Errors, where all the pi'oceedings "were

set aside on technical grounds. Certain of the " quiet, peaceable,

humane, and inoffensive people of Canterbury," tired with the

law's delay, determined on ejecting the school by a summary

process, and accordingly mobbed the house by night, and smashed

in the windows. It was now discovered, that it was the " per-

sons " of inoffensive females, and not of Mr. Judson and his

associates, that were endangered, and the school was abandoned

;

tlius were the efforts of the admirers of " the benevolent sys-

tem of colonization " crowned with entire success.

Soon after Judge Daggett's decision, a most inflammatory

petition to the Connecticut Legislature, was circulated in New
Haven. We quote from a printed copy.

" If tliey (the negroes) have rights, we humbly hope it is not yet

too late to presume that the luldle man also, the only legal native Amer-
ican citizen whom we shall ever consent to acknowledge, may be per-

mitted to suggest that he has some rights. If he (the white man)
purchases a piece of land, the negro who locates near liim, deteriorates

its value from 20 to 50 per cent. ; for who will have a negro neighbor-

hood, or live in unceasing fear of theft and trespass ? The white man
cannot labor upon equal terms with the negro ; he is compelled to jdeld

the market to the African, and with his family ultimately becomes the

tenant of an alms-house, or is driven from the State to seek a better

lot in the western wilds. Thus have thousands of our most val-

uable citizens been banished from home and kindred, for the accormno-

dation of the most debased race that the civiUzed world has ever seen."

The petitioners, as might be supposed, are colonizationists.

"If the negro cannot consistently with our interest or our feel-

ings be admitted to the same rights that we enjoy, let him seek

a country where he will find those who are his equals ; let us

UJiite in aiding Mm to reach that country."

It has never been denied that good men belong to the Coloniza-

tion Society ; and it ought not to be denied that even good men

are fallible, and subject to erroneous opinions and unwarrantable

prejudices. To us it appears unquestionable, that the facts

developed in the preceding pages, prove a tendency in the Soci-

ety to excite in the community, a persecuting spirit towards the

free blacks. That the pious, and respectable members of the

Society, detest the horrible outrages recently committed upon
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tliese people in New York, Philadelpliia, and elsewhere, it would

be both foolish and wicked to doubt ; and yet no one who can-

didly and patiently investigates the whole subject, can fail to

be convinced that these outrages never would have happened,

had the Society never existed. The assertion is not hazardous,

that of the multitudes composing the negro mobs, there Avas not

an individual less disposed than the Canterbury town meeting,

to laud the " benevolent colonization system." Every wretch

who participated in beating and plundering free negroes, would

rejoice in their expulsion from their country, and in the Society

he beholds an instrument for the accomplishment of his wishes.

But how is it possible that the best and the worst of men can

unite in supporting the same institution? In the first place,

these good men, as is abundantly evident from their own confes-

sions, are actuated by motives of supposed public policy, as well

as benevolence, in promoting the colonization of people whom

they regard as nuisances ; and in the second place, there are in

the constitution, three talismanic words, Avhich through the influ-

ence of existing prejudices have blinded the eyes of these good

men to the practical operation of the Society on the colored

people. The words are " -svith tueir coxsent." It is spe-

ciously argued, if the free blacks consetit to go to Africa, why not

send them ? if they do not wish to go, they are at liberty to

remain. This argument seems for the most part to have

benumbed the consciences and understandings of coloniza-

tionists, as to the cruel persecution which their Society necessa-

rily encourages. They would be horrified at the idea of their

agents scouring the country, and seizing men, women and child-

ren, placing them on the rack, till as joint after joint was dislo-

cated, the suffering wretches consented to go to Africa ; and yet

the Society feels no compunction in countenancing legal oppres-

sion having the same ultimate object in view, and in transporting

negroes whose consent they well know has been extorted by the

most abominable persecution. Many will feel disposed to deny

the truth of these assertions ; but not, we trust, after seeing the

proof of them, which we will now proceed to offer.

We have already adverted to the cruel laws by Avhich these
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people are oppressed, and kept, purposely kept, in ignorance

and desrradation. Now let it be recollected, that with, but few

exceptions, these laws have been either enacted, or are kept in

force by legislatures which have formally and in their legisla-

tive capacity, passed resolutions in favor of the Society. Four-

teen States have thus avowed their attachment to colonization.

Now had these States, including Connecticut, Ohio, and several

of the slave States, repealed their laws against the free blacks,

and forborne to enact new ones, their sincerity in approving a

plan for the removal of these people ^cith their consent would

have been less questionable than it is now, when they persist in

a course of policy well calculated to coerce that consent. The

Society appears to be a particular favorite with the slave States,

with the exception of South Carolina, where its true character

seems to have been misunderstood.

Now hear the acknowledgment of a Southern writer. We
have befoi-e us the fourth edition, 1834, of "A Treatise on the

Patriarchal System of Society : " by a Florida slave-holder. It

is a treatise, in sober earnestness, on the means of pei^petuating

slavery, and incx'easing its profits. The author says, p. 12

—

" Colonization in Africa has been pi'oposed to the free colored

people : to forivard ivhich, a general system of persecution

against them, upheld from the pulpit, has been legalized through-

out the Southern States." The writer does not explain his al-

lusion to the Southern pulpit ; but we may judge of its influence

on the condition of the free blacks, from the avowal already

quoted from the Southern Religious Telegraph, of its repug-

nance to these people being taught to read, because such an ac-

quirement would be an inducement with them to remain in this

country ; or, in other words, that the better they were treated

here, the less likely would they be to consent to go to Africa.

The Legislatures of Maryland and Virginia, it is well known,

have made large appropi'iations for colonization, and yet these

Legislatures are among the most malignant persecutors of the

free blacks. The original bill making the Virginia appropria-

tion, contained a clause for the comindsory transportation of free

blacks. Let it be recollected that the Colonization Society has
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ever been the peculiar favorite of Virginia, and that her most

distinguished citizens have been enrolled among its officers ; and

let us now see Jioio colonization has been promoted in that State.

On a motion to strike out the compulsory clause, Mr. Brodnax

thus expressed himself against the motion :

It is idle to talk about not resortixg to force. Every
body must look to the introduction of force of some bind or other. If

the free negroes are willing to go, they Tvill go ; if not willing, they
must be compelled to go. Some gentlemen think it jjolitic not

now to insert this feature in the hill, though they proclaim their readi-

ness to resort to it when it becomes necessary ; they think, that for a

year or two, a sufficient number will consent to go, and thex the ^
rest can be compelled. For my part, I deem it better to ap-

proach the question and settle it at once, and avow it openly. The
intelligent portion of the free negroes know very well what is going on.

Will they not see your debates ? Will they not see that coerciox is

ULTIMATELY TO BE RESORTED TO ? I havc already expressed it as

my opinion, that few, very few ^ will voluntarily consent to emigrate, if

no compulsory measures be adopted. Without it, you will still, no
doubt, have applicants for removal erpial to your means. Yes, sir,

peojile who win not only consent, but beg you to deport them. But
what sort of consent ?— a consent extorted by a species of ojijjresslon,

calculated to render their situation among us insupportable ! Many of

those who have been already sent off, w^ent mth their avowed consent,

but under the influence of a more decided compulsion than any which
this bill holds out. I will not express in its fullest extent, the idea I

entertain of ivliat has been done, or what enormities loill be perpetrated

to induce this class of persons to leave the State. Who docs not know
that when a free negro, by crime or otherwise, has rendered himself

obnoxious to a neighborhood, how easy it is for a party to visit him one

night, take him from his bed and family, and apply to him the gentle

admonition of a severe flagellation, to induce him to go away ? In a few

nights the dose can be repeated, perhaps increased, until, in the lan-

guage of the physicians, quantum suf. has been atlministered to pro-

duce the desired operation, and the tcUow becomes perfectly wilHng

to move away. I have certainly heard, (if incorrectly, the gentle-

man from Southampton will put me right,) that all the large cargo of
emigrants, lately transported from that country to Liberia, all of iohom

professed to be willing to go, were rendered so by some such ministration

as I have described. Indeed, sir, all of us look to force of some kind

or other, direct or indirect, moral or physical, legal or illegal."

Another member, Mr. Fisher, in opposing the motion, said :

" If we wait till the free negroes consent to leave the State, we shall

wait until time is no more. They never will give their consent. He
believed if the compulsory principle were stiicken out, this class would

be forced to leave by the harsh treatment of the whites."
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The compulsory clause was stricken out, but we have the as-

surance of Mr. Brodnax, that they who objected to it ixt j^resent,

were ready to resort to force whenever it should become neces-

sary ; and he tells us, that all look to force of some kind or

other ; and he might have added, " all of us look to the Coloni-

zation Society as the instrument by which the forcible expulsion

of the free negroes is to be eifected." Nor do they look in vahi.

At the very time that the negroes of Southampton were suffer-

ing the barbarities he describes, the managers of the Society

addressed their auxiliaries, urging them to increased efforts in

raising funds,^and, alluding to the excitement occasioned by the

insurrection at Southampton, remai'ked, " the free people of

color have awakened from their slumber, to a heen sense of their

situation, and are ready in large numbers to emigrate to the

Colony of Liberia." Address, 11th Nov. 1831.

A large number of these miserable people did indeed consent

to go to Africa, and the managers well knew hoio their consent

was obtained. " I loarned the managers against this Virginia

business," said Mr. Breckenridge in his speech before the Soci-

ety, '' and yet they sent out two shiploads of vagabonds, not fit

to go to such a place, and that were coerced away as truly as if

it had been done with a cartwhip."

Hear the confession of Mr. Gurley, the Secretary of the So-

ciety, on this subject

:

" Our friends at Norfolk appealed to us, and said the people were
persecuted, and that it was a matter of humanity to take them. Our
agent said they were driven from the county, and bad appealed to him,

and begged to go to Liberia." Speech before the Society.

Hear the testimony of Thomas C. Brown, from Liberia, given

in May, 1834

:

" I am acquainted with several from Southampton County, Virginia,

who informed me that they received several hundred lashes from the

patrols to make them willing to go. In one instance, a man was sev-

eral times compelled to witness the lashes inflicted on his wife, and
then to be severely flogged himself. In another instance, a family

received information from their white neighbors, that unless they went
to Liberia, they should be whipped. Having no means of redress,

they were obliged to go."
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Hear the New York Colonization Society, when addressing

the public:

" We say to them (the free blacks), we think you may improve your
condition by going thither, but if you prefer remaining here, you will

he protected and treated with kindness." Proceedings of Neio York Col.

Soc, 1831.

Hear the same Society, when addressing the Legislature :

" We do not ask that the provisions of our constitution and statute

book should be so modified as to relieve and exalt the condition of the

colored people while they remain with us. Let these provisions stand
in ALL THEIR RiGOK, to worlc out the ultimate and mibonnded good
of this people." In plain English, to coerce their consent to go to

Africa. Memorial to A^eio York Legislature, 1832.

We have seen what are the Connecticut and Virginia plans

for promoting colonization : now for the Pennsylvania plan.

At a public meeting held in the borough of Columbia, (Penn.)

at the Town Hall, 23d August, 1834, the following, among
other resolutions, were unanimously passed.

" Resolved, that we will not purchase any articles that can be pro-
cured elsewhere, or give our vote for any office whatever, to any one
who employs negroes to do that species of labor white men have been
accustomed to perform.

" Resolved, that the Colonization Society ought to be supported hj all

the citizens favorable to the removal of the blacks from this country."

Here we find the support of the Society avowedly coupled

with a most detestable jdan of persecution. And now for the

practical operation of this meeting of the friends of the " benev-

olent colonization system." It appears from a Columbia pajier,

that one or two nights after the meeting, a mob collected, and

partly tore down the dwelling of a black man ; they then pro-

ceeded to the office of another black man, who had had the

presumption to deal in lumber, "a species of labor lokite men
had been accustomed to perform," broke open the windows and

door, rifled the desk, scattered the j^apers in the street, and

attempted to overturn the building. Surely the Society may
reasonably anticipate the consent of the blacks to emigrate,

when in Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and Virginia, such cogent

arguments are used to obtain it. Were the Society governed,
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as it ought to be, by Chi'istiivn principles, it Avould shrinlv from

encouraging persecution by accomplishing its object, the expor-

tation of its victims. It would say explicitly to the authors of

tliese atrocities, " You shall gain nothing by j'our cruelty, through

our instrumentality. We will not encourage your farther perse-

cutions, by removing those whose consent you have obtained by

such unjustiiiable means ; wc will not, to please you,

' Keep the word of promise to the ear,

And break it to the hope.' "

But alas, it has virtually given official notice that it will transport

all whose consent can be obtained, no matter by what barbarity.

Hear the declaration of Mr. Gurley, the Secretary of the

Society :

" Should they (free blacks) be xjkged by axy' stress of cik-

CUJISTANCES to scok an asylum beyond the limits of the United States,

humanity and religion will alike dictate that they should be assisted to

remove and establish themselves in freedom and prosperity in the laud

of their choice." Letter to gentlemen in New York.

True it is the free blacks have been rendered by prejudice

and persecution an ignorant and degraded class ; but they are

still competent to appreciate the practical character of coloniza-

tion philanthropy.

The following resolutions, passed by a meeting of free blacks

in NcAv Bedford, in 1832, express the unanimous opinion of all

their brethren who have intelligence to form, or courage to

exjjrcss an opinion on the subject.

" Resolved, That in whatever light we view the Colonization Soci-

ety, we discover nothing in it but teri'or, prejudice, and oppression.

The warm and beneficent hand of philanthrop}- is not apparent in tlie

system, but the iniluence of the Society on public opinion is more ]ire-

jndicial to the interests and Avelfare of the people of color in the United
States, than slavery itself.

" Resolved, That the Society, to effect its purpose, the removal of
free people of color (not the slaves) through its agents, teaches the

public to believe that it is patriotic and benevolent to withhold from us

knowledge, and the means of acrpiiring subsistence ; and to look upon
us as unnatural and illegal residents in this country, and thus by the

force of prejudice, If not by law, endeavor to comiiel us to embark for

Africa, and that too apparently by our own free will and consent."

6
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And now let us ask -what purpose is to be answered by perse-

cuting this people, and keeping them ignorant and degraded ?

Does any one believe that they will ever be removed from the

country? They now amount to 302,000. In 16 years, 2,1 G2

have been sent away, some at first voluntarily, but many of them

through coercion. But can cruelty, be it ever so extreme,

furnish the Society with funds and ships sufficient to transport

such a multitude ? They must, in spite of Connecticut and Vir-

ginia persecution, remain with us. And if they are to remain

with us, what conduct towards them do policy and religion pre-

scribe ? Conduct precisely opposite to that pursued by the

Society. We must instruct and elevate them, if we would not

be incumbered by an ignorant and depraved population ; we

must treat them with justice and kindness, if we would avoid the

displeasure of Hni who has declared, ''Ye shall not oppress

one another."

CHAPTER III.

INFLUENCE OF THE COLONIZATION SOCIETY ON AFRICA

SUPPRESSION OF THE SLAVE-TRADE.

Very many Avho now despair of extirpating slavery by means

of the Society, continue to support it from a belief that it will

confer rich blessings on Africa. These anticipated blessings are

the suppression of the slave-trade, and the diffusion of religion

and civilization. Let us at present inquire how far the first may

reasonably be expected.

In the declarations of the Society and its members on this

subject, Ave shall find an astonishing medley of ignorance, rash

assertion, and honest confession.

" Sierra Leone has repaid Africa with still greater blessings ; her

example, her influence and efTorts, liam given peace and security to the

neighboring coast ; and who can estimate the extent of misery pre-

veifted, and of happiness conferred, to a population delivered from aU

the horrors of the slave-trade ? " JFifth Rep. p. 18.
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" The line of coast from Sierra Leone to Cape IVfount, is now under

British protection ; and from Cape ISIount to Trade Town, a distance of

one hundred and twenty miles, the slave-trade cannot he prosecuted

with the least hope of success. Afr. Rep.., 11, p. 125

—

Editorial.

" Every colony of civilized inhabitants, established on that coast, and
resolved to stop this trade to the extent of its means, will, at all events,

put an end to it for a considerable distance. The colonies of Sierra

Leone, and of Liberia, ho\\\ produce this elFect within their respective

vicinities." Judge Blackford's Address to the Indiana Colonization

Societi/. Afr. Rep., YI, p. 66.

Of these compliments to Sierra Leone, it must be observed,

one is paid officially by the Board of Managers, and the other

by the Editor of tlie Repository. We beg the reader to keep

them in mind, as Ave shall hereafter inciuire into their tnifl!. We
will now proceed to notice some assertions relatiye to the agency

of the Liberia colony in suppressing the slave-trade.

" In fact, the Colonization Society proposes the oxly means by
which this accursed trade can ever be eflfectually stopped ; and, indeed,

the Colony of Liberia, which this Society has planted, /«as already freed
about two hundred and fifty miles of that coast from the ravages of these

enemies of the human race." Address cf J. A. McKinney, 4th July,

1830. Afr. Rep., VI, p. 231.

" The flag that waves on Cape Montserado, proclaims to the slave

trader that there is one spot, even in Africa, consecrated to freedom,

one spot tohich his polluted foot shall not tread." Speech of G. Smith,

V. Pres. ISth Jan. 1831. lith Rep.

" Did we desire to put an end to these outrages upon humanity, (the

slave-trade,) the Colonization Society offers itself as the only elHcient

means. The slaver has dared to show herself hut once within the lim-

its of Liberia, and then she received the rewards of her temerity."

Proceedings of N. Y. Col. Soc. 1832.

" No slaver now dares come tvithin one hundred miles of the settle-

ment." Rev. Dr. Ilatckes's Speech at Col. Meeting in New York, Octo-

ber, 1833.

" In less than thirteen years since its foundation, Liberia contains about
3000 free and happy citizens, wlio have removed fi'om oppression and
bondage to the enjoyment of liberal institutions. The slave-trade has

been utterly destroyed along its entire coast, formerly the

most frequented mart of human flesh." Report of Philadelphia Young
Men's Col. Soc. made 2ith Feh. 1835, U. S. Gazette, Alh March, 1835.

The above are specimens of the assertions which have been

rashly made and credulously received. Let us now attend to

the honest confession on this subject, and let the reader compare

them with the foregoing assertions. That these confessions may
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be better understood, it may be well to mention, that in the

remai-ks accompanying a map of Liberia, published in the 6tli

vol. of the African Repository, it is stated, '• The colony of Liberia

extends from the Gallinas River to the territory of Kroo Settra,

a distance of about 280 miles along the coast. The territory at

present, (1830,) under the actual jurisdiction of the colony,

extends from Grand Cape Mount, to Trade Town, a distance of

about loO miles." It appears, from the map, that the /asHimits

embrace Cape Mount, Cape IMontserado, on Avhich is built the

town of Monrovia, Bushrod Island, Bassa Cove, and Trade

Town.

" The records of the colony afford abundant and unequivocal testi-

mony of the undiminished extent and atrocity of the slave-trade.

From eight to ten, and even fifteen vessels have engaged at the same

time in this odious traffic, almost luilkin reach of the guns of Liberia,

and as late as July, 1825, there were existing contracts for eight hundred

slaves to be furnished in the short space of four months, within
EIGHT MILES OF MOXROVIA." Rep. X, p. 44, 1827.

" From all I can learn, I am Induced to believe, that the slave-trade

is now carried on at the Gallinas, between Cape Mount and Sierra

Leone, and to the leeward of this place, to a greater extent than it has

been for manv A'ears." Letter from R. Randall, Agent at Liberia,

2Sth Dec. 1828.
'

Afr. Rep., V, p. 4.

" Frequendij icilhin sight of the colonial factories, tlie slave-traders

carry on their operations. The slave-trade never has been carried on
with more activity, tlian it is at this time. There is established at Gal-

linas, a regular slave-agent, who furnishes slaves to the slave-ACSsels.

He receives his goods from trading vessels, and it is said prineipally

from an American vessel. He purchases large numbers of slaves, and
furnishes the slave-vessels, which principally bring out specie. These
vessels run up and down the coast until a convenient opportunity

offers, when they run in and get their cargoes of slaves. Some of

them are captured, and I have lji?en informed, they have been bought

afterwards by their original oicners, and that the same vessel has fre-

quently been boucht and sold several times." Letter from R. Ran-
dall, Agent at Liberia, Feb. 1829, Afr. Rep., V, p. 148. Tlje same
letter states the astounding fact, that " Mamma, the proprietress of

Bushrod Island, just in front of Monrovia, whose town is not more
than a quarter of a mile from our settlements on that island," was
engaged in the slave-trade, and had sold several hundred—p. 150.

" It is painful to state, that the managers have reason to believe that

the slave-trade Is still prosecuted to a great extent, and with circum-

stances of undiminished atrocity. The fact that much was done by Mr.
Ashmun to banish it from the territory, under the colonial jurisdiction,

Is unquestionably true, but it now exists even on the territory ; and a

little to the north ayd south of Liberia, It is seen in Its true characters

of fraud, and rapine, and blood." Rep., XIII, p. 13.—1830
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Now, be it recollected, that it was after this otTicial annuncia-

tion by the Board of Managers, that the slave-trade existed even

on the territoiy of Liberia, that the African Repository pub-

lished without contradiction the vaunt of Mr. McKinney already

quoted, that the colony had freed about two hundred and fifty

miles of the coast from the slave-trade

!

" I hope the Board will adopt some more effectual measures for sup-

pressing the slave-trade icUldn the territory of Liberia. Since the

death of Don IMiguel of Bassa, Peter Blanco, a Spanish slave-trader,

for some years a resident in the Gallinas, has opened a slave factory at

Gkaxd Cape Mouxt. Such a thing ought not to be, as it is only

forty-five miles from here. I am sorry to remark, that this aljominable

traffic is carried on witli the utmost activity, all along the coast. Capt.

Parker, during his trading at the Gallinas of about three weeks, saw
no less than nine hundred shipped." Letter from A. D. Williams^

Agent of the Society at Liberia,—lOth Sept. 1830. Afr. Rep., VI, p.

275.

" With U7idiminished atrocity and activity is this odious traffic now
cai-ried on all along the African coast ; slave fiictorios are established

in the immediate vicinity of the colony" &c. Itep., XIV, p. 11—1831.

" The cursed practice of slave-trading, I regret to say, is stiU car-

ried on between this and Sierra Leone." Letter of Rev. Mr. Cox; Mon-
rovia, 8th of April, 1833. Afr. Rep., IX, j). 252.

" Bassa Cove was purchased* by Governor Pinney from King Joe
Harris, the native sovereign of that fine harbor. It was bought at a

moderate price, and without a drop of spirits. The negotiation was
effected in Xovember last, 1834, and affords peculiar satisfaction to

the friends of lunnanity, inasmuch as no less than 500 SLAVES liad

been shipped from there in October" N. Y. Commercial Advertiser,

nth JMarch, 1835. The same fact is stated in the " Colonization

Herald," 4th April, 1835.

Such are the refutations furnislied by the Society itself, of all

its boasts about suppressing the slave-trade ; and yet we are told

that the Society is the only means of putting an end to the

traffic ! It seems never to occur to these gentlemen, that the

abolition of slavery would, as a matter of course, put an imme-

diate and total stop to the trade.

f

* Bassa Cove is situated between Monrovia and Trade Town, and lias there-
fore been for years under the jurisdiction of the colony ; of course the pur-
chase alluded to, must have been of the jwssession of the native occupants.

fTo what extent the importation of slaves in the United States is now
carried, we are ignorant. In 1819, Mr. Middleton of South Carolina, stated
on thefloor of Congress, that, in his opinion, 13,000 Africans were annually
smuggled into the Southern States. Mr. "Wright of v'irginia, estimated the
number at 15,000.

6*
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But in what way does the Society expect to destroy this com-

merce? By phmtiiig colonies of ignorant and depraved negroes

on the African coast. Every slave factory is of itself a colony,

and for the most part, of intelligent white men ; and yet it is

supposed, that negro colonists, who, when in America, were " the

most depraved of the human race," will be too virtuous to yield

to the temptations of a lucrative commerce. Why should the

free negroes of America, who Mr. Clay assures us, are " of all

descriptions of our population, the most corrupt, depraved, and

abandoned," have, when removed to Liberia, a greater abhor-

rence for the iniquity of the slave-trade, than their brethren of

Sierra Leone ? If the trade has been actually promoted by the

latter colony, why will it be suppressed by the former ?

" The acting Attorney General at Sierra Leone declared, 181 2, on

the trial of certain persons for the infraction of the British abolition

laws, that the town of Sierra Leone was ' the heart from which all the

arteries and veins of the slave-trading system, had for years been ani-

mated and supplied.'" Dr. Thorpes Views of the present Increase of

the Slave-trade, p. 7L

The following facts are gathered from documents published

by the British Parliament in 1832. Chief Justice Jeffcott, of

Sierra Leone, in 1830, delivered a charge to the Grand Jury,

in which he declared that he had received credible information,

that persons in the colony were engaged in aiding and abetting

the slave-trade, and fitting out ships for the trade. He asserted,

that the colony " established for the express purpose of suppress-

ing this vile traffic, was made a 7nart for carrying it on." lie

' also stated, that within the last ten years, tAventy-two thousand

Africans had been located in the colony by the British Govern-

ment, at an expense of nearly seven millions sterling, and that

now there are not to be found in the colony above seventeen

or eighteen thousand men ! These extraordinary and appall-

ing declarations atti-acted the attention of the British Gov-

ernment, who appointed a Commission to inquire into their

truth. The Commissioners, in their report dated the 2Gth of

October of the same year, state that, from the testimony taken

before them, " they cannot but conclude that the nefarious sys-
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tern of hidnapinng lias prevailed in tliis colony to a much greater

extent than was even alluded to in tlie cliarge of the Chief Jus-

tice." From the testimony published with the report, it apj)ears

that the slave-vessels are in the habit of bringing out specie,

for the purchase of supplies on the coast ; and that " Mr. Hilary

Teague, who resides at the American settlement at Liberia, at

Cape Mesurado, near the Gallinas, and who trades between

that place (Gallinas, a slave-factory) and Sierra Leone, pur-

chasing some goods from a Mr. Lake, a merchant in the colony,

produced a bag containing about one thousand dollars, on which

was marked the name of the Spanish schooner Manzanares.

This vessel took in her cargo at the Gallmas, and was subse-

quently condemned as a slave-ship."

Here we find a colonist of Liberia trading at a slave-factory,

and afterwards exhibiting 1000 dollars in specie, received in all

human probability from a slave-ship. It is surely unreasonable to

sujDpose that petty colonial merchants will refuse to sell supplies to

slave-ships for specie. Lideed, every new colony on the coast,

will, while slavery continues, give new focilities to this accursed

commerce ; nor can the government at home prevent avaricious

and unprincipled colonists from participating in it. No one can

question the desire of Great Britain to purge Sierra Leone of

this enormity, and yet we find the following statement in the

English Monthly Eeview,for May, 1833. ^' One of the school-

masters in Sierra Leone has been tried for selling some of his

scholars. There were lately upwards of one hundred liberated

Africans, who were kidnapped from Sierra Leone, and were

conveyed to a place near the banks of the river Pongos. Here

they were detained, till an opportunity occurred of re-shipping

them as slaves."
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CHAPTER IV.

INFLUENCE OF THE COLONIZATION SOCIETY ON AFPaCA

DIFFUSION OF CIVILIZATION AND CHRISTIANITY.

Although the Society is not a missionary institution, builds

no cliuix-lies, employs no ministers, and distributes no Bibles or

tracts, yet it lias persuaded tlie public tliat Liberia is a mission-

ary establishment, and the radiating point from -which a tlood of

light and holiness is to spread over Africa. So confidently and

constantly has the missionary influence of the Society been

asserted, that many of the members unfeignedly believe it, and

their contributions are lavished, and their prayers are offered

for the regeneration of Africa by emigrants, who, when in the

United States, were denounced as " a curse and contagion Avher-

ever they reside." Let us attend to the stupendous objects the

Society proposes to accomplish.

" It would illuminate a continent. It Avovild publish tlic name of

Christ on the dark mountains of Africa, and the burning sands of the

desert. It would kindle up holiness and hope among uncounted tribes,

whose souls are as black with crime and misery, as are the forms of

matter that veil them." Afr. Rep., I, 164— Editorial.

" The little band at Liberia, who are spreading over the wilderness

around them a strange aspect of life and beauty, are in everij sense a

missionary station. Every ship freighted from our shores with tlieir

suffering kindred, will be freighted also with the heralds of the cross.

You Avili see the light breaking in upon one and another dark habita-

tion of cruelty. The uight of heathenism will depart. One tribeafter

another will come to the'light of Zion, and the brightness of her rising.

Ethiopia will awake and rise from the dust, and look abroad on the

day and stretch forth her hand to God. The fight wiU spread and

kindle and brighten tfil all the fifty aiillions of Africa are

brought to the glorious liberty of the sons of God." Address to the

Kentucky Col. Society hy Mr. Breckenridye.

" They (the emigrants) go to unchain millions of slaves fettered

in the bondage of death." Afr. Rep., IX, 198.

" Like the star in the East, which announced the Saviour to the

astonished Magi, it (the Society) points to the advent of the same

Redeemer, coming in the power of his Spirit to roll away the darkness

of a thousand generations." Speech of Mr. Frelinghuysen, Vice

President.
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" This Society proposes to add another regenerated coxtinext to

our globe, and one iiuxdred and fifty millioxs to the family of

civilized man." Speech of Elliot Cresson lefore the Society. African
Rep., IX, 3G0.

The number of agents to be employed, are proportioned to

the mighty work to be achieved.

" The Society proposes to send out not one or two pious members of

Christianity into a foreign land, but to transport annually, for an indefi-

nite number of years in one view of its scheme, C,000, in another

50,000 missionaries of the descendants of Africa itself, to communicate
the benefits of our religion and the arts." Mr. Clay's Speech before

Kentucky Col. Society. Afr. Rep., VI, 2J:.

It will be observed that these missionaries are to communicate

the benefits of both reUgion and the arts, and they are to be

taken from two classes. The G,000 are to be the annual increase

of the free negroes; the 56,000 are to be manumitted slaves.

The character of the first class is thus given by Mr. Clay, in the

same speech in which he proposes their employment

:

" Of all descriptions of our population, and of either portion of the

African race, the free people of color are by far, as a class, the most
corrui^t, depraved, and abandoned."

As this seems rather an unpromising character for teachers of

religion, we presume this portion are to be confined to instruction

in the arts ; and that the explanation of religious mysteries, and

the inculcation of moral duties, are to be entrusted to the 56,000

just released from bondage. Of the peculiar opportunities

afforded them by the laws of the slave States, for fitting them-

selves for their new vocation, we may speak hereafter. Of this

" great company of preachers," about three thousand have already

set up their tabernacle at Liberia. We might naturally suppose,

that a colony of missionaries would be " a holy city," a sort of

New Jerusalem, and such we are assured it is. We have heard

of "the poetry of pliilanthropy," as applied to the sympathy

expressed by abolitionists for the sufferings of the slaves ; the

following extracts jirove that there is a poetry of colonization

^vhich
" Can give to airy nothing

A local habitation and a name."
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" It (the colony) is already to tlie African tribes like a city set upon

a liill, Avhicli cannot be hid. A thousand barbarians, who have long

made merchandise of their brethren, and been regarded themselves as

the objects of a bloody and accursed traffic, come within its gates, and
are taught the doctrine of immortality,— the religion of the Son of God."

8th Report, p. 14.— 1825.

Here we have a solemn and official annunciation by the Board

of Managers, of one of the most exti-aordinary facts ever

recorded in the annals of missionary exertions. It appears from

official documents, that at the date of this report, the whole

number of emigrants could not have been more than 242, and

had probably been reduced by death below that number ; and of

this number, a large portion were, of course, women and cliil-

di-en. Yet tliis little band of Christian missionaries, just

escaped from the ignorance and vice in which they had been

enveloped in America, and still struggling for existence in a

sickly climate, and amid all the hardships and privations of a

recent settlement in a savage land ; casting aside the fear of man,

and with a faith almost miraculous in divine protection, admit

within their gates an army of barbarians, four times the number

of the whole of their little community,— barbarians too, who had

long been engaged in a bloody and accursed traffic, making mer-

chandise of their brethren ; and these barbarians, suddenly

divested of their savage character, sit humbly at the feet of the

newly-arrived messengers of Heaven, and the natives of Africa

receive instruction in the doctrine of immortality and the reli-

gion of the Son of God, from lips that had never uttered any

other language than broken English ! It is singular that in the

subsequent documents of the Society, we hear nothing farther of

these thousand barbarians. How many became converts to the

religion in which they were instructed ; how long their attendance

on the missionaries were continued, and why it was afterwards

totally suspended, are points on which no information has been

vouchsafed to us.

It is natural we should wish to know more of these wonderful

teachers, and fortunately we are presented with the following

picture of them by an eye-witness.
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" The holy Author of our religion and salvation has made the hearts

of a large proportion of these 2")eople, the temples of the Divine Spirit.

I have seen the jiroudest and protanest foreigners that ever visited the

colony, trembling with amazement and conviction, almost literally in

the descriptive phraseology of St. Paul, find the secrets of their hearts

made manifest, and falling down upon their faces, worship God, and
report that God is in the midst of these people of a truth." Ashmun's
letter, olst Dceemher, 1825. Afr. Hep., 11, 90.

We should certainly conclude from these accounts, that these

holy men were blessed with

" Composed desires, affections ever even,

Tears that delight, and sighs that waft to Heaven."

Yet strange to tell, we are presented with the following 2)erplcx-

ing statement, by the same eye-witness :

" About twelve months since it (the colony) had entirely given way,
as the committee are but too well apprised, to a blind and furious

excitement of the worst passions, caused by a somewhat unfortunate

policy operating on icjnorance and invincible prejudice. During my
absence for health, the people were obliged to taste some of the bitter

fruits of anarchy, and by the singular mercy of God, only escaped
those tragedies of blood, which can find no modern parallel but in the

history of the civil murders and devastations of St. Domingo." Ash-
vmn's letter, loth January, 1825. Afr. Rep., I, 23.

The excitement here alluded to, and its unhappy consequences,

occurred, it will be seen by a comparison of dates, in 1824

;

and that wonderful moral change, which rendered the hearts of

a large proportion of these people the temples of tlie Divine

Spirit, must have been effected in 1825. Yet it was in the

leginning of 1825, that the managers announced at their annual

meeting at Washington, the marvellous fact of the instruction

of the thousand barbarians within the gates of the colony, a fact

which of course must have happened several months previous

to the date of the report, and consequently during or about the

time of the " furious excitement
!

"

In March, 1825, the editor of the African Repository gives

us the following delightful intelligence :

" The eye of the stranger is struck with the religious aspect of the

settlement. He beholds on Cape Montserado, standing in lonely

beauty, a Christian village. There flourish the virtues of the gospel,

defended by the Almighty from the iniluences of paganism, cherished

and refreshed by the dews of his grace." Afr. Rep., I, 5.
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The secret of this surprismg exhibition of Christian loveliness

and purity, is thus explained

:

" It is well known that this little community is made up of selected
INDIVIDUALS, and that the Board have ever required of those seeking
their patronage, satisfactory evidence that their morals were pure and
their habits industrious. Hence this settlement has from its origin ex-

hibited great decency and sobriety, respect for the Sabbath, and the

other peculiar duties and ordinances of our religion. It has thus shed

a benign and sacred light upon the heathen, and the feelings of the

profane and lawless stranger as he treads upon Cape Montserado, are

subdued into unwonted seriousness." Afr. Rep.., IX, p. 19, 1826.

But again we are perplexed by the assertion of the Governor

of the colony.

" For at least two years to come, a much more discriminating selec-

tion of settlers 7nust be made than ever has beex—even in the first

and second expeditions by the Ehzal)eth and Xautihis in 1820' and
1822—or the jjrosperity of the colony will inevitably and rapidly de-

chue." Ashmwi's Letter, 3d of March, 1828. Afr. Rep., IV, 8G.

Li the 11th Rejiort the managers assure us

:

" No village perhaps, in our own land, exhibits less Avhich is offen-

sive, and more tliat is gratifying to the eye of the Christian, than

the village of Monrovia. Crimes ai'e almost unknown, and the uni-

versal respect manifested for the Sabbath, and the various institutions

and duties of Christianity, have struck the natives with surprise, and
excited the admiration of foreigners." Afr. Rep., XI, p. 14, 1828.

But how are we to reconcile this with the following state-

ments ?

" Permit me to sa\', sir, there must be a great revolution in this colony,

before it can have a salutary influence on the surrounding natives
;

that is, before it can have a moral influence over them." Letter from
Rev. G. M. ErsJcine, 3d of April, 1830. Afr. Rep., YI, 121.

" We stand in much need of a work-house and some acres of land

enclosed, for confining licentious females, and other disorderly and
lazv persons." Letterfrom A. D. Williams, Agent, 10th of Sept., 1830.

Afr. Rep., VI, 275.

" There tire several enterprising merchants here. It is not, how-
ever, a favorable spot for small storekeejjers and wandering pedlars,

who, I am told, generally become stripped of what they may have got,-

and In wandering about In the interior for small trafhc, disgust the

natives by their immoralities." Letter from Lieut. Page to Sec. of Navy,
dth of April, 1832. Afr. Rep., VIII, 141.
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" "With respect to the character of the people composing this expe-
dition, I regret to be compelled to state, that they are, with the excep-
tion of the Pages from Virginia, and a few others, the lowest and most
abandoned of their class. Our res2)ectable colonists themselves are
becoming alarmed at the great number of ignorant and abandoned
characters that have arrived here within the last twelve months."
Letter from Dr. 3IechUn, Agent, Sep., 1832. Afr. Rep., VIII, 298.

" Let them (the friends of the Society in America) know, that to ex-
tend knowledge and promote sound jiiety, a c^uire of 2)aper is at the
present moment of more worth than a Bible. Bibles and tracts have
been sent here, and either used as loaste paper, or made food for
Avorms. "Why ? Xot because the jioople despise either, but because we
have not a reading population. Until this is secured. Bibles loould be

of more value in China." Letter from J. B. Pinney, Agent, 1th of
March, 1834.

On the 17th of June, 1833, Mr. Gurley, Secretary of the So-

ciety, in a speech at a colonization meeting in New York, haz-

arded the following most extraordinary assertion,—"Ten thou-
sand NATIVES had placed themselves under the protection of

the colony, receivingfrom it instruction in civilization."

The Society, at its annual meeting on the 20tli of January,

1834, unanimously

" Resolved, that this Society is cheered in its entei-prise by the benefi-
cent effects Avhich its operations have upon the natives of Africa it-

self." Afr. Rep., IX, 360.

On the 20th of February, 1834, the Rev. Mr. Pmney, Agent

at Liberia, thus writes from the colony

:

" The colonists are very ignorant of everjiihing about the interior.

Except the tribes along the coast, nothing at all is known, and ofthem,
little but their manner of traffic. Nothinxj has been donefor the natives
hitherto by the colonists, except to educate a few who were iu their
families iu the capacity of servants."

Mr. Pmney appears not to have been acquainted with the

fact, that " a thousand barbarians " had been taught the ck)ctriue

of immortality witliin the gates of the colony, or that " ten thou-

sand natives " had received instruction in civilization !

Had any missionary society been guilty of such extravagant

anticipations and such gross and palpable contradictions, the

whole community would have joined iU' loading it with ridicule

and odium.
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It is deeply to be regi'etted that some distinguislied coloniza-

tionists have of late attempted to lead the public to ho})e that

m future no emigrants but such as are of good moral character

will be permitted to go to Liberia. It is difficult to reconcile

such an attempt with moral rectitude, unless it be accompanied

Avith a total and avowed abandonment of colonization as a means

of relieving the country from the nuisance of a free colored pop-

ulation, and from the guilt and curse of slavery. Of the gross

inconsistency, (not to use a harsher term,) of colonizationists

on this subject, the proceedings of a colonization meeting in

Cincinnati, October 31st, 1834, afford a striking example. On
motion of the Rev. Dr. Beecher, the following resolution was

unanimously adopted

:

" Resolved, that the establishment of colonies in Africa bj- the selec-

tion of colored persons who are moral, industrious, and temperate, is

eminently calculated of itself to advance the cause of civilization and
religion among the benighted native population of that continent ; as

well as to afford facilities to the various missionary societies for the

prosecution of their pious designs."

This resolution would be utterly without point or meaning,

were it not laudatory of the plans of the Colonization Society ;

and no person of common intelligence Avould conjecture fi'om

the resolution, that the '• selection " mentioned in it was utterly

at variance with, and directly opposed to, the avowed objects of

the Society. Slavery in our country cannot be abolished by

colonization, without removing more than two millions of slaves

;

and how is it possible to remove this number, and yet select for

colonists only " the moral, industrious, and temperate ? " Nev-

ertheless, the meeting

" Resolved, that the friends of humanity and the friends of God
should cherish the Colonization Society, because of its influence TO
ABOLISH SLAVERY, and advance the best interests of the African

race."

Pages might be quoted to show that the professed ultimate

object of the Society, is to remove the xoliole colored population

to Africa, without any selection whatever. In 1824, a Commit-

tee of the Board, in an official report, declared that the national

interest
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" Required that the whole mass of free persons of color, and those

who may become such -with tlie consent of tlieir owners, shoukl be

progressively removed from ns as fast as their own consent can be

obtained, and as the means can be found for their removal and for their

proper establishment in Africa." Afr. Rep., VII, p. 113.

" But the Colonization Society hopes for, and aims at much more

—

the abolition of slavery, and the removal of all the black people

from the United States." Proceedings of New York Col. Soc., 2(1

Anniversary/.

We have remarked that ExrEDiENCY is unhappily the gov-

erning principle of the Society, and to this principle must be

attributed the recent talk about select emigrants.

Funds are low, and temperance is popular, and all at once we

hear that the colonies in Liberia are to be temperance colonies ;

and that the emigrants are to be " moral, industrious, and tem-

perate." And so we are to send the good negroes away, and

keep the bad at home. And yet, by transporting the few moral,

industrious and temperate individuals that can be selected in

a vicious and ignorant population of between two or three mil-

lions, we are to abolish slavery! Surely colonizationists, by

holding such language, pay but a poor compliment to their own

candor, or the common sense of the community. The truth is,

there never has been, and never will be, a selection made.*

The two last cargoes sent by the Society, v/ere, by the public

confession of Mr. Breckenridge, " two cargoes of vagabonds."

* Since the first edition of this work, a public meeting has been held, (17th

March,) in New Orleans, preparatory to the departure of some manumitted
slaves to Africa. At this meeting, the intended emigrants were arrayed before

the audience, and the agent of the American Colonization Society informed
them that the Society was " unalterably determined to send to the colony none
but such as are willing to pledge theniselves to total abstinence from ardent
spirits." He also announced that one negro had been rejected as an emi-

grant " on account of his habits of intoxication." A pledge was then read

to the negroes, and they were ordered to signify their assent by rising, which
they accordingly did. See Neio York Journal of Coimyierce, \st of April,

183o.

This New Orleans scene will afford no gratification to the friends of tem-

perance ; nor will it permanently advance the cause of colonization. In a

population universally addicted to intoxication, ONE is selected as a public

example of the abhorrence of the Society to drunkenness, and is shut out

from the promised land, not for refusing to take the pledge, but on account

of his intemperate habits ; while his companions arc required to promise total

abstinence, under the penalty of spending t/ieir lives in bondage.

If the Society wishes to promote temperance, instead of extorting pledges
from miserable slaves, let them exercise the power they possess of excluding

all intoxicating liquors from their colony.
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Will it be pretended that all the coercion exerted to induce the

blacks to emigrate, operates only on the good ? or that it is the

drunken and profligate who find favor in the eyes of coloniza-

tionists, and are permitted to remain in peace and quietness at

home?

The Society itself has borne abundant testimony to the

depi'avity of the free blacks, and its friends, with scarcely an

exception, zealously maintain that the slaves are unfit for free-

dom ; and yet, as we have seen, it is proposed to transport them

all to Africa. And now we would ask, on what principle of

common sense, on what record of experience does the Society

expect that a population, which, in a land of Bibles and churches,

is sunk in vice and ignoi-ance, will, when landed on the shores

of Africa, and immersed in all the darkness of paganism, become

on a sudden a Chi-istian society, and employed in teaching

thousands of barbarians " the docti-ine of immortality, the religion

of the Son of God !

"

Pious colonizationists would themselves be shocked at the

proposal of disgorging on the islands of the Pacific the tenants

of our prisons, under the pretext of instructing the natives in

" religion and the arts
;

" and yet they flatter themselves that

emigrants, who, by their own showing, are less intelligent, and

scarcely less guilty than our prisoners, Avill, by undergoing a salt

water baptism, land in Africa wholly regenerated, and qualified,

as heralds of the cross, to convert millions and millions to the

faith of the Gospel. So monstrous an absurdity can be the

offspring only of a deep and sinful prejudice. Hatred to the

blaeks can alone delude us into the belief that in banishing them

from our soil, we ai-e doing God service. "Were it not for this

hatred, we should feel and acknowledge, that Christianity must

be propagated in Africa, as elsewhere, by faithful and enlight-

ened missionaries. K the_climate or other circumstances require

that such missionaries be of African descent, it is our duty to

educate them before we send them. But, alas, instead of

educating negroes, we wish to keep them in ignorance, and yet

pretend that our 7iuisances will, in Africa, be converted into

blessings. But if colonizationists are so perverse as to believe
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tliat a bitter fountain will send forth sweet waters, let them

contemplate the following picture of Sierra Leone, di-awn by a

devoted friend to the Society

:

"Including the suburbs of the town, (Free Town,) there are some
six or eight thousand inhabitants, about eight}' of whom are white.

The morals of Free Town are fearfully had. As in colonies, too

generally where the restraints of home, of friends, of those we love,

and those wc fear, are broken off, licentiousness prevails to a most
lamentable degree. The abomination is not committed under the

cover of midnight, nor am I speaking of the natives whose early habits

might plead some apology for them ; it is done at noonday, and to use

a figure, the throne as well the footstool has participated in the evil

;

and the evil, I am told, is increasing. Sanctioned as it is by those who
take the lead in the Society, and who ought to form the morals of the

colony, avarice has been added to lust, and those who otherwise might
have been virtuous, have sold themselves to work wickedness. Human-
ity and j^hilanthropy, which have struggled so hard and so long to help

this degraded country, must weep and cover itself with sackcloth, to see

its best interests so wickedly perverted." Letterfrom Rev. M. B. Cox,

Methodist AEssionary in Liberia. Afr. Rep., IX, p. 209.

There is still an important consideration which does not seem

to have engaged the attention of colonizationists. It is proposed

to transport to Africa, our whole colored population, and of

course to found a mighty nation in Liberia. But how long will

this nation remain dependent on the Board of Managers at

"Washington? Instead of millions, sujjpose the colony to be

only ten thousand strong. Who is to govern it, who defend it,

and fight its battles ? Were the colony now to declare indepen-

dence, how would the Society reduce it to subjection ; and if

not subjected, Avhat becomes of the mighty plan of making it the

receptacle of our slaves and free negroes ? Suppose the col-

onists, like their brethren of Sierra Leone, engage in the slave-

trade, who is to punish or control them ? Suppose in time they

find the influx of emigrants inconvenient, and refuse to admit

them, who shall coerce them ?

On the whole, the system of African colonization is full of

absurdities, and contradictions, and evils, which are not seen

because they are concealed by a veil of prejudice. It is a system

which strikingly exposes the folly of human wisdom, when

7»
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opposed to the precepts of the Gospel of Christ. Had America

possessed that fear of the Lord which is the beginning of true

wisdom, slavery would long since have ceased from among us,

and our colored brethren, treated with Christian kindness,

instead of being ignorant and degraded, would have been valued

and useful citizens ; and our churches, instead of uniting to send

" cargoes of vagabonds " to Africa, under the guise of Christian

missionaries, would have aided the descendants of her sons,

furnished by us Avith all the stores of human learning, and

selected for their piety and zeal, in proclaiming the glad tidings

of salvation throughout that benighted continent.

CHAPTER V.

INFLUENCE OF THE SOCIETY ON SLAVERY.

In 1822, a committee was appointed by a public meeting in

Boston, to report on the character and tendency of the American

Colonization Society. The committee, in their report, remark

:

" It is only from the belief wliich the committee very cordially enter-

tain that the active members of the American Colonization Society are

perfectly disposed to frame their measures with reference to the entire

suppression of the slave-trade, and to a gradual and prudent, but com-

plete EMANCIPATION of tliose now held in slavery, that we can

regard the Society as having any claim upon the sjTiipathy or assistance

ofihe people of New England."

Such were the expectations by which Northern philanthropists

were at first induced to countenance the Society. There is

scarcely to be found a colonization article or speech that does not

warrant these expectations, that does not promise the exertion by

the Society of a mighty moral influence in abolishing slavery.

Now it is obvious that such an influence must operate in one

or more of the following ways, viz.

:
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1. On the conscience of tlie slave-holder, convincing him that

slave-holding is sinful, and that his Maker requires him to lib-

erate his slaves.

2. On the reputation of the slave-holder, making him feel

that his standing in the community is lowered by keeping his

fellow-men in bondage, and enjoying, without compensation, the

fruits of their labor.

3. On the interests of the slave-holder, persuading him that

emancipation would enhance his propei'ty.

4. On the fears of the slave-holder, alarming him for the safety

of himself and family.

5. By the power of example, showing the slave-holder, by the

conduct of others whom he esteems, what his own ought to be.

"We flatter ourselves that we shall prove that the influence of

the Society is in no degree exerted in any one of these ways,

except the last. Of the extent of this last mode, we shall speak

hereafter.

It will not be pretended that the Society addresses itself to

the conscience of the slave-holder. Such addresses are not

authorized by the constitution, and have been repeatedly dis-

claimed by the Society. But when the Society disclaims appeals

to the conscience, it disclaims the most powerful of all means for

the removal of slavery.

" "We never made any headway," says a British writer, " in the

abolition of the slave-trade, and of slavery, till it was taken up

by the religious men, prosecuted as a concern of the soul, with

reference to eternity, and by motives drawn from the cross of

Christ."

Mr. G. Smith, a most estimable officer of the Society, remarked,

in a temperance addi'ess :
" I never heard that temperance had

any success any where, unless the appeals in its favor were made

du-ectly to the consciences of the rum-dealers. Strike out these,

and it is in vain that you seek for other means to propel the tri-

umphant car of temperance. Hitch to that car, health, economy,

expediency, the public good, what you please, if you leave out

the appeal to men's consciences, you have, as we say at the

North, a weak team." And surely a more weak, broken-winded,
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good-for-notliing team, than colonization, was never liitclied to

the car of abolition. How, and in what direction, does this team

di-aw ? It is amusing to observe how wary colonizationists are

of approaching this question. They dwell on the political evils

of slavery, and call on religion and patriotism for aid in remov-

ing them ; and when, in breathless attention, we are waiting to

learn by what process the moral influence of the Society is to

deliver us from the curse of slavery, in a moment the scene

shifts to Africa, and we are entertained with visions of its future

bliss and glory. It may be safely asserted, that not one coloni-

zation writer or orator in a hundi-ed, ever attempts to explaui

how the Society is to induce masters to liberate their slaves.

Occasionally, however, the effort is made. Mr. Knapp, in a

speech before the Society, thus explains the matter

:

" In my opinion, It (slavery) may be cured in less time than It has

been growing up. Open once the facilities of emigration— show an

object for it, and, Uke any other business, it will increase to any extent

we may wish. The natural world has yielded her impossibilities, as

they were thought, to the efforts of enlightened men ; why should we
not be as successful in the moral ? A fair and permanent road Is now
built over the Alps, the passage of which was once considered as suffi-

cient to give immortahty to the successful adventurer." lOlh Rep., p. G.

So, it seems, that if we open once the facilities of emigration,

that is, provide ships, &c., the planters will at once call in their

slaves from their cotton and sugar fields, and ship them to Afri-

ca ; but lolnj they will do so, is a problem, which, after all, Mr.

Knapp omits to solve.

" This work, (colonization,) as It advances, tends to improve the

character, and elevate the condition of the free people of color, and

thus to take away one standing and very Influential argument against

both individual and general abolition. This, to an unprejudiced mind,

is one of the most obvious tendencies of African colonization. Elevate

the character of the free people of color ; let it be seen that they are

men indeed ; let the degrading associations which follow them be broken

up by the actual improvement of their character as a people, and negro

slavery must wither and die." Neio Haven Christian Speclator for

March, 1833.

As the Society utterly disclaims all attempts to elevate the

free blacks here, the meaning of the above is, that when the
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slave-holder in America, learns that black men in Libei'ia are

intelligent and respectable, he will release his slaves from their

fetters. We wonder if similar intelligence from the "West Indies

will produce the same effect ; if so, it may be obtained at far

less expense of time and money, than from Africa.

Let us now attend to the process by which an excellent vice

president of the Society supposes slavery is to be abolished.

" Let Africa legin to enter upon the redemption of her character,

which guilty Christian nations have for centuries combined to keep

down to the lowest point of degradation, and she •will begin to be
respected, and the condition of her outcast children on our shores, will

awaken a livelier sympathy. And when iVfrica shall have put on the

garment of chillzatlon, and the influence of her regeneration shall be

felt th-ougJiout this land, our most tenacious and obstinate slave-holder

•win shrink from the relation he bears to her children. The poor crea-

ture whom he formerly regarded as a few removes above the brute, will

now present himself before the new associations of his master's mind,

as his feUow-man and his equal, and the slave will be pennltted to go
free." Speech of G. Smith, Esq., 14th Rep., p. 11.

It would seem, that at the close of the fourteenth year of the

vSociety's labors, Africa had not yet, in the opinion of Mr. Smith,

beffiai to enter upon the redemption of her character. How
soon a heginning is to be made, and in how many yeai's, or cen-

turies, the Society expects to complete the work of dressing

Africa in the garment of civilization, we are not informed. But

when this work shall have been finished, and when it shall have

produced a general sensation (how strong and of what kind we
know not) throughout America, then the motions of the sugar-

mill and cotton-gin are to be arrested, and the fetters are to fall

fz'om the slave. AYhy ? Because the commands of God, and the

interests and safety of the master, require it ? No ; but because

the master will then make the discovery, that his poor slave, but

little removed as he is from the brute, is still his fellow-man and

his equal ! This is certainly a most marvellous process for

teaching the Southern planters a plain, simple truth ; a truth,

too, which was proclaimed by their own representatives, so long

ago as 177G, in the Declaration of Independence, but which

unfortunately seems not to have had the influence which Mr.

Smith supposes it will exert, when taught by the regeneration of

Africa.
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We may now judge a little of tlie elements of that moral in-

fluence whicli a Christian Society exerts against slavery. Con-

science and the woi-d of God, death, judgment, and eternity,

enter not into its composition.

" The Society," declares one of its vice presidents, " tends, and may
powerfully tend, to rid us gradually and entirely in the United States,

of slaves and slavery." It G. Harper. See lUh Rep., p. 23.

Let us now see how gradually this riddance is to be effected.

" We have never supj^osed that the Society's plan could he accom-
phshed in a few years ; but, on the contrary, have boasted tliat it will

demand a cextury for its fultilment." Mr. Fitzhugh, Vice President.

Afr. Rep., IV, p. 344.

It may seem singular that philanthropists should exult in the

conviction that their plan for doing good would require a century

for its fulfilment ; but the benevolence of the " colonization sys-

tem " is peculiar.

" There are those, sir, who ask, ' And could not a quarter of a cen-

tury cease and determine these two great evils,' (free blacks and slaves?)

You and I, my dear sir, on whom the frost of time has fallen leather

perceptibly, would say a cextury." Speech of Mr. Custiss. 13th

Rep., p. viii.

" The sudden abolition of slavery in a community where it existed

to any considerable extent, would be pernicious. But this is danger

which can occasion no alarm, admitting that the colonization scheme

contemplates the ultimate abolition of slavery, yet that result could

only be produced by the slow and gradual operation of cexturies."

Afr. Rep.,I,i^. 217.

" It is not expected to remove so great an evil as two millions of

slaves suddenly : if it can be accomplished in a cextury, it will be as

much as the most sanguine of our friends ought to expect." Judge

Best's Address to the Indiana Col. Soc. Afr. Rep., IX, p. 71.

" It is not the woi-k of a day, nor a year ; it is not the work of one

time, nor of two ; but it is one which will now commence, and may
continue for ages." View of Slavery, by Humanitas, a Colonization

advocate. Baltimore, 1822.

Thus we see that the continuance of slavery, with all its

licentiousness, ignorance, and suffering, for at least a century to

come, is calmly contemplated by zealous and distinguished colon-

izationists. But still the Society expects ultimately to abolish

slavery. Let us therefore inquire what it must effect to fulfil

this expectation.
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The increase of our slave population, from the census of 1820

to that of 1830, was 472,568. Estimating the future increase

at the same ratio, it will be for the ten years ending in 1840,

617,263 ; and for the ten years ending in 1850, 806,762. The
annual increase is noiv upwards of 54,000, and the daily excess

of births over deaths, 147. In 1850, it will be 80,676 annually,

and 221 daily!

From this statement it will be pei'ceived what must be the

power of the " moral influence " of the Society to remove to

Africa merely the annual increase of our slave population ; and

hence we may judge of its ability to deliver the country from

slavery. In forming an opinion on this subject, we shall be fur-

ther aided by inquiring what advantages the Society has enjoyed,

and what have been the results of its labors.

Never has any voluntary association received in an equal

xlegree the aj)plause and patronage of both state and church.

Men of all parties, and of all religions, and of no religion, have

zealously espoused its cause. On the roll of its officers, are

emblazoned the names of the most populiti" leaders of rival poli-

tical parties. The Legislatures of fourteen States have passed

resolutions in its favor. The highest ecclesiastical judicatories,

of almost every religious denomination, have recommended it to

the patronage of their churches. Politicians have declaimed,

ministers have preached, and Christians have prayed in its behalf.

To promote its objects, liberal contributions have been made
from the coffers of the nation, and the pockets of individuals.

Under color of providing for the removal to Africa, of about three

hundred recaptured negroes, the general government appro-

priated 130,000 dollars, which were " applied to an object affil

iated to our design, and essentially, though collaterally, contrib-

uting to its advancement ; the sending out of agents of the

United States to the African coast, and the transportation of

persons in the public ships. By these means we have obtained,

in fact, all we could have expected to gain, had Congress de-

cided to aid our cnterpx-ise." Speech of Gen. Harper, 1th Eep.,

p. 12.

Since 1820, $220,449 have been poured into the treasury. If

to this be added $45,645, the debt due by the Society at the
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beginning of 1834, yve liave a total of $2G6,094 expended, inde-

pendent of the $130,000 paid by government. Such have been

the pecuniary means of the Society ; and now let us see how far

its " moral iutiuence " has progressed in freeing the country of

its millions of slaves. Since December, 1816, when the Society

was organized, to the j^resent time (1st of January, 1835,) it

has transported eight hundred and nine manumitted slaves to

Africa— equal to the increase of the slave population fovjive and

a half days ! But it will be said that some years elapsed before

the Society was in a capacity to transport emigrants. Be it so

;

let us inquire, then, how many manumitted slaves have been

sent out the last Jive years. In 1830-'33, six hundred and

sixty-six were transported; in 1834, none,* making a removal

on an average, of less than the increase of one day in each year !

In the eighteenth year of the Society's existence, it finds itself

compelled to pause and rest, after the mighty effort of arresting

the increase of the slave population for five days and a half.

Such are the results of the moral influence about which we
have heard so much. And upon whom has this influence oper-

ated ? Surely upon those who were most within its sphere, the

presidents, vice presidents, and managers of the Society. Unfor-

tunately, facts do not confii-m this very natural supposition.

Judge Washuigton was Pi-esident of the Society, from its first

organization, till hi^ death in 1829. In a letter to the Society,

he observed :
* "We may faii-ly hope it will lead to the sure but

gradual abolition of slavery." Afr. Eep., VII, p. 20.

"Whatever were the hopes of this gentleman, he was j)ersonally

beyond th^ reach of the Society's moral influence. In a pub-

lished letter in 1821, after stating that his slaves had got the

idea that as nephew to General Washington, or President of the

Colonization Society, he could not hold them in bondage, he

adds, " I called the negroes together in March last, and after

statii^g to them what I had heard, I assured them that I had no

intention to give freedoan to any of them."

* In 1834, the Philadelphia Society sent out one hundred and ten slaves,

manumitted by the -will of their master, who also left two thousand two
hundi'ed dollars for their transportation. The Society, at the same time,
gave a passage to fourteen emigrants for the Parei^t Institution, free of
axpense.
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The judge was as good as his word. He did indeed shortly

after part with Jiffy-fuur of his skives, but it was not to the agent

of the Society, to be transported to Liberia, but to a slave-

dealer, to be shipped to New Orleans. Mr. Can-oil, a large

slave-holder, succeeded to the presidential chair, but for aught

that appears to the contrary, neither he nor ]VIr. Madison, the

present incumbent, ever liberated a single slave. Mr. Clay, a

vice president, publicly intimated that he did not intend to send

his slaves to Africa. Mr. Fitzhugh, another vice president, the

proprietor of " numerous slaves," speaking of slavery, remarked

:

" No plea can be urged in justification of its continuance but the

plea of necessity." Afr. Rep., Y, p. 354.

The will of this gentleman, who died in 1830, is a singular

comment on this plea of necessity. The following extract is

given in the African Repository under the head of

PIIILAXTHROPIC EXAMPLE.

"After the year 1850, I leave aU my negroes unconditionally free,

with the privilege of having the expenses of their removal to whatever
places of residence they may select, defrayed. If they consent to go
to tlie Colonv, (Liberia,) they are to be paid fifty dollars each on their

arrival." Afr. Rep., VI, 247.

It will be perceived that the testator believed in the '' neces-

sity " of requiring his slaves to toil for twenty years for his heirs,

after he himself was in the grave, before they could be permit-

ted to labor for themselves ; and also the necessity of leaving

the children who might be born of these slaves in the twenty

years, in interminable bondage, for it will be observed that the

prospective manumission is confined to Mr. Fitzhugh's " negroes,"

and not to the children to be hereafter born. Should this phil-

anthrojric example be universally followed, in how many centu-

ries would slavery cease ?

Mr. Custiss, well known as a zealous advocate of the Society,

in a speech before it thus exclaims

:

" Lend us your aid to strike the fetters from the slave, and to spread
the enjoyment of unfettered freedom over the whole of our favored
and happy laud." llh Report, p. 13.

8
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Had Mr. Custiss applied to the Board for a passage for liis

slaves to Liberia, the boon would unquestionably have been

granted. But such a boon was not the aid he desired. In the

New York Commercial Advertiser of January 31, 1829, it is

stated that Phihp Lee, the sou of General Washington's favor-

ite servant, is the slave of Mr. Custiss, the adopted son of

Washington : that Philip is a pious, faithful, and in all respects

an exemplary man, and has a wife and children, to whom he is

tenderly attached; and that $1,000 are required to deliver

Philip and his family from slavery. " Much interest has been

excited in the District of Columbia, where it is supposed one

half of the sum required will be raised." The paper farther

states, that $121 had been subscribed in New York.

Li the appendix at the 15th Report, p. 41, is a list of per-

sons who have manumitted slaves to be sent to Liberia. The

list does not profess to give all, but contains fifteen names, and

it is remarkable that the name of any one present or former

officer of the American Colonization Society is not to be found

among them, with the exception of Mr. Fitzhugh, who is in-

cluded, on account of his testamentary devise.

We will not assert that no officer of the Society has ever

parted with a slave that he might go to the Colony : but we do

say, that although our acquaintance with colonization documents

is not superficial, Ave have met with no record of such a " phil-

anthropic example."

If such be the impotency of the moral influence of the Soci-

ety \\])o\\ its officers, its orators and advocates, what will be its

power on slave-holders generally ?

But let us sujjpose, what we all know to be untrue, that every

slave-holder in our country is in very deed anxious to get rid of

his slaves, and that the whole slave population is now and will

continue to be at the disposal of the Society, and we ask, can

this population be transported to Africa, and there maintained ?

We have seen that before any impression can be made on its

present amount, its inci-ease, rising to more than fifty-four thou-

sand annually, must be removed. But it is surely not to be re-

moved, merely to perish by famine in the wilderness. In the
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ordinary calculations of the expense of carrying these people to

Africa, they seem to be considered only as articles of freight,

which are to be delivered at Liberia at so much per piece.

Thirty dollars are usually assumed as the cost of a passage

;

but let it be recollected that after they arrive, houses, imple-

ments of husbandry, food and clothing for at least one ^/ea?' must

be provided for them. It is with difficulty a new colony can

provide for its own maintenance, and it is folly to suppose that

it can also provide for an annual mflux of fifty thousand emi-

grants, emigrants too, sunk in brutal ignorance, unaccustomed to

supply their own wants, and bringing with them nothing but the

rags on their backs. Place fifty thousand such persons in the

wilds of Africa, and they would be far more likely to starve

before the end of a year, than they would be at that time to

furnish the necessaries of life to fifty thousand more emigrants.

The Colony is now poor, and has only about three thousand in-

habitants, and it is admitted (see loth Rep., p. 10,) that an ad-

dition of one thousand emigrants in any one year since its

establishment would have been fatal to it. How many years

then must elapse, before it can receive fifty-four thousand every

year ^ and when that period arrives, ivhat Avill then be the annu-

al increase ? Admitting the whole marme and the whole treas-

ury of the United States to be surrendered to the Society,

does any sane man believe that Liberia can be brought to such

a state of cultivation as to maintain an annual accession to her

population of fifty-four thousand in less than twenty-five years ?

But in the year 1860 the annual increase of slaves, instead of

fifty-four thousand, Avill be one hundred and four thousand ; and

unless the Society will then be able to transport more than this

mighty multitude, each year, it will not even diminish the pres-

ent amount of the slave population !

In supposing the slave-holders ready to colonize their slaves,

we have given full effect to the reiterated assertions of coloniza-

tionists on this subject. These gentlemen are fond of repre-

senting the Southern masters as unfortunately burthened with a

grievous load, which they are impatient to shake off; and from

which no other human agency than the Society can possibly
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relieve them. Granting tlie premises, we see what sort of re-

lief the Society is capable of affording. . We have intentionally

removed one difficulty, that we might consider another. Let us

now reverse the supposition, and admitting the ability of the

Society immediately to transport to Africa, and there maintain

all the slaves in the United States, let us inquire hoio the con-

sent of the masters is to be obtained.

Let it be remembered that the Society has studiously avoided

every measure to obtain such consent, and boasts that it ad-

dresses arguments to no master. But if we are to believe col-

onizationists, no arguments are necessary to induce the masters

to liberate their slaves. Our sympathy is perpet^^ally demanded,

not for the slave, but his unfoi-tunate master, who is imploring

the Society to deliver him from the curse entailed upon him by

his ancestors ! So far from slave-holders wishing to abolish sla-

very, they ai'e endeavoring to transmit it as a precious inheri-

tance to their latest posterity. As we have already observed,

we do not solicit the reader's belief, in any assertion we may

make, until we have demonstrated its truth ; and Ave assert that

there is a general disposition among slave-holders, to jjerpetuate

slavery. "We know, and cheerfully acknowledge, that there are

exceptions, but we believe they are exceedingly rare. The

whole tendency of slave legislation is to rivet the chains of its

victims. Hence the cruel obstacles it raises to manumission,

and the wicked efforts it makes to brutalize the human mind.

But not contented with holding their own slaves with an iron

grasp, they have striven, and with woful success, to extend the

curse beyond their own borders. AVTien Missouri was to be ad-

mitted into the Union, every slave representative in Congress,

without one solitary exception, colonizationist or not, voted to

render it a slave State. So anxious was Virginia to strengthen

the slave interest, that rebellion and civil war were the price she

was willing to pay for another mart in human flesh. Her House

of Delegates

" Resolved, that the General Assembly of Virginia will support the

good people of Missouri in their just rights, and admission into the

Union, and vAW cooperate with them in resisting with m^vxly
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FORTITUDE any attempt which Congress may make to impose re-

straints or restrictions on the price of their admission, not authorized

by the great principles of the Constitution, and in violation of their

rights, hberty, and happiness !

"

General Charles C. Pinckney, of Soutli Carolina, in a public

address, delivered in 1824, maintained tliat slavery, as it exists

in that State, is

" No greater or more unusual evil tlian befalls the poor in general ; that

its extinction would be attended with calamity to the country, and to

the people connected with it, in every character and relation ; that no
necessity exists for svxh extinction ; that slavery is sanctioned hj the

Mosaic dispensation ; that it is a fulfilment of the denunciation pro-

nounced against the second son of Noah ; that it is not inconsistent

with the genius and spirit of Christianity, nor considered by St. Paul
as a moral evil." Address hefore the Agricultural Society of South
Carolina.

Governor Miller, of Soutli Carolina, in liis message to the

Legislature in 1829, remarks :

" Slavery is not a national evil ; on the contrary, it is a national
BENEFIT. Slavery exists in some form every whei'e, and it is not of
much consequence, in a philosojyhical point of view, Avhether it be vol-

untary or involuntary. In a political point of view, involuntary slavery

Las the advantage, since all who enjo}- political liberty are then in fact

free."

It gives us pleasure to state, that the African Repositoiy pro-

nounces the doctrines of Messrs. Pinckney and Miller "• abom-

inable." "We have explained in our introduction the tacit com-

pact by which colonizatioiiists are never to defend slavery in the

abstract, nor condemn it in 2J<^(}'ticiiIars. A scrupulous observ-

ance of this compact enabled the Repository to exclaim, with

great truth, when accused of hostility to slave-holders,

" Have we sought to render the owners of slaves odious, by retaihng
anecdotes of their cruelty V Every honorable man wiU do us the jus-

tice to answer no." Afr. Rep., IV, p. 59.

But the question is, not what I\Ir. Gurley thinks of these doc-

trines, but how they are regarded by slave-holders. Now there

is no evidence that General Pinckney's rank in Carolina society

was affected by his "abominable" doctrines; on the contrary,

8*
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judging from the eulogium pronounced at liis decease, lie was

reo-arded as one of tlie most distinguislied andpious members of

the slave-holding community. And so far were the people of

Carolina from being offended by the " abominable " doctrines of

their governor, that after his term of service expired, they

elected him to the Senate of the United States.

Governor Hayne, of the same State, in his message to the

Legislature (1833,) labors to prove that slavery adds to the

military strength of a nation, and concludes with declaring that

" The existence of slaverv in the South is not only to be regarded

as an evil not to be deplored, but that it brings along corresponding ad-

vantages, in elevating the character, contributing^ to the wealth, en-

larijing the resources^and adding to the strength of the State in which

it exists."

It must be confessed, these are strange sentiments to be ad-

vanced by the chief magistrates of a people who regard slavery

as a curse, and are anxious to colonize their slaves. Let us now

attend to the official declarations of the present Governor of

South Carolina, and see what comment they afford on the sup-

posed desire of the slave-holders to get rid of theii- slaves, a

supposition on which tlie whole theory of aholition hj colonization

is founded.

"It Is demonstrable that cotton could not be produced by the labor

of hired freemen, for double the average price it has commanded for

ten years past. It is obvious that the "a5o^i/wn of that kind of labor

which is the basis of our tcealth and prosperity, would annihilate, at a

single blow, that entire branch of foreign commerce which brings

the° industry of the cxportios States into competition with that of

the manufacturing States. t am thoroughly convinced^ that^ the

institution of dom'estic slavery, paradoxical as it may seem, is an indis-

pensable element in an unmixed rep~esentative republic. How sacked

IS OUR OBLiGATiox to provide for our posterity all the necessary

means of defending and preserving Rn institution as essential to their

existence and to their hberty, as it is obnoxious to the jyiyjudices of

those who have the greatest possible facihties for assaiUug it." Inau-

gural Speech, Dec, 1834.

La December last, a lecture on "Domestic Slavery," was

delivered before " the Law Class of Wilham and Mary College,"
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and 2-)nblished in the Soutliern Literary Messenger, for January,

1835. The following introductory passage will help to show the

feeling that is cherished at the South

:

" This subject, (slavery,) is too interesting to be passed in silence.

The time too is rife with jiroofs, that unless we mean tamely to surren-

der a most imjiortant interest, we must hold ourselves always on the
alert to DEFEND it with tongue and pen."

A few years since, the State of Louisiana passed a law, pro-

hibiting the importation of slaves from other States, but the

extension of the sugar cultivation demanding more labor, the law

was repealed in 1833, and this State is now importing multitudes

of slaves from Maryland and Virginia. Soon after the repeal of

the law, two thousand were offered for sale in New Orleans, in

the course of a single week.

"We may judge how anxious the people of Louisiana are to

send their slaves to Africa, from the following notice of a late

sale in New Orleans :

Willis, 18 years old, broun;ht S1400
Jack, 29 " """

1200
Adam, 20 " " 1300
Tom, 16 " " 1175
Dick, 30 " " 1000
Bill, U. " " G60
Mahuda, 29 " " 500

A letter from an intelligent gentleman, personally acquainted

with the state of slavery at Natchez, says :

" The prospects of the blacks in the South-west, are gloomy in the
extreme. Cotton can be afforded at G cents per pound ; last yeai-,

(1832,) it was worth from 9 to 13 cents; this year it is woi-th from 14
to 18 cents. Last year about 1000 negroes were sold in Natchez, and
I am confident 1500 will be disposed of in that market this year. In
my opinion, the slaves, if ever free, will owe their liberty to their own
strength and the blessing of Heaven ; for their masters, as a Methodist
minister once expressed it, think only of making more cotton, to buy
more negroes, to make more cotton to buy more negroes."

So far are masters from wishing to send their negroes to

Africa, that they are continually increasing their stock, and
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hence slaves are rising in value. A late Georgia paper an-

nounces, that at a sale of seventy-one negroes, of all ages and

kinds, the average price was $438.

A convention has recently been held m Tennessee, for amend-

ing the State Constitution, and one amendment is, a prohibition

to the Legislature to abolish slavery.

The Augusta Chronicle, (Geo.) of Oct., 1833, says

:

» We fii-mly believe, that if the Southern States do not quickly unite

and declare to the North, if the question of slavery be longer discussed

in any shape, tlicy will iusfantly s;>cede from the Union; that the

question must be settled, and very soon, by the swoed, as the only

possible means of self-preservation."

The Richmond Inquirer and the Vr^asliington Globe are both

mightily indignant at the proposition that Congress should

fibolisn slavery in the District of Columbia.

So far is it from being true, as stated by colonizationists, that

the South is ready to surrender its slaves, that every day affords

neriv proofs that the public sentiment both at the North and the

South, is now more tolerant to slavery than at any other period

during the last thirty years. Who believes that even ten years

ago any Connecticut Legislature would have ventured to pass

the Black Act ? or that Judge Daggett himself would have pro-

nounced his portentous and extraordinary opinion ? At what

time, before the influence of the Colonization Society was felt

throughout our land, did the citizens of the North merit or

receive such commendations from the slave press as the fol-

lowing ?

" Public sentiment at the North, in reference to Southern interests,

was never in a sounder state than it is now. The language of the

Northern press is cheering in the extreme ; the feehng in favorof the

South, and ( gainst the "abolitionists, is deep and ahnost universal.

Charleston Courier, 21st July, 1834.

"When, until hite years, have the Governors of even slave

States, dared to promulgate such "abommable" doctrmes as

those we have quoted ? -

Unless we greatly deceive ourselves, have now shown that
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no desire exists at the South to get rid of slavciy, at least to

such an extent as to rendei* colonization in the remotest degree

instrumental in abolishing it ; and it is an unquestioned fact,

that in eighteen years only about 900 manumitted slaves have

been sent to Africa. But certain laws have been recently passed

by Virginia and Maryland, which are triumphantly cited by

colonizationists as proofs of the growing desire at the South to

abolish slavery,— a desire which is attributed to the influence

of the Society.

The law of Virginia appropriates $18,000 a year for five

yeai-s, for the transportation of colored persons to Africa. Now
it is evident that the effect of this law upon slavery in Virginia,

must depend on the class of colored persons to be transported.

Will it be believed that this law, received with such joy and

triumph by colonizationists, conjines the appliccdion of its appro-

priation to the removal of such hlachs as icere free at the date of
its passage ? In other words, it declares to the slave-holders,

'•"We will not assist you in manumitting jour slaves." By a

previous law, any manumitted slave, who does not leave the State

in twelve months, becomes again a slave : this neio law provides

that such a manumitted slave shall not be sent to Africa,— of

course it affords no possible inducement or facility whatever to

manumission ; and its whole operation is confined to the removal

of nuisances,— and we have already seen, from the avowal of

members of the Legislature, that this removal is virtually to be
compulsory. The philanthi-opy that i-ejoices in such a law, is

indeed of a peculiar cast, but it is the philanthi-oi:>y of " the

benevolent colonization system." *

The Maryland law of 1832 appropriates $200,000 to be
applied through the agency of the Maryland Colonization Society,

to the removal to Africa, of " the people of color now free, and
such as shall hereafter become so."

*A party ^vriter, in a late number of the Richmond Enquirer, says :
" An

opposition man, who stated in the spring, that he considered the removal of
the deposits as affecting the value of his property thirty per cent., admits
now, that he never saw a more avholesome state of tiiixgs : neo-ro boys
and men will fetch from §600 to ^700." Is Virginia sick of this wholesome
state of thmgs ?
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On the 20tli of January, 1833, the American Colonization

Society

" Resolved, that the Society view with the highest gratification, the

continued efforts of the State of Maryland to accomphsh her patriotic

ana benevolext system in regard to her colored population ; and
that the last appropriation by that State of $200,000 in aid of African

Colonization, is hailed by the friends of the system as a bright ex-
ample to other States."

Let us now examine this " benevolent system," this '' bright

example," and see how it accords with Christian love and sin-

cerity.

In forming our opinion of the true character of this scheme, it

will not be improper to take into consideration the avoived

motives which gave it birth. The Legislature, in their session

of 1831, adopted the following resolutions :

" Resolved, that the increased proportion of the free people of color,

in this State, to the white population— the evils growing out of their

connection and unrestrained association with the slaves, their habits and
manner of obtaining a subsistence, and their withdrawing a large
PORTION of employment from the laboring class of the white population,

are subjects of momentous and grave consideration to the good people

of this State.
" Resolved, that as philanthropists and lovers of freedom, we deplore

the existence of slavery among us, and would use our utmost exertions

to amehorate its condition : yet we consider the unrestricted power of

manumission as fraught with ultimate evils, of a more dangerous tendency
than the circimistance of slavery alone ; and that any act, having for

its object the mitigation of these joint evils, not inconsistent with other

paramount considerations, would be worthy the attention and deliber-

ation of the representatives of a free, Uberal-minded and enhghtened
people."

Another resolution followed, declaring that, by the coloniza-

tion of free people of color in Africa, '"these evils may be

measurably diminished, and a committee was appointed to frame

a bill upon " the principles " of these resolutions.

Such, then, are the principles of the Maryland benevolent

system ; and which of them is derived from the gospel of Christ ?

So far as the system relates to the free blacks, it proposes their re-

moval, not out of kindness to them, but because they are supposed

to be injurious to slave property ; because their habits and manner
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of ohtaining a subsistence, the necessary results of wicked laws,

are vicious ; and because they enter into competition with ^c]^ite

laborers. This last accusation against the free blacks, is a most

extraordinary one, when made by a people who keep in their

employment more than one huxdred thousaxd black

LABORERS, wlio toil without Avagcs, and subsist on the scantiest

fore ; and yet the interference of these laborers with " the labor-

ing class of the white population," occasions no uneasiness, and

leads to no plan for their removal. And what are the principles

of this system with regard to slaves ? Why, that it is worse to

give a slave his liberty here, than to keep him in bondage ; but

at the same time, that " the utmost exertions " ought to be made
to " ameliorate his condition." Let us now proceed to the prac-

tical application of these principles. At the next session, a re-

port was presented, in which calculations are entered into, to

show that " the whole of this population (of free blacks) can

be removed in the course of one generation alone." But the

legislators are philanthropists and lovers of freedom, and deplore

the existence of slavery. Let us see how the committee propose

to remove this deplored evil. The report says of the slaves

" they are property, and must be so regarded, and without their

owners' consent, none of them can be touched."

Here we have a pi-inciple which secures to Maryland the bless-

ings of slavery ybrei-e;-. Li no country in the world, in ancient

or modern times, has slavery been abolished by the miani-

mous consent of slave-holders. Never has it been peaceably

abolished but by law. The Northern and Eastern States could

abolish slavery without the consent of the OA^mers : the Republi-

can States of South America could do the same : the Legislature

of Maryland can rule fifty thousand of their free colored cit-

izens with a rod of iron, can deny them the most common and

inestimable rights of humanity ; but it cannot rescue a human
being from unmerited and involuntary bondage !

Let us now turn to the famous appropriation act. By this act,

masters are allowed to manumit their slaves, but then the man-
umitted slaves are to be ti-ansported beyond the lunits of the

State ; and should a parent or a child, a husband or a wife,
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sliudcler at parting forever from a near and dear relative, the

separation may be avoided by a renmiciation, in open court, of

the newly acquired liberty, and a public consent to continue a

slave ! Such is the bearing of this benevolent system on slavery.

Let us now contemplate its effects on the free blacks. The

appropriation bill authorizes no compulsion, and imposes no

penalties on a refusal to go to Africa. It was not expedient

that this bill should contain such provisions, and therefore they

were inserted in another bill passed by the same Legislature,

and within two days of the other, entitled, " An act, relating to

free negroes^and slaves." This act, like the Connecticut Black

Act, is a bold and flagrant violation of the constitutional rights

of free citizens. A citizen of New York, if his complexion be

colored, may not visit a dying child or parent in Maryland,

without incurring a penalty of fifty dollars for every week he

remains, and if he is unable to pay the fine, Avhy then he is to

be sold by the sheriff at jnihlic sale for such time as may be neces-

sary to cover the aforesaid penalty. But if a free negro is sold

for a limited time, he is, in fact, sold for life. During the

term for which he is sold, he is a chattel, and may be transported

at the pleasure of his master ; and when the expiration of his

term finds him in a cotton field m Missouri, or a sugar mill in

Louisiana, Avho is to rescue him from interminable bondage ?

Should a colored citizen of Maryland cross its boundary on

business, ever so urgent to himself and family, on returning to

his home, more than a month after, he also is liable to be seized

and SOLD, unless previous to his departure he had complied with

certain vexatious, legal formalities ; and which, from ignorance,

he would be extremely likely to neglect, or perform imperfectly.

A striking illustration of this "benevolent system" lately

occurred. A free colored man, living near the line of the Dis-

trict of Columbia, petitioned the Maryland House of Delegates

for leave to bring his grandchild from the City of Washington.

The child had probably been left an orphan, and he naturally

wished to take it into his own house. The petition was re-

jected !

A brisk slave-trade is carried on between Maryland and the
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Soutlicrn States, and it is well known that free negroes are often

tlie victims of this trade ; instances occurring of whole families

being kidnapped. Under such circumstances, many would wish

to have the means of protecting, if necessary, the freedom of

themselves and children ; but the new bill forbids them to keep

any military weapon, without a special license from a county

court, or city corporation ; a condition amounting virtually to a

total prohibition. No free negro may attend a religious meeting

not conducted by a white jierson.

As the law thus discourages, and in a great measure prohibits

religious instruction, exhortation, and social prayer, among fifty

thousand of the population of Maryland, no wonder \t presumes

every one of that fifty thousand to be a thief. Hence no person

may, under the penalty of five dollars, buy of a free negro " any

bacon, pork, beef, mutton, corn, wheat, tobacco, rye, or oats,"

unless he shall at the time exhibit a certificate from a Justice of

the Peace, or three respectable persons, that he or they believe

the said negro came honestly by the identical article offered for

sale.

Such are some of the features of the law, and they are well

calculated to induce the free negroes to avail themselves of the

benevolent and munificent provision made by the other law for

their transportation to Africa. The concluding section, however,

is the most operative of the whole, and promises to afford ample

employment for the two hundred thousand dollars, and to furnish

Liberia with an abundant population. It is as follows

:

" Sect. 12. And be it enacted, that if anyfree negro or mulatto shall

be convicted of any crime, committed after the passage of this act,

which may not, under the laws of this State, be punished by hanging
by the neck, such free negro or mulatto may, in the discretion of the

court, be sentenced to the penalties and punishments now provided by
law, or be banished from this State, on be tkansported into some
FOREIGN COUNTRY."

Hence, if a free negro steals a pound of tobacco, he may be

shipped off to Liberia. Li civilized countries, it has been the

aim of the Legislature, to apportion punishments to crimes, but

Maryland has set " a bright example " of a simplification of the

9
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criminal code, Avitliout a parallel in the liistory of jurisprudence.

She tells her judges, " in the case of free black offenders, you

need give yourselves no trouble in comparing the different shades

of guilt, and weighing those circumstances Avhich aggravate or

mitigate the offence. In certain cases, you must hang them ; in

all others, -without exception, you may send them to Africa."

This is the " benevolent system," the " bright example " lauded

by the American Colonization Society. This is the system

which is cited as a proof that Maryland desires to abolish slavery.

A symptom of this desire occurred in the Maryland House of

Delegates, in 1834. Mr. Mann moved an inquiry into the expe-

diency of abolishing slavery, after a certain period. So great

was the excitement produced by this motion, that the mover with-

drew it, and the minute of the motion luas expunged from the

journal.

The $200,000, it seems, are entrusted to the Maryland Colo-

nization Society ; and that Society, wishing still farther to

increase its funds, has appealed to the benevolence of the North.

The appeal is founded on two solemn olBcial declarations : first,

that it aims at the extirpation of slavery in Maryland, by coloni-

zation ; and secondly, that it contemplates " founding a nation

on the principle of temperance."

"We have seen that a committee of the Maryland Legislature

insisted on the possibility of the removal of the ^vhole free black

population m one generation. The Society in their address,

repeatedly declare their object to be the extirpation of slavery

by colonization ; and the Legislature forbids, as we have also

seen, manumission at home. Of course, slavery can only be

extirpated by the removal, not of a select portion, but of all the

slaves.

Li what terms ought we then to speak of the following resolu-

tion of the Maryland Society, published to conciliate the friends

of temperance at the North ?

" Whereas it is desired that the settlement about to l^e made by this

Society, should, as far as practicable, become a moral and temperate

community ; and as this is to be effected, in a great degi-ce, by the

character of the emigrants, who leave America for a new home in
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,\frica : and -wlioroas, the sad experience of this country has shown the

demoralizing efTccts of the nse of ardent spirits,

Be it resolved^ that no emigrant shall be permitted to go from jMary-

land to a settlement from this Society in xifrica, who will not first bind

himself, or herself, to abstain therefrom."

So the Society is to carry to Africa 100,000 slaves, and thus

exterminate slavery in their State ; and yet tliey will positively

refuse to carry one of them until he has taken the temperance

pledge. But Avliat if a portion of them will not consent to take

the pledge ? must slavery continue, or must means be taken to

coerce their consent ?

None but those wilfully blind, can examine this subject with-

out seeing that the measures adopted by Virginia and Maryland

are mere contrivances to get rid of the free blacks ; and far

more disgraceful in the latter, than in the former case, because

more disguised by insincere j^rofessions.

The New York Journal of Commerce, a colonization paper,

had the candor in speaking on the subject, to remark, " It is true

these States do not propose to resort, in the first instance, to

compulsory measures ; but does any one doubt that they will

resort to such measures, if the number of volunteer emigrants

should not be sufficient to exhaust the appropriations made for

their removal ? " And a Baltimore paper, (the Chronicle,)

alluding to the Maryland acts, avows, " The intention of those

laws was, and their effect must be, to expel the free people of

color from the State."

Yet do these cruel and perfidious measures receive the support

and approbation of the Colonization Society.

There is still a powerful objection to the whole colonization

scheme, as a means of removing slavery, to which Ave have not

yet adverted. No principle of political economy is more obvious

than that prices depend on supply and demand. If the first is

diminished, while the latter is increased, or even remains station-

ary, prices necessarily rise. We can all understand, that should

half the sheep in the United States be suddenly destroyed, or

carried out of the country, the value of the remaining half

would instantlv be enhanced. So also, we have no dillicultv in
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seeing, that sliould the cholera s^yeep off from the Southern

phmtations, two or three hundred thousand slaves, there would

be an increased activity in the man-market, and human flesh

would rise many per cent, in price. Yet it seems never to occur

to colonizationists, that were it possible for them to pi'oduce any

sensible diminution of the slaves by transportation, the same

consequences would follow. The Society proposes reducing the

number of laborers, but without diminishing the demand for

them. Let us suppose every free negro safely landed at Libe-

ria— of course all the laborers remaining in the cotton and

sugar-fields of the South, are slaves. Now the Society is grad-

ually sending away these slaves, not by freeing at once any town

or county from them, but by picking them up throughout the

whole slave-region, as it can meet with conscientious masters

;

taking a few in one place, and a few in another ; now stripping

a plantation of its slaves in Virginia, and now in Missouri.

This indisci'iminate mode of obtaining emigrants, necessai'ily and

absolutely prevents the substitution of white for black labor.

The plantations thus divested of laborers, must remain baiTen

till new slaves are procured. But the proprietor is too consci-

entious to buy any, and is hence compelled to sell his estate.

The purchaser immediately goes into the market to re-stock the

farm. Others do the same, and hence arises a new demand for

slaves, and of course an increase of their value. But as slaves

grow more and more valuable, the disposition to make pi'esents

of them to the Colonization Society will decline. Thus does

the inevitable mercantile operation of the Society, independent

of all moral considerations, necessarily tend to defeat its object.

The idea of abolishing slavery, by increasing the demand for

slaves, is about as wise, as would be a plan for lessening the

circulation of infidel books, by raising a fund for their purchase.

We have now examined the means by which the Society

proposes to effect the removal of slavery, and trust we have

shown their utter worthlessness. Were the impracticability of

this scheme its only objection, the friends of humanity and reli-

gion would not be called on, as they now are, to meet it with

unrelenting hostility— to lalx)r without rest, and without Aveari-
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ness, for its entire prostration. Alas, tliougli powerless for good,

it is mighty for evil ; and its baneful influence is leading multi-

tudes of good and well-intentioned men, unconsciously to coun-

tenance doctrines and measures, necessarily tending to perpetuate

slavei'y and all its abominations in our land. This is an asser-

tion that ought not rashly to be made nor hastily believed. "We

appeal to common sense and undisputed facts.

Admitting tliat colonization could, in the course of ages,

extirpate slavery, ought Ave, therefore, to reject every means of

shortening the sufferings of the slave, by hastening his libera-

tion ? But colonizationists, not content with insisting on the

efficiency of their own j)lan, discourage and oppose every other.

Now should their plan prove delusive, after the lapse of centuries,

their influence in jDreventing the adoption of any other, will

have been fatal, as far as it may have gone, to the freedom of

millions.

" It (colonization) is the oxly possible mode of emancipation at

once safe, and rational, that human ingenuity can devise." Speech of
Mr. Cusliss. 13th Eejwrt, p. 8.

" Colonization Is the oxly expedient by which these evils can be
mitigated." Speech of J. A. Dix. Afr. Rep., IV, 1G8.

" To this country It offers tlie oxly possible means of gradually rid-

ding ourselves of a mighty evil." \st Rep., N. Y. Colonization Society.

" The colonizing scheme, leading as It does to voluntary manumission,
Is the OXLY one wlilch true wisdom can dictate." Speech of Mr. Key,
Vice President. Afr. Rep., IV, p. 29!).

" I would urge this system of colonization upon your notice, as the

OXLY rational plan which lias yet been suggested for reheving our
Southern brethren from tlie curse of slavery." Speech of Chancellor
Walworth of N. Y.

" The only rational and practical plan ever devised for the emanci-
pation of tlie slaves of independent States." N. Y. Courier and En-
quirer, 12th May, 1834, a colonization pajier.

" This great end (abolition) is to be attained in xo otheu way than
by a plan of extensive colonization." Letter of R. G. Harper, Vice

President. 2d Rep., p. 3.

" In our opinion, the Colonization Society presents the oxly safe and
feasible plan for the liberation of our slaves from bondage." Rejwrt
of Wilmington Col. Society. Afr. Rep., IX, ^-10.

9*
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We have seen the nature and extent of the moral influence of

this only rational plan in favor of abolition ; let us now examine

that which it exerts in hehalf of slavery.

In the fii'st place, we ask, what must be the natural effect on

public opinion of such disclaimers as the following ?

"It is no Abolition Society ; it addresses, as yet, arguments to no

master. It denies the design of attempting emancipation, partial or

general." Address of J. B. Harrison to Lynchhurgh Col. Society. Afr.

Rep., in, 197.

" Into their (the Society's) accounts, the subject of emancipation

does not enter at all." Afr. Rep., IV, p. 306.

" The friends of colonization -vdsh to be distinctly understood on

this point. From the beginning, they have disavowed, and they do yet

disavow, that their objecf is the'emaneipation of slaves." Speech of J.

S. Green, before the Neiv Jersey Society.

" From its origin, and throughout the whole period of its existence,

it has constantly disclaimed all intention what<5ver of interfering in the

smallest degree with the rights of property, or the object of emanci-

pation, gradual or immediate." Speech of Mr. Clay, Vice President.

Afr. Rep., VI, p. 13.

" Recognizing the constitutional and legitimate existence of slavery,

it seeks not to interfere, directly or indirectly, Avith the rights it creates."

Afr. Rep., UI, p. 16.

" He considered himself pubUcly pledged, so long as he had any

thing to do with the Society, to resist every attempt to connect it with

emancipation, either in theory or practice." Speech of Gen. Jones, a

Manager of the Am. Col. Soc, 2'dd Jan., 1834.

" The emancipation of slaves, or the amehoration of their condition,

Vfith the moral, intellectual, and political improvement of the people of

color within the United States, are objects foreign to the powers of

this Societv." Address of the Board of Managers to its Auxiliaries.

Afr. Rep.,'\U, p. 291.

Thus we see the friends of the Society utterly deny that

emancipation, partial or general, gradual or inunediate, direct or

indirect, in theory or in practice, is included among its objects

;

and yet the Society " is the oxly possible mode of emancipation

at once safe and rational, that human ingenuity can devise !

"

A worthy vice president of the Society, Mr. G. Smith,

remarked

:

" They who denounce us for not favoring or promoting the emancipa-

tion of slaves, might just as well denounce the Bible or Temperance

Society, because they do not step out of their respective spheres, to

favor or promote the emancipation of slaves." Afr. Rep., IX, p. 358.
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But what if a Bible or a Temperance Society should announce

itself to the -world, as about to abolish slavery; should declare

itself to be the oxly possible instrument by which slavery could

be abolished ; and should oppose and ridicule the employment of

any other instrument, and should then falsify all its professions,

and exert its influence to justify and perpetuate slavery?

Instead of denouncing the Society for not stepping out of its

sphere to favor or promote the emancipation of slaves, we
denounce it for leaving that sphere, and for favoring and pro-

moting continued slavery. The professed constitutional object of

the Society, is the colonization of free blacks and manumitted

slaves. We fully admit, it has no more right to meddle ivith

emancipation or slavery, than a Bible Society ; and we condemn

it, because disregarding its professed object, and in utter contem2:)t

of its own constitution, it has lent itself to support and perpetu-

ate a system of ci'uelty and wickedness. It is painful to make
these assertions, but duty requires them, and facts justify them.

"U^e will now proceed to show that the Society (and by the term

we intend colonizationists generally) has stepped out of its sj^here

to acknowledge that man may have jjroperty in man ; to justify

him for holding this property ; and to vilify all who would per-

suade him instantly to surrender it.

" We liold their slaves, as we hold their other projierty, sacred."
Speech of J. S. Green, before New Jersey Colonization Society. Afr.
lie])., I, p. 283.

" To the slave-holder, they (the Society) address themselves in a
tone of concihation and sympathy. We know your rights, say they,
and we respect them." Afr. Hep., YII, p. 100.

" The rights of the masters are to remain Sacred in the eyes of the
Society." Address of Piockbridge Col. Soc. Afr. Rep., IV, p. 274.

" We decline assenting to the opinion of some abolitionists, that

though the master's right over his living slaves should be conceded, yet
he has no claim of property in the unborn, for tlie reason that there

can be no property in a thing not in esse. This position is wholly
untenable, imder any jurisprudence." Am. Quar. Review, transferred

to Afr. Rep., IX, p. 35.

The right of property in human flesh, cannot surely be more

sacred than that in rum ; and yet it would sound strange, to

hear a religious society addi*essiug the rum-seller in a tone of
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conciliation and sympathy, and assuring him that they regarded

his property in rum as sacred, and respected his right to traffic

in it.

If it be a question whether man can lawfully have property

in man, who authorized the Society to settle it ? That it is a

question, is evident from the following exclamation of Lord

Chancellor Brougham, in one of his speeches : " Talk not of

the property of the planter in his slaves. I deny the right— I

acknowledge not the property." And yet the right of the "West

Indian and the Virginia planter, rested on precisely the same

basis, the sanction of human laws.

Not only does the Society acknowledge slaves to be property,

but it excuses and justifies those who hold this property.

No motive can operate so poAvei-fully in inducing a master to

liberate his slaves, as the conviction that, by retaining them, he

is acting contrary to the will of his Maker, and exposing him-

self to his displeasure.

In a manual of devotion, lately published by the excellent

Bishop Meade, of Virginia, himself a zealous colonizationist,

there is a prayer to be iTsed by the head of a family. This

prayer, intended expi-essly for the slave-region, has this affecting

petition :
" heavenly Master, hear me while I lift up my heart

in prayer, for those unfortunate beings who call me master. O
God, make known unto me my whole duty towards them and

their oppressed race, and give me courage and zeal to do it at

all events. Convince me of sin, if I be tvrong in retaining them

another moment in bondage.'"

It is observable, that in this prayer, the slave-holder, when in

communion with his Maker, far from claiming a sacred right of

property in his fellow immortals, dares not make any claim to

them whatever, but alludes to them as those " who call me mas-

ter." It is also obvious, that the question of immediate eman-

cijiation is pressing on his conscience, and fearful lest he is

committing sin in holding slaves " another moment," he implores

the Divine guidance. He will, of course, seek for light wherever

it may be found, and will natui'ally tui-n to the Colonization

Society, to learn the opinion of the eminent men who belong to
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it, on this momentous subject. Xow let us see wliat opiates

tliat Society administers to quiet his uneasy conscience, and to

hill it in profound repose.

First, he is assured, that by freeing his slaves, he would be

guilty of great inhumanity towards them.

" The very commencing act of freedom to the slave, is to place him
in a condition still worse, if possible, both for his moral habits, his out-

wai-d provision, and for the community that embosoms him, than even
that, dejilorable as it was, from which he has been removed." Address
to Col. Soc. N. Carolina. Afr. Rep., Ill, p. 66.

" What but sorrow can we feel at the misguided pi''-ty which has set

so many of them free by death-bed devise, or sudden conviction of

injustice?" Address to Lynclihurgh Col. Soc. Afr. Rej}.,!!!, -p. Id3.

" There are in the United States 238,000 blacks denominated free,

but whose freedom confers on them, we might say, no privilege but the

privilege of being more vicious and miserable than slaves can be." Rev.

Mr. Bacon^of New Haaen. 7th Rep., p. 99.

" Policy, and even the voice of humanity, forbade the progress of

manumission." Afr. Rep., IV, p. 268.

" It would be as humane to throw them from the decks in the middle

2)assarje, as to set them free in our country." Afr. Rep., IV, p. 226.

"Was Washington wanting in humanity, when he liberated all

his slaves ? and was he surpassed in benevolence by his nephew,

the President of the Society, who avowed his intention of never

giving freedom to any of his ? Was it " misguided piety " that

induced Jefferson to set his free by his last will ? Was it an

act of perfidious cruelty in the State of Georgia to purchase the

freedom of a slave, who had disclosed an intended conspiracy,

—

thus under the pretence of rewarding him, perpetrating an act

as inhuman as throwing a felloAV being from the decks in the

middle passage ? Is the recent act of North Carolina, in pay-

ing §1800 for the freedom of a slave, who had, with singular

intrepidity, preserved a public building from fire, of the same

character ?

Much as we respect Mr. Bacon's character, we cannot but

believe, that could his sincerity be tested by his being com-

pelled to choose^ between being a slave in Louisiana, or a free

black even in Canterbury, he would prefer the latter alternative.

It is the more remarkable, that Mr. Bacon should have been led
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to make such unadvised assertions, when New Haven itself

afforded full proof of their incorrectness. Hear the testimony

of his estimable and distinguished fellow townsman, Professor

Silliman.

" We need not look far from home to see the pleasing etfects of the

benevolent and disinterested exertions of an eminent friend* of the

Africans, aided by a kindred spirit. It is dehghtful to the benevolent

mind, to see so many of our colored people living in neat and comfort-

able dwelhngs, furnished in decent taste, and in sufficient fuhiess, thus

indicating sobriety, industry, and self-respect ; to see their chiklren in

clean attire, hastening on a Sabbath morning to the Sunday school,

and on other days, with cheerful and intelligent faces, seeking the com-

mon school." SiUiman's ith of July Oration, 1832.

The slave-holder is farther instructed by the Society, that the

contmuance of slavery here, is at present, and under existmg

circumstances, unavoidable, and that he is^ perfectly excusable

and innocent in keeping his fellow-men in bondage ; and that

all the cruel laws relative to slavery are right and proper. Is

all this calumny ? Attend to the testimony.

" Slavery is an evil entailed upon the present generation of slave-

holders, which they must suffer, whether they will or not." African

Ee2).,Y, p. 179.

" The existence of slavery among us, though not at all to be objected

to our Southern brethren, is a fault." Address of N. Y. Colonization

Society. Afr. Rep., VII, p. 13(3.

May we ask, how came the States of Missouri, Alabama, and

Mississippi, which within thirty years Avere nearly in a state of

nature, to be now thronged with slaves ?

" It (the Society) condemns no man because he is a slave-holder."

Editorial Article— Afr. Rep., Yll, p. 200.

" Acknowledging the necessity by which its (slavery) present con-

tinuance, and rigorous provisions for its maintenance, are justified."

Afr. Rep., Ill, p. 16.

" It is the business of the free, their safety requires it, to keep the

slaves in Ignorance." Proceedings of New York Col. Soc, 2d Ann.

" The laws of Virginia now discourage, and very wisely, perhaps,

the emancipation of slaves." Speech of^Mr. Mercer, V. President, I

Rep.

* The Rev. S. S. Jocelyn, an active and public opponent of the Coloniza-

tion Society.
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" Tliey (the abolitionii^ts) confound ilie misfoiiimes of one generation

with the cnmes of another." Afr. Rep., VII, p. 202.

" We all know, from a variety of considei-ations which it is unneces-

sary to name, and in consequence of the policy which is obliged to be
pursued in the Southern States, that it is extremely difficult to free a
slave ; and hence the enactment of those laws, which a fatal necessity

seems to demand." Afr. Rep., 11, p. 12.

'• I am not complaining of the owners of slaves : they cannot get rid ot

them." Address hefore Hampden Col. Soc. Afr. Rep., TV, p. 22G.

" There are men in the Southern States who long to do something
effectual for the benefit of their slaves, and would gladly emancipate
them, did not prudence and compassion forhid such a measure." I

Rep., p. 100, App.

" Suppose the slaves of the South to have the knowledge of free-

men,— they would be free, or exterminated by the whites. This ren-

ders it necessary to prevent their instruction, and to keep them from
Sunday Schools, or the means of gaining knowledge." Proceedings of
New York Col. Soc, 2d Ann Rep.

" The treatment of the slaves is in general as good as circumstances
and the cruel necessity of the case will permit." Proceedings of New
York Col. Soc, 2d Ann.

" We believe that there is not the slightest moral turpitude in holding
slaves, under existins; circumstances, in the South." Afr. Rep.,

IX, p. 4.

Thus do we find the wliole system of American slavery

justified on the tyrant's plea, necessity. But this is not all.

The scriptures themselves are wrested to confound those who
recommend abolition.

The President of the Geneva Colonization Society, S. M.
Hopkins, Esq., in an address delivered 5th of August, 1834,

and published by request of the Society, after citing various texts

to prove slavery warranted by the Bible, thus goes on :

" Here are then five places in the New Testament, where the duty
of servants (slaves) is expressly and formally treated by way ofprecept,

and one case of example, making six in all. In every one, the duty of

obedience is insisted on, and in one or more, where the duty of mas-
ters is treated, there is not the least reference nor hint of the idea, that

Christian masters should manumit their slaves ; much less that other

Christians should preach manumission. But I go farther; as I under-
stand the Epistle to Timothy, and as it is understood by such commen-
tators as I have consulted, there is an express injunction, applicable to

those times and circumstances, not to preach manumission." *

* Mr. Hopkins professes to be opposed to slavery, all this Scripture to the
contrary notwithstanding.
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"We will not trouble ourselves fit present witli Mr. Hopkins's

theology ; but Ave may surely be permitted to inquire, bow it

comes tbat the Constitution forbids colonizationists to recommend

and promote abolition, but gives tbem full liberty to oppose it ?

Why is the Constitution sacred, only wlien it guards the interests

and soothes the conscience of the slave-holder ? and why is it a

thing of nought, when colonizationists would empty the vials of

their wrath upon the heads of those who proclaim the sinfulness

of slavery, and the dutyand policy of immediate emancipation ?
*

Let us now scrutinize a little this j^lea of necessity, which is

urged by colonizationists with so much contidence in behalf of

slavery. Does a Christian society, do ministers of the gospel of

Christ, maintain that it is ever necessary to violate the command

of Jehovah ? necessary to keep millions in ignorance of the

revealed will of God ? necessary to trample upon human rights,

and to outrage the plainest principles of justice and humanity?

Do Protestants insist that it is necessary to deny the Bible to

more than one-thii'd of the inhabitants of the Southern States ?

What necessity required that Missouri should be a slave State ?

Wliat necessity multiplied the slaves in Alabama, and Missis-

sippi from three thousand to one hundred and eighty-two thou-

sand, since the year 1800 ? What necessity prevented Kentucky

from liberating her twelve thousand slaves in 1790, when New
York could liberate ten thousand in one day in 1827 ? "VYliat

necessity will render Florida and Ai-kansas slave States ? ^^Hiy

did not necessity prevent the abolition of slavery in South

America, Mexico, and the West Indies ?

The Society, wdiose moral influence is to free us from slavery,

not only quiets the conscience of the slave-holder, by showing

the lawfulness of slavery, but it promises to enhance the value

of slave-labor, and to divest it of a portion of that danger which

*It is due to candor to state, that aZ/ the principles imputed in this work
to colonizationists, arc not held by them indiscriminately. A few individuals

have honorably and publicly disclaimed one or more of them. These dis-

claimers have however been made, we believe, without an exception, since

the discussions excited by abolitionists. No doubt many members would in-

dignantly reject the doctrines on which Ke have commented. The pious and
well-intentioned supporters of the Society, are just beginning to understand

its true character, and hence the numerous converts from colonization within

the last twelve months.
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nsuallj attends it. Let us see how colonization promotes the

interests of slave-lioklers ; and let us attend, in the first instance,

to Mr. Archer, of Virginia.

" He was not one of those (however desirable it might be, and was in

abstract speculation) who looked to the complete removal of slavery

among us. If that consummation Avcre to be considered feasible at all,

it was at a period too remote to loarrant the expenditure of any resources

of contemplation or contribution now. The progress of slavery was
subjected to the action of a law of the utmost rcgulaiity of action.

Where this progress was neither stayed nor modified by causes of

collateral operation, it hastened with a frightful rapidity, disproportioned

entirely to the ordinary law of the advancement of population, to its

catastrophe, which was repletion.

" If none were f/ramerf away, slaves became, except under peculiar

circinnstanccs of climate and production, inevitably and sjieedily re-

dundant, first to the occasions of proftable employment^ and as a con-
sequence, to the facility of comfortable provision for them. No matter
what the humanity of the owners, fixed restriction on their resources
nuist transfer itself to the comfort and subsistence of the slave. At
this last stage, the evil in this form had to stop. When tliis stage had
been reached, what course or remedy remained ? Was open butchery
to be resorted to, as among the Sjiartans witli the Helots '? or general

emancipation and incorporation, as in South America V or abandon-
ment of the country by the masters, as must come to be the case in

the West Indies V

" Either of these was a deplorable catastrophe. Could all of them
be avoided, and if they could, how? There was but one way, but that
might be made effectual, foi-tunately. It was to provide and keep open
a drain for the excess of increase beyond the occasions of proftable
eynployment. This might be done effectually by extension of the plan of
the Society. * * * * After the present class of free blacks had
been exhausted by the ojieration of the plan he was recommending,
others would be supplied for its action, in the proportion of the excess,

of the colored population it would be necessary to throw ofl", bv the
process of voluntary manumission or sale. This effect must result from
the depreciating value of the slaves, ensuing their disproportionate
multiplication. This depreciation would be relieved and retarded at

the same time by the process. It was on grounds o£ interest, theretore^
the most iudisiiensable tecuniaiiy intehesx, that he addres,sed him-
self to the PEl^I'LE AND LEGISLATURES OF THE SLAVE-HOLDING
States." loth Report, p. 22,

However we may be surprised at the indiscretion of the

managers in printing and circulating this speech with their an-

nual report, we cannot but admire its honest frankness. Here
is no colonization poetry, but plain, common-sense prose ; no

pictures of the African Elysium,— no anticipations of the con-

10
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version of millions and millions of Pagans, but intelligent re

marks on the true means of perpetuating slavery, and keeping

up the price of slaves. Knowing the utter futility of abolishing

slavery by colonization, Mr. Archer will not expend on that

topic even his " contemplation." But the time will come when

negroes will be so plenty, that it will be ditficult to find either

work or food for them ; and this state of things, if not prevented,

will lead to the abolition of slavery. But the Society may pre-

vent such a result by sending off the fi'ce blacks, and after they

are gone, by sending off such slaves as may be manumitted
;

and by keeping open this drain, the undue multiplication of

slavery will be prevented, and their depreciation in the market

arrested.

Let us now attend to the managers themselves. In the 2d

Report, p. 9, they declare that they confidently believe that the

" Colonization of the free people of color, will render the slave who
reinains in America, more obedient, more faithful, moi-e honest, and
consequently more useful to his master."

' " By removing the most fruitful sources of discontent (free blacks)

from among our slaves, we should render them more industrious and
attentive to our commands." Address of Putnam (^Georgia') Col.

Society.

" What greater pledge can we give for the modei-ation and safety of
our measures, than our oicn interests as slave-holders, and the ties that

bind us to the slave-holding community to which we belong ? " Speech

of Mr. Key, Vice Pres. 11th Report, p. 14.

" The injurxi they (the free blacks) do to the slave-holder's /)rc75er/y,

by their influence upon his servants, would, if valued, amount to more
than sufficient to convey them from us." Address of Rev. J. C.

Young to Col. Society. Afr. Rej)., IX, 59.

" To remove these persons from among us, will increase the useful-

ness, and improve the moral character of those who remain in servitude,

and ivith tvhose labors the country is unable to dispense." Address to a
N. Carolina Col. Sac. Afr. Rep., Ill, G7.

" None are obliged to follow our example, and those Avho do not, will

find the value of their negroes increased, by the departure of ours."

Kentucky Luminary.

" The free negroes corrupt our slaves. From what has been adduced,
the expediency of removing this nuisance from the community is

clearly inferable, both in relation to their interests and ours ; and this

can only be attained by means of the Colonization Society." Internal

Improvements of South Carolina, by Robert Mills, p. 15.
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So much for the moral influence of the Society in abolishing

slavery, by rendering it projitahh. Now for its agency in

rendering it safe.

" The tendency of the scheme, and one of its ohjects, is to secure
slave-holders, and the whole Southern country, against certain evil

consequences growing out of the jji-esent three-fold mixture of our
popidation." Address of a Virginian Col. Soc. Afr. Rep., IV, 274.

" By removing these people, (free blacks,) we rid ourselves of a
large party who will always be ready to assist our slaves in any mis-
chievous design they may conceive." Address to a Col. Soc. in Vir-

ginia. Afr. liep., J, 176.

" Are they (the free blacks) Vipers sucking our blood ? We will

HURL them from us." Address to Lynchburg Col. Society. Afr. Rep.,
in, 201.

_
" By thus repressing the rapid increase of blacks, the white popula-

tion would be enabled to reach, and soon overtop them ; the conse-
quence would be SECURITY." Afr. Rep., IV, 3i4.

" The removal of every single free black in America, would be
productive of nothing but safety to the slave-holder." Afr. Rep.,
in, 202.

^ •/ i '

" So far from having a dangerous tendency, when properly consid-
ered, it will be viewed as an additional guard to our peculiar species of
property." New Orleans Argus.

" They (the objects of the American Colonization Society) are in

the first place to aid ourselves, by relieving us from a species of poj)-

ulation (free blacks) pregimnt lokh future danger." Speech of Gen.
Hfirper, Vice President. 7th Report, p. 7.

" I am a Virginian. I dread for her the corroding evil of this

numerous caste, (free blacks.) I tremble for the danger of a disaffec-

tion spreading, through their seduction, among our servants." Address
of I. B. Harmon. Afr. Rep., Ill, 197.

Thus does the Society aim at abolishing slavery, by declaring

it lawful, increasing its profits, and lessening its dangers ; and

as we shall presently see, covering with obloquy, and denouncing

as fanatics, all who dissent from its assertion, that this is " the

only possible mode " of relieving the country from slavery.

And why is it the only possible mode ? Because the laws of

most of the slave States prohibit manumission at home, and

therefore no master in those States could liberate his slaves, did

not tl^e Society enable him to evade the law, by sending his

slaves to Africa ? But who made these laws ? Slave-holders.

Who alone can repeal these laws ? Slave-holders. Then slave-
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holders prevent themselves from liberating their shaves ; and

hence it is optional with them to grant manumission or not. Of

course colonization is not the only possible mode of effecting

abolition, since the slave-holders, if they pleased, might easily

discover " a more excellent way."

It will not probably be denied, that he who recommends a

wicked act, or applauds it after it is committed, participates in

the guilt of it ; and as by the confession of colonizationists, the

laws in question prevent abolition, those who advise or approve

those laws, partake of the guilt of continuing slavery. Let us

now inquire in what relation the Colonization Society stands to

these laws.

In the first place, let it be recollected that several of the Legis-

latures by whom these laws have been enacted, or by whom

they are kept in force, have decidedly approved of the Society.

Now listen to the official declaration of the Board of Managers.

" The managers could with no propriety depart from their original

and avowed purpose, and make emancipation their object. And they

would further sa}-, that if they were not thus restrained l>y the terms

of their association, they would still consider any attempts to promote

the increase of the free colored population by manumission, unneces-

sary^ premature, and dangerous." Memorial of the American Col. Sac.

to the several State Legislatures. Afr. Rejh, U, 60.

Wii find here an illustration of the remarks in our introduc-

tion, on the convenient restraints of the Constitution. The man-

agers are restrained from promoting emancipation by the Con-

stitution, but they are at perfect liberty to promote the j^erman-

ency of slavery, by denouncing manumission. And to whom is

this denunciation made ? To the very Legislatures who are

striving to effect the same object by the laws we have mentioned.

And yet colonizationists mourn over the misfortune of the mas-

ter who is prevented by laio from liberating his slaves ? But

perhaps the language we have quoted Avas used inadvertently,

and does not represent the sentiments of colonizationists gener-

ally. Let us see.

" Tliis law, (a law of Virginia, by which a manumitted negro becomes

again a slave if he remains twelve months in the State,) odious and

unjust as it may at first view appear, and hard as it may seem to bear
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upon tlie liberated negro, was doubtless dictated by sound polici/, and
its repeal -would be regarded by none with more unfeigned regret than the

friends of African Coloniza'ion. It has restrained many masters from
giving freedom to their slaves, and has thereby contributed to check the
growth of an evil already too great and formidable." Memorial from
Powhattan Col. Soc. to Virginia Legislature.

" To set them (the slaves) loose among us, would be an evil more
intolerable than slavery itself." Report of Kentucky Col. Society Afr.
Rep., YI, 81.

" As long as our present feelings and rREjUDiCEs exist, the abolition

of slavery cannot be accomplished without the removal of the blacks."

2d Report N. York Soc.

" If the question were submitted, whether there should be cither

immediate or gradual emancipation of all the slaves in the United
States, without their removal, painful as it is to express the opinion, I

have no doubt that it would be unwise to emancipate them." Speech

of Mr. Clay, Vice President, to Kentucky Soc. Afr. Rep., W, 5.

Here we find a vice president of the Parent Society advocating

perpetual slavery in preference to even gradual emancipation.

" They (colonizationists) entertain the opinion generally, that if

universal emancipation were practicable, neither the interest of the
master, the happiness of the slave, nor the welfare of the colony which
they have at heart, would make it desirable." Mr. Barton's Address to

a Col. Soc. in Virginia. Afr. Rep., VI, 291.

" Resolved, That we superadd our decided opinion that colonization
ought to keep equal pace with manumission of people of color through-
out the United States." Proceedings of Col. Meeting at Plattsburgh,
N. York, ith July, 1833.

" Any scheme of emancipation, without colonization, they know to

be productive of nothing but evil." Speech of Mr. Key, a Vice Presi-
dent. Afr. Rep., IV, 300.

" We would say, liberate them only on condition of their going to

Africa or Hayti." Afr. Rep., HI, 26.

" I am strongly opposed to emancipation in every shape and
DEGREE, unless accompanied by colonization." Letter from R. G.
Harper, Vice President, to Secretary of the Society, 20th August, 1817.

" It is a well-established point, that the public safety forbids either

the emancijmtion or the general instruction of the slaves." 7th Report,

p. 94.

" So long as we can hold a pen, we will employ it heart and hand,
against the advocates of immediate emancipation,or any emancipation
that does not contemplate expatriation." N'. Y. Courier and Enquirer,
a Col. paper, 10th July, 1834.

10»
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" Emancipation, with liberty to remain on this side of the Atlantic,

is but an act of dreamy madness." Speech of Mr. Custiss, I3th

Report, p. 8.

" What right, I demand, have the children of Africa to a homestead

In the white man's country ? " Speech of Mr. Custiss, lith Report,

p. 21.

It is a pity Mr. Custiss does not ask liis conscience what right

he lias to confine a child of Africa to a homestead on his own

plantation ; and why money was raised by public subscription

to purchase permission for Philip Lee to leave a homestead to

wliicli he had no right.

What abundant cause for gratitude to Almiglity God, have

the Northern States, that the colonization scheme was not devised

some forty years sooner. Had the doctrines taught by the Soci-

ety been then held by our statesmen and divines, the dark cloud

of slavery would now be brooding over our whole land.

We have seen that the whole influence of the Society and of

the colonizing Legislatures, is to vindicate and preserve and

enforce the laws against manumission. And now, after defend-

ing and strengthening this barrier against human freedom, the

Society glorifies itself for its benevolence in having opened a

little crevice through which, in sixteen years, a few hundred

captives, out of millions, have escaped ! Had the Society and

its friends opposed these laws, they would long since have been

swept away, and thousands and tens of thousands would have

been free, who are now pining in bondage. Li 1782, Virginia

repealed her restraining law, and in nine years, 10,000 slaves

ware manumitted. The slave-holders became alarmed,— their

vocation was in danger of becoming disreputable, and the law

was reenacted.

We have all heard much of the evils resulting from the traffic

in ardent spirits, and we know that multitudes are endeavoring

to suppress it, by insisting thiit it is sinful, and that Christian

duty I'cquires its immediate abolition. Now let us suppose a

society for abolishing it, to be formed on the model of the Col-

onization Society, and ask ourselves how it would proceed, and
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what -would be the prospect of its success. Such a society

wouhl begin by informing the venders, that it held their 7^ro;>er^«/

in rum sacred, and respected their right to sell it ; that as yet,

it addressed arguments to no vender to induce him to abandon

the traffic ; that it was, indeed, a political evil, but it was one

they had unfortunately engaged in, and which the necessities of

themselves and fomilies compelled them to continue for the pres-

ent ; that the society condemned no man for being a rumseller

;

thcd it had no connection with the fanatics and incendiaries Avho

denounced the business as sinful, and demanded its immediate

abolition, — but, inasmuch as the society knew that the venders

were anxious to get rid of the rum they unfortunately possessed,

it had appointed agents who would gratuitously afford their aid

in removing and emptying rum-casks, and it trusted the moral

influence of this proffered aid would, in a century or more, effect

the total abolition of the traffic.

The absurdity of the conclusion, in the supposed case, is obvi-

ous ; and did not prejudice impair our vision, we should see an

equal absurdity in the professed expectations of colonizationists.

But is our illustration a parallel case ? No : for our ideal soci-

ety does not profess to regard any other evil as greater than the

indefinite continuance of the traffic, while the real one boldly

and unequivocally declares for perpetual slavery in preference

to emancipation, either immediate or gradual, without expatria-

tion. Now if the expatriation of the whole body of slaves be

both physically and morally impossible ; if the slaves could not

be transported and maintained in Africa, were the masters Avil-

ling to surrender them ; and if the masters would not surrender

them, even if they could instantly be transported and maintained,

then it follows irresistibly, that the moral influence of the Ameri-

can Colonization Society is to perpetuate slavery in the United

States.

"We can scarcely persuade ourselves, that any honest coloni-

zationists can, in view of all the facts which have been developed,

seriously believe that slavery will ever be removed by coloniza-

tion. Still there may be some who are indulging the hope
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that this scheme is promoting emancipation. We entreat the

attention of such to the proofs we will now offer, that the Society

is in fact

AN ANTI-ABOLITION ASSOCIATION.

On the 9th of January, 1828, Mr. Harrison, of Virginia, in

addressing the Society at its annual meeting, used the followmg

language

:

" The Society having declared that it is in no wise allied to any Abo-

lition Society in America or elsewhere, is ready when there is need,

TO PASS A CENSURE upon such societies in America." 11th Meport,

p. 14.

The pledge thus given in behalf, and in the presence of the

Society, was published and circulated by the Board of Mana-

gers. It was a gross violation of the constitution, and an

unblushing outrage on the multiplied professions of the Society,

that its only object was the colonization of free blacks. But we

cannot understand the full meaning and unholy nature of this

pledge, without adverting to the Abolition Societies to which it

related. This pledge, be it remembered, had no reference to the

associations 7i02v known as Anti-Slavery Societies, and which

are accused of a design to destroy the Union— to drench the

land in human gore, and to produce by marriage an amalgama-

tion of color. Such societies Avere unknown, such charges

unheard of, when this pledge was given. The Abolition Soci-

eties which were to be censured, wei'e societies founded by Jay

and Franklin, and which advocated gradual emancipation.

The first society ever formed, it is believed, for the abolition

of slavery, was organized in the city of New York, January,

1785, under the presidency of John Jay. The principles

maintained by this society, may be gathered from the preamble

to its constitution.

" The benevolent Creator and Father of all men, having given them
all an equal right to life, liberty, and property, no sovereign power on

earth can justly deprive them of either, but In conformity to impartial

government, and hiws, to which they have expressly or tacitly con-

sented. It is our duty, therefore, as free citizens and Christians, not
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only to roixard with comjiassion tlie injustice done to tliose among us,

Avho are held as slaves, but to endeavor, by lawful means, to enable
them to share equally witli us in the cicil and religious liberhj with which
an indulgent Providence has blessed these States, and to which these

our bretliren are hi/ nature as much entitled as ourselves."

The next Abolition Society was that of Pennsylvania, founded

in 1787, under the presidency of Franklin. Slave-holders

were expressly excluded. The constitution declares, that it has

pleased

" The Creator of the world to make of one flesh all the children of

men," and that it is the special duty of those whc/ acknowledge the

obligations of Christianity, to use such means as arc in their power to

extend the blessings of freedom " to every part of our race."

Abolition Societies gradually multiplied, and exercised a salu-

tary influence in promoting emancipation at the North. But

they were not confined to the North ; they soon sprang up in

the slave States, and scattered and feeble rays of light began to

pierce the dense cloud which brooded over the southern country.

Unity of action and of purpose was secured by triennial con-

ventions of delegates from the several societies. No organized

opposition had ever been offered to these associations. The
moral sense of the community, unperverted by colonization,

would not tlioi have tolerated the scenes we have since witnessed.

The respect in Avhicli Abolition Societies were held, is evinced

by the following extract from the journals of Congress :

' House of Representalives, 18/7* Feb. 1809.

" Resolved, That the Speaker be requested to acknowledge the
receipt and acceptance of Clarkson's History of Slavery, presented by
the American Convention, for promoting the abolition of slavery, and
improving the condition of the Africans, and that the said work be
deposited in the hbrary."

The Speaker accordingly returned an ofiicial letter of thanks

to the convention.

Only three months before Mr. Harrison, as herald of the Col-

onization Society, proclaimed war against Abolition Societies,

the convention met at Baltimore, the capital of a slave State.
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To this convention delegates or communications were sent from

the following Abolition Societies, viz.

:

New York, Andover, Mass.,

Rhode Island, Williams College, Mass.,

Pennsylvania, Loudon Co., Virginia,

Western Pennsylvania, N. Carolina, with 40 branches,

Maryland, with 5 branches, Delaware,

Tennessee, Centreville, Penn.,

West Tennessee, Brownsville, do.

Munro Co., Ohio,

This convention, among other measui'cs, petitioned Congress

for the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, and

exhorted the friends of abolition to use their efforts to procure

" the removal of all existing legal impediments in the way of

educating the people of color." Such was the promising state

of public feeling, at the very moment when the Colonization

Society announced its crusade against Abolition. The vigor

and constancy with which it has been carried on to the present

time, are known to all who have watched its progress. The
Abolition Societies and their conventions have withered under

the " CENSURE " of their powerful enemy, and have shrunk from

public notice. Within the last two years, they have been par-

tially succeeded by more sturdy associations, named Anti-Slavery

Societies, which, instead of quailing beneath the frowns of their

foe, have dared to grapple with him in moi'tal conflict, and to

stake the hopes of freedom on the issue. If, in this struggle,

abolitionists have not always distinguished themselves by their

courteous bearing, let it be recollected, that they believe the

happiness of millions depends on their efforts ; and, also, that

by their haughty adversary, they have been treated as wretches

who deserve punishment ; not as the generous and disinterested

champions of the oppressed and friendless. Let us observe the

manner in which they are assailed by members of a religious

society.

" It (the Society) is nowise mingled or confounded with the broad-
sweeping views of -A few fanatics in America, who would urge us on to

the sudden and total abolition of slavery." Afr. Rep., Ill, 197.
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" Come, ye abolitionists, away witli your icild enthusiasm, your mis
guided philanthropy." Afr. Rep., VII, 100.

" Resolved, that we view all attempts to prejudice the public mind,

or excite the popular feeling, on the subject of slavery, as unwise and
injurious, and adapted to perpetuate the evil which it is proposed to

eradicate." Col. Meeting at Northampton, Mass. Afr. Rep., VJH, 283.

After a public discussion of the colonization sclieme in Utica,

tlie Common Council came to the rescue of the Society, by dis-

charging resolutions against the abolitionists. For example :

" Whereas, certain individuals now in our city, are di^turiinrj the

peace of the good citizens thereof, by inculcating sentiments which we
deem demoralizing in themselves, and little short of teeason towards
the government of our country," &c.,

" Kesolved, that, in the opinion of this meeting, it is the solemn
duty of every ]:)atriot and philanthropist, to discountenance and oppose
the etforts of Anti-Slavery Societies." Col. Soc. of Middletown, Conn.
C)th March, 1834.

It Avould have been, of course, unconstitutional to aid these

efforts ; but it seems the Society had full authority to oppose

them. In short, with colonization societies, every thing is con-

stitutional that is expedient, and nothing that is not.

" The emancipation, to which this resolution directs your attention,

is not that unconstitutional and dangerous emancipation, contemplated
by a few visionary enthusiasts, and a still fewer number of reckless

incendiaries among us." Speech of Chancellor Walworth, at Col. Meet-
ing in New York, dth Oct., 1833.

" I avail myself of this opportunity, to enter my solemn protest

against the attempts which are making by a feto fanatics. Let us talk

no more of nullification ; the doctrine of immediate emancipation is a
direct and palpable nullification of that Constitution whicla we have
SWORN to support." Speech of D. B. Ogden at New York Colonization

Meeting.

" We owe it to ourselves not to remain silent spectators while this

WILD FIRE is running its course. We owe it to those misguided men,
(the abolitionists,) to interpose and save them and their country from
the fatal effects of their mad speculations." Speech ofHon. T. Freling-

huysen, V. President, before Am. Col. Society, 21st Jan., 1834.

We are not informed which article of the constitution of the

Society imposes on its members the onerous duty mentioned by

the honorable gentleman.

The abolitionists in New York gave notice of a meeting for
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forming a City Anti-Slavery Society. In reference to this

notice, the chairman of the Executive Committee of the New
York Colonization Society, Mr. Stone, published in his paper,

2d of Oct., 1833, the following from a correspondent

:

" Is it possible that our citizens can look quietly on, while the flames

of discord are rising,— while even our pulpits are sought to be used for

the base purpose of encouraging scenes of bloodshed in our laud ? If

we do, can we look our Southern brethren in tlie face and say, we are

opposed to interfering with their rights ? No, we cannot." *

The hint tluis kindly given, Avas readily taken, and a mob of

five thousand scattered the abolitionists. After another mob, in

July, had assaulted the dwellings and temples of abolitionists,

this oificer of a Christian benevolent society, thus stated the

CONDITION on which abolitionists might be permitted to enjoy

the common rights of American citizens, security of person and

freedom of speech, the press, and religious worship.

" While, then, our civil authorities should receive the aid of every

good citizen, in their efforts to put down the mobs now nightly engaged

in deeds of violence, yet there should be a distinct understanding, that

the protection of law, and the aid of the mihtary, can only be enjoyed

or expected, on condition that the causes of these mischiefs shall be

abated, and the outrages upon public feehng, from the forum, the

PULPIT, and the press, shall no more be repeated by these reckless

incendiaries." Commercial Advertiser, 11th Jidy, 1834.

Another colonization editorf publishetl the same day, and

while the mob were committing their grossest outrages, the fol-

lowing article

:

" Now we tell them, (the abolitionists,) that when they openly and
publicly promulgate doctrines which outrage public feeling, they have

no right to demand protection of the people they insult. Ought not,

we ask, our city authorities to make them understand this— to tell

them that they prosecute their treasonable and beastly plans at

their own peril V" N. Y. Courier and Enquirer, 11th July, 1834.

* This communication was accompanied by an editorial admission of tlie

civil rights of abolitionists. It is to be regretted, that the editor, as will be

seen by the next quotation, afterwards pro'posed a condition on which alone,

in his opinion, those rights should be protected.

t Mr. James "Watson Webb.
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On conditions similar to those proposed by these gentlemen,

the Roman emperors were ever ready to afford protection

to the Christian martyrs; nor did the Spanish Inquisition

require more, than that none should " promulgate doctrines
"

it disapproved.

Far be it from us to insinuate, that the conduct of these two
editors was in conformity with the advice or wishes of any respect-

able colonizationists ; and candor requires the acknowledgment,

that we have never heard it justified ; but it is unfortunately

true, that the insults they have poured upon abolitionists, have

been countenanced by the example of gentlemen from whom
better things were expected. All this violence and obloquy are

not without an object ; and that object is intimidation. Utterly

vain is the hope of maintaining the cause of colonization, or of

sujipressing that of abolition, by discussion. In every instance

in which colonizationists have ventured to meet their opponents

in public disputation, they have invai'iably retired with diminished

strength. Hence great efforts have been made by coloniza-

tionists, and by the advocates of slavery, to prevent the public

from ever listening to the facts and arguments adduced by the

abolitionists. After a mob of five thousand had assembled to

prevent the formation of the New York Anti-Slavery Society

after the most unfounded calumnies had been spread through

the community against its members, the Society published an
address, explaining their real sentiments and objects. One
would have thought it an act of common justice, to give this

address a candid perusal ; but such an act would not have been

expedient, and accordingly the zealous editor of the Commercial

Advertiser thus endeavored to prevent it

:

" "We arc quite sure that a discerning public will consign it to obli-
vion, by abstaining from a purchase of the pestilent document. Their
cui'iosity, we liope, will not overstep their discretion, in furthering the
purposes of the authors by its dissemination. Let this flagitious

address descend to the tomb of the Capulets. The address in extenso,
we have not read."

The abolitionists, on the contrary, are so far from fearing the

effects of discussion, that they are ever anxious to promote it ;

11
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and when an acrimonious colonization pamphlet* appeared

against them, they provokingly advertised it for sale, and urged

the public to read it.f

In the war now waging between the abolitionists and coloni-

zationists, a third party has come to the aid of the latter. Those

who maintain the sinfulness of slavery, and the safety and duty

of immediate emancipation, plant themselves on scriptural ground,

and urge the promises, and threats, and commands of the word

of God. They professedly act as Christians, and only as Chris-

tians ; and it cannot be supposed that the infidel portion of the

community view with inditference an opportunity of wounding

Christianity through its zealous disciples. At the same time,

the absence of Christian motive as a principle of the colonization

scheme, and the countenance given by that scheme to most un-

christian prejudices, naturally invite antichristian support. Cer-

tain it is, that many infidel newspapers are zealous advocates of

colonization, and that the mobs of our cities are always ready to

espouse its cause.

There is no evidence that, with the exception of certain

editors, the mobs which disgraced the city of New York the

last summer were instigated by members of the Society ; yet

these mobs Avere its avowed champions. The first mob assem-

bled on the 9th of July, at the Chatham street chapel, the place

in which some anti-slavery meetings had recently been held

;

and breaking open the doors, took possession of the building.

They then organized, and appointing a chairman, passed resolu-

tions ajjproving of the Colonization Society ; and by a formal vote,

adjourned till the next meeting of the Anti-Slavery Society,— a

very significant hint. The following guarded notice of this

transaction, appeared the next day in one of the journals.

"From the non-assemblage of the persons who had desi<;ncd to

occupy the chajjel, it was evident that the objects of the meeting had
been abandoned, and the friends of colonization thereupon entered,

organized a meeting, passed resolutions in favor of their own opinions,

and peaceably dispersed." New York Daily Advertiser.

Reese's Review.

fSee the New York Emancipator.
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The mob did indeed adjourn as a colonization meeting, but

they had too much business on their hands to disperse. They
immediately proceeded to vindicate the honor of the American
name, by mobbing the Bowery Theatre, in revenge for some
insuUing expressions said to liave been used by an English

actor.

"After finishing their work at the Bowery Theatre, the mob,
(says the New York Journal of Commerce,) in a very excited

state, repaired to the residence of Lewis Tappan, (a prominent

abolitionist,) and attacked it with bricks and stones. The door,

window-blinds, shutters, &c., were soon demolished, after which

the mob entered, broke up the furniture, and made a bonfire of

it in the sti-eet." Such was the commencement of four days of

riot and outrage, by the admirers of *• the benevolent coloniza-

tion system." The managers of the city Colonization Society,

mortified at the character and conduct of their new allies, pub-

lished a card declaring that the " tumultuous meetings " at

which certain resolutions had been passed, approving the objects

of the New York Colonization Society, "had been held Avithout

any previous laiowledge of the Board," and recommending to

every friend of the cause of colonization to abstain " from all

participation in proceedings subversive of the rights of individuals,

or in violation of the 2Jublie peaceT When before have the

friends of a religious and benevolent cause needed such a recom-

mendation ?

The Journal of Commerce, a colonization paper, assigns

infidelity as one of the causes of the riots.

"It was noticed, (it observes,) as a fact full of instruction, that last

Sunday night, when many of the churches and lecture rooms were
closed for fear of the mob, Tammany Hall was brilliantly liglited up
for the meeting of infidels, who carried on their mummery without the
slightest apprehension of danger. The buiklings which have been
attacked, are six churches, (belonging to four different denominations,)
one school-house, occupied as a church, three houses of clergymen, a
house and store occupied by elders of churches, and a number of
houses occupied by colored families. Thus, with tlie exception of
some colored persons, the vengeance of the mob has been exclusively
directed against churches, ministers and elders. At the sacking of Mr.
Tappan's house, a fellow was heard to say, that every rascal of a church
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member ought to be thrown off the dock, or to that effect. We think,

therefore, we see inscribed on the banner of this guilty throng, enmity
TO THE CROSS OF ClIRIST."

Yet tliis guilty throng commenced its operations witli lauding

the Colonization Society.

In Utica, after a public discussion on Colonization, a mob

assembled and burned in effigy a clergyman ^Yllo bad taken part

against the Society ; and also a layman who had become dis-

tinguished for his zeal in the temperance cause ; and a bundle of

Temperance Recorders was committed to the flames.

The following is from the New York Courier and Enquirer,

12th of May, 1834, and is part of an article in defence of the

Colonization Society, and in vituperation of the abolitionists.

" Colleges and institutions are every year founded, not for the pur-
poses of general education, but to initiate a new race of monks and
fanatics in the arts and mysteries of clerical ambition^ to teach them how
best to subjugate the human mind, and render female weakness subser-

vient to well-disciphned Jesuitism. One half of our colleges are nothing
more than seminaries for educating uncompromising bigots," &c., &c.

In this very same article, we are assured " the Colonization

Society holds out the only rational and jiracticable mode of bring-

ing about the emancipation of the blacks ; " and we are warned

against the " accursed, and disorganizing, and incendiary de-

vices," of the abolitionists.

Soon after the mobs, a poem was published, entitled, " Fanat-

icism Unveiled." The author, in his advertisement, declaims

against the " ci'usade which is now waged by a few wretched

fanatics against the Colonization Society." Of the religious

character of this poetical champion of the Society, some estimate

may be made from the following lines :

" And do not dunces spend their cash on

Such things as we have brought in fashion ?

Fictitious tales in aid of piety,

Invented for the Tract Society.

Sectarian Seminaries made
To teach the true fanatic ti'ade

;

And schools wlicre infancy is told,

That while one world is paved with gold,

Another lying somewhat lower,

With children's skulls is sprinkled o'er."
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The Society unquestionably comprises a vast number of as

pure and devoted Christians as can be found in this or any other

country ; and we are fully persuaded, that tliey verily believe,

that in supporting colonization, they are doing God service.

The zealous cooperation they are now receiving from persons of

very opposite character from themselves, should lead them to

inquire whether they may not be mistaken.

It certainly does not follow that a system nuist be bad, be-

cause bad men support it ; but it does follow, that when mobs and
infidels espouse a particular object, it is because that object is

recommended to them by other than religious considerations.

Yet colonizationists are fond of representing their Society as a

religious institution ; and the ministers of the Gospel are

earnestly urged to preach annual sermons in its behalf

That multitudes of religious men belong to the Society is not

denied, but the participation of such men in an object, does not

necessarily render it a religious object: otherwise the slave

trade Avas a Christian commerce, because John Newton was a

slave-trader; and Free-Masonry must be a holy fraternity,

since it can boast the names of more good men than were ever

enrolled in the ranks of colonization. But in what sense can the

Society be termed a religious one ? It is not professedly founded

on any one principle of the Gospel of Christ. It exercises

no one act of benevolence towards the free blacks in this

country ; and in transporting them to Africa, it is by its own
confession removing nuisances. It takes no measures to Chris-

tianize Africa, but landing on its shores an ignorant and vicious

population. It employs no missionary, it sends no Bible, and it

cannot point to a single native, converted to the faith of Jesus

through its instrumentality. On the contrary, may we not, in

reference to the facts disclosed in the preceding pages, affirm,

Avithout the imputation of bigotry or prejudice, that the general

influence of the Society is decidedly anti-christian ? We have

seen that it practically tends to the debasement and persecution

of the free blacks ; to the hardening of the consciences of the

slave-holders, and to the indefinite continuance of slavery.

11*
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The objects of the Society, as stated in the declarations of its

oratoi's, are of such vast importance, and such god-like benevo-

lence, that it is no wonder good men have been so dazzled by

the gorgeous visions presented to their imaginations, as to have

omitted to scrutinize the machinery by which these visions are

to be realized.

No one surely needs an apology for having believed in coloni-

zation, Avhen WiLBERFORCE could thus express himself:

" You have gladdened my heart by convincing me, tliat sanguine as

had been my liopcs of the happy effects to be produced by your insti-

tution, all my anticipations are scanty and cold compared with the

reahty." Letter to Mr. Cresson. 15th Eep., y). Id.

No one surely needs to blush at acknowledging that he has

been deceived in the Society since Wilberfoece placed his

name at the head of a protest against it. The following ex-

tract from this protest will show how truly the Society is now

estimated by British philanthrojiists.

" Our objections to it are brietly these : while we believe its pretexts

to be delusive, we are convinced that its real effects are of the most

dangerous nature. It takes its root from a cruel prejudice and aliena-

tion in the whites of America, against the colored people, slave or free.

This being its source, the effects are what might be expected— that it

fosters and increases the spirit of caste, already so unhappily jiredomi-

nant— that it widens the bi*each Ijetween the two races— exposes the

colored people to great practical persecution, in order to force them to

emigrate : and finally is calculated to swallow up and divert that feeling

which America, as a Christian and a free country, connot but enter-

tain, that slavery is alike incompatible with the law of God, and the

well being of man, whether of the enslaver or the enslaved. We must
be understood utterly to repudiate the princ'ij)les of the American Colo-

nization Society.'*

The opponents of slavery in England, as well as here, at first

hailed the Society as an auxiliary, and the anti-slavery societies

there, in the warmth of their zeal, began to remit contributions

to its funds : by these same people the Society is now regarded

with detestation. Probably no religious i^eriodical possesses in

an equal degree the confidence of the religious community here,

as the London Christian Observer. The Observer formerly
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commended tlie Society. Hear the present sentiments of its

late editor, the distinguished Z. Macauley, Esq., M. P.

" The unchristian prejudice of color, -which alone has given birth to
the Colonization Society, though varnished over with other more plausi-

ble pretences, and veiled under a profession of Christian regard for the
temporal and spiritual interests of the negro, which is belied by the
whole course of its reasonings, and the spirit of its measures, is so
detestable in itself, that I think It ought not to be tolerated ; but
on the contrary, ought to be denounced and opposed by all humane,
and especially all pious iiersons in this country." Letter, lUh Juhj,
1833, to Mr. Garrison.

For a quarter of a century, William Allen, a London Quaker,

has been prominent in every good work, and liis name is familiar

to all acquainted with the great catholic institutions of England.

This eminent and zealous philanthropist thus writes

:

" Having heard thy exposition of the origin and main object of the
American Colonization Society, at the meeting on the 13th inst., at
Exeter Hall, and liav'mg read their own printed documents, I scarcely
know how adequately to express my surprise and indignation, that
my correspondents in North America should not have Tnformed me
of the real principles of the said Society

; and also, that Elliott Cresson,
knowing as he must have known the abominable sentiments it has
printed and published, should have condescended to become its agent."
Letter, loth of 1th Month, 1833.

Mr. Buxton, the successor of Mr. Wilberforce as the parlia-

mentary leader in the cause of abolition, thus expresses himself:

•' ]\Iy views of the Colonization Society you are aware of They do
not flill far short of those expressed by my friend Mr. Cropper, when
he termed its objects diahoUcal." Letter of July 12th, 1833.

But is it only in Britain that good men have found themselves

disappointed in the Society ? Who compose our present anti-

slavery societies ? Pious, conscientious men, who, with scarcely

an exception, were formerly advocates of colonization. A cler-

gyman of Massachusetts, in the following passage, expresses

the sentiments of a numerous and increasing body.

" I have been constrained to withdraw my confidence and cooperation
from this scheme. It is a scheme in which I was once deeply in-
terested. I have spoken and preached, and written and taken con-
tributions in its behalf. I did not then understand the real nature
and tendency of the scheme. I meant well in espousing it, but I now
see_ my error and my sin ; and though it was a sin of ignorance, I
desire to repent of it."
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Almost daily do we hear of colonizationists awaking as from

a di'eam, and expressing their astonishment and regret at the

delusion into which they had fallen.

To the Clu'istian members of the Society, we would now ad-

dress ourselves, and ask. Have we not proved enough to induce

you to pause, to examine, and to pray, before you longer lend

your names, and contribute your funds to the purposes of coloni-

zation ? Do no secret misgivings of conscience now trouble you ?

and are you perfectly sure that in supporting the Society, you

are influenced by the precepts of the Gospel, and not by preju-

dice against an unhappy portion of the human family ? If on a

full investigation of the subject, you discover that colonization is

not what you believed and hoped it was, remember that it is

your duty to obviate, as far as possible, by a frank and open

declaration of your opinion, the evil your example has done.

Be not ashamed, be not slow to follow Wilberforce in entering

your protest against the Society. If that Society leads to the

degradation and oppression of the poor colored man— if it re-

sists every effort to free the slave— if it misleads the con-

science of the slave-holder, you are bound, your God requires

you to oppose it, not in secret, but before the world. Soon Avill

you stand at the judgment seat of Christ ; tliere will you meet

the free negro, the slave, and the master,— take care lest they

all appear as witnesses against you.



PART II

AMERICAN ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY.

CHAPTER I.

PRINCIPLES OF THE AMERICAN ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY

CHARACTER OF AMERICAN SLAVERY.

The principles professed by the American Anti-Slavery Soci-

ety, are set forth in the following articles of its Constitution, viz.

:

Article 2. The object of this Society is the entire abolition of
slavery in the United States. "While it admits that each State, in which
slavery exists, has by the Constitution of the United States, the exclu-
sive right to legislate in regard to its aboUtion in that State, it shall

aim to convince all our fellow-citizens, by arguments addressed to their

understandings and consciences, that slave-holding is a heinous crime
in the sight of God ; and that the duty, safety, and best interests of all

concerned, require its immediate abandonment, without expatriation.

The Society will also endeavor in a constitutional way to influence
Congiiess to put an end to the domestic slave-trade, and to abohsh
slavery in all those i^ortions of our common country which come under
its control, especially in the District of Columbia, and Ukewise to pre-
vent the extension of it to any State that may hereafter be admitted to

the Union.
Article 3. This Society shall aim to elevate the character and

condition of the people of color, by encouraging their intellectual,

moral and religious improvement, and b}- removing public prejudice

;

that thus they may, according to their intellectual and moral worth,
share an equahty with the whites, of civil and rehgious privileges ; but
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the Society will never in any way, countenance tlie oppressed in vin-

dicating their rights, by resorting to physical force.

Article 4. Any person who consents to the principles q/this Con-
stitution, who contributes to the funds of this Society, and is not a

slave-holder, may be a member of this Society, and shall be entitled to

vote at its meetings.

Here we have great moral principles frankly and unequivocally

avowed ; the objects to be pursued are distinctly stated ; and

none are permitted to join in the pursuit of these objects without

assenting to the principles which avowedly render their at-

tainment desirable. The whole structure of the Society, there-

fore, is totally different from the Colonization Society ; this

being founded on principle, that on expediency ; this availing

itself only of certain professed motives, that inviting the cooper-

ation of motives of all sorts, however contradictory.

In order to judge of the fitness of the objects contemplated by

the Society, we must first inquire into the soundness of the

principles by which they are recommended.

The first great principle of the Society, and indeed the one

from which all the others are deduced, is the sinfulness of slavery.

To determine whether slavery as it exists in the United States

is sinful, we must know what it is. "Where an institution is

unavoidably liable to great abuses, those abuses may fairly be

taken in account in estimating its true character ; but in order to

avoid all captious objections, we Avill now inquire, what are the

lawful, or rather legal features of American slavery, and we

will leave wholly out of view, all acts of oiipression and cruelty

not expressly sanctioned by law. The following definitions of

American slavery, are, it will be perceived, from high authority

:

" A slave is one who is in the power of a master to whom he belongs.

The master may sell him, dispose of his person, his industry, his labor;

he can do nothing, possess nothing, nor acquire anything but which

must belong to his master." Louisiana Code, Art. 3.

" Slaves shall be deemed, taken, reputed and adjudged tobe chattels

personal in the hands of their masters and possessors, to all intents and
purposes whatsoever." Laws of South Carolina— Brevard's Digest,

229.

It will be observed that these definitions apply to slaves, Avith-

out distinction of sex or age.
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But not only are those now in servitude, but their children

after them, the subjects of these definitions.

The law of South Carolina says of slaves, " all their issue

and oflfspring born or to be born, shall be, and they are hereby

declared to be and remain forever hereafter absolute slaves,

and shall follow the condition of the mother."

Slavery is not contined to color. Mr. Paxton, a Virginia

writer, declares that " the best blood in Virginia flows in the

veins of the slaves." In the description lately given of a fugitive

slave in the public papers, it was stated, '•' He has sometimes

been mistaken for a white man." The following from a Missouri

pajier proves that a white man may without a mistake be ad-

judged a slave.

" A case of a slave suing for his freedom, was tried a few days since

in Lincoln county, of which the followhig is a brief statement of the

particulars. A youth of about ten years of age sued for his freedom
on the ground that he was a free white person. The court granted his

petition to sue as a pauper upon inspection of his person. Upon his

trial before the jury he was examined by the jury and by two learned
physicians, all of whom concurred in the opinion "that very little if any
trace of negro blood could be discovered by any of the external ap-
pearances. All the physiological marks of distinction which charac-
terize the African descent had disappeared.

" His skin was fair, his hair soft, straight, fine and white, his eyes
blue, but rather chsposed to the hazle-nut color ; nose prominent, the
lips small and completely covering the teeth, his head round and
well formed, forehead high and prominent, the ears large, the tibia of
the leg straight, the feet hollow. Notwithstanding these evidences of
his claims, he Avas proven to be a descendant of a mulatto woman, and
that his progenitors on his mother's side had been and still were slaves

;

consequently, he was found to be a slave."

The laws of South Carolina and Virginia expressly recognize

Indian slaves.

Not only do the laws acknowledge and protect existing slavery,

but they provide for reducing free persons to hereditary bondage.

In South Carolina, j^/ie5 are imposed on free negroes for certain

offences, and in default of payment, they are made slaves. If a

colored citizen of any other State enters Georgia, he is fined,

and if he cannot raise the money, he is sentenced to perpetual

slavery, and his children after him. In Maryland, if a free negro

marries a white, the negro becomes a slave. In almost every
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slave State, if a free negro ca,nnot prove that he is free, he is by

law sold at public auction as a slave for life. This is both law

and practice in the District of Cohimbia, and with the sanction

of the Congress of the United States. In no civilized country

but the slave States, are children punished for the crimes of

their parents ; but in these, the children of free blacks, to the

latest posterity, are condemned to servitude for the trivial of-

fences, and often for the most innocent act of their ancestors.

It necessarily follows from the legal definitions we have given

of a slave, that he is subjected to an ahsolute and irresponsible

despotism.

The master has in point of fact the same power over his

slave that he has over his horse. Some few laws there may be,

forbidding the master to treat his slave with cruelty, and so the

common law everywhere forbids cruelty to beasts ; but it is far

easier to enforce the latter than the former. Any spectator of

cruelty to a beast, may ordinarily be a witness against the

offender ; but a slave may be mutilated or murdered with im-

punity in the presence of hundreds, provided their complexions

are colored ; and even should the crime be proved by competent

testimony, the master is to be tried by a court and jury who are

all interested in maintaining the supreme authority of slave-

holders. But although no laws can in fact restram the power

of the master, yet laws to a certain degree indicate what kind of

treatment is tolerated by public opinion. Thus when we find

the laws of South Carolina limiting the time which slaves may

be compelled to labor, to fifteen hours a day, we may form some

opinion of the amount of toil which Southern masters think it

right to inflict upon the slaves ; and when we recollect that the

laws of Maryland, Virginia and Georgia, forbid that the crimi-

nals in their penitentiaries shall be made to labor more than ten

hours a day, we discover the relative place which white felons

and unoffending slaves occupy in the sympathies of slave-holders.

The slave is, at all times, liable to be punished at the pleasure

of his master ; and although the law does not warrant him in

murdering the slave, it expressly justifies him in hilling him, if

he dares to resist ; that is, if the slave does not submit to any
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chastisement which a brutal master may of his sovereign pleasure

choose to inflict, he may legally be shot through the head.

In South Carolina, if a slave be killed " on a sudden heat or

passion, or by undue correction" the murderer is to pay a fine

and be imprisoned six months. What would be thought of such

a punishment for the murder of a Avhite apj)rentice ?

In Missouri, a master is by law expi'cssly authorized to im-

prison his slave during pleasure, and thus may a human being

be legally incarcerated for life without trial, or even the allega-

tion of a crime.

The despotism of the slave-holder, be it remembered, is a

negotiable despotism ; it is daily and hourly bought and sold,

and may at any moment be delegated to the most brutal of the

species.

The slave, being himself property, can own no proj)erty. He
may labor fifteen hours a day, but he acquii*es nothing by his

labor. In vSouth Carolina, a slave is not permitted to keep a

boat, or to raise and breed for his own benefit, any horses, cattle,

sheep, or hogs, under pain of forfeiture, and any person may take

such articles from him.

In Georgia, the master is fined thirty dollars for suffering his

slave to liire himself to another for his own benefit. In Mary-

land, the master forfeits thirteen dollars for each month that his

slave is pei-mitted to receive wages on his own account.

In Virginia, every master is finable who permits a slave to

work for himself at wages. In North Carolina, " all horses,

cattle, hogs, or sheej), that shall belong to any slave, or be of

any slave's mark in this State, shall be seized and sold by the

county wardens."

Li Mississippi, the master is forbidden, under the penalty of

fifty dollars, to let a slave raise cotton for himself, " or to keep

stock of any description."

Such is the anxiety of the slave laws to repress every benev-

olent desire of the master to promote in the slightest degree the

independence of the slave.

Slaves, being property, are like cattle liable to be leased and

mortgaged by their owners, or sold on execution for debt.

12
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A slave having no riglits, cannot appear in a court of justice

to ask for redress of injuries. So far as he is the subject of

injury, the law regards him only as a brute, and redress can only

be demanded and received by the owner. The slave may be

beaten, (robbed he cannot be,) his wife and children may be

insulted and abused in his presence, and he can no more institute

an action for damages, than his master's horse. But cannot he

be protected by his master's right of action ? No : The master

must prove special injury to his property, to recover damages.

Any man may with perfect impunity whip another's slave, unless

he so injure him as to occasion " a loss of service, or at least a

diminution of the faculty of the slave for bodily labor." Such

is the decision of the Supreme Court of INIaryland. In Louisi-

ana, if a third person maim a slave, so that he is " forever ren-

dered unable to work," the oiFender pays to the owner the value

of the slave, and is also to be at the expense of his maintenance

;

but the unfortunate slave, mutilated or crippled for life, receives

not the slightest compensation. The master's right of action is

a protection to his property, not of the comfort or security of the

slave ; indeed, it tends to degrade the latter to the level of the

other live stock on his master's farm.

A necessary consequence of slavery, is the absence of the

marriage relation. No slave can commit bigamy, because the

law knows no more of the marriage of slaves, than it does of

the marriage of brutes. A slave may, indeed, be formally mar-

ried, but so far as legal rights and obligations ai-e concerned, it

is an idle ceremony. His wife may, at any moment, be legally

taken from him, and sold in the market. The slave laws utterly

nullify the injunction of the Supreme Lawgiver, " Wliat God

hath joined, let not man put asunder."

Of course, these laws do not recognize the parental relation

as belonging to slaves. A slave has no more legal authority

over his child, than a cow over her calf.

The Legislature of the slave States, when legislating respect-

ing slaves, seem regardless alike of the claims and the affections

of our common nature. No right is more sacred, or more uni-

versally admitted, than that of self-preservation ; but the
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wretched slave, whether male or female, is denied the right of

self-defence against the brutality of any person whomsoever

having a white skin. Thus the law of Georgia declares, " if

any slave shall presume to strike any white person, ujDon trial or

conviction before the justice or justices, according to the direc-

tions of this act, he shall, for the first offence, suffer such punish-

ment as the said justice or justices shall in their discretion think

fit, not extending to life or limb ; and for the second offence, suf-

fer DEATH."

The same law prevails in South Carolina, except that death

is the penalty for the third offence.

In Maryland, the justice may order the offender's ears to be

cropped. In Kentucky, " any negro, mulatto, or Indian, bond

orfree" who " shall at any time lift his hand in opposition to

any white person, shall receive thirty lashes on his or her bare

back, well laid on, by oi'der of the justice."

In South Carolina, " if any slave, who shall be out of the

house or plantation where such slaves shall live or shall be usu-

ally employed, or without some white person in company with

such slaves, shall refuse to submit to undergo the examination of

any white person, it shall be lawful for any white person to pur-

sue, apprehend, and moderately correct such slave ; and if such

slave shall assault and strike such white person, such slave may
be LAWFULLY KILLED."

"We have seen that the slave laws regard the slave, so far as

human rights and enjoyments and social relations are concerned,

as a mere brute ; we are now to see, that so far as he can be

made to suffer for his acts, he is regarded as an intelligent and

responsible being.

Divine equity has established the rule, that the servant which

knew not his master's will, and did commit things worthy of

stripes, shall be beaten with few stripes. If there Avas ever a

case to which this rule was applicable, it is to the unlettered,

ignorant, brutalized slave, intentionally deprived of the ability

to read the laws of God or man. A code of laws prepared for

the government of such beings, one would suppose would be

distinguished for its lenity ; and in the mildness of its penalties,
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would form a striking contrast to a code for tlie government of

the enlightened and instructed part of tlie community, whose

offences would, of course, be aggravated by the opportunities

they had enjoyed of learning their duty. Alas, the slave code

punishes acts not mala in se with a rigor which public opinion

would not tolerate for a moment, if exercised towards 7chite

felons, and it visits crimes with penalties far heavier, when com-

mitted by the poor ignorant slave, than it does when they are

perpetrated by the enlightened citizen.

Thus in Georgia, aut/ person may inflict twenty lashes on the

bare back of a slave found without license off the plantation, or

without the limits of the toAvn to which he belongs. So also

in Mississippi, Virginia, and Kentucky, at the discretion of a

justice.

In South Carolina and Georgia, any person finding more than

seven slaves together in the highway without a white person,

may give each one twenty lashes.

In Kentucky, Virginia, and Missouri, a slave, for keeping a

gun, powder, shot, a chcb, or other weapon whatsoever, offensive

or defensive, may be whipped thirty-nine lashes by order of a

justice.

In North Carolina and Tennessee, a slave travelling Avithout

a pass, or being found in another person's negro quarters, or

hitciien, may be whipped forty lashes, and every slave, in whose

company the visitor is found, twenty lashes.

In Louisiana, a slave, for being on horsehacJc Avithout the writ-

ten permission of his master, incurs twenty-five lashes
; for keep-

ing a dog, the like punishment.

By the law of Maryland, for " rambling, riding, or going

abroad in the night, or riding horses in the day-time, without

leave," a slave may be whipt, cropt, or hranded on the cheek

with the letter R, or otherwise punished, not extending to life,

or " so as to render Imn unfitfor labor"

Such are a feio specimens only of the punishments inflicted

on slaves, for acts not criminal, and which it is utterly impossible

they should generally know are forbidden by law.

Let us now view the laws of the slave States in relation to
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crimes, and we shall find that their seventy towards blacks and

whites, is in inverse ratio to the moral guilt of the offenders.

In Virginia, the laAvs have recently been revised, and by the

revised code, there are seventy-one offences for which the pen-

alty is DEATU, when committed by slaves, and imprisonment

when by whites.*

In Mississippi, the number of these offences is thirty-eight,

or rather many of them are not punishable at all, when com-

mitted by whites : as, for instance, attempting to burn out-build-

ings, to commit forgery, to steal a horse, k-c, &;c.

Impi-isonment of a slave as a punishment for crime, except

in Louisiana, is utterly unknown in the slave States. To shut

him up in prison, would be depriving his master of his labor,

and burthening the public with his maintenance ; it is, therefore,

more economical to flog him for trifles, and to hang him for seri-

ous offences.

Where human life is held so cheap, and human suffering so

little regarded, it is not to be expected that the dispensers of

slave justice will submit to be troubled with all those forms and

ceremonies which the common laAV has devised for the protection

of innocence. We have seen that, in many instances, any white

person may instanter discharge the functions of judge, jury, and

executioner. In innumerable instances, all these functions are

united in a single justice of the peace ; and in South Carolina,

Virginia, and Louisiana, life may be taken, according to law,

without intervention of grand or petit jurors. In other States,

a trial by jury is granted in capital cases ; but in no one State,

it is believed, is it thought worth while to trouble a grand jury

with presenting a slave. In most of the slave States, the ordi-

naiy tribunal for the trial of slaves charged with offences not

capital, is composed of justices and freeholders, or of justices

only. A white man cannot be convicted of misdemeanor, except

by the unanimous verdict of twelve of his peers. In Louisiana,

if the eourt is equally divided as to the guilt of a slave, judgment

is rendered against him.

* An enumeration of these ofTences, together with references to the stat-

utes alluded to in this work, may be found in " Stroud's Sketch of the Slave
Laws."

12*
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In 1832, thirty-Jive slaves were executed at Charleston, in

pursuance of the sentence of a court, consisting of two justices

and five freeholders, on a charge of intended insurrection. No
indictments, no summoning of jurors, no challenges for cause or

favor, no seclusion of the triers from intercourse with those who

might bias their judgment, preceded this unpax'alleled legal de-

struction of human life.

However much we may pride ourselves, as a nation, on the

•general diffusion of the blessings of education, it ought to be

recollected that these blessings are forcibly withheld from two

millions of our inhabitants ; or that one-sixth of our whole pop-

ulation are doomed by law to the grossest ignorance.

A law of South Carolina, passed in 1800, authorizes the inflic-

tion of twenty lashes on every slave found in an assembly con-

vened for the purpose of " mental instruction," held in a confined

or secret place, although in the presence of a white. Another

law imposes a fine of £100 on any person who may teach a

slave to write. An act of Virginia, of 1829, declares every

meeting of slaves at any school, by day or night, for instruction

in reading or writing, an unlaAV'ful assembly, and any justice

may inflict twenty lashes on each slave found in such school.

In North Carolina, to teach a slave to read or write, or to sell

or give him any book (Bible not excepted) or pamphlet, is pun-

ished with thirty-nine lashes, or imprisonment, if the offender

be a free negro, but if a white, then with a fine of $200. The

reason for this law, assigned in its preamble is, that " teaching

slaves to read and write, tends to excite dissatisfjxction in their

minds, and to produce insurrection and rebellion."

In Georgia, if a white teach a free negro or slave to read or

write, he is fined $500, and imprisoned at the discretion of the

court ; if the offender be a colored man, bond or free, he is to be

fined or whipped at the discretion of the court. Of course a

father may be flogged for teaching his own child. This barbar-

ous law was enacted in 1829.

In Louisiana, the penalty for teaching slaves to read or write,

is one year's imprisonment.

These are specimens of the efforts made by slave legislatures,
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to enslave the minds of tlieir victims ; and we liavc surely no

reason to hope that their souls are regarded with more com-

passion.

In vain has the Redeemer of the world given the command

to preach the gospel to every creature ; his professed disciples

in the slave States have issued a counter order ; and as we have

already seen, have by their laws, incapacitated 2,000,000 of their

fellow-men from complying with the injunction, "seai'ch the

Scriptures." Not only are the slaves debarred from reading

the wonderful things of God— they are practically prevented,

with a few exceptions, from even hearing of them.

In Georgia, any justice of the peace may, at his discretion,

break up any religious assembly of slaves, and may order each

slave jjresent to be " corrected without trial, by receiving on the

bare back twenty-five stripes with a whip, switch or cow-skin."

In South Carolina, slaves may not meet together for the pur-

pose of " religious worship " before sunrise or after sunset, unless

the majority of the meeting be composed of white persons, under

the penalty of twenty lashes well laid on. As it will be rather

difficult for the slave to divine before he goes to the meeting,

how many blacks and how many whites will be present, and of

course which color will have the " majority," a due regard for

his back will keep him from the meeting.

In Virginia, all evening meetings of slaves at any meeting-

house are unequivocally forbidden.

In Mississippi, the law permits the master to suffer his slave

to attend the preaching of a white minister.

It is very evident that when public opinion tolerates such

laws, it will not tolerate the general religious instruction of the

slaves. True it is, a master may cai'ry or send his slaves to the

parish church, and true it is that some do attend, and receive

benefit from their attendance.

On this, as well as on every other subject relating to slavery,

we would rather fall short of, than exceed the truth. We will

not assert there are no Christians among the slaves, for we trust

there are some. When, however, we recollect, that they are

denied the vScriptures, and all the usual advantages of the Sun-
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day school, and are forbidden to unite among themselves in acts

of social worship and instruction, and that almost all the ser-

mons they hear are such as are addressed to educated whites,

and of course above their own comprehension, we may fomi

some idea of the obstacles opposed to their spiritual improvement.

Let it be also recollected that every master possesses the tre-

mendous power of keeping his slaves in utter ignorance of their

Maker's will, and of their own immortal destinies. And now

with all these facts and their consequences and tendencies in

remembrance, we ask if we do not make a most abundant and

charitable allowance when we suppose that 245,000 slaves pos-

sess a saving knowledge of the religion of Christ ? And yet

after this admission, one which probably no candid person will

think too limited, there will remain in the bosom of our country,

TWO MILLIONS of human beings, who, in consequence of our

laws, are in a state of heathenism ! But probably many will

refuse their assent to this conclusion Avithout further and more

satisfactory evidence of its coi*rectness. To such persons we

submit the following testimony, furnished by slave-holders them-

selves. In 1831, the Rev. Charles C. Jones preached a sermon

before two associations of planters in Georgia, one of Liberty

County, and the other of Mcintosh County. This sermon is

before us, and we quote from it.

" Generally speaking, they (the slaves) appear to us to be without

God and without hope in the world, a nation of heathen in our
very midst. We cannot cry out against the Papists for withholding the

Scriptures from the common people, and keeping them in ignorance of

the way of life ; for we toithhold the Bible from our servants, and keep

them in ignorance of it, while we tvill not use the means to have it

read and explained to them. The cry of our perishing servants comes
up to us from the sultry i:)lains as they bend at their toil— it comes up
to us from their humble cottages when they return at evening to rest

their weary limbs— it comes up to us from the midst of their ignorance

and superstition, and adultery and lewdness. We have manifested no
emotions of horror at abandoning the souls of our servants to the ad-

versary, the roaring lion that walketh about seeking whom he may
devour."

On the 5th of December, 1833, a committee of the SjTiod of

South Carolina and Georgia, to whom was referred the subject
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of tlic religious Instruction of the colored population, made a

report wlilch has been published, and In which this language is

used :

" "Who ^vould credit it, that in these years of revival and benevolent

effort, in this Christian repubhc, there are over T^vo millions of

human beings in the condition of iieatiiex, and in some respects in

a worse condition ? From long-continued and close observation, we
Ixdieve that their moral and religious condition is such that they may
jusdy be considered tlie heathen of this Christian country, and will

bear comparison with heathen in any country in the world. The
negroes are destitute of the Gospel, and ever tcill he under^ the present

state of things. In the vast field extending from an entire State beyond

the Potomac to the Sabine river, and from the Atlantic to the Ohio,

there are to the best of our knowledge not ticelve men exclusively

devoted to the religious instruction of the negroes. In the present

state of feeling in the South, a ministry of their own color could neither

be obtained XOR tolerated.
'• But do not the negroes have access to the Gospel through the

stated ministry of the whites ? "We answer, No ; the negroes have no

regular and efficient ministry; as a matter of course, no churches;

neither Is there suthcient room in white churches for their accommoda-

tion. "We know of but /i?e churches in the slave-holding States built

expressly for their use ; 'these are all in the State of Georgia. We may
now inquire if they enjoy the privileges of the Gospel in their own
houses, and on our plantations. Again we return a negative answer.

They have no Bibles to read by their own firesides— they have no

family altars ; and when in affliction, sickness, or death, they have no

minister to address to them the consolations of the Gospel, nor to bury

them with solemn and appropriate services."

In a late number of the Charleston (S. C.) Observer, a cor-

respondent remarked

:

" Let us establish missionaries among our own negroes, who in view
of rehgious knowledge, are as debasingly ignorant as any one on the

coast of Africa ; for I hazard the assertion, that throughout the bounds
of our synod, there ai'e at least one hundred thousand slaves, speaking

the same language as ourselves, who never heard of the plan of salva-

tion by a Redeemer."

The editor, instead of contradicting this broad assertion, adds :

'' We fully concur with what our correspondent has said respect-

ing the benighted heathen among ourselves."

Such is American slavery,— a system which classes with the

beasts of the field, over whom dominion has been gi^-en to man,

an intelligent and accountable beinsr, the instant his Creator has
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breathed into his nostrils the breath of life. Over this infant

heir of immortality, no mother has a right to watch, no father

may guide his feeble steps, check his ^Yayward appetites and

train him for future usefulness, happiness and glory. Toi-n from

his parents, and sold in the market, he soon finds himself laboring

among strangers under the whip of a driver, and his task aug-

menting with his ripening strength. Day after day and year

afer year is he driven to the cotton or sugar-field, as the ox to

the furrow. No hope of reward lightens his toil; the subject of

insult, the victim of brutality, the laws of his country afford him

no redress ; his wife, such only in name, may at any moment be

dragged from his side ; his children, heirs only of his misery

and degradation, are but articles of merchandise ; his mind, stupi-

fied by his oppressors, is wrapped in darkness ; his soul, no man

careth for it ; his body, worn with stripes and toil, is at length

committed to the earth, like the brute that perisheth.

This is the system which the American Anti-Slavery Society

declares to be sinful, and ought therefore to be immediatly

abolished ; and this is the system which the American Coloni-

zation Society excuses, and which, it contends, ought to be per-

petual, rather than its victims should enjoy their rights in " the

white man's land."

To one whose moral sense has not been perverted, it would

seem a temerity bordering on blasphemy, to contend that such a

system can be approved by a just and holy God, or sanctioned

by the precepts of his blessed Gospel. Slavery, we are told, is

not forbidden in the Bible ; but who will dare to say that cruelty

and injustice and compulsory heathenism are not?

"We are often reminded, that vSt. Paul exhorts slaves to be

obedient to their masters ; but so he does subjects to their rulers.

If, in the one instance, he justified slavery, so did he despotism

in the other. The founder of Christianity and his apostles,

interfered not with political institutions, but laid down rules for

the conduct of individuals ; and St. Paul, in requiring masters to

give their servants that which is just and equal, virtually con-

demned the whole system of slavery, since he who receives

what is just and equal cannot be a slave. If it was right in the
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time of St. Paul to hold lohite men as slaves, would it be wrong

to do so now ? If slavery is lawful now, it must have been

lawful in its commencement, since perseverance in wrong can

never constitute right. Let it be explained how free men with

their posterity, to the latest generation, can now be lawfully

reduced to slavery, and forever kept in ignorance of the duties

and consolations of Christianity, and we will unite with those

who justify American slavery.

CHAPTER II

PROPOSED OBJECTS AND MEASURES OF THE AMERICAN ANTI-

SLAVERY SOCIETY CENSURE OF ABOLITIONISTS.

TnE next great principle maintained by the Society is, that

slavery being sinful, it ought immediately to cease. Admitting

the premises, the conclusion seems irresistible. Sin is opposi-

tion to the will of our Creator and Supreme Lawgiver. His

wisdom and goodness are alike infinite, and if slavery be incon-

sistent with his will, it must necessarily be inconsistent with the

welfare of his creatures. Reason and revelation, moreover,

assure us that God will punish sin ; and therefore to contend

that it is necessary or expedient to continue in sin, is to impeach

every attribute of the Deity, and to brave the vengeance of

Omnipotence.

These principles lead the Society to aim at effecting the fol-

lowing objects, viz.

:

1st. The immediate abolition of slavery throughout the United

States.

2d. As a necessary consequence, the suppression of the Amer-
can slave-trade.

3d. The ultimate elevation of the black population to an

equality with the white, in civil and religious privileges.
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But principles may be sound, and objects may be good, and

yet the measures adopted to enforce those principles, and to

attain those objects, may be unlawful. Let us then inquire what

are the measures contemplated by the Society.

Slavery exists under the authority of the State Legislatures,

in the several States ; and under the authority of Congress in

the District of Columbia, and in the United States' Territories.

The members of the Society are all represented in Congress,

and the Constitution guarantees to them the right of petition.

They will therefore petition Congress to exercise the power it

possesses, to abolish slavery in the District of Columbia and the

Territories. But the Society is not represented in the State

Legislatures, and therefore petitions to them might be deemed

officious, and would not probably lead to any advantageous result.

The Society will therefore use the right 2;)0ssessed by every

member of the community, the right of speech and of the press.

They w^ill address arguments to the undei'standings and the

consciences of their fellow-citizens, and endeavor to convince

them of the duty and policy of immediate emancipation. Legis-

latures are with us but the mere creatures of the people, and

when the people of the slave States demand the abolition of

slavery, their Legislatures Avill give effect to their will by passing

the necessary laws.

The means by which the Society will endeavor to secure to

the blacks an equality of civil and religious privileges, are

frankly avowed to be the encouragement of their intellectual,

moral, and religious improvement, and the removal of existing

prejudices against them. To prevent any misapprehensions

of the real design of the Society, the constitution expressly

declares that the Society will never " in any way countenance

the oppressed in vindicating their rights hy resorting to physical

force"

Such are the principles and designs of those who are now

designated as abolitionists ; and never since the settlement of the

country, has any body of citizens been subjected in a equal

degree, to unmerited and unmeasured reproach.

We have seen with what kind of temper colonizationists speak
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of free negroes, and we may well question, when we call to inind

the obloquy they have heaped upon aholitionists, whether the

latter are not in their opinion the greater nuisances. Much as

the free negroes have suffered from the charges of the Society,

still there have been limits to the invectives hurled against them.

No chancellor has adjudged f/tcm to be " reckless incendiaries."*

No counsellor, learned in the law, has charged them with being

guilty of "a palpable nullification of that Constitution which

they had swoi-n to supjiort." f No honorable senator has

denounced (/icm as " fanatics, increasing injury and sealing

oppression." | The chairman of the Executive Committee of

the New York Colonization Society never asserted that their

DESIGN was "beyond a doubt to foment a servile war in the

South." § Nor did even the New York Courier and Enquirer

ever propose that the city authorities should inform them, that

they must prosecute "their treasonable and beastly plans at

their own peril ;
" in other words, that they should not be pro-

tected from mobs.
||

Nor, finally, has any city corporation

accused theju of holding sentiments " demoralizing in themselves,

and little short of treason towards the government of our coun-

try." IT

But abolitionists are neither astonished nor dismayed at the

torrent of insult and calumny that has been poured uj^on them,

as though some strange thing had happened unto them. They
remember that Wilberforce and his companions experienced

similar treatment, while laboring for the abolition of the slave-

* Speech of Chancellor Wahvorth of New York.

f Speech of D. B. Ogden, Esq., of New York.

X Hon. Mr. Frelinghuysen, of the Senate of the United States.

^S Commercial Advertiser, 9th June, 1834.

II
Courier and Enquu-er, llth July^ 183-1. The same paper of the 27th Dec,

1831, contains the following :

— " We do say, and say in all the earnestness of
conviction, that no meeting of abolitionists should eve?' be suffered to go on with
its proceedings in the United States. AVhenever these WTetched disturbers of
the public peace, and plotters of murder, rapine, and a dissglutiox of
THE Union, have the impudence to hold a meeting, it is the duty of the
rational citizens,— always a A'ast majority in every place,— to go to that
meeting, and there, by exercising the right of every American citizen, make
the expression of their disapprobation and disgust loud enough, and emphatic
enough, to render it impossible for treason to go on with its machinations.
Let sedition be driven from its den, as often as its minions congregate."

H Resolutions of the Corporation of the City of Utica.

13
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trade ; and they remember also the glorious triumphs they

achieved, and the full though tardy justice that has been done to

their motives. A few brief reminiscences may be both interest-

ing and useful.

In 177G, the British House of Commons rejected a resolu-

tion, that the slave-trade " was contrary to the laws of God and

the rights of man." Yet that trade is now piracy by act of

Parliament.

In 1788, on a bill being introduced into the House of Lords,

to mitigate the horrors of the trade. Lord Chancellor Thurlow

ridiculed "the sudden fit of philanthropy that had given it

birth," and Lord Chandos predicted " the insurrection of the

slaves, and the massacre of their masters, from the agitation of

the subject."

In 1789, on a motion of Mr. "Wilberforce, that the House

would take the trade into consideration, a member pronounced the

attempt to abolish it " hypocritical, fanatic, and methodistical,"

and contended that abolition must lead to " insui'rections, mas-

sacre and ruin."

In 1791, Col. Tarleton, in the House of Commons, speaking

of the proposed abolition of the slave-trade, declared that "the

measure was fit only for the bigotry and superstition of the

twelfth century." Lord John Russell asserted that abolition

was " visionary and delusive, a feeble attempt, without the power

to serve the cause of humanity."

Lord Sheffield could " trace in the arguments for abolition

nothing like reason, but on the contrary, downright frenzy."

In 1792, the abolitionists were denounced in Parliament, as

" a junto of sectaries, sophists, enthusiasts, and fanatics."

In 1793, the Duke of Clarence, now William IV, in his place

in the House of Lords, declared the abolitionists to be " fanatics

and hypocrites," and so far violated parliamentary decorum, as

to apply these epithets to Mr. "Wilberforce by name. Yet has

he lived to crown the labors and fulfil the hopes of Wilberforce,

by giving his assent to the bill abolishing slavery throughout the

British dominions.

In 1804, Lord Temple declared in Pai'liament, that to abolish
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tlie slave-trade, -would be " the death-tvarraut of every xcltite

inliahitant in the islands."

Ten times did Mr. "\^'ilberforce bring the subject of the aboli-

tion of the traffic before Parliament, and ten times was he

doomed to witness the failure of his efforts ; nor was this detes-

table commerce suppressed till thirty years after the first motion

against it had been made in the House of Commons. Now, it

is i^rohibited by the Avhole Christian world.

"Ulien the abolitionists of the present day think of these facts,

and recollect the reproaches heaped on 'Wilberforce and his col-

leagues by a chancellor and dignified senators, well may they

thank God and take courage. And who are these men, we
would ask, whom colonizationists are honoring with epithets

similar to those Avhich the advocates of the slave-trade so liber-

ally applied to the philanthropists who opposed it ? We will

suffer an authority justly respected by the religious community

to answer the question.

Abbott's Religious Magazine, in an article on tlie mobs against

the Neio York Abolitionists, says :

" The men against whom their fury was directed, wei-e in general
ministers of the Gospel, and other distinguished members of Christian
churches. The moi'e prominent ones, were the very persons who have
been most honored in times past, on account of their joersonal exer-
tions and pecuniary contributions for every benevolent purpose. Let
the whole land be searched, and Ave believe that no men will be found
to have done so much for the promotion of temperance, purity, and
every benevolent and religious object."
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CHAPTER III.

FANATICISM OF ABOLITIONISTS.

One of the most usual terms by wliicli abolitionists are clesig

nated l)y tlieir opponents is, " the fanatics." It seems they are

fanatics, because they beheve shivery to be sinfuh The grounds

for this belief have been already stated. But is the sinfuhiess

of slavery a new doctrine ? or has it been held only by weak

and misguided men ? Is Wilberforce to be denounced as a

" wretched fanatic," because he declared, " slavery is the full

measure of pure unsophisticated wickedness, and scorning all

competition or comparison, it stands alone without a rival, in the

secure, undisputed possession of its detestable preeminence ?
"

AVas Jonathan Edwards a poor " misguided " man, for thus

addressing slave-holders ? "• While you hold your negroes in

slavery, you do v.'rong, exceedingly wrong— you do not as you

would that men should do to you ; you commit sin in the sight

of (xod ; you daily violate the plain i-ights of mankind, and that

in a higher degree than if you committed theft or robbery."

Were Porteus, Horseley, Fox, Johnson, Burke, Jefferson, and

Bolivar, " miserable enthusiasts ? " Yet hear their testimonies.

" The CIn-lslian religion is opposed to slavery in its spirit and in its

principles ; it classes meu-stealers among murderers of tatliors and of
mothers, and the most profane criminals upon eartli." Porteus.

" Slavery is injustice which no consideration of policy can extenu-

ate." Horseley.

-" Personal freedom is the right of every Imman being. It is a right

of which he who deprives a fellow creature, was absolutely criminal in

so depriving liim ; and wliich he who withheld, was no less criminal in

withholding." Fox.

" No man is by nature the proporty of another. The rights of

nature must be some way forfeited, before they can be justly taken

away." Johnson.

" Slavery is a state so improper, so degi-ading, and so ruinous to the

feelings and capacities of human nature, that it ought not to be suffered

to exist." Burke.
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" The Almighty has uo attribute which can take sides witli us in

such a contest,"— (a contest with insurgent slaves.) Jefferson.

" Slavery is the infringement of all laws ; a law having a tendency
to preserve slavery, would be the grossest sacrilege." Bolivar.

"We would take the liberty of recommending to the consider-

ation of certain Methodist colonizationists, the following language

of John "Wesley.

" Men-buyers are exactly on a level with men-stealers. Indeed, you
say, I jiay honestly for my goods, and am not concerned to know how
they are come by. Nay, but you are— you are deeply concerned to

know that they are honestly come by. Otherwise, you are a partaker
Avitli a thief, and are not a jot honester than him. But you know they
are not honestly come by

;
you know they are procured by means

nothing so innocent as picking of pockets, or robbery on the highway.
Perhaps you will say, I do not buy my negroes, I only use those left

me by my father. So far is well, but is it enough to satisfy your con-
science ? Had your father, have you, has any man livino- a right to

use another as a slave ? It cannot be, even setting revelation aside."

But abolitionists are fanatics, not merely because they believe

slavery sinful, but also because they contend it ought immediate-

ly to be abolished. In their fanaticism on this point, as well as

on the other, they are kept in countenance by a host of divines

and statesmen, and by the unanimous opinion of thousands and

tens of thousands of Christians. Men of all ranks and charac-

ters, from John "W^esley or Daniel O'Connell have exhibited this

fanaticism ; it has been borne by the republicans of France, the

Catholics of South America, the people of England, Scotland,

and Ireland.

So long ago as 1774, John "Wesley declared : ''It cannot be

that either war or contract can give any man such a property in

another, as he has in his sheep and oxen. Much less is it pos-

sible that any child of man should ever be lorn a slave. If,

therefore, you have any regard to justice, (to say nothing of

mercy, nor the revealed will of God,) render unto all their due.

Give liberty to whom liberty is clue, that is, to every child of

man, to every partaker of human nature."

Jonathan Edwards was fanatic enough to assert :— " Every

man, who cannot show that his negro hath, by his voluntary

conduct, forfeited his liberty, is obligated immediately to manu-
mit him.'"

13*
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One milliou five liunilred tliousand persons i^etitioned the Brit-

ish Parliament for the total and immediate abolition of slavery.

Indeed, Mr. O'Conuell expressed the nearly unanimous sentiment

of the whole nation, when he exclaimed,— "I am for speedy,

immediate abolition. I care not what creed or color slavery

may assume, I am for its total, its instant abolition.

We have not yet exhausted the proofs of the alleged fanati-

cism of abolitionists. It seems they are fanatics for wishing to

elevate the blacks to a civil and religious equality with the

whites. Certain colonization editors deny to abolitionists, as we

have seen, the constitutional right of freedom of speech, the

press, and pulpit, and even of peaceably assembling together

;

and multitudes seem to think, that they have forfeited the pro-

tection of the ninth commandment. Men of all ranks have

united in charging upon them designs which they indignantly

disclaim, and in support of which, not a particle of evidence has

been or can be adduced. One of the designs falsely imputed to

them, is that of bringing about an amalgamation of colors by

intermarriages. In vain have they again and again denied any

such design ; in vain have their Avritings been searched for any

recommendation of such amalgamation. No abolitionist is

known to have married a negro, or to have given his child to a

negro ; yet has the charge of amalgamation been repeated, and

repeated, till many have, no doubt, honestly believed it.

During the very height of the New York riots, and as if to

excite the mob to still greater atrocities, the editor of the Com-

mercial Advertiser asserted that the abolitionists had "' sour/Id to

degrade " the identity of their fellow citizens, as a " nation of

white men, by reducing it to the condition of mongkels." Com.

Adv. Uth July, 1834.

No one in the possession of his reasoning faculties can believe

it to be the duty of white men to select black wives ; and aboli-

tionists have given every proof the nature of the case will ad-

mit, that they countenance no such absurdity.

But most true it is, that the Anti-Slavery Society avows its

intention to labor for the civil and religious equality of the

blacks. It has been foimd expedient to accuse it of aimuig also
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at their social equality. He must be deeply imbued ^Yitll fanat-

icism, or rather witli insanity, Avho contends, that because a man

has a dark skin, he is, therefore, entitled to a reception in our

families and a place at our tables.

We all know white men -whose characters and habits render

them repulsive to us, and whom no consideration would induce

us to admit into our social circles ; and can it be believed that

abolitionists ai-e willing to extend to negroes, merely on account

of their color, courtesies and indulgences which, in innumerable

instances, they withhold, and properly withhold, from their white

fellow citizens ? But who i:)retends that, because a man is so

disagreeable in his manners and person that we refuse to asso-

ciate with him, therefore he ought to be denied the right of suf-

frage, the privilege of choosing his trade and profession, the

opportunities of acquiring knowledge, and the liberty of pursuing

his own happiness ? Yet such is our conduct towards the free

blacks, and it is this conduct Avhich the Society aims at reform-

ing. The Society does contend, that no man ought to be punished

for the complexion God has given him. And are not black men
punished for the color of their skin ? Read the laws of the slave

States relative to free negroes ; alas ! read the laws of Ohio and

Connecticut ; read the decision of Judge Daggett ; behold them

deprived of the means of education, and excluded from almost

every trade and profession ; see them compelled to wander in

poverty and ignorance. Now, all this_, abolitionists contend is

^vrong, and their opposition to this system of persecution and

oppression is fanaticism ! Be it so ; but it is only modern fanat-

icism, and it was not so regarded when in 1785, John Jay

declared

:

" I wish to see all unjust and unnecessary discriminations every
where abolished, and that the time may soon come, when all our inhab-

itants, of every color and denomination, shall be free and equal
PARTAKERS OF OUR POLITICAL LIBERTY."

It requires no great exercise of candor to admit that the

prejudices existing against the blacks are sinful, whenever they

lead us to treat those unhappy people with injustice and inhu-

manity. They have their rights as well as ourselves. They
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have no right to associate with us against our Avill, but they have

a right to acquire property by lawful industry ; they have a

right to participate in the blessings of education and political

liberty. When, therefore, our prejudices lead us to keep the

blacks in poverty, by restricting their industry,* to keep them

in ignorance, by excluding them from our seminaries, and pre-

venting them from having seminaries of their own ; to keep

them in a state of vassalage by denying them any choice in their

rulers ; our prejudices are so far sinful, and so far only does the

Anti-Slavery Society aim at removing them.

CHAPTER IV.

INCENDIAEIS5I AND TREASON OF ABOLITIONISTS.

It is not enough that abolitionists should be repi'esented as

fanatics ; it has been deemed expedient to hold them up to the

community as incendiaries and traitors. The chairman of the

Executive Committee of the New York Colonization Society,

thus speaks of the Anti-Slavery Society, in his paper of the 9th

June, 1834

:

" The design of this Society is, beyond a doubt, to foment a servile

war in the South ; they have been heard to say, blood must be shed,

and the sooner the better ; this Society owes its existence not to the

love of liberty, or any particular affection for the slaves, but to cruel

and bitter hatred, and malignity."

In an earlier paper, he inserted an article accusing abolition-

ists of seeking to use the pulpits '• for the base purpose of encour-

aging scenes of bloodshed."

Here we find the most atrocious designs imputed to men well

known in the community for active benevolence and private

* As one instance among the innumerable restrictions on the industry of
these people, we may mention that no free black, however moral and intelli-

gent, can obtain a license in the city of I^Tew York to drive a cart

!
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worth; and yet not a scintilla of evidence is often d in support

of the extraordinary fact, that such men should harbor such

designs. In this case the accused can of course offer only nega-

tive proof of their innocence. That proof is to he found, first,

in their individuid characters ; secondly, in the fact that many
of the abolitionists are emphatically ^j>p«ce men, that is, they hold

the Quaker doctrine of the unlawfulness of war, and maintain

that it would be sinful in the slaves to attempt effecting their

freedom by force of arms ;
* thirdly, in the fundamental principle

of the Society that they will " never in any way countenance

the oppressed in vindicating their rights by resorting to physical

force
;

" and, fourthly, in the fact that abolitionists as such, have

in no instance recommended or committed an act of unlawful

violence.

But by declaiming against slavery, abolitionists are exciting

odium against slave-holders. If he who labors to render any

particular sin, and those Avho are guilty of it odious, is of course

a " reckless incendiary," few are more justly and honorably

entitled to this epithet, than the excellent Chancellor of New
York. Few have shown more intrepidity in denouncing the

venders of ardent spirits than this gentleman ; and abolitionists

in their warfare against slavery, may well take a lesson from the

example he has set them of an honest and fearless discharge of

duty. Had the Pi-esident of the New York Temperance Society

and his associates exercised the same tenderness and gentleness

towards drunkards and venders, that he now shows towards

slave-holders. Temperance Societies would have checked the

progress of druidienness as little as colonization promises to do

that of slavery.

Tno:MAs Jefferson was not denounced as a reckless incen-

diary, when in the midst of a slave population, he declared that

the Almighty had no attribute that could take side with the

masters in a contest with their slaves ; nor did John Jay forfeit

the confidence of his countrymen, when during the Revolution-

ary war, he asserted, " till America comes into this measure,

* This sentiment is held and avowed liy the much calumniated Mr. Gar-
rison.
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(abolition of slavery) liei' pi-ajers to heaven for liberty will be

IMPIOUS ;

" nor when addressing the Legislature of New York,

then a slave State, he told them that pei'sons "free by the laws

of God, are held in slavery by the laws of man."

Nor were Fraxklin and his associates regarded as incendi-

aries for imiting in 1787, " to extend the blessings of freedom

to every part of our race," or for refusing to permit slave-holders

to participate with them in this glorious effort.

It was not sufficient to ridicule abolitionists as fanatics, or to

stigmatize them as incendiaries ; they must be branded as trai-

tors and nullifiers. On the 9th of October, 1833, a few days

after a mob had assembled to deprive American citizens of one of

their dearest constitutional rights, that of peaceably expressing

their opinions, a numerous colonization meeting was convened

in New York for the purpose of taking advantage of the recent

excitement to raise the sum of $20,000. Gentlemen of high

rank and influence addressed the meeting. Not a Avord of dis-

apiirobation of the late outrage escaped them ; on the contrary,

the violence offei'ed to the abolitionists seemed to be extenuated,

if not justified, by the grievous charges now brought against

them.

The Hon. Mr. Frelinghuysen of New Jersey, justly distin-

guished for his piety, his talents, and his station as a Senator of

the United States, addi*essed the meeting. " In the course of

his address," says the N. Y. Commercial Advertiser, 10th of

October, " he dwelt with emphasis, and just discrimination upon

the proceedings of both cis and fra?is-Atlantic abolitionists, who

are seeking to destroy our happy Union."

Chancellor "Walworth, one of the most estimable citizens, and

the highest judicial officer of the State of New York, alluding to

the emancipation to be effi^cted by colonization, remarked :

" The emancipation, however, to which this resolution dh-ects your
attention, is not that unconslilulional and dangerous emancij^ation con-

templated by a few visionary enthusiasts, and a still fewer reckless

incendiaries among us, which cannot be effected without violating the

rights of property secured by that constitution which we have sworn to

suppoi-t— that emancipation which 2t'0!(W arm one part of the Union
against another, and light up the flame of civil war in this now happy
land." N. Y. Journal of Commerce.
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David B. Ogxlen, Esq., a gentleman whose legal eminence

and whose pnrity of character justly give to his opinions ijeculiar

weight, used the following language :

" I avail myself of this opportunity, to enter my solemn protest
against the attempts which are making by a few fanatics, who, with-
out looking to the fearful consequences involved in such an issue, are
advocating the immediate emancipation of slaves, in the Southern
District. As citizens of the United States, we have no right to interfere

with the claims of our Southern brethren to the property of their
slaves. The Constitution of the United States recognizes their right to
it, and they have not only a sure and undeniable right to that property,
but they are entitled to tlaefull protection of the constituted authorities,

in enforcing the enjoyment of it. Let us not talk any more of nullifica-

tion
; the doctrine of immediate emancipation is a direct and iialpable

nidlijication of that Constitution loe have sworn to support." N. Y.
Journal of Commerce.

"We might have selected many similar charges from other

sources, but we have taken these on account of the high character

of the accusers, and because the authors are all of the legal pro-

fession, and, of course, aware of the importance of precision in

all charges of a criminal nature. Not one of these gentlemen

sitting as a criminal judge, would permit the merest vagabond to

be put on his defence on a vague charge of stealing, but would
quash any indictment that did not specify the time and place

of the offence, and the property alleged to be stolen
; yet they

did not scruple to hold up their fellow-citizens and fellow Chris-

tians to the indignation of the public, on charges destitute of all

specification, and unsupported by a particle of testimony.

Abolitionists are here accused of seeking to destroy our haiDjiy

Union ; of contemplating a violation of property, secured by the

Constitution they had sworn to support ; of pursuing measui-es

which would lead to a civil war ; and of bemg guilty of direct

and palpable nullification. When— where— how- were these

crimes attempted ? What proof is offered ? Nothing, absolutely

nothing, is offered but naked assertion. Is this equitable ? Is

it doing to others as these gentlemen would wish others to do to

them ?

But it is not enough that abolitionists should be denounced at

home
; they must also be defamed abroad. Mr. Gurley, Secre-

tary of the American Colonization Society, writes a letter (1833)
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to Ileury Ibbotson, Esq., England, and to give it greater weight,

dates it, '' Office of tlie Colonization Society, Washington." In

this letter, he undertakes to enlighten his foreign correspondent

on some of the '^fundamental errors " of the abolitionists, and

ranks among them the opinion, " that, in present circumstances,

slavery ought to be aholished, by means not acting solely through,

but, in a great degree against, and in dejxance of the tvill of the

South." Not a tittle of evidence is given, that such an opinion

is held by a single individual in the United States.

Mr. Jeremiah Hubbard, clerk of the Yearly Meeting of

Friends, in North Carolina, in a letter to a friend in England,

(Afr. Rep., X, p. 37,) declares that " the primary object " of the

abolitionists " appears to be, that of producing such a revolution

in public sentiment as to cause the national legislation to bear

directly upon the slave-holders, and to compel them to emancipate

their slaves."

Now, to all these charges, and to each and every one of

them, the members of the Anti-Slavery Society plead not

GUILTY, and desire to be tried by God and their countiy. But,

alas, no trial is vouchsafed to them : judgment has already been

given, and execution awai'ded against them, without trial and

without evidence, solely on the finding of a voluntary and

iri'esponsible inquest. All they can now do, is to ask for a

reversal of the judgment as folse and illegal, cruel and op-

pressive.

It is, of course, difficult to disprove charges, where the counts

of the indictment are utterly void of certainty, and where, from

the nature of the case, none but negative testimony can be

offered by the accused. "We have a right to presume that the

treason and nullification charged on abolitionists, have reference

to their efforts to procure the abolition of slavery in the United

States. Now slavery exists under the authority of Congress,

and also under the authority of State Legislatux'es. We will

proceed in the first place to exhibit some facts relative to slavery

in the former instance, and inquire how far the conduct of aboli-

tionists in respect to it is treasonable and unconstitutional ; and

we will then make the same inquiry as to their conduct in regard -

to slavery in the several States.
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CHAPTER V.

SLAVERY UNDER THE THE AUTHORITY OP CONGRESS.

At the last census, tliere were in the territories of Arkansas,

Florida, and the District of Columbia, twenty-six thousand*one

hundred and thirty-eight slaves. We will confine our remarks

at present to slavery as it is exhibited at the seat of the federal

goveniment, and in a portion of territory over which the Consti-

tution of the United States has given to Congress " exclusive

jurisdiction." In this District of ten miles square, there are six

thousand slaves ; and the laws under which they are held in

bondage, are among the most cruel and wicked of all the slave

laws in the United States. This District, moreover, placed as

it is under the immediate and absolute control of the national

government, is the great slave mart of the North American
continent.

In 1829, Mr. Miner, a member of the House of Kepresenta-

tives, from Pennsylvania, introduced a resolution for the gradual

abolition of slavery in the District. In his speech in supjjort of

this resolution, many appalling facts were disclosed. It appeared

that ill the last five years, seven hundi-ed and forty-two colored

persons had been committed to the public prison of the city of

Washington. And were these persons accused or convicted of

crime ? Not one. Four hundred and fifty-two were lodged

in the United States prison by slave-traders, for safe-keeping

prior to exportation. The residue were imprisoned on suspicion,

real or affected, of being fugitive slaves ; and if not claimed as

such, were by authority of Congress, to be sold as slaves for
life, to raise money to pay their jail fees !

Such are the facts in regard to the prison in the Capi-

tal of our confederate Republic; and let it be recollected

that there are other prisons besides this in the District of

Columbia.

14
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Of the practical operation of a system sanctioned by the laws

of Congress, takes the following sample

:

"Visiting the prison," says Mr. Miner, "and passing througli the

avenues that load to the cells, I was struck with the appearance of a
woman, having three or four children with her, one at the breast.

She presented such an aspect of Avoe, that I couhl not help inquiring

her story. It was simply this : she was a slave, but had married a man
who was free. By him she had eight or nine children. Moved by
natui-al affection, the father labored to support the children ; but ^s

they attained an age to be valuable in the market, perhaps ten or

twelve, the master sold them. One after another was taken away and
sold to the slave-dealers. She had now come to an age to be no longer

profitable as a breeder, and her master had separated her from her

husband and all the associations of life, and sent her and her children

to YOUR prison for sale."

The law of the District, virtually the law of Congress, by

which any colored person, without the allegation of a crime,

may be seized and throw^i into a cell, and unless he can there

px'ove his freedom, or is claimed by another, is sold for life as a

slave to pay his jail fees, is for unblushing injustice and atrocity

utterly unrivalled by any enactment of the despots of the old

world. Mr. Miner states, that in 1826-7 no less than five

persons were thus sold into perpetual bondage, for jail fees. In

one case, the United States Marshal lost his fees. Hear

Mr. Miner.

" In August, 1821, a black man was taken up and imprisoned as a
runaway, lie was kept confined until October, 1822,— four hundred
and five days. In tliis time, vermin, disease, and miseiy had deprived

him of the use of his hmbs. He was rendered a cripple for life, and
finally discharged, as no one ivould buy him. Turned out upon the

world a miserable pauper, disabled by OUR means from gaining sub-

sistence, he is sometimes supported from the Poor-house, sometimes

receives alms in your streets."

Mr. Miner thus speaks of the American slave-trade, as

carried on in the District

:

" The slave-trade, as it exists and is carried on here, is marked by
instances of injustice and cruelty scarcely exceeded on the coast of

Africa. It is a mistake to suppose it is a mere purchase and sale of

acknoioledged slaves. The District is full of complaints on the subject,

and the evil is inci-easing. So long ago as 1802, the extent and cruelty

of the traffic, produced from a grand jury, at Alexandria, a present-
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mcnt so clear, so strong, and so feelingly drawn, that I shall make no
apology for reading it to the House."

Mr. Miner then read the following :

''January Ten)i, 1802.

" We the grand jury for the body of the County of Alexandria, in

the District of Columbia, present as a grievance the practice of persons

coming from distant parts of the United States into this District, for

tho> purpose of purchasing slaves, where they exhibit to our view a

scene of wretchedness and human degradation, disgraceful to our char-

acters as citizens of a free government. True it is that these dealers,

in the 2">ersons of our fellow-men, collect within this District from vari-

ous parts, numbers of those victims of slavery, and lodge them in some
jilace of confinement until they have completed their numbers. The}'

arc then turned out in our streets and exposed to view, loaded with

chains as though they had committed some heinous offence against our
laws. We consider it a grievance that citizens from distant parts of

the United States should be permitted to come within this District, and
pursue a tratKc fraught with so much misery to a class of beings enti-

tled to our protection by the laws of justice and humanity ; and that

the Interposition of civil authority cannot be had to prevent parents
being wrested from their offspring, and children from their parents,

without respect to the ties of nature. We consider these grievances
demanding legislative redress,"— that Is, redress by Congress.

As illustrative of the horrors and iniquities of the traffic, Mr.

Miner informed the House of an incident that had occurred

during the previous session of Congress. A free colored man
had married a slave ; with the avails of his industry, he had, in

the course of some years, purchased the freedom of his wife

and children. He left home on business, and on his return

found his house tenantless. His wife and children were missing.

It was soon ascertained that they had been kidnapped by slave-

dealers, and confined in a private slave-prison, in Alexandria

;

from whence they had afterwards been sent to a distant market,

and were forever lost to the husband and the father.

" There Is a man now in this District," continued Mr. Miner, " who
was In the hands of the slave-dealers, about to be sent off to the South,
when he laid his hand on a block, a7id with an axe severed it from his

arm. Can the slave-trade on the coast of Africa be more horiible,

more dreaded, or more prolific of scenes of misery ? To me all this

is dreadful, and I think it should not be tolerated here."

In 1828, a petition for the suppression of this trade, and for

the gradual abolition of slavery, and signed by more than one
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THOUSAND of the inhiibitants of the District, was presented to

Congress. From this document we extract the following :

" "While the laws of the United States denounce the foreign slave-

trade as piracy, and punish with death those who are found engaged in

its perpetration, there exists in this District, the seat of the national

government, a domestic slave-trade scarcely less disgraceful in

its character, and even more demoi-alizing in its influence. These
people are without their consent torn from their homes ; husband and
wife are frecpiently separated and sold into distant parts ; children are

taken from tlieir parents without regard to the ties of nature, and the

most endearing bonds of atfection are broken forever.
" Nor is this traffic confined to those who are legally slaves for life.

Some who are entitled to freedom, and many who have a limited time
to serve, are sold into unconditional slavery, and owing to the defec-

tiveness of our laws, they arc generally carried out of the District

before the necessary steps can be taken for their release.

" We behold these scenes continually taking place among us, and
lament our inability to prevent them. The jieoplc of this District have
within themselves no means of legislative redress, and we therefore

appeal to your honorable bod}', as the ONLY ONE vested by the

American Coustitixtion with power to relieve us."

AVe will now exhibit the flourishing condition of the slave-

trade under the pkotection of Congress in 1834. The fol-

lowing advertisements are all taken from the same sheet, printed

a few months since at the Capital of the American Republic :

" Cash for Two Hundred Negroes.

" We will give cash for two hundred likely young negroes of both
sexes, families included. Persons wishing to dispose of their slaves,

Avill do well to give us a call, as we will give higher prices in cash than
any other purchasers who are now or may hereafter come into this

market. All communications will meet attention. We can at all

times be found at our residence on Seventh street, immediately south

of the Centre Market-house, Washington, D. C.

" September 13, 1834. Joseph W. Neal & Co."

" Cash for Four Hundred Negroes,

Including both sexes, from twelve to twenty-five years of age. Per-
sons having likely servants to dispose of, will find it to their interest to

give us a call, as we will give higher prices in cash than any other pur-

chaser who is now or may hereafter come into this market.
" Franklin, Armfield & Co.

" Alexandria, September 1st, 1834."
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" Cash tor Oae Hundred Negroes,

Including both sexes, from twelve to twenty-five years of age. Persons
having likely servants to dispose of, will find it to their interest to give us

a call, as we will give higher prices in cash than any other purchaser

who is now in this city.

" We can at all times be found at Isaac Beer's tavern, a few doors

below Lloyd's tavern, opposite Centre Market, Washington city. All

communications jjromptly attended to.

" Seplemler 1st, 1834. Birch & Jones."

Thus we find cash offered, for seven hundred slaves at one

time, in the District of Columbia. Does any one inquire how

these slaves are to be disposed of? We call his attention to the

following advertisement in the same paper

:

" Alexandria and New Orleans Packets.

" Brig Tribune, Captain Smith, and Brig Uncas, Captain Boush,
will resume their regular trips on the 20th of October : one of which
will leave this port every thirty days throughout the shipping season.

They are vessels of the fii'st class, commanded by experienced officers,

and will at all times go up the JNIississippi by steam, and every exertion

used to promote the interests of shippers and comfort of passengers.

Apply to the Captains on board, or to

" Frankhn & Armfield.
" Alexandria, September \st"

Most grievously disappointed and astonished would any North-

ern gentleman be, who had taken passage in one of these Alex-

andria and New Orleans packets, on finding himself on board a

SLAVEPv.
From a letter of the 23d of January, 1834, by the Rev. Mr.

Leavitt, and published in New York, it appears that he visited

the slave-factory of Franklin & Armfield, at Alexandria, and

was " informed by one of the principals, that the number of

slaves carried from the District last year was about one thou-

sand, but it would be much greater this year. He expected

their house alone would ship at least eleven or tw^elve hundred.

They had two vessels of their ow^n constantly employed in car-

rying slaves to New Orleans." One of the vessels being in

port, Mr. Leavitt went on board of her.

" Her name is the Tribune. The Captain very obhgingly took us

to all parts of the vessel. The hold is appropriated to the slaves, and

14*
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is divided into two apartments. The after-hold will carry about eighty

women, and the other about one hundred men. On either side were
two platforms running the whole length ; one raised a few inches, and
the other half way up to the deck. They were about five or six feet

deep. On these the slaves lie, as close as they can stow away."

In 1831, the Brig Comet, a slaver, belonging to this very

house, and which had sailed from Alexandria with a cargo of

one hundred and sixty slaves, was wrecked on Abaco, one of the

Bahamas.

But this vile commerce is carried on by land, as well as by

water. Slave-coffles are formed at the prisons in the District,

and thence set off on their dreary journey into the interior, liter-

ally in chains. A gentleman thus describes a coffle he met on

the road in Kentucky :

" I discovered about forty black men all chained together in the fol-

lowing manner : — each of them was hand-cufled, and they were
arranged in rank and file. A chain, perhaps forty feet long, was
stretched between the two ranks, to which short chains were joined,

which connected with the hanil-cuifs. Behind them were, I suppose,

thirty loomen in double rank ; tlie couples tied hand to hand."

These coffles pass the very Capitol in which are assembled

the Legislatoi's by whom they are authorized, and over whose

heads is floating the broad banner of the Republic, too justly,

alas ! in such instances, described by an English satirist as

" The fustian flag that proudly waves,
In splendid mockery o'er a laud of slaves."

But the tale of iniquity and infamy is not yet ended. In the

Capital of our confederated Republic, and Avith the sanction of

the Congress of the United States of America, men are li-

censed FOR FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS TO DEAL IN HUMAN
FLESH !

And now we ask. Ought these things so to be ? If not, who

can remedy them ? There is no power on earth but Congress.

No State Legislature can interfere with the District of Colum-

bia, or suppress the accursed traflic of which it is the seat. But

who shall rouse Congress to action ? Do we wait for the inter-

position of slave-holders ? It is they who foster and encourage
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the trade. Do we appeal to tlie benevolence of the Colonization

Society ? Alas, all their sympathy is expended on the victims

of the African commerce ; their constitution authorizes no inter-

ference with the American traffic. We have seen how far their

fii'st President himself embarked in this trade. No less than

four Vice Presidents of the Society are at this moment, Feb-

ruary, 1835, members of Congress, and three of them Senators
;

but not a word has fallen from their lips, relative to slavery, or

the slave-trade in the District of Columbia. We are wronf :

one of them has spoken.

Mr. Charles Fenton Mercer, one of the most devoted

officers of tlie Society, during the present session of Congress

voted to lay on the table a petition presented to the House of

Representatives for the abolition of slavery in the District, thus

endeavoring to stifle all inquiry into those outrages upon human
rights and human happiness which are perpetrated under the

authority of the national Legislature. Yet this very gentleman

has distinguished himself by his zeal against the African slave-

trade.

The American Anti-Slaveiy Society avows its intention to

endeavor to influence Congress to refuse any longer to authorize

these abominations. And is it for this avowal that its members
are branded as traitors and nullificrs ? If so, then they appeal

for their justification to the Constitution of the United States.

By the 8th Section of the 1st Article of that instrument Con-

gress is authorized to " exercise exclusive legislation in all cases

uiJiatsoever," over the District of Columbia ; and by the first

article of the amendments. Congress is restrained from making
any law " abridging the freedom of speech or the press, or the

right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the

government for a redress of grievances." Hence abolitionists

have believed that Congress possess the right to abolish slavery

in the District of Columbia, and that they themselves are

authorized to petition that it may be abolished. Such a belief

may, perhaps, indicate a " wild fanaticism
;

" it seems, however,

to be a fanaticism shared by the Legislatures of Pennsylvania

and New York, and even by the House of Representatives.
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In 1828, the Pennsylvania Legislature, by an almost unani-

mous vote

:

" Eesolvetl, That the Senators of this State in the Senate of the

United States, are hereby requested to procure, if practicable, the

passage of a law to abolish slavery in the District of Columbia, in such

a manner as they may consider consistent with the rights of individuals

and the Constitution of the United States."

On the 9th of January, 1829, the House of Representatives

"Eesolved, That the Committee of the District of Columbia be

instructed to inquire into the expediency, (not the right,) of providing

by law for the gradual abolition of slavery In the District, in such man-

ner that no incllvidual shall be injured thereby."

On the 28th of January, 1829, a Committee of the New York

Assembly reported to the House :

" Your Committee cannot but view with astonishment that In the

Capital of this free and enlightened country, laws should exist, by
which the free citizens of a State are liable, without trial, and even

without the Imputation of a crime, to be seized whUe prosecuting their

lawful business, Immured in prison, and though free, unless claimed as

a slave, to be sold as such for the payment of jail fees."

The Committee recommended the following resolution, which

was adopted by the Assembly :

" Resolved, (If the Senate concur herein) That the Senators of this

State, in the Congress of the United States, be and are hereby Instruct-

ed, and the Representatives of this State are requested to make every

possible exertion, to effect the passage of a law for the abolition of

slavery In the District of Columbia." - • ,

And now again do we ask, arc abolitionists fanatics and incen-

diai'ies, and nulliiiers, and traitors, and all that is foolish, and all

that is wicked, because they wish Congress to suppress slavery

and the slave-trade in the District of Columbia? It cannot

be that Messrs. Frelinghuysen, "Wahvorth, Ogden, and other

upright and intelhgent colonizationists have founded their griev-

ous charges against abolitionists on this ground. Let us then

see how far abolitionists have merited these charges, for their

endeavors to abolish slavery existing under the authority of the

several States.
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CHAPTER VI.

SLAVERY UNDER STATE AUTHORITY.

"We have seen that the charges against the abolitionists

are vague and without specifications. Friend Hubbard and Mr.

Gurlej, however, give their accusations something of a tangible

shape. The one asserts that abolitionists are laboring to abolish

slavery by causing the national legislation to bear dii'ectly on the

slave-holders, and compel them to emancipate their slaves : the

other insists that it is one of their fundamental principles, that

slavery is to be abolished in a great degree against and in defi-

ance of the ivill of the South. The obvious and only meaning

of these assertions is, that it is the wish and object of the aboli-

tionists to induce Congress to abolish slavery in the States.

One would think that this charge, if true, might be easily proved

:

some petition, some recommendation might be quoted; but so

far from having ever seen any proof of this charge, we have

never seen even an attempt to prove it.

Perhaps the testimony on this point of a Vice President of

the American Colonization Society, and one who is equally dis-

tinguished by his moral worth and his zeal in the cause of

colonization, will be listened to with respect by many of his

brethren. Gerritt Smith, Esq., of New York, in a speech at the

Anniversary Meeting of the Society, 20th of January, 1834,

speaking of the Anti-Slavery Society, remarked :

" I believe that Society to be as honest as our own— as benevolent
and palriolic as our own. Its members love their fellow-men, and love
their counlry, and love the union of the States, as sincerely and as
strongly as we do ; and miTch as is said to the contrary on this point, I
have naxer scQn a jmrticle of evidence, that the Anti-Slavery Society
meditates any interference with the provisions of the laws of the slave
States on the subject of slavery. It alleges, and I have no doubt, sin-
cerely, that it is by moral influence alone, and mainly by the changes
wrought by the application of truth to the conscience, that it seeks" to
compass its object."

It seems Mr. Smith has never seen a particle of evidence in

support of the charge that abolitionists meditate interference
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with the laws of the slave States. They who make the charge,

offer not a particle of evidence in its behalf. We will now

offer a mass of evidence in proof of its ntter falsity.

Our first witness is one whose competency and credibility will

not be questioned ; and who, like Mr. Smith, is a Vice President

of the Colonization Society. The following is extracted from a

letter to John Bolton, Esq., of Savannah, written for publica-

tion by the Hon. Daniel Webster, and dated 17th May, 1833

:

"In my opinion, the domestic slavery of the Southern States is a

subject within the exclusive coutrol of the States themselves; and this,

I am sure, is the opinion of the ivJiole North. Congress has no authority

to interfere in the emancipation of slaves, or in the treatment of them
in any of the States. This was so resolved in the House of llejjrcsen-

tatives In 1790, on the report of a committee consisting almost entirely

of Northern members ; and I do not know an instance of the expression

of a dllferent opinion In either House of Congress since. I cannot say

that particular Individuals might not possibly be found, who suppose

that Congress may possess some power over the subject, hut I do not

know any such persons, and if there be any, I am sure they are very

few. The servitude of so great a portion of the population of the South

is undoubtedly regarded at the North as a great evil, moral and politi-

cal, and the discussions upon it which have recently taken place In the

Legislatures of several of the slave-holding States, have been read with

very deep Interest. But It Is regarded, nevertheless, as an evil, the

remedy for whirh lies with those Legislatures themselves, to be provided

and applied according to their own sense of policy and duty. The im-

putations which you say, and say truly, are constantly made against the

North, are, in my opinion, entirely destitute of any Just foundation."

Thus we find that Mr. Webster, living in Boston, the seat of

the New England Anti-Slavery Society, a fellow-toAvnsman of

Garrison's, and surrounded by abolitionists, knows nothing of

the nullifiers denounced by Mr. Ogden, nothing of the men who

Mr. Gurley says are for freeing the slaves in defiance of the will

of the South, nothing of those who the North Carolina Quaker

tells us, are for bringing the " national legislation " to bear upon

emancipation.

And has Daniel Webster, a sworn sentinel on the ramparts

of the Constitution, been sleeping at his post, and is it to more

faithful and more intelligent watchmen, that we owe the discov-

ery of the meditated treason ?

Mr. Webster's letter contains, as for as it goes, the toliti-
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GAL CREED OF THE ABOLITIONISTS, und wc may challenge the

whole Colonization Society to name a single abolitionist who
does not most heartily assent to its doctrines. The New York
Emanciiiator transferred the letter to its columns, remarking-

:

" Mr. Webster's opiuion on the subject of slavery in the States of
this Union, so far as ex2:)ressed, is just the same as has been more
than once avowed in every Anti-Slavery jiaper in the country— that
it is a subject within the exclusive control of the States themselves."
Emancipator, Glh July, 1833.

Not only has Mr. Garrison declared his readiness to sign his

name to every sentiment expressed in Mr. Webster's letter, but

he has used in the Liberator the following language

:

" AboHtionists as clearly understand, and as sacredly regard the
constitutional powers of Congress, as do their traducers ; and they
know, and have again and again asserted, that Congress has no more
rigldful authoriti) to sit in judgment ujwn Southern slavery than it has to

legislatefor the abolition of slavery in the French colonics."

We will now select a few from the many official declarations

of abolitionists on this subject.

"The national compact was so framed as to guarantee the legal pos-
session of slaves ; and physical interference would be a ^aolation of
Christian principles." 1st Rep. ofNew England Aiiti-Slavery Society,
p. 21.

" We do not aim at any interference with the constitutional rio-hts

of the slave-holding States
; for Congress, as is well understood, has no

power to_ aboHsh slavery in the several States." Address of the N. Y.
city Anti-Slavery Society, j). 5.

'' We freely and unanimously recognize the sovereignty of each
State, to legislate exclusively on the subjectof slavery which is tolerated
within its limits ; we consider that Congress has no right to interfere
with any of the slave States in relation to this subject." ^Declaration of
Anti-Slavery Convention at Philadelphia, Ath of December, 1833.

" AVhIlc it admits that each State in which slavery exists has by the
Constitution of the United States exclusive right to legislate in regard
to its abolition, it shall aim to convince all our fellow-citizens, by aroai-

ments addressed to their understandings and consciences, that slave-
holding is a heinous sin in the sight of God." Constitution of American
Anti-Slavery Society.

In December, 1833, the managers of the New York city

Anti-Slavery Society printed and circulated a petition to Con-
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gress, for the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia.

It commenced as follows :

" To THE Honorable, the House of Representatives.

" Your petitioners, inhabitants of the city of New York, beg leave

to represent to your Honorable Body, that whatever views they may
entertain of the evils of slavery as it exists in certain States of the

Federal Union, they are fully aware that these evils are beyond the

constitutional control ofthe federal fjovernment ; and so far from sohcit-

ing your interposition for their removal, they would deprecate the

interference of Congress on this subject, as a violation of the national

compact."

The petition then proceeds to assert the constitutional power

of Congress to abolish slavery in the Distinct, and asks for its

exercise.

And now we ask, is there anything in the extracts we have

given, to justify, excuse, or palliate the heavy accusations made

against abolitionists ? Surely ti must now be conceded that

however ttnconstitutional may be the emancipation contemplated

by abolitionists, it is not to be effected by Congress. "VVe lament

that Chancellor Walworth did not condescend to explain hoio

and iclty it was unconstitutional. He is accustomed to assign

reasons for his decisions, and it may fairly be doubted whether,

in withholding the reasons for the judgment he has pronounced

against abolitionists, he has administered equity. He has ad-

judged that the emancipation contemplated by abolitionists

would " violate the rights of property ;
" but in what way, does

not appear. As physical force is disclaimed, and congressional

interference deprecated, the alleged violation of property must

arise from the appeals made to the holders to surrender it. But

surely the President of the New Y'ork Temperance Society does

not regard property in human flesh and blood so much more

sacred than property in rum, that while he is laboring to induce

the owners of the latter, throughout the United States, to part

with their property, he looks upon every man who tells his

fellow-citizens that it is their duty to manumit their slaves, as

violating the rights of property ! The venders of ai'dent spirits

in Neiv Orleans and elsewhere, have as valid and constitutional
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a title to their liquors as they have to their slaves. Now hear

what Mr. Fi-elinghuysen says of a traffic expressly sanctioned

by the laws of every State in the Union

:

" It is mere tampering with temptation to come short of positive,

decided, and uncompromising opposition. We must not only 7-esixt,

we must drii-e it. To stand on the defensive merely, is to aid in its

triumph." 7th Rep. Am. Temp. Soc, p. 51.

Yet they who by arguments are resisting, or driving the

traffic in the souls and bodies of men, are accused of " seeking

to destroy our happy Union !

"

The State Legislatures have as much right to authorize

lotteries, as they have to authorize slavery, yet the Pennsylva-

nia Society for abolishing lotteries is established for the avowed

purpose of abolishing, by moral influence, lotteries in other

States, for there are none in its own. No objection is made to

the constitutionality of that Society, yet epithets seem to be

wanting to express the abhorrence felt for those who are aim-

ing by the same means to rescue millions from a bondage

destructive to their happiness in this world, and in that which is

to come !

In the remarks we have made on the language used by Chan

cellor Walworth and his two associates, no unkind feelings have

mingled. Not a suspicion of the goodness of their motives has

crossed our mind ; we admire them for their talents, and esteem

them for their virtues ; and sincerely do we regret, that men
who possess the power of doing so much good, should ever,

through want of information, so grievously misapply it.

And now it may be asked, if abolitionists intend to use only

moral means, what good can they effect by using those means at

the North, where slavery does not exist ? But although slavery

does not exist at the North, it is excused and justified at the

North ; and Southern Christians arc countenanced in keeping

their fellow-men in bondage and in ignorance, by their Northern

brethren. We have already seen the baneful influence of the

Colonization Society on the treatment of the free negroes at the

North ; the Black Act of Connecticut is still in force, and Judge

Daggett's decision remains unreversed. Slaverj" is in full vigor

15
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under tlie authority of Congress, and sanctioned by a majority

consisting of Northern members ; and our whole country is dis-

graced, and humanity and religion outraged by an extensive and

abominable slave-trade, conducted under the same sanction. If,

therefore, it could be foreseen, that no slave in any of the States

would ever be liberated, through the influence of Northern Anti-

vSlavery Societies, there would still remain great and glorious

objects to stimulate their zeal, to employ all their energies, and

abundantly to reward all their labors. But neither their labors

nor rewards will be confined to the North. The consciences of

Southern Christians, so long lulled by the opiate of colonization,

are awakening to duty. Southern divines are beginning to

acknowledge the sinfulness of slavery, and recent slave-holders

are now proclaiming the safety and duty of immediate emanci-

pation.

T\Tiile Northern colonizatiouists are sounding the tocsin, and

girding on their armor, and rushing to the battle, to protect the

rigJds of their Southern brethren, those very brethren are begin-

ning to listen to the friendly admonitions of abolitionists, and

are inquiring what they must do to escape the mighty perils to

which they are exposed. On the 19th of March, a convention

of gentlemen from different parts of Kentucky assembled at

Danville, and amid a slave population of 165,000, organized

" The Kentucky Anti-Slavery Society, Auxiliary to the

American Anti-Slavery Society ; and appointed a delegate to

attend the anniversary of the parent Institution at New York

!

"While the professors of many of our Northern colleges are

laboring with trembling solicitude to stifle all discussion respect-

ing slavery among their pupils, James M. Buchanan, a profes-

sor of Centre College, has had the moral courage to accept the

station of President of the Kentucky Society. Indeed, the

whole nation has been roused from its lethargy, and in almost

every circle and neighborhood, the subject of abolition is attract-

ing attention ; the violence and persecution experienced by

abolitionists, instead of suppressing, has promoted discussion ;

and they have reason to hope, that slavery will ultimately be

abolished, by the voluntary action of the South, in compliance

with the dictates of policy and of duty.
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CHAPTER VII.

SAFETY OF IMMEDIATE EMANCIPATION.

Although wc may have succeeded in proving that the eman-

cipation contemplated by abolitionists is not " unconstitutional,"

yet many may conscientiously doubt whether it would be safe

and wise.

A few years only have elapsed since the use of ardent spirits

was universally countenanced by all classes of the community

;

and when the few who contended that their use was sinful, and

ought to be immediately abandoned, were deemed no less vision-

ary and fanatical than those are now who hold the same doctrine

in regard to slavery.

The whole Colonization Society, with scarcely a solitary

exception,* denounce immediate emancii^ation as dangerous, or

rather as utterly ruinous, to the whites. Their objections were

thus briefly summed up by the Rev. Dr. Hawkes, in his speech

at a colonization meeting in New York :

" But if the plan of colonization be abandoned, what remains ? Are
the slaves fitted for freedom ? No ; and if they are let loose at once,
they must of necessity^ to procure a living, either beg or steal, or de-
stroy and displace the whites." New York Com. Adv., 10th Oct., 1833.

Here we have broad, unqualified assertions, without a particle

of proof. We find it taken for granted, that if the slaves are

at once restored to liberty, they must, from necessity, beg or

steal, or destroy and displace the whites. What causes will

produce this necessity, we are uninformed ; why it will be im-

possible for liberated slaves to work for wages, is unexplained.

Slavery is property in human beings. Immediate emancipation

is therefore nothing more than the immediate cessation of this

property. But how does this cessation of property imply that

those who were the subjects of it must be " let loose ? " Will
they not, like other persons, be subject to the control of law,

* The only exception kno-w-n to the witer, is G. Smith, Esq.
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and responsible for their conduct ? If incapable of providing

for themselves, may they not, like children, apprentices, and

paupers, be compelled to labor for their own maintenance ? Im-

mediate emancipation does not necessarily contemplate any

relaxation of the restraints of government or morality ; any

admission to political rights, or improper exemption from com-

pulsory labor. What then does such emancipation imply ? It

implies, that black men, being no longer property, will be capa-

ble of entering into the marriage state, and of exercising the

rights, and enjoying the blessings of the conjugal and parental

relations ; it implies, that they will be entitled to the fruits of

their honest industry, to the protection of tlie laws of the land,

and to the privilege of securing a happy immortality, by learning

and obeying the will of their Creator.

Now it is almost universally supposed that such emancipation

would, as a matter of course, lead to insurrection, robbery, and

massacre. Yet this opinion will, on examination, be found

utterly irreconcilable with the divine economy, the principles of

human nature, and the testimony of experience.

It is a trite remark, that nations are punished and rewarded

in this world, and individuals in the next ; and both sacred and

profane history will be searched in vain for an instance in which

the Supreme Ruler has permitted a nation to suffer for doing

justice and loving mercy. To believe that God would pei-mit

any community to be destroyed, merely because it had ceased

to do evil, is to call in question the equity of his government, or

the power of his providence. Who that acknowledges the truth

of Revelation, can doubt, that if slavery be sinful, the sooner

we part with it, the more confidently may we rely on the divine

fixvor and protection ? Infidelity alone will seek safety in human

counsels, Avhen opposed to the divine will.

But the opinion we are considering is no less at variance with

the motives and passions of our common nature than with the

dictates of Christian fixith.

Wliat is the theory on which this opinion rests ? Why, that

cruelty, injustice and grievous oppression, render men quiet,

docile, and inoflfensive subjects ; and that if delivered from this
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cruelty, injustice, and oppression, they will rob and murder tlieii"

deliverers !

This theory is happily unsupported by any facts, and rests

upon the simple dogma that the slaves are not yet fitted for

freedom. Now we would ask, What it meant by fitness for

freedom ? Ought a man to be a slave, unless he can read, write,

and cijiher ? Must he be taught accounts, before he can receive

wages ? Should he understand law, before he enjoys its pro-

tection ? Must he be instructed in morals, before he reads his

Bible ? If all these are pre-requisites for freedom, how and

when are they to be acquired in slavery ?

If one century of bondage has not produced this fitness, how
many will ? Are our slaves more fit now, than they were ten,

twenty, fifty years ago ? Let the history of slave legislation

ansAver the inquiry. "When the British government insisted that

female slaves should no longer be flogged naked in the colonies,

the Jamaica legislature replied, that it would be impossible to

lay aside the practice " until the negro women have acquired

more of the sense of shame which distinguishes European

females." Slaves, while such, will become fit for freedom as

soon, but not sooner, than negro women will become modest in

consequence of the West Indian mode of correction. No post-

ponement of emancipation will increase the fitness of slaves for

freedom ; and to wait for this fitness, resembles the conduct of

the simpleton Avho loitered by the brook, expecting to pass dry

shod after the water had run off.

The conclusion to which religion and common sense would

lead us on this subject, is most abundantly confirmed by experi-

ence. Passing by the emancipation of the serfs of Europe, let

us advert to various instances of the sudden abolition of negro

slavery, and let us see how far the theory we are consideiing is

supported by facts.

On the 10th of October, 1811, the Congress of Chili decreed

that every child born after that day should be free.

On the 9th of April, 1812, the government of Buenos Ayres

ordered that every child born after 1st January, 1813, should

be free.

16*
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On the lOtli of July, 1821, the Congress of Colombia passed

an act, emancipating all slaves who had borne arms in favor of

the Republic, and providing for the emancipation, in eighteen

years, of the whole slave population of 280^000.

On the loth of September, 1821, the government of Mexico

granted instantaneous and unconditional emancipation to every

slave.

On the 4th of July, 1827, ten thousand slaves were emanci-

pated in the State of New York by act of the Legislature.

In all these various instances, not one case of insurrection or

of bloodshed is known to have resulted fx-om emancipation. But

St. Domingo— ah, what recollections are awakened by that

name ! With that name are associated the most irrefragable

proofs of the safety and wisdom of immediate emancipation,

and of the ability of the African race to value, defend, and

enjoy the blessings of freedom. The apologists of slavery are

constantly reminding abolitionists of the " scenes in St. Do-
mingo." Were the public familiar with the origin and history

of those scenes, none but abolitionists would dare to refer to

them. We will endeavor in the next chapter to dispel the ignor-

ance which so extensively prevails relative to the " scenes in St.

Domingo," and we trust our efforts will furnish new confirmation

of the great truth, that the path of duty is the path of safety.
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CHAPTER VIII.

EMANCIPATION IN ST. DOMINGO AND GUADALOUPE, AND

PRESENT STATE OF ST. DOMINGO.

In 1790, the population of the French part of St. Domingo

was estimated at 686,000. Of this number, 42,000 were white,

44,000 free people of color, and 600,000 slaves. At the com-

mencement of the French Revolution the free colored people

petitioned the National Assembly to be admhted to political

rights, and sent a deputation to Paris to attend to their interests.

On the 8th of March, 1790, a law was passed, gi-anting to the

colonies the right of holding representative assemblies, and of

exercising, to a certain extent, legislative authority. On the

28th of the same month, another law was passed, declaring that

" all free persons in the colonies, who were proprietors, and

residents of two years' 'standing, and who contribute to the

exigencies of the State, shall exercise the right of voting."

The planters insisted that this law did not apply to free color-

ed persons. They proceeded to elect a general assembly, and

in this election the free blacks were, with but few exceptions,

prevented from voting. The newly elected assembly issued a

manifesto, declaring they would rather die, than divide their

political rights with " a bastard and degenerated race." A por-

tion of the free colored people resolved to maintain the rights

given them by the mother country, and assembled in arms under

one of their own number named Oge. A letter addressed by

this chief to the St. Domingo assembly is fortunately extant,

and explains the true origin of those awful calamities, which it

is found expedient to ascribe to the abolition of slavery.

" Sirs,— A prejudice for a long time upheld, is at last about to fall.

Charged with a commission honorable to myself, I call upon you to

proclaim throughout the colony the decree of the National Assembly
of the 28th of March, which gives, without distinction, to every free
citizen the right of being admitted to all duties and functions whatever.

My pretentions are just, and I do hope you will regard them. / shall

not have recourse to any raising of the slave gangs. It is unnecessary,
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and would be unworthy of me. I wsh you to appreciate duly the

purity of my intentions. When I solicited of the National Assembly *

the decree I obtained in favor of our American colonists, known under

the hitherto injurious distinction of the mixed race, I never cnmpre-

Tiended in my claims the negroes in a state of slavery. You and our ad-

versaries have mixed this with my proceedings to destroy my estimation

in the minds of all well-disposed people : but I have demanded only

concessions for a class of free men, who have endui-ed the yoke of your

oppression for two centuries. We have no wish but for the execution

of the decree of the 28th of March. We insist on its promulgation;

and we cease not to repeat to our friends, that our adversaries are not

merely unjust to us, but to themselves, for they do not seem to know
that their interests are one with ours. Before employing the means at

my command, I will see what good temper will do ; but if, contrary to

my object, you refuse what is asked, I will not answer for those disor-

ders which may arise from merited revenge."

The shout of battle Avas the only answer returned to this let-

ter. The free blacks were defeated, and tlieir brave leader

being taken prisoner, was, with a barbarity equalled only by its

folly, broken alive on the wheel. A ferocious sti-uggle now com-

menced between the two parties, and Ogc's death was awfully

avenged. On the loth of May, 1791, the French Convention

issued a decree declaring explicitly, that " free colored persons

were entitled to all the rights of citizenship." The planters,

however, refused to submit till after 2,000 whites and 10,000

blacks had perished. The free blacks had armed their own

slaves ; and many of the slaves belonging to the whites, taking

advantage of the disturbed state of the island, revolted. The
general assembly at length became alarmed, and on the 20th of

Septembei", 1791, issued a proclamation announcing their acqui-

escence in the decree of the 15th of May, admitting the free

blacks to political equality with the whites. This proclamation

immediately restored peace, and the free hlacls eve?i assisted the

planters in reducing to obedience their revolted slaves. The peace,

however, was of short duration. Intelligence was soon received

that the French Convention had yielded to the clamors of the

planters, and on the 24tli of September, only four days after the

Assembly's proclamation, had repealed the decree giving politi-

cal rights to the free blacks. The irritation caused by this

* Oge had been one of the deputies who were sent to Paris.
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measure may easily be imagined, and the feelings of the free

blacks Avere exasjierated by an act of folly and presumption on

the part of tli^ Colonial Assembly. This body passed an order

for disarming the whole free colored population. That popula-

tion, however, instead of surrendering their arms, challenged

their proud oppressors to take them, and immediately renewed

the war.

On the 4th of April, 1792, the vacillating policy of the French

government led it once more to pass a decree, investing the free

negroes in the colonies with political rights ; and three Commis-

sioners, Avith 6,000 troops, were sent to St. Domingo to enforce

the decree. The Commissioners arrived on the 13th of Sep-

tember, and assumed the government of the island. In June,

1793, they quarrelled with the governor, and each party took

arms. Tlie Commissioners called to their aid 3,000 revolted

slaves, promising pardon for the past, and freedom for the future.

About this time it was estimated that no less than 10,000 of the

white inhabitants had fled from the island, in consequence of its

disturbed state, and this, be it remembered, before a single slave

had been emancipated. The Commissioners Avere successful in

their contest Avitli the governor, and retained the supreme poAA'er

in their OAvn hands. But a nevf danger threatened them. The

planters AA'ere dissatisfied AA'Itli the political rights conferred on the

blacks, and A\'ere in many instances hostile to the Republic AA'hich

had been reared on the ruins of the French Monarchy. They

therefore entered into intrigues A\'ith the British GoA'ernment,

inviting it to take possession of the Island, hoping that thus the

old order of things Avould be restored. The Commissioners

became acquainted with the intentions of the British to invade

the island. Their only defensive force consisted of the C,000

French troops and about 15,000 militia. On the latter they

were sensible but little reliance could be placed. Under these

circumstances, they determined to emancipate the slaves, in

order that the whole colored jiopulation might thus be induced

to array itself under the Republican standard. Bryant Edwards,

a well-knoAvn English Avriter, and a most devoted apologist for

slavery, in his history of this affair, after stating as a fact
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witliin his own knowledge, the overtures made by the St. Do-

mingo planters to Great Britain, and that the Commissioners

could not muster more than 22,000 effective men, adds ;
" These

being necessarily dispersed in detachments throughout the

different provinces, became, on that account, little formidable to

an invading army. Aware of this circumstance, the Commis-

sioners, on the first intimation of an attack from the English,

resorted to the desperate expedient of jiroclaiming all manner of

slavery abolished."

The proclamation was made in September, 1793, and on the

19th of the same month, the British armament, under Colonel

White, arrived at .Jeremie, and took possession of the town, and

afterwards entered Port au Prince. Thus we find that the

abolition of slavery in St. Domingo was not, as is generally

supposed, the result of an insuiTcction by the slaves, but arv act

of political expediency. Let us now see what were the conse-

quences of this act. The whole colored population remained

loyal to the Republican cause. The British Avere mastei-s only

of the soil covered by their troops, and at length, wearied out by

the inveterate opposition they experienced, they abandoned all

hopes of conquest, and in 1798 evacuated the island. In the

mean time, the intercourse between the colony and the mother

country became more and more interrupted. The seas were

scoured by British cruisers, and the colonists Avere left by France

to govern themselves. The Avhole colonial administration had

been entirely subverted, the Commmissioners had returned to

France, and it became necessai'y to adopt some political system.

Under these circumstances, Toussaint, a black, who had acquired

power and mfluence, submitted, in 1801, to a general assembly,

a republican constitution, which was adopted, and the island was

declared to be an independent State on the 1st of July, 1801.

But during all this time, what Avas the conduct of the emanci-

pated slaves ? Before we answer this question, let us remind the

reader that the emancipation Avas not only immediate but unpre-

meditated. No measures had been taken to Jit about G00,000

slaves for freedom, but suddenly, unexpectedly, almost in the

twinklmg of an eye, they ceased to be property, and were in-
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vested with tlie rlglits of liuman nature. And was the theory of

the Eev. Dr. Hawkes verified in St. Domingo ? Did the manu-

mitted slaves maintain themselves by begging and stealing, or

did they destroy and displace the whites ? Let an eye-witness

answer the inquiry. Col. Malefant, then a resident on the

island, says in his 3femoire historique et folitique dcs colonies et

liarticulierement de celle de St. Domingue," p. 58 :
—

" After this public act of emancipation, the negroes remained quiet

both in the south and in the west, and they continued to work upon
all the plantations. There were estates, indeed, which had neither

owners nor managers resident upon them, for some of them had
been put in prison by Montburn, and others, fearing the same fate,

had tied to the quarter which had just been given up to the English.

Yet vq^on these estates, though abandoned, the negroes continued their

labors, where there were any, even inferior agents to guide them, and
on those estates where no white men Avere left to direct them, they

betook themselves to planting of provisions : hut upon all the planta-

tions ivliere the lohites resided, the hlacl's continued to lahor quietly as

before."

In another place, (p. 125,) he says

:

" How did I succeed in the plain of the Cul de Sac, and on the

plantation Gouraud, more than eight months after liberty had been
granted to the blacks ? Let those who knew me at that time, and even
the blacks themselves be asked. They will reply that not a single

negro upon that jilantation, consisting of four hundred and fifty labor

ers, refused to work, and yet this plantation was thought to be under
the worst discipline, and the slaves the most idle of any in the plain.

I myself inspired the same activity into three other plantations of
which I had the management."

He goes on to assert that " the colony was flourishing under

Toussaint—the ivhites lived happily, and in peace xipon their

estates, and the negroes continued to tcorJc for them." Toussaint

came into power under the French authority, 1796, and re-

mained in power till 1802, or the commencement of the war

with France. Thus it appears that the manumitted slaves con-

tinued quietly at work, from their emancipation in 1793, till

1802, a period of about eight years.

This was not, let it be remembered, a season of peace. Dur-

mg most of the time a fierce war was waged against the English

invaders. Jn this war a portion of the planters took part with
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the enemy, and experienced at the hands of the bhicks, those

cruelties which so often distinguish a civil war. But on a careful

and scrupulous examination of the history of this period, we

cannot find, that from the date of the emancipation in 1793, to

the French invasion in 1802, a single xoMte man was injured by

the liberated slaves, unless he had previously placed liimself in

the attitude of a political enemy by siding with the British.

Immediately on the evacuation of the island by the British, pro-

found tranquillity prevailed, and the planters who remained, and

the emigrants who returned, enjoyed their estates without

molestation.

Malefant is not the only witness we can cite to these facts.

General Lacroix, who published his " Memoirs for a history of

St. Domingo," at Paris, in 1819, speaking of the colony, in 1797,

says

:

•

" It marched as by enchantment towards its ancient splendor : culti-

vation prospered ; every day produced perceptible proofs of its pro-

gress. The city of the Cape, and the plant^Uious of the North, rose up

again visibly to the eye." P. 311.

The author of " the History of St. Domingo," printed in Lon-

don, 1818, speaking of Toussaint, says :

" When he restored many of the planters to their estates, there was

no restoration of their former property in human beings. Ko human
beino- was to be bought or sold. Severe tasks, llagellations, and scanty

food, were no longer to be endured. The planters were obhged to

employ their laborers on the footing of hirdd servants
; and the negroes

were required to labor for their own hvelihood. The amount of

remuneration was not left to individual generosity or private agree-

ment, but it was fixed by law, that the cultivators should have for their

wages a third part of the crops. While this ample encouragement was

afforded for the excitement of industry, penalties were at the same

time denounced for the punishment of idleness."

" The eflects of these regulations Avere visible throughout the coun-

tiy. OUlged to work, but in a moderate manner, and for handsome
wages, and at liberty for the most part to choose their own masters, the

plantation negroes Avere in general contented, healthy and happy."*

* These representations are confirmed by the fact, that the exports frotn

St. Domingo in 1801, seven years after emancipation, ivere of sugar, 18,535,-

132 lbs. ; coffee, 43,420,270 lbs. ; cotton, 2,480,310 lbs. McCuHoch's Diet, of
Commeixe, p. 926.
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And now let abolitionists be reminded of the " scenes in St.

Domingo ;
" yes, let those scenes be constantly kept before the

public as an awful and affecting memento of the justice due to

the free blacks, and as a glorious demonstration of the perfect

safety of immediate and unconditional emancipation.

Yet men who believe it safe to do immediate justice, and who
find from history that God never permits a nation to suffer for

obeying his commands, are held up to the derision and detesta-

tion of the community as fanatics and incendiaries. Let us see

what new proofs of their fanaticism arc afforded by the history

of the abolition of slavery in Guadaloupe.

On the 20th of April, 1794, a British armament, under Sir

Charles Grey, took the French island of Guadaloupe, many of

the planters, as in St. Domingo, being royalists and favoring the

cause of the invaders.

On the 5th of June following, a French force, under Victor

Hugo, arrived to dispute the possession of the island. The
Republican general immediately proclaimed the freedom of the

slaves, in pursuance of a decree of the National Assembly of

the preceding February, and arming the negroes, led them

against the enemy. The English were soon confined within

narrow quarters, and by the 10th of December, were compelled

to evacuate the island. From this time, Guadaloupe remained

a dependance of France till 1810, when it was retaken by the

English.

On the abolition of slavery la police rurale was substituted

for it. The slaves were converted into free laborers, and were

entitled to their food and one-fourth of the produce of their

labor. They were 85,000 in number, and the whites only

13,000. So far was the cultivation of the island from being

suspended by emancipation, that in 1801, an official report

stated the plantations as follows, viz. : of sugar, 390 ; of coffee,

1355 ; of cotton, 328 ; and 25 grass farms. The jieace of

Amiens unhappily afforded Bonaparte an opportunity to re-

establish slavery in Guadaloupe. In the summer of 1802,

Richepanse landed on the island at the head of a powerful

French force, and in a short time, by the indiscriminate mas-

16
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sacre of all wlio opposed his purpose, fulfilled the object of

his mission at the sacrifice, it is said, of nearly 20,000 negro

lives.

Immediately preceding this atrocious act, all was peace and

prosperity; and so late as February, 1802, the supreme council

of Guadaloupe, in an official document, alluding to the tran-

quillity which reigned throughout the island, observed :

" We shall have the satisfaction of having sjiven an example, which
will prove that all classes of people may live in perfect harmony with

each other, under an administration which secures justice to all
CLASSES."

In Guadaloupe, Ave see an instance of a great preponderating

slave population suddenly emancipated, and yet peaceably pur-

suing their labors for seven years, and living in harmony Avith

the white proprietors.

If we are to believe colonizationists, the negro character is to

be exhibited in all its perfection in Liberia ; but in America,

the black man can never rise from his present degradation. Do
we inquire the reason, we are promptly told that no equality

can subsist between the white and black races, and that the

latter to be great and happy must live alone. Strange it is, that

instead of referring to St. Domingo as an apt illustration of

their theory, they are fond of citing the present state of that island

as a warning against abolition,— as a proof that free negroes

are too indolent to work, too deficient in enterprise to attain

national prosperity. If such be the fact how faithless must be

their predictions of the future glory of Liberia. Let us now

attend to the gloomy and disheartening account whicli the chair-

man of the Executive Committee of the New York Colonization

Society gives us of St. Domingo ; an account Avhich, if true,

ought to induce the >Society to abandon their enterpi-ise.

" More than thirty years have elapsed since slavery was abolished

in St. Domingo. Through scenes of unparalleled devastation and
blood, the blacks expelled their white masters, and have ever since lived

under a government of their own. But from the day of their emanci-

pation to the present, the population, for the most part, have been idle

and worthless."
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" St. Domingo was the garden of the new world— the richest of the

Indies. But its villas has gone to ruin, and its fields run to waste.

Thorns and briars have choked their gardens, and the i)lantations have
been barren from idleness. The government has ever been despotic,

and of necessity ; and at last its power has been called forth for

the regulation of labor— the labor of freemen, to prevent the island

from going entirely to ruin. The following extract from a late Haytien
enactment is in point, and will serve as a practical commentary upon
the mad schemes of our ^«eZ^??^fa?^m(7 but deluded philanthropists. We
have extracted the following articles, which render the condition of the

free blacks very little different from, if not actually icorse than the con-

dition of the slaves in any pari of (he United States." * Com. Advertiser,

2ilh of September, 1834.

Then follow extracts from the rural code of Hayti, from

which it appears, that all persons without land or occupation are

compelled to labor, and are liable to imprisonment for idleness.

It is remarkable that the pliilantliropists, on whose mad
schemes this code is supposed to be a commentary, are admitted

on the 24th of September to be " well-meaning," whereas, on

the 9th of June preceding, we were assured by this same gen-

tleman, that the " design " of these philanthropists was " to

foment a servile war in the South." To convince us how unfit

negroes are for freedom, we are here mformed that thirty years

after slavery was abolished in St. Domingo, the government has

at last exerted its power for the regulation of labor, to prevent

the island from going entirely to ruin. It so happens that the regu-

lation of labor, instead of being an expedient resolved on at last to

save the island from ruin, was coeval with the act of emancipa-

* This last assertion is so very extraordinary, that wc are constrained to
believe Mr. Stone has never read the " enactment " from which he quotes.
The present rural code of Hayti was adopted in 182G. It is a document filling
about fifteen folio pages, and displays a strong desire to secure justice to
the laborers. By this code, all " who shall not be able to show that they
possess the means of subsistence, shall be bound to cultivate the earth."
Such persons are required to hire themselves as farm laborers, but they arc
at perfect liberty to select their employer. The parties enter into -wTitten
contracts for not less than three, nor more than nine years. The compen-
sation to the laborers on a farm, varies according to the terms of the contract,
from one-fourth to one-half of the whole produce of the farm. All disputes
between the employer and his people arc settled by a justice of the peace.
The employer can no more flog or otherwise punish his " cultivators," than
an American farmer can his hired laborers. Not even for crimes is corporal
punishment allowed in Hayti. The cultivator has, by law, the whole of
Saturday and Sunday to himself, and on other days he cannot be required
to work after sunset. There is nothing to prevent him from accumulating
property by industry and economy, buying a farm and hiring laborers in his
turn.
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tion. Ou the 28th of February, 1794, Etienne Polverel, " civil

commissary of the Republic, delegated to the French Leeward

islands in America, for the purpose of reestablishing the public

order and tranquillity," published in the name of the French

people a rural code for the government of the liberated slaves

in St. Domingo. It is long, and descends to minute particulates
;

a brief extract will show that it regulated labor.

" The ordinary day's labor is limited to about nine hours, viz. : from
sunrise to half-past eight— from hah-past nine to twelve— and from
two to sunset ; and in crop time, it shall be extended to eight o'clock

in the evening. The laborers shall be bound to obey the overseers,

and the overseers to obey each other, according to their rank ; but their

authority shall be confined to the cultivation and good order of the

plantation. Those laborers who in these points shall refuse to obey the

order of the overseers, shall be subject to a 7nonth's imprisonment, icith

labor during the day on public tcorks," &c., &c.

This code continued in force till August, 1798, when it was

somewhat modified by Toussaint, and we have abeady seen, on

the authority of the history of St. Domingo, that " the planters

were obliged to employ their laborers on the footing of hired

servants, and the negroes were required to labor for their liveli-

hood." Hence it appears that the regulation of labor in St.

Domingo is not, as Mr. Stone seems to suppose, a recent exer-

tion of power on the part of the government.

But what shall we say of the ruined villas, the barren plan-

tations, the gardens choked with thorns ? Admitting Mr.

Stone's melancholy picture to be correct, cannot we explain it

on other principles than such as would be fatal to the freedom

and happiness of millions ? The zealous editor seems whoUy

to have forgotten the terrible war wliich the Haytiens were com-

pelled to wage in defence of their liberty. In 1802, a French

army landed in St. Domingo, for the purpose of again reducing

its inhabitants to slavery, and a war ensued, which, for its deso-

lating fury, is probably without a parallel. A historian of this

war, thus concludes his account of it

:

"At length, in the month of December, 1803, the island was finally

abandoned, a mere handful of the French troops escaping the destruc-

tion which bad already overtaken 60,000 of their fellows ! Thus for
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nearly two years, with a very brief interval, had a war raged in St.

Domingo, singularly ferocious and vindictive in its character, and
directed latterly more to extermination than to conquest, sparing neither

sex nor age, and sweeping away from the whole face of the plains of

that beautiful island every trace of cultivation. So complete was the

extinction (Jf all sugar culture in particular, that for a time not an
ounce of that article was procurable. The very roots and fruits on
which subsistence depended, were cultivated only in viornes. Desola-

tion, therefore, could hardly be conceived more complete, than pre-

vailed in 1804 and 1805 over all those parts of the colony ichich had
formerly been covered tcith pkuitations ; and it is well known how soon
the rank vegetation of a tropical chmate converts the neglected plan-

tation into jungle."

And is it a proof that slaves ought nevei* to be emancipated

that St. Domingo has not in thirty years, after such wide-spread

desolation, become again in the hands of men recently delivered

from bondage, and for the most part, poor and ignorant, " the

garden of the new world ? " And was, indeed, that an " idle

and worthless " population which successfully resisted the arms

of England and of France, and achieved their freedom by a

heroic sacrifice of their lives and property— a sacrifice which,

had their complexion been white, would have been celebrated

by poets and orators in every portion of the civilized world ?

Let us now^ inquire, whether the present state of the island is

in truth such as is alleged.

The Rev. Simon Clough, D. D., LL. D., has lately published

a pamphlet, (•' Appeal to the Citizens of the United States ")

in which he undertakes to justify slavery from the Scriptures,

and to prove that all clergymen who advocate immediate aboli-

tion, are *' false teachers," and ought to be dismissed by their

congregations. Now this most veracious teacher, speaking of

St. Domingo, assures us, p. 16: "At the present time* there is

not ONE sugar, coffee, or cotton plantation on the island. There

is now exported about five million pounds of inferior coffee, which

grows wild, and is picked up by the inhabitants off the ground,

where it falls after it becomes ripe."

Strange it is, that this island, if in the state described by

Messrs. Stone and Clough, should support a population of

*Thc pamphlet was published in New York, 1834.

16*
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935,050.* Still more strange is it, that when the whole export

of coffee is only about five million pounds, it should appear fi*om

the report of the Secretary of the Treasury, that the coffee

exported in 1833, from Hayti to the United States alone, amount-

ed to eleven million, seven hundred eighty-four thousand, eight

hundred and thirty-five pounds. Most passing strange is it, that

the imports into this country, in the same year, from an island

in which there is not ONE sugar, coffee, or cotton plantation

;

with an idle and worthless population ; with its fields run to

waste, and its plantations barren from idleness, should neverthe-

less exceed in value our imports in the same period, from either

Prussia— Sweden and Norway— Denmark, and the Danish

West Indies— Ireland and Scotland— Holland— Belgium—
Dutch East Indies— British West Indies— Spain— Portugal

— all Italy— Turkey and the Levant— or any one republic in

South America ! f

Neither Mr. Stone nor Dr. Clough professes to speak from

personal observation. Let us then listen to an eye-witness. In

1831, was published in a London periodical, the journal of a

traveller in Hayti. The following are extracts :

" Port au Prince, Island of Hayti, June 25, 1830.

" Being aware that this city had very recently suffered greatly by
fire, I expected to see an unsightly Avaste of ruin and decay ; but the

lots are rebuilt, and many a splendid and substantial edifice, surpassing

those to be seen in the city of Kingston in Jamaica, has arisen as the

first ft-uits of the security which property enjoys, by the recognized

independence of Ilayti.

" 1 have made an excursion or two, just out of the town, to the little

cottage settlements on the side of the mountain above the city. I am
told, that in the ancient regime, (that is the phrase here for the old

state of things,) the plains were a source of so abundant a return for

the industry of the proprietor, that the mountains in this neighborhood

were comparatively neglected, so that the ' Camp des Fourmis,' the

range of hills so called, extending from Point Lamentine to the Cul de

Sac, were heretofore never cultivated as they are now. At present

they are covered Avith a thousand small setdements appropriated to coffee,

and provisions, and fruits, and vegetables, in which the advantages of

irrigation, presented by the frequent springs, bursting from the moun-

* Census of 1824.

fSee documents accompanying Letters from Secretary of the Treasury to

the Speaker of the House of Representatives, 21st April, 1834.
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tain ra^ ines, have been diligently attended to in the agricultural econ-
omy. The water is trenched over the sunny surface of each projecting
irregularity of the ridge ; and height above height, the cottage of the
humble cultivator is seen ; or the substantial country-seat of the Hay-
tien merchant, with Its baths, bowers, and terraced gaixlens, has been
erected.

" Port an Prince, though by no means a handsome town, is at this

day, In style, and one may say splendor, far superior to what it was in

the colonial period of its history.

" The fre(j^ueut calamities to which It had been subjected fj-om fire,

and the Immense and valuable property lost by earthr[uakes In the
years 1820 and 1822, have led the Ilaytiens to attempt providing
against the two-fold liability, as they expressed it, of being bouleveise

et incendie. They have commenced reerecting some of the houses
destroyed by these conllagratlons, Avith stone or brick, cased over
wooden frames, at once to sustain the shock of the earthquake, and to

repel the action of the fire. They cover the roofs with tiles or slates,

rather than shingles ; and erect their stores for merchandise with fire-

proof terraces, and wrought-Iron doors and windov/s. These buildings
have galleries and arched colonnades, with heavy cornices and balus-

trades screening the roof; and floors of variegated marble, and tiles in

the up2)cr as well as lower stories. If continued generally, they will

render this city not only one of the most elegant in the West Indies,

but one In Avhich the houses will exhibit an interior economy, the very
best adapted to the necessities of the climate. The decorations are
appropriate. The rich, varied mahogany of the country Is manufac-
tured Into elegant furniture by the artisans here ; and the French taste

of gilded mirrors, or Molu clocks, and jiorcelain vases, filled with arti-

ficial flowers, impart to the dwellings of the simple Ilaytiens an air of
refinement not unworthy of Euroj^e.

" The scene presented to the view of the traveller who quits the city

of Port au Prince, to journey on the highway to the mountains, through
a wild waste. Is not a solitary one. On the road he will meet a multi-

tude of cultivators coming to the city market, with horses and asses

loaded with provisions. He will see wagons with produce drawn by
hardy and healthy cattle. If he departs from the high road, and turns
to the right hand through one of the woodland paths, he will find him-
self entering into open grounds, covered with verdant fields ; he will

see traces every where visible of reneiccd cultivation ; mansions re-

erected ; aqueducts 7-econducting iho'w strcaras to Irrigate the land ; the
sound of water-mills at work ; cottages no longer deserted, but tenanted
by laborers once more issuing from them to gather in the harvest of,

the teeming soil.

" The Island of Jamaica does not exhibit a plantation better estab-

lished than Chateau Blond ; whether we consider the resources of the
land, or the mechanical economy by which those resources are com-
manded, It Is a splendid establishment.

" To me who have had an opportunity from the day of my birth, and
long residence in a slave colony, of forming by comparison a correct

estimate of this people's advancement, the general quiet conduct and
I'espectful behavior of all classes here, publicly and privately, is a
matter exciting great sui-prlse."
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All this, it may be said, is anonymous testimony. It is so,

and yet it seems entitled to at least as mucli weight as the bare,

naked assertions of Messi'S. Stone and Clough. "We will now

offer testimony to which we presume no objection will be made.

The following are extracts from " the report of the select com-

mittee on the extinction of slavery throughout the British Do-

minions, with minutes of evidence, ordered by the House of

Commons to be printed, 11th August, 1832."

Evidence of Mr. Robert Sutherland.

" Are there many persons who work for hire in Hayti ?

" Yes, the whole cultivation is carried on by free labor.

" Do these persons work with industry and vigor ?

" I have no reason to think they do not. The proof that free labor

in Ilayti answers, is this : that after the French were expelled, there was
ahsoluldij no sugar tvork ; there was no mill; there was nothing of that

kind which could be put in use ; it was destroyed ;
and since that

period, various plantations have grown up in Ilayti. JNIen have gone
to the expense of thirty and forty thousand dollars, to build up those

sugar works ; and it stands to reason, that unless these men were rejjaid

for tlieir capital they would not continue that sort of work. And there

is another thing to be observed, that sugar is not the staple commodity
of Ilayti ; they only make siiiHcient for their own consumption. Cof-

fee is the staple commodity of the island.

" If a man can show that be has the means of subsistence of his own,

is he compelled to labor under the code ritrale ?

" Decidedly not.

" Do you believe that corporal punishment is intlicted upon any of

the laborers in Ilayti ?

" I believe it is impossible. I have seen the peasantry in the High-

lands of Scotland where I was brought up, and I declare that the ne-

groes in St. Domingo are comparatively as much superior to them in

comfort as it is possible for one man to be over another."

Evidence of the Vice Admiral, the Hon. Charles Fleming, memhcr of
Parliament.

" Was told that vagrants and deserters worked by compulsion, but

he did not see any himself Had never heard of any working under

the lash. The lash was prohibited by laic. Tlie Ilaytiens appeared to

him the happiest, best fed, and most comfortable negroes he had ever

seen ; better off even than in the Caraccas : infinitely better than in

Jamaica ; there was no comparison between them. He could not speak

positively of the increase of the Ilaytien population since 1804, but

believed it had trebled since that time. They now feed themselves, and
they export provisions, which neither the French nor the Spaniards

had ever done before.
" He saAv a sugar estate near Cape Ilaytien, General Boulon's, ex-

tremely well cultivated, and in beautiful order. It was wrought by
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blacks, all free. A new plantation was forming on the opposite side of
the road. Their victuals were veiy superior to those in Jamaica, con-
sisting chiefly of meat, cattle being very cheap. The highest contract
beef in Ilayti, was 2d.; in Jamaica, it was 12d. He saw no 7narks of
destitution any ivhere. The country seemed improving, and trade in-

creasing. The estate he visited near the Cape was large ; it was cal-

culated to make 300 hogsheads of sugar. It was beautifully laid out,

and as well managed as any estate he had seen in the West Indies.

His official correspondence as Admiral with the Haytien government,
made him attribute much efficiency to it, and it bore strong marks of
civiHzation. There was a better police in Hayti, than in the new
South American States ; the communication was more rapid ; the roads
much better. One had been cut from Port au Prince to Cape Haytien,
that would do honor to any country. A regular post was established.

The government is one rjuite worthy of a civilized people. The negroes
of Hayti are certainly richer, and happier, and in a better condition
than he had ever seen elsewhere. They were all working in the fields

when he was there. He rode about very much. He did not think
any acts of oppression were practised on the people of Hayti by the
government."

Mr. Jeremie, late first president of the royal court of St. Lu-
cia, informs us that in St. Domingo

" Is found a liappy, flourishing, and contented peasantry, engaged in
the cultivation of their own small freeholds ; and as these pei-sons
acquire capital, they form larger estabUshments, and are gradually
rising. This proves that the general wants of the community are sup-
plied, and, if well governed, that community must soon acquire strength
and rise to importance." Essays on Colonial Slavery, 1832, p. 03.

The following facts, collected from the new and valuable " Dic-

tionary of Commerce and Commercial Navigation," by J. E.

McCulloch, London edition, 1834, abundantly confirm the fore-

going testimonies.

In 1 786, the exportation of coffee was about 35,000 tons. In conse-
quence of the subsequent devastation of the island, the exportation
for some years almost totally ceased ; but it has now risen to about
20,000 tons ! p. 309.

The amount of the following articles, exported in 1832, was esti-

mated as follows, viz.

:

Coffee, 50,000,000 lbs.

Cotton, 1,500,000 lbs.

Tobacco, 500,000 lbs.

Cocoa, 500,000 lbs.

Dye wood, 5,000,000 lbs.

Tortoise sliell, 1 2,000 lbs.

Mahogany, 6,000,000 feet
Hides, 80,000—p. 927.
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The quantity of sugar exported in 1832, is not stated ; but in 1826,

it amounted to 32,864 lbs. ; and it should be recollected, that about

twenty years before, not an ounce of that article was manufactured on
the island, p. 926.

The imports into France, in 1831, from Ilayti, exceeded in value

the imports from Sweden— Denmark, the Hanseatic Towns— IIol-

'

land— Portugal — Austria— the French East Indies— or China,

p. 637.

In the same year, the importation of French wines into Ilayti

amounted to 108,495 gallons, p. 1250.*

Cotton manufactures, to the amount of 6,828,576 yards, were ex-

ported from Great Britain to Ilayti in 1831, being about one-tenth the

number of yards exported the same year to the United States, p. 446.

Our readers are now competent to jutlge for themselves how

far the assertions of Mr. Stone and the Rev. Dr. Clough are

consistent with truth ; and also what is " the practical commen-

tary " offered by the history and present state of St. Domingo,

on " the mad scliemes of our well-meaning but deluded

philanthropists."

CHAPTER IX,

EMANCIPATION IN THE BRITISH WEST INDIES.

The British Government, in part to conciliate the West In-

dia proprietors, and in part through apprehension of the danger

of immediate emancipation, determined to abolish slavery in

such a manner as to ^fit the slave for freedom. Instead of breaking

his yoke, it was to be reduced in weight ; and six years were to be

occupied in filing off his manacles. On the first of last August,

the slave Avas told and believed, that slavery was abolished ; but

on the morrow, he Avas summoned to his usual task, and reipiired

to work as before, without reward. Astonished and disap-

* The quantity of French wine imported the same year into Great Britain

for home consumplion, was 2-34,366 gallons, p. 1255.
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pointed, lie doubted the legality of the mandate, and hesitated

to obey it. He was then informed, that, although no longer a

slave, he was nevertheless an apprentice, and must toil on for

six years longer, before he could enjoy the fruits of his labor.

Had emancipation been nominally, as well as really, prospective,

the slave would have regarded it as a boon ; but he did not

readily comprehend the distinction between slavery and appren-

ticeship.

There was, howevei-, a very important distinction, which he

soon discovered, and which did not promote his acquiescence in

protracted wrong. The lash was, by act of Parliament, wrested

from the master's hand ; and while he was authorized to com-

mand his appi'entices to labor, he was forbidden to punish them

for idleness or insubordination. On this subject a Jamaica paper

remarks :

" It is clear, and there is no use in disguisinir tlie fact, that tlie ap-

prentices can no longer be coerced in the way they formerly were ; for

in the first place, no magistrate can legally inflict more than twenty-
nine stripes, and, in the next, it is not possible to furnish magistrates

enough for the purpose. The hope, therefore, of coercing, is absurd,
and must be abandoned."

The conduct of the West India negroes, under these circum-

stances, proves how utterly groundless are the apprehensions

entertained of emancipation. Disappointed and irritated, and.

at the same time almost wholly released from the control of their

masters, they have exhibited a meekness, patience, and forbear-

ance, utterly without a parallel. The great mass of the appren-

tices continue to labor, but some have either refused to work, or

accomplish less than their apj^ointed tasks. None of the insur-

rections, murders and conflagrations, which were so confidently

predicted by the enemies of abolition, have occurred. Not one

life has yet been taken, not one dwelling fired,* throughout the

British "West Indies, by the emancipated slaves.

This forbearance is the more remai'kable, when we consider

the numerical superiority of the negroes, in the "West Indies,

* Two sheds, called trash houses, were lately burned in Jamaica, probably,
but not certainly, by an apprentice.
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and particularly in Jamaica, where there are 331,000 slaves,

and only 37,000 whites.

Whatever may be the result of the appi'enticeship experi-

ment, abolitionists are not responsible for it. It was adopted

contrary to their advice, and is inconsistent with the doctrines

they profess. The emancipation which they believe to be most

consonant with the will of God, most conducive to the safety

and happiness of the whites, is immediate and unconditional.

They rejoice that theu' doctrines are at this moment subjected

to a severe and practical test, and they await the issue with un-

shaken confidence.

The Legislatui-es of Bermuda and Antigua, have adopted the

very course which the American Anti-Slavery Society recom-

mends to the slave States. With the permission of the British

government, these Legislatures dispensed with the api^rentice-

ship altogether, and on the first of last August, granted imme-

diate and tinqualijicd etnancipation. That we may judge of the

fanaticism, the madness, the reckless incendiarism of these

Legislatures, we must take into consideration the number of

slaves they " let loose upon the community," and their relative

proportion to the white population.

Li Bermuda there are 5,500 whites, 4,650 slaves, and 500

free blacks. In Antigua, 2,000 whites, 30,000 slaves, and 4,500

free blacks.*

The Bermuda Gazette, of the 4th of August, thus speaks of

the great change effected on the 1st.

" The day was as remarkable for quietude, exemption from labor,

and solemnity, as that which marks the Sabbath in a Christian laud.

The only busde peireptible was in preparation for attending public

worship, Avhich his Excellency the Governor most wisely ordered to be

performed: thereby dedicating it wholly to God, the wilier and doer

of this great work. The churehes and other places of public worship

on the inland were crowded to excess, every possible accommodation

being afforded to the colored people. From every quarter we hear of

their orderly, nay more, exemplary behavior. Four days of univer-

sal freedom have now passed, and four days of more perfect regularity

and quiet have these famed peaceful islands never witnessed."

* American Almanac.
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Such was the immediate result of turning loose 4,000 slaves.

Let us now attend to the subsequent testimony. The Hon. Mr.

Butterfleld, Chief Justice of Bermuda, in his charge to the grand

jury on the Gth of Novembei", referring to the abolition of slaves

in the island, observed : -

" Tills measure, which was necessarily one of fearful experiment,
has not, I am happy to say, disappointed the hopes of the pubHc, whose
feelings in its flivor were expressed Avitli a unanimity as unexampled
as, I am ])roud to say, altogether honorable to the character of the
country. On the contrary, it is a subject of congratulation, and cer-

tainly of commendation to the emancipated, that in three months during
which we have been able to mark its working, the general character
and comfort of society have improved, and the evils which some of its

best friends apprehended, were m all cases overrated, and in some
have hitherto had no existence."

But in Bermuda the whites were equal to the blacks, and the

manumitted slaves were perhaps restrained from outrage by the

consciousness of their own weakness. It seems as if Provi-

dence had provided facts to refute every argument that can be

urged against abolition. Let us now turn to Antigua, where the

slaves were to the whites as 15 to 1, and the free blacks as 3 to

2, and see how far in this overwhelming preponderance of the

colored over the Avhite population, immediate emancipation con-

firmed Dr. Ilawkes's theory. Let the Antigua newspaper of

7th of August, answer.

" The great doubt is solved, the alarming prognostications of the ad-
vocates of slavery are falsified, the highest hopes of the negroes' friends

fulfilled, and their pledge honorably redeemed. A whole people, com-
prising thirty thousand souls, have passed from slavery into freedom,
not only without the slightest irregularity, but with the solemn and
decorous tranquiUity of a Sabbath. A week has nearly elapsed, and
although all eyes and ears are open, and reports spread rapidly, we
have not heard of a single act of insolence, insubordination or violence

committed by any one of them, under false and licentious notions of
freedom."

From the same paper, of the 14th of August:

" It is with the highest satisfaction we announce, that we know of
and believe that there is no gang of laborers in the island, which has
not returned to its accustomed employment."

17
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So that two weeks after the slaves were " let loose," instead

of begging and stealing, they were all quietly at work.

"We quote from the same paper of the 21st of August:

" The third week of freedom will close with tliis day, and again we
are bound to express our gratitude and praise to the Divine goodness,

for the perfect peace and tranquillity which the island enjoys. Not
the least symptom of insubordination has manifested itself any where

;

and the daily accounts from all quarters testify to the excellent disposi-

tion and conduct of the new freemen."

In a letter from Antigua, dated August oOth, and published

in a Norfolk paper, we find the following

:

" The operations of commerce have experienced no interruption
;

public confidence remains unshaken. Tioo sugar plantations have

recently leased for as much as they were worth with the negroes included,

prior to emancipation."

While the Jamaica papers are filled with complaints of the

conduct of the apprentices, and predictions of the ruin of the

island, one of them (10th September) says:

" In Antigua, all appears to be peaceable and quiet. Its rulers

evinced more wisdom, and proved themselves to be better tacticians,

than those of any other colonies, Bermuda excepted. In getting rid

of the apprenticeship, they got rid of the source, and only source of

heartburning between them and their laborers ; and we maintain, as a

free colony, will soon experience advantages not to be enjoyed by
others, so long at least as the humbug continues."

About eight months have now elapsed since the thirty thou-

sand slaves of Antigua were suddenly " let loose," and, as yet,

we have not heard of a single outrage committed by them. It

had been customary in this island, as an additional security

against insurrection, to proclaim martial law at the Christmas

holidays, during which times the slaves had peculiar oppor-

tunities for forming conspiracies. The great act of justice ac-

complished on the first of August, relieved the planters of all

apprehension of insurrection ; and not only was the usual

proclamation withheld at the last Christmas, hut the militia was

exempted from duty. In a late speech by the Speaker of the
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Antigua House of Assembly, lie adverted to the "universal

tranquillity " that prevailed, and to the " respectful demeanor of

the lower classes
;

" and declared that " the agricultural and

commercial prosperity of the colony was absolutely on the

ADVANCE."

CHAPTER X. ,

GRADUAL AND IMMEDIATE EMANCIPATION.

If we have been successful in our endeavors to prove that

the removal of slavery by colonization is both morally and

physically impossible, then it necessarily follows, that the slaves

must be emancipated hei'e, or that slavery must be indefinitely

continued.

Should the former alternative be adopted, the important

question occurs,— Ought the emancipation to be gradual or

immediate ?

If this question is to be determined with reference to moral

obligation, it is certainly difficult for those who regard slavery

as sinful to justify its continuance even for a limited time. If;

howevei', the question is to be decided on the ground of mere

political expediency, there are many and powerful objections to

gradual emancii^ation ; and what may at first view appear para-

doxical, the strength of these objections is proportioned to the

number of slaves to be emancipated.

In New York, slavery was for the most part gradually abol-

ished ; that is, the children born after a certain day became free

as they respectively reached the age of twenty-eight years ; and

when the whole number of slaves was reduced to ten thousand,

they were liberated in a single day. In New York, the white

population so greatly exceeded the black, that no jealousy was

entertained of the free negroes, and no inconvenience experi-

enced in unitino; free and slave labor. But in those States in
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wliicli nearly all the laborers are slaves, where every free black

is regarded as a nuisance and an incendiary, and where the

planter would, on no consideration, permit him to labor in com-

pany with his slaves, much ditliculty would necessarily attend

a gradual relinquishment of slave labor.

Suppose, in South Carolina for instance, ten thousand slaves

should be annually manumitted by law. This would certainly

be gradual emancipation, as it would require about forty years

to free the whole number. Now, what would become of these

ten thousand yearly discharged from the plantations ? Would

their late masters be willing to hire them, and turn them back

into their cotton fields ? Tlie supposition is extravagant. The

planter would dread their influence on his remaining slaves, and

these would certainly, and with great reason, be dissatisfied at

seeing their late companions working for wages, while they

themselves were denied any compensation for their toil. But if

the ten thousand liberated slaves were not employed, how could

they obtain a livelihood, and how could the planters supply their

place on the plantations ? The idea that by gradual emancipa-

tion the slaves will become Jit for freedom, is visionary in the

extreme. How is it possible that the liberation of a portion of

the slaves, can qualify those Avho remain in chains to become

useful citizens ? The house of bondage is not the school in

which men are to be trained for liberty.

As then gradual emancipation, however desirable, if no other

can be obtained, is so full of difficulty, and, in the opinion of

slave-holders, so dangerous that they have almost universally

passed laws to prevent it, the only alternative is immediate

emancipation or continued slavery.

It seems scarcely possiljle that any conscientious man, after

considering the results of immediate emancipation in St. Do-

mingo and Guadaloupe, in New York, in Mexico, in South

America, and in the West Indies, should join in the popular

clamor against it, as necessarily leading to massacre and rapine.

No reason can be assigned Avhy the whites Avould not possess

the same physical power to prevent or suppress outrage after,

as before emancipation ; but abundant reason may be given,
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why the blacks, when restored to their rights, and enjoying the

protection and privileges of civil society, should be less disposed

to destroy their benefactors and deliverers, than they are when

smarting under cruelty and injustice, to destroy those whom

they regard as their tyrants and oppressors.

Who, with the knowledge that no white man has ever been

murdered in consequence of immediate emancipation, dai'es to

declare in the presence of his Maker, that self-preservation

forbids the abolition of slavery ?

But we are met with the inquiry, IIow are the owners to be

compensated for the loss of their property? This same objec-

tion was made to the suppression of the African slave-trade.

British merchants had invested large capitals in the traffic, and

it was contended that to prohibit the trade was to violate the

rights of property. All governments possess the right to sup-

press practices injurious to society, and to abate nuisances.*

If a particular manufactory is found to be deleterious to the

health of a city, it is not only the right, but the duty of the civil

authority, to suppress it. If the national interests require an

embargo, the measure is adopted, although it virtually wrests

from the merchant his property, by depriving him of the use of

his own ships.

The State of New York abolished slavery without compen-

sating the slave-holders. The same has been done in Mexico,

and in various instances in South America ; and the compensa-

tion given by Parliament to the West India proprietors, probably

arose from the consideration that the legislators who enacted

the abolition law, Avere not themselves personally affected by it

;

and in order, therefore, to avoid the reproach of indulging their

benevolence at the expense of others, granted a pecuniary com-

pensation to the owners of the emancipated slaves.

To contend that the slaves in the Southern States ought not

to be emancipated by law, except on the payment to their

masters, of their market value, is to contend that slavery ought

* " How little to be respected," exclaimed Lord Mulgrave, late Governor
of Jamaica, "is that rigid regard for the rights of property, which says a man
shall do what he likes with his own, when his own is his fcUow-man."

17*
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to be perpetual. Such a payment is morally impossible.

By whom can it be made ? The Federal Government have

neither the will nor the constitutional power to make it. But

admitting it possessed both, the appropriation of the national

funds to this purpose would not be such a payment, because a

very large proportion of those funds would be draAvn from the

slave-holders themselves ; and it would be an insulting mockery

to offer to pay them with their own money. To suppose that

the free States would be willing, from motives of disinterested

benevolence, to make a present to their neighbors of a thou-

sand MILLIONS of dollars* is obviously absurd: nor is it

less absurd to insist that this sum ought to be paid to the masters

by the Legislatures of the slave States ; since the pockets of the

masters are the only sources whence those Legislatures could

obtain the money.

So far as the whole amount of wealth in the community

is concerned, it would be enhanced, not diminished by emanci-

pation. This may seem a strange assertion to follow the esti-

mate we have just made of the market value of the slave

population. But what is the price paid for a slave ? Nothing

more than the amount of his wages for life, paid in advance

;

paid, it is true, to another, but still paid as an equivalent for

labor to be performed, and to be refunded with interest out of

that labor. Now it is obvious that it is the jJroduct of this labor

which can alone add anything to the aggregate wealth; and

that no diminution of that wealth can be caused by paying for

the labor as it is performed, monthly, or yearly, instead of paying

for the whole of it in advance.

This argument, it may be said, applies only to the purchase

and sale of slaves ; but that where a planter is already in pos-

session of them, he would certainly lose a part of his profits

by being compelled to pay hun wages, and this loss would be

60 much deducted by emancipation from the general stock.

The fallacy of this opinion may be perceived by recollecting

that it can in no degree affect the national wealth, whether the

* Estimating the slaves at an average value of ^400, the amount would no!0

nearly equal this sum, and in a few years far exceed it.
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horse with which a farmer tills his corn-field was reared by

himself or purchased from his neighbor. It is the corn produced,

and not the money paid for the animal by one man and received

by another, that augments the riches of the country.

If the slaves are worth a thousand millions of dollars, it is

evidence that their lahor must be worth much more ; because to

their price is to be added the cost of their maintenance, and the

whole is to be reimbursed with profit out of their labor. Now
colonization would utterly annihilate all this labor ; it calls upon

the South to surrender a commodity worth more than a thousand

millions ; and upon this surrender, Avhich would convert the

whole slave region into a wilderness, it rests all its hopes of the

ultimate abolition of slavery

!

Emancipation, on the contraiy, instead of removing millions

of laborers, would stimulate their industry, improve their morals,

quicken their intelligence, and convert a dangerous, idle, and

vicious population into wholesome citizens. Were all the slaves

in South Carolina emancipated to-morrow, every bi'anch of

industry would derive new energy, and every species of property

an increased value from the additional security which such a

measure would give to society. All dread of insurrection would

vanish, and one-half of the j^opulation, who are now regarded as

implacable foes, would be converted into useful friends.

But it is objected, that the emancipated blacks Avill form a

bad population. One would think, from this objection, that the

slaves now form a good population, and that they are to be ren-

dered ignorant and immoral by freedom. Unquestionably, the

liberated slaves, like all other vicious and degraded people, will,

while such, form a bad population ; but if they are such while

in bondage, and must ever remain such until liberated, then

emancipation is the only process by which a bad can be con-

verted into a good population. As soon as they are free, they

will be accessible to education and religious instruction, and all

those various motives which operate as a wholesome restraint on

the evil passions of our nature. It would be most unjust to

estimate the future character of the emancipated slaves, sup-

posing slavery to be immediately abolished, by the present char-
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acter of the free negroes. These last, in the slave States, are a

hated and persecuted race. They are hept not only in ignorance,

but in idleness. The planters will not employ them, for fear

they Avill contaminate the slaves ; and the whole legislation of

the Southern States towards this people, is to degrade and

brutify them. Cut these wicked efforts are the resuUs of

slavery, and would cease with it. Were slavery abolished, then

it would be the obvious interest of the South to improve the

black population, and the causes which necessarily render the

free blacks vicious, would no longer operate. The same remark

applies, although with less force, to the free blacks of the

North. Colonization and slavery have both had their influence

in keeping alive and aggravating the prejudices against color,

and these prejudices have led to that system of persecution and

oppression to which the free blacks here are subjected.

And now Avhat injury or loss would the planter sustain by the

emancipation of his slaves ? As a trader in human flesh, his

vocation would, indeed, be gone, but as the cultivator of the soil,

his profits would be undiminished. The number of laborers would

be as great as before ; and they would still be dependent on labor

for their support. They now cost their owner their food and cloth-

ing, and their mamtenance in sickness, in youth, and in old age ;

the expense also of the idle and worthless, is as great as that of

the good. Their cost as free laborers would be but little more

than at present, while their characters would be improved, and

the employer could select such laborers as his occasions required.

The laborers, finding their wages, and of course their comforts,

depending on their good conduct, would be prompted to industry

and sobriety ; and having nothing to gain by insurrection, and

feeling no injuries to avenge, all malignant designs against their

employers would be laid aside, and they would soon make such

advances in intelligence and morahty, as would contribute no

less to the good order and peace of society, than to their own

happiness.

Abolitionists are constantly called on for a plan of emanci-

pation. They have little encouragement to respond to the call.

If they propose the simjile plan of proclaiming by act of the
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State Legislatures, the immediate and unqualified abolition of

slavery, they are denounced as reckless inccndiai'ies. If they

intimate that abolition does not necessarily inhibit all compul-

sory labor, and point to the rural code of St. Domingo and the

apprentice system of the West Indies, they are reproached with

wishing to substitute one kind of slavery for another. But,

in truth, they are under no obligation of duty or policy to pro-

pose any specific plan. Xo Temperance Society has felt itself

bound, because it pronounced the traffic in ardent spirits to be

sinful, to furnish venders with plans for employing their capitals

in other occupations.

The details of emancipation, and the various legal provisions

proper to render it safe and convenient, are not prescribed by

the great principles of justice and religion, but by considerations

of local policy. It is not probable that if all the Southern

Legislatures were sincerely anxious to abolish slavery, any two

of them would do it in precisely the same manner, and under

the same regulations. We have seen one plan pursued in St.

Domingo, another in Bermuda and Antigua, a third in the

other British West Indies, and still different plans in South

America.

Of all these plans, that adopted in Mexico, Bermuda and

Antigua, of immediate, total and unqualified emancipation, will,

there is reason to believe, be found in all cases the most safe

and expedient.

This plan removes from the shave all cause for discontent-

He is free, and his own master, and he can ask for no more.

Yet he is, in fact, for a time, absolutely dependent on his late

owner. He can look to no other person for food to eat, clothes

to put on, or house to shelter him. His first wish therefore is,

to remain where he is, and he receives as a favor, permission to

labor in the service of him whom the day before he regarded as

his oppressor. But labor is no longer the badge of his servi-

tude, and the consummation of his misery ; it is the evidence of

his liberty, for it is voluntary. For the first time in his life, he

is a party to a contract. He negotiates with his late master,

and returns to the scene of his former toil, and the scene of his
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stripes and his tears, with a joyful heart, to labor for hi-MSelf.

The wages he has agreed to accept, will, in fact, be little more

than the value of his maintenance ; for it is not to be expected,

that in a treaty with his employer his diplomacy will gain for

him any signal advantages ; but still there will be a charm in

the very name of loages which will make the pittance he receives

appear a treasure in his eyes. Thus will the transition from

slave to free labor be effected instantaneously, and with scarcely

any perceptible interruption of the ordinary pursuits of life. In

the course of time, the value of negro labor, like all other ven-

dible commodities, will be regulated by the supply and demand,

and justice be done both to the planter and his laborers. The

very consciousness, moreover, that justice is done to both parties,

will remove their mutual suspicions and animosities, and substi-

tute in their place feelings of kindness and confidence. No
white man in Antigua, surrounded as he is by blacks, now

dreams of insurrection, or fears the midnight assassin. Can as

much be said of our Southern planters ?

In concluding this chapter, we beg leave to address the fol-

lowing questions to the reader, and we beseech him seriously to

inquire what duties are prompted by the ansAvers which his con-

science and understanding may compel him to return.

Do you believe it to be agreeable to the will of God, and the

welfare of our country, that slavery should be perpetual ?

Is it either possible or probable that slavery can or Avill be

removed by colonization ?

If slavery be not abolished by law, is it not probable that it

will, in time, be terminated by violence ?

Do the precepts of Christianity and the lessons of history

recommend gradual, in preference to immediate emancipation ?
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CHAPTER XI.

DANGER OF CONTINUED SLAVERY.

While slave-holders and colonizationists deliglit to expatiate

on the danger of immediate emancipation, and to represent its

advocates as reckless incendiaries, ready to deluge the country

in blood, they seem scarcely conscious that any danger is to be

apprehended from slavery itself. Yet the whole history of sla-

very is a history of the struggles of the oppressed to recover

their liberty. The Romans had their servile wars, in one of

which forty thousand slaves were embodied in arms, Italy rav-

aged, and Rome herself menaced.

A European writer remarks :

" The formidable rebellion of the Jamaica slaves, iu 17G2, is well

known ; and in almost every island in the Archipelago, have repeated

insurrections broken out ; sometimes the result of plans laid with the

utmost secrecy, and very widely extended, always accompanied by the

horrors of African warfare."

The destruction of property in Jamaica, in the insurrection

of 1832, was estimated by the Legislature at £1,154,583. Any
commotion of the emancipated slaves, that should cost the island

one-hundredth part of this sum, would be hailed both there and

here, as demonstrative of the folly and hazard of emancipation.

And have we not in our own country had melancholy, heart-

rending proofs of the danger of slavery ?

In 1712 and 1741, negro insurx-ections occurred in New York,

and we may judge of the alarm they excited, by the shocking

means used to prevent their recurrence. Of the leaders of the

last insurrection, thirteen were burned alive, eighteen hung, and

eighty transported. In the single State of South Carolina, there

have been no less than seven insurrections designed or executed.

In 1711, the House of Assembly complained of certain fugitive

slaves, who " keep out armed, and robbing and plundering

houses and plantations, and putting the inhabitants of this prov-

ince in great fear and terror." In 1730, an open rebellion
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occurred, in which the negroes were actually armed and embodied.

In 1739, there were no less than three rebellions, as appears from

a petition from the Council and Assembly to the king, in which

they complain of an " insurrection of our slaves, in which many of

the inhabitants ivere murdered in a barbarous and cruel manner ;

and that|was no sooner quelled, than another was projected in

Charleston, and a third lately in the very heart of the settle-

ment, but happily discovered time enough to be prevented."

In 181 6, there was a conspiracy of the slaves in Camden and its

vicinity, " the professed design of which was to murder all the

whites and free themselves." The conspiracy in Charleston in

1822, and the sacrifice of human life to which it led, are well

known. But in no instance has the danger of slavery been so

vividly illustrated as in the tragedy of Southampton.

A fanatic slave conceived, from some supposed signs in the

heavens or peculiarity in the weather, that he was called by

God to destroy the whites. He communicated his commission

to five other slaves, who engaged to aid him in executing it.

The conspirators agreed to meet at a certain place on the

night of the 21st of August, 1831. They assembled at the

appointed hour, and the leader, Nat Turner, beheld with surprise

a sixth man, who had not been invited by him to join the enter-

prise, but who had learned from another source the cause of the

meeting ; and on inquiring for what purpose he had come, re-

ceived the remarkable answer,— " My life is worth no more

than that of others, and my liberty is dear to me." With these

six associates, Turner commenced the work of destruction. By

sunrise, the number of murderers was swelled to fourteen, and

by ten o'clock the same morning, to forty

!

From the testimony given on the trial of Turner, and which

has been published, it appears that there was no previous con-

cert, except between Turner and his six original associates, and

that no white or free colored man was privy to their design.

The dates we have given of the various insurrections, prove

conclusively that they were in no degree connected with discus-

sions respecting abolition ; and at the time of the Southampton

massacre, there was no Anti-Slavery Society in the United

States advocating immediate emancipation.
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Abolitionists have been often charged with a desire to foment

insurrections ; but the cliarge is wholly gratuitous, and no proof

whatever of such sublimated wickedness has ever been adduced

against them. On the contrary, their characters, professions

and conduct repel the calumny. The whole history of abolition

shows that its only tendency is to insure peace and safety.

We have brought yoc^s to establish the danger of slavery ; let

us now attend to the confessions of slave-holders to the same

point. A South Carolina writer, while urging the necessity of

a stricter police over the slaves, thus describes them :

" Let it never be forgotten, that our negroes are truly tlic Jacobins

of the country ; that they are the anarchists, and the domestic enemy

;

THE COMMON ENEMY OF CIVILIZED SOCIETY, AND THE BARBA-
RIANS WHO AVOULD IF THEY COULD BECOME THE DESTROYERS OF
OUR RACE." *

The Southern Religious Telegraph says :

" Hatred to the whites, with the exception in some cases of attach-

ment to the person and family of the master, is nearly universal among
the black population. We have then a foe cherished in our very

bosoms— a foe willing to draw our life-blood, whenever the

opportunity is offered, and, in the mean time, intent on doing us all

the mischief in his power."

Now, be it recollected that these " destroyers of our race,"

these foes, willing " to draw the life-blood " of the whites, are

rapidly advancing to an immense numerical majority. And on

what grounds do the whites rest their hopes of security from

these Jacobins and anarchists,— on equal laws, the diffusion of

education, and the influence of religion ? Let Governor Ilaynes

of South Carolina, answer the question.

" A STATE OF MILITARY PREPARATION must always be with us a
state of perfect domestic security. A profound peace, and consequent

apathy, may expose us to the danger of domestic insurrection." Mes-
sage to the Legislature, 1833.

Thus, profound peace, which is a blessing to all other people,

Avill be a curse to the slave-holders, and they are to hold all that

is dear to them by the tenure of military preparation !

* A refutation of the cahimnics inculcated against the Southern and
"Western States. Charleston, 1822.

18
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Is it, we ask, possible, foi* any nation to have a worse popu-

lation than that described in the preceding extracts, or to be

doomed to a more deplorable fate than that of perpetual military

preparation ?

We have now seen what are the religious and political prin-

ciples, and what are the historical facts which lead the American

Anti-Savery Society to recommend immediate emancipation to

their Southern brethren.

But it is demanded, with an air of supercilious triumph, Avhat

have Northern men to do with slavery, and what right have they

to interfere with the domestic institutions of the South ? And

is this question addressed to the followers of Hur who com-

manded his disciples to " go into all the world, and to preach the

Gospel to every creature ? " As well might it be asked of the

Christians of America, what they have to do with the religion

of Brahma,— what right they have to interfere to rescue the

Avidow from the burning pile, or the devotee from the wheels of

Juggernaut. Christians are no less bound by the injunction to

" do good unto all men," to endeavor, by lawful means, to break

the fetters of the slave, than to deliver the victim of Pagan

superstition. The obligation is imperative, and they who duly

respect its authority, will not be deterred by violence or denun-

ciation from obeying its monitions. The same moral sense

which has led abolitionists to oppose slavery, will, we trust, for-

ever lead them to repudiate in their practice the detestable doc-

trine that the end sanctifies the means. The means they

employ, except in relation to slavery under the authority of

Congress, are wholly confined to arguments addressed to the

conscience and understanding; and intended only to excite the

voluntarij action of the masters. With them, and with them

alone, rests the power of deciding on the course they will pur-

sue. But let them ponder well the consequences to themselves

and their posterity, of their momentous decision.

By rejecting abolition, they reject all the rich and varied

blessings in morals, in security, in political power and wealth

which it offers to their acceptance. And what do they retain ?—
the licentiousness, cruelty, and injustice ; the depression of enter-
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prise, the wasting of strength, the fearful forebodings, the hourly

jeopardy, the frowns of public opinion, and the reproaches of

conscience, which are and must be the inseparable attendants on

slavery. Before they refuse to retreat from the volcano on

which they are standing, let them look into the terrific crater

which yawns beneath them.

If slavery is to be j)erpetnal, it will be well to estimate, not

only the number of slaves with which our Southern country is

to be peopled, but also the ratio they are to bear to their masters.

It must be recollected that all those moral checks on po})ulation

which arise from religion, the refinements of civilized life, and

the difficulty of sustaining a family, are wanting to the slave.

Hence there is always a tendency to a far more rapid multij)li-

cation ill a slave than a fi'ee population. Certain circumstances

may indeed check this tendency, but experience proves that in this

country they exist to a very slight extent, if at all. Our slaves

are increasing in a constantly accelerated ratio. In tlie ten

yeai-s from 1840 to 1850, judging from the result of the last

census, the increase will be 1,049, 2 7o, a number greater than

all the slaves just liberated in the "West Indies ! Tlie next ten

years, a still greater number will be added, and so on indefinitely.

In the mean time, new and powerful checks will be operating to

retard the progress of the white population. The evils attend-

ant on slavery will offer strong inducements to the young and

indigent to forsake the land of their fathers, and to seek a safer

home, and a wider field for enterprise. Virginia affords a striking

illustration of this remark. The domestic slave-trade annually

relieves that State of more than six thousand slaves, and yet,

notwithstanding this drain, they continue to increase.

In 1830, the colored population in the counties east of the

Blue Eidge, exceeded the white by 81,078, whereas, forty years

before, in the same counties, tlie whites had a majority of

25,098.

The number of slaves must at length reach the point of prof-

itable employment, after which, each additional one becomes an

incumbrance. Soon after this point is reached, the traflic in

slaves must cease, and the owners -will be unable to dispose of
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their superfluous hands. The consequence will be the gradual

impoverishment of the proprietors. As the slaves increase in

number, and diminish in value, their masters will gradually

become less interested in their welfare, and more apprehensive

of their physical strength. Fear is a cruel passion, and espe-

cially as it silences the remonstrances of conscience by the plea

of self-preservation. As the danger becomes more pressing, the

precautions of the master will become more and more rigorous

:

every slave being regarded and treated as an enemy, will, m fact,

become one ; and every increase of cruelty will but hasten the

final catastrophe.

In the mean time, slavery will have ceased in every other

part of the civilized world. In Brazil, it will probably receive

its death-blow in the first popular revolution. In the Danish

Islands, it will expire in two yeai's; and in the French and

Spanish colonies, it cannot long survive.* And when this

loathsome leprosy shall alone cling to the republicans of our

Southern and Westei-n States, in what light will they, must

they, be regarded by the rest of the human race ? This is an

age in which public opinion has snatched the sceptre from kings

and senates, and reigns an imperious and absolute despot. She

may, indeed, be influenced, but not resisted. She called for the

abolition of the African slave-trade, and the traffickers in human
flesh, for centuries encouraged and i^rotected by law, became a

proscribed race. She is now calling for the freedom of the

slave, and his shackles are falling from him. Emancipation will

soon become the common cause of Christendom, as the abolition

of the slave-trade was a few years since.

In 1822, the House of Representatives requested the Presi-

dent to enter into negotiations with the several maritime powers,

for the effectual suppression of the slave-trade, and its ultimate

denunciation as piracy; and negotiations were accordingly

opened on this subject with Great Britain, Spain, Portugal,

Russia, France, the Netherlands, Buenos Ayres and Colombia.

* The voluntary marmmissions in the French Colonies from 1st of January,
1831, to 1st of June, 1833, were 21,962. Since the late Abolition Act of Great
Britain, an Anti-Slavery Society has been organized in Paris, vnih the Due
de Broglie at its head. It is said to have " derived its existence in the very
bosom of the Chamber of Deputies."
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In 1821, Portugal persisting in the traffic, the British House

of Commons called upon the king, to endeavor, by negotiation,

to prevail on the powers of Europe to exclude from their ports

the produce of the Portuguese Colonies. Portugal yielded, and

the trade has been renounced by every Christian nation in

Europe and America. And may not the same, or similar means,

be adopted by other nations to put an end to American slavery ?

It is by no means improbable, that before many years elapse,*

laws will be passed, and treaties made, for excluding the pro-

ducts of slave-labor from Europe.

So long ago as 1806, Mr. Windham, in the House of Com-

mons, " did not hesitate to say, that when the proper time arrived,

and the consent of other powers could be obtained for its abolition,

slavery ought not to be suffered to exist among the institutions

of any civilized State."

The emperor of Austria has issued a decree, declaring—
" Every man, by the right of nature, sanctioned by reason, must

be considered a free person. Every slave becomes free from

the moment he touches the Austrian soil, or an Austrian ship."

The Edinburgh Review insists, that " the existence of sla-

very in America is an atrocious crime, with which no means can

be kept."

Mr. Buckingham, member of Pai'liament, lately asserted at a

public meeting :
" The greater proportion of the people of Eng-

land demand not merely emancipation, but the immediate eman-

cipation of the slaves, in whatever quarter of the loorld they may
be found."

Daniel O'Connell, shortly before the abolition of slavery in the

British Dominions, declared in public, " The West Indies will

be obliged to grant emancipation, and then we will turn to Amer-

ica, a7id to every part of Europe, and require emancijyation."

A society has just been formed in England, entitled, "the

British and Foreign Society for the universal abolition of negro

slavery and the slave-trade."

* A statement has recently been laid before the British Parliament of the
amount of such produce of American slave-labor imported into Great Britain
as enters into competition with the productions of the West Indies.

18*
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Our pride may revolt at the idea of foreign intei'ference, but

it Avill be the interference not of force, but of public opinion,

against which our fleets and armies will be of no avail.

We cannot compel other countries to buy our cotton and

sugar, or to admit our citizens from the South, when they visit

Europe, to the usual courtesies of social intercourse. " When
an American comes into society," says Daniel O'Connell, in a

numerous assembly, " he will be asked, ' Are you one of the

thieves, or are you an honest man ? If you are an honest man,

then you have given liberty to your slaves ; if you are among

the thieves, the sooner you take the outside of the house the

better.'

"

The very coarseness of this invective in the mouth of the

great agitator, indicates the temper of the British population

on this subject ; a temper which, fostered as it is by the progress

of liberal principles, will, in time, become the temper of all

Europe, and, indeed, of all the world. While the slave-holders

are suffering, without sympathy and without redress, from the

harassing influence of this temper, their slaves will be multiply-

ing with a fearful rapidity, and becoming each day more conscious

of their own strength ; and unless their fetters are loosened, they

will inevitably be burst.

Our Southern brethren are the masters of theii* own destiny

;

may a gracious God lead them to know the things which belong

to their peace, before they be forever hidden from their eyes.
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TO SECOXI> EDITION.

The rapid sale of the first edition of this work, and the almost im-

mediate call for another, aflbrd gratifying evidence of the awakening
attention of the public to the action of the Federal Government in

behalfof slavery. That action is so inicjuitous in itself, and so dangerous

in its consequences to the liberties of the country, that it needs only to

be fully known, to be restrained by the patriotism and moral sense of

the community, within the limits prescribed by the Constitution and
the obvious principles of humanity and justice. It Is not easy, however,

to enlighten those who prefer darkness to light ; nor to persuade men
to act in opposition to their supposed pecuniary or political interests.

But there can be no triumph where there is no struggle— that religion

is worthless, which cooperates with human depravity; and that patriot-

ism an empty name, which only echoes the shout of the multitude.

If the friends of human liberty have in this country much to cover
them with grief and shame, they have also much to stimulate their

exertions, and much to assure them of ultimate success. Their own
rights— the virtue, happiness and liberty of their descendants— the

honor, prosperity and freedom of their country, are all involved in the

issue. Slavery is a perfidious, encroaching enemy, that must either

conquer or be conquered. Let the warfare now waged against it be
succeeded by a peace, and soon Texas, the Valley of the Mississippi,

and in time even the Atlantic States would be added to its dominions.
Every dictate, therefore, of patriotism or religion, of personal interest,

of paternal affection, unites in urging iis to use all lawful means to stay

the progress of the destroyer, and to teach our children after us to

continue the contest.

But is not the struggle hopeless, and ought we not to sit down in

utter despair at the prospect of desolation, misery and disgrace with
which our country is threatened ? So we are advised by high authority

;

PUBLIC opixiox, we are told, is against us. Indeed I and is it not also

against every defeated candidate for office, and every losing political

party ? But who hears our baffled politicians advising submission to

the victors because public opinion is against the vanquished ? Public
opinion is a mighty agent for good or for evil ; but it is as fickle as it
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is powerful. It strowed the patli of the Redeemer with pahu branches,
and afterwards nailed him to the cross.

For ages it guarded and preserved all the oppressions and cruelties

of the feudal system ; it is now gradually, but surely destroying its

every vestige. But a few years since, public opinion not merely
sanctioned, but actually required the use of intoxicating liquors ; it is

now their potent enemy.
But perhaps the most extraordinary change this miglity agent has

undergone, is in relation to slavery itself; and the friends of emanci-
pation will find in the history of this transformation one of their most
powerful inducements to perseverance.

For more than two hundred years before its al)olition, liad the
African slave-trade been pursued by Christian nations, under the fos-

tering protection of their rulers. No ditierence of religious taith, of
government, or of climate, offered any check to this accursed commerce.
Catholics and Protestants, the subjects of monarchs and the citizens

of republics, natives of the north and of the south, alike thirsted for the

price of blood, alike participateel in robbeiy and murder. In 1774,

the British cabinet refused its assent to the imposition, by tlic colonial

legislatures, of duties on the importation of slaves. " We cannot," said

the Secretary, Lord Dartmouth, " allow the colonies to check or dis-

courage in any degree a traffic so beneficial to the nation !

"

The feelings of humanity and the powers of conscience were on this

subject almost universally and totally paralyzed. So late as 1783, in

the ti'ial of a civil cause in London, it appeared in evidence, that one
hundred and thirty-two Africans had been thrown into the sea by the

captain of a slaver to defraud the underwriters. Minutes of the evi-

dence were submitted to the government ; but the victims were only

negroes, and their murderer was unmolested.

In 1786, the number of unhappy beings annually torn from Africa

was estimated at 100,000. Of these, it was admitted at least 20,000

perished on the voyage ; and of those who survived to entCT a state of
hopeless bondage, 20,000 more, exhausted by sutTering and despair,

sunk into the grave within two years.

Individuals were occasionally found who protested against the traffic,

but their voices were unheeded. For two centuries not a word in rep-

robation of the trade had been uttered within the walls of tlic British

senate. This long silence was first broken by Mr. David Hartley, who
in 1776 moved in the House of Commons, that the slave-trade was
" contrary to the laws of God and the rights of man." But the moral

sense of Great Britain, and indeed of the world, was then too obtuse to

recognize these simple and now obvious truths ; and the resolution was
promptly rejected. Seven years after, a petition against the trade, the

first ever offered, was presented by the Quaker Society to the House
of Commons. But that body did not even condescend to consider it—
the Premier, Lord North, coolly observing, that the traffic had, in a

commercial view, become necessary to almost every nation in Europe.

On the 7th of July, 178.3, shortly after this official declaration, SIX
Quakers* met in London " to consider what steps they should take for

* "William Dillw}-n, George Harrison, Samuel Iloare, Thomas Knowles,
John Lloyd, and Joseph Woods. Their names are registered in heaven,
let them not be forgotten on earth.
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THE RELIEF AND LIBERATION OF THE NEGRO SLAVES IN THE WeST
Indies, and for the discouragement of the slave-trade ox
THE COAST OF AfRICA."
When Ave reflect on the peculiar circumstances under Avhich these

men assembleil, we cannot but regard their meeting as one of the

sublimest instances of Christian faith unrecorded in the sacred vol-

miie,— a faith which, according to the promise, was effectual in remov-

m<x mountains. At the moment of their meeting, the maritime powers

ofEurope were actively engaged in the trade,— a trade against which

no petition had ever been presented, except from the very sect to

which thev belonged, and which had, Avithin a few days, like certain

petitions in modern times, been ordered to " lie on the table." They
had, moreover, just witnessed the impunity of the wretch who had
deliberately drowned one hundred and thirty-two of his fellow-men,—
an impunity which warned them of the utter insensibility of the public

to the sufferings of the miseraljle negroes.

And who were these six men who under such circumstances pre-

sumed to attempt the abolition of slavery and the slave-trade— who
aspii-fd to move the moral Avorld— to arrest the commerce of nations

—

to proclaim liberty to the captive, and the opening of the prison doors

to them that were bound ? Did they sAvay the councils, or lead the

armies ofempires ? — were they possessed of learning to command the

attention of the wise and great, or of eloquence to mould at their will

the passions of multitudes V They were humble and obscure individu-

als, belonging to a small and despised sect, and precluded by their

religious tenets and social condition from all political influence. But
they discovered tVom the Book of God, Avhat had escaped many Avise

ami good men, tliat the trade in question was opposed alike to the

attributes and the precejits of the Almighty Ruler of nations.

In laboring, therefore, for its suppression, they Avere assured of his

approbation; and Avithout regarding their oavu Aveakness, or the obsta-

cles before them, they proceeded steadily in the path of duty, leaving

the result to IlIM Avith Avhom all things are possible.

They determined to hold frequent meetings, of Avhich regular min-
utes wei'e kept. Their first object was to enlighten and purify the

public mind, and for this purpose they entered into negotiations Avith

the proprietors of A'arions ncAvspapers, and secured a space in their

columns for such articles respecting the trade as they might choose

to insert. They likeAvise circulated books and ])amphlets on the

subject. The seeds thus scattered germinated slowly, but ultimately

yielded a glorious harvest. Within tAvo years a second petition Avas

presented, and like the first AA-as treated Avith neglect. The third year,

the six associates, Avith the aid of some friends, engaged the celebrated

Clarkson as their agent ; and so successful were his labors in exciting

the sensibilities of the British public, that it Avas found expedient to

divest the enterprise of its sectarian character, and the committee added
six to their number from other denominations. This new committee
soon became an important body, receiving and appropriating the

pecuniary contributions to the cause, and directing and cheering the

labors of its advocates. Gradually, members of Parliament, dignitaries

of the church, and political leaders sul)scribcd to the funds of the com-
mittee, and aA'OAved their hostility to the trade.
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Petitions were multiplied, and the government so far condescended

to notice the rising excitement, as to appoint a commission to inquire

into the alleged atrocities of this branch of the British commerce. On
the 9th of May, 1788, only five years after the first meeting of the

committee, the House of Commons voted that they -would at the next

session take into consideration the complaints against the African slaye-

trade.

It is unnecessary for our purpose to pursue the details of this instruc-

tive history. It has already taught us the possibility of rousing the

public attention, however lethargic, by appeals to the conscience and
understamhng, and the influence which Christian zeal and faith, unaided

by wealth and power, are capable of exerting. The few remaining

facts we shall notice convey the important lesson, that no cause, how-

ever pure, no truth, however obvious, can shield their advocates from

obloquy, when prejudice and selfishness find it expedient to assiiil

them ; and also, that constancy in maintaining and inculcating the great

principles ofjustice and humanity will finally be crowned with success.

No sooner did a parliamentary inquiry threaten to expose the abom-

inations and endanger the continuance of the traffic, than its advocates,

reckless alike of truth and decency, vindicated its policy, and attacked

with vindictive fury those who were laboring to destroy it. Abolition

was denounced in Parliament as " hypocritical, fanatic, and methodis-

tical." It would lead, it was asserted, to " insurrection, massacre and

ruin in the colonies; and in Great Britain, to the reduction of her

revenue, the decay of her naval strength, and the bankruptcy of her

merchants and manufactures." The trade was justified by the press,

and even ministers of relijion stepped forth to vindicate it on scriptural

authority.* In 1791, a bill was brought in for the suppression of the

trade. The opposition to it was malignant and successful. The measure

was pronouiu-cd fit only for the bigotry of the twelfth century. Lord

John Russell termed it " visionary and delusive, a feeble attem])t to

serve the cause of humanity, as other nations would ])ursue the trade

if abolished by Great Britain." ]\Ir. Stanley insisted that it was the

intention of Providence, from the beginning, that one set of men should

be slaves to another ; and he complained that the trade had been con-

demned from the judpit

!

The friends of abolition were ridiculed by Lord Chancellor Thurlow

from the woolsack ; and the Duke of Clarence, who afterwards, as

William the Fouutii, gave his assent to the lull abolishing slavery

throughout his dominions, regardless of parliamentary decorum, de-

clared, in his place in the House of Lords, that the abolitionists were

hypocrites and fanatics; and in the application of these epithets

inc-luded Mr. Wilbertbrce by name.

Ten times did ]Mr. AV'ilberforce, in the House of Commons, endeavor

to procure the suppression of the traffic, and ten times was he doomed

to defeat. So late as 1807, Lord Castlereagh, in tlie British senate,

* As illustrative of public opinion at this time, wc give the titles of two

pamphlets published in London in 1788, viz.: "Slavery no Oppresion,"

and " Scriptural Researches on the Licitness of the Slave-Trade, and show-

ing its conformity with the principles of natural and revealed religion, deline-

ated in the writings of the word of God." By the Rev. H. Harris.
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vindicated the trade on scriptural grounds, and avowed that, in his

opinion, the advantages resulting from it were so great, that were it not

now existing, the trade ought forthwith to be established. But the

triumph ofjustice and the reward of faith and perseverance were nigh

at hand. On the 25th of March, 1807, twenty-four years after the

formation of the Quaker committee, the slave-trade was abolished by
act of Parliament.

Splendid and glorious as was this triumph, it was incomplete while

shared by Great Britain alone. The whole of Christendom was yet

to be brought to abjure a commerce condemned alike by reason and
revelation. A long course of negotiation ensued, and treaty after

treaty was made for the abandonment of the traffic, until, in 1830,

every Christian nation in Europe and America had prohibited it.

The Quaker committee, as we have seen, proposed, in 1783, not

merely the discouragement of the African slave-trade, but also " the

liberation of negro slaves in the West Indies." The struggle for this

last object was continued after the accomplishment of the former for

thirty-one years; when, on the 4th of August, 1838, negro slavery

wholly ceased throughout the British "West Indies, and every legal

disability, founded on color, was utterly abolished.

Thus has been accomplished the most astonishing revolution in

opinion and practice the world has ever witnessed, with the exception

of the establishment of Christianity. And let it be remembered, that

this revolution was effected solely by the exhibition of truth, and by
bold and persevering appeals to the conscience and understanding of

mankind. No miracles have wrought conviction, no force has subdued
opposition. Public opinion was gradually enlightened and converted,

and then roused into action, and with resistless energy it smote to the

earth a stupendous system of wickedness and cruelty.

Surely we may learn from this history a very dllFerent lesson from
that which many of our politicians and moralists are fond of inculcating,

that because puljllc opinion is against them, therefore abolitionists should

cease to do well, and leai-n to do evil— should abandon their opposition

to slavery and acquiesce in popular iniquity. Let us take the six

Quakers for our example, and resolve to persevere, wdille life shall be
spared, in our assaults upon slavery, not inquiring how many are

against us, knowing assuredly that God is for us. But should the advo-
cates of emancipation. In some moment of weakness or of trial, be
tempted to cast a desponding and inquiring glance over the field of

battle, and to recall to his recollection the events of the campaign, he
will see nothing in the array of hostile forces to damp his courage, nor
In the review of the past to lower his confidence of victory.

The great object proposed by the friends of liuman liberty, so far as

relates to the Federal Government, is the abolition of slavery within

its " exclusive jurisdiction." But Ave have been given to understand,*

that " the immediate abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia
is utterly impracticable." That iho, present administration do not choose

to abolish it, Is not more true than that the British Parliament of 1 783 did

not choose to abolish the slave-trade ; and it is equally true that the

* Public letter of John Qnincy Adams of 2)t1\ 'May, 1830.

19
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abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia is now far more prob-
able and practicable than was that of the slave-trade and West India
slavery at the formation of the Quaker committee. But why is the
immediate abolition of slavery in the District utterly impracticable ?

" Because public opinion throughout the Union is against it." This is

a good reason for predicting that the next Congress will not grant
abolition, but not why the friends of abolition should cease their efforts

to change public opinion, in order that a future Congress may grant
what we know the next will refuse.

In many respects the abolitionists of the present day are placed in

circumstances similar to those in which their predecessors found them-
selves in 1783. They, like us, had to contend with the hostility of the

Government, with the interests and prejudices of slave-holders in the
Legislature,* with clerical defenders of cruelty and oppression, with
mercantile cupidity, and Avith heartless politicians. But in many other

respects they were less favored than we are. They were struggling

against the spirit of the age ; we are cooperating v.'ith it. They were
advancing untried theories ; we can point to the AVest Indies and
South America for the practical and successful operation of our doc-

trines. They were striving to influence a government in a great degree
independent of the people ; we are petitioning a government that is

the mere creature of the popular will. They were few and despised
;

the hatred and persecution we have experienced attest the importance
attributed to us. They were without political influence ; where suffrage

is universal, 300,000 petitioners will not be overlooked by politicians.

They could bring their facts and arguments before the public only by
hiring a space in the columns of a i'ow newspapers; we have numerous
periodicals, many of them of the largest size, exclusively devoted to

the propagation of our opinions, while many religious and political

journals are aiding us in exhibiting the evils of slavery and the advan-

tages of emancipation. They were cheered by no oiHcial sanction of

their efforts ; we are encouraged and stimulated, in many instances, by
the approving voice of the representatives of the people.

We ask Congress to abolish slavery in the District ; is the prayer

presumptuous or unconstitutional ? If so, it becomes not the House
of Representatives to rebuke us ; for, on the 9th of January, 1829, that

body " Resolved that the Committee on the District of Columbia be

instructed to inquire into the expediency of providing h)/ law for the

gradual abolition of slavery Avithin the District, in such manner that

the interests of no individual shall be injured thereby." Here we have

the solemn admission of the popular and most numerous branch of the

Legislature, that the question of abolition is one of expediencTj alone,

and not of constitutional power ; and that slavery may be terminated

by law, without Injury to any individual. And what sentiments on
this subject have been uttered by the State Legislatures ? In 1828 the

Legislature of Pennsylvania instructed their members of Congress
" to procure, if practicable, the passage of a law to abolish slavery in

* Many of the Commoners and Lords were deeply interested in West In-

dian plantations ; and a large estate, well stocked v\'ith slaves, was held by a

chartered Society, of the established Church.
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tlie District of Columbia." In 1829, tlie Assembly of New York
voted to direct the representatives from that State " to make every

proper exertion to effect the passage of a law for the abolition of sla-

very in the District of Columbia." In 1837, the Senate of Massa-
chusetts " Resolved that Congress, having exclusive legislation in

the District of Columbia, possess the right to abolish slavery and the

slave-trade therein, and that the early exercise of such right is de-

manded by the enlightened sentiment of the civilized world, by the

principles of the Revolution, and by humanity." The other House, the

same session, " Resolved that Congress, having exclusive legislation in

the District of Columbia, possess the right to abolish slavery in said

District, and that its exercise should only be restrained by a regard to

the public good." The next session both branches of the Legislature

resolved " That the rights of justice, the claims of humanity, and the

common good alike demand the entire suppression of the slave-trade

now carried on in the District of Columbia." In 1838, the House of

Representatives of the Legislature of Maixe " Resolved that the con-

tinuance of slavery within the sacred enclosure and chosen seat of the

National Government is inconsistent with a due regard to the enlight-

ened judgment of mankind, and with all just pretensions on oiu- part

to the character of a free people, and is adapted to bring into contempt

I'epublican liberty, and render its influence powerless throughout the

world." The same year the Legislature of Vermont, without a dis-

senting voice, instructed the Representatives in Congress " to use their

utmost efforts to procure the abolition of slavery and the slave-trade

in the District of Columbia." Yet there are those who would fain

paralyze all our efforts by the assurance that public opinion is against

us!

But we are urged to desist, not only because our object is impracti-

cable, but also because it is unlawful. " When the people," we are

told, " are bound by laws emanating from a legislative assembly wherein

they have no representatives, their will must be ascertained by mani-

festations from themselves." But why ought Congress to ascertain the

will of the people of the District ? Because " the Declaration of In-

dependence derives all just powers of the Government from the con-

sent of the governed." But are laws binding only on such as approve
of them ? No. " When the people are represented in the legislative

assembly, the consent of the whole must be inferred from the voice' of

the representative majority." Now it so happens that the whole peo-

ple of the United States, by the voice of the representative majority,

assented to the provision of the Constitution, that a district, ten miles

square, should be placed under the absolute and exclusive jurisdiction

of Congress. To this arrangement the people inhabiting the present

District gave their jfssent through their representatives. Afterwards,

when they themselves were set off, by the Legislatures of Virginia and
Maryland, to be the subjects of this exclusive jurisdiction, they, through
their representatives in the Legislatures, consented to be thus placed

under the authority of Congress. And shall we now be gravely told,

after these people have thus consented to be governed, in all cases

whatsoever, by the National Legislature, and after the people of the

United States have, for this purpose, vested unlimited and exclusive
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jurisdiction in Congress, that it is contrary to the principles of the
Declaration of Independence that this jurisdiction should secure to

each inhabitant of the District the " inalienable rights of life, Uberty,

and the pui-suit of happiness ? " Again, if the Declaration derives

the powers of the government from the consent of the governed, from
what representative majority, we would ask, are we to infer the consent

of six thousand of the people of the District to be reduced to chattels— to be robbed of the rights of humanity— to be converted, with

their wives and children, into articles of merchandise ?

Surely the friends of emancipation will not, after their past expe-
rience, look upon pubUc opinion as an invincible enemy— still less will

they believe that the Declaration of Independence is the death-warrant

of human rights in the national domain. The principles for which
they are contending are the principles of the Declaration ; the means
they are using are those given them by the Constitution— freedom of

speech and of the press— petition and the elective franchise ; and, by
the blessing of God on these principles and means, they will yet con-

vert public opinion into an ally— will yet purge the capital of the

Republic of its loathsome plague, and restore the Federal Government
to its legitimate functions, of estabhshing justice and securing the bless-

ings of liberty.

Bedford, September, 1839.
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Our Fathers, in foi-ming the Federal Constitution, entered

into a guilty compromise on the subject of slavery, and heavily

is their sin now visited upon their children. By that instru-

ment, the continuance of the African slave-trade was guaranteed

for twenty years ;—a larger proportional representation in Con-

gress, and a larger vote in the election of the Executive, was

accorded to the slave-holding, than to the other States :—the

power of the nation was pledged to keep the slave in subjec-

tion ; and should he ever escape from his fetters, his master was

authorized to pursue and to seize him, in any and every of the

sovereign States composing our wide-spread confederacy.

We are not about to exhibit the corrupting influence of this

compact on the religious sympathies and sentiments of our

countrymen, in regard to slavery ; nor is it our present purpose

to trace the retributive justice of Heaven in that recklessness

of human life, and in that contempt of human and divine obli-

gations wliich arc hurrying on the slave States to anarchy and

barbarism ; or in the eagerness so generally exhibited by our

northern politicians and merchants, to barter the constitutional

10*
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risrhts of themselves and their fellow-citizens, for the votes and

the trade of the South.*

We propose simply to take a view of the action of the Fed-

eral Government in behalf of slavery,—a subject that has yet

been but partially investigated ; and we flatter ourselves that in

the course of our inquiries we shall develop facts which, with

some at least of our readers, will possess the merit of novelty.

These facts, for the most part, derive their origin from

THE FEDERAL RATIO OF REPRESENTATION.

The Constitution provides that the members] of the Lower

House of Congress shall be 2)roportioned to the free inhabitants

of the vStates they represent, except that in each State three-fifths

of the slave population shall be for this purpose considered as free

inhabitants. In other words, every five slaves are to be counted

as three white persons. For example, if by law every 60,000

free inhabitants may elect a representative, a district containing

45,000 whites and 25,000 slaves, becomes by the federal ratio

entitled to a member. This stipulation in the Constitution has from

the beginning given the slave-holders an undue weight in the na-

tional councils. A few instances will illustrate its practical effect.

The whole number of the House of Representatives is at pre-

sent 242—sent from 2G States. Of these, the following are

slave States, viz. :—Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Caro-

lina, South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,

* Before this language is condemned as harsh and exaggerated, we beg the
reader to recall some of the prominent events of the last few years, con-
nected with this subject,—J:he Lynch clubs and cruel inflictions of the
South—the sacking of the Charleston post-office—the wholesale and unpun-
ished murders at Vicksburg—and the frequent burnings alive of negroes,
and in particular of Mcintosh, taken by the citizens of St. Louis from the
prison, chained to a tree, and consumed by a slow fire—and the advice of
Judge Lawless to the Grand Jury, not to notice the diabolical atrocity,

because it was, in fact, the act of the community ! As to the North, we
point in our justification to the innumerable mobs excited by politicians

against the friends of emancipation—the various attempts made by the State
authorities to propitiate the South by a surrender of the freedom of speech
and of the press—to the zeal of the merchants in our seaports in getting iip

anti-abolition meetings—to the conflagration of Pennsylvania Hall, and to

the martyrdom of Lovejoy. In truth, our whole land is strewed with monu-
ments of the wickedness and tyranny of slavery—monuments which declare,

in no doubtful language, that our common national sin is not unheeded by
Him to whom vengeance belongeth.
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Mississippi, Louisiana, Missouri and Arkansas. These States

with a free population of 3,823,389, have 100 members ; while

the free States, with a free population nearly double, viz., 7,003,-

451, have only 142 members. One representative is at present

allowed to 47,700 inhabitants. Now were the slaves omitted in

the enumeration, the slave States would have only 75 members.

Hence it follows, that at the present moment, the slave-holding

interest has a representation of TWENTY-FIYE members in

addition to the fair and equal representation of the free inhabi-

tants. There is certainly no good reason why the owners of

human chattels should, by the fundamental law of a Reiniblic^

have greater privileges awarded to them than to the holders of

any other kind of property whatever. But such is the compact

;

we seek not to change or violate it, but only to explain its oper-

ation.

Each State has as many votes for President as it has mem-
bers of Congress. The rule of representation in the Lower

House has akeady been explained ; in the Senate it is different

:

and each State, Avhatever be its population, has two senators,

and no more. The free population of the slave States, as al-

ready stated, is half that of the others; but their number being

equal, their representation in the Senate is also equal.

If free population were the principle of representation in the

Federal Government, as it is with scarcely an excej)tion in all

the States, the slave States would have,

In the Senate, 13 membei's.
In the House, 75

Electoral votes for president, 88

They have, In the Senate, 2G members.
In the House, 100

Electoral votes for President, 126

Here we find the secret of the power of the South, and of the

obsequiousness of the North. Ohio, with a population of 947,-

000, has 19 members ; while Virginia, with a free population of

200,000 LESS, has two members more. Take another example-

Pennsylvania has 30 electoral votes ; the States of South Caro-
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lina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Kentucky,

with an aggregate free population of 189,791 less than Pennsyl-

vania, have 50 electoral votes !

It cannot be supposed that this vast and most unequal represen-

tation and consequent political power will be unemployed by its

possessors. On the contrary, the slave-holders in Congress have

uniformly succeeded in effecting their objects, when united among

themselves. In 1836, this slave-power in Congress was adi-oitly

turned to pecuniary profit. The Surplus Revenue remaining in

the Treasury on the 1st of January, 1837, was to be distributed,

and the rule of distribution became a question. Tlie income, it

is true, had been derived chiefly from the industry and enterprise

of the North ; but the South insisted, and with her usual success,

that instead of dividing the money according to population, it

should be apportioned among the States according to their

electoral votes. By this rule, the slave States, notwithstanding

their inferiority in population, would share alike with the free,

so far as regarded the number of their senators ; and with regard

to their representatives, they would secure an apportionment of

money ori account of three-fifths of their two millions of slaves.

The sum allotted by this gross and monstrous rule to the

States of South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louis-

iana, and Kentucky, was $0,754,588 ; while Pennsylvania, with

a free population larger than that of all these six States together,

was to receive only $3,823,353 ; so that, in fact, the slave-hold-

ers of these States received, man for man, just about twice as

many dollars from the national treasury as the hard-working

citizens of Pennsylvania

!

Notwithstanding this slave representation, the free States

have a majority of members ; and hence it becomes important

to investigate

THE SOURCES OF THE SLAVE-HOLDING INFLUENCE IN

CONGRESS.

These may be regarded as threefold : First, their anxiety to

protect and perpetuate slavery renders the Southern members

united in whatever measures they consider important for this

purpose, while the representatives from the North, having no
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common bond of union, are divided in opinion and effort. Sec-

ondly, a slave State, having more votes to bestow on a presiden-

tial candidate, and more members in Congress to support or

oppose the administration than a free State of equal -white pop-

ulation, is of course of gi-eater consequence in the estimation of

politicians ; and hence arises an influence reaching to every

measui'e, and weighing upon every question. Thirdly, the

peculiar temperament of the Southern gentlemen, together with

their observation of the servility of the Northern politicians,

has induced them to resort, and with great success, to intimida-

tion as a means of influence.

The practice adopted by the slave-holders of threatening on

all occasions to dissolve the Union, unless they are permitted to

govern it, has been too long and firmly established to need

illustration. We will at present merely give a ^w recent

instances of outrageous menaces ; and to justify what we have

said of the servility of Northern politicians, it is sufficient to

observe, that these menaces were unrebuked.

On the 18th of April, 1836, a petition against the continuance

of slavery in the District of Columbia was presented to the

House of Representatives, Avhen Mr. Speight, of North Car-

olina, declared m his place, that " he had great respect for the

chair as an officer of the House, and a great respect for him

personally; and nothing hut that respect prevented him from

rushing to the table and tearing that petition to pieces" Of
course it was to be understood that the order of the House and

the rights of Northern petitioners were respected, not from any

constitutional obligations, but solely because the speaker, himself

a slave-holder, was acceptable to Southern gentlemen.

Mr. Hammond, of South Carolina, the same session, in a

speech, used the following language :
" I warn the abolitionists,

ignorant, infatuated barbarians as they are, that if chance shall

throw any of them into our hands, he may expect a felon's

death"

Mr. Lumpkin remarked in the Senate, (January, 1838,) "If

abolitionists went to Georgia, they would be caught ; " and Mr.
Preston declared in the same debate— " Let an abolitionist
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come within the borders of South Carolina, if we can catcli him,

we will try him, and notwithstanding all the interference of all

the governments on earth, including the Federal Government,

we will HANG him." *

It seems probable from these declarations that abolitionists, in

their Southern travels, will meet with " barbarians " quite as

" ignorant and infatuated " as themselves : and also that the

gibbet is to be the fate of any member of Congress, who shall by
his votes or speeches dare to identify himself Avith the abolition-

ists, and afterwards enter the slave-region.

Such arc the sources of the slave-holding influence in Con-

gress. The following pages will exhibit many of the results of

this influence, and the first to which the reader's attention is

called, is

THE OBSEQUIOUSNESS OF THE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES.

As slave-holders are ready to hang abolitionists when they

can " catch" them, it is not to be supposed that they will elect

any of the proscribed sect President of the United States. Of
course, it becomes important for such gentlemen as aspire to that

honor, that their ideas on the subject of human rights should be

adapted to the meridian of the slave-region.

Previous to the last presidential canvass, Mr. Van Buren,

being a candidate, thought it prudent to write a letter for publi-

cation, containing the following passage :

" I prefer that not only you, but all the people of the United States,

shall now understand, that if the desire of that portion of them which is

favorable to my election to the chief magistracy should be gratified, I

must go into the presidential chair the injlexihle and uncomproinhing
opponent of any attempt on the part of Congress to abolisli slavery in

the District of Columbia, against the wishes of the slave-holding Stales."

"\Yr. White was a rival candidate, and deemed it expedient to

give his pledge also, which he did in these terms :

'• I do not believe Congress has the power to abolish slavery in the

District of Columbia ; and if that body did possess the power, I think

* Yet this Carolina Senator, who is thus ready to sanction wholesale mur-
der for opinion's sake, in defiance " of all the governments on earth," and
the government in heaven, too, has been nominated for the office of Vice
President of the United States, by the Whig party, in the State of Ohio, a
party professing great attachment to the cause o{ constitutional Uherty I
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the exorcise of it would be the very tcorstpolicy. Holding these ojjinions,

I would act on them in any situation in which I could be j^laced, and
for both reasons Avould, if called on to act, xoiihhold my assent to any hill

having in view such an object."

General Harrison, a third candidate, also, as we have

understood, wrote his letter, but not having it before us we cannot

quote it. We presume, however, it was thought sufficient, since

an address in his behalf from his political friends in Virginia,

assured the public that "he is sound to the core on the subject of
slavery."

Mr. Webster, the fourth and last candidate, had many years

before fully committed himself as to the power of Congress over

slavery in the District. He gave no pledge, and received no

vote from any slave State.

Another presidential election is approaching, and Mr. Clay
is announced as the opposing candidate to the present incumbent.

This gentleman's position with regard to human rights, has been

deemed at the South equivocal and unsatisftictory. It is true he
is a slave-holder, and although for more than twenty years an

officer, and now the President of the Colonization Society, he

lias refrained from availing himself of the opportunities he has

possessed of manumitting his slaves, and permitting them to enjoy

in Africa the liberty which he insists it would be dangerous to

allow them in America. Still his language and professions, in

relation to the "delicate subject," have been indiscreet. In

1827, he maintained in a public speech the right and policy of

the Federal Government to aid the Colonization Society, and

insisted that the annual increase of the colored population, bond
and free, namely 52,000, might be transported to Africa.

" If," said the orator, " I could be instrumental in eradicating this

deepest stain (slavery) upon the character of our country, and removing
all cause for reproach on account of it by foreign nations— if I could
only be instrumental in ridding of this foul blot, that revered State
(Virginia) that gave me birth— or that not less beloved State (Ken-
tucky) which kindly adopted me as her son, I would not exchange the
pi'oud satisfaction which I should enjoy for all the honor of aU the tri-

umphs ever decreed to the most successful conqueror.*

* Speech before the American Colonization Society. Wh Hep
, p. 12.
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In the same speecli he remarked, in reference to such as ob-

jected to the agitation of the shxvery question,—
" If they would repress all tendencies towards liberty and ultimate

emancipation, they must do more than put down the benevolent efforts

of this Society. They must go back to the ei-a of our liberty and inde-

pendence, and muzzle the cannon which thunders its annual joyous
return. They must revive the slave-trade, with all its train of atroci-

ties. They must suppress the workings of British philanthropy, seeking
to meliorate the condition of the unfortunate West India slaves. They
must arrest the career of South ^Vmerican deUverance from thraldom.

They must blow out tlic moral lights around us, and extinguish the

greatest toi-ch of all which America presents to a benighted world,

pointing the way to their rights, their liberties and their happiness.

They must penetrate the human soul, and eradicate the light of reason

and the love of liberty. Then, and not till then, wlien universal dark-

ness and despair prevail, can you peupetuate slavery, and repress

all sympathies and all himiane and benevolent efforts among freemen, in

iehalf of the unhappy portions of our race ivho are doomed to bondage."

•

It is not surprising that such sentiments should excite distrust

of Mr. Clay at the South ; a distrust by no means likely to be

dissipated by the following extract from " The Life of the Hon.

Henry Clay, by George G. Prentiss," published some years

since,— an extract which has been zealously circulated of late

by Southern papers, devoted to the support of Northern men with

Southern principles.

" The commencement of Mr. Clay's political career may be dated
as far back as the year 1797,— a period at which he had scarcely be-

gun the practice of law. The people of Kentucky were then about to

elect a convention to frame a new constitution for the State. And one
feature of the plan Avhich had been submitted to them was a provision

for thcfnal emancipation of the slave population. The strongest pre-

judices of a majority of the people, in every part of the State, were
arrai<Tned against this measure, and Mil. CLAY was aware of the

fact ;"his SENTIMENTS and his FEELINGS were on the side of

EMANCIPATION ; and without taking a moment's heed to his pop-
ularity, he entered into the defence of his FAVORITE POLICY,
with all the deeji and unquenchable ardor of his nature. His vigorous

pen Avas busy in the public journals, and his elo<pient voice was raised

in almost every assemblacfc, in favor of the election of men to the con-

vention who would contend for the ERADICATION OF^ SLA-
VERY. A conviction of the expediency and necessity of EMAN-
CIPATION has been spreading farther and farther among our coun-

trymen, and taking deeper and deeper root in their minds, and it

requires not the spirit of prophecy to foretell the END. This rapid
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and continued triumph of the PRINCIPLES, of which it was the

object of MR. CLAY'S first political labors to establish, may well be

a source of pride to him and honest exultation to his friends."

Mr. Clay's course in Congress had, moreover, not been satis-

fjictory to the slave-party. He had not advocated the annexation

of Texas— he had not denied the constitutional power of Congress

to abolish slavery in the District— he had expressed himself in

favor of receiving abolition petitions— and, above all, he had

voted against Mr. Calhoun's bill establishing a censorship of the

press ; a bill which received the sanction of Mr. Van Buren

and his partisans, the two New York senators, Messrs. Wright

and Talhnadge.

The administration party at the South were making great use

of all these circumstances against Mr. Clay, and it became

obvious that unless he could conciliate the slave-holders, he had

little prospect of success.

The Mobile " Commercial Register " thus announced the de-

mand of the South :

" We must do by Mr. Clay as the South have done by Mr. Van
Buren— leave him not an inch of neutral ground to stand upon be-

tween the South and the fanatics. We must push him as far as Mr.
Van Buren loas pushed. The southern safety demands it. He iniisi

measure the ivhole length, and walk altogether oflT the middle neutral

ground which he occupies, OR tue South will reject and spurn
HIM."

In this state of things, a petition from some of the inhabitants

of the District against abolition was put into the hands of Mr.

Clay, and he determined to make such a use of it as might save

him from being rejected and spurned by the South. Accordingly,

a SPEECH in support of the petitions was prepared, submitted to

the consideration of kis friends, and finally delivered in the Sen-

ate of the United States on the 7th of February, 1839. In this

memorable document he vindicates the Senate from all inten-

tional violation of the right of petition iu their mode of disposing

of the abolition petitions— he declares himself " irresistibly

impelled to do whatever is in his power to dissuade the public

from continuing to agitate a subject fraught with the most dire-

20
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ful consequences." He distinguislies the abolitionists from those

who are content to keep their conscientious objections against

slavery to themselves, and from those who think the constitu-

tional right of petition has been invaded by Congress ; and then

draws a false and distorted picture of those whom he pleases to

term " the real ultra abolitionists." With these men, he tells

us, " the deficiency of the power of the General Government is

nothing— the acknowledged and incontestable powers of the

States are nothing— civil Avar, and dissolution of the Union,

and the overthrow of a government, in which are concentrated

the fondest hopes of the civilized world, are nothing." That it

may not be supposed he noiv rejoices in " the working of British

philanthropy," he declares, " if the British Parliament treated

the West India slaves as freemen, it also treated West India

freemen as SLAVES." Daniel O'Connell, on account of his

indignant rebukes of American slavery, is denounced by the

Kentucky senator, as " the plunderer of his own countxy, and

the libeller of a foreign and kindred iieople." He then turns to

the District of Columbia, and in this focus of the Aiiierican

slave-trade, and slave-ships, and slave-prisons, and slave-cofflcs,

and slave-auctions, he asserts that slavery " exists here in the

mildest and most mitigated form," and he argues that Congress

cannot rightfully abolish it. On the American slave-trade,

he is vei-y explicit and logical :
" I deny that the General Gov-

ernment has any authoi-ity whatever from the Constitution to

abolish what is called the slave-trade, or, in other words, to pro-

hibit the removal of slaves from one slave State to another slave

State. The grant in the Constitution " (of power to Congress

to regulate commerce between the States) " is of a power of

regulation, and not prohibition." Mr. Clay's perception of

the distinction between regulation and prohibition, was not so

clear before he became a candidate for the Presidency. In an

address he made to the Kentucky Colonization Society in 1829,

after calling the African slave-trade " the most abominable traf-

fic that ever disgraced the annals of the human race," he alluded

to the act of Congress prohibiting it, and remarked, " on the 2d

of March, 1807, the act was passed, for Avhich it was my happy
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lot to vote" " The grant in the Constitution," under which Mr.

Clay voted for the act 2)rohibitinff tlie trade, was that of power

to Congress " to regulate foniign commerce."

As if to apologize for having in his youthful days advocated

emancipation in Kentucky, he refers in his speech to the incon-

siderable number of slaves then in the State : "but," he adds,

" if I had been then, or were NOW, a citizen of any of the

planting States— the Southern or Southwestern States— I

should have opposed, and would continue to oppose, any scheme

whatever of emancipation, GRADUAL or IMMEDIATE."
In 1797, Mr. Clay Avas anxious that the Kentucky Convention

should take measures "for the eradication of slavery." In 1838,

a law was passed submitting to the people the expediency of

calling another convention. Mr. Clay avows that, " emancipa-

tion had its influence " in procuring the passage of this law ; but

in regard to the proposed convention, by which his early wishes

might have been consummated, he tells us, ''Ifelt myself con-

strained to take immediate, hold, and decided ground against it !
"

Yet this is the man who, a few years since, would not exchange

the satisfaction of being instrumental in eradicating slavery from

his country, " for all the honor of all the triumphs ever decreed

to the most successful conqueror ! " Yerily, slavery has achieved

a triumph that attests its withering power over exalted genius

and high and generous aspirations,— a triumph for which hu-

manity must weep, and patriotism blush.

We are now prepared to investigate the direct action of the

Federal Government in behalf of slavery ; and commencing

with appointments to office, we will proceed to trace this action,

first, in laws and measures of a local and private nature, and

then in attempts to promote the general interests and perpetuity

of the institution.

APPOINTMENTS TO OFFICE.

As the citizens of tlie free States are nearly double in number
to those of the slave States, it might naturally be supposed that

the former would furnish the larger share of the great officers

of the Union. To such as have indulged this supposition, the
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following extract from a speecli lately delivered in tlie Senate of

the United States, by Mr. Davis of Massachusetts, will no doubt

afford very startling information.

" This interest (slavery) has ruled the destinies of the republic.

For FORTY out of forty-eight years, it has given us a President

from its own territory and of its own selection. During all this time,

it has not only had a President, sustaining its own peculiar views of

public policy, but through him, has held and used in its own way, the

whole organization of all the departments, and all the vast and con-

trolling patronage incident to that office, to aid it in carrying on its

views and policv, as well as to protect and secure to it every advantage.
" Let lis explore a little further and see hoAv the Houses of Congress

have been organized. For THIRTY years out of thirty-six, that

interest has placed its own speaker in the chair of the other House,

thus securing the organization of committees, and the great influence

of that station. And, sir, while all other interests have, during part of

the time, had the chair (vice presidency) In which you preside assigned

to them as an equivalent for these great concessions, yet in each

year, when a President jsro tem. is elected, who upon the contingencies

mentioned in the Constitution -will be the President of the United States,

that interest has INVARIABLY given us that office. Look, I beseech

you, through all the places of honor, of profit, and pi-ivilege ; and

there you wiU find the representatives of this interest in numbers that

indicate its influence. Does not, then, this interest rule, guide, and

adapt public policy to its own views, and fit it to suit the action and
products of its own labor ?

"

Let us see how far the present amount of slave interest in the

Federal Government justifies the general statement made by

Mr. Davis. The presidential chair, it is true, is filled by a

northern man ; but he is one who pledged himself to this inter-

est before he was elected ; who had manifested his devotion to

this interest, by giving his vote for a censorship of the press,

for the avowed purpose of restraining the circulation of anti-

slavery papers ; and who was elected to his present station by

southern votes ! Be it recollected, moreover, that the southern

journals have insisted that a northern man with southern princi-

ples, could more effectually subserve this interest as President,

than a slave-holder.

In the office of Vice President, we have a slave-holder from

Kentucky, presiding over the deliberations of the Senate.

A slave-holder is seated in the chair of the House of Repre-

sentatives, appointing committees on the District of Columbia,
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enforcing gag resolutions against such as would repeal or modify

the laws of Congress violating the riglits of man, and deciding

all questions of order in discussions bearing upon the great
INTEREST.

A desire is now manifested by the South to bring into the Su-

preme Court of the United States certain questions touching the

rights and duties of the free States, relative to slaves who may
come or be brought within their limits. Since the year 1830

there have been five rippointments to the bench of this coui-t,

and ALL from slave States. The majority of the court, including

the Chief Justice, are citizens of those States. But when
thege questions come before the court, it may be highly impor-

tant for the slave-holders to have an Attorney General to

argue them, in whom they can confide. Accordingly the office

is filled by Mr. Grundy, who lately evinced his qualifications

for the station, by expressing in his place as Senator from Ten-

nessee, his appi'obation of Lynch law, as applied to abolition-

ists. At the head of the department of State, whence issue

instructions for conventions and treaties, protecting the African

slave-trade from British cruisers, and the American slave-trade

from the interference of British colonial authorities, and also for

conventions for the return of fugitive slaves, is placed a gentle-

man from Georgia.

At the court of Great Britain we are represented by a slave-

holder from Virginia, who, under the direction of the gentleman

from Georgia, is bargaining about the value of shipwrecked

negroes, and threatening the British government with the ven-

geance of the Republic, if it shall hereafter dare to liberate

slaves who may be forced into its colonies.

At the head of the Navy Department we behold a citizen

of the North, enjoying the reward of his labor, in concocting

one of the most virulent volumes in vindication of slavery, and

vituperation of its opponents, that has ever issued fi-om the

press.

A slave-holder from South Carolina, distinguished for his

negotiation in Mexico for the surrender of fugitive slaves, pre-

sides over the War Department.

20*
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Kentucky furnishes a Postmaster-Gexeral whose devo-

tion to the " interest " had led him to authorize every Post-

master to act as censor of the press, and to take from the mails

every paper adverse to slavery. Thus have the slave-holders

seized upon the Federal Government, and converted, as we shaU

presently see, what was intended as the palladium of liberty,

into the shield of despotism.

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND THE TERRITORIAL LAWS OF

FLORIDA.

By the Constitution, Congress has '' power to dispose of and

make all needful regulations respecting the territory belonging

to the United States." Under this provision the territorial legis-

latures are permitted to enact laws which are in force till abro-

gated by Congress, and that body legislates directly for the

territories whenever it thinks proper. Hence it is morally

responsible for the territorial legislation.

On the 11th of February, 1834, Messrs. J. & M. Garnett and

Maria Garnett, all of Virginia, presented a petition to Congress,

setting forth that they were the owners of certain slaves whom
they hii-ed to persons in Florida ; and that by a law of the terri-

tory a tax of ten dollars was imposed on every slave owned by a

non-resident ; and they prayed Congress to relieve them fi'om

the payment of this tax. It was obvious that this tax tended to

discourage slave-holders from sending their slaves into Florida

and there hiring them at high rates to the new settlers, who had

not capital enough immediately to stock their plantations. Con-

gress, without hesitation, abolished the tax. The law thus an-

nulled was not in itself revolting to justice or humanity. But

there was then, and still is, a law of Florida of a very different

character.

On the 4th of February, 1832, it was enacted that Avhenever

a judgment for debt was recovered in the territory against a free

negro or mulatto, and the judgment was not satisfied in five

days, the debtor should he sold at auction to pay the judgment.

Imprisonment for debt is now deemed a relic of barbarism, but
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here we have an instance of insolvent debtors being sold for

the benefit of their creditors, virtually by the authority, and

directly with the sanction of the Congress of the United States !

The practical operation of this law is to convert free negroes

into slaves. A recent sale under it will illustrate its character.

Within a few months a free negro was sold at Appalachicola for

TEN years, to satisfy a debt which, including legal costs, amounted

to seventy dollars ; so that his services were valued at seven

dollars a year ! The common wages paid in that part of the

countiy for slave-labor, may be learned from the following

notice, taken from the Brunswick (Ga.) Advertiser, 2oth of

January, 1838

:

" Wanted to hire.— The undersigned wish to hire one thousand
negroes, to work on the Brunswiok canal, of whom one-third may be
WOMEN. Sixteen dollars per month will be paid for steady, prime
men, and thirteen dollars for able women.

F. & A. Pratt,
P. M. Nightengale."

It is obvious that a sale under this laAv, for a term of years, is

equivalent to a sale for life. The debtor may be sold from hand

to hand, and at the expiration of his term may find himself

under the lash of a driver in Louisiana or Missouri, Avithout the

possibility of proving his title to freedom. Yet, a proposition

in Congress to repeal this most inhuman and profligate law

would be laid upon the table, and not a representative of the

people be permitted to say a word on the subject.

action of congress in behalf of the slave-holders

of LOUISIANA.

On the 31st of May, 1830, the House of Representatives

adopted a resolution, directing the Secretary of the Treasury to

ascertain and report the number of hands (slaves) required per

acre in the sugar cultivation. The Secretary accordingly issued

a circular, proposing a number of interrogatories respecting the

cultivation of sugar, and among others, the following: "The
number of hands (slaves) required to cultivate a given quantity
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of land planted Avitli cane, and to perform all the labor necessary

in the manufacture of sugar in the different places where it is

made."

This circular was widely distributed, and the answei's returned

to it were jniblished at public expense ; and thus were the sugar

growers instructed, by means of the Federal Government, with

what number of slaves to stock their plantations ; what expense

they must incur in feeding and clothing them, and what number

of netv slaves they must annually procure to keep up the

"force." From the information thus furnished, it appeared that

the destruction of slaves in this culture is so great, that there is

a yearly excess of deaths over birtlis of two and a half per

CENT.* This waste of life is supplied from the breeding farms

of Maryland and Virginia. Turning from this private and local

action of the Federal Government, we will now take a view of

its enlarged and comprehensive efforts for the general protection

and perpetuity of the slave system. The advocates of that

system have always looked with distrust and alarm upon the

free colored people, and have deemed it good policy to prevent

their acquisition of power and influence : hence the

EFFORTS OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO OPPRESS AND
DEGRADE THE FREE PEOPLE OF COLOR.

The Constitution of the United States acknowledges no right

or disqualification founded on complexion ; but those who have

administered it, have made the tincture of the shin of far greater

importance than the qualities of either the head or the heart.

So early as 1790, Congress passed an act prescribing the mode

in which " any alien, being a white j^erson," might be natural-

ized and admitted to the rights of an American citizen.

Two yeai's after, an act Avas passed for organizing the militia,

which was to consist of " each and every free, able-bodied '

WHITE male citizen," &c. No other government on earth pro-

hibits any portion of its citizens from participating in the national

defence ; and this strange and degrading prohibition, utterly

* See Report of Secretary of the Treasury, January 19, 1831.
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repugnant to the principles both of the Dechiration of Indepen-

dence and of the Constitution, marks the solicitude of the Fedei'al

Government to pursue the policy most agreeable to the slave-

holders. But not content with this insult to colored citizens,

another, and perhaps a still more wanton and malignant one,

was offered by the Government in the act of 1810, organizing

the Post Office Department. The 4th Section enacts that " no

other than a free white person shall be employed in carrying

the mail of the United States, either as post-rider or drive)' of a

carriage carrying the mail," under a penalty of fifty dollars.

Any vagabond from Europe, any fugitive from our own pris-

ons, may take charge of the United States mail ; but a native

born American citizen, of unimpeachable morals, and with prop-

erty acquired by honest industry, may not, if his skin be dark,

guide the horses which draw the carriage in which a bag of

newspapers is deposited.*

Such are the insults heaped by the Federal Government on

the colored citizens throughout the States ; let us see what con-

duct it pursues towards them on its oivn territory, over which it

possesses " exclusive jurisdiction."

In 1820, Congress passed a law authorizing the white citi-

zens of the city of Washington to elect white city officers
;

thus making a ivhite shin an indispensable qualification for both

suffrage and office. The officers thus elected were specially

empowered by the national legislature '' to prescribe the terms and
conditions on \\\\iq\\ free negroes and mulattoes may reside in the

city." In pursuance of this grant of power, the wJiite officers

passed an ordinance (May 31, 1827) requiring all the free col-

ored persons then in Washington and wishing to remain, to be

registered ; and enacting, that if any free man with a colored

* The following letter of insti-uction from the Postmaster General to one
of his deputies, written in 1828, is a curious commentary on this law.

" Sir,— The mail may not, in any case whatever, be in the custody of a
colored person. If a colored person is employed to lift the mail from the
stage into the Post Office, it docs not pass into his custody, but the labor is
performed in the presence and under the immediate direction of the avhite
person who has it in custody : but if a colored person takes it from a tavern
and carries it himself to the Post Office, it comes into his custody during the
time of carrying it ; which is contrary to law. I am, &c.,

John McLean.
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skin should presume to plai/ at cards, or even to he present vfhWe

another free colored person was playing, lie should be fined not

exceeding five dollars ; that if he should have a dance in his

house, without permission from the tvhite Mayor, he should be

fined not exceeding ten dollars ; that should he take the liberty

to go out of his own house after fen o'clock at flight, without a

pass from a Justice of the Peace, or " some respectable citi-

zen," (!) he might be compelled to pass the rest of the night " in

a lock-up house," and the next morning be fined ten dollai's

;

and should any dark complexioned free man be guilty of drunk-

enness or profane language, he should be fined not exceeding

three dollars. Thus we see with what zeal the TVashingtou

Corporation endeavors to prevent the colored citizens from

affecting the manners and fashions of their white brethren. But

there are still more serious matters. A colored citizen from any of

the States, taking up his residence in the Capital of the Repub-

lic, is required within a certain time, not only to be registered,

but also to find two freehold suretica in the penalty of five hun-

dred dollars, for his good behavior ; and if he does not, he is to

be imprisoned till he consents to leave the seat of the Federal

Government ; and if he does not pi'ove that he is a freeman, he

shall be sold as a slave to pay his jail fees !

In 1830, a bill to establish the territorial government of low'A

was before Congress. A slave-holder from Alabama moved to

exclude colored persons from the right of suffrage ; and the

obedient Senate consented.*

Such are the abominable and iniquitous means used by and

with the sanction of Congress for the degradation and oppres-

sion of colored citizens. We are next to take a view of

SLAVERY UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT.

It is well known that Congress is the local legislature of the

District of Columbia, and of all the territories belonging to the

Union, and with powers far exceeding those possessed by any

* In 1787, when our fathers established the government of the North-

western Territory, they prohibited slavery, and disfranchised no man on ac-

count of his complexion.
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State Legislature, being unfettered with constitutional restric-

tions. The authority vested in Congress over the District and

territories, is virtually despotic, being " an exclusive jurisdiction

in all cases whatsoever." Yet we have long had slave-holding

territories. The vast domain acquired by the purchase of Lou-

isiana, has, under the authority of Congress, been stocked with

slaves, excepting so much as is north of 3G^-° north latitude,

which is, by Act of Congress, specially protected from the pol-

lution. This very law is one of the most decided acts of the

Federal Government in behalf of slavery ; for by means of it,

the immense territory south of this line was deliberately surren-

dered to all the cruelties and abominations of the system ; it

was moreover an express acknowledgment by the Government

of its power to prohibit slavery throughout the ivhole territory,

and that it had made a cojipromise, a bargain between human-

ity and cruelty, religion and wickedness ; and had erected, on

an arbitrary line, a partition wall between slavery and liberty.

But it is in the District of Columbia, and under the shadow of

the proud Capitol, that the action of the Federal Government

in behalf of slavery is exhibited in its most odious and disgust-

ing forms. We shall have occasion presently to exhibit the seat

of the National Government as the great slave mart of the

North American continent, " furnished with all appliances and

means to boot." The old slave-laws of Virginia and Maryland,

marked by the barbarity of other days, form by Act of Congress

tlie slave-code of the District. Of this code, a single sample

will suffice. A slave convicted of setting fire to a building,

shall have his head cut off, and his body divided into quarters,

and the parts set up in the most public places ! But let it not

be supposed that Congress has not itself legislated directly on

the subject of slavery. An Act of 15th May, 1820, gives the

Corporation of Washington power to " punish corporeally any

SLAVE for a breach of any of their ordinances." Happy would

it have been for the honor of our country, if the sympathies of

its rulers in behalf of slavery had been exhibited only on the

national domain ; but they pervade every portion of the confed-

eracy, as is but too apparent in
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the interference of the federal government for

the recovery of fugitive slaves.

The Federal Constitution contains the following clause : " No
person held to service or labor in one State under the laws

thereof, escaping into another, shall in consequence of any law

or regulation therein be discharged from such service or labor,

but shall be delivered up on claim of the party to whom such

service or labor may be due."

At the time this constitution was adopted, the cultivation and

manufacture of cotton had not so far progressed, as to paralyze,

by their profits, the conscience of the nation, or to divest it of

the sense of shame ; and hence this clause, although relating to

slaves, forbears to name them. It was inserted to satisfy the

South ; and its obvious meaning is, that slaves escaping into

States in which slavery is abolished by law, shall not therefore

be deemed free by the State authorities, but shall be delivered

by those authorities to his master. This clause imposes an obli-

gation on the States, but confers no power on Congress ; and the

Constitution moreover declares, that " the powers not delegated

to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to

the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the

people." Hence it follows, that as the power of recovering these

fugitives is not delegated to Congress, it is reserved to the sev-

eral States, who are bound to make such laws as may be deemed

proper, to authorize the master to recover his slave. Neverthe-

less, the Federal Government in its zeal for slavery, has not

scrupled to assume power never delegated to it, and has exer-

cised that power in contemptuous violation of every principle,

which in fi'ee countries directs the administration of justice. If

a Virginian enters New York, and claims as his property a horse

which he finds in the possession of one of our citizens, an im-

partial jury is selected to pass on his claim,— witnesses are

orally and publicly examined,— the claimant is debarred from

all private intercourse with the jury ; and when the trial is over,

the jury retire to deliberate on their verdict, under the charge of
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an officer wlio is sworn to keep them apart, and not to suffer any
person to speak with them ; nor can the horse be at last recov-

ei'ed but with the unanimous consent of the jury. But let the

Virginian claim, not the horse, but the CITIZEN HIMSELF,
as his beast of burden, and the Federal Government makes all

things easy for him. By the Act of 1793, the slave-holder may
himself, without oath, or process of any kind, seize his prey

where he can fiud him, and at his leisure, (for no time is speci-

fied,) di-ag him before any Justice of the Peace in the place,

whem he may prefer.* This justice is a State ofHcer, and of

the lowest judicial grade, and under no legal obligation to exe-

cute an act of Congress, and entitled to no fees for his services.

He is therefore peculiarly accessible to improper influences.

Before this magistrate, who is not authorized to compel the

attendance of witnesses in such a case, the slave-holder brings

his victim, and if he can satisfy this judge of his own choice,

"by oral testimony or affidavit," and for aught that appears'in

the law, by his own oath, that his claim is well founded, the

wi-etched prisoner is surrendered to him as a slave for life, torn

from his wife and children, bereft of all the rights of humanity,

and converted into a chattel,— an article of merchandise,— a

beast of burden !

!

The Federal Constitution declares:— "In suits at common
law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars,

the right of trial by jury shall be i:)reserved
;
" but the Act of

1793, in suits in which "the value in controversy" exceeds all

estimation, dispenses with trial by jury, and indeed with almost

every safeguard of justice and personal liberty.

This law, iniquitous as it is, does not require State officers to

anticipate the pursuit of the slave-holder, and to seize and im-

prison their fellow-men, on mere suspicion that they may be
claimed as slaves. What the Federal Government dares not do
in the States, it accomplishes on its own exclusive territory, and
in a manner which, for atrocious wickedness and tyranny, leaves

* In New York the Legislature has interfered, and forbidden a Justice of
the Peace to act, and has therefore virtually declared the Act of Congress to
be unconstitutional, — and that the power of prescribing the mode in which
fugitives shall be restored, belongs exclusively to the States.

21
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far in the afcade the vilest acts of European despotism. This is

indeed strong hmguage ; but alas ! language is too feeble ade-

quately to represent the turpitude of the laws and practices

sanctioned by the Federal Government in the District under its

" exclusive jurisdiction."

By the Act of 1793, a justice can take no step for the resto-

ration of a fugitive slave, till the fact of his being one is proved

before him on oath. But in the Metropolis of the Nation,— in

the city called by the name of the Father of his Country, a

Justice of the Peace may commit to the United States Pris-

on, and into the costody of the United States 'Marshal, any

man he may choose to susj)ect of being a fugitive slave. Notice

is then given in the newspapers of the commitment, and the

unknown owner is warned to take away his jiroperty, or it will

be sold according to law, to pay JAIL FEES.
After the doors of the dungeon have closed upon the victim,

no magistrate, no court, no jury take cognizance of his claims

of freedom. The jailer is the only tribunal to which he can

appeal, and how disinterested a tribunal will presently be seen.

If a free man, no master can of course lawfully claim him, and

not being claimed, he is sold at auction to raise money to pay

an officer of the Federal Government for the trouble and ex-

pense of keeping him a few weeks in prison. What civilized

government of the old world practises more execrable wicked-

ness ?
*

The whole depth of this villany is not yet sounded. The

disclosures we are now about making should make every ear to

tingle, and every heart to quake. No doubt it will occur to

many that if a free man, all the prisoner has to do, to obtain his

liberation, is to prove his freedom. Prove his freedom while

* Not as an apolofjy for this expression, but as a reason why the \viiter

feels more sensibly than perhaps many others on this subject, he thinks
proper to mention that a free colored man belonging to his neighborhood in

West Chester County, N. Y., on going to Washington some years since, was
there legally kidnapped, and advertised by the Marshal to be sold to pay his

jail fees. A Washington paper containing the advertisement providentially

fell into the hands of a citizen of the County who knew the man. A public

meeting was called, and the Governor of the State, De Witt Clinton, at their

request, demanded from the President his immediate release as a citizen of

New York.
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locked up ill his cell ! Where is his counsel ?— where his pro-

cess for ^commanding the attendance of Avitnesses ? where the

court sitting in open day to investigate his right to freedom ?

where the jury to pass upon his case ? The marshal, or his

deputy the jailer, is the only human being, except his fellov,--

victims, to whom he can tell his tale. The marshal is the judge,

and the sole judge of his prisoner's title to freedom. He is the

arbiter of happiness and misery, of liberty and bondage : he

opens the door of the dungeon, and at his sovereign will bids his

captive go forth to enjoy the rights and fulfil the duties of a

rational, accountable, and immortal being, or conducts him to

the human shambles erected in the city of Washington, and

there sells him under the hammer as a slavr for life. Com-

pared witli this tremendous jurisdiction, the powers vested in

the highest judicial officer in our country dwindle into insignifi-

cance. And should such a judge be disinterested? The very

question is shocking to our every idea of justice. Disinterested !

Screened from the public eye— accountable only to that Being

"who seeth in secret— declaring his judgment in the recesses of

the prison, he should of all men be most exempt from human

passion and infirmity. Yet to this judge the law offers a high

and tempting bribe to sell men he hioics to he free, and thus to

hecome a manufacturer of slaves. Will this statement be cred-

ited ? It cannot, and ought not to be, without full and unequiv-

ocal proof, and to that proof we now appeal
;
premising for the

better understanding of our proof, that the marshal is required

to maintain the suspected fugitives while in his custody, and is

entitled to fees for receiving them, &c., and if um"eclaimed, has

no means of procuring payment of his expenses and fees but

from the proceeds of the sale of his prisoners ; and further, that

the ivhole of those proceeds are permitted by law to remain in

his pocket, unless after the sale the master should be discovered,

and should claim the balance.

On the 11th of January, 1827, the committee on the District

of Columbia, to whom the subject h-ad been referred by the

House of Representatives, reported that " in this District, as in

all the slave-holding States in the Union, the legal presumption
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is, that persons of color going at large without any evidences of

their freedom, are absconding slaves, and 'prima facie liable to

all the legal pi-ovisions applicable to that class of persons."

They state that in the part of the Disti-ict ceded by Virginia, a

FREE negro may be arrested and put in jail for three months on

suspicion of being a fugitive ; he is then to be hired out to pay

his jailfees : and if he does not prove his freedom within twelve

months, is to be sold as a slave. This statement is followed by

the remark, " the committee do not consider any alteration of

the law in the County of Alexandria in relation to this subject,

necessary !
" In the County of Washington, ceded by Mary-

land, they inform us, " If a free man of color should be appre-

hended as a runaway, he is subjected to the payment of all fees

and reivards given by law for apprehending runaways ; and

upon failure to make such payment, is liable to be sold as a

slave." That is, a man acloioicledged to he free, and unaccused

of any offence, is to be sold as a slave to pay the " fees and

rewards given by law for apprehending runaivays." If Turkish

despotism is disgraced by any enactment of equal atrocity, we

are ignorant of the fact. Even the committee thought this law

rather hard, and therefore they " recommended such an alteration

of it as would make such charges payable by the corporation of

Washington."* But the Federal Government, unwavering in its

devotion to slavery, made no alteration, and the code of "Wash-

ington is to this day polluted by unquestionably the most iniqui-

tous stati^te in Christendom. Laws are sometimes more profli-

gate than those v/ho are called to administer them, and the.

committee assure us that the marshal has in all cases refrained

from selling his prisoners for fees and charges, when their right

to freedom has been established ; and in consequence of not

availing himself of the privilege allowed liim by this law, he

had incurred, in the last eight years, a personal loss of $500

!

In other words, the marshal's sense of justice, decency, and

humanity, exceeded that of the rulers of our Republic.

On the 29th of January, 1829, the committee on the District

of Columbia made a report in obedience to the instructions of

*See Reports of Committee, 2 Sess., 19 Cong., Vol.1, No. 43.
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the House of Kepresentatives, " to inquire into the slave-trade

as it exists in and is carried on through the District." The re-

port proposes no interference on the part of Congress, but is

virtually an apology for this vile traffic, as is ajiparent from the

following heartless sentiments and false assertions.

" The trade alluded to is presumed to refer more particularly to that
which is carried on with the view of transporting slaves to the South,
which is one way of gradually dimiuishing the evil complained of here

;

while the situation of these persons is considerably mitigated hj being
transplanted to a viore genial and bountiful clime.

* Although violence
niay somodmes be done to their feelings in the separation of famihes,
it is by the laws of society which operate upon them as property, and
cannot be avoided as long as they exist

;
yet it should be some consola-

tion to those whose feehngs are interested in their behalf, to know that
their condition is more frequenthj bettered, and their minds hajypier by
the exchange." *

To this report is appended a letter (January 13, 1820,) from

the marshal to the committee, containing most important and
heart-rending statements.

It appears from this letter, that from the 1st of January, 1826,

to 1st of January, 1828, there were committed to the Wash-
ington prison, as runaways, 101.

Proved to be free, and discharged, • 15
Unclaimed, and sold for maintenance, and charges, and fees, 5
Proved to be slaves, and dehvered to their masters, 81

101
In 1828, committed as runaways, 78.

Proved to be free, 11
Unclaimed, or sold for jail fees, etc. 1

Dehvered to their masters, C6

78

Here then is proof, official documentary proof, that in thi'ee

years, 179 human beings were, by the authority of the Federal

Government, arrested in one county of the District, and com-
mitted to prison on no allegation of 'crime, but merely to aid

the slave-holders in trampling upon those great principles of

human rights, for the protection of which the National Govern-
ment was professedly founded. It is also in proof, that of these

* Reports of Committees, 2 Sess., 20 Cong., No. 60.
21*
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179 prisoners, 26 were, by the confession of the marslial, free

men ; men whom (as appears from the report we have quoted,)

he had a legal right to consign to hopeless and awful bondage,

merely because they were too poor to pay the expenses of their

unjust imprisonment ; and who were indebted for their liberty,

not to the laws and constitution of their country, but to the be-

neficence of their jailer—a beneficence too, exercised at his own

pecuniary loss. Proof also is here given, that six persons un-

claimed as slaves, were, by the judgment of this same jailer,

without counsel, witnesses, or trial, sentenced to be sold as slaves

for the purpose of raising money, the whole of which, as we

shall joresently see, was paid over to the judge who pronounced

the sentence. The marshal gives in his letter the particulars of

the sale of five unclaimed negroes, as follows

:

Si—Amount of jail fees, etc. $84 82
Oflered for sale according to law, and no pei'son being

willing to give $84.82, he was purchased by Tench Ringgold,

the marslial, for that sum, and afterwards sold by him to Ro-
bert Bo\vii for $20, by whirh the marshal lost C4 82

Hannah Green sold for $61 00

Maintenance, &c. 48 71

Balance remaining in marshal's hands, $12 29

Lewis Davis sold for $250 00

Amount of fees, &c. 50 07

Balance remaining In marshal's hands, $199 93

James Green sold for $80 00

Fees and maintenance, 49 66

Balance remaining In marshal's hands, $30 34

Arthur Keal sold for amount of his jail fees and maintenance,

to the marshal, being $46 06

Sold afterwards by private sale to J. G. Hutton for 40 00

Lost by marshal, $6 06

The letter concludes thus :

" The marshal has always considered it to be his duty, whenever a

negro was committed as a runaway by a Justice of the Peace, who in

aU cases under the law commits them, which negro had not in his pos-
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session proof of his freedom, but alleged himself to be a freeman, to

write to any part of the United States to persons who the negro affirm-

ed could prove his treedom, urging them to send on their certificates

of such negro being free ; and in many instances, these letters of the
I marshal or his jailer have been the means of bringing proof that the
negro was free.

" The law of Maryland in force in this Distiict, directs that the bal-

ance of sales of negroes (sold as runaways) shall remain in the mar-
shal's hands until the runaway was identified as the property of some
master ; and in conformity thereto, the marshal has uniformly handed
over such balance whenever the master proved his property. In a late

case, Mr. Sprigg, of Louisiana, lost a valuable slave, who escaped from
him, and made his way to this District, and was committed to my cus-
tody, advertised and sold, according to law, leaving a balance oi five
hundred dollars, after paying jnainteuance, &c., in niy hand. The
negro was carried to Louisiana" by the person who purchased him of
me, discovered by his former master, Mr. Sprigg, who sent on here
and claimed his money. Having ascertained that this negro was the
property of Mr. Sprigg, I paid the $500 on demand to his'agent here,
Mr. Josiah Johnson, Senator of Congress from that State.

Tench Een^ggold, Marshal Dis. Col."

Such arc the secrets of the prison-liousc established by the

•Federal Government. It may be well to contemijlate them in

detail. It appeai-s from the cases of Si and Neal, that the Mar-
shal of the United States, after deciding on the liberty or bond-

age of his prisoners, is allowed to .take hisyees in human flesh,

and the condemned becomes the property of the very judge

who sentenced him to servitude, and avIio carries him into the

market there to make out of him as much money as he can.

True it is, Mr. Ringgold's speculations appear not to have been

very productive, but other jailer-judges may have less honesty,

or more skill in negro flesh. The marshal, it seems, sold his

fees in the shape of Si, for only §20. No reason is assigned

for this nominal price. Very probably it was a case ^similar to

the one described by Mr. Miner, in his speech on the floor of

the House of Representatives, hi 1829. " In August, 1821,"

said Mr. M., " a black man w^as taken up, and imprisoned as a

runaway. He was kept confined until October, 1822, four hun-

dred and five days. In this time, vermin, disease, and misery

had deprived him of the use of his limbs. He was rendered a

cripple for life, and finanly discharged, as no one tvould hiaj Idm^

The Hannah and James Green sold for fees, were most likely
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man and Avife, and may remind us that the law we are consider-

ing is utterly reckless of the most sacred relations. The pro-

ceeds of three of the five sold in 1826-7, after deducting fees,

&c., is $24:2.56; and this sum, according to law, the marshal

retains till called for ; but if the negroes Avere free, then,

there being no claimant, the money can never be called for, and

becomes the perquisite of office ; and the income of the judge

of course fluctuates according to the number he condemns to

slavery. Thus does the law literally press U2)0u the marshal

the wages of unrighteousness—thus does it bribe him to the

commission of wickedness. Li one instance, the recei^jts of a

single condemnation were $500, of which the marshal was de-

prived only by a most extraordinary accident.

And noAv let us review the conduct of the Federal Govern-

ment towards the free colored citizen of any State, who presumes

to visit the city of Washington. At the will of a Justice of the

Peace he is thfown into prison. His jailer, if he possesses the

humanity and disinterestedness of Mr. Ringgold, may, if he

pleases, write letters to distant parts of the confederacy, although

he knows that a favorable answer may keep some hundred dol-

lars from finding their way into his pocket. If no such answer

arrives, without any evidence that the letter of inquiry was ever

received, the poor wretch is condemned as a slave, and the price

of his bones and muscles is paid to the judge who condemned

him.

And by whom is this accursed law kept in force ? By north-

ern Representatives and Senators in Congress. On the 8th of

February, 1836, the House of Representatives resolved, that

" Congress ought not to interfere m any loay with slavery in the

District of Columbia," and no less than eighty-two northern

men had the hardihood to record their names in favor of the

resolution. To place, if possible, in a still stronger light, the

conduct of these men, it may be mentioned that the law Ave haA'e

been considering belonged to the code of Maryland at the time

the District was ceded, and Avas continued in force by Act of

Congress. In the meantime, the Legislature of Maryland, com-

posed of slave-holders, yielding to the spirit of the age, has
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erased tliis foul stain from her statute book, while our northern

Democrats, witli liberty and equality forever on their lips, in

hope of getting a few southern votes for their party, discover

that Congress ought not to interfere in any way with slavery in

the District, although it is by the authority of Congress that

freemen are there converted into slaves.

We will now j)lace side by side two advertisements, one pub-

lished by authority of Congress, in which northern men have

the majority ; the other by authority of the slave State of Mary-
land,—the first relating to a uwman and infant claiming to be

FREE, the other to a man confessing himself a slave.

" XoTiCE.—Was comniitted to the jail of Washington County,
District of Cohimbia, as a runaway, a negro woman, by the name of
Polly Leipor, and her infant child William. * * « « gays she
was set free by John Campbell, of Richmond, Va., in 1818 or' 1819.
The owner of the above-described woman and cliild, if any, are ref[uest-

ed to come and prove them, and take them away, or they will be sold
FOR THEIR jail FEES AND OTHER EXPENSES, AS THE LAW
DIRECTS. Tench Ringgold,
May 1[), 18-27. Marshal"

" Ran away.—Was committed to the jail of Washington County,
Mai'yland, on the 24tli of December last, a mulatto man who calls him-
self Jo/zn 7l/cZ)a?ae/, about 25 years of age. * * Says he belongs to

William Hill, living at Falmouth, Va., and was sold to John Daily,
hving somewhere in the South. The owner of the said slave is re-

quested to come and take him away, or he will be released, according to

law. Christian Newcomb, Jun.,
December 10, 1827-

*

Sheriff."

The endeavors of the Federal Government to secure the

restoration of fugitive slaves to their masters, are not confined

either to the District of Columbia, or to the States of this con-

federacy. Even American diplomacy must be made subservient

to the interests of the slave-holders, and republican ambassadors

must bear to foreign courts the wailings of our government for

the escape of human property.

On the 10th of May, 1828, the House of Representatives

requested the President

" To open a negotiation with the British Government, in the view to
obtain an arrangement whereby fugitive slaves who have taken refuge

* Both advertisements arc taken from the Washington Intelligencer.
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in the Canadian provinces of tliat government, may be surrendered
by the functionaries thereof to their masters, upon making satisfactory

proof of their ownership of said slaves."

Here was a plain, palpable interference in behalf of slavery

by a government which we are often assured by the slave-

holders, " has nothing to do with slavery ;

" and so fame and

subservient were the Northern members, that this disgraceful

resolution was adopted without even a division of the House

!

At the next session, the impatience of the slave-holders to know
if Great Britain would restore their slaves who had taken refuge

in Canada, could brook no longer delay, and the House called

on the President to inform them of the result of the negotiation.

The President immediately submitted a mass of documents to

the House, from which it appeared that the zeal of the Execu-

tive, in behalf of " the peculiar institution," had anticipated the

wishes of the Legislature. Two years before the interference of

the House, viz., on the 19 th of June, 1826, Mr. Clay, Secretary

of State, had instructed Mr. Gallatin, American Minister in

London, to propose a stipulation for " a mutual surrender of all

persons held to service or labor under the laws of either party

who escape into the territories of the other." Mr. Clay dwelt

on the number of fugitives in Canada, and desired Mr. Gallatin

to press on the British Government the consideration that such

a stipulation would secure to the West India 2^^antcrs the recovery

of such of their slaves as mi(jht take refuge in the American Re-

puhlic !

Surely the Federal Government was never intended by its

founders to act the part of kidnapper for West India slave-

holders.

On the 24th of February, 1827, Mr. Clay again urged Mr.

Gallatin to procure this stipulation, and informed him that a

treaty had just been concluded with ^lc^\co,htj ichich that power

had engaged to restore our runaivay slaves.*'

On the 5th of July, 1827, Mr. Gallatin communicated to his

government the answer of the British Minister, that '' it was

* Such a treaty was negotiated, but the Mexican Congress refused to ratify

the base compact.
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utterly impossible for tliem to agree to a stipulation for the sur-

render of fugitive slaves."

Determined not to take no for an answer, Mi'. Clay desired

Mr. Barbour, our then Minister in England, to renew the nego-

tiation, inasmuch as the escape of slaves into Canada is "a

growing evil ;
" but alas, Mr. Barbour replied, that on broaching

the subject to the British minister, he had informed him " the

law of Parliament gave freedom to every slave ivho effected his

landing on British gronnd."'^' To have attempted to march an

army into Canada, for the purpose of seizing these fugitives,

would have cost rather more than they were worth. There was,

however, a territory on our Southern frontier, belonging to a

power less able than Great Britain to punish aggressions on her

sovereignty, and hence it is that we are called to consider

THE INVASION OF FLORIDA, AND DESTRUCTION OF FUGITIVE

SLAVES BY THE FORCES OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

On the 15th of March, 1816, Mr. Crawford, Secretaiy of War,

addressed a letter to General Jackson, informing him that there

was a fort in Florida, occupied by between two hundred and fifty

and three hundred blacks, and that they and the hostile Creek

Indians were guilty of secret practices to inveigle negroes from

the frontiers of Georgia, and directing him to call the attention

of the Commandant at Pensacola to the subject. The Secretary

added, that should the Commandant decline interfering, and

should it be determined that the destruction of the negro fort

does not require the sanction of Congress, means will be promptly

taken for its reduction.

General Jackson, however, had before the receipt of this

despatch, " assumed the resi^onsibility " of sending his orders

respecting this very fort to Gen. Gaines.

" If the fort harbors the negroes of our citizens, or of friendly In-

dians living within our territory, or holds out inducements to the slaves

of our citizens to desert from th^r owners' service, it must he destroyed.

* State papers, 2 Sess., 20th Congress, Vol. I.
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Notify the governor of Pensacola of your advance into his territory, and

for the express purpose of destroying these lawless banditti." The letter

concludes with directions to restore the stolen negroes to their rightful

owners. Letter of 8th of April, 1816.

Owing to some cause not explained, Gen. Gaines did not

fulfil his instructions ; and a gun boat was sent up the Appala-

cliicola river by order of Commodore Patterson, and on tlie

27tli of July attacked the fort by firing red-hot shot at it. A
shot entered the magazine, w^hich exploded. The result is thus

stated in the official report

:

" Three hundred negroes, men, women and children, and about

twenty Indians, were in the fort ; of these, two hundred and seventy

were killed, and the greater part of the rest mortally wounded."

Commodore Patterson in his letter to the Secretary of the

Navy, observes

:

" The service rendered by the destruction of this fort, and the band
of negroes who held it and the country in its vicinity, is of great and
manifest importance to the United States, and particularly those States

bordering on the Creek nation, as it had become a general rendezvous

for runaway slaves and disafi'ected Indians— an asylum where they

found arms and ammunition to protect themselves against their owners

and the government. This hold being destroyed, they have no longer

a place to fly to, and will not be so liable to abscond. The force of the

negroes was daily increasing, and they had commenced several planta-

tions on the banks of the Appalachicola."*

We are not aware that this gallant achievement called forth at

the time any testimony of approbation from the government. It

was probably regarded as an unnecessary destruction of prop-

erty. Gen. Jackson's orders were to restore the negroes " to

their rightful owners," not to kill them. But times have

changed ; abolition doctrines are siH'eading, and hereafter our

officers, and soldiers, and sailors, may feel some reluctance at

being sent on kidnapping expeditions. Hence, after the lapse of

twenty-three years, the government has deemed it good policy

to evince their estimation of such ^services, by rewarding the

* State papers, 2Sess., 15th Congress, No. Go.
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heroes of Appalachicola. The following is taken from the

Washington Globe

:

"Notice.— The sum of five thousand four hundred and
SIXTY-FIVE DOLLARS having been appropriated by an Act of Con-
gress, passed at the last session, to be distributed as prize money among
the officers and crews, their, or either of their heirs or legal represen-
tatives, of the gun boats, numbered 149 and 154, who in the month of
July, 1816, blew up and destroyed a fort occupied by fugitive negroes
and Lidians, on the river Appalachicola, all persons having claims
upon the sum so appropriated, are notified to present and prove the
same without delay at the office of the Fourth Auditor of the Treasury
Department, in the City of Washington.

''Fourth Auditor's Office, May 23d, 1839."

It is now time to advert to one of the most extraordinary

exploits of American diplomacy, viz.

:

COMPENSATION FOR FUGITIVE SLAVES OBTAINED BY THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

The presence of British armed vessels in our Southern waters,

during the last war, afforded an opportunity to many of the

slaves to escaj)e from bondage. In 1814, and while the war
was raging in all its fury, commissioners were appointed to

treat of peace, and instructions were given to them as to the

stipulations to be inserted in the treaty. These instructions

contain the following remarkable passage

:

" The negroes taken from the Southern States should be i-eturned to

their owners, or paid for at their full value. If these slaves were con-
sidered as non-combatants, they ought to be restored : if as propei-ty,

they ought to be paid for." Moreover, this stipulation is expi-essly

inchided " in the conditions on which you are to insist in the proposed
negotiations." Letter of Lisirucfions from Mr, Monroe, Secretary of
State, 28th January, 1814.*

Thus we see that not even the calamities of war could divert

the attention of the Federal Government from the peculiar

interests of the slave-holders. The commissioners were faithful

to the charge thus given to them : and in the treaty concluded

* American State papers, Vol. IX, p. 364

22
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at Ghent, adroitly provided for the restoration of slaves ; and in

such obscure terms as ultimately secured a far more extensive

concession than the British negotiators had any intention of

making.

The 1st article is as follows

:

" All territoiy, places, and possessions whatever, taken from either

party, by the other during the war, or which may be taken after the

signing of this treaty, shall be restored without deLiy; and without

causing any destruction or carrying away of the artillery or other pub-

he property originally captured in said forts or places, and which shall

remain upon the exchange of the ratifications of this treaty, or any
slaves or other private property."

The treaty Avas ratified at Washington on the 17th of Febru-

ary ; and six days after, three commissioners appointed by the

government appeared in the Chesapeake, authorized to demand

and receive the slaves on board the British squadron still in our

waters.

Captain John Clarelle happened to be at the moment in com-

mand of the British forces, and he positively refused to give up

a single fugitive ; contending that the stipulation in the treaty

related only to slaves " originally captured in forts or places,"

and remaining in such forts or places at the exchange of the rat-

ifications, and had no reference to slaves who had voluntarily

sought protection on board British vessels.

A few days after. Admiral Cockburn arrived and a similar

demand was made upon him. He also refused to siu'reuder any

fugitives, as such were not included in the treaty, but gave up

eighty slaves ^vhich were found on Cumberland Island at the

time that place was captured, and who had not been removed

previous to the exchange of ratifications; this being a case

directly within the true meaning and intention of the treaty.

The Secretary of State then applied to the British Charge d'Af-

faires at "Washington, requesting him to direct the Naval Com-

manders in the Chesapeake to give up the fugitives on boai*d

their vessels ; but Mr. Baker declined interfering, taking the

same view of the article as the Admiral had done. In the

meantime, the squadron had sailed for Bermuda. The Gov-

ernment, tracking the scent of a fugitive with bloodhound keen-
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ness, forthwith despatched an agent to Bermuda in pursuit, to

demand the negroes of the Governor. The worthy Englishman,

nettled at a requisition so derogatory to the honor of his country,

replied, '• he would rather Bermuda, with every man, woman

and child in it, were sunk under the sea, than surrender one

slave that had sought protection under the flag of England."

The agent, (Thomas Spalding,) nothing daunted, now assumed

the diplomatist, and addressed a long argumentative despatch to

Admiral Griffith, commanding on the Bermuda station, demand-

ing the fugitives, and promising to furnish him with a particular

list of the slaves claimed, which he expected to receive in a few

days from the United States. The Admiral very cavalierly

assured Mr. Spalding that it was quite unnecessary for him to

wait at Bermuda for the expected document, since there was,

neither at Bermuda nor any other British island or settlement,

any authority " competent to deliver vip persons, who, during

the late wars, had placed themselves under the protection of the

British flag."*

From British Governors and admirals, our Government now
turned to the British Cabinet, and found that there also it was

held a point of honor to keep faith, even with runaway slaves.

Lord Castlereagh declared that the government never would

have assented to a treaty requiring the surrender of persons

who had taken refuge under the British standard. Again was

the demand made, and again was it unequivocally rejected.

But the administration refused to yield, and insisted on a refer-

ence of the question to the decision of a friendly power, and

named the Emperor of Russia as umpire. After tedious nego-

tiation, this point was carried: and in 1818, a convention was

concluded at London, submitting the true construction of the

treaty to the Emperor, who decided in favor of the slave-

holders. It now became necessary to determine hoAV the num-

ber of slaves, and their value, should be ascertained. Another

negotiation ensued, which resulted in a second convention, by

which it was agreed that each party should appoint a certain

* State papers, 14th Congress, 2d Session. Senate documents. No. 28.
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number of Commissioners, who should form a Board to sit at

Washington, to receive and liquidate the claims of the masters.

But difficulties soon arose. The American Commissioners

insisted oninterest, which the others refused to allow. Negotia-

tions again commenced, till at last the British Cabinet, wearied

with the pertinacity of the American Government, and sick of

the controversy, entex'ed into a third convention, (13th of Nov.,

1826,) by which the enormous sum of one million two hun-

dred AND FOUR THOUSAND DOLLARS was paid and received

in full of all demands.

Thus after a persevering negotiation, conducted for twelve

years, at Washington, in the Chesapeake Bay, at Bermuda,

at London,and at Petersburg, did our government succeed in

obtaining most ample compensation for the fugitives. Commis-

sioners were then appointed to distribute this sum ; and after

fixing an average value on each slave proved to have been car-

ried away, it was found that a surplus still remained; and this

surplus was divided among the masters !

Having now seen the success that attended the pursuit of

fugitive slaves, let us next witness the

EFFORTS OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO RECOVER
SHIPWRECKED SLAVES.

Considering the extent of the American slave-trade, it is not

surprising that our slavers are occasionally driven out of their

course ; and are sometimes wrecked upon the dangerous reefs

abounding in the neighboring Archipelago.

On the 3d of January, 1831, the brig Comet, a regular slaver

from the District of Columbia, on her usual voyage from Alexr

andria to New Orleans, with a cargo of one hundred and sixty-.

four slaves, was lost off the island of Abaco. The slaves were

saved, and carried into New Providence, where they were set at

liberty by the authorities of the island. A portion of the cargo

(146 head) was insured at New Orleans for $71,330.

On the 4th of February, 1839, the brig Encomium, from

Charleston to New Orleans, with forty-five slaves, was also
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wrecked near Abaco, and the slaves carried into New Provi-

dence, where, like their predecessors, they were declared to be

free.

In February, 1835, the Enterprise, another slaver from the

National Domain, on her voyage to Charleston, with seventy-

eight slaves, was driven into Bermuda in distress. The pas-

sengers, instead of being thrown into prison, as Bermudians

would have been in Charleston under similar circumstances,

were hospitably treated, and permitted to go at large. These

successive and unexpected transmutations of slaves into free-

men, roused the ready zeal of the Federal Government. Di-

rectly on the loss of the Comet, instructions were sent from

Washington to our Minister, to demand of the British Govern-

ment the value of the cargo. In 1832, another despatch was

forwarded on the subject. The instructions were again renewed

in 1833, the Secretary of State remarking, this case "must be

brought to a conclusion ; the doctrine that would justify the

liberation of our slaves, is too dangerous to a large section of

our countiy to be tolerated."

In 1834, fresh instructions were sent, and a demand ordered

to be made for the value of the slaves in the Encomium.

In 1835, similar instructions were sent relative to the Enter-

prise.

In 1836, the instructions were renewed; the Secretary observ-

ing to Mr. Stevenson, " In the present state of our diplomatic

relations with the Government of His Britannic Majesty, the

most immediately jiressing of the matters with which the United

States Legation at London is now chai'ged, is the claim of cer-

tain American citizens against Great Britain for a number of

slaves, the cargoes of three vessels wrecked in British islands

in the Atlantic."

From a long and labored communication from Mr. Steven-

son to Lord Palmerston, we extract the following morceau.

" The undersigned feels assured that it will only be necessary to

refer Lord Palmerston to the provisions of the Constitution of the
United States, and the laws of many of the States, to satisfy him of the
existence of slavery, and that slaves are there regarded and protected as

property ; that by these laws, there is in fact no distinction in principle

2S,*
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between property in persons and property in things ; and that the Gov-
ernment have more than once, in the most solemn manner, determined
that slaves killed in the service of the United Slates, even in a state ofwar,
were to be regarded as properly, and not as persons, and the Government
held responsible for their value."

No answer having been vouchsafed to this letter, and the

argument being exhausted, Mr. Stevenson tried the virtue of a

diplomatic hint that the United States would go to war for their

slaves ; expressing his hope in a letter to Lord Palmerston, that

the British Gc vernment would

" Not longer consent to postpone the decision of a subject which had
been for so many years under its consideration ; and the effect of

which can be none other than to throw not only additional impediments
in the way of an adjustment, and increase those feeUngs of dissatisfac-

tion and irritation which have already been excited ; but by possibility

tend to disturb and weaken the kind and amicable relations which now
so happily subsist between the two countries, and on the preservation of
which, so essentially depend the interests and happiness of both." Letter

of 31st December, 1836.

The British Cabinet, after long delays, reluctantly consented

to pay for the cargoes of the Comet and Encomium on the ground

that at the time the slaves composing them were liberated, sla-

very still existed in the British AVest Indies ; but inasmuch as

the emancipation Act had been passed before the arrival of the

Enterprise, her passengers could not be recognized by British

courts as property, and therefore the government could not and

would not pay for them. The letter of Lord Palmerston an-

nouncing this determination, concluded as follows

:

" Slavery being now abolished throughout the British empire, there

can be no well-founded claim for compensation in respect of slaves,

who, under any circumstances, may come into British colonies, any
more than there would be with respect to slaves brought into the

United Kingdom."

This announcement was received in high dudgeon at "Wash-

ington. Mr. Forsyth, the Secretary of State, wrote (27th

March, 1837) to Mr. Stevenson, that the principles on which the

claim of the owner of the slaves on board the Enterprise had

been rejected, " are regarded by the President as inconsistent
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with the respect clue from all foreign powers to the institutions

of a friendly nation !
" Mr. Van Buren it seems is yet to learn

that our republican institution of negro slavery, instead of being

regarded with respect, is viewed with scorn and detestation by

the civilized woi'ld. He is not, however, ignorant of the influ-

ence which Ms respect for it will have on the next presidential

election. Mr. Forsyth proceeded:

" The soundness of the principle is explicitly denied, and the serious

consequences with which, in the judgment of the President, it is

fraught to iha property and tranquillity of our citizens, call imperatively

upon HIM to announce to his majesty's government, immediately and
solemnly, that its ap2:)lication to them never can he acquiesced in by the

government of the United States." * * * * " The President
has been particularly affected by the declaration, that no claim for

slaves coming into the British dominions, under any circumstances,
will be entertained by his majesty's government. Although the Presi-

dent well knows that such is not the intention of his majesty's govern-
ment, yet this declaration, if not regarded as an invitation, will be the
strongest inducement to the flight or abduction of slaves, by fraud or
force, from their masters ; and if adhered to, cannot fad to be consid-
ered, especially by the sutferers from its influence, as an evidence of a
spirit hostile to the repose and security of the United States." * *
* * " Irritated by discussion without agreement, discussion will
BE ABANDONED FOR RETALIATION OR RETORTION

; and SOOUCr Or
later, the cordial good will, at present so happily existing between the
two countries, will be convei-ted into bitter hostility— the fore-

runner of incalculable injuries to both."

Mr. Stevenson was directed to lay this bullying epistle " in

extenso " before the British Mmister. Lord Palmerston, in his

reply, did not condescend to notice the threats of Messrs. Van
Buren and Forsyth, but calmly repeated the assurance, that

" Slavery being now abolished throughout the British empire, there
can be no well-founded claim on the part of any foreigner in respect of
slaves, who, under any circumstances tvhatever, may come into the
British colonies, any more than there would be in respect to slaves
who might come into the United Kingdom."

The Federal Government did not deem it expedient, on the

receipt of this despatch, to declare war against Great Britain,

but preferred making another attempt at negotiation ; and a most
extraordinary attempt it was. Mr. Stevenson was instructed
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(I2tli March, 1838) to ascertain whether the British govern-

ment

" Are prepared at once to enter upon the negotiation of a convention

for regulating the disposition of slaves belonging to the United States

that may be carried by force into the colonies lying contiguous to our

territories, or driven in by stress of weather, with a Adew to the pre-

vention of the ill effects to be apprehended from future colUsions upon
a subject so hable to produce in the people of the resjiective countries

a high degree of excitement and irritation. In the meantime, the

President, anxious to avoid eveiy thing that might tend in the least

degree to disturb the amicable relations subsisting between the two
countries, will abstain from taking those steps for the security of

the rights and property of our citizens which the recent decision ofher

majesty's government, in the absence of any agreement upon the sub-

ject, would render necessary, until opportunity is offered for receiving

the answer of her majesty's government, to the apphcation which you
are hereby directed to make."

It would be doing injustice to Mr. Van Buren to suppose him

capable of the weakness of believing that such a proposition

would be listened to after the reiterated declarations to the con-

trary by Lord Palmerston. The correspondence it was known

would be published before the next election; and the South

would perceive that the President, although a Northern man,

had done what he could to sustain " the rights and property

"

of the slave-holders. A reprieve, it will be seen, was granted

to her majesty's government until an opportunity Avas afforded

for receivmg its answer. On the 10th of July, 1838, Mr. Stev-

enson laid before the British minister the terms of the requii'ed

treaty, which were,—
1st. That Great Britain should "refrain {rom forcing liberty

upon such American slaves " as might hereafter be compelled

to enter British colonial ports.

2d. That she should prohibit the landing of such slaves in the

colonies.

3d. That when unavoidably landed, they should be placed

under military guard till theii- owners coiild re-ship them.

The answer, big with the fate of Bi-itain, and which was to

terminate Mr. Van Buren's long-suffering and forbearance, was

returned on the 10th of July, 1838,— and such an answer!

The American minister is assured that " an engagement on the
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part of Great Britain not io force liberty upon American slaves,

would aj^pear to assume a preference to slavery on the part of

such persons, which is scarcely consistent with the known prin-

ciples of human nature ; " and moreover, that such engagement

is wholly unnecessary, since the British laAv forces no slave to

leave a master he wishes to serve. But that a law depriving

American slaves in the British dominions of the right of habeas

corpus, " would be so entirely at variance with every principle

of the British Constitution, that no government loould venture to

propose it to Parliament, and no Parliament woicld agree to adopt

it." And as to placing American slaves under a military guard,

that they might be restored to their masters, it would be a duty

"so re2}ugnant to every feeling of the officers mid men of the

British army, that her majesty's government would in any case

be extremely unwilling to call upon her majesty's troops to per-

form it ; and, in the next place, it is doubtful whether the troops

could be so employed consistently with the law now in force for

the abolition of the slave-trade, and her majesty's government

could not propose to Parliament the rejyeal of that law."

Such was the answei',— and not only has it been received,

but it has been submitted to Congress ; and yet Mr. Van Buren

still abstains "from taking those steps for the security of the

rights and property of our citizens " which the decision of her

majesty's government renders necessary !

Thus for eight successive years has the cabinet at "Washington

been sending instructions tq their agents in England to procure

payment for these cargoes of human flesh : nor has Congress

been Avanting in zeal on the same subject. Twice has the

Senate called qn the President to report the progress of the

negotit^tion. The first call (7th February, 1837) asked for a

copy of the

" Correspondence with the Government of Great Britain in relation

to the outrage committed on our flag, and the rights of our citizens, by
the authorities of Bermuda and New Providence, in seizing the slaves
on board the brigs ' Encomium ' and ' Enterprise,' engaged in the
coasting trade, but which were forced by shipwreck and stress of
weather into the ports of those islands."
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The language of this resolution indicates the influence exerted

by slavery over the Federal Government. Should a murderer

escape from England and land on our shores, we refuse to sur-

render him to the justice of his country ; but when the West

India authorities refuse to deliver two hundred and eighty-seven

innocent men, women and children, thrown by the tempest under

their protection, into hopeless, interminable slavery, the Senate

solemnly pronounce the refusal to be an outrage on our flag, and

the rights of our citizens. Moreover, the liberation of these

persons is spoken of as a seizure of them, and the slavers carry-

ing human cargoes to market, are most audaciously declared to

have been engaged in the coasting trade ! The real trade in

which these vessels were engaged, was

THE AMERICAN SLAVE-TRADE UNDER THE PROTECTION AND

REGULATION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT^

We shall first exhibit the character and extent of this trade,

and then show that it is in fact carried on under the protection

and regulation of the Federal Government.

The competition of free with slave-labor in the bread-stuffs and

some other productions of Maryland, Virginia, and North Caro-

lina, has greatly reduced the value of slaves as laborers in those

States ; and hence the disposition manifested there some years

since, to get rid of this unprofitable portion of their population.

But the rapid extension of the cotton and sugar cultivation in

the extreme South, together with the settlement of the new

States of Alabama, Mississippi, Missouri, and Arkansas, occa-

sioned a prodigious demand for slaves ; and the agriculturists of

Virginia and the neighboring States discovered that their most

lucrative occupation was that of raising live stock for the South-

ern and Western markets. In Georgia and South Carolina it

has also been found more advantageous to export their super-

numeraries to Mobile, New Orleans, or Natchez, than to employ

them on their well-staked plantations. Hence has grown up

an almost incredible transfer of slaves from the North to the

South ; and recently a new market has been opened in Texas,
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giving an additional stimulus to the trade. It is impossible to

ascertain the exact amount of this trade, as the Secretary of the

Treasury in his annual report on the commercial statistics of

the United States, has never included any statements respecting

this branch of the " coasting trade." But, indeed, the returns

from the several Custom Houses of the size and value of the

human cargoes cleared for the Southern ports, if given, would

afford a very inadequate idea of the extent ofthe traffic, since it is

carried on by land as well as by sea. Whole coffles of chained

slaves are driven long and painfnl journeys in the interior of the

Republic, much in the same manner as in the wilds of Africa.

The Rev. Mr. Dickey in a published letter thus describes a

coffle he met on the road in Kentucky

:

" I discovered about forty black men all chained together in the

following manner: each of them was handcuffed, and they were

arranged in rank and file ; a chain perhaps forty feet long was stretched

between two ranks, to which short chains were joined, which connected

with the handcuffs. Behind them were, I suppose, thirty women in

double rank, tlie couples tied hand to hand."

The Presbyterian Synod of Kentucky, in an address, in

1835, to the churches under their care, speaking of this trade,

say:

" Brothers and sisters, parents and children, husbands and wives,

are torn asunder, and permitted to see each other no more. These
acts are daily occurring in the midst of us. The shrieks and agony
often witnessed on such occasions, proclaim with a trumpet tongue the

Iniquity of OUR system. There Is not a neighborhood whei-e these

heart-rending scenes are not displayed. There is not a village or road

that does not behold the sad procession of manacled outcasts, whose
mournful countenances teU that they are exiled by force from aU that

their hearts hold dear."

J. K. Pal'lding, the present Secretary of the Navy, gives

the following picture of a scene he witnessed in Virginia

:

" The sun was shining out very hot, and In turning an angle of the

road we encountered the following group : first, a little cart drawn by
one horse, in which five or six half naked black children were tiunbled

like pigs together. The cart had no covering, and they seemed to

have been actually broiled to sleep. Behind the cart marched three

'ack women, with head, neck and breasts uncovered, and without
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shoes or stockings ; next came three men, bareheaded, half naked, and
chained together toith an ox-chain. Last of all came a white man—

a

white man, Frank !—on horseback, carrying pistols in his belt, and
who, as we passed him, had the impudence to look us in the face with-

out blushing. I should like to see him hunted by bloodhounds. At a
house where we stopped, a Uttle further on, we learned that he had
bought these miserable beings in Maryland, and was marching them
in this manner to some of the more southern States. Shame on the

State of Maryland ! I say—and shame on the State of Virginia, and
every State through which this wretched cavalcade was permitted to pass.

Do they expect that such exhibitions ^vill not dishonor them in the eyes of

strangers, however they may be reconciled to them by education and
habit V

"*

The annexed picture, it will be perceived, is drawn by a

southern pencil.

" Place yourself in imagination for a moment in their condition

—

with heavy galling chains riveted upon your person, half-naked, half-

starved, your back lacerated with the knotted whip, travelling to a

region where your condition through time will be second only to the

wretched creatures in hell. This depiction is not visionary—would to

God that it was !" Editorial, Maryville (Tennessee) Intelligencer, 4th

October, 1835.

* "Letters from the South, wi-itten during an excursion in the summer of
1816." New York, 1817. Vol. I, Letter XI, p. 117.

It may be thought by some that the elevation to a seat in the Cabinet, of

a gentleman who expresses himself vrMx so much warmth and fearlessness

against one of the " peculiar institutions of the South," militates against our
idea that the influence of the Federal Government is exerted in behalf of

slavery. Singular as it may appear, the appointment of Mr. Paulding is

nevertheless strongly corroborative of the opinion we have advanced ; and
the explanation is at once easy and amusing. The "Letters from the

South" were reprinted in 1835, and form the fifth and sixth volumes of an
edition of " Paulding's works." The letter from which we have quoted con-

sists of fourteen pages, devoted to the subject of slavery. On turning to the
corresponding letter in the recent edition we find it shrunk to three pages,

containing no allusion to the internal trade, nor anything else that could of-

fend the most sensitive Southerner. In the nineteenth letter, as printed in

1817, there is not a word about slavery. In the same letter, as published in

1835, we meet with the following most wonderful prediction—a prediction

that has lately been cited in the newspapers as a proof of the sagacity and
foresight of the Secretary of the Navy :

—

" The second cause of disunion will be found in the slave population of
the South, whetiever the misguided, or wilfully malignant zeal of the advo-
cates of emancipation, shall institute, as it one day doubtless will, a crusade
against the constitutional rights of the slave-owners, by sending among them
fanatical agents and fanatical tracts, calculated to render the slaves dis-

affected, and the situation of the master and his family dangerous ; when ap-
peals shall be made under the sanction of religion to the passions of these
ignorant and excited blacks, calculated and intended to rouse their worst
and most dangerous passions, and to place the very lives of their masters,
their wives, and their children in the deepest peril ; tvken societies are foi-med

in the sister States for the avowed purpose of virtually destroying the value
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As we are about to enter into particulars resjiecting the

American slave-trade, it may not be uninteresting to inquire

who are its victims. They are native horn Americans. But of

what color and descent ? This will no doubt be deemed by

many a very unnecessary question ; and no little indignation

will probably be excited when we answer that large numbers of

these victims are white men and women, and the children of

American citizens.

People at the North are disposed to be incredulous when they

hear of white slaves at the South : and yet a little reflection

would convince them not only that there must be such slaves

under the present system, but that in process of time a large

proportion of the slaves must be as white as their masters.

Were there no other sources of information respecting the com-

plexions of the southern slaves, the newspaper notices of run-

of this principal item in the property of a southern planter ; when it becomes
a question mooted in the Legislatures of the States, or of the general govern-

ment, whether the rights of the master over his slave shall be any longer

recognized or maintained, and when it is at last evident that nothing vdW
preserve them but secession, then will certain of the stars of our beautiful

constellation "start madly from theii- spheres and jostle the others in their

t\-ild career."
In the title of the new edition, the date of the "excursion" is modestly

omitted, but the reader is not informed that the spirit of prophecy descended
upon the writer, not while journeying at the South, but while ^vitnessing in

New York the operations of the predicted societies, and after the city had
been convulsed by the abolition riots.

In 1836, Mr. Paulding published his " Slavery in the United States." In
this work both the Old and New Testament are made to give their sanction

to slavery. Great Britain, in abolishing slavery in the West Indies, is

charged -n-ith having " committed robbery under cover of humanity."—(p.

51.) "A community of free blacks rising among the ruins of States, lords

of the soil, smoking with the habitations and blood of their exterminated

masters and families," would, we are assured, be only fulfilling " the wishes"

of the abolitionists.—(p. 56.) The advocates of immediate emancipation

recommend, it is asserted, " indiscriminate marriages between the whites

and blacks,"—(p. 61), and well educated respectable females amongst them
are apparently anxious "to become the mothers of mulattoes."—(p. G2.)

Slavery, we are told, " is becoming gradually divested of all its harsh fea-

tures, and is now only the bugbear of the imagination,—(p. 26;) and Mr,

Paulding afBrms—" In a residence of several years within the District, and
a pretty extensive course of travel in some of the southern States, (the ex-

cursion in the summer of 1816, we suppose,) we never saw or heard of any

such instances of cruelty. We saw no chains (!) and heard no stripes."—(p.

108.)

We tiTist our readers are now fully convinced of this gentleman's qualifica-

tions for the office of Secretary of the Navy, and of Mr. Van Buren's con-

sistency in appointing him.

23
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aways would most abundantly confirm our assertion. Of these

notices, we give the following as samples.

" $ 100 Reward.—The above reward will be paid for the apprehen-
sion of my man WilHam. lie is a very bright mulatto

—

straight, yel-

lowish hair. I have no doubt he will change his name, and try to pass

himself for a "WHITE JNIAX, which he may be able to do, unless to a
close observer.

August 9. T. S. Piciiard."

" $100 Reward.—Ran away from James Hyhart, Paris, Kentucky, on
the 29th of June last, the mulatto boy Norton, about fifteen years old,

a very bright mulatto, and would be taken for a WHITE BOY, if

not closely examined. His hair is black and straight, &c."

—

New
Orleans True American, Wth August, 1836.

" Si 00 Reward—Will be given for the apprehension of my negro (!)

Edmund Kenney. He has straight hair, and complexion so nearly

WHITE, that it is beheved a stranger would suppose there was no
African blood in him. He was with my boy Dick a short time since

in Norfolk, an(Z o^ererZ him for sale, and was apprehended, but escaped
under pretence of being a WHITE MAN.

AxDERsox Bowles.
Richmond Whig, Qth January, 1836."

" S50 Reward wiU be given for the apprehension and deUvery to me
of the following slaves : Samuel, and Judy his wife, with their four

children, belonging to the estate of Sacker Dubberly, deceased.

I will give SlO for the apprehension of AV^illiam Dubberly, a slave

belonging to the estate. AViUiam is about 19 years old, QUITE
WHITE, and would not readily be mistaken for a slave.

Joiix T. Lane.
Newhern Spectator, 13th March, 1837."

"$100 Retvard.—Ilan away from the subscriber, a bright mulatto

man slave, named Sam. Light sandy hair, blue eyes, ruddy complexion

—is so WHITE as very easily to pass for a free WHITE MAN.
Edwin Peck.

Mobile, April 22, 1837."

" $50 Reward.—I will give the above reward of fifty dollars for the

apprehension and securing in any jail, so that I get him again, or de-

livering to me in Dandridge, E. Tenn., my mulatto boy, named Pres-

ton, about twenty years old. It is supposed he will try to pass as a

free WHITE MAN.
Oct. 12, 1838. John Eoper."

"22a?j away from the subscriber, working on the plantation of Col. H.
Tinker, a bright mulatto boy, named Alfred. Alfred is about eight

years of age, pretty well grown, has blue eyes, light flaxen hair, skin dis-

posed to freckle. He will try to pass as FREE BORN.
S. G. Stewart.

Green County, Alabama."
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Li the New Orleans Bee, of June 22, 1831, P. Bahi adver-

tises as a runaway, " Maria, witli a CLEAR WHITE com-

plexion !

"

Mr. Paxton, a Virginia writer, tells us in liis work on slavery,

that " the best blood in Virginia flows in the veins of the

slaves."

Dr. Torrey, in his work on domestic slavery in the United

States, p. 14, says :

" While at a pubHc house in Fredericktown, there came into the

bar-room, on Sunday, a decently dressed white man, of quite a hglit

complexion, in company with one who was totally black. After they

went away, the landlord observed that the lohite man was a slave. I

asked him with some surprise how that could be possible ? To which
he rephed, that he was a descendant, by female ancestry, of an African

slave. He also stated, that not far from Fredericktown, there was a

slave estate on which there were several white females, of as fair and
elegant appearance as white ladies in general, held in legal bondage as

slaves ! !
"

A Missouri paper, reporting the trial of a slave hoy, remarks

:

" All the physiological mai-ks of distinction which characterize the
African descent, had disappeared. His skin was fair, his hair soft,

straight, fine and white, his eyes blue, but rather disposed to the hazel-

nut color, nose prominent, the lips small and weU formed, forehead
high and prominent."

In the summer of 1835, a slave-holder from Maryland arrested

as his fugitive a young woman in PhiLadelphia. A trial ensued,

when it was most conclusively proved that the alleged slave,

Mary Gilmore, was the child of poor Irish parents, and had

not a drop of African blood in her veins.

A paper printed at Louisville, Ky., the " Emporium," relates

a circumstance that occurred in that city, in tlie following terms.

" A laudable indignation was universally manifested among our
citizens on Saturday last, by the exposure of a woman and two children
for sale at public auction, at the front of our principal tavern. The
woman and children were as white as any of our citizens : indeed,
we scarcely ever saAv a child with a fairer or clearer complexion than
the younger one." Niks's Register, June, 1821.

Mr. Niles tells us, in his Register, that Mr. Calhoun, the late

Vice President, had related to him the case of a man " placed
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on the stand for sale as a slave, whose api^earance, in all re-

spects, gave hun a better claim to the character of a WHITE
MAN, than most persons so acknowledged could show." Reg-

ister, 2oth Oct. 1834.

"We will now attempt to give the reader some idea of the

extent of the trade— a trade in which human beings of every

shade, from the purest white to the deepest black, are made
articles of merchandise, and treated with cruelty little if any

less than that which has made the African slave-trade the exe-

cration of the civilized Avorld.

" Dealing in slaves," says the Baltimore Register, " has become a
large business ; establishments are made in several places in Maryland
and Virginia, at which they are sold like cattle : these places of deiiosit

are strongly built, and well supplied with iron thumb-screws and gags,

and ornamented with cowskius and other whips, oftentimes bloody."

The advertisements of the Baltimore traders show that the

Maryland Colonization Society, in their endeavors to suppress

iue slave-trade, may find a field for their labors less distant than

the coast of Africa. "We annex some samples.

''Austin Woodfolk, of Baltimore, wishes to inform the slave-holders

of JNIaryland and Virginia, that their friend still lives to give cash and
the highest price for negroes," &c.

"General Slave Agency Office. — Gentlemen j^la'iters from the

South, and others who wish to purchase negroes, would do well to give

me a call.

Lewis Scott."

"Cash for two hundred Negroes.— The highest cash prices wiU be
paid for negroes of both sexes, by application to me or my agent, at

Booth's Garden.
Hope H. Slater."

"For Neio Orleans. — A coppered, copper-fastened packet-brig,

Isaac Franklin, will sail on the 1st of February, for Baltimore. Those
having servants to ship will do well by making early appUcation to

James F. Purvis," &c.

Human flesh is now the gi'cat staple of Virginia. In the

Legislature of this State, in 1832, Thomas Jefferson Ran-
DOLPH declared that Virginia had been converted into " one
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grand menagerie, toliere men are reared for the market like oxen

for the shamhles" This same gentleman thus compared the

foreign with the domestic traffic.

" The trader (African) receives the slave, a stranger in aspect, lan-

guage, and manner, from the merchant who brought him from the

interior. But here, sir, individuals whom the master has known from
infancy — whom he has seen sporting in the innocent gambols of

childhood— who have been accustomed to look to him for protection,

he tears from the mother's arms, and sells into a strange country, among
a strange people, subject to cruel taskmasters. In my opinion it is 7nuch

worse."

Mr. Gholson, of Virginia, in his speech in the Legislature

of that State, January 18, 1831, (see Richmond Whig,) says:

" The legal maxim of partus sequitur venirem is coeval with the ex-
istence of the rights of property itself, and is founded in wisdom and
justice. It is only on the justice and inviolability of this maxim, that
the master foregoes the service of the female slave, has her nursed and
attended during the period of her gestation, and raises the helpless
and infant offspring. The value of the property justifies the expense

;

and I do not hesitate to say, that in its increase consists much of our
wealth."

Professor Dew, now President of the College of "SVilliam

and Mary, Virginia, in his review of the debate in the Virginia

Legislature, 1831-2, speaking of the revenue arising from the

trade, says

:

" A full equivalent being thus left in the place of the slave, this em-
igration becomes an advantage to the State, and does not check the
black population as much as at first view we might imagine, because it

furnishes every inducement to the master to attend to the negroes, to
ENCOURAGE BREEDING, and to cause the greatest number possible to be
raised. * * Virginia is, in fact, a negro-raising State for other
States."

Mr. C. F. Mercer asserted in the Virginia Convention of

1729:

" The tables of the natural growth of the slave population demon-
strate, when compared with the increase of its numbers in the Com-
monwealth for twenty years past, that an annual revenue of not less

than a million and a half of dollars is derived from the exportation of
a pai't of this population." Debates, p. 99.

23*
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Professor E. A. Andrews gives a conversation he liad with a

trader on board a steamboat on the Potomac, in 1835.

" In selling his slaves, N assures me he never separates fami-
Ues ; but that in purchasing them he is often compelled to do so, for

that his business is to purchase, and he must take such as are in the
market. Do you often buy the wife without the husband ? Yes, very
often ; and frequently, too, they sell me the mother, while they keep
the children. I have often known them take away the infant from the

mothers breast, and keep it, while they sold her. Children from one to

eighteen months old, are now worth about one hundred dollars." *

The town of Petersburg, in Virginia, seems to enjoy a large

share of this commerce, judging from the advertisements of its

merchants.

^^ Cash for Negroes^— The subscribers are particularly anxious to

make a shipment of negroes shortly. AU persons who have slaves to

part with, will do well to call as soon as possible.

Overly & Sauxders."

" The subscriber being desirous of making another shipment by the

Brig Adelaide, to New Orleans, on the first of March, will give a good
market price for fifty negroes, from ten to thirty years old.

Henry Davis."

" The subscriber wishes to purchase one hundred slaves, of both

sexes, from the age of ten to thirty, for which he is disposed to give

much higher prices than have heretofore been given. He will call on
those Uving in the adjacent counties to see any property.

AxsLEY Davis."

But of all the Virginia merchants, Mr. Collier, of Richmond,

seems to be the most enterprismg. AYe give extracts from his

Notice

:

''Notice.— This is to inform my former acquaintances, and the public

generally, that I yet continue in the SLAVE-TRADE, at Richmond,

FtV^in'a, and will at all times buy and give a fair market price for

young negroes. Persons in this State, Maryland, or North Carohna,

wishing to sell lots of negroes, are particularly requested to forward

their wishes to me at this place. Persons wishing to purchase lots of

negroes, are requested to give me a call, as I keep constantly on hand

at this place, a great many for sale ; and have at this time the use of

one hundred young negroes, consisting of boys, young men, and girls.

I will seU at all tunes, at a small advance on cost, to suit purchasers.

* Slavery and the Domestic Slave Trade in the United States, p. 147.
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I have comfortable rooms, witli a jail attached, for the reception of the

negroes ; and persons coming to this place to sell slaves, can be accom-
modated, and every attention necessary will be given to have them
well attended to ; and when it may be desired, the reception of the

company of gentlemen dealing in slaves will conveniently and atten-

tively be received. My situation is very healthy and suitable for the

business. Lewis A. Collier."

Joseph Wood, of Hamburg, Soutli Carolina, a "gentleman

dealing in slaves," advertises that he " has on hand a likely

parcel of Virginia negi'oes, and receives new supplies every ff-

teen daysJ'

" 120 Negroes for sale.— The subscriber has just arrived from Pe-
tersburg, Virginia, with one hundred and twenty likely young negroes,

of both sexes, and every description, which he offers for sale on the

most reasonable terms. The lot now on hand consists of plough-boys,

several likely and well-qualified house servants, of both sexes, several

women with small children, sinall girls, suitable for nurses, and several

SMALL BOYS WITHOUT THEIR MOTHERS. BeN.JAAIIN DaVIS.

Hamlurg, S. C, Sept. 28, 1838."

And what are the pecuniary results of this commerce ? Mr.

Mercer, as we have seen, estimated the annual revenue to Vir-

ginia from the export of human flesh, at one million and a half

of dollars. But this was in 1829, before the trade had reached

its present palmy state. " The Virginia Times," in 1836, in an

article on the importance of incrcasmg the banking capital of

the Commonwealth, estimates the number of slaves exported

for sale the " last twelve months," at forty thousand ; each

slave averaging six hundred dollars, and thus yielding a capital

of TWENTY-FOUR MILLIONS, of which the editor thinks at least

thii'teen millions might be contributed for banking purposes.*

In 1837, a committee, appointed at a public meeting of the

citizens of Mobile, on the subject of the existing pecuniary

pressure, in their report stated :

" So large has been the return of slave labor, that purchases by
Alabama, of that species of property from other States since 1833,
have amounted to ten millions of dollars annually."

* Niles's Resister.
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Let us now visit the " Metropolis of the Nation," the very

heart of this mighty commerce in the bodies and souls of men.

The District of Columbia, fi-om its relative situation to the

breeding States, forms a convenient depot for the negroes, pre-

vious to their exportation ; and the non-interference of Congress

gives the traders "under the exclusive jurisdiction" of the Fed-

eral Government, as vmlimited power over the treatment and

stowage of their human cargoes, as their brethren enjoy on the

coast of Guinea.

Hence large establishments have grown up upon the national

domain, provided with prisons for the safe-keeping of the negroes

till a full cargo is procured ; and should at any time the factory

prisons be insufficient, the public ones, erected by Congress, are

at the service of the dealers, and the United States Marshal

becomes the agent of the slave-trader !

It must be admitted that the following pictures of the scenes

witnessed in the District of Columbia, are drawn by impartial

hands. So long ago as 1802, the Grand Jury of Alexandria,

complaining of the trade, remarked

:

" These dealers in the persons of our fellow-men collect within this

District, from various parts, numbers of these victims of slavery, and
lodge them in some place of confinement until they have completed
their numbers. They are then turned out into our streets, and exposed
to view loaded with chains, as though they had committed some heinous
offence against our laws. "We consider it as a grievance, that citizens

from a distant part of the United States should be permitted to come
witliin the District and pursue a traffic fraught with so much misery to

a class of beings entitled to our protection by the laws of justice and
humanity ; and that the interposition of civil authority cannot be had
to prevent parents being wrested from their offsju-ing, and children

from their parents, without respect to the ties of nature. AVe consider

these grievances demanding Legistative redress "— that is, redress by
Congress.

In 181 G, Judge Morell, of the Circuit Court of the United

States, in his charge to the Grand Jury of Washington, observed,

speakmg of the slave-trade :

" The frequency with which the streets of the city had been crowded
loith manacled captives, sometimes on the Sabbath, could not fail to

shock the feehngs of all hiunane persons."
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The same year, John Eandolph moved in the House of

Rej)resentativcs for a committee

" To inquire into the existence of an inhuman and Illegal traffic of

slaves carried on, in, and through the District of Columbia, and report

n-hether any or what measures are necessary for putting a stop to the

same."

The motion was adopted ; had it been made twenty years

later, it would, under the rules of the House, have been laid on

the table, '"' and no further action had thereon."

The Alexandria Gazette of June 22d, 1827, thus describes

the scenes sanctioned by our professedly republican and Chris-

tian Legislature :

" Scarcely a week passes without some of these wretched creatures

being driven through our streets. After having been confined, and

sometimes manacled in a loathsome prison, they are turned out in pub-

he view to take their departure for the South. The children and

some of the women are generally crowded into a cart or wagon, while

others follow on foot, not unfrequently handcuffed and chained together.

Here you may behold fathers and brothers leaving behind them the

deares't objects of affection, and moving slowly along in the mute agony

of despair— there the young mother sobbing over the infant whose

innocent smiles seem but to increase her misery. From some you will

hear the burst of bitter lamentation, while from others, the loud hysteric

laugh breaks forth, denoting still deeper agony."

In 1828, a petition for the suppression of this trade was pre-

sented to Congress, signed by more than one thousand inhabitants

of this District.

In 1829, the Grand Jury of Washington made a communica-

tion to Congress, in which they say :

" Provision ought to be made to prevent purchasers, for the pui'pose

of removal and transportation, from making the cities of the District,

depots for the imprisonment of the slaves they coUect. The manner
in which they are brought and confined in these places, and carried

through our streets, is necessarily such as to excite the most painful

feehn<Ts. It is beheved that the whole conamunity would be gratified

by the interference of Congress for the suppression of these receptacles,

and the exclusion of this disgusting traffic from the District."

In 1830, the ""Washington Spectator" thus gave vent to its

indignation.

"27*6 slave-trade in the Capital.— Let it be known to the citizens of

America, that at the very time when the procession which contained
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the President of the United States and his Cabinet "was marching in

triumph to the Capitol, another kind of procession was marching
another way ; and that consisted of colored human beings, Tiandcuffed

in pairs, and driven along by what had the appearance of a man on
horseback ! A similar scene was repeated on Saturday last ; a drove,

consisting of males and females, chained in couples, starting from Roly's

tavern on foot for Alexandria, where with others they are to embark
on board a slave-ship in waiting to convey them to the South. Where
is the O'Connell in this Republic that will plead for the emancipation

of the District of Columbia ?
"

The advertisements of the dealers indicate the extent of the

traffic. The National Intelligencer of the 28th of March,

1836, printed at Washington, contained the following adver-

tisments :

^^Cash for Jive Jmndred Negroes, including both sexes, from ten to

twenty-five years of age. Persons having likely servants to dispose

of, will find it their interest to give us a call, as we will give higher

prices in cash than any other purchaser who is now or may hereafteJ

come into the market.
FRANKLm & Amfield, Alexandria."

^^ Cash for three hundred Negroes.— The highest cash price wiil be
given by the subscriber, for negroes of both sexes, from the ages of

twelve to twenty-eight.

William H. Williams, Washington."

*' Cash for four hundred Negroes, including both sexes, from twelve

to twenty-five years of age.

James H. Birch, Washington City."

'^Cash for Negroes.—We wUl at all times give the highest prices

in cash for likely young negroes of both sexes, from ten to thirty years

of age.

J. W. Neal & Co., Washington."

Here we find three traders in the District, advertising in one

day for twelve hundred negroes, and a fourth offering to buy an

indefinite number.

In a later number of the Intelligencer, we find the following

:

*' Cash for Negroes.— I will give the highest price for Ukely ne-

groes from ten to twenty-five years of age.

George Kephart."

" Cash for Negroes.— I will give cash and liberal prices for any
number of young and likely negroes, from eight to forty years of age.
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Persons having negroes to dispose of will find it to their advantage to

give me a call at my residence on the corner of Seventh street and
Slaryland Avenue, and ojiposite Mr. AVilliam's private jail.

AYiLLiAM H. Richards."

" Cash for Negroes.— The subscriber wishes to purchase a number
of Negroes for the Louisiana and JMississippi market. Himself or an
agent at all times can be found at his jail, on Seventh street.

Wm. H. Williams."

The unhappy beings purchased by these traders in liuman

flesh, men and women, and children of eight years old, are sent

to the South, either over land in coffles, or by sea, in crowded

slavers. Fostered by Congress, these traders lose all sense of

shame ; and we have in the National Intelligencer the following

announcement of the regular departure of three slavers, belong-

ing to a single factory.

"Alexandria and New Orleans Packets.— Brig Tribune, Samuel C.

Bush, master, will sail as above on the 1st of January— Brig Jsaac

Franklin, Wm. Smith, master, on the 15th of January— Brig Uncas,
Nath. Boush, master, on the 1st of February. They will continue to

leave this port on the 1st and 15th of each month, throughout the ship-

ping season. Servants that are intended to be shipped, will at any time

be receivedfor safe-keeping at twenty-five cents a day.

John Amfield, Alexandria."

This infamous advertisement of the regular sailing of three

slavers, witli the offer of the use of the factory prison, appears

in one of tbe principal journals of the United States. Its pro-

prietor has several times been chosen printer to Congress, and

there is no reason for believing that he has ever lost the vote of

a northern member for this prostitution of his columns.

But the climax of infamy is still untold. This trade in blood

;

this buying, imprisoning, and exporting of boys and girls eight

years old ; this tearing asunder of husbands and wives, parents

and children, is all legalized in virtue of authority delegated by

Congress ! I The 249th page of the laws of the city of Wash-
ington is polluted by the following enactment, bearing date 28th

July, 1838

:

" For a LICENSE to trade or traffic in slaves for profit, four hundred
Hollars."
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A terrific feature of this trade is the mortality it occasions.

A wi-iter in the New Orleans Argus of 1830, in an article on

the sugar cultivation, thus coolly estimates one item of expen-

diture.

" The loss by death in bringing slaves from a northern chmate,
which our planters are under the necessity of doing, is not less than
TWEKTY-FI\"E PER CEXT."

If the change of climate be thus fatal, then those who survive

this change must, of course, be deemed more valuable, as the

planters will run less hazard in buying them after having be-

come acclimated. Now what language do southern advertise-

ments hold on this point ? "We have of course room for only a

few sjjecunens, but they attest the superior value attached to

acclimated negroes, and of course the loss of life attributed to

" bringing slaves from a northern climate."

"I offer my plantation for sale. Also seventy-five acclimated

negroes. O. B. Cobb.
Vicksburg Register, Dec. 27, 1838."

" I will sell my Old River plantation, near Columbia, in Arkansas,

also one hundred and thirty acclimated negroes. Bex. Hughes.
Port Gibson, lith Jan."

^^ Probate Sale.—Will be offered for sale at pubhc auction to the

highest hidder 07ie hundred arid thirty acclimated slaves.

G. ^y. keetox,
Judge of the Parish of Concordia, La.

3farch 22, 1837."

General Felix Houston advertises in the Natchez Courier,

April Gth, 1838, " Thirty very fine acclimated negroes."

But the waste of life in the process of acclimation, is but a ••

portion of the mortality caused by this murderous traffic. If we

call to mind the crowded slavers—the chained cofHes—the

di'eary journeys of hundreds of miles—the forced separation of

husbands and wives, parents and children—the broken hearts

and fevered brains of the helpless victims, we cannot question

that the suffei-ings of multitudes are shortened by a premature

death. We could detail various suicides, induced by the horrible

anticipation of tliis loathsome transfer, but one shall suffice, and
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that related by the present Secretary of the Navy. This

gentleman, in his sonthern excursion, fell in company with a

coffle-driver, and in the first (not the last) editions of his letters

from the South, gives the confessions made by the wretch him-

self in his presence.

" All along tlie road, it seems, lie made it his business to "nquire

where lived a man who might be tempted to become a party in this

accursed traffic ; and when he had got some half dozen of these poor

creatures, he tied their hands behind their backs, and drove them three

or four hundred miles or more, bareheaded and half naked, through

the burning southern sun. ' I made one bad purchase though,' con-

tinued he, ' I bought a young mulatto girl, a lively creature, a great

bargain. She had been the favorite of her master, "who had lately

married. The diliiculty was to get her to go, for the poor creature

loved her master. However, I swore most bittei-ly I was only going to

take her to her mother's at , and she went with me, though she

seemed to doubt me very much. But when she discovered, at last,

that we were out of the State, I thought she would go mad, and, in

fact, the next night she drowned herself in the river close by. I lost a

good five hundred dollars by this foolish trick.' " Vol. I, p. 121.*

We now put it to the consciences of our readers, if the facts

developed in the preceding pages do not amply justify the fol-

lowing pregnant remarks of the editor of a late New Orleans

Journal

:

" The United States law (prohibiting the African slave-trade,) may,
and probably does put millions into the pockets of the people living

between the Roanoke and Mason and Dixon's line ; still we think it

would require some casuistry to show that the present slave-trade from
that quarter is a whit better than the one from Africa." New Orleans

Courier, loth Feb. 1839.

Such is the character and extent of the American slave-trade,

impudently and wickedly called by the Senate, "the coasting

trade,"—a trade protected and regulated by the very govern-

ment which in the Treaty of Ghent, with wonderful assurance,

declared that " the traffic in slaves is irreconcilable with the prin-

ciples of justice and humanity."

The government may be fairly said to protect the trade, when

it refuses to exercise its constitutional power to suppress it.

* It -was not, it would seem, till the honorable Secretary turned politician,

that he discovered that slavery is now " only the bugbear of the imagina-
tion."

24
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The very fact that slave-traders are licensed in the District, is a

full and complete acknowledgment that there is authority com-

petent to forl>id their nefarious business. The continuance of

the traffic under the immediate and " exclusive jurisdiction" of

the National Government, stamps with sin and disgrace every

member of Congress who assents to it ; and more especially,

and with peculiar infamy, those northern members who, for

party purposes, vote that " Congress ought not in any way to in-

terfere with slavery in the District of Columbia."

But we are constantly told by the apologists of slavery that

the American slave-trade is beyond the constitutional control of

the Federal Government; yet that government abolished the

African slave-trade, and no human being ever questioned its

right to do so. But whence was that right derived ? Solely

from the 8th Section of the 1st Article of the Constitution, -\iz. :

—

" Congress shall have power to regulate commerce with foreign na-

tions, and among the several States."

In virtue of this delegation of power Congress has made it a

capital crime to carry on commerce in African slaves. Now
this legislative prohibition of the traffic is constitutional, is

proved by the highest possible authority, even the Constitution

itself; for that instrument, after giving Congi-ess power to regu-

late commerce with foreign nations, restricts it from abolishing

the African slave-trade before the expiration of twenty years.*

To regulate, we are told, does not include the power to destroy

;

yet it seems the power to regulate commerce with foreign na-

tions does mclude the power to interdict an odious, cruel, and

wicked branch of it. By what logic then will it be shown that

the power to regulate the commerce among the sevei'al States,

* The pliraseology of this restriction shows that it was intended to limit

the power to regulate commerce as well " among the several States" as with
foreign nations. " The migration, or importation of such person as any of

the existing States shall think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by
the Congress prior to the year one thousand eight hundred and eight."

—

Art. 1, .Sec. 9. If any State should think proper to admit slaves »i("(7ra</H<7

from another State, it was not to be restrained from doing so till 1808. If it

should think proper to import slaves from a foreign country, it might do so,

notwithstanding the wishes of Congress, till the same period.
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does not include the power to interdict a traffic in men, Avomen,

and cliildren ? Is it more wicked, more base, more cruel, to

traffic in African savages than in native born Americans—in

WHITE men, and women, and children—in the oflTspring of our

own citizens, and not unfrequently, of very distinguished citizens ?

Yet it is this abominable commerce that our government fosters

and pi'otects. We have seen its watchful guardianship over

this trade in its unceasing endeavors to obtain compensation from

Great Britain for two hundred and eighty-seven slaves thrown

by the winds and waves under her protection. Mr. Van Buren,

our jMinister in England, in an official note on this subject, (Feb.

25, 1832,) remarked:—

" The Government of the United States respecting the actual and
unavoidable condition of things at home, while it most sedulously and
rigorously guards against the further introduction of slaves, protects at

the same time by reasonable laws the rights of the owners of that spe-

cies of property in the States where it exists, and permits its transfer

coastwise from one of these States to another, under suitable re-

strictions to prevent the fraudulent introduction of foreign slaves."

By the act of Congress of March 2d, 1807, masters of vessels

under forty tons burden, are forbidden to transport coastwise

from one port to another in the United States any person of

color to be sold or held as a slave, under the penalty of $800

for each slave so transported.

By the same act, masters of vessels, over forty tons burden,

sailing coastwise from one port to another, and intending to

transjjort jJersons of color to he sold or held as slaves, must first

make out duplicate manifests, specifying the names, age, sex,

and stature of the persons transported, and the names and resi-

dence of their owner or shipper. These manifests are to be

delivered to the collector of the port, who is to retain one and

return the other to the master, with '' a permit " endorsed on it,

"authorizing him to proceed to the port of destination." If the

master pi'esumes to transport a slave without such permit, not

only is the vessel forfeited, but the master is to pay a penalty of

$1000 for each slave shipped. On the arrival of the vessel at

the port of destination, the manifest, with the permit, is to be

handed to the collector, who thereupon is to grant a '' permit'''
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for the lauding of the slaves, and if any are landed without such

permit, the master forfeits one thousand dollars. So it seems

Congress may prohibit the slave-trade in vessels under forty

tons ; but according to northern politicians, it would be uncon-

stitutional to prohibit it in vessels over forty tons ; and according

to the slave-holders, such a prohibition would cause a dissolution

of the Union ! But alas ! the permission, regulation, and pro-

tection of this traffic is in perfect keeping with

THE DUPLICITY OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN REGARD

TO THE SUPFRESSION OP THE AFRICAN SLAVE-TRADE.

The great struggle for the abstract principles of human lib-

erty in which our fathers engaged with so much zeal, had, at

the close of the revolutionary Avar, excited a very general con-

viction of the injustice of slavery. When the convention

appointed to form a Federal Constitution assembled, the north-

ern and many of the southern delegates were disposed to give

the new government such unqualified power over the commerce

of the nation, as would enable it to abolish a traffic no less at

variance with our republican professions than with the j)recepts

of humanity and religion. A portion of the southern delegates,

however, insisted on a temporary restriction of this poAver as

the price of their adhesion to the Union ; and their threat of

marring the beauty, symmetry, and strength of the fair fabric

about to be erected, by withdraAving from it the support of the

States they represented, unfortunately induced the convention to

yield to their Avishes, and to insert in the Constitution a clause

restraining Congress from abolishing the African slave-trade

for twenty years. Mr. Madison has left us the folloAving his-

tory of this iniquitous clause.

" The southern States would not have entered into the union of

America without the temporary permission of that trade. The gentle-

men from South Carolina and Georgia argued in this manner :
' We

have now liberty to import this species of property, and much of the

property noAv possessed has been purchased, or otherwise acquired in

contemplation of improving it by the assistance of imported slaves.
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Wliat would be tlic consequence of hindering iis from it ? The slaves
of Virginia would rise in value, and we should be obliged to go to
your markets.' " Debates in Virginia Convention.

We have here the solution of much contradictory action on

the part of slave-holders in regard to this trade. It seems to

have been early discovered that its abolition would be advan-

tageous to the slave-breeders, but not to the slave-buyers.

Owing to climate, soil, and productions, slave-labor is less prof-

itable in Maryland and Virginia than in the more southern

States ; hence the greater demand for this labor in the latter

States has, since the cessation of importation, caused a constant

influx of slaves from the former. The breeders in Maryland
and Virginia have, for the most part, striven in good faith for

the total suppression of the African trade ; while those who
originally refused to enter the Union unless permitted, for at

least tw'enty years, to import their slaves directly from Africa,

hove since evdnced very little desire to secure to their neighbors

the monopoly of the market.

Whenever the opponents of abolition find it convenient to re-

fer to the action of the Federal Government on the subject of

slavery, they laud and magnify its horror of the African slave-

trade, and exultingly point to the law of Congress, branding it

with the penalties of lyiracy. And yet we are inclined to believe

that the conduct of our government in relation to this very sub-

ject, is one of the foulest stains attached to our national admin-

istration. Has the trade been suppressed ? Has the Federal

Government in good faith endeavored to suj)press it ? These

are important questions, and we shall endeavor to solve them by

an appeal to facts and official documents.

In a debate in Congress in 1819, Mr. Middleton, of South

Carolina, stated that in his opinion, 13,000 Africans wex-e annu-

ally smuggled into the United States. Mr. Wright, of Virginia,

estimated the number at 15,000. The same year, Judge Story,

of the Supreme Court of the United States, in a charge to a

grand jury, thus expresses himself:

—

" We have but too many proofs from unquestionable sources, that

it (the African trade) is still carried on with all the implacable feroci-

24*
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ty and insatiable rapacity of former times. Avarice lias grown more
subtle in its evasions, and watches and seizes its prey with an appetite

quickened rather than suppressed by its guilty vigils. American citi-

zens are steeped to their very mouths (I can scarcely use too bold a
figure,) in this stream of iniquity."

On the 22d of Janimiy, 1811, tlie Secretary of the Navy-

wrote to the commanding naval oHicer at Charleston :

" I hear, not without great concern, that the law prohibiting the im-
portation of slaves has been violated in frequent instances, near St.

Mary's, since the gun-boats have been withdrawn from that station."

On the 14th of March, 1814, the collector of Darien, Georgia,

thus wrote to the Secretary of the Treasury :

" I am in possession of imdoubted infonnation, that African and
West Imha negroes are almost daily illicitly introduced into Georgia,
for sale or settlement, or passing through it to the territories of the

United States, for similar purposes. These facts are notorious, and it

is not unysual to see such negroes in the streets of St. Mary's ; and such
too, recently captured by our vessels of war, and ordered for Savan-
nah, were illegally bartered by hundreds in that city, for this bartering

(or bonding, as it is called, but in reality selling,') actually took place

before any decision had passed by the court respecting them. I can-

not but again express to you, sir, that these irregularities and mockings
of the laws by men who imderstand them, are such that it requires the

immediate interposition of Congress to effect the suppression of this

traffic ; for as things are, should a faithful officer of the Government
api^rehend such negroes, to avoid the penalties imjiosed by the laws,

the proprietors disclaim than, and some agent of the Executive demands
a delivery of the same to him, who may employ them as he pleases, or ef-

fect a sale of them by toay of bond for restoration of the negroes when
legally called on so to do, icliich bond is understood to be forfeited, as the

amount of the bond is so much less than the value of the property.

After much fatigue, peril, and expense, eighty-eight Africans are seized

and brought to the surveyor at Darien ; they are demanded by the

Governor's agent. Notwithstanding the knowledge which his excellen-

cy had that these very Africans were some weeks within six miles of his

excellency's residence, there was no effort, no stir made by him, his

agents or subordinate state officers, to carry the laws into execution

;

but no sooner was it understood that a seizure had been effected by an
officer of the United States, tlian a demand is made for them ; and it

is not ditlicult to perceive, that the very aggressors may, by a forfeiture

of the mock bond, be again placed in possession of the smuggled prop-
erty."

In 1817, General David B. Mitchell, Governor of Georgia,

resigned the Executive chair, and accci^ted the appointment,
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under the Federal Government, of Indian Agefit at the Creek

Agency. He was afterwards charged with being concerned, in

the winter of 1817 and 1818, in the illegal importation of Afri-

cans. The documents in support of the charge, and those also

which he offered to disprove it, were placed by the President

m the hands of Mr. Wirt, the Attorney-General of the United

States, who, on the 21st of January, 1821, made a report on

the same. From this report, it appears that no less than ninety-

four Africans were smuggled into Georgia, and carried to

Mitchell's residence. Mr. "Wirt concludes his report with the

expression of his conviction,

" That Gen. Mitchell is guiUy of having prostituted his power as

Agent for Indian Affairs at the Creek Agency, to the pui-pose of aid-

ing and assisting in a conscious breach of the Act of Congress of 1807,

in proliibition of the slave-trade, and this from mercenary motives."*

On the 22d of May, 1817, the Collector at Savannah wrote

to the Secretary of the Treasury

:

" I have just received information from a source on which I can im-

plicitly rely, that it has already become the practice to introduce into

the State of Georgia, across St. Mary's River, from Amelia Island, E.

Florida, Africans who have been carried into the port of Ferdluanda.

It is further understood that the evil will not be confined altogether to

Africans, but will be extended to the worst class of West India slaves."

Captain Morris, of the Navy, informed the Secretary of the

Navy, 18th of June, 1817 :

" Slaves ]are smuggled In through the numerous inlets to the west-

ward, where the people are but too much disposed to render evo'y possible

assistance. Several hundred slaves are now in Galveston, and persons

have gone from Xcw Orleans to purchase them."

On the 17th of April, 1818, the Collector at New Orleans

wrote to the Secretary of the Treasury :

" No efforts of the officers of the customs alone can be effectual in

preventing the Introduction of Africans from the westward : to put a
stop to that traffic, a naval force suitable to those waters is indispensa-

ble ; and vessels captm-ed with slaves ought not to he brought into this

port, but to some other in the United States, for adjudication."

* Senate Papers, 1st Session, 17th Cong., No. 93.
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"We may learn the cause of this significant hint, from a com-

munication made the 9 th of July, in the same year, to the Secre-

tary, by the Collector at Nova-Iberia.

" Last summer I got out State warrants, and had negroes seized to

the number of eighteen, which were part of them stolen out of the

custochj of the coroner ; the balance were condemned by the District

Judge, and the informers received their part of the net proceeds from
the State Treasurer. Five negroes that were seized about the same
time, were tried at Opelousa in ]\Iay last, by the same judge. He
decided that some Spaniards that were supposed to have set up a sham
claim, stating that the negroes had been stolen from them on the hitjh

seas, ( !
! ) shoukl have the negroes, and that the persons who seized

them should pay half the costs, and the State of Louisiana the other.

This decision had such an effect as to render it almost impossible for

me to obtain any assistance in that part of the country."

The Secretary of the Treasury, in a letter to the Speaker of

the House of Representatives, 20th January, 1819, remarked:

" It is understood that proceedings have been instituted under the

State authorities, wliich have terminated in the sale of persons of color

iUegall}- im^Jorted into the States of Georgia and Louisiana, during the

years 1817 and 1818. There is no authentic copy of the acts of the

Legislatures of these States upon this subject in this department, but it

is understood that in both States, Africans and other persons of color,

illegally imported, are directed to be sold for the benefit of the State."*

We have now, we think, proved from high authority, that

notwithstanding the legal prohibition of the slave-trade, the

people, the courts, and the executive authority in the planting

*In 183o, the New York Journal of Commerce asseited that vessels had
been recently fitted out in that port for the African slave-trade.

The Boston Express, of 17th December, 1838, thus gives the substance of
the statements made by Mr. Elliott Cresson, of the Pennsylvania Coloniza-
tion Societj', in a public address delivered a few days before in Boston :

" Out of 177 slave ships which arrive at Cuba every year, five-sixths are
owned and fitted out from ports in the United States, and tlie enormous
profits accruing from their voyages remitted to this country. One house in
New York received latclv for its share alone the sum of 52-50,000. Baltimore
is largely interested in this accursed traffic as well as New York— and even
Boston, ^\•ith all her religion and morality, does not disdain to increase her
wealth by a participation in so damnable a business. A gentleman of the
highest respectability lately informed !Mr. Cresson that a sailor in this city
told him that he had received several hundred dollars of hush money, to
make him keep silent, and when he mentioned the names of his employers,
the gentleman says he was actually afraid to repeat them, so high do they
stand in society. A captain in the merchant service, from New York, was
lately oifered his own terms by two ditt'erent houses, provided he would under-
take a slave voyage."

Of the truth of these statements we know nothing.
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States, have afforded facilities for tlie importation of Africans.

It now becomes important to inquire how far the Federal Gov-

ernment has enforced the penalties imposed by the Act forbid-

ding the trade.

On the 7th of January, 1819, Joseph Nourse, Register of the

Treasury, .in an official document submitted to Congi-ess, certified

that there were no records in the Treasury Department of any

forfeitures under the act of 1807, abolishing the slave-trade!

So that notwithstanding the thirteen or fifteen thousand slaves,

said by Southern members of Congress to be annually smuggled

into the United States— notAvithanding American citizens were

declared by a Judge of the Supreme Court to be " steeped to

their very mouths in this stream of iniquity," not one single for-

feiture had in eleven years reached the Treasury of the United

States ! Mr. Nourse, however, states that it was understood

that there had been recently tivo forfeitures, one in South Caro-

lina, and the other in Alabama. Respecting tlie first, we have

no information ; of the lattei', we are able to present the follow-

ing extraordinary history.

The Collector at Mobile, writing Nov. 15, 1818, to the Secre-

tary of the Treasury, remarks :

" Should "West Florida be given up to the Spanish authorities, both
the American and Spanish vessels, it is to be apprehended, will be em-
ployed in the importation of slaves, with an ultimate destination to this

country ; and even in its present situation, the greatest facilities are
afforded for obtaining slaves from Havana and elsewhere through
West Florida. Three vessels, it is true, were taken in the attempt last

summer, but this was owing rather to accident than any well-timed
arrangement to prevent the trade."

These three vessels brought in one hundred and seven slaves.

By what mistake they were captured we are not informed, but

another letter from the collector shows us how the " accident

"

was remedied.

" Tlie vessels and cargoes and slaves have been delivered on bonds ;

the former to the owners, and the slaves to three other persons. The
Grand Jury found true bills against the owners of the vessels, masters
and supercargo, all of whom have been discharged— why or wherefore,
I cannot say, except that it could not be for want of proof against
them."
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From this letter it is most probable that the forfeiture of which

Mr. Nourse had heard, if any in fact occurred, was the collusive

forfeiture of the bonds.*

We most freely acknowledge that so far as the statute book is

to be received as evidence, there can be no question of the sin-

cerity and zeal with which the Federal Government has labored

to suppress the African slave-trade : but laws do not execute

themselves, and we shall now appeal to the statute book, and to

the minutes of Congress, to convict the government of gross

hypocrisy and duplicity.

It is difficult to understand why men who are engaged in

breeding slaves for the market, or why men Avho are employed

in buying and worldng slaves, should have any moral or religious

scruples about the African trade ; and when we find political

leaders professing to be ready to sacrifice the Union to secure

the perpetuity of the American trade, we may surely be excused

for doubting the sincerity of their denunciations against the for-

eign traffic.

In the year 1817, a new and sudden zeal was excited in Con-

gress for the abolition of the trade, and this zeal, as we shall see,

was the offspring of the efforts of Virginia to colonize the free

blacks. The Legislature of that State had for years been anx-

ious to get rid, not of the slaves, but of the free negroes. On
the 1st of January, 1817, the Colonization Society, the result of

Vu'ginja policy, was organized at Washington, and immediately

presented a memorial to Congress, praying for national coun-

tenance. The committee to whom this memorial was referred,

reported (11th Feb.) two resolutions:— 1st, calling on the

President to enter into negotiations with foreign powers for the

" entire and immediate abolition of the trafiic in slaves ;
" and

2d, asking him to obtain the consent of Great Britain to our

colonizing free people of color at Sierra Leone. Thus early

was the cause of colonization connected with the agitation in

Congress about the slave-trade ; a connection from which, as we

shall presently see, the Society reaped a very large pecuniary

* The documents we have quoted on this subject, are to be found in Re-
ports of Committees. 1st Sess., 21st Cong., No, 348.
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advantage. The resolutions were not acted on, and the next

session, Mr. Mercer, regarded in Virginia as the father of the

Society, succeeded in getting a vote of the House (Dec. 30th,

1817,) instructing the committee on the memorial from the

Society, to report on the expediency of rendering the laws

against the slave-trade more effectual. Of this committee Mr.

Mercer was himself the chairman ; and he recommended in his

report, that the President should take measures for procuring

suitable territory in Africa for colonizing free people of color,

loitli their own consent ; and that armed vessels should occasion-

ally be sent to Africa for the 2:>urpose of interrupting the trade.

The suggestions of the committee were not adopted, but the

ensuing session, (March 3, 1819,) a new act against the slave-

trade was passed, which gave " a local habitation " to the i:)re3-

ent colony of Monrovia, and was equivalent to a liberal and

national grant to the Society. By this act, the President was

authorized to restore to their country, such Africans as might be

captured on board of slavers, or illegally introduced into the

United States ; and he was to appomt agents on the coast to

receive them. Mr. Monroe, then President of the United States,

was a zealous colonizationist, and was afterwards placed at the

head of an auxiliary. Let us see what use he made of the

powers entrusted to him by the act of 1819. Many years after,

an inquiry was instituted in Congress as to the expenditures

under this law, and the Secretary of the Navy (1830,) reported

that

" Two hundred and fifty-two persons* of this description (recaptured

Africans,) have been removed to the settlement provided by the Colo-

nization Society on the coast of Africa ; and that there had been

* "VVe have not been able to ascertain from what sources these Africans
were obtained, but that they were not all of them trophies of the zeal of our
cruisers in the cause of humanity, appears from the following extracts from
official documents :

" There are now in the charge of the Marshal of Georgia,
248 Africans, taken out of a South American privateer, the 'General Ramirez,'
whosej:rew jnutinied, and brought the vessel into St. Mary's, Georgia." Letter

of Secretary of Navy, February ^th, 1821. "A decision of the Supreme Court,
m the case of the ' General Ramirez,' placed under the control of the Gov-
ernment from 12-5 to 130 Africans, who were brought into Georgia, and ar-

rangements are making to send them to the Ageiicy."—(Liberia.) Rejiort of
Secretary of Navy, Dec. 2d, 1825.
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expended therefor, the sum of two hundred and sixty-four thousand
seven hundred and ten dollars. * * * The practice has been to
furnish these persons with provisions for a period of time after being
landed in Africa, varying from six months to one year ; to provide
them with houses, arms and ammunition ; to pay for the erection of
fortifications, for the building of vessels for their use, and, in short, to

render all the aid required for the founding and support of a colonial

establishment."

A report from Amos Kendall, Fourth Auditor of the Treas-

ury, discloses more particularly the manner in which the ^^Act

in addition to the Acts prohibiting the slave-trade" was made
subservient to the purposes of the Colonization Society.

" In May, 1822, the Secretary of the Navy directed that <en liberated

Africans should be delivered to Mr. J. Ashmun for transportation to

Africa. The Secretary authorized him to take out, at the expense of
the Government, 15,000 hard brick, 5,000 feet of assorted timber, 30
barrels of ship bread, eight of tar, four of \ntc\\, four of rosin, and two
of turpentine." * * * "In the simple grant of power to an agent
to receive recajjtured negroes, it requires broad construction to find a
gi-ant of authority to colonize them, to build houses for them, to furnish

them with farming utensils, to pay instructors to teach them, to purchase
ships for their conmierce, to build forts for their protection, to supply
them with arms and munitions, and to employ the army and navy in

their defence."*

It cannot be denied that the friends of colonization had great

encouragement to proceed in their Avarfare against the slave-

trade. Accordingly, Mr. Mercer, as the chairman of the com-

mittee to whom a memorial from the Society had been referred,

reported (May 9th, 1820,) a hill incorporating the Society, and

another making the slave-trade jyiracy ; and likewise two resolu-

tions, the first, requesting the President to negotiate with foreign

powers, " on the means of effecting an entire and immediate

aholition of the slave-trade ;
" and another requesting him to make

such use of the public armed vessels as may aid the efforts of

the Colonization Society. The fii'st resolution was adopted, and

the consideration of the other postponed. A few days after,

(May 15th,) the Act making the African slave-trade piratical,

was passed. But laws do not execute themselves : and if any

* Senate Documents, 2Sess., 2 Cong.
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slave-trader luis suffered death in the United States as a pirate,

we confess our ignorance of the fact.*

It certainly required some little assurance in the House of

Representatives thus to order a negotiation with foreign powers

for the suppression of the trade, when the Federal Government

had itself heen so remiss in its efforts, that both Houses of the

British Parliament had, the year before, (Ji'lv? 1819.) addressed

the Prince Regent, praying him to renew '• his beneficent en-

deavors, more especially with the Governments of France and

the United States of America, for the effectual attainment of an

object we all profess to have in view :

" and a negotiation had

already been actually commenced with our Government, propos-

ing to concede " to each other's ships of war, a qualified right

of search, with a power of detaining the vessels of either State,

ivith slaves actually on board ;
" f <^"<^1 a positive refusal to this

proposal had already been returned. There is no evidence that

our Government ever took a single measure in consequence of

this resolution ; and under all the circumstances of the case, it

is not uncharitable to believe that it was intended to save ap-

pearances.

We must now beg the reader's attention to a new act in this

farce of suppressing the slave-trade.

In 1814, our government concluded a war with Great Britain,

and in the treaty of peace, gave its assent to the following

article :

" Whereas tlie traffic in slaves is irreconcilable with the principles of
humanity and justice ; and whereas His Majesty and the United

* In 1820, a slave vessel, the Science, fitted oiit at New York, and com-
manded by Adolphe Lacoste, of Charleston, South Carolina, was captured on
the coast of Africa, by the United States ship Cyane, and Lacoste sent home
for trial. The trial took place in the Circuit Court of the United States,
before Judge Story. The evidence was full and unequivocal ; Lacoste was
convicted, and sentenced to five years' imprisonment, and to the payment of
a fine of ^3,000. Had the crime been committed a few months later, the
penalty woxild have been death, under the new law, declaring the trade
piracy. Lacoste received a full pardon from the President ; and the reader
may thence judge, whether, had he been convicted as a pirate, his life would
have been much in danger. The reasons assigned for the pardon were youth,
previous good character, and an aged mother. Niles's Register, April 20,

tLctter from Lord Castlercagh to Mr. Rush, June 20, 1818.

25
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States are desirous of continuing their efforts to promote its entire ab-
olition, it is hereby agreed, that both the contracting parties shall use
their best endeavors to accomplish so desirable an object."

On tlie 29th of Januaiy, 1823, Mr. Stratford Canning, the

British Minister at AYashington, addx'essed a letter to the Secre-

tary of State, reminding him of this pledge, and calling on the

American Government either to assent to the plan proposed by

Great Britain, or to suggest some other efficient one in its place.

After the reception of this letter, and hefore the return of an

ansAver, the following resolution was passed (28th Feb.) by the

House of Representatives, viz.

:

" Resolved, That the President of the United States be requested

to enter upon and prosecute, from time to time, such negotiations with

the several maritime powers of Europe and America, as he may deem
expedient, for the effectual abolition of the African slave-trade, and its

ultimate denunciation as piracy, under the laivs of tiations, hy the con-

sent of the civilized world."

The British Minister was then informed, in answer to his

letter, that the jt^Za?i proposed by the United States was a mutual

stipulation to annex the penalty of piracy to the offence of par-

ticipating in the trade, by the citizens and subjects of the two

parties. Mr. Canning replied, that

" Great Britain desires no other, than that any of her subjects who
so far defy the laws and dishonor the character of their country as to

engage in a trade of blood, proscribed not more by the act of the

Legislature than by the national feeling, should be detected and brought
to justice even hy foreign hands, And from under the protection of her
flag."

He, nevertheless, urged a limited concession of the right of

search, as the only practical euro of the evil ; and he communi-

cated the fact, that so late as January, 1822, it was stated offi-

cially by the Governor of Sierra Leone, " that the fine rivers of

Nunez and Pongas were entirely under the control of renegade

European and American slave-traders." He then proposed that

a mutual right of seai'ch should be conceded, to be confined to

a fixed number of cruisers on each side ; to be restricted to

certain parts of the ocean ; and that to prevent abuses, these

cruisers should act under regulations prepared by mutual con-
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sent ; and moreover, that this concession should be made only

for a short time, that if found inconvenient in practice, it might

be discontinued.*

But the Republic stood on its dignity, and would not conde-

scend to yield a concession which Great Britain, France, Spain,

Portugal, the Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, Tuscany, the

Hans Towns, Naples, and Sardinia, have thought it no degrada-

tion to make in the cause of humanity.

But still the American Government was very anxious that

every man of every nation, who engaged in the traffic of slaves

on the coast of Africa, (not in the District of Columbia,) should

be hung by the neck till he was dead ; and forthwith, in obedi-

ence to the resolution of February 28, despatches were forward-

ed to the Cabinets of France, Spain, Portugal, Russia, the

Netherlands, Buenos Ayres, and Colombia, announcing the de-

sire of the United States to declare the trade piracy, by the

common consent of nations.

It is generally understood that a pirate is an enemy to the

human race, and may be put to death by any government in

whose hands he may chance to fall. If this was not the purport

of the proposition to the House of Representatives, that the

trade should be denounced "as piracy under the laws of nations,

by the consent of the civilized ivorld" we may well ask, what did

it mean ?

On the 24:th of June, 1823, instructions were forwarded to

our Minister in England, authorizing him to conclude a treaty

with Great Britain on the subject of the slave-trade, on certain

conditions. " The draft of a convention," says the Secretary of

State, " is herewith enclosed, which, IF the British Government

should agree to treat upon this subject, on the basis of a legisla-

tive prohibition of the slave-trade by both parties under the

penalties of piracy, you are authorized to propose and con-

clude."

Now it should be remembered that at this time the trade was
not piratical by the British laws, and the English Ministry could

not make it so by treaty. "We therefore proposed a condition

* Letter from Mr. Stratford Canning, to the Secretary of State, April 18,
1823.
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witli which possibly they might not have it in their power to

comply. The ministry, however, Avhen made acquainted with

the condition, felt confident of the acquiescence of Parliament.

" The British Plenipotentiaries," says Mr. Rush, in his letter to

the Secretary of State, " gave their unhesitating consent to the

principle of denouncing the traffic as pii-acy, provided we could

arrive at a common mind on all the other pai'ts of the plan

proposed."

The treaty, nearly verbatim with the draft sent from "Wash-

ington, was signed at London on the 13th of March, 1824 ; and

a few days afterwards, according to a previous understanding,

and in fulfilment of the condition exacted by us, Parliament

passed an act, declaring that all British subjects found guilty of

slave-trading " shall suffer death without benefit of clergy, and

loss of lands, goods and chattels, as pirates, felons and robbers

upon the seas, ought to suffer."

This treaty provided, in substance, that the cruisers of either

party on the coast of Africa, America, and the West Indies,

may seize slaves under the flag of the other, and send them

home to the country to which they belonged, where they should

be proceeded against as pirates. So that in fact, the whole con-

cession made by us to Great Britain amounted to no more than

permitting her to arrest our pirates, and to deliver them to our

courts for trial ; and in return, she granted us precisely the same

right with respect to her pirates.

The treaty was submitted of course to the Senate for ratifica-

tion, which, under the circumstances of the case, one would

think, must have followed as a matter of course. The Senate,

however, thought otherwise. The treaty was laid before them

on the 30th of April ; but as they delayed to act upon it, the

British Minister at Washington became uneasy, and on the 1 6th

of May addressed a letter to the Secretary of State, complain-

ing of the postponement of the ratification, especially as the

project of the convention had originated \{\\\\ the United States,

and as Great Britain " had not hesitated an instant to comply

with the preliminary act desired by the President," the legisla-

tive prohibition of the slave-trade under the penalties of piracy*
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The President naturally feeling liis own good faith comprom-
itted by the hesitation of the Senate, now sent them a confiden-

tial message, urging the ratification of the treaty. He remarked

that the rejection of the treaty would subject the Executive,

Congress, and the nation,

" To the charge of insincerity respecting the great result of the final

suppression of the slave-trade. To invite all nations, with the statute
of piracy in our hands, to adopt its principles as the law of nations, and
yet to deny to all the common rights of search for the pirate, whom it

would be impossible to detect without entering and searching the ves-
sels, Avould expose us not simply to the charge of inconsistency."

The Senate, after long debates, finally ratified the treaty, in a

mutilated form. They struck out the word " America," in the

clause authorizing the seizure of slavers on " the coasts of Af-

rica, America, and the West Indies." They also expunged the

articles applying the provision of the treaty to vessels chartered,

as well as owned by the citizens or subjects of either party; and
to the citizens or subjects of either party carrying on the trade

under foreign flags ; and they added an article authorizing

either party to terminate the treaty at any time, on giving six

months' notice.

It will have been observed, from the documents we have

quoted, that the slaves imported into the United States, have

been chiefly introduced through the Spanish possessions on our

southern frontiers, slavers direct from Africa rarely having the

hardihood to enter our ports, and discharge the cargoes ; while

small vessels from the West Indies have occasionally found

their way into the southern waters. Of course the treaty as

altered by the Senate, would afford but little interruption to this

mode of stocking the plantations of Louisiana and the neigh-

boring States.

As chartered vessels were excepted, our traders would only

have to hire slavers instead of owning them, to be exempted

from the hazard of being arrested and sent home for trial, by
British officers ; or even if on board their own vessels, by run-

ning up Q. foreign flag, they would escape the penalties of piracy.

25*
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The British Cabinet refused to agree to the treaty thus

despoiled of all its efficiency ; but with wonderful simplicity, they

proposed to restrict the right of search on the coast of America,

to the coast of the southern States. This proposition was of

course promptly rejected by our Minister in England.

The British Government, vainly cherishing the hope that the

United States might still consent to some combined effi^rt to

destroy a trade they professed to abhor, offered, through their

Minister at Washington, to consent to a treaty, word for word

the same as the one the Senate had ratified, with the single ex-

ception of restoring the word " America." To this, Mr. Clay,

then Secretary of State, replied, that

" From the views entertained by the Senate, it -would seem unneces-

sary and inexpedient any longer to continue the negotiation respecting

the slave convention, with any hope that it can assume a form satisfac-

tory to both parties. That a similar convention bad been formed with

Colombia, on the lOth of December, 1824, excepting that the coast of
America was excepted from its operation ; and yet, notwithstanding

this conciliatory feature, the Senate had by a large majority refused to

ratify it." *

Negotiations have since been renewed on this subject ; and

France has united with Great Britain, in urging the Cabinet at

Washington to cooperate with them in putting an end to the

African slave-trade. The correspondence has not been made

public, but we learn from the Edinburgh Review, for July, 1836,

that the final answer of the American Government is, that

" Under no condition, in no form, and with 7io restriction, will the

United States enter into any convention, or treaty, or combined efforts of
any sort or kind with other nations, for the suppression of this trade."

^

To our readers we leave the task of making their own com-

ments on this history of duplicity and hypocrisy ; and proceed

to other details.

On the 2d of November, 1825, the Colombian Minister at

Washington, in the name of his government, invited the United

States to send delegates to a Congress of the South American

* The documents quoted on this subject, may be found in the State Papers,
1st Sess., 19 Cong., vol. 1 ; and in Reports of Committees, 1st Sess., 21

Cong., vol. 3, No. 348.
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Republics, to be held at Panama. In enumerating the topics

to be discussed in the proposed Congress, he remarked

:

" The consideration of means to be adopted for the entire abolition

of the African slave-trade, is a subject sacred to humanity, and interest-

ing to the policy of the American States. To effect it, their energetic,

general and uniform cooperation is desirable. At the proposition of
the United States, Colombia made a convention with them on this^ sub-

ject, which has not been ratified by the Government of the United States.

Would that America, which does not think politic what is unjust, might

contribute in union, and with common consent, to the good of Africa !

"

This document was submitted to the Senate, and on the 16th

of January, 1826, a committee of the Senate made a report in

relation to it, in which they observe :

" The United States have not certainly the right, and ought never to

feel the inclination to dictate to others who may differ with them on

this subject," (the slave-trade,) " nor do the connnittee see the expedi-

ency of insulting other States by ascending the moral chair, and pro-

claiming from thence mere abstract principles, of the rectitude of which

each nation enjcvys the perfect right of deciding for itself."

Tlie remarks made on this occasion by Mr. "White, a Senator

from Tennessee, are worthy of observation.

" In these new States (the South American Republics,) some of them
have put it down in their fundamental law, ' that whoever owns a slave

shall cease to be a citizen.' Is it then fit that the United States should

disturb the rpxiet of the southern and ivestcrn States upon any subject

connected with slavery? I think not. Can it be the desire of any
prominent politician in the United States, to divide us into parties upon
the subject of slavery ? I hope not. Let us then cease to talk about

slavery in this House ; let us cease to negotiate upon any subject con-

nected with it."

We have seen most abundantly that slave-holders have no

objection to talk about slavery in Congress, or to negotiate about

it with foreign nations, when the object is to guard their beloved

institution from danger. It is only on the abominations of the

system, and the means of removing it, that every tongue must

be mute, and the Federal Government passive. As that gov-

ernment refuses to enter into any combined efforts for the sup-

pression of this trade, and makes none of its own, wc may

reasonably suppose that our citizens are now largely engaged in

it. Let us see if this supposition accords with facts.
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present participation of citizens of the united states
in the african slave-trade.

In pursuance of a treaty with Spain, certain commissioners

are appointed by Great Britain to reside at Havana. On the

25th of October, 1836, these commissioners wrote to their

government

:

" To'our astonishment and regret, we have ascertained that the Ana-
conda and Viper, the one on the Gth, and the other on the 10th, current,

cleared out and sailed from here for the Cape de Verd Islands under
the Amekican flag. These two vessels arrived at the Havana, fitted

in every particular for the slave-trade, and took on board a cargo
which would alone have condemned as a slaver, any vessel belonging
to the nations that are parties to the equipment article."

They remark that the declaration of the American President

not to make the United States a party to any convention on the

subject of the slave-trade,

" Has been the means of inducing American citizens to build and fit

in their ports vessels only calculated for piracy, or the slave-trade— to

enter this port, and in concert with the Havana slave-traders, to take

on board a prohibited cargo, manacles, &c., and proceed openly to that

notorious depot for this iniquitous traffic, the Cape de Verd Island,

under shelter of the national flag ; and we may add, that while these

American slavers were making their final arrangements for de-

parture, the Havana was visited more than once hy American ships of
war."

This statement and others we are are about to present to tlie

reader, explain the practical )-esults, and probably the secret mo-

tives of the rejection by the Senate of the slave-trade convention

with Great Britain. The commissioners proceed

:

" Two American vessels, the Fanny Butler and Rosanna, have pro-

ceeded to the Cape de Verd Islands and the coast of Africa, under the

American flag, upon the same inhuman speculation. * * * ^Ve
cannot conceal our deep regret at the new and dreadful impetus

imparted to the slave-trade of this island, by the manner in M'hich some

American citizens impunibly violate every law, by embarking openly

for the coast of Africa under their national flag, with the avowed

purpose of bringing slaves to this market. We are likewise assured

that it is intended, by means of this flag, to supply slaves for the vast
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province of Tkxas ; agents from there being in constant communica-
tion with tlie Havana slave merchants."*

"We arg fearful of trespassing upon the patience of the reader

while we enter into the details necessary to demonstrate the

increased activity given to the trade by the action of the Federal

Government ; but these details are essential to an exhibition of

the horrible duplicity of the government, and the foul disgrace in

which the flag of the Republic is steeped, by being made the

a^gis of the very wretches whom our legislators pi'etend to regard

as pirates.

We learn from Buxton's late Avork on the present state of the

trade, that _ . . . . .

" The Yeuus, said to be sharpest clipper built vessel ever constructed
at Baltimore, left that place in July, 1^38, and arrived at Havana on
the 4Hi of the August following. She sailed from thence in September
for Mozambi(pie ; there she took a cargo of slaves, being all this time
under the flag of the United States. On the 7th of January, 18.39, she
landed 860 negroes near Havana under Portuguese colors" p. 23.

In certain documents, lately published by the British Parlia-

ment we have the names of eleven vessels, which sailed under

the flag of the United States, from Havana to Africa for slaves

in 1837, and of nineteen more, which sailed in 1838. Major

McGregor, special magistrate for the Bahamas, in a letter to

Mr. Buxton mentions the v;reck of the schooner Invincible, a

slaver, on the 28th of October, 1837, and adds:

" The captain's name was Potts, a native of Florida. The vessel
was fitted out at Baltimore in America, and three-fourths of the crew
were natives of the United States, although they pretended to be only
passengers."

The major also mentions another slaver, with a cargo of 1 60

Africans, being wrecked on one of the islands, and says

:

" This pretended Portuguese vessel was fitted out at Baltimore,
United States, having been formerly a pilot boat, called the Wash-
ington. The supercargo was an American citizen of Baltimore,'

pp. 23, 186.

* Buxton's African Slave Trade, p. 21.
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Mr. Mitchel Thompson, an officer on board the British ship-

of-war Sappho, thus wrote at Jamaica in the spring of 1839, to

a gentleman of Philadelphia

:

" Ahnost Tialf the vessels employed in this trade and furnished to

either the Spaniards or the Portuguese are from America, and seem to

have been built at Baltimore, from which place they sail chartered for

some port in Cuba with lumber ; which hmiber is converted into

slave-decks on their arrival at the destined port. To this is now added

copper, casks, and food, with the necessery slave irons ; and now also is

added the requisite number of Spaniards as part complement of the

ship's company ; with American papers and flag, they escape our cruis-

ers, as the concession of the right of mutual search has not been made by

America."

A recent letter from an officer of the British ship-of-war

Pelican, published in the London papers, mentions that this ship

had lately captured an American schooner, the Octavia of

Baltimore, with 220 slaves.

The editor of the Baltimore Chronicle states that Captain

McDonald, of the brig North, just arrived from Africa, reported

that the Captain of the British brig of war Partaga, told him

in [conversation, that they had fallen in with several vessels

which had the appearance of being slavers, but having American

colors andpapers furnished by the Consul at Plavana, he had to

let them pass ; but afterwards he fell in with them with slaves

on hoard, that being proof positive of their true character.

Ml'. Buchanan, Governor of Liberia, in a letter written from

the colony, and published in the New York Journal of Com-

merce of July G, 1839, says:

" Never was the American flag so extensively used by those

pirates upon liberty and humanity as at present. Probably three-
fourths of the vessels boarded by the English cruisers and found to

be slavers are protected by American papers and tue American
FLAG.*

* The American and Russian flag bear very different relations towards the

African slave-trade. On the 2d of April, 1836, the Russian Consul in New
York, published in the papers, bv special instructions from his Government,

a "Consular Notice," in which "he declared that " no slave-trader, in any
circumstances whatever, when seized under the Russian flag, or otherwse,

can invoke the aid of the Imperial Government to screen him from just and
well-merited punishment,"
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In the spring of 1839, three American slavers were captured

by British cruisers, and carried into Sierra Leone. They were

the Clara, Wyoming, and Eagle, and all under American cap-

tains, and fui-nished with American papers. They had no

slaves on board, but were fitted up for the trade, having slave-

decks, manacles, &c., «fcc.

At Sierra Leone it was decided that the English courts had

no jurisdiction over these vessels, and of course that their cap-

tui"e was unauthorized. But inasmuch as the character of the

vessels Avas obvious, and they were engaged in a trade declared

piratical by the American Congress, it was deemed both prudent

and friendly to send them home for trial, and they arrived at

New York in .June last, under the charge of a British ship-

of-war, A more unwelcome present could not have been

offered to the Federal Government than these three slavers.

An acceptance of them would have involved various inconve-

nient consequences. Li the first place the President would have

been compelled, by a due regard to the feelings of his southern

constituents, to inquire by what authority British officers had

presumed to arrest these ships, interrupt their voyages, and

transport them across the Atlantic, contrary to the known and

recorded will of the Senate of the United States. This would

have led to an embarrassing negotiation, and likewise to a very

undesirable discussion in the newspapers, and would probably

have strengthened the hostility at the North to slavery and the

slave-trade. If, on the other hand, the government acqui-

esced in this treatment of American slavers, then our courts

would be occupied in trials in which it would be impossible to

avoid touching upon " the delicate subject," and men might be

sentenced to the gallows, merely for buying and selling their

fellow-men. It would moreover be permitting Great Britain to

do without a treaty Avhat she had entreated us to permit her to

do by treaty, and which avc had refused. An expedient was

was adopted which avoided these embarrassments. The Gov-

ernment, it is said, thought proper not to recognize these ships as

American property, and therefore declined receiving them. By
this course all public judicial investigations and disclosures were
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prevented ; and tlie whole matter was liuslied up as quickly as

possible. The avowed reasons for this decision have not been

made public.

We will now recall to the recollection of our readers the re-

mark of the British commissioners, that " while the Amei'ican

slavers were making their final arrangements for departure, the

Havana was visited more than once by American ships-of-war."

In other words our naval officers showed no disposition to arrest

such of their countrymen as Avere engaged in the slave-trade,

and to send them home for trial and punishment. It no doubt

seems very strange to foreigners that the American navy should

be so exceedingly remiss in seconding the zeal of the Federal

Government in suppressing the slave-trade— but it is a trite

remark that foreigners cannot iniderstand our institutions— the

conduct of the navy is perfectly natural, and precisely such as

might rationally be expected. We have no knowledge of any

slaver having been molested by an American armed vessel for

the last fifteen years. It is not necessary for our cruisers to go to

Africa to capture slavers. The trade passes our very doors,

and slavers are to be found by those who look for them off the port

of Baltimore, and along the shores of Cuba and Texas.

The New York Journal of Commerce, speaking of the seizure

of slavers by British cruisers, remarks :

" The capture of a slaver by an American cruiser is a thing unheard

of for many years, and wholly unexpected. Scores of slave-vessels

are caught every year by British cruisers, and we will not do our

national vessels the injustice to suppose that they never could catch

any, if they wei'e so disposed."

But wliy should they be " so disposed ? " About one-half of

our naval officers are the sons of slave-holders, and can Ave ex-

pect that they Avill voluntarily assist in bringing men to the

gibbet for trading in African savages, while their own fathers

are engaged in buying and selling their fellow-countrymen ?

Again, pecuniary reward, pi'ofessional promotion, and public

applause, are the chief incentives to military enterprise. Our

officers have been recently taught that efforts to capture or ikc-

stroy fugitive slaves will be liberally rewarded from the national

treasury ; but Avhen have they been paid for capturing slavers ?
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It is natural that our young and ardent officei'S should pant

for promotion, and that they should turn their anxious and ex-

pectant gaze upon the dispenser of professional favors, the Sec-

retary OF THE Navy. Should they read this gentleman's

work, " Slavery in the United States," they will have little hope

of getting into his good graces by any exhibition of zeal against

the African slave-trade. They will learn from the head of the

naval department, that the introduction of negro slaves into our

country was in " accordance with the sanction of holy writ, as

conveyed in the twenty-fifth chapter of Leviticus," p. 42 ; and

they will be led to infer the benevolent tendency of the traffic

from the following authoritative declaration of the innocency

and happiness of slavery itself

" That slavery is a great moral evil, or that its existence or continu-
ance detracts one tittle, one atom from the happiness of the slaves, our
own experience and observation directly contradict," -p. 126.

"We presume Mr. Paulding alludes to the experience and

observation acquired in his intercourse with coffle-drivers dui-ing

his excursion in 181 G. Our officers are moreover instructed by
the Secretary, that although

" The white and black races of men are probably the nearest to each
other of all these varieties (animals with similar instincts), they are not
homogeneous any more than the orang-outang, the ape, the baboon,
and the monkey, who possibly may ere long find a new sect of phi-
lanthropists to sustain their claim to amalgamation," p. 271.

But should our officers inquire how far public opinion would

justify and commend them for breaking up the voyages of

American merchants, seizing their vessels, and exposing their

commanders and crews to an infamous death, what answer would

be returned hy facts '?

The editor of the New York Journal of Commerce declared,

in his paper of 20th June, 1835

:

" We pledge ourselves to prove, to the satisfaction of the Presiden t

or Secretary of 'War, that slave-ships have, v/ithin the past year, been
actually fitted out at the port of New York."

Has the Secretary of "War, the President, or any grand jury

called on the editor to redeem his pledge ?

26
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The New Orleans Courier of May 21, 1839, after comment-

ing on the present extent of the African slave-trade, remarks :

•• If sueli have been the results produced by the injudicious efforts

of the English philanthropists, we may well doubt the policy of the law
of Congress wliich has prohibited the importation of slaves from ^^Vi-

ca,— a policy, that by all vre can learn, has no other effect than to

cause the planter of Louisiana to pay to the Virginia slave-holder one
thousand dollars for a negro which now in Cuba, and by-and-by in

Texas, may be bought for half the money. It is known to those

acquainted with the character of the African, that he is more patient

and less unruly than the ^'irginia or Maryland negro— his very ignor-

ance of many things makes him less dangerous in a community like

ours, and his constitiition is better suited to our climate. In transport-

ing him from his own country, his position too in civilization is bettered,

not worsted.
" The more we examine and reflect on the policy the Texans are

likely to pursue in this matter, openly or covertl}', the more we are

convinced that Texas should be annexed to the Union, or else Congress

should repeal the law prohibiting the importation of slaves from Africa.

Otherwise the culture of sugar and cotton in Louisiana Avill suffer

greatly by the cheaper labor which the planters of Cuba and Texas
can and will employ."

Here we find a public and cold-blooded proposal to reopen

the African slave-trade. And was this proposal received Avith

horror by the public ? Alas ! even the northern press has

scarcely condemned it. Multitudes of our papers have not

noticed it— others have republished the article without a single

remark, and the " New York Express," a leading Whig and

commercial journal, introduces the diabolical proposal to its

readers as " The following interesting comments of the New Or-

leans Courier." Openly to approve the proposal, might offend

some fanatical subscribers— openly to condemn it, miglit injure

the Whig party at the South.

The New York " Courier and Encpiirer," another Whig and

commercial journal, contained (July 27, 18.39.) the following-

editorial :

•• llio Janeiro i)apcrs have reached us to the 31st of May last. The
chief information from Brazil, which they contain of interest here, is

that of the capture of two vessels under Portuguese colors by a British

ship-of-war, shortly after leaving Rio, on suspicion that they ^vere fitted

out for the slave-trade. We are not astonished that these captures

should have excited much indignation to Rio. Whatever may be
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thought of the trade itself, the people generaUij are engaged in it and

interested in its success, and it is asking a little too much of them tp

remain quiet while foreign vessels enter their harbor, take in provi-

sions, remain there as long as it suits their purpose, and then sally forth,

break up their enterprises, and bring back their property to be con-

demned under their very noses."

This appeared shortly after the three American slavers, cap-

tured by British cruisers, had been sent into New York— hence

the indignation of the editor— hence the news from Eio was

" of interest " in New York. It is excessively impudent in the

English to take it for granted that the laws of the United States

and Brazil against the trade, v>'ere enacted in good faith. It

matters not that Brazil had declared the trade piracy, — and

that the cruisers only delivered to the Brazilian goverinnent

their own pirates. The Brazilian people, like our own, are en-

gaged in the trade and interested in its success, and it is a great

outrage for foreigners to interfere !

Let the officers of our navy learn from this, not to break up

the enterprise of our merchants, and to bring back their property

to be condemned under their very noses.

RENEWED ACTION OP THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN BEHALF

OF THE COLONIZATION SOCIETY.

"\Ye have already seen the character and extent of the aid

afforded by the Government to the Colonization Society under

pretence of providing for recaptured Africans. Some of the

southern members of Congress, not fully understanding the true

tendency of this Society, and believing its influence hostile to

slavery, objected to this aid on constitutional grounds, and it was

discontinued, after an expenditure of $264,000. That the So-

ciety is now more justly estimated appears from the following

recent testimonies in its behalf.

On the 10th of January, 1839, Mr. Henry Wise, a member

of Congress from Virginia, delivered an address before the,

Colonization Society of that State. He remarked that a few

years since he became suspicious of the Society, in consequence
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of the sentiments avowed by some of its members. That he

had before that time been •' the zealous and active friend and

advocate of the great original principles of the design, to secure

andfortify the institution of slavery itself by colonizing the free

people of color ; " but he confesses that " the line of demarca-

tion is now too strongly drawn between abolition and colonization

ever to be crossed. Their principles are diametrically opposed

to each other, and their warfare will tend to press each to occu-

py its appropriate ground and position. The Colonization So-

ciety must now maintain that great original principle upon which

it was founded, ''friendship to the slave-lwlder."

In the month previous to the delivery of this speech, the

Baldwin (Alabama) Colonization Society issued an address

recommending colonization,

" Because it proposes to remove from among us a degraded, useless,

and vicious race.
" Because we consider the measiu-e of all others best calculated to

preserve good order and proper discipline among our slaves.

" Therefore we deem the plan of removing them (free blacks) from

the United States, the most etfectual method of counteracting the

abolitionists. It is known that they are the most violent opponents

which the scheme of colonization has to encounter. Their penetration

lias discovered its tendency, and they denounce it as a scheme origin-

atin? among slave-holders for the perpetuation of slavery

"Nor should it be forgotten, that it (Africa,) is the natural home of

the negro race, and at a safe distance, Avhence they can never return to

the injury of our slave population." African Repository for March,

1839.

Thus we see that the Society is now regarded as a friend and

ally by both descriptions of slave-holders, the breeders and the

planters. It is not to be supposed that Mr. Van Buren is an

inattentive observer of the signs of the times. Colonization is

just now very popular in Virginia, Georgia, Alabama, Missis-

sip[)i, and Louisiana. Mr. Clay's speech was delivered on the

7th of February, and was certainly calculated to propitiate the

slave-holders. He is, moreover. President of the Colonization

Society, and it would be unvv^ise to suffer him to engross the

influence of " the most effectual method of counteracting the

abolitionists." On the 19th of February, twelve days after Mr.
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Clay's speech, the intentions of the government were announced

in tlic following letter, which was Avidely circulated.

" I ought here to inform you that the government of the United

States has came to our aid by furnishing cannon, small arms, both

muskets, pistols, swords and rockets, and an abundant supply of am-

munition, and two fine boats— also made our governor their agent for

recaptured Africans (!) at a salary of $1500 a year, which is so much
money bestoioed on the Society ; and I confidently believe that a ship-

of-war will be sent to the coast of Africa to suppress the slave-trade.

There never was a time when African colonization had so strong claims

on the benevolent public.

Kespcctfully yours,

Samuel Wilkinson,
General Agent of the American Col. Soc."

Thus, while Mr. Clay can only make speeches in behalf of

the great antidote to abolition, his rival is lavishing upon it the

public funds under the palpably false pretence of providing for

recaptured Africans. When it is recollected that our navy

recaptures no Africans, and that if we had any such Africans to

restore to their own country, they might be sent to Liberia in

the regular vessels at a trifling expense, it must, Ave think, be

admitted that these appropriations to the Colonization Society,

and this addition of $1500 per annum to the salary of their

governor, is a fraudulent application of the public money, to

promote the interests of slave-holders and the perpetuity of

slavery.

There are still many at the North Avho view the African

slave-trade with abhorrence, and great pains have been taken

to impress them with the belief that the colonization of Ameri-

can negroes upon the African coast, is the " only efficient

means of suppressing it." Here Mr. Van Buren's bounty to

the Society is regarded as his contribution to the destruction of

this commerce. The New York Journal of Commerce affirms

that the late grants " will have an important influence in check-

ing the slave-trade."

African negroes, we well know, sell every slave exported

from that continent ; we have the testimony of Mr. Madison,

that the toMte citizens of the Southern States would not have

entered the American Union, had they not been indulged

26*
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in the African trade for tAventj years ; and, even now, many of

them are anxious for its restoration. But American negroes

transported to Africa, will put to the blush the civilization, and

Christianity, and chivalry of the South, and will manfully resist

the temptation to which multitudes of our own citizens readily

yield, of making merchandise of their fellow-men ! Do we seek

to solve this enigma by a reference to the moral character of our

free negroes ? Mr. Clay, the President of the Society, assures

us that they are, " of all descriptions of our population, the

most corrupt, depraved and abandoned ;

" and Mr. Mercer, a

vice president, pronounces them " a horde of miserable people

— the objects of universal suspicion— subsisting by plunder."

So far from the Liberian colony being a restraint on the slave-

trade, it will become a rendezvous for slavers, and the colonists

themselves will be either their victims or foctors. We cannot

spare room for all the reasons on which this opinion is founded.

Let the following /ac^s sutfice.

" The Liberia Herald mentions the capture of three Spanish slavers,

by the British brig Curlew, while hjing ivithin the harbor of Monrovia."

African Repository for March, 1836.

" Boats have been sent from the Spanish slavers into the St. Paul's,

and slaves have been bought in that river" Letterfrom the Governor of
Liberia, 8th of January, 1836. Afr. Rep.

The St. Paul's penetrates the heart of the colony, and the

settlements of Caldwell and Millsburg are on its banks !

" AVitliin a year, four slave factories have been established

almost within sight of the colony." Captain Nicholson's report to Sec-

retary of the Navy, 8th January, 1837.

" To-morrow, the schooner sails for New Sestos, to take on board a

cargo of slaves which I have ready there. I have been obliged to have

one''hundred sets of shackles made at Cape Mesurada "—(Monrovia.)*

Intercepted letter of 28th September, 1 838, /ro;?i the captain of a slaver

to his owners at Havana, and published by British Parliament.

" On the loth of February, 1838, arrived at this port, a vessel under

American colors named theMoxRoviA, last from Liberia, with a bill

of sale and list of crew from the collector of that colony.^ This vessel

had neither register nor a sea letter. I have ascertained, without

* This letter is dated at Little Bassa, in Liberia, and between Monrofia

and Cape Palmas.
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doubt, that she is a vessel belonging to Don Pedro Blanco,* ot the
Gallinas, has put in here, directed to his agent, for a fit-out for the
coast, and that a cargo of slaves is ready for her. There is a black
man on board, for a flag captain— speaks English icell— learned that
he is a complete pilot on board to all the inlets between Sierra Leone
and Gambia. lie cannot read or lorite.

" Don Pedro Blanco's agent in Liberia is J. N. Lewis, commission
merchant." Letter of February 28t/i, 183S,Jrotn British Consul for the

Cape de Verd Islands, to Lord Palmerston. British Documents.

INTERCOURSE OF THE G0TERN3IENT WITH THE INDIANS MADE
SUBSERVIENT TO SLAVERY.

It has been long customary, in every treaty of peace, after an

Indian war, to insert an article for the surrender of prisoners,

" white or black," or of " all citizens of the United States, white

inhabitant or negroes." It is doubtful whether the southern

Indians, in their wars, made any slaves prisoners, strictly speak-

ing. Servitude with the Indians is so much lighter than with

the planters, that the slaves are ever ready to exchange Chris-

tian for heathen masters ; and many of them have embraced the

opportunity, afforded by Indian wars, of escaping from the

" quarters," and seeking refuge in the wigwam.

In 1802, Congress passed a law whereby the government

assumed the obligation of indemnifying the citizens for all rob-

beries and trespasses they might suffer from the Indians ; and

the amount of the indemnification was to be deducted from the

annuities or other moneys which might be due from the govern-

ment to the Indians. The treaty stipulation to restore negroes

was nugatory in practice, as the Indians felt probably no dispo-

sition to execute it. Still the stipulation imposed an obligation,

and laid the foundation of a claim on the part of the govern-

ment. These introductory remarks will aid the reader in com-

prehending the extraordinary and iniciuitous transaction we
shall now proceed to unfold.

On the 8th of January, 1821, a treaty was concluded at

Indian Springs, between the United States and the Creek

nation. The federal negotiators were D. M. Forney, of North

* A notorious slave merchant, connected with a house iu Havana.
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Carolina, and David Meriwether, of Georgia. By this treaty

the United States purchased certain lands belonging to the

Creeks. The consideration for these lands was two-fold ; first a

certain sum of money, and secondly, the following stipulation

in the words of the treaty

:

" And as a further consideration for said cession, the United States

do liereby agree to pay the State of Georgia, whatever balance may be
foiuid due by the Creek nation, to the citizens of that State, whenever
the same shall be ascertained in conformity with reference made by
the Commissioners of Georgia, and the chiefs, headmen, and warriors

of the Creek nation, to be paid in five annual instalments, without

intQYc^t, ]}rovided the same shall not exceed the sum of $250,000, the

Commissioners of Georgia executing to the Creek nation a full and
final relinquishment of all claims of the citizens of Georgia against the

Creek nation, for property taken or destroyed PRIOR to the Act of

Congress, of one thousand eight hundred and two, regulating the inter-

course with the Indian tribes." See Treaty, Laws of U. S.— 6ih Vol.

p. 771.

For whatever trespasses the Georgians had suffered from the

Creeks since 1802, they had been compensated by the Federal

Government. An opportnnity was now offered for wringing

from these poor and ignorant savages, compensation for every

alleged injury committed by them from the first settlement of

the country up to the year 1802 ! They were about to sell their

lands, and were made to believe that they were ansAverable for

every pig and calf which they or their ancestors had ever stolen

from their pale-fi\ced neighbors. The Georgians, however,

kindly agreed that they would not demand more than $250,000

;

and the United States most benevolently stipulated, that if the

Georgians would give the Creeks a receipt in full, that then,

whatever balance should be found due on these claims, should

be jiaid out of the national treasury; this stipulation being

expressly declared to be part of the consideration given for the

land, it is therefore obvious, that $250,000 of the consideration

or price of the land was withheld by the United States, Avhere-

with to lirpiidate " Avhatever balance," not exceeding that sum,

might be found due to the Georgians. This is certainly one of

the most extraordinary treaties in the annals of diplomacy.

The claims to be paid are all undefined, and unlimited as to
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time, except tliat no one can be of a shorter standing tlian tioenty

years! And these ancient and undescribed claims, after laying

dormant for twenty years, are now to be paid for by a set of poor

half-famished Indians, who can neither read nor vn:i\.c.— paid

for, too, out of the price which the Federal Government is

pleased to allow them for their lands ; and this compulsory pay-

ment and virtual robbery are disguised under the form of a

treaty, to which the Indians are required to attach their marl's.

Among ofirselres, contracts and debts cannot ordinarily be en-

forced after six years ; but no statute of limitations is permitted

to avail the helpless tenant of the forest. "Wlien claims between

Avhite men are to be liquidated by a tribunal, each party is heard

in his own behalf; but in the present case, a commissioner, ap-

pointed by the President, heard the allegations of the Georgians

only, and awarded them what sums he thought proper, from

funds honestly belonging to the Creeks.

The testimony offered by the Georgians has not been pub-

lished, but we may readily believe it was of a character accord-*

ing with the whole transaction. The award was communicated

to Congress,* and we extract from it the following summary of

allowance for slaves, alleged to have been killed or stolen by

the Creeks, viz.

:

In the year 1 799, 2 slaves, S800
1780, 1 " 300
1781, 3 " 1,100

1782, 2 « 750
1784, 2 " 1,000

1788,49 » 17,000
1 "girl," 250
1 " negro woman killed," 325

1 789, 8 slaves, 2,320
1 " negro bov," 400

1790—1801, 21 slaves,
"

7,950

Total, 91 slaves, $32,795

This statement gives rise to various reflections. We observe,

in the first place, that through the agency of the Federal Gov-
ernment, a Georgia slave-holder recovers from the Indians

* State papers, 1 Sess., 20 Cong., H. of R., Vol. vii, Doc. 268.
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$800, for two slaves who had escaped from him or his ancestors

FORTY years before ! The enormous valuation of these slaves

also deserves notice. It seems, slaves are supposed to have

been worth, in 1779, when there was no sugar nor cotton culti-

vation in Georgia, nor man-market in New Orleans, and at a

time when the whole State was overrun with foreign troops, and

its cities in possession of the enemy, foicr hundred dollars a

head,— double the price they commanded after the peace.

From the dates of these several claims, we may form some

idea of the nature of the testimony by which they were sup-

ported. Of eye-witnesses, it is scarcely possible there could

have been one— of family traditions, guesses, a*^.d assertions,

there was, no doubt, abundance. It must not be sujjposed the

Creeks had to pay for negroes only. In the Indian wars occui'-

ring between 1779 and 1802, the Georgians lost various other

chattels, for which compensation was allowed on the same liberal

scale. How the value of a Georgia calf or pig, forty years

before, was ascertained, we are not informed ; but probably by

the same process by Avhich it was discovered, that in 1789 a

"negro boy" was worth $400. But whatever was the road

travelled by the United States Commissioners, they arrived at

the conclusion that the Creeks owed the Georgians, for property

taken or destroyed, negroes included, $101,319. This sum,

deducted from the $250,000 retained by the Government, left a

balance of $148,081.

Can the reader doubt for a moment to whom this balance

justly belonged ? A certain value was of course set upon the

land purchased of the Creeks ; a portion of that value was paid

in money, and as a " further consideration," the United States

assumed the payment of the Georgia claims to the amount of

$250,000. Had there been no claims, the money reserved

would of course have belonged to the Creeks. But if the extent

of the claims was grossly exaggerated, and the Ladians were made

to believe they owed more than double the real amount, can

there be a question, that on every principle of honor and equity

the balance left belonged to the Creeks? Thus thought the

Creeks, and they accordingly petitioned Congress for this bal-
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ance, as clue to tliem in part })ayment for tlicir lands ;* but

Congress thouglit diiTerentlj, and not one cent was ever restored

to them.

The Georgians who had been so lucky as to have ancestors

who had lost cows, horses, and negroes in the Indian wars, now
cast a wistful eye upon this balance. True it w^as, their anti-

quated claims had been settled in a manner agreed to by them-

selves, and receipts in full had been given, and most extravagant

compensation had been awarded to them. But still, here was
about $150,000, Avhich most certainly did not belong to the

Government—^and as to paying it to Indians, why that was out

of the question ; and so they modestly asked for it themselves.

Their petition was referred to the Committee on Indian affairs

;

and on the 7th of January, 1834, its chairman, Mr. Gilmer, a

representative from 6^eo/-y/a, reported in favor of the petitioners.

lie contended that the claimants Avere entitled, not merely to the

value of the property taken, but also to compensation for being

deprived of its use.

'_' A careful examination," proceeds the report, " of the merits of the
claims, founded on the increase of the female slaves which -vvcre taken
and carried away by those Indians, would, it is beUeved, lead to a simi-
lar result. Those Avho are at all conversant Avith the considerations
Avhich form the criterion by which the value of slave property is esti-

mated, knoAv that a much higher value is set on a, female slave, in con-
sequence of an anticipation of increase. Theretbre, as the claimant
whose female slave Avas taken by those Indians, and carried away, had a
property in expeclanctj in the issue of such female slave, principles of
common sense and common justice would award to the rightful OAvner
a restitution of such increase, or an equivalent in heu thereof"f

People at the North may sometimes count their chickens be-

fore they are hatched ; but it Avould have been a still more

occult operation for Congress to have calculated the market

\'alue, in 1834, of the children Avhich might have been born of

the " negro AA'oman killed " in 1788; and Mr. Gilmer himself

admitted that the subject Avas attended Avith difficulty. It AA'as

not, hoAvevcr, necessary to enter into such abstruse inquiries

;

* State papers, 2 Soss., 20 Cong., Vol. ii, Doc. 80.

t Reports of Committees, 1 Scss., 23 Cong., Doc, 140.
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all that was wanted was tlie adoption of some "rule wliicli would

certainly absorb the whole balance, and at the same time give to

a transfer to the pockets of the Georgians of money belonging

to the Creeks, the appearance of a payment under the treaty.

It was discovered that an allowance of interest at the rate of six

per cent, on the several awards, from the date of each claim,

would answer the purpose. Thus, on the award of $800 for

two slaves taken in 1779, fifty-jive years' interest, or S2,6i0,

would be allowed. In this way the claimants would get the

entire balance, and might divide it pro rata among them. Mr.

Gilmer accordingly reported a bill, allowing the interest : and

it is needless to say that it became a law.*

Having witnessed the justice meted by the Federal Govern-

ment to the Creek Indians, we request the reader's attention to

the treatment experienced by the Seminoles, and to

THE ORIGIN OF THE FLORIDA WAR.

It will be recollected that in 181 G the slave-holders complained

that their fugitive slaves found refuge in Florida, then be-

* The claim for interest was early made, and was refused by the President,
on the report of the Attorney-General, Mr. Wirt, to wliom it had been re-

ferred. The report, after showing that the demand for interest was not justi-

fied by law or practice, proceeded to insist that it was, moreover, tncquitable.

The followins; extract places in a strong light the injustice of Gilmer's bill,

and the servility of the northern members who voted for it.

" If the Commissioner, in assessing these damages, has given to the citi-

zens of Georgia strict and stinted measure, there is nothing offensive to

equity in their asking for interest ; but if he has already given them vindic-

tive, and even double damages, the addition of interest to sitc^i damages is

not, I think, a demand for which equity, of her own accord, would cry aloud.

. . . . Has the Commissioner been strict in calling on the Georgia claim-

ants for proof of the affirmative fact that the property for which they made
their claims was in being, and within the Creek nation at the date of the re-

spective treaties ? On the contrary, he has, in every instance, presumed this

fact infavor of the claimants, without jjroqf. .... As to the standard
of value — the epoch, ^\ith relation to which the values are to be considered,

is from 1783 to 1802 ; that is, from twenty to forty years ago. The region of

country to be regarded with reference to the same subject, is the frontiers

of Georgia. In relation to that countnj, and in relation to that time, negroes,
old and young, men, women and children, are valued at an average of 5365.-
80 ; horses of all ages and descriptions are valued at an average of 587.41

:

and in the same proportion in regard to other articles, which I understand is

fixing the property at an average of double its value at that time, and in that
quarter of the country. If this be so, equity, so far from demanding, would
revolt from the proposition of adding interest to such a valuation— it would
be usury, notjntcrest— prodigality, not justice." Rep., No. 128, I Scss., 20

Conf].

Yet this usury and prodigality were voted to the Georgia slave-holders by
northern members, at the expense of the Indians.
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longing to the crown of Spain; and that, regardless of the

obligations of neutrality, a naval force had been sent by the

Government up the river Appalachicola, to destroy a fort con-

taining about 300 negroes, most of whom w^ere slaughtered.

This territory was afterwards ceded to the United States ; and

for several years past, the Government has been waging a

relentless and most disastrous war against its aboriginal inhab-

itants, with the avowed design of driving them from the Penin-

sula. It is not our design to write the history of this war, but

merely to expose its true origin, and to explain the motives

which have led the whites to insist on the expulsion of the

Seminoles, and the causes which have induced the latter to of-

fer a resistance unparalleled in savage warfare, for persevering

and desperate courage and ferocity.

The sacrifice on our part, of blood, of treasure, and of milita-

ry honor in this war, is well known to be prodigious. Thirty

MILLIONS of dollars have already, it is said, been expended—
our best generals have been baflled, and their laurels withered ;

and our ti'oops have perished in great numbers, in contests with

their savage foe, and by the sickliness of the climate. And yet

no rational cause is assigned by the Government for this disas-

trous war. No reason is given why it is necessary, at all hazards,

and at eveiy expense, to drive the Seminoles from Florida.

The whites are few in number, have far more land than they

can occupy, and certainly do not want the wet and unwholesome

everglades possessed by the Indians, and into which, we are

told, white men can only penetrate at certain seasons of the

yeai*, without exposing their lives to almost certain destruction.

But were the Seminoles so numerous that it was necessary to

remove them, to make room for the whites, or so powerful as to

render it unsafe to plant Avhitc settlements in Florida ? We
learn from official reports, that they numbered about 3000 !

*

* I herewith enclose for your information, a copy of the general plan of
operations which I have adopted for the removal of the Seminoles. I have
assumed that the roimd number of three thoicsand embraces all, of every de-
scription." Wile>/ Thompson, Jr., Agent, Sept. 3, 1835. " I consider the
population, hicluding negroes, not to exceed 3000, of which I should say IGOO
ARE FEMALES." Josepk Havvis, Disbursing Agent of Florida Indians, Sept.

27
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Major-General Jessup, the commanding ofScer of the army, and

well acquainted with the existing condition of the Territory, in

a letter to the Secretary of War, Feb. 11, 1837, makes the fol-

lowing candid avowal

:

" We have committed tlie error of attempting to remove them (the

Seminoles) when their lands wei-e not required for agricultural purposes

;

when they were not in the ivay of the white inhabitants, and when the

greater portion of their country was an unexplored ivilderness, of the

interior of Avhieh we were as ignorant as of the interior of China. . .

. . I do not consider the country south of Chiokasa Hatchee worth
the medicines avc shall expend in driving the Indians from it."

Why, then, all this waste of blood and treasure ? We an-

swer To TREVENT FUGITIVE SLAVES FROM FINDING AN
ASYLUM AMOMG THE INDIANS !

We well know how unwillingly this truth will be received by

those among us who contend that the North has nothing to do

with slavery ; but we appeal to facts— and to facts about which

there is and can be no dispute.

Florida borders upon two slave States, Alabama and Georgia,

and is not fitr distant from two others, Mississippi and Louis-

iana. It is not, therefore, surprising that slaves from these

States, escaping from their masters, should seek refuge in the

huts of the Seminoles. We have already seen that the Federal

Government have lately awarded upwards of $5000 to the gal-

lant officers and seamen who destroyed 300 fugitive slaves in

Florida, in 181G. The terrible example then made, was not, it

seems, effectual ; for in 1825, the War Department issued an

order on the subject of fugitive slaves among the Seminoles, and

the Indian Agent at Tallahassee was directed to take measures

to enable the claimants to identify their property for its imme-

diate restoration. " Let the chiefs distinctly understand," wrote

the Agent, agreeably to his instructions, " that they are not to

harbor runaway negroes ; and that they will be required to give

up such negroes as are now residing within their limits." *

* State papers, 1 Sess., 19 Cong., Vol. iv, Doc. 74, p. 82.(
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An Alabama paper, speaking of the war, makes tlie following

confession :

" It is tlie power to entice away and instruct in bush-fighting so many
of our slaves, that we would wish to annihilate. These Seininoles can-

not remain in the Peninsula of Florida toithout threatening the internal

safety of the South."

In 1834, a petition, signed by about one hundred of the in-

habitants of Alachua county, Florida, was presented to Presi-

dent Jackson, praying for his interposition against the Seminoles.

" "While the lawless and indomitable people (says the petition) con-

tinue where they now are, the owners of slaves in our territory, and
even in the States contiguous, cannot for a moment, in anj- thing like

security, enjoy the possession of this description of property. Does a

negro become tired of the service of his owner, he has only to flee to

the Indian country, where he will find ample safety against pursuit. It

is a fact which, if not susceptible of proof, is notwithstanding, and
upon good ground, firmly believed, that there is at this time living under
the protection of the Seminole Indians, a large number, probably more
than one hundred slaves, who have absconded from their masters in

the neighboring States and in Florida, since the treaty of Camp Moul-

trie. Within a few weeks several parties are known to have sought

and found shelter in the nation, where they continue secure against

every effort of their owners to recover them There
are, as it is believed, more than five hundred negroes residing with the

Seminole Indians, four-fifths of whom are runaways, or descendants of

runaways It is perfectly obvious that during the

existence of such a state of things, the interests of this fertile and
promising section of Florida cannot flourish

; and we are constrained

to repeat, that there is no rational prospect for the better, so long as

the Indians are suffered to remain in their present location."

The petition concludes with recommending " the immediate

and efficient action of the government." *

In the spring of 1839, a sort of armistice was concluded with

the Seminoles. This gave vast offence to the slave-holders, and

at a public meeting held at Tallahassee, it was resolved, " That

the peninsula of Florida is the last place in the limits of the

United States Avherein the Indians should be permitted to re-

main" For this assertion, the following among other reasons

was assigned : ''•If located in Florida, all the runaway slaves

willfind refuge and protection xoith them."

* 1 Sess., 2i Cong., Doc. 271.
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The New Orleans Couriei: of July 27, 1839, in reference to

this same subject remarks

:

" Every year's delay in subduing the Seminoles adds to the risk of
their being joined by runaicay slaves from the adjacent States, and in-

creases the danger of a rising among the serviles."

Slavery, then, is the key which unlocks, the enigma of the

Florida war. To break up a refuge for runaway slaves, thirty

MILLIONS have already been expended ; and if necessary, thirty

millions more will be expended for the same object.

But it may be said, however satisfactorily the foregoing facts

may account for the conduct of the Federal Government, they

do not explain the astonishing and peculiar inveteracy manifest-

ed by these Seminoles towards the whites. Other tribes have

witliout difficulty been removed to the west of the Mississippi

;

why then do these Indians alone offer a resistance to a superior

power, more determined and more heroic than perhaps any

recorded in history ? Again does slavery solve the difficulty.

It is very obvious that the Seminoles have been universally

exasjjerated. Their extreme hatred to the whites has unques-

tionably been owing in part to the gross and wicked frauds which

they believe (with too much apparent reason) were practised in

the treaty of Payne's Landing, under which they were required

to remove from Florida. But the great and prevailing cause of

their deep-seated hostility, is to be sought for in a long train of

frauds and injuries, of which they have been the victims on

account of tlieir slaves ; and likewise in the dread of Christian

slavery, entertained by the negroes who belong to, or have joined

-the Seminoles.

Of the hostile chiefs, the most active, persevering, and dai'ing,

was the celebrated Oseola. It is said that this man's mother

was seized and carried into Georgia as a slave, under pretence

that she was the daughter of a fugitive negress. If this story,

which has found its way into the public papers, be true, the

wrongs of the mother have been terribly avenged by the son.

That the reader may understand the narratives we are about

to lay before him, he must bear in mind that the Seminoles, like
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tlieir more civilized neiglibors, are slave-holders, but, unlike

them, they exercise their authority in such a manner as to ren-

der their slaves unwilling to leave them. The slaves are in

fact little more than tenants of kind and familiar landlords, and

regarded with horror the very idea of being transferred from

their heathen to Christian masters. But there were many of

the whites who were exceedingly anxious to make the transfer.

The agent, "Wiley Thompson, thus wrote to the Secretary of

War (October 27, 1834) :

" There arc many very likely negroes in this nation. Some of the

whites in the adjacent settlements manifest a restless desire to obtain

them, and I have no doubt that Indian-raised negroes are now in pos-

session of the whites."

The volume of documents submitted to Congress, June 3,

183G, and entitled "Seminole Hostilities," from which we quote,

contains many illustrations of the agent's assertion ; we can

spare room for only a portion of them.

It appears that Conchattimico, a Florida chief, was the pos-

sessor of a number of slaves, the title to whom was disputed by

another Indian, who sold his claim to a white man. The means

taken by the purchaser to obtain the slaves, are thus described

by the agent in his letter to the War Department, January 20,

1834:

" I was informed by the siib-agcnt, that Conchattimico sent a runner
for him not long since ; that he immediately repaired to the old

chiefs town, where he arrived in the night, and found the Indians and
negroes greatly excited and in arms ; and that very soon thereafter

Vacca Pechassie, with fifteen or more of his warriors in arms arrived,

for the purpose of aidhig in resistance of a threatened violent attempt
to force the slaves out of Conchattimico's possession. Persons in-

terested in the adverse claim, were frequently seen hovering about the

reserve ; and the chief was informed that attempts had been made to

bribe commanders of steamboats, on the river, to aid in accomplishing
the capture of the slaves. . . . Under such circumstances I could
not but approve the order given by the sub-agent to Conchattimico, to

defend his property by force, should a violent attemjit be made to wrest
it from him."

Shortly after this, Judge Cameron, of the United States Dis-

trict Court, investigated the white man's claim to these slaves,

and pronounced it groundless. Notwithstanding this decision,

27*
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tlie claim was again sold to a company of whites, wlio resolved

to relieve the chief of his property. But as the chief intended

to i^rotect it by force of arms, the enterprise was not free from

danger. The expedient resorted to by the kidnappers is thus

explained in a letter from the late Governor of the Territory to

the Secretary of War, May 23, 183C.

" I herewith transmit you a petition from the Indian chief Conchat-
timico, to be laid before Congress should you consider that necessary.
Taking forcibly the slaves of this chief, after those men had created an
alarm among the white inhabitants which resulted in disarming the
Indians, Avas an outrage well calculated to rouse them to hostility. The
alarm was concerted by these violators of all law, solely with the view
of obtaining, without danger of resistance, the slaves of the chief I

have no expectatlou the slaves refei-red to in the petition -will ever be
obtained, as I take it for granted they have been carried to a great
distance and sold."

This Conchattimico was a y)7V«fZ^^ chief, having no intercourse

Avith the hostile Seminoles ; but on the report being raised that

he was about to join the enemy, he surrendered his arms to quiet

the apprehensions, real or affected, of his white neighbors. No
sooner had he thus rendered himself defenceless, than a party of

Georgians carried off his slaves, twenty in number, and valued

at $15,000.

We have already seen how profitable it is for a Georgian to

lose a slave among the Indians ; but Congress has provided no

fund to indemnify the Lidian master for the slaves of which he

may be robbed by Georgians.

Another friendly Florida chief, Pechassie, thus complains to

the agent (28th July, 1835) :

" I am Induced to write you in consequence of the depredations

making, and attempted to be made on my larm, by a company of men,
negro-stealers ; some of whom arc from Columbus, (Georgia,) and have
connected themselves with Brown and Douglas. It is reported, and
believed by all the white people around here, that a large number of
them will very shortly come down here, and attempt to take off Billy,

Jim, Eose and her family, and others (slaves.) ... I should like

to have jour advice how I should act. I dishke to make any trouble,

or have any difficulty with the white people ; but If they vn\\ trespass

on my premises, and on my rights, I must defend myself the best way
I can. . . Please direct me how to act in this matter. Douglas and
his company hired a man, who has two large trained dogs for the pur-
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pose, to come clown and take Billy. The man came, but seeing he
cbuld do nothing alone, has gone off somewhere, probably to recruit.

He is from Mobile, and follows for a livelihood catching runaway
negroes with these large dogs."

By a letter from the United States Attorney, we find that

Pecliassie was subsequently " robbed of all tlie negroes lie had,

six in number."

As these robberies were committed on friendly chiefs, and

after the commencement of the Seminole war, they excited the

attention and alarm of the ofiicers of government, and hence

probably it is that official notice was taken of them. They may

give us some idea of the provocations which preceded and

caused the war. Indeed, the documents before us mcidentally

show, that the " likely negroes " of the Seminoles now in arms,

were as strongly coveted by the whites, as the slaves of the friend-

ly chiefs. By a treaty made with the Seminoles in 1832, the

Federal Govei'nment, with its usual solicitude for the interests

of slave-holders, assumed the payment of all claims on the

Indians for " slaves and other propei'ty," to the amount of

$7,000. A scramble of course ensued for the money, and a

voluminous correspondence took place between the agent and

the Secretary of War, respecting claims for Indian slaves ; and

it appears that the Semmoles had been harassed for years by the

contrivances of the whites to rob them of their slaves. The
following is a sample. It seems that a Mrs. Hanna claimed a

negro woman and her increase, in possession of the Seminoles.

The claim had been made knowai to the War Department, and so

long ago as the 8th of March, 1828, the following mandate had

been issued to the Indian agent

:

" The Secretary of War directs that you forthwith deliver to Mary
Hanna, widow, or her agent, the slaves claimed by her, and take a
bond imposing the obligation on her to abide by such decision as it

may be esteemed jiroper to seek, in testing the right of ownership in

the property in question."

We have here a specimen of the justice meted by our govern-

ment to the Indians. A woman claims a slave in the possession

of an Indian. Without the slightest inquuy into the justice

of the claim, the property is ordered to be wrested forthwith
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from the possessor and delivered to the claimant, and then, as

if in utter mockery, the Avoman is to give her bond to abide any

decision that may hereafter be made as to the legality of her

claim. Who is to obtain this decision ? Certainly not the

woman ; and should the poor ignorant Indian go to law, where

would he look for Mrs. Hanua or her slaves ? From some

cause not explained, the wicked and absurd order of the Secre-

tary was not executed; and on the 2d of March, 1835, seven

years after, a second order from the Secretary of "War directed

the agent " to afford whatever facilities may be in his power,

upon the claim being established by proper proof before the compe-

tent tribunal, to have the property restored to Mrs. Hanna."

Should the reader be struck Avith the remarkable moral differ-

ence between these two orders, the explanation is easy,—the

office was filled at the time of the first order by a slave-holder

;

at the time of the second, by a northern gentleman. The agent

now investigated the case, and it was discovered that the father

of Mrs. Planna, about the year 1815, had sold the woman in

question, then full grown, to a Seminole, for forty steers, and

had afterwards, as was alleged, given the same woman to his

daughter ; and on this pretended gift Mrs. Hanna claimed, not

merely the woman, who had now lived twenty-five years with

the Indians, but also all the children she had borne within that

time!

On the 12th of December, 1834, the agent wrote to the Secre-

tary, that a Seminole woman of the name of Nelly, inherited

from her father " a considerable number of slaves," that a man
named Floyd claims the whole of them by virtue of a bill of

sale, and that Nelly insists that " Floyd imposed on her by pre-

senting for her signatux'e a bill of sale for all the negroes,

instead of a written authority to him to recover some for her."*

The agent adds, he has seen no one who pretends that Floyd

paid her for the negroes, and that the universal impression is,

that she was grossly imposed upon.

If civilized and Clmstian slave-holders are ready to murder,

or, to use Mr. Preston's phrase, to HANG abolitionists for

*A portion of them were claimed by another Indian.
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questioning tlieir moral right to liold property in man, we may
judge what must have been the exasperation of the Seminoles

at these multiplied attempts to rob them of their slaves.

There is still another mode in which slavery has operated to

produce and continue the war in Florida. Although .the expul-

sion of the Seminoles from the peninsula was devoutly desired

by the whites, no inclination was felt to send their "likely

negroes" to the west of the Mississippi. Of these negroes some

were stolen, others claimed under fraudulent pretexts, and

others it was proposed to purchase of theii" masters. General R.

K. Call addressed a letter to President Jackson, (March 22,

1835,) asking leave "to purchase one hundred and fifty"

of the Seminole negroes. " These negroes," he affirms, "' are

violently opposed to leaving the country. If the Indians are

permitted to convert them into specie, one gi'eat obstacle in the

way of removal may be overcome." The applicant was in-

formed that no permission was necessary, there being no legal

prohibition to the Indians selling their slaves. Agents were

forthwith despatched to the nation, to buy up negroes. ]Mi\ W.
Thompson, the agent, however, assumed the responsibility of

prohibiting these agents from commencing their negotiations

;

and assigned his reasons in a very able letter to the Secretary

of War (April 27, 1835) :

" The intercourse laws," he remarked, " prohibited the purchase of
an Indian pony by a member of ci^-ilized society, without permission
from the agent ; and why, but because the Indian is considered in a
state of pupilage, and incapable of protecting himself against the arts

and wUes of civilized man ? If the Indian's interest in a pony is of so

much importance in the estimation of the government, as to requii'e

such strict guards to be thrown around it, the protection of his interest
in his slave should be esteemed more important, by as much as the
latter is more valuable than the former species of property. If, in the
regulation of the sale of ponies, the United States exercise a rightful

power, the obligation on them to guard the interest of the luchan in

his slave, is greatly more imposing. The negroes in the nation dread
the idea of being transferred from their present state of ease and com-
parative hberty, to bondage and hard labor, under overseers, on sugar
and cotton plantations.

" They have always had a great influence over the Indians. They
live in AiUages separate, and in many instances remote from their
owners, and enjoying equal liberty Avith their owners, with the single

exception that the slave sujiphes his o'wner annually from the product
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of liis little field, with corn in propoi-tion to the amount of the ci'op

—

in no instance that has come to my knowledge, exceeding ten bushels

:

the residue is considered the property of the slave. Many of these

slaves have stocks of horses, cows and hogs, with which the Indian

owner never assumes a right to intermeddle. I am thus particular on
this point, that you may understand the true cause of the abhorrence of

the negroes, of every idea of change. And the indulgence so extended

to the slave, will enable you to credit the assertion, that an Indian

woidd almost as soon sell his child as his slave, except when under the

influence of intoxicating liquors."

We liave liere a picture of certainly a very extraordinary

system of slavery. Slaves abliorring a change, and masters no

more thinking of selling a slave than a child ! But then these

Indians were heathen, and perhaps it was from not adverting to

this fact, that General Call took for granted they would be glad

to convert men, women, and children into specie. President

Jackson was equally inconsiderate. The agent was answered :

" The President is of opinion that the opportunity to sell their

slaves will be an inducement for the Seminoles to remove. . . . Nor
is it considered that the permission to the Indians to sell would be an

inhuman act. It is not to be presumed the condition of these slaves

would be loorse than that of others in the same section ofcountry."

To this presumption of executive philanthi-opy, the agent

forcibly replied, June 17th, 1835 :

" The remark in your letter that ' it is not to be presumed the

condition of these slaves would be worse than that of others in the

same section of country,' is true
;
yet you will agree with jne, that the

same remark would be'applicable to myself, or to any other individual in

the United States, as we should, if subjected to slavery, be in the pre-

cise condition of our fellow slaves. . . . Any one at all acquainted

with the condition of the negro, as connected with his Indian owner

here, could not fail to admit that the change with him would be

oppressively great."

Mr. Thompson farther remarked to the Secretary of War

:

" If the Department could be satisfied that the undeniable abhorrence

of the negroes in this nation to the idea of being transferred from the

present state of ease and comparative freedom, to sugar and cotton

plantations, under the control of severe task-7nasters,* had been made

* Mr. Thompson was not an abolitionist, but had lately been a reprcsenta-

tive in Congress from the State of Georgia.
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to subserve tlie views of government, by inducing tlie negroes to exert
their known influence over the Indians, through pledges made to them,
accompanied by assurances that their removal west would, more than
any thing else, sei've to secure the existing relations between them and
the Indians, then surely the Department, instead of classing them with
the Indian skins and furs, would require a punctilious redemption ot

those pledges'. I have not heard of a solitary Indian desiring the
privilege to sell."

The President at last yielded, and the agent was authorized

to prohibit any person entering the nation to buy slaves. But

it was too late : the negroes well knew how anxious the whites

were to possess them, and they reasonably feared that if the

Indians were expelled, instead of being permitted to accompany

their kind masters, they would be consigned to the cruel and

detested service of Georgia and Alabama planters. Hence,

impelled by the most powerful motives which can stimulate the

heart and nerve the arm of man, they resisted to the utmost the

emigration of their masters, and in the deadly struggle that

ensued, evinced their devotion to the Indians, and their abhor-

rence of the whites, by a ferocious and successful courage which

may well send a thiill of fearful anticipation throughout the

slave-region.

We now submit to our readers whether the facts we have

exhibited do not prove beyond all doubt that the blood and

treasure expended in the Florida war, have been expended for

the sole purpose ofhreahing up a refuge for fugitive slaves ; and

that the Seminoles have been goaded into their extraordinary

and desperate resistance, by the frauds and robberies of slave-

holders ?

THE EFFORTS OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO PREVENT
THE ABOLITION OF SLAVERY IN THE ISLAND OF CUBA.

At the time of the Congress of Panama, Spain was still at

war with her late colonies, and of course they were authorized,

by every principle of national law, as well as of self-defence, to

carry their arms into the dominions of their enemy. Cuba was
at a short distance, devoted to the royal cause, and affording a

depot for a naval force ever ready to prey upon the commerce
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of the republics. Under tliese circumstances, Mexico and Co-

lombia meditated tlie invasion and conquest of that island. But

tliese republics, on achieving their own freedom, had given

freedom to their slaves ; and it was probable that they would

manifest equal regard for human rights, were they to become

masters of Cuba. These remarks will explain the following

extract fi'om the instructions given to the ministers appointed to

represent the United States at the Congress

:

« It is required by the frank and friendly relations which we most

anxiously desire ever to cherish with the new repubUcs, that you should,

without reserve, exphcitly state that the United States have too much

at stake, in the fortunes of Cuba, to allow them to sec with iudifierence

a war of invasion prosecuted in a desolating manner, or to see employed,

in the purposes of such a war, one race of the inhabitants combating

against another, upon principles and with motives that must inevitably

lead, if not to the extermination of one party or the other, to the

most shocking excesses. The humanity of the United States in re-

spect to the weaker, and which in such a terrible struggle would'prob-

ably be the sufiering portion, and the duty to defend themselves against

the contagion of such near and dangerous examples, would constrain

them, even at the hazard of losing the friendship of Mexico and Co-

lombia, to employ all the means necessary to then- security."*

The obvious meaning of all this, in plain English, divested of

its diplomatic circumlocution, is simply that the Federal Gov-

ernment, in order to protect the slavery of the South from the

shock it might receive from emancipation in Cuba, would, if

necessary, go to war with our sister republics to prevent the

invasion of that island.

But so long as Spain refused to acknowledge the independence

of her revolted colonies, the war would be continued, Cuba would

be exposed to invasion, and the slave States to the " contagion,"

of emancipation. Hence the cabinet at Washington became

exceedingly anxious to act the part of peace-makers. Our

Minister at St. Petersburg was mstructed "to endeavor to en-

gage the Russian Government to contribute its best exertions

towards terminating the existing contest between Spain and her

colonies. From the vicinity of Cuba to the United States, its

* Letter of Instructions from Mr. Clay, Secretary of State, to Messrs.

Anderson and Sargent, May 8th, 1826.
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valuable commerce, and the nature of its jjopulafion, their gov-

ernment cannot be indifferent to any political change to which

that island may be destined."*

Spain also was implored, through the American Minister at

Madrid, to be reconciled to her nndutiful children.

"/i: is not for the neio republics" said Mr. Clay in his letter, (27th

April, 1825,) to Mr. Everett, "that the President wishes you to ur^e

upon Spain the expediency of concluding the war. If the war shoidd

continue between Spain "and the new republics, and those islands

(Cuba and Porto Rico) should become the object and theatre of it,

their fortunes have such a connection with the people of the United

States, that they could not be indifl'erent spectators ; and the possible

contingencies of a protracted war might bring upon the Government of
ike United States duties and obligations, the performance of ichich, how-

everpainful it should be, they might not be at liberty to decline."]

The proposed invasion was abandoned ; but the fears of our

government were not allayed. The war continued, and some

contingency arising from it might give liberty to the tens of

thousands in Cuba pining in bonds. A new attempt was made

to induce Spain to remove the danger by concluding the war.

On the 22d of October, 1829, Mr. Van Buren, then Secretary

of State, instructed Mr. Tan Ness, our Minister in Spain, to

press upon that court a reconciliation with the South American

republics.

" Considerations," he remarked, " connected with a certain class of
our population, make it the interest of the southern section of the Union,

that no attempt should be made in that island to throw off the yoke of

Spanish dependence ; the first effect of which would be the sudden
emancipation of a numerous slave poptdation, ichose residt could not but

be very sensibly felt upon the adjacent shores of the United States."

Fortunate is it for the cause of humanity, that the greatest

republic upon earth had not the power to prevent " the sudden

emancipation of a numerous slave population " in the British

"West Indies, on the 1st of August, 1838, "whose result," blessed

* Letter from Mr. Clay to Mr. Middleton, 10th May, 1825.

t Senate Documents, 1st Sess., 19 Cong., Vol. iii.
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be God, ia and will be "very sensibly felt on the adjacent

shores of the United States." *

The subject of the Panama mission ^yas debated at great

length in both Houses of Congress, and frequent allusions were

made by the speakers to Cuba. Let us hearken to the senti-

ments expressed by some of our republican legislators-

Mr. Randolph of Virginia :—" Cuba possesses an immense negro
population. In case those States (Mexico and Colombia) should invade
Cuba at all, it is unquestionable that this invasion will be made with
this principle,— this genius of universal emancipation,— this sweeping
anathema against the white population in front,— and then sir, what is

the situation of the southern States ?
"

Mr. JoHxsox of Louisiana :
—" We know that Colombia and ]\Iexico

have long contemplated the independence of that island (Cuba.) The
final decision is now to be made, and the combination of forces and
plan of attack to be formed. What, then, at such a crisis, becomes
the duty of the Government ? Send your ministers instantly to this

diplomatic assembly, where the measure is maturing. Advise with
them— remonstrate— menace, if necessary, against a step so danger-
ous to us, and perhaps fatal to them."

Mr. Berriex of Georgia :
—" The question to be detennlned is this :

With a due regard to the safety of the southern States, can you suffer

these islands (Cuba and Porto Rico) to pass into the hands of BUC-
CANEERS, drunk with their new-born liberty? If our interests and
our safety shall rerpiire us to say to these new republics, Cuba and
Porto Rico must remain as they are, we are free to say it, and by the

blessing of God and the strength of our arms, to enforce the declara-

tion ; and let me say to gentlemen, these high considerations do require

it. The vital interests of the South demand it."

These new republics were stigmatized by this honorable gen-

tleman as buccaneers ; not that they were robbers, but because

they had ceased to rob the poor and helpless ; and the evidence

of their being drunk with liberty, was their practical acknowl-

*The following extract from the Raleigh Register (N. C.) proves that the
idea of interference by our Government to prevent West India emancipation,

was contemplated by some of the slave-holders.

" Emancipafio7i of West India Slavery.

" The news brought by the late arrivals of the determination of Great
Britain, to emancipate the slaves of her West India Islands, is replete with

interest to the people of this Union. If such a measure is in contemplation,

and we see no reason to doubt it, can our Gorernment look qxdetly 07i, and see

it consximmated?
"
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cdgment of the principles of human rights, professed in our

declaration of independence.

Mr. Floyd of Virginia:— " So far as I can see, in all its beanngs, it

(the Panama Congress) looks to the conquest of Cuba and Porto

Rico ; or, at all events, of tearing them from the crown of Spain. The
interests, if not safety of our own country, would rather require us to

interpose to prevent such an event, and I would rather take up arms

to prevent than to accelerate such an occui-rence." Congressional

Debates^ 2d vol.

The facts and sentiments we have now exhibited, prove beyond

cavil, that this mighty republic volunteered to solicit the aid of

foreign monarchs to perpetuate slavery in Cuba, and was strongly

disposed to incur the hazard and calamities of war in the cause,—
not of liberty, but of bondage.

Having noticed our watchful guardianship over Cuba, wc will

next advert to

THE HOSTILITY OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO HAYTI.

To do justice to this part of our subject, we must beg the

patience of the reader while we briefly lay before him a few

historical facts.

The Island of St. Domingo was one of the most v'aluable

colonies belonging to the crown of France. It is about ioO

miles long, and 150 wide. Its population in 1790, was esti-

mated as follows

:

White inhabitants, 42,000

Free colored inhabitants, 44,000

Slaves, 600,000

Total, 68G,000

Of the free colored inhabitants, numerically equal with the

whites, many were men of education and property, landed pro-

prietors, and the holders of slaves. Still they were debai-red

from all political privileges on account of their complexion. At

the commencement of the French Eevolution, the National

Assembly abolished this discrimination on account of color, and

gave the free blacks in the colonies, the same civil rights that
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were possessed by their white brethren. The pride of the latter

led them to refuse submission to this humiliating decree of the

mother country, and a civil war between the whites and the free

blacks ensued. No interference whatever with the rights of

slave-holders as such, had at this time been attempted, either

in France or the colony ; and the dissensions which convulsed

the island, for a long time related exclusively to the political

condition of the free colored population. In August, 1791, a

partial insurrection of the slaves occurred, favored by the quar-

rels of their masters. In some instances the free blacks united

with the whites, in their efforts to suppress the insurrection, and

in others, they availed themselves of the aid of the revolted

slaves, against the planters.

In 1792, the French Government sent over three commis-

sioners, with 6000 troops, to enforce their decree respecting the

free blacks, and to restore order. Many of the planters, how-

ever, still resisted, while others took sides with the Government

;

and the distractions of the island were now aggravated by a

civil war between the whites themselves.

A portion of the planters, abhorring the attempt of the Gov-

ernment to elevate the free blacks to a political equality with

themselves, now intrigued with Great Britain to seize upon the

island, and thus to save them from the degrading consequences

of republican principles. In compliance with their invitation,

conveyed through their agent, M. Charmilly, an expedition was

fitted out at Jamaica, for the capture of St. Domingo ; and on

the 19th of September, 1793, arrived 'at Jeremie. Only a few

days before the appearance of the British fleet on the coast,

one of the French commissioners, who happened at the moment

to be acting alone, in the absence of his colleagues, having

received intelligence of the intended invasion, and knowing

the disaffection of the planters, issued a hasty proclamation,

giving freedom to all the slaves, as the only means of preserv-

ing the colony from conquest.*

The free negroes and the manumitted slaves united in defend-

* The ensuing year, 1794, by a decree of the National Assembly, slavery

was formally abolished throughout all the French colonies.
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ing the island against tlie invaders, Avliile an army of 2000 of

the white inhabitants ranged themselves under the British*

standard. The French commissioners soon after returned to

France ;
great numbers of the planters emigrated ; and the

island was virtually abandoned to the blacks, except so much of

it as was occupied by the British troops. These troops were

from time to time reinforced by detachments from Europe and

the" "West Indies— but m vain. The blacks under Toussaint,

who was appointed by the government at home, " Governor

General of the armies of St. Domingo," continued the contest

for about five years, and finally succeeded in driving the English

from the island. Britain being in the mean time at war with

Finance, her naval foi'ces j^revented all intercourse between the

colony and the mother country : and the blacks, thus left to

themselves, declared themselves independent on the 1st of July,

1798, and organized the Government of Hayti.

The peace of Ameins afforded Bonaparte an opportunity to

attempt the subjugation of the island, and the reduction of its

inhabitants to slavery.

Early in January, 1802, a French army of 20,000 men was

landed in St. Domingo, and various reinforcements afterwards

followed.

The war was waged with atrocious cruelty on the part of the

French, and the blacks, aided by the climate, succeeded in de-

stroying about 40,000 of their enemies m eleven months ; and

on the 19th of November, 1802, the Avrecks of the invading

army surrendered to Dessalines, the black chief. Since this

time Hayti has continued an independent nation, perfectly inof-

fensive in all its foreign relations ; and its entire sovereignty is

at present fully acknowledged by both France and England, and

undisputed by any power on earth.

It is now important to inquire, what has been the conduct of

the United States towards this heroic republic ?

Twelve years after slavery had been abolished by a decree of

the French Government ; after the expulsion of the armies of

England and France ; when for three years not a hostile foot

had pressed the soil of Hayti ; when a regularly organized gov-

28*
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ernment was in full operation ; and without one solitary cause

of complaint against the new State, the American Congress

passed an act, (February 28, 1806,) "to suspend the commercial

intercourse between the United States and certain parts of the

Island of St. Domingo." These certain parts were defined in

the act, to be such parts as were not " in the possession and

under the acknowledgment of France ; " and of course included

the whole island. As there was at this time no war mfact, be-

tween Hayti and France, and the latter was prevented by the

naval sujjeriority of England, and her own continental wars,

from sending a single soldier to Hayti, the sole object of this

act was to distress and harass the Haytiens by depriving them

of the bread-stuffs and other necessaries they were accustomed

to receive from this country. It was a piece of wanton cruelty,

unrequired by the obligations of neutrality ; and demanded by

France in a tone of arrogance, which would have secured its

rejection, had not tlie intended victims been hlack. Bonaparte,

ii-ritated by the loss of his army, and the defeat of his designs

upon Hayti, resolved to starve, if possible, a people whom he

could not conquer ; and he found in the Federal Government, a

willing instrument of his vengeance. His Minister at "Wash-

ington, in a letter to the Secretary of State, demanded an

immediate cessation of the commerce between the citizens of

the United States and " the rebels of St. Domingo— that race

of African slaves, the reproach and the refuse of nature ; " and

he enforced his demand with the information :
" The Empei'or

and King, my master, expects from the dignity and candor of

the Government of the Union, that an end be put to it prompt-

ly." * The letter was written in January ; and in February the

act x'equired was passed, and continued in force for two years.

The invitation to the United States to send ministers to the

Congress of Panama, has been already mentioned. In the doc-

ument conveying the invitation, it was remarked :

"On what basis the relations of Hayti, and other parts of our hem-
isphere that shall hereafter be in like circumstances, are to be placed,

is a question simple at first view, but attended with serious difficulties

* American State Papers, Vol. v, p. 154.
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when closely examined. These arise from the different manner of
regarding Africans, and from their diiferent rights in Hayti, the United
States, and in the American States. This question will be determined
at the Isthmus." *

«

The invitation was accepted, and the instructions to our min-

isters contained the following

:

" Under the actual circumstances of Hayti, the President does not
think that it would be proper at this time to recognize it as a new
State." t

This, be it remembered, was just a quarter of a century since

the Haytiens had declared and maintained their independence,

and at a moment when they were enjoying the blessings and

exercising the prerogatives of an independent State, and at

peace with all the woi'Id. And what motive prompted the

United States thus to exert its influence to prevent the Congress

of Panama from recognizing Hayti "as a new State?"— none

other than the apprehension that the admission of a palpable

truth, the independence of a black republic, would prove dan-

gerous to the perpetuity of American slavery. Is this slander ?

Let the members of Congress speak for themselves. The fol-

lowing sentiments were elicited in the debate on the Panama
mission :

Mr. Berrien of Georgia :—" Consistently with our own safety, can
the people of the South permit the intercourse which would result

from establishing relations of any sort with Hayti? Is the eman-
cipated slave, his hands yet reeking " (thirty-two years after slavery

had been abolished by the French Government) " in the blood of his

murdered master, to be admitted into their ports, to spread the doc-
trines of insurrection, and to strengthen and invigorate them, by ex-
hibiting in his own person an example of successful revolt ? Gentle-

men must be sensible, this cannot be. The great principle of self-

preservation will be arrayed against it. I have been educated in senti-

ments of habitual reverence for the Constitution of the United States

:

I have been taught to consider the union of these States as essential to

their safety. The feeling is nowhere more universal or more strong

than among the people of the South. But they have a stronger feeling

:

need I name it ? Is there any who hears and does not understand me ?

Let me implore gentlemen not to call that feeling into action, by this

disastrous poUcy."

* Senate Documents, 1st Sess., 19 Cong., Vol. iii.

t Letter of Mr. Clay, Secretary of State, 8th May, 1826.
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In plain English, the slave-holders love slavery more than

they do the Union ; and would sacrifice the last, rather than

acknowledge as free, a people who had once been slaves.

Mr. Benton of Missouri:— " The peace of eleven States in this

Union will not permit the fruits of a successful negro insurrection to be
exhibited among them ; it wiU not permit the fact to be seen and told,

that for the murder of their masters and mistresses, they are to find

friends among the white people of the United States."

Mr. Hamilton of South Carohna :— "It is proper that on this

occasion I should speak with candor and without rcsei-ve : that I should

avow what I believe to be the sentiments of the southern people on this

question ; and this is, that Haytien independence is not to be tolerated in

any forin. * * * * A people will not stop to discuss the nice

metajAysics oi & federative system, when havoc and destruction menace
them in their doors."

Mr. Hayne of South Carolina :— " With nothing connected with
slavery can we consent to treat with other nations ; and least of all

ought we to touch the question of the independence of Ha^ti in con-

junction with the revolutionary governments whose own history aftbrds

an example scarcely less fatal to our repose. These governments have
proclaimed principles of liberty and equality, and have marched to

victory under the banner of universal emancipation. You find men
of color at the head of their armies, in the Legislative halls, and in the

Executive departments. * * * * Our policy with regard to

Hayti is plain ; we nevek can acknowledge her independence. * *
* * Let our Government direct all our Ministers in South Amer-

ica and Mexico, to protest against the independence of Hayti."

Gentlemen, when they talk in a passion, rarely talk wisely or

consistently. Mr. Hayne insists that we cannot touch the ques-

tion of the independence of Hayti in conjunction with the

American revolutionary governments ; and yet in the next

breath, he is for opening negotiations with all these governments

on this very subject. Almost every slave-holder assures us that

the slaves, if emancipated, could not take cax^e of themselves
;

and yet Mr. Hayne proclaims the important fact, that the

armies of these same governments have "marched to victory,"

with colored men at their head ; and that colored men are found

in their Legislative halls and Executive departments

!

Mr. Johnson of Louisiana :— "It may be proper to express to the

South American States the unalterable opinion entertained here in

regard to the intercourse with them. The unadvised recognition of

that island, (Hayti) and the public reception of their ministers, will

nearly sever our diplomatic intercourse, and bring about a separation
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and alienation alike injurious to both. I deem it of the highest concern
to the political connection of these countries, to remonstrate against a
measure so justly offensive to us, and to make that remonstrance ef-
fectual." Concjressional Debates, Vol. II.

Thus the gentleman from Louisiana looked upon the recogni-

tion of Hayti by other and independent States, as a measure so

offensive to us, as to afford us ground for quarrelling with them.

"We will now advance tAvelve years in our history, and see if

the lapse of time has softened the hatred of our rulers of Hayti.

On the 17th of December, 1838, a petition was presented to the

House of Repi'esentatives, praying for the establislunent of the

usual international relations with that republic. No sooner was

the purport of the petition announced, than vehement objections

were made to it, and no less than thirty-two members had the

hardihood to vote against even its reception. They were, how-

ever, in the minority ; and on a motion being made to refer it

to the Committee on Foreign Relations, the chainnan of that com-

mittee, himself a slave-holder, advocated the reference, as the

best way of stifling the discussion, observing that " several sim-

ilar memorials had been sent there the last session, which had

never been rej^orted on. This would take a similar course ; it

loould never he heard of again." With this intimation, the peti-

tion was referred. A motion was then made to instruct the

committee to report on the petition ; but, to stop the discussion,

the previous question was moved, and the motion denied by a

great majority. A few extracts from the speeches delivered on

this occasion may be useful, as showing the temper and logic

displayed by the southern members.

Mr. Legare of South Carolina :— "It (the petition) originates in

a design to revolutionize the South and convulse the Union, and ought
therefore to be rejected with reprobation. As sure as you live, sir, if

this course is permitted to go on, the sun of this Union will go down—
it wiU go down in BLOOD— and go down to rise no more. I will

vote unhesitatingly against nefarious designs Uke these. They are

treason
;
yes, sir, I pronounce the authors of such things traitors—

ti-aitors not to their country only, but to the whole human race."

Mr. Wise of Virginia :— " We are called to recognize the insur-

rectionists who rose on their French masters. A large portion of those
now in power in this black republic, are slaves who cut their masters'

throats. Christophe himself was an insurrectionist and a revolutionist.
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Their government has the stamp of such an origin. And svill any
gentleman tell me now, that slaves, aided by an English army, (and it

is consolatory to think, when we are threatened by abolitionists with

having our throats cut at the South, that these slaves in St. Domingo,
though ten to one in number, never could have succeeded in insurrec-

tion, but for the aid of the British army,) ought to be recognized by
this Government, and that their being such is no argument against it ?

No, it is the abolition spirit alone which would have us say to these

men, whose hands ai'e yet red with their masters' blood,— ' You shall

be recognized as freemen ; we wish to establish international relations

with you.' Never will I— never will my constituents be forced into

this. This is the only body of men who have emancipated themselves

by butchering their masters. They have long been free, I admit : yet,

if they had been free for centuries,— if Time himself should confront

me, and shake his hoary locks at my opposition,— I should say to him,

I owe more to my constituents— to the quiet of my people— than I

owe or can owe to mouldy prescriptions, however ancient."

The consolation enjoyed by this gentleman, from the convic-

tion that the Haytiens are indebted to a British army for their

liberty, is not a little ludicrous. There has never been but one

British army in Hayti, and that was sent for the purpose, not

of emancipation, but of conquest; and instead of aiding the

blacks, it was joined by two thousand of the planters, who

looked to it as the means by which they were to recover their

authority over their former slaves. Yet this army, thus aided,

found itself vanquished by the depised blacks ; and in May,

1798, under Brigadier General Maitland, capitulated to Tous-

saint, the black general. The history of St. Domingo affords

much and valuable instruction to slave-holders, but certainly

very little consolation.

It may not be uninteresting to state a few facts relative to the

present condition of a republic which so powerfully excites the

apprehensions of southern gentlemen, and to the magnitude of

the commerce which our northern politicians are willing to sac-

rifice for southern votes.

The advocates of slavery are fond of representing the Hay-

tiens as a horde of barbarians. We therefore give the following

evidence, published by the British Parliament, and taken befoi-e

one of its committees.

Evidence of Vice Admiral, tie Hon. Charles Fleming, Member of
Parliament ;— " He could not speak positively of the increase of the
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Ha}i:ien population since 1804, but believed it had trehled since that

time.* They now feed themselves, and they export provisions, which
neither the French nor the Sj^aniards had ever done before. He saw
a sugar estate near Cape Ilaytien, General Boulon's, extremely well

cultivated and in beautiful order. A new plantation was fonning on
the opposite side of the road. Their victuals were very superior to

those in Jamaica, consisting chiefly of meat, cattle being very cheap.

Pie saw no marks of destitution anywhere. The country seemed im-

proving, and trade increasing. The estate he visited near the Cape
was large ; it was calculated to make three hundred hogsheads of sugar.

It was as beautifully laid out and as well managed as any estate he had
seen in the West Indies. His official correspondence as Admiral with
the Haytien Government, made him attribute much efficiency to it,

and it bore strong marks of civilization. There was a better policy in

Hayti than in the new South American States ; the communication
was more rapid; the roads were much better. One had been cut from
Port-au-Prince to Cape Hajtien that would do honor to any country.

A regular port was established. The government is one c^uite woi-thy

of a civilized people."

"In 1831, the imports into France from Hayti exceeded in value

the imports from Sweden, Denmark, the Hanseatic Towns, Holland,
Austria, Portugal, the French West Indies, or China." McCulloch's
Dictionary of Commerce, p. 637.

In 1833, the imports from Hayti into the United States ex-

ceeded in value our imports fi'om Prussia, Sweden and Norwaj,

Denmark and the Danish "West Indies, Ireland and Scotland,

Holland, Belgium, Dutch West Indies, British West Indies,

Sj^ain, Portugal, all Italy, Turkey and the Levant, or any one

of the South American republics. And what protection is

afforded to this commerce by the Federal Government— a gov-

ernment willing to negotiate in every court of Europe for com-

pensation for shipwrecked or fugitive negroes ?

" Our trade with Hayti is embarrassed ; it is subjected to severe
discriminating duties. We are probably the least favored of any peo-
ple in the ports of the repubUc. Tonnage duties and vexatious port
charges discourage and ojipress our commerce there. I am assured
that, but for these impediments, the trade from this country with that

would be greatly extended. The acknowledged cause of all the em-
barrassments to that trade is founded in the fact, that our Government
refuses to recognize the Government of Hayti. AVe stand aloof, as if

they were a lawless tribe of savages. While all other powers have
long since acknowledged them as an independent sovereignty, we
refuse to recognize them. Others profit by their commerce at our

* By the census of 1824, the population was stated at 935,000. It is un-
questionably upwards of a million at the present time.
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expense. We have no representative at the island of any grade, nor

have they a public officer accredited here. No commercial relation,

therefore, exists between the two Governments." Speech of Mr.
Grennell in (he House of Representatives, December 18th, 1838.

If the treatment which Hayti has received fi*om tlie United

States, evinces the hatred of our republic to emancipation, we

have a proof uo less strong of its attachment to slaveiy, in

THE CONDUCT OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TOWARDS

TEXAS.

In 1829, the Republic of Mexico having achieved her own

independence, gave liberty to every slave withm her limits.

This State had a vast and fertile, but thinly peopled territory,

adjacent to Louisiana. In this territory, within a few years

past, a large number of adventurers from the United States had

taken up their residence, with the consent, and under the juris-

diction of Mexico. These adventurers sighed for the sweets of

slavery, which they had enjoyed in their native land ; and as the

soil was adapted to the cotton cultivation, they became restless

under the requirement of the Government, either to till it them-

selves, or honestly to pay those who tilled it for them. Hence they

conceived the idea of transferring their allegiance from Mexico

to another republic less tenacious of human rights. Nor was a

large portion of that other republic less anxious to acquire a

new market for slaves, and a new territory which would give to

the slave-holding interest a preponderance in the national coun-

cils. Judge Upshur, in 1829, remarked in the Virginia Conven-

tion : " If Texas should be obtained, which he strongly desired,

it would raise the price of slaves, and be a great advantage to

the slave-holders in that State." Mr. Doddridge, another mem-

ber, said, " The acquisition of Texas will greatly enhance the

value of the property in question." Debates, p. 89. And in

1832, Mr. Gholston declared in the Virginia Legislature, that

" he believed the acquisition of Texas would raise the pi'ice of

slaves fifty per cent, at least." Virginia, it will be recollected,

is a breeding State, and therefore interested in the opening of a
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new market. The planting States have no wish to raise the

price of slaves, but are deeply concerned for the perpetuity of

the system. One of their distinguished politicians published a

series of essays on the policy of annexing Texas to the United

States : a territory which, he contended, was large enough to

be divided into NINE SLAVE STATES, which would coun-

terbalance the increasing number of free States at the North.

The Federal Government, ever ready to promote the slave-

holding interest, commenced a negotiation for the purchase of

Texas, and offered four millions of dollars for the territory.*

The offer was promptly rejected, and other means were re-

sorted to.

Texan land companies were formed at the North, for the sale

of extensive tracts of land, said to have been obtained by grants

from the Mexican Government. Capitalists, politicians, and

demagogues participated in these splendid schemes of specula-

tion, and became vociferous in the cause of Texan liberty. At

the same time, crowds of emigrants repaired to the territory,

many carrying their slaves with them. At last, these men, feel-

ing themselves strong enough, raised the standard of rebellion

in September, 1835, and on the 2d of the succeeding March,

issued their declaration of independence. The Mexicans, of

course, endeavored to quell the insurrection ; but, although nom-

inally fighting with their own subjects, they were in fact con-

tending against an invasion from the United States. The truth

of this assertion will scai'cely be questioned : yet it may be well

to support it by a few facts. The following extracts from the

journals of the day, will, it is presumed, be sufficient :

"TFAo ivlll go to Texas?— Major J. ^Y. Harvey of Lincolnton has

been authorized by mo, with the consent of Major-General Hunt, an

a^-ent in the western counties of Xorth Carolina, to receive and enroll

volunteer emigrants to Texas ; and will conduct such as may wish to

emigrate to that Republic, about the Ist of October next, at the ex-

pense of the Repubhc of Texas.
J. P. Henderson,

Brig. Gen. of the Texan Army."

North Carolina Paper.

* See instructions from Mr. Tan Buren, Secretary of State, to Mr. Foia-
sett, Minister to Mexico, August 2'5, 1829.

29
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'' Three Hundred Men for Texas.— General Dunlapof Tennessee is

about to proceed to Texas, with the above number of men. Tlie
whole corps are now at Memphis. Every man is completely armed,
the corps having been originally raised for the Florida war. Tliis

force, we have no doubt, will be able to carry every thing before it."

Vicksburg (Miss.) Register.
" Since early last winter, a series of transactions has passed before

us in open day, the undisguised object of which has been to enlist

troops, and procure arms to aid the Texans in their war with Mexico.
Troops have been enlisted— arms have been obtained. Their military
parades have been exhibited in our streets— they have embarked at

our wharf— have ^iroceeded to Texas— united themselves with her
troops, and joined with them in war against Mexico. Is it not a fact

that every stand of public arms deposited at this place by the State,

has been sent to Texas, with the connivance of those who had charge
of them ? " Cincinnati Gazette.

Meetings were held in various places, and speeclies made, and

resolutions passed in favor of the Texan patriots.

At a meeting in Cincinnati, of tlie friends of Texas, it was

I'esolved :

" That no law, either human or divine, except such as are formed
by tyrants for their sole benefit, forbids our assisting the Texans

; and
such law, if any exists, we do not as Americans choose to obey."

The Federal Government, far from taking any efficient meas-

ures to arrest this invasion of a friendly and neighboring State,

sent an imposing force under Gen. Gaines, into the 3fexican ter-

ritory, under tlie pretence of protecting the frontiers ! — with

what result is shown by the following article.

" About the middle of last month, Gen. Gaines sent an ofBcer of the

United States army into Texas, to reclaim some deserters. lie found

them already enhsted in the Texan service to the number of tivo hun-

dred. They still wore the uniform of our army, but refused of course

to return. The commander of the Texan army was applied to, to en-

force their return, but his only reply was, that the soldiers might go,

but that he had no authority to send them back. This is a new \'iew

of our Texan relations." Pcnsacola Gazette.

The adventurers in Texas had no sooner set up for them-

selves, than they adopted a constitution, in which they aimed,

first, to secure to themselves and their children for ever, the

blessings of slavery ; and secondly, to acquire the aid and jiro-

tection of the United States. The first object w^as to be attained
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by a constitutional prohibition of both private and legislative

emancipation ; and by making it a fundamental law of the Re-

public, that no free black or mulatto person should reside within

its boundaries ; and the second object, by giving to the United

States in perpetuity, a monopoly of the slave-market in Texas,

— the importation of slaves from any other country being abso-

lutely prohibited, thus promising to realize the golden visions of

the Virginia breeders.*

A feverish impatience now pervaded the southern States for

the acknowledgment of Texan independence ;
— an impatience

in which the northern speculators fully participated. Acknowl-

edgment, it was seen, must precede annexation, since the latter

could only be effected by a treaty with Texas as an independent

power. Still policy required that this measure should be cau-

tiously managed, lest the North should become alarmed at this

scheme for vesting the whole political power of the Union in

the hands of the slave-holders, and the northern members of

Congress be found for once refractory.

Congress met in December, 1836, and on the 22d of the same

month, President Jackson sent them a special message in rela-

tion to Texas. He remarked

:

" Prudence seems to dictate that we should still stand aloof, and

maintain our present attitude, If not till Mexico, or one of the great

foreio'n powers shall recognize the independence of the new Govern-

ment, at least until the lapse of time, or the course of events shall have

proved heyond all cavil or dispute the alility of that country to maintain

their separate sovereignty, and to uphold the Government constituted ly

them"

* To aid the deception intended to be practised on these breeders, the

President of Texas issued his proclamation April 3, 1836, declaring that
" "SMiereas the Afiicrui slave-trade is equally revolting to the best feelings of

our nature and to the benign principles of the Christian religion ; is destruc-

tive to national morals and to individual humanity :
" therefore, all officers

were commanded to be vigilant in suppressing the African slave-trade. This

precious piece of hypocrisy was worthy of the new llepublic. On the 1st of

January, 1836, the "British Commissioners at Havana informed their Gov-

ernment, "within the last six weeks, considerable sums of money have been

deposited by American citizens in certain mercantile houses, for the piirpose

of making additional purchases of negroes for Texas." Buxton, in his late

work, says, " I have been informed on high authority that within the last

twelve months, (1837-8,) 15,000 negroes were imported from Africa into Tex-
as," p. 25. The sugar planters of Louisiana, as we have seen, are complain-

ing that while they are compelled to import slaves from Virginia at ^1000 a

hc'ad, the Texan planters are importing them direct from Africa at half

price.
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This message dissipated all apprehensions on the part of the

friends of freedom, of a speedy acknowledgment, and relieved

Congress from the remonstrances and petitions with which their

tables would otherwise have been loaded.

It was obvious, hoAvever, that if we could contrive to become

embroiled in a war with Mexico, we might then seize upon

Texas, and hold it by right of conquest, without any violation

of our neutral obligations : and that by this process, the annex-

ation might be effected with even more facility than by a com-

pact with Texas as an independent power. Accordingly, about

two weeks after the late message, the President sent another to

Congress on our grievances against Mexico— grievances about

which the people at large knew and cared nothing. This mes-

sage recommended the passage of a law authorizing the Px'esi-

dent to employ a naval force against Mexico if she refused " to

come to an amicable adjustment of the matters in controversy

between us, upon another demand thereof, made from on hoard

one of our vessels of war on the coast of Mexico." This propo-

sition was coldly received, neither Congress nor the nation

seeming to approve of such a novel and summary way of declar-

ing war ; and no one having the slightest desire for war, except

those who were anxious for the annexation. It being found

that a war could not be had, another game wa,s played. The

session was to close on the od of March. The strongest oppo-

sition to Texas was to be apprehended in the Lower House.

Four days before the termination of the session, a motion was

there made to add a clause to the appropriation bill, making

provision for the salary of a diplomatic agent to Texas. There

was no time for long speeches, and the motion was adopted with

the amendment " to be sent by the President whenever he shall

receive satisfactory evidence that Texas is an independent power,

and shall see fit to open a diplomatic intercourse with her."

The late message proved that the President had not yet received

" the satisfactory evidence," and anticipated it only from the

action of the great foreign powers, or " the lapse of time." Little

hesitation, therefore, was felt in leaving the subject under the

control of the Executive. The House of Representatives, in
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wliicli tlierc was a majority of northern members, having been

thus managed, and a salary secured for a Minister to Texas,

the veil was thrown aside in the Senate, and two days before

the end of the session, it was

" Eesclved, That the State' of Texas having established and main-

tained an independent government, capable of performing those duties,

foreign and domestic, which appertain to independent governments,

and Tt appearing that there is no longer any reasonable prospect of the

successful termination of the war by Mexico against said State, it is

expedient and proper, and in conformity with the laws of nations and
the precedents of this Government in hke cases, that the independent

pohtical existence of said State be acknowledged by the Government
of the United States."

As the whole tenor of this resolution was in direct opposition

to the message of the 22d of December, and as nothing had

occurred since that date to weaken the positions assumed in the

message, one of the senators in opposing the resolution, very

naturally alluded to the views entertained by the President. On
this, Mr, Walker, a senator from Mississippi, rose in his place

and declared, that " he had it from the President's own lips, that

if he were a senator, he icould vote for this resolution ! I
"

At eleven o'clock of the night of the 3d of March, an hour

before his term of office expii-ed, and just as the Senate was

about adjourning, the President sent them the nomination of a

Minister to Texas !

!

The conduct of the Federal Government towards Texas and

Hayti, places in a strong light the influence of slavery on our

national councils. The latter State has been independent both

in name and in fact for thirty-seven years, yet we still refuse to

recognize her. Twelve months after Texas declared her inde-

pendence, she was received by us into the family of nations, and

honored by an interchange of diplomatic agents. For thirty-five

years, the soil of Hayti has not been trodden by an invader

;

only ten months before the acknowledgment of Texas, a Mexican

army was carrying terror and destruction through its territory.

That army had indeed been defeated, but another was preparing

to renew the contest. Hayti had long been at peace with all

the world. Mexico claimed Texas as its own, and solemnly

29*
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avowed its determination to chastise and suppress tlie revolt.

Hayti achieved her independence after a long and arduous strug-

gle with powerful armies, and has a population of a million to

maintain it. Texas, when acknowledged, could appeal only to*^

the fortunate result of a single battle as evidence of her national

power, while she had no more than 60,000 inhabitants to con-

tend against the eight millions of Mexico. With Hajti, we had

a large and valuable commerce, while our commerce with Texas

was only in expectancy. Yet has slavery estranged our Gov-

ernment from the one nation, and led it to welcome to its em-

brace another, incomparably inferior in political strength" and

moral worth.

The indecent haste with which Texas was acknowledged, and

the trickei'y by which the acknowledgment was eifected, were

prompted by the desire of annexation. A southern journal

speaks thus frankly on the subject

:

" Does any sober observer contend— can he in the face of facts,—
that Texas has substantially, according to the usages of nations, accom-
plished her independence V Was tliere not an even chance, to put
the matter on the most favorable footing, that the victory of Jacinto

might this campaign be reversed ? But imtural feeling has outstripped

the prudence of our Government, usually discreet and judicious, and
social si/mjjathy has done what poUtical precedent, and possibly expe-

diency, might not have sanctioned. The debate in the Bi-itish Parlia-

ment shows how well Slate papers and official ceremonies " (viz., the

President's Message,) " may delude, or seem to delude foreign govern-

ments. While Lord Palmerston and O'Connell were defending our
Government from any improper haste in acknowledging the indepen-

dence of Texas, the deed is consummated." The Port Gibson (^Miss.)

Southerner.

The whole slave region, with scarcely an exception, demanded

a union with the new State. " The very reasons," said the

Charleston Mercury, " so intemperately urged by the North

against it, that it will increase the political weight of the south-

ern States, and perpetuate and extend the curse of slavery, are

our best reasons for it."

The Legislatures of South Carolina, Mississippi, and Ten-

nessee, all passed resolutions in favor of the annexation. Many
individuals at the North had likewise a deep pecuniary interest

in the question. They had speculated largely in Texas lands,
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but tlieir titles would be of but little value, so long as they

depended on tlie faith of the lawless adventurers who possessed

the countiy. Could that country be received into the Union,

and subjected to the acts of Congress and the jurisdiction of the

Supreme Court, their purchases might ensure to themselves or

their families, princely estates. A writer in the Salem Gazette,

(Mass.) probably a speculator, in vindicating the annexation,

thus appealed to the avarice of New England

:

" It is calculated that the value of one kind of property in the South,

slaves, will be enhanced so much, that that portion of our country will

realize one or two hundred millions of dollars ; and the South cannot

be enriched without benefiting the North— the money will naturally

come here at last."

The people of Texas were no less desirous of annexation

than southern slave-holders, or northern speculators. The plan

of union was avowed from almost the very commencement of

the rebellion. In August, 1836, S. F. Austin, in an address

oifering himself as a candidate for the Presidency, told the

people :
—" I am in favor of the annexation, and will do all in

my power to effect it with the least possible delay." "W". H.

Jack, a candidate for the Legislature, declared :
" I am decidedly

and unequivocally in favor of annexing Texas to the United

States." Gen. Houston, the Commander-in-chief, intimated that

" the annexation was essential to the interests of the new

country." The Texan Congress resolved, " that the President

of the Republic of Texas be empowered and authorized to

despatch a commissioner or commissioners to the United States

of America, to obtain a negotiation of our independence, and

enter into a treaty with that Government for a union on a foot-

ing with the original States." The first condition prescribed for

this proposed union, was, "the free and unmolested

AUTHORITY OVER THEIR SLAVE POPULATION !

"

On the 4th of August, 1837, the negotiation was opened by

the Texan Mmister at "Washington, by a proposition " to unite

the two people under one and the same government." The

acceptance of this proposition would of course have been equiva-

lent to a declaration of war against Mexico ; a responsibility
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wliicli Mr. Van Buren did not see fit to assume, especially in

the recess of Congress. He declined entering into the negotia-

tion, on the grounds that the United States were at present at

peace with Mexico, and that that power had not acknowledged

the independence of Texas. As this answer merely postponed

the annexation on account of an obstacle easily removed, it was

entirely satisfactory to the South ; and the more so as the

President's message to Congress on the 4th of the ensuing

December wox'e a very belligerent aspect towards Mexico.
'" This formal attempt at annexation roused the fears of the

North, and innumerable remonstrances against the measure

were presented to Congress. In the meantime Mexico, by pro-

posuag a submission of her differences with the United States to

arbitration, removed all pretence for immediate war. Under

these circumstances, the southern delegation in Congress thought

it most prudent not to press the annexation. The Texans,

moreover, finding themselves unmolested by Mexico, who had

become involved in war with France, and observing the sti'ong

hostility manifested towards the measure in the United States,

formally withdrew her application for admission into the Union,

It is folly, however, to suppose that the project of annexation

is abandoned, either by the South or by Texas ; nor does it

need the gift of prophecy to foresee that the first favorable

opportunity of making war upon Mexico, will be readily em-

braced by the Federal Government. Should such a war be

effected, the dominion of the whip may perhaps be extended

from INIaryland to Panama.

It may not be amiss here to compare the conduct of the

Federal Government towards the Texan and the Canadian

rebels. The first were slave-holders reestablishing slavery on a

soil from Avhich it had been banished ; and they enjoyed from

the first the sympathy of our government, who took care to

interpose no real obstacle to an invasion on their behalf from

the United States : while for the purpose of aiding them it

labored to excite an immediate war with Mexico. The Canadian

rebels were professedly fighting for liberty, and should they

succeed, there was no probability that negro slavery would
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crown their triumph. They, like the Texans, looked to us for

aid ; hut the President, now alive to the obligations of neu-

trality, and finding the existing laws insufficient to enforce them,

applied to Congress, and received additional powers. Troops

were sent to the frontiers, not to^ swell by desertion the ranks of

the rebels, but in good faith, forcibly to prevent American

citizens from aiding the revolt. No attempt was ever made to

punish any of the abettors of the Texan rebels ; but the

judicial as well as the military power of the Government was

exerted to enforce the duties of neutrality on the Canadian

frontier; and indictments and trials and impi-isonments have

taught the impressive lesson, that American citizens may not

with impunity make war upon a friendly nation, except for the

purpose of trampling upon the rights of man.

" While ^Mackenzie and Case are h"ing in a soHtary dungeon, for

attempting to liberate Canada, the Texan agent is openly enlisting

men at Buiiaio, to serve in an expedition against Mexico." Leiviston

Telegraph.

But hear the confession of the official journal of the adminis-

tration :

" There is no doubt, we believe, that vessels o/trar of light draught of

water—brigs and schooners—are preparing in the United States, for

Texas, to be commanded by young officers of the American Navy."

Washington Globe.

Yet not a finger has been raised to prevent these hostile and

illegal armaments. The truth is, a war with Mexico is ardently-

desired by the slave-holders, and the President was for 7iego-

tiating on hoard an armed vessel. A war with Great Britain,

emphatically an anti-slavery nation, is now viewed with horror

and dismay by tbe whole South,* and the Executive has sedu-

lously endeavored to avoid it.

"We have now presented numerous instances of the action of

the Federal Government in behalf of slavery ; but our task is

not completed. We are still to view that Government, which,

* A distinguished southern senator, speaking of the importance of preserv-
ing our neutrality on the Canada frontier, declared that in his opinion "a
war «-ith England M-ould be tbe heaviest calamity that could befall the
country."
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in tlie language of the Constitution, was established " to secure

the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, " assail-

ing the constitutional rights of the citizen, in order to rivet the

fetters of the slave ; striving to extinguish the freedom of the

press, the freedom of debate, and the right of petition, to per-

petuate property m human flesh. These, we are sensible, are

strong assertions : we solicit attention to the facts on which they

are founded, and first to

THE ATTEMPT OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO ESTABLISH A

CENSORSHIP OF THE PRESS.

In the summer of 1835, the Anti-Slavery Society in New
York, directed their publisher to forward a number of their

periodical papers, containing facts and disquisitions on the

subject of slavery, to various southern gentlemen of distinction,

in the hope of exciting by this means, a spirit of inquiry among

persons of influence and character. But it was precisely such a

spirit of inquiry, that the advocates of perpetual bondage feared

might be fatal to their favorite institution. Hence they affected

to believe that the papers sent to the masters, were intended to

excite the slaves to insurrection, and they succeeded in madden-

ing the populace to fury. A mob broke into the Charleston

Post Office, and seizing a quantity of anti-slavery papers, burned

them in the street. This outrage was virtually approved by

the City Council ; and at a public meeting, a committee of

" gentlemen" was appointed to take charge of the northern

mail on its arrival, accompany it to the Post Office, and see that

no papers advocating the rights of man should be delivered to

their owners. The Postmaster mformed the head of the de-

partment, that under existing circumstances, he had determined

to suppress all anti-slavery publications, and asked for instruc-

tions for the future. It should here be recollected, that of all the

political advisers of the President, Mr Kendall, at this time

acting as Postmaster-General, was the most odious to the oppo-

site party. He had been appointed during the recess of the
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Senate, and it was regarded as a matter of course, that on the

meeting of that body, in which the opposition had a majority,

his nomination would be rejected. The Constitution forbade a

censorship of the press, and had the people been disposed to

delegate so formidable a power, they certainly would not have

vested it in the 10,000 deputies of the Postmaster-General.

The law moreover expressly required every postmaster to

deliver the papers received by him to the persons to Avhom

they were dii'ected.

Such Avere the circumstances under which Mr. Kendall

returned his famous answer. After stating that not having seen

the papers ia question, he could not judge of their character, but

had been informed that they were incendiary, inflammatory and

insuri-ectionary, he added

:

"By no act or direction of mine, official or private, could I be in-

duced to aid knowingly in giving circulation to papers of tliis description,

directly or indirectly. We owe an obligation to the laws, but a higher

one to the communities in which we live ; and if the former be \)Qr-

verted to destroy the latter, i< IS j5a/no<is»j to disregard them. Enter-

taining these views, I cannot sanction and "nill not condemn the step

you have taken."

This letter taught the Senate that the new officer was willing

to conduct the Post Office in a manner calculated to protect the

"domestic institution" from the assaults of truth and argu-

ment, and Ms nomination was conjirmed. Mr. Kendall was at

the date of his letter, a member of the Cabinet, and it was

understood that the novel, extraordinary, and dangerous doc-

trine of that letter received the sanction of the President.

On the opening of Congress, President Jackson in his message

recommended the " passing of such a law as Avill prohibit under

severe penalties, the circidation in the southern States through

the mails, of incendiary publications intended to instigate the

slaves to insurrection." The proposed law, it seems, was not to

prohibit the printing of certain papers, nor their committal to the

mails in the northern States, but only their circulation in the

slave-region. Of course certain persons,— postmasters, we
pi'csume,— were to be required, under " heavy penalties," to

stop these papers ; and they were necessarily to be judges of
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the character of the papers, and of the uitentions of their writers.

From what code of despotism did our very democratic President

derive his plan for destroying the efficiency of the Press ? By
a contemptible quibble, this plan was to evade the constitutional

guaranty of the freedom of the press. It was not to interfere

with the press— not at all— it was merely to prevent the cir-

culation of its productions ! The press was still to be free to

pour forth its arguments against slavery, only "heavy penal-

ties " were to prevent the people from reading them ! The

reason moreover assigned for this proposed high-handed act of

tyranny, was a most malignant and wilful calumny. It was to

prevent the circulation in the southern States of publications

intended to excite the slaves to insurrection. Such a proposal

from the first magistrate of the country to Congress, and follow-

ing the affair at Charleston, and Mr. Kendall's letter, irresis-

tibly fixes upon the members of the Anti-Slavery Society at

New York, the charge of sending papers into the southern

States for the purpose and with the desire of eflecting the

massacre of their fellow-citizens. If the President really be-

lieved that such was the object of the New York abolitionists,

and such the character of their publications, and if he thought

it his oflicial duty to bring the subject before Congress, he owed

it to himself, to the country, to truth and to justice, to have sub-

mitted to Congi'ess the/ac^5 and documents on which he founded

his proposed invasion of the constitutional rights of his fellow-

citizens. But he cautiously avoided specifying a single fact, or

quotmg a single sentence in support of his tremendous accusation,

or in justification of his most unwarrantable proposition ; and

when written to by the acting committee of the New York

Society for proof of his charge against them, he deemed it most

prudent not to return an answer ! Surely the burden of proof

rests upon him who, in a solemn official address to the Legisla-

ture, holds up a portion of his fellow-citizens as miscreants

engaged in plotting murder and insurrection, and urges the

enaction of a law to counteract their execrable machinations.

It is often difficult to prove a negative ; but in this instance,

the falsehood of the President's charge is amply demonstrated
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by an official document from the slave-holders themselves. We
give this document, not to exculpate the members of the New
Yoi-k Society from a calumny Avhich their own characters abun-

dantly refute, but to show in a strong light the unprincipled

means to which the Federal Government is capable of resorting

to uphold the " peculiar institution " of the South.

A grand jury in Alabama conceived the bright idea, that the

publication of tracts at the North against slavery might be

arrested by indicting the publishers as felons, and then demand-

ing them from the Governors of their respective States as

fugitives from southern justice. It was necessary, however, to

specify in the indictment, the precise crime of which they had

been guilty ; a necessity which the President regarded as not

applicable to his message. We may well suppose, therefore,

that the grand jury would endeavor to secure the success of this,

their first experiment, by selecting from the various publications

alluded to by the President and Mr. Kendall, as sent to the

South for the purpose of exciting insurrection, the most insur-

rectionary, cut-throat passages, they could find. Behold the

result.

"State of Alabama,
| ch-cuit Court, September Term, 1835.

luscaloosa county, j
' ^

The grand jurors, * * * * upon their oath present, that

Robert G. Wiillams, late of said county, being a wicked, malicious,

sechtious, and ill-disposed person, and being greatly disaffected to the

laws and government of said State, and feloniously, wickedly, mali-

ciously, and seditiously contriving, devising, and intending to produce

conspiracy, insurrection and rebellion among the slave population of

said State, and to alienate and withdraw the affection, fidelity, and
allegiance of said slaves from their masters and owners, on the tenth

day of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and thirty-five, at the county aforesaid, feloniously, wickedly, mali-

ciously, and seditiously did cause to be distributed, circulated and pub-

fished", a seditious paper, called ' The Emancipator,' in which paper

is pubHshed according to the tenor and effect following, that is to say

:

^God commands, and all nature cries out, that man should not le held

as property. The system ofmahincj my.s property, has plunged 2,250,000

of our fellow- countryinen into the deepest physical and moral degrada-

tion, and they are every moment sinking deeper.' In open violation of

the Act of the General Assembly in such case made and provided, to
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the evil and pernicious example of all others in like case offending, and
against the peace and dignity of the State of Alabama." *

In tlie Senate, the recommendation of the President was

referred to a committee, who reported a bill prohibiting post-

masters from delivering " any pamphlet, newspaper, handbill, or

other printed paper, or pictorial representation, touching the sub-

ject of slavery, in any State in which their circulation is prohib-

ited by law." The object of this bill was, by means of federal

legislation, to build around the slave States a rampart against

the assaults of light and truth. Its absurdity was equalled only

by its wickedness. Not a newspaper containing a debate in

Congress, a report from a committee, a message from the Presi-

dent, a letter from the West Indies, " touching the subject of

slavery," could be legally delivered from a southern post office
;

and thousands of postmasters were to be employed in opening

envelopes and poring over their contents, to catch a reference

to the " domestic institution."

By this bill, the Federal Government virtually surrendered

to the States, the freedom of the press, and nullified the guaranty

of this inestimable privilege, given by our fathers in the Consti-

tution to every citizen. This bill, moreover, prepared the way for

the destruction of civil and religious liberty. If every paper

touching the subject of slavery might be suppressed, then the

same fate might just as constitutionally be awarded to every pa-

per touching the conduct of the administration, or the doctrine of

the Trinity. It established a censorship of the press on one

subject, which might afterwards be extended to others. Yet

this bill, absurd and unconstitutional as it was, went through its

regular stages with little opposition, till the important question

was taken on its engrossment;— the vote stood eighteen to

eighteen. The casting vote was now required from Mr. Van

Buren, who, as Vice President, occupied the chair. He gave it

for the slave-holders, and received from them, at the ensuing

* Another count was added for distributing " The Enicancipator," but nith-

out giving any extracts. It is scarcely necessary to add, that Williams had

never been in Alabama. Yet on this indictment, he was demanded of the

New York Executive as a fugitive felon, by the Governor of Alabama.
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election, sixty-one electoral votes, by means of which he became

President of the United States.* On the final question, the bill

was rejected, and this attempt to trammel the press for the pro-

tection of slavery, defeated. A very different result, however,

has attended

THE EFFORT OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO NULLIFY THE

RIGHT OF PETITION AND THE FREEDOM OF DEBATE.

For thirty years past, petitions have been presented to Con-

gress for the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia,

and the national territories ; and, until latterly, were received

and treated like other petitions. But having within a few years

prodigiously increased in number, and some northern members

having shown a disj^osition to advocate their prayer, a most ex-

traordinary course has been pursued in relation to them. The

reason of this course is explained by the folloAving passage from

a speech by Mr. Strange, a senator from Nortli Carolina.

" Every agitation of this subject (slavery,) weakens the moral foi'cc

in our favor, and breaks down the moral barriers which now serve to

protect and secure us. We have everything to lone and nothing to gain

by agitation and discussion."

The frankness of this confession is as remarkable as its truth

is unquestionable ; and it shows us why the advocates of slavery,

instead of meeting their opponents in argument, have souglit to

silence them by brute force and penal enactments.

One of the most unequivocal and undoubted of all constitu-

tional rights is that of petition, and it is, moreover, expressly

guaranteed by the Constitution. But this right has been most

audaciously nullified by both branches of the national legisla-

ture. The Senate have not, it is true, avowedly refused to

receive anti-slavery petitions, but they have adopted a course

which answers the same purpose. The practice for some yeai's

past has been to lay the question of reception on the table with-

* The two senators from New York, Messrs. "Wright and Tallmadge, polit-

ical friends of Mr. Van Buren, supported the bill. It is due to justice to

mention that the bill was finally lost by the votes of several sottthern

eenators.
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out deciding it, and the question not being in fact received, can-

not be discussed, nor any measure respecting it taken. This

course is no less at variance with the constitutional rights of the

petitioners, than it is with those of the members of the Senate.

The rights of petition and freedom of debate are both nulli-

ties, if the body to which a prayer is addressed, is prohibited

from listening to it, and the individual members are prohibited

from noticing it. Would it be no violation of the Constitution

were the Senate to order that every petition, " touching the sub-

ject of slavery," should be delivered to their doorkeeper, to be

committed by him to the flames ? And yet in what particular

are the rights of the petitioners more respected by the practice

we have mentioned ? The petitions are not indeed burned, but

they are left in the pockets of those to whom they were entrusted

;

and not being received, the Senate is supposed to be ignorant of

their contents, and of course no member is permitted to discuss

their merits, or to pi'opose any measure founded upon them.

Let us now turn to what is regarded as the popular branch,—
the House of Representatives,— intended to be the special

guardian of the liberties of the people, as the Senate is of the

rights of the States.

In May, 183G, a committee reported to the House a resolu-

tion, prefaced with this extraordinary avowal

:

" AVhereas it is extremely important and desirable, that the agita-
Tiox on this subject (slavery) should be fmally arrested for the purpose
of restoring tranquilUtij to the public mind, your committee respectfully

recommend the following resolution."

Here then is an acknowledged, unblushing interference by the

Federal Government, in behalf of slavery ; an avowed interfei'-

ence to arrest that agitation, which we are assured by Mr.

Strange, " breaks down the moral barriers" which serve to pro-

tect and secure a system of iniquitious cruelty and oi:)pression.

To arrest this agitation, the committee did not scruple to recom-

mend a measure, breaking down the constitutional barriers

erected to protect and secure the rights and liberties of the peo-

ple of the United States. The resolution repoi-ted by the com-
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uiittee, was adopted by the House on the 2Gth of May, 1836,

and is in these Avords :

"Resolved, That all petitions, memorials, and propositions relating: in

any way, or to any extent -whatever to the subject of slavery, shall with-

out being either printed or referred, be laid on the table, and that no

farther auction whatever shall be had thereon." Ayes 117— Nays C8.

It is worthy of remark, that of the ayes, no less than sixty-

two were from the free States ! The advocates of this resolution,

conscious that it could bear discussion as little as slavery itself,

caused it to be adopted through the operation of the previous

question, by a silent vote.

"We have exhibited the character of slavery and the slave-

trade at the seat of the Federal Government, and have shown

that Congress is the local legislature of the District of Columbia,

having "exclusive jurisdiction over it in all cases whatever."

Now one of the peculiar atrocities of this resolution is, that it

wrests from every member of the House, his constitutional right

to propose sucli measures for the government of the District as

justice and humanity may require. Slaves might be burned

alive in the streets of the Capital ; the slavers might be crowded

to suffocation with human victims ; every conceivable cruelty

might be practised, and no one member of the local legislature

could be permitted to propose even a committee of inquiry,

" relating in any way, or to any extent whatever, to the subject

of slavery."

The fact that sixty-two northern members on this occasion

arrayed themselves on the side of the slave-holders, affords a

melancholy and alarming proof of the corrupting influence which

slavery is exerting on the morality and patriotism of the free

States.

The foolish and wicked expedient to " restore tranquillity " to

the people, by trampling on their rights and gagging their rep-

resentatives, failed of success. The petitioners at this session

were 34,000— at the next the number was swelled to one hun-

dred AND TEN thousand ! and the gag was renewed. During

the session of 1837-8, the number rose to three hundred

thousand. Early in the last mentioned session, a member

30*
' '
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from Vermont presented a petition for the abolition of slavery

in the District of Columbia, and took the liberty to offer some

remarks on the subject of slavery. This attempt to break down
" tire moral barriers," thew the southern members into gi-eat

trepidation, and the scene -which ensued illustrates the system

of intimidation to which we have already adverted. The mem-

ber was interrupted by a gentleman from Virginia, calling aloud,

and asking his colleagues to retire with him from the hall ;
—

another from Georgia exclaimed, that he hoped the whole south-

ern delegation would do the same ;— a third from South Carolina

declared, that all the representatives from that State " had

already signed an agreement." The House adjourned, and a

southern member invited the gentlemen from the slave-holding

States to meet immediately in an adjoining room. The meeting

was held, but its proceedings were not made public. The result,

however, was manifested in the intx'oduction, next morning, of

another gag resolution, directing all memorials, petitions and

papers touching the abolition of slavery in the national territo-

ries, and the American slave-trade, to be laid on the table,

without being printed, read, debated, or referred, and that no

farther action should be had thereon. Through the acquiescence

of northern members, it was passed by a silent vote.

At the beginning of the next session, a meeting of the admin-

istration members was held, at Avhich it was determined to renew

the gag : and as a proof of the devotion of the Democratic

party at the North to the cause of slavery, it was arranged that

now, for the first time, the odious measure should be proposed

by a northern man : nay, not merely a northern man, but a

native of New England— a representative from New Hamp-
shire. The resolution was accordingly introduced, and was

passed on the 12th of December, 1838, and has given notoriety

to the name of Atherton.

Thus we see a persevering, systematic effort on the part of

Congress to protect slavery by suppressing debate, and throw-

ing contempt upon the petitions of hundreds of thousands of

American citizens. That this should be done by slave-holders,

was perhaps to be expected ; but that they should be aided in
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sucli a desperate assault upon constitutional liberty by northern

men, for the paltry consideration of southern votes and southern

trade, is mortifying and alarming. The meeting of extremes is

a trite illustration of human inconsistency. If in Doctor John-

son's time the loudest yelps for liberty were heard from the

drivers of slaves, the loudest yelps in the northern States

against aristocracy, chartered monopolies and oppression of the

poor, are now heard from men who are laboring to perpetuate

the bondage of millions, by gag laws and restrictions on the

freedom of speech and the press. These men are acting from

party views, and are rushing to battle under the war-cry of

" Van Buren and Slavery," in hopes, through southern aux-

iliaries, of enjoying the spoils of victory. Others again, with-

out the slightest sympathy in the political principles of these

men, and with their ears stuffed, and their heart padded with

cotton, are cooperating with them in behalf of slavery, from

their love of southern trade.* We will here close our protx'acted

investigation with a brief

RECAPITULATION OF THE ACTION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERN-

MENT IN BEHALF OF SLAVERY.

This action we have found exhibited (omitting constitutional

provisions),

1. In its appointments to office.

2. In its legislation for Florida.

* The following are strong and amusing instances of the meeting of ex-
tremes. In the spring of 1837, the Whig merchants of New York sent a
deputation to Washington, to request the President to adopt certain meas-
ures to relieve the commercial embarrassments of the country. The request
was declined, and a great meeting was convened to receive the report of the
deputation. The report, which was adopted by the meeting, recommended
efforts to displace Mr. Van Buren, and as one means of effecting this

object, exhorted the merchants to " appeal to our brethren of the South for
their generous cooperation ; and promise them that those who believe the
possession of property of anr/ kind " (not excepting men, women, and chil-

dren,) " is an evidence of merit, will be the last to interfere with the rights
of property of an>/ kind ; discourage any effort to awaken an excitement, the
bare idea of which skotdd make every husband and father shudder with horror."
In plain English, if the slave-holders would make common cause with the
New York merchants against Mr. Van Buren, they in return would make
common cause with the slave-holders against the abolitionists. But Dem-
ocrats know the value of southern votes quite as well as the "\Miigs. Accord-
ingly we find in the Washington Globe of February 9, 1839, a speech intended
to have been delivered, but prevented by the gag resolution, by Mr. Eli
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3. In its interference in belialf of the slave-holders in Louis*

iana.

4. In its efforts to degrade the free people of color.

0. In its tolerance of slavery in territories under its exclusive

jurisdiction.

6. In its arbitrary, unconstitutional, and Avicked laws for the

arrest of fugitive slaves.

7. In its negotiation with Great Britain and Mexico for the

surrender of fugitive slaves.

8. In its invasion of Florida, in pursuit of fugitive slaves.

9. In its negotiations with Great Britain for compensation for

slaves who had taken refuge on board British ships-of-war.

10. In its negotiation with Great Britain for compensation

for slaves shipwrecked in the West Indies.

11. In its tolerance, protection, and regulation of the Ameri-

can slave-trade.

12. In its duplicity, with regard to the abolition of the African

slave-trade.

Moore, a double-refined Democrat, President of the New York Trades
Union, and representative from that city in Congress. This gentleman tells

us " tlie wild, enthusiastic, and impetuous spirit which kindled the fires of
Smithfield, and strewed the plains of Palestine \\-ith the corses of the cru-

saders, stands with lighted and uplifted torch hard by the side of aboli-

tionism, ready to spread conflagration and death around the land ;
" he

declares that " so long as the Democratic or State Rights party shall main-
tain the ascendency, the efforts of the abolitionists will be comparatively
innoxious ;

" and he announces what will be no less news to the New York
merchants than it is to abolitionists, that " the Federal or National Bank
Party believe the Federal Legislature not only have the power to abolish

slavery in this District of Columbia, btit also in the States."

Almost immediately after the publication of this speech, the Democratic
papers contained the following announcement :—" Just and merited.—The
Hon. Eli Moore, of the City of New York, has been appointed surveyor of

that port." The reward was paid by the President and Senate.

But the most extraordinary instance of the devotion of northern Democ-
racy to southern despotism, we have yet met with, was lately given in the

City of New York. A set of men, calling themselves " delegates of the

Democratic republican jmrty (/.') for the several wards," assembled to make
preparations for commemorating the declaration that "all men are born free

and equal." They resolved to have an orator for the occasion ; but so ardent

and sublimated was their love of liberty, that no northern Democrat was
worthy, in their opinion, to declaim before them on the " self-evident truths,"

and the blessing of the Federal Union. So they selected for theu- Fourth of

July orator, John C. Calhoun, of South Carolina, who had evinced his

attachment to the Union by his efforts to excite civil war— to the liberties

of his country, by his gag resolutions, and his bill establishing a censorship

of the press— and to the rights of man, by his avowed desire for the ever-

lasting bondage of millions of his fellow-men. The presidential election is

approaching, the vote of South Carolina is doubtful, and a compliment to

Mr. Calhoun may not be useless to Mr. Van Buren.
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13. In its present virtual toleration of the trade.

14. In its appropriations to the Colonization Society.

15. In its Indian treaties in behalf of slave-holders.

16. In its attempted expulsion of the Seminoles for harboring

fugitive slaves.

17. In its efforts to prevent the abolition of slavery in Cuba.

18. In its conduct to^vards Ilayti.

19. In its conduct towards Texas.

20. In its attempt to establish a censorship of the press.

21. In its invasion of the right of petition, and the freedom

of debate.

Such has been the action in behalf of human bondage, of a

Government which, in the language of the Constitution, was

formed to establish justice, and secure the blessings of liberty.

And by whom are the men composing the Government, which

thus perverts the objects of its institution, invested Avith their

power ? They are the agents, the mere instruments of the peo-

ple of the United States — of the North and the East, as well

as of the West and the South. This consideration calls us to

consider

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE FREE STATES.

The advocates of slavery and the tools of party, are continu-

ally telling us that ^'' the North has nothing to do u'ith slavery"

A volume might be filled with facts, proving the fallacy of this

assertion. There is scarcely a family among us that is not con-

nected, by the ties of friendship, kindred, or pecuniary interest,

with the land of slaves. That land is endeared to us by a

thousand recollections— with that land we have continual com-

mercial, political, religious, and social intercourse. There, in

innumerable instances, are our personal friends, our brothers,

our sons and our daughters. How malignant and foolish then is

the falsehood, that the thousands and tens of thousands of abo-

litionists among us, are anxious to see that land reeking in blood i

But the more intimate are our connections with that land, the
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more exposed are we to be contaminated by its pollutions ; and

the more imperatively are we bound to seek its real welfare.

Let it then sink deep in our hearts— let it rest upon our con-

sciences, that in every wicked and cruel act of the Federal Gov-

ernment in behalf of slavery, the people of the North have

participated,— we might almost say that for all this wickedness

and cruelty, they are solely responsible ; since it could not have

been perpetrated but with the consent of their representatives.

Vast and fertile territories, which might now have been inhabited

by a free and happy population, have by northern votes been

converted, to use the langauge of the poet, into

"A land of tyrants, and a den of slaves."

By northern senators have our African slavers been protected

from the search of British cruisers. By northern representa-

tives is the American slave-trade protected, and the abominations

enacted in the Capital of the Eepublic, sanctioned and perpet-

uated : and northern men are the officiating ministers in the

sacrifice of constitutional liberty on the altar of Moloch. But

representatives are only the agents of their constituents, speaking

their thoughts, and doing their will. The teople of the

North have done " this great wickedness." When they repent,

when they love mercy, and seek after justice, their representa-

tives will no longer rejoice to aid in transforming the image of

God into a beast of burden— then will the human shambles be

overthrown in the Capital— then will slavers, " freighted with

despair," no longer depart from the port of Alexandria, nor

chained coffles traverse the streets of "Washington. Then will

the powers of the Federal Government be exercised in protect-

ing, not in annihilating the rights of man ; and then will the

slave-holder, deprived of the countenance of the free States, as

he is already of nearly all the rest of the civilized world, be led

to I'eflect calmly on the character and tendency of the institution

he now so dearly prizes, and seek his own welfare and that of

his children in its voluntary and peaceful abolition.

But here Ave are confronted with direful prophecies. Let us

then proceed to inquire into
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THE PROBABLE INFLUENCE OF THE ANTI-SLAVERY AGITATION

ON THE PERMANENCY OF THE UNION.

Before we can predict what this influence will be, we must

first inquire, what will probably be the direction and aim of the

agitation ? Every State i:)ossesses all the powers of independent

sovereignty, except such as she has delegated to the Federal

Government. All the powers not specified in the Constitution

as delegated, are by that instrument reserved. Among the

powers specified, that of abrogating the slave codes of the

several States is not included ; on the contrary, the guaranty of

the continuance of the African slave-trade for twenty years, the

provision for the arrest of fugitive slaves, and the establish-

ment of the federal ratio of representation, all refer to and

acknowledge the existence of slavery under State authority. If,

therefore, the abolitionists, unmindful of their solemn and re-

peated disclaimers of all power m Congress to legislate for the

abolition of slavery in the States, should, with unexampled per-

fidy, attempt to bring about such legislation, and if Congress,

regardless of their oaths, should ever be guilty of the consum-

mate folly and wickedness of passing a law emancipating the

slaves held under State authority, the Union would most unques-

tionably be rent in twain. The South would indeed be craven

could it submit to such profligate usurpation ; it would be com-

pelled to withdraw, not for the preservation of slavery alone,

but for the protection of all its rights ; and indeed the liberties

of every State would be jeoparded under a government, which,

spurning all constitutional restraints, should assume the omnipo-

tence of the British Parliament. But it is scarcely worth while

to anticipate the consequence of an act which can never be per-

petrated so long as the people of the North retain an ordinary

share of honesty and intelligence.

We have, under all the circumstances of the case, sufiicient

reasons for believing that the anti-slavery of the North will

carry its action to the very limits of the Constitution, but not

beyond them. In despite of the coalitions of parties and the

intrigues of politicians, liberty of speech and of the press will
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be maintained, and the discussion of slavery will be extended

by the very efforts made to arrest it. Let us suppose this dis-

cussion to be attended with its natural and probable result, the

conversion of the great mass of the northern people to the pi-in-

ciples and avowed objects of the abolitionists. Of course, those

principles and objects will be embraced by their representatives

in Congress. In this case, we may expect that slavery will be

abolished in the District of Columbia, and that it will be pro-

hibited in the territories hereafter to be formed on the west of

the Mississippi. Thus far the constitutional power of Congress

cannot be rationally questioned. Independent of the exclusive

jurisdiction over the territories granted to Congress, we have

the precedent of the ordinance of 1787, prohibiting slavery in

the Northwest Territory, and tlie more recent precedent of the

prohibition of it in the Louisiana territory north of 36i<^ of north

latitude. The American slave-trade is now, and has been for

upwards of thirty years, prohibited in vessels under forty tons'

burden. It would not be easy to show that the Constitution

forbids its prohibition in vessels over forty tons' burden. "\Ye

may therefore take it for granted, that the Senate's coasting trade

will be legally abolished. Should the land traffic not be also

destroyed, it would not be for want of disposition, or constitu-

tional power in Congress, but on account of the extreme dit£-

culty which would exist in preventing evasions of the law.

We have now the sum total of national legislation which, on

our present supposition, will result from the anti-slavery action

at the North. Yet we are positively assured that such legisla-

tion would cause a dissolution of the Union. Now admitting

the constitutional right and the moral obligation of our national

legislators, to pass the laws in question, it would be difficult to

decide by what code of morals they could be excused from the

discharge of their duty by the apprehension of consequences.

If God governs the world, more is to be feared from rebellion,

than from obedience to his will. If his wisdom and goodness

are both infinite, his will is and must be an infallible standard

of expediency. If it be folly to barter a single soul for the

whole world, would it be wise to expose a nation to the wrath of
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Heaven, for a boon which we now hold, and would continue to

hold at the pleasure of men Avho are daily threatening to deprive

us of it ?

But we have no fears that Congress will ever find the faithful

discharge of their duty conflicting with the welfare and preserva-

tion of the Union. How far selfish and influential individuals

may succeed in raising up at the South a party for secession, it is

impossible to predict ; but it is not difficult to show that a separa-

tion founded on the legislation we have specified, would be most

preposterous and disastrous, and therefore we may reasonably

presume it will not occur.

Should the slave States secede, they would do so, we may
suppose, for one or more of the following reasons, viz. :

1. To protect their rights froni invasion.

2. To guard and perpetuate the institution of slavery.

3. To increase their Avealth and power.

The North is the strongest portion of the confederacy ; and

whenever, unmindful of the federal compact, it wickedly and

forcibly usurps power to the prejudice of the South, secession

is the only resource left to the latter for the protection of its

rights. But a disregard to the wis/ies, does not necessarily imply

a violation of the rights of the South. Not one of the measures

we have contemplated as the probable result of the anti-slavery

agitation, encroaches on the constitutional rights of the South

;

and therefore secession, however it might be professedly justified,

would in fact be prompted by other motives than that of self-

defence. But so long as the Federal Government confines its

action against slavery Avithin the limits of the Constitution, in

what way would secession tend to guard and perpetuate the

institution ?

It is natural that the slave-holders should wish to destroy the

influence of the abolitionists, and hence they have very unjusti-

fiably expressed fears respecting them which they do not fee?j

and circulated calumnies which they do not believe. The fol-

lowing admissions reveal the true nature of the apprehensions

entertained by the slave-holders.

31
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Mr. Calhoun, alluding in the Senate to opinions expressed

by some of liii* southern eolleagues, exclaimed

:

"Do they ex])ect the abolitionists will resort to arms, and commence
a crusade to liberate our slaves by force ? Is this what they mean M'hen

they speak of the attempt to abolish slavery ? If so, let me tell our

friends of the South who ditfer from us, that the war which the aboli-

tionists wage against us, is of a very different character, and far more
eflFectivc—-it is waged not against our lives, but our character."

Mr. Dlff Gukex, the editor of the United Slates Telegrajdi,

and the great champion of slavery, thus expressed himself in

his })a])er

:

•' We are of those who belie\e the South lias nothing to fear from'a

servile Avar. We do not believe that the abolitionists intend^ nor could

they if they would, excite the slaves to insurrection. The danger of

this is remote. We believe that we have most to fear from the oigan-

ized action upon the consciences and fears of the slave-holders them-

selves; from the insinuation of their dangerous heresies into our

schools, our pulpits, and our domestic circles. It is only by alarming

the consciences of the weak and feeble, and diffusing among our people

a morbid st^nsibllity on the question of slavery, that the alx)lItionist9

can accomplish their object." *

We would now respectfully submit to INIr. Calhoun's consider-

ation, whether a secession would tend- in any way to defend the

characters of slave-holders from the war he contends is Avaged

against them ; or fortify their consciences against the " danger-

ous heresies " by which they are assailed.

The new slave-nation would acquire from her separate inde-

pendence, no new power to darken the understandings, or

benumb the consciences of her citizens. The freedom of the

press throughout the whole slave-region, is already extin-

guished.f Not one single newspaper, from Maryland to Florida,

-The New York Whig merchants may learn from this candid avowal, that

the "bare idea " of the abolition excitement docs not make every " husband
and father shudder with horror " at the South, whatever it may do in Wall
street.

t This assertion will not probably be denied, still it may not be amiss to

adduce southern proof of its truth. The Missouri Argus, published at St

Louis, speaking, in April, 1839, of an editor in Ohio, remarked :
" Mr. Ham-

mond deems the cooperation of the Eastern fanatics to be all-important to

the success of Whiggery, and fears that the timid course of his brother edi-

tors on this subject may be productive of mischief. He should recollect,

however, that the abolition editors in slave States will not dare to avow
their opinions. It would be INSTANT DEATH to them."
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dares to raise its voice in favor of immediate emancipation

;

and a soutliern publication, for expressing views unfavorable to

slavery, notwithstanding its bitter denunciations of abolitionists,

was lately taken from a post-oiRce in Virginia, and in pui'suance

of the laws of the State, committed to the flames by order of the

public authorities ; and when the laws are silent. Lynch clubs

are ready to visit with infamous and cruel penalties the man

who presumes to advocate the inalienable rights of man. What

new ramparts could the southern confederacy build around their

beloved institution ? What new weapons could they forge

against freedom of discussion ?

At the North, the discussion of slavery is now greatly

restricted by political and mercenary considerations ; but such

considerations would be dissipated in a moment by secession.

The very demagogues Avho are now fawning upon the slave-

holders for their votes, would, when they had no longer votes to

bestow, seek popularity in ultra hatred to slavery.

The anti-slavery agitation at the North is at present chiefly

confined to the religious portion of the community ; it would

then extend to all classes, and be embittered by national ani-

mosity. Slavery would appear more odious and detestable than

ever, after having destroyed the fair fabric of American Union,

and severed the ties of kindred and of friendship, to livet more

firmly the fetters of the bondman.

The slave-holders are now our fellow countrymen and

citizens ; they w'ould then be foreigners who had discarded our

friendship and connection, that they might trample with more

unrestrained violence upon the rights and liberties of their

fellow-men. These considerations show that any expectation of

extinguishing or weakening the anti-slavery feeling at the

North by separation, must be utterly futile.

A separation would, moreover, deprive the institution of the

protection of the Federal Government. Sliould the slaves

attempt to revolt, the masters Avould be left to struggle Avitli

them, unaided by the fleets and armies of the whole Republic.

And by what power would the master recapture his fugitive

who had crossed the boundary of the new empire ? Now he
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may hunt him through the whole confederacy, nor is the

trembling wretch secure of his liberty, till he beholds the Brit-

ish standard waving above -liim. Then freedom would be the

boon of every slave who could swim the Ohio, or reach the

frontier line of the free republic. And this frontier line, be it

remembered, would be continually advancing South. The anti-

slavery feelings of the North, aggravated as they would be by
the secession, would afford every possible facility to the fugitive,

and laws would then be passed, not for the restoration of human
property, but for the protection of human rights.

Would the dissolution of the Union afford the southern

planters a more unrestricted enjoyment of the foreign or

domestic slave-trade ? Alas ! from the moment of separation,

slave-trading becomes piracy in fact, as well as in name, and

the crews of New Orleans and Alexandria, as avcU as of African

slavers, Avould swing on northern gibbets.

We confess then our utter inability to perceive in wdiat

possible mode a secession of the southern States would tend io

guai'd and perpetuate the institution of slavery.

Would a dissolution of the Union augment the power and

wealth of the slave States ? The power and wealth of a nation

depend on its })opulation, industry and commerce. The increase

of the white population at the South is now small, compared

with the wonderful tide of life which is rolling over the western

plains. And when the southern region shall be insulated from

the sympathies of the whole civilized world, and consecrated to

a stern and remorseless despotism,—a despotism sooner or later

to be engulfed in blood,—by what attraction will it divert the

tide of emigration from the fair prairies of the west, to its own

sugar and cotton-tields ? If, even now, armed patrols must

traverse at night the streets and highways that the whites may
sleep in safety, and military preparation is essential to domestic

security,* what husband or father will take up his residence in

the new empire, when withdrawn from the protection of the

* " A state of military preparation must always be with ns a state of per-

fect domestic security. A profound peace, and consequent apathy, may ex-
pose us to the danger of domestic insurrection." Message of Gov. Haijne to

the Legislature of South Carolhia, 1833.
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Federal Government and the friendship of its neighbors ? The

slaves are now rapidlj gaining on their masters, and will

increase in a still greater ratio after the separation, since the

prudent and tlie enterprising will abandon the doomed region,

and few or none will enter it from without. Hence it is obvious

that the white population of the southern States could gain no

accession from their erection into a separate confederacy.

Would secession augment the wealth of the South ? Be it

remembered that there is now no one restriction on southern

industry and enterprise which separation would remove. The

slave-holders in Congress, with rare exceptions, have conducted

the affairs of the nation to suit themselves. So far as the

interests of the northern manufacturer were identified with the

tariff, they have been sacrificed at the mandate of the cotton-

grower ; and so far as national legislation can promote the

wealth of the South, the statutes are already enacted.

It will not be denied tliat the larger portion of the strength of

the Union,—population, money, commerce, and sliipping,—ivS to

be found at the North. In all these elements of national power,

the South participates equally with the North. The foreign

invader is kei)t from her shores, and her property abroad is

protected from spoliation at least as much by the power of the

North as by her own. Her strength for all purposes of defence,

is the strength of the Union. Wliat would it be after secession ?

True it is, the South would receive Texas into her arms, but

she would derive neither honor nor power from the loathsome

embrace. Annexation noio would insure to her the political

dominion of the whole Republic, but after secession, would

cause rather weakness than strength.

As we can discover no possible advantage which the South

could derive from secession, we are convinced that the threats of

dissolving the Union, which her statesmen are so prodigal in

scattering, are the ebullitions of passion, or the devices of policy,

rather than the result of mature determination. This conviction

is strengthened by still further considerations.

Should the slave States withdraw without any aggression on

their rights, but for the sole purpose of enjoying in greater pri-

31*
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vacy and tranquillity the sweets of slavery, tliey would leave the

whole North in a state of high exasperation. The ligaments

which have so long bound us together, cannot be ruthlessly and

wantonly torn asunder, without causing deep and festering wounds,

the consequences of which the imagination revolts from antici-

pating. And in what light would the dark and gloomy despotism

be viewed by the civilized world ? Mankind would behold, and

wonder, and despise. The new State would be excluded from

the companionship of nations. Her cotton would indeed be still

purchased, as we buy the coffee of Hayti; but with the least pos-

sible intimacy. Already is our Minister at London treated with

contumely, because he is a slave-holder; as the representative

only of the men who had shattered the American Republic to

secure the permanency of human bondage, he would not be

endured at any court in Europe, with the exception of Constan-

tinople. In a few yeai'S, the slaves would attain a frightful

numerical superiority over their masters. The dread of insur-

rection within, and of aggi-ession from without, would realize the

prediction of holy writ, when men's hearts shall fail them for

fear, and for looking after those things which are coming on the

earth. At length the fatal period would arrive, when, stung with

insults and injuries, the new empire would appeal to arms ; and

should a hostile army land upon its shores, the standard of eman-

cipation v/ould be reared, and slavery would expire in blood.*

AVe well know with what indignant feelings these pages Avill

at first be read by many ; and fortunate shall we deem ourselves

*" March 29, 1779. The committee appointed to take into consideration
the circumstances of the southern States, and the ways and means tor their
safety and defence, report : That the State of South Carolina, as represented
by the delegates of the said State, and by Mr. linger, who has come hither
at the request of the governor of said State, on purpose to explain the partic-

ular circumstances thereof, is miablc to make any effectual efforts loith vulitia,

by reaso7i oj the f/reat proportion of citizens necessary to remain at home toprevent
insurrection amony the net/roes, and Io prevent the desertion of them to the ene-

my. That the state of the country and the great numbers of those people
among them, expose the inhabitants to great danger from the endeavors of
the enemy to excite them either to revolt or desert." Secret Journal of Con-
gress. Vol. i, p. 105.

AVhcther the South Carolinians are from their present "particular circum-
gtances," less in danger from a foreign invader than in 1779, may be seen
from the following statement: In 1793 there were in that State 107,"94 slaves

and 140,178 whites ; in 183D, the eofo?-erf population was 323,322, the white only
257,863.
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should we escape tlie imputation of writing to promote insurrec-

tion and disunion. But we appeal from the decision of angry

passion, to that of calm reflection. Do we not speak the Avords

of truth and soberness ? Do not the signs of the times warrant

our predictions ? In what respect do the sentiments we have

uttered conflict with the lessons of history, or the character of

human nature ? Do we love the union of the States ? (!) If

such a love can descend by inheritance, we should possess it ; if

it can be founded on the most thorough conviction of the impor-

tance of union not merely to the prosperity of our country, but

to the happiness of numerous and beloved children and relatives,

we should possess it. If the history of the States of Greece,

of Italy, of Holland, of Germany, of South America, and of our

own land, demonstrates the blessings of union and the calamities

of separation, then should the prayer of eveiy American ascend

to Heaven for the perpetuity of the American Union. But let

it be a union for the preservation, not the destruction of liberty:

a union cemented by a sacred observance of the constitutional

compact, not enforced by gag laws, a censorship of the press,

and the abrogation of the right of petition ; a union in conform-

ity with the will of God, not in contempt of his authority ; a union

that shall be regarded as a common blessing, not held as a boon

from the South, ever ready to be withdrawn as a penalty for the

discharge of moral and political duties.

May Almighty God in mercy preserve the friends of emanci-

pation from the sin and folly of even hazarding the Union, by

the slightest encroachment on the constitutional rights of the

South, and may he give them grace to maintain then- own rights

in defiance of every menace.
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Having mentioned the charge made by President Jackson against the New
York abolitionists, in his message to Congress, and alluded to the letter they

addressed to him respecting it, we have thought it might be useful to insert

here the letter itself, as showing more in detail one of the unwarrantable ex-

pedients to which the Federal Government has resorted in behalf of slavery.

" To the President of the United States:

"Sir:—In your message to Congress of the "th inst«ant, are the following
passages: ' I must also invite your attention to the painful excitement pro-
duced in the South, by attempts to circulate through the mails, inflammatory
appeals, addressed to the passions of the s/avi'S, in prints and in various sorts
of publications, calculated to stimidate them to insurrection, nndjirodztce all the
horrors of a servile war. There is, doubtless, no respectable portion of our
countrynien who can be so far misled as to feel any other sentiment than that
of indignant regret, at conduct so destructive of the harmony and peace of
the country, and so repugnant to the principles of our national compact, and to

the dictates of humanity and religion.^ You remark, that it is fortunate that
the people of the North have 'given so strong and impressive a tone to the
sentiments entertained against the proceedings of the misguided persons
who have engaged in these unconstitutional and toickcd attempts.' And you
proceed to suggest to Congress, 'the propriety of passing such a law as will

prohibit, under severe penalties, the circulation in the southern States,
through the mails, of incendiary publicdtions, intended to instigate the slaves

to insurrection.'
" A servile insurrection, as experience has shown, involves the slaughter

of the whites, without respect to sex or age. llence, sir, the purport of the
information you have communicated to Congress and to the world, is, that
there are American citizens who, in violation of the dictates of humanity and
religion, have engaged in unconstitutional and wicked attempts to circulatCj

through the mails,"inflanmiatory appeals addressed to the passions of the
slaves, and which appeals, as is implied in the object of your proposed law,
are intended lo stimulate the slaves to indiscriminate massacre. Recent
events irresistibly confine the application of your remarks to the oihcers and
members of the American Anti-Slavery Society and its auxiliaries.
" On the 28th of March, 1834, the Senate of the United States passed the

following resolution

:

" ' liesolved, That the President, in relation to the public revenue, has as-

sumed upon himself authority and power not conferred by the Constitution
and laws, but in derogation of both.'
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" On the .5th of the ensuing month, you transmitted to that body your ' sol-

emn protest' against their decision, "instructed by your example, we now,
sir, in behalf of the Society of which we are the constituted organs, and in

behalf of all who are associated with it, present to you this, our 'solemn pro-

test,' against your grievous and nnfoiinded accusations.
" Should it be supposed that in thus addressing you we are wanting in the

respect duo to your exalted station, we offer, in our vindication, your own
acknowledgment to the Senate :

' Subject only to the restraints of truth and
justice, the free people of the I'nitcd States have the undoubted right as

individuals, or collectively, orally, or in ^xTiting, at such times and in such

language and form as they may think proper, to discuss his (the President's)

official conduct, and to express and promulgate their opinions concerning it.'

"In the exercise of this 'undoubted right,' we protest against the judg-

ment you have pronounced against the abolitionists.

"Fi'nt. because, in rendering that judgment officially, you assumed a pow-
er not belonging to your office.

"You complained' that the resolution censuring your conduct, 'though

adopted bv the Senate in its legislative capacity, is, in its effects and in its

characteristics, essentially jwrf/fi'rt/.' And thus, sir, although the charges of

which we complain were made by you in your executive capacity, they are,

equally with the resolution, essentially .;wr//c«a/. The Senate adjudged that

your conduct was unconstitutional. You pass the same judgment on our

efforts. Nay, sir, you go farther than the Senate. That body forbore to im-

peach your motives— but you have assumed the prerogatives, not only of a

court of law, but of conscience, and pronounce our efforts to be icicked as well

as unconstitutional.
^^SeconcUy, we protest against t\ic jmhlicity you have given to your accusa-

tions.

"You felt it to be a grievance, that the charge against you was 'spread

upon the Journal of the Senate, published to the nation and to the world,

made part of our cnd\iring archives, and incorporated in the history of the

age. The punishment of removal from office, and future disqualification,

does not follow the decision ; but the moral influence of a solemn declara-

tion by a majority of the Senate, that the accused is guilty of the olfence

charged upon him, has been as etfcctually secured as if the like declaration

had been made upon an impeachment expressed in the same terms.'

"And is it nothing, sir, that we arc officially charged by the President of

the United States, with wicked and unconstitutional eftbrts,and with harbor-

ing the most execrable intentions ? and this, too, in a document spread upon
the Journals of both Houses of Congress, published to the nation and to the

world, made part of our enduring archiTCS, and incorporated in the history of

the age ? It is true, that although you have given judgment against us, you
cannot award execution. We are not, indeed, subjected to the penalty of

murder; but need we ask you, sir, what must be the moral infiuence of your
declaration, that we have intended its perpeti'ation ?

'^Thirdly, we protest against your condemnation of us unhenrd.
" What, sir, was your complaint against the Senate? 'Without notice,

unheard, and untried, I find myself charged, on the records of the Senate,

and in a form unknown m our country, with the high crime of violating the

laws and Constitution of my country. No notice of the charge was given to

the accused, and no opportunity afforded him to respond to the accusation

—

to meet his accusers face to face— to cross-examine the witnesses— to pro-

cure counteracting testimony, or to be heard in his defence.'
" Had you, sir, done to others as it thus seems you would that others should

do to you, no occasion would have been given for this protest. You most
ti'uly assert, in relation to the conduct of the Senate, ' It is the policy of our
benign system of jurisprudence, to secure in all criminal proceedings, and
even in the most trivial litigations, a fair, unprejudiced, and impartial trial.'

And by what authority, sir, do you except such of your fellow-citizens as

arc known as abolitionists from" the benefit of this benign system? When
has a fair, unprejudiced, and impartial trial been accorded to those who dare

to maintain that all men arc equally entitled to life, liberty, and the pursuit
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of happiness ? "What was the trial, sir, which preceded the judgment you
have rendered against them ?

"Foiirt/i/tj, we protest against the vagueness of your chnrges.
" We cannot more forcibly describe the injustice you have done us than by

adopting your omi indignant remonstrance, against what you deemed similar
injustice on the part of the Senate: 'Some of the first principles of natural
right and enlightened jurisprudence, have been violated in the very form of
the resolution. It carefully abstains from averring in w/iich of the late pro-
ceedings the President has assumed upon himselif authority and power not
conferred by the Constitution and laws. Why was not the certainty of the
oftenee, the nature and cause of the accusation, set out in the manner required
in the Constitution, before even the humblest individual, for the smallest
crime, can be exposed to condemnation ? Such a specification was due to
the accused, that he might direct his defence to the real points of attack. A
more striking illustration of the soundness and necessity of the rules which
forbid vaj/ue and indefinite generalities, and require a reasonable certainty in
all judicial allegations, and a more glaring instance of the violation of these
rules, have seldom been exhibited.'

"It has been reserved for you, sir, to exhibit a still more striking illustra-
tion of«the importance of these rules, and a still more glaring instance of
their violation. You have accused an indefinite number of your fellow-citi-
zens, without designation of name or residence, of making unconstitutional
and wicked efforts, and of harboring intentions which could be entertained
only by the most depraved and abandoned of mankind ; and yet you carefully
abstain from averring ichich article of the Constitution they have transgressed

;

you omit stating when, where, and by whom these wicked attempts were
made

; you give no specification of the inflammatory appeals which you assert
have been addressed to the passions of the slaves. You well know that the
' moral influence' of your charges will affect thousands of your countrymen,
many of tliem your political friends—some of them heretofore honored with
your confidence—most, if not all of them, of irreproachable characters ; and
yet, by the very vagueness of your charges, you incapacitate each one of this
multitude from proving his innocence.

"Fifthly, we protest against your charges because they are untrue. Surely,
sir, the inirdcn of proof rests upon you. If you possess evidence against us,
we are, by your own showing, entitled to ' an opportunity to cross-examine
witnesses, to procure counteracting testimony, and to be heard in [ox;-] de-
fence.' You complained that you had been denied such an opportunity. It

was not to have been expected, then, that you would make the conduct of
the Senate the model of your own. Conscious of the -nTong done to you, and
protesting against it, you found yourself compelled to enter on your defence.
You have placed us in similar circumstances, and we proceed to follow your
example

:

" The substance of your various allegations may be embodied in the charge,
that ice have attempted to circulate, through the 7nails, appeals addressed to the
passions of the slaves, calculated to stimulate them to insurrection, and with the
intention of producinq a servile war.

"It is deserving oi notice, that the attempt to circulate our papers is alone
charf^ed upon us. It is not pretended that we have put our appeals into the
hands of a single slave, or that, in any instance, our endeavors to excite a
servile war have been crowned with success. And in what way were our
most execrable attempts made ? By secret agents, traversing the slave coun-
try in disguise, stealing by night into the hut of the slave, and there reading
to him our inflammatory appeals ? You, sir, answer this qiiestion by declar-
ing that we attempted the mighty mischief by circulating our appeals
'THROUGH THE MAILS !" And are the southern slaves, sir, accustomed to re-

ceive periodicals by mail ? Of the thousands of publications mailed from the
Anti-Slavery office for the South, did you ever hear, sir, of one solitary paper
being addressed to a slave ? Would you know to whom they were directed,

consult the southern newspapers, and you will find them complaining that
they were sent to public officers, clergymen, and other influential citizens.

Thus it seems we are incendiaries, who place the torch in the hands of him
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whose dwelliPigs wc would fire ! We arc conspirinj;; to excite a servile war,

and announce our design to the masters, and commit to their care and dis-

posal the very instruments by which wc expect to effect our purpose ! It has

been said that thirty or forty of our papers were received at the South, directed

to free people of color. We cannot deny the assertion, because these papers

may have been mailed by others for the sinister purpose of charging the act

upon us. We arc, however, ready to make our several affidavits, that not

one paper, with our knowledge, or by our authority, has ever been sent to

any such person in a slave State. The free people of color at the South can

exert no influence in behalf of the enslaved; and we have no disposition to

excite odium against them, by making them the recipients of our publications.
" Your proposal that a law should be passed, punishing the circulation,

through the mails, of papers intended to excite the slaves to inswrectio?},

necessarily implies that such papers arc now circulated ; and you expressly

and positively assert, that we have attempted to circulate appeals addressed

to the passions of the slaves, and calculated to produce all the horrors of a
servile war. We trust, sir, your proposed law, so portentous to the freedom
of the press, will not be enacted, till you have furnished Congress with

stronger evidence of its necessity than unsupported assertions. We hope
you will lay before that body, for its information, the papers to which you
refer. This is the more necessary, as the various public journals and meet-
ings which have denounced us for entertaining insurrectionary and miirder-

ous designs, have in no instance been al)le to quote from our publications, a

single exhortation to the slaves to break their fetters, or the expression of a

solitary wish for a servile war.
" How far our WTitings are ' calculated' to produce insurrection, is a ques-

tion which will be variously decided according to the latitude in which it is

discussed. When wc recollect that tlie humble school-book, the talc of fic-

tion, and the costly annual have been placed under the ban of southern edit-

ors for trivial allusions to slavery— and that a southern divine has warned
his fellow-citizens of the danger of permitting slaves to be present at the

celebration of our national festival, where they might listen to the Declara-

tion of Independence, and to eulogiums on liberty, — we have little hope
that our disquisitions on human rights will be generally deemed safe and
innocent, where those rights are habitually violated. Certain wTitings of

one of your predecessors. President Jefferson, would undoubtedly be regard-

ed, in some places, so insurrectionary as to expose to popular violence who-
ever should presume to circulate them.

" As therefore, sir, there is no common standard by which the criminality

of opinions respecting slavery can be tested, we acknowledge the foresight

which prompted you to recommend that the ' severe penalties ' of your pro-

posed law should be awarded, not according to the character of the publica-

tion, but the intention of the writer. Still, sir, we apprehend that no trivial

difficulties will be experienced in the application of your law. 'I he writer

may be anonymous, or beyond the reach of prosecution, while the porter

who deposits the papers in the post-office, and the mail-carrier who trans-

ports them, having no evil intentions, cannot be visited with the ' severe

penalties ;
' and thus will your law fail in securing to the South that entire

exemption from all discussion on the subject of slavery, which it so vehe-

mently desires. The success of the attempt already made to establish a

censorship of the press, is not such as to invite farther encroachment on the
rights of the people to publish their sentiments.

" In your protest, you remarked to the Senate :
' The whole Executive

power being vested in the President, who is responsible for its exercise, it is

a necessary consequence that he should have a right to employ agents of his

own choice, to aid him in the performance of his duties, and to discharge them
when he is no longer willing to be responstble for their acts. He is equally
bound to take care that the laws be faithfully executed, whether they impose
duties on the highest otficer of State, or the lowest subordinates in any of the
departments.'

" It may not be uninteresting to you, sir, to be informed in what manner
your ' Subordinate ' in New York, wdio, on your ' responsibility,' is exercising
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the functions of censor of the American press, discharges the arduous duties
of this untried, and until now, unheard-of office. We hep; leave to assure
you, that his task is executed with a simplicity of principle, and celerity

of despatch, unknown to any censor of the press in France or Austria. Your
subordinate decides upon the incendiary character of the publications com-
mitted to the post-office, by a glance at the wrappers or bags in which they
are contained. No packages sent to' be mailed from our office, and directed
to a slave State, can escape the vigilance of this inspector of canvas and
brown paper. Even your own protest, sir, if in an anti-slavery envelope,
would be arrested on its progress to the South, as ' inflammatory, incendiary,
and insurrectionary in the highest degree.'

" No veto, however, is as yet imposed on the circulation of publications
from any printing-office but our own. Hence, when we desire to send ' ap-
peals ' to the South, all that is necessary is, to insert them in some newspa-
per that espouses our principles, pay for as many thousand copies as we
think proper, and order them to be mailed according to our instructions.

"Such, sir, is the worthless protection purchased for the South, by the
most unblushing and dangerous usurpation of which any public officer has
been guilty since the organization of our Federal Government. Were the
Senate, in reference to your acknowledged responsibility for the conduct of

your subordinates, to resolve * that the President, in relation to the suppres-
sion of certain papers in the New York Post Office, has assumed upon him-
self authority and power not conferred by the Constitutioa and lav>s, but in

derogation of both,' instead of protesting against the charge, you would be
compelled to acknowledge its truth, and you would plead the necessity of the
case in your vindication. The weight to be attached to such a plea, may be
learned from the absurdity and inefficacy of the New York censorship. Be
assured, sir, your proposed law to punish the intentions of an author, will, in

its practical operations, prove equally impotent.
" And now, sir, permit us respectfully to suggest to you the propriety of

ascertaining ihe real designs of abolitionists, before your apprehensions of

them lead you to sanction any more trifling with the libkuty of the puess.
You assume it as a fact, that abolitionists are miscreants, who arc laboring

to eflect the massacre of their soutliern brethren. Are you aware of the
extent of the reproach which such an assumption casts upon the character

of your countrymen ? In August last, the number of Anti-Slavery Societies

known to us was 263 ; we have now the names of more than 3o0 societies,

and accessions are daily made to the multitude who embrace our principles.

And can you think it possible, sir, tliat these citizens are deliberately plot-

ting murder, and furnishing us with funds to send publications to the South
' intended to instigate the slaves to insurrection ?

' Is there any thing in

the character and manners of the free States, to warrant the imputation on
their citizens of such enormous wickedness ? Have vou ever heard, sir, of

whole communities in these States subjectmg obnoxious individuals to a

mock trial, and then, in contempt of law, humanity, and religion, deliberate-

ly murdering them ? You have seen, iu the public journals, great rewards
off"ered for the perpetration of horrible crimes. We appeal to your candor,

and ask, were these rewards oflcred by abolitionists, or by men whose charges
against abolitionists you have condescended to sanction and disseminate ?

" And what, sir, is the character of those whom you have in your message
held up to the execration of the civilized world ? Their enemies "being judges,

they are relii/ious fanatics. And what are the haunts of these plotters of

murder? Tlie pulpit, the bench, the bar, the professor's chair, the hall of

legislation, the meeting for prayer, the temple of the Most High. But
strange and monstrous as is this conspiracy, still you believe in its existence,

and call on Congress to counteract it. Be persuaded, sir, the moral sense

of the community is abundantly sufficient to render this conspiracy utterly

impotent the moment its machinations are exposed. Only PROVE the
assertions and insinuations in your message, and you dissolve in an instant

every Anti-Slavery Society in our land. Think not, sir, that we shall inter-

pose any obstacle to an inquiry into our conduct. AVe invite, nay, sir, we
entreat the appointment by Congress of a Committee of Investigation to
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^•isit the Anti-Slavery office in New York. They shall be put in possession
of copies of all the publications that have been issued from our press. Our
whole correspondence shall be submitted to their inspection ; our accounts
of receipts and expenditures shall be spread before them, and we ourselves
will cheerfully answer imdcr oath whatever interrogatories they may put to
us relating to the charges j'ou have advanced.

" Should such a committee be denied, and should the law you propose,
stigmatizing us as felons, be passed mthout inquiry into the truth of your
accusation, and without allo^Wng us a hearing, then shall we make the lan-
guage of your protest our own, and declare that, ' If such proceedings shall

be approved and sustained by an intelligent people, then will the great con-
test with arbitrary power which had established in statutes, in bills of rights,

in sacred charters, and in constitutions of government, the right of every
citizen to a notice before trial, to a hearing before condemnation, and to an
impartial tribunal for deciding on the charge, have been made in VAIN.'
" Before we conclude, permit us, sir, to offer you the following assurances.
" Our principles, our objects, and our measures, are wholly uncontami-

nated by considerations of party policy. Whatever may be our respective
opinions as citizens, of men and measures, as abolitionists we have expressed
no political preferences, and are pursuing no party ends. From neither of
the gentlemen nominated to succeed you, have %ve any thing to hope or fear ;

and to neither of them do we intend, as abolitionists, to afford any aid or
influence. This declaration will, it is hoped, satisfy the partisans of the
rival candidates that it is not necessary for them to assail our rights by way
of convincing the South that they do not possess our favor.

" We have addressed you, sir, on this occasion, with republican plainness
and Christian sincerity ; but with no desire to derogate from the respect that
is due to you, or wantonly to give you pain. To repel your charges, and to
disabuse the public, was a duty we owed to ourselves, "to our chddren, and
above all to the great and holy cause in which we are engaged. That cause
we believe is approved by our Maker ; and while we retain this belief, it is

our intention, trusting to His direction and protection, to persevere in our
endeavors to impress upon the minds and hearts of our countrymen, the
sinfulness of claiming property in human beings, and the duty and wisdom
of immediately relinquishing it.

" When convinced that our endeavors are wrong, we shall abandon them

;

but such conviction must be produced by other arguments than vituperation,
popular Tiolence, or penal enactments.

ARTHUR TAPPAN,
WILLIAM JAY,
JOHN RANKIN,
ABRAHAM L. COX,
JOSHUA LEAVIIT,
SIMEOX S. JOSELYN,
LEWIS TAPPAN,
THEODORE S. WRIGHT,
SAMUEL E. CORNISH,
ELIZUR WRIGHT, Jii.

Executive Comtnlltet."
Ne-vt Youk, Dec. 26, 18S5.
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ON THR

CONDITION OF THE FREE PEOPLE OF COLOR

IN THE UNITED STATES.

It appears from the census of 1830, that there were then

ol9,4G7 free colored persons in the United States. At the

present time the number cannot be less than 3G0,000. Fifteen

States of the Federal Union have each a smaller population

than this apcgregate. Hence if the whole mass of human beings

inhabiting Connecticut, or New Jersey, or any other of these

fifteen States, v.-ere subjected to the ignorance and degradation

and persecution and terror we are about to describe as the lot

of this much-injured people, the amount of suffering would still

be numerically less than that inflicted by a professedly Christian

and republican community upon the free negroes. Candor, how-

ever, compels us to admit that, deplorable as is their condition,

it is still not so wretched as colonizationists and slave-holders,

for obvious reasons, are fond of representing it. It is not true

that free negroes are ' more vicious and mi--crable than slaves

can be," * nor that " it would be as humane to throw slaves from

the decks of the middle passage, as to set them free in this coun-

* Rev. Mr. Bacon, of New Haven, 7 Rep., Am. Col. Soc, p. 99,
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try,"* nor that " a sudden and universal emancipation without

colonization, would be a greater curse to the slaves themselves,

than the bondage in which they are held."

It is a little singular, that in utter despite of these rash asser-

tions slave-holders and colonizationists unite in assuring us, that

the slaves are rendered disconfented hj tcu'tncssing the freedom of

their colored brethren ; and hence we are urged to assist in

banishing to Africa these sable and dangerous mementoes of

liberty.

We all know that the wife and children of the free negro are

not ordinarily sold in the market, that he himself does not toil

under the lash, and that in certain parts of our country he is

permitted to acquire some intelligence, and to enjoy some com-

forts, utterly and universally denied to the slave. Still it is

most unquestionable, that these people grievously suffer from a

cruel and wicked prejudice— cruel in its consequences, wicked

in its voluntary adoption and its malignant character.

Colonizationists have taken great pains to inculcate the opin-

ion that prejudice against color is implanted in our nature by

the Author of our being; and whence they infer the futility of

every effort to elevate the colored man in this country, and con-

sequently the duty and benevolence of sending him to Africa,

beyond the reach of our cruelty.f The theory is as false in fact

* African Repository, Yol. IV, p. 226.

t " Prejudices, wliich neither refinement, nor argument, nor education,
NOR RELIGION ITSELF Can subduc, mark the people of color, whether bond or
free, as the subjects of a degradation inevitable and inctirahle." Address of
the Connecticut Col. Society. " The managers consider it clear that causes
exist, and are now operating, to prevent their infprovement and elevation to

any considerable extent as a class in this country, which are fixed, not only
beyond the control of the friends of humanity, but of any human power

:

Christiaxity cannot do for them here, what it will do for them in Africa.

This is not t\i.e fault of the colored man, nor of the white man, but an ordi-
nation OF Providence, and no more to be changed than the laios of nature."
15th Rep., Am. Col. Soc., p. 47.

" The people of color must, in this country, remain for ages, probably for

ever, a separate and distinct caste, weighed down by causes powerful, uni-
versal, invincible, which neither legislation nor Christianity can remove."
African Repository, Vol. VIII, p. 196.

" Do they (the abolitionists) not perceive that in thus confounding all the
distinctions which God himself has made, they arraign the wisdom and good-
ness of Providence itself ? It has been his divine pleasure, to make the black
man black, and the white man white, and to distinguish them by other

repulsive constitutional differences." Speech in Senate of the United States,

February 7, 1839, iy Henry Clay, President of the Am. Col. Soc.
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as it is derogatory to the character of that God wliom we are

told is LOVE. With what astonishment and disgust should we
behold an eartldy parent exciting feuds and animosities among
his own children

;
yet we are assured, and that too by professing

Christians, that our heavenly Father has implanted a principle

of hatred, rejiulsion and alienation between certain portions of

his family on earth, and then commanded them, as if in mockery,

to " love one another."

In vain do we seek in nature for the origin of this prejudice.

Young childi-en never betray it, and on the continent of Europe
it is unknown. We are not speaking of matters of taste, or of

opinions of personal beauty, but of a jorejudice against com-

plexion, leading to insult, degradation and oppression. In no

country in Europe is any man excluded from refined society, or

deprived of literary, religious, or political jirivileges on account

of the tincture of his skin. If this prejudice is the fiat of the

Almighty, most wonderful is it, that of all the kindreds of the

earth, none have been found submissive to the heavenly impulse,

excepting the white inhabitants of North America ; and of these,

it is no less strange than true, that this divine principle of repul-

sion is most energetic in such persons as, in other respects, are

the least observant of their Maker's will. This prejudice is

sometimes erroneously regarded as the cause of slavery ; and

some zealous advocates of emancipation have flattered themselves

that, could the prejudice be destroyed, negro slavery would fall

with it. Such persons have very inadequate ideas of the malio--

nity of slavery. They forget that the slaves in Greece and Rome
Averc of the same hue as their masters ; and that at the South,

the value of a slave, especially of a female, rises, as the com-

plexion recedes from the African standard.

Were we to inquire into the geography of this prejudice, we
should find that the localities in which it attains its rankest

luxuriance, are not the rice-swamps of Georgia, nor the su"-ar-

fields of Louisiana, but the hills and valleys of New En "-land,

and the prairies of Ohio ! It is a fact of acknowledged notoriety,

that however severe may be the laws against the colored people

at the South, the prejudice against their persons is far weaker
than among ourselves.

32*
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It is not necessary, for our present purjjose, to enter into a

particular investigation of the condition of the free negroes in

the slave States. We all know that they suflfer every form of

oppression which the laws can inflict upon persons not actually

slaves. That unjust and cruel enactments should proceed from

a people who keep two millions of their fellow-men in abject

bondage, and who believe such enactments essential to the main-

tenance of their despotism, certainly affords no cause for sur-

prise.

We turn to the free States, where slavery has not directly

steeled our hearts against human suffering, and where no sup-

posed danger of insurrection affords a pretext for keeping the

free blacks in ignorance and degradation ; and we ask, What is

the character of the prejudice against color here? Let the Rev.

Mr. Bacon, of Connecticut, answer the question. This gentle-

man, in a vindication of the Colonization Society, assures us,

" The Soodra is not farther separated from the Braliim in regard

to all his privileges, civil, intellectual, and moral, than the negro

fi'oni the white man by the prejudices which result from the dif-

ference made between them by the God of nature." Rep. Am.

Col. Soc, p. 87.

We may here notice the very opposite effect produced on

abolitionists and colonizationists, by the consideration that this

difference t's made by the God of nature ; leading the one to

discard the prejudice, and the other to banish its victims.

With these preliminary remarks we will now proceed to take

a view of the condition of the free people of color in the non-

slave-holding States ; and will consider in order, the various

disabilities and oppressions to which they are subjected, either

by law or the customs of society.

1. GENERAL EXCLUSION FROM THE ELECTIVE FRANCHISE.

Were this exclusion founded on the want of property, or any

other qualification deemed essential to the judicious exercise of

the franchise, it would afford no just cause of complaint ; but it

is founded solely on the color of the skin, and is therefore irra-
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tional and unjust. That taxation and representation should be

insciiarablc, was one of the axioms of tlic fathers of our Revo-

lution, and one of the reasons they assigned for their revolt

from the crown of Britain. But noiv, it is deemed a mark of

fanaticism to complain of the disfranchisement of a whole race,

wliile they remain subject to the burden of taxation. It is

worthy of remark, that of the thirteen original States, only two

were so recreant to the principles of the Revolution, as to make

a iohite shin a qualification for suffrage. But the prejudice has

grown with our growth, and strengthened Avith our strength ; and

it is believed that in every State constitution subsequently formed

or revised, (excepting Vermont and Maine, and the revised

constitution of Massachusetts,) the crime of a dark complexion

has been punished, by debarring its possessor from all approach

to the ballot-box.* The necessary effect of this proscription in

aggravating the oppression and degradation of the colored inhab-

itants, must be obvious to all who call to mind the solicitude

manifested by demagogues, and office-seekers, and law-makers,

to propitiate the good will of all who have votes to bestow.

2. DENIAL OF THE RIGHT OF LOCOMOTION.

It is in vain that the Constitution of the United States express-

ly guarantees to " the citizens of each State, all the privileges and

immunities of citizens in the several States :
"— It is in vain

that the Supreme Court of the United States has solemnly

decided that this clause confers on every citizen of one State the

right to " pass through, or reside in any other State for the pur-

poses of trade, agriculture, professional pui-suits, or otherivise.''

It is in vain that " the members of the several State Legislatures
"

are required to "be bound by oath or affirmation to support"

the Constitution conferring this very guaranty. Constitutions

and judicial decisions and religious obligations are alike outraged

by our State enactments against people of color. There is

* " From this remark the revised constitution of NewYork is nominally an
exception, colored citizens, possessing a freehold worth two hundred and
fifty dollars, being allowed to vote ; while suffrage is extended to xchite citi-

zens without any property qualification.
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scarcely a slave State in whicli a citizen of New York, with a

dark skin, may visit a dying child without subjecting himself to

leo-al penalties. But in the slave States we look for cruelty ; we

expect the rights of humanity and the laws of the land to be

sacrificed on the altar of slavery. In the free States, we had

reason to hope for a greater deference to decency and morality.

Yet even in these States we behold the effects of a miasma

wafted from the South. The Connecticut Black Act, prohibit-

ing, under heavy penalties, the instruction of any colored person

from another State, is well known. It is one of the encouraging

signs of the times, that public opinion has recently compelled

the repeal of this detestable law. But among all the free States,

Ohio stands preeminent for the Avickedness of her statutes

against this class of our population. These statutes are not

merely infamous outrages on every principle of justice and

humanity, but are gross and palpable violations of the State

constitution, and manifest an absence of moral sentiment in the

Ohio Legislature, as deplorable as it is alarming. Wc speak

the language, not of passion, but of sober conviction ; and for

the truth of this language we appeal, first, to the statutes them-

selves, and then to the consciences of our readers. We shall

have occasion to notice these laws under the several divisions of

our subject to which they belong ; at present we ask attention

to the one intended to prevent the colored citizens of other

States from removing into Ohio. By the constitution of New
York, the colored inhabitants are expressly recognized as " citi-

zens." Let us suppose, then, a New York freeholder and voter

of this class, confiding in the guaranty given by the Federal

constitution, removes into Ohio. No matter how much property

he takes Avith him ; no matter Avhat attestations he produces to

the purity of his character, he is required by the Act of 1807,

to find, within twenty days, two freehold sureties in the sura of

five hundred dollars for his good heliavior ; and likewise for his

maintenance, should he at any future period, from any cause

whatever, be unable to maintain himself, and in default of pro-

curing such sureties, he is to be removed by the overseers of the

poor The Legislature well knew that it would generally be
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utterly impossible for a stranger, and especially a hlach stranger,

to find such sureties. It was the design of the Act, by imposing

impracticable conditions, to prevent colored emigrants from re-

maining -within the State ; and in order more certainly to effect

this object, it imposes a pecuniary penalty on every inhabitant

who shall venture to •' harbor," that is, receive under his roof,

or who shall even " employ " an emigrant who has not given

the required sureties ; and it moreover renders such inhabitant

so harboring or employing him legally liable for his future

maintenance

!

We are frequently told that the efforts of the abolitionists have

in fact aggravated the condition of the colored people, bond and

free. The date of this law, as well as the date of most of the

laws composing the several slave-codes, shows what credit is to

be given to the assertion. If a barbarous enactment is recent,

its odium is thrown upon the friends of the blacks ; if ancient^

we are assured that it is obsolete. The Ohio law was enacted

only four years after the State was admitted into the Union.

In 1800 there were only three hundred and thirty-seven free

blacks in the territory, and in 1830, the number in the State

was nine thousand five hundred. Of course a very large pro-

portion of the present colored population of the State must have

entered it in ignorance of this iniquitous law, or in defiance of it.

That the law has not been universally enforced, proves only that

the people of Ohio are less profligate than their legislators ; that

it has remained on the statute book for thirty-two years, proves

the depraved state of public opinion and the horrible persecution

to which the colored people are legally exposed. But let it not

be supposed that this vile law is in fixct obselete, and its very

existence forgotten.

In 1829, a very general effort was made to enforce this law,

and about one thousand free blacks were in consequence of it

driven out of the State, and sought a refuge in the more free and

Christian country of Canada. Previous to their departure, they

sent a deputation to the Governor of the Upper Province, to

know if they would be admitted, and received from Sir James

Colebrook this reply:— "Tell the republicans on your side of
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the line, that we royalists do not know men by their color.

Should you come to us, you will be entitled to all the privileges

of the rest of his majesty's subjects." This was the origin of

the "Wilberforce colony in Upper Canada.

We have now befoi'e us an Ohio paper containing a proclama-

tion by John S. Wiles, overseer of the poor in the town of Fair-

field, dated 12th March, 1838. In this instrument notice is

given to all " black or mulatto persons " residing in Fairfield, to

comply with the requisitions of the Act of 1807 Avithin twenty

days, or the law would be enforced against them. The procla-

mation also addresses the white inhabitants of Fairfield in the

following terms : " Whites, look out ! If any person or persons

employing any black or mulatto person, contrary to the third

section of the above law, you may look out for the breakers."

The extreme vulgarity and malignity of this notice indicates the

spirit which gave birth to this detestable law, and continues it in

being.

Now what says the constitution of Ohio ? " All are born free

and independent, and have certain natural, inherent, inalienable

rights ; among which are the enjoying, and defending life and

liberty, cicquiring, possessing a)id protecting jyroperti/, and pur-

suing and attaining happiness and safety." Yet men who had

called their Maker to witness that they would obey this very

constitution, require impracticable conditions, and then impose

a pecuniary penalty and grievous liabilities on every man who

shall give to an innocent fellow-countryman a night's lodging,

or even a meal of victuals in exchange for his honest labor

!

3. DENIAL OF THE RIGHT OF PETITION.

We explicitly disclaim all intention to imply that the several

disabilities and cruelties we are specifying are of universal

aj^plication. The laws of some States in relation to people of

color are more wicked than others ; and the spirit of persecution

is not in every place equally active and malignant. In none of

the free States have these people so many grievances to com-

plain of as in Ohio, and for the honor of our country we rejoice
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to add, that in no other State in the Union has their right to

petition for a redress of their grievances been denied.

On the 1 4th of January, 1839, a petition for relief from certain

legal disabilities, from colored inhabitants of Ohio, was presented

to the popular branch of the Legislature, and its rejection was
moved by George H. Flood.* This rejection was not a denial

of the prayer, but an expulsion of the petition itself, as an
intruder into the House. "The question presented for our

decision," said one of the members, "is simply this— Shall

human beings, Avho are bound by every enactment upon our

statute book, be permitted to request the Legislature to modify

or soften the laws under which they live?" To the Grand
Sultan, crowded with petitions as he traverses the streets of

Constantinople, such a question would seem most strange ; but

American Democrats can exert a tyranny over men who have no

votes, utterly unknown to Turkish despotism. Mr. Flood's

motion was lost by a majority of only four votes ; but this tri-

umph of humanity and republicanism was as transient as it was

meagre. The next day, the House, by a large majority, resolved

" That the blacks and mulattocs -nho may be residents within th«
State, have no constitutional riglit to present their petitions to the
General Asscmljly for any purpose whatsoever, and that any reception

of such petitions on the part of the General Assembly is a mere act of
privilege or policy, and not imposed by any expressed or implied
power of the Constitution."

The phraseology of this resolution is as clumsy as its assertions

are base and sophistical. The meaning intended to be expressed

is simply, that the constitution of Ohio, neither in terms nor by

implication, confers on such residents as are negroes or mulattoes,

any right to offer a petition to the Legislature for any object

whatever ; nor imposes on that body any obligation to notice

such a petition ; and whatever attention it may please to bestow

upon it, ought to be regarded as an act not of duty, but merely

of favor or expediency. Hence it is obvious, that the principle

on which the resolution is founded is, that the reciprocal right

and duty of offering and hearing petitions rests solely on constu

* It is sometimes interesting to preserve the names of individuals who
have perpetrated bold and unusual enormities.
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tutional enactment, and not on moral obligation. The reception

of negi'o petitions is declared to be a mere act of privilege or

policy. Now it is difficult to imagine a principle more utterly

subversive of all the duties of rulers, the rights of citizens, and

the charities of private life. The victim of oppression or fraud

has no right to appeal to the constituted authorities for redress,

nor are those authorities under any obligation to consider the

appeal ; the needy and unfortunate have no right to implore

the assistance of their more fortunate neighbors ; and all are at

liberty to turn a deaf ear to the cry of distress. The eternal

and immutable principles of justice and humanity, proclaimed

by Jehovah, and impressed by him on the conscience of man,

have no binding force on the Legislature of Ohio, unless ex-

pressly adopted and enforced by the State constitution !

But as the Legislature has thought proper thus to set at

defiance the moral sense of mankind, and to take refuge behind

the enactments of the constitution, let us try the strength of

their entrenchments. The words of the constitution, which it is

pretended sanction the resolution we are considering, are the

following, viz.:

—

"The people have a right to assemble together

in a peaceable manner to consult for their common good, to

instruct their representatives, and to apply to the Legislature for

a redress of grievances." It is obvious that this clause confers

no rights, but is merely declaratory of existing rights. Still, as

the right of the people to apply for a redress of grievances is

coupled with the right of instructing their repiresentativcs, and as

negroes are not electors, and conse(iuently are without represen-

tatives, it is inferred that they are not part of the people. That
Ohio legislators are not Christians would be a more rational

conclusion. One of the members avowed his opinion that "none
but voters had a right to petition." If, then, according to the

principle of the resolution, the constitution of Ohio denies the

right of petition to all but electors, let us consider the practical

results of such a denial. In the first place, every female in the

State is placed under the same disability with " blacks and mu-
lattoes. No wife has a right to ask for a divorce— no daughter
may plead for a father's life. Next, no man under twenty-one
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years— no citizen of any age, who from want of sufficient resi-

deiice, or otiier qualification, is not entitled to vote— no individ-

ual among the tens of thousands of aliens in the State, however

oj^pressed and wronged by ofiicial tyranny or corrujition, has a

right to seek redress from the re^jresentatives of the people, and

should he presume to do so, may be told, that, like " blacks and

mulattoes," he " has.no constitutional right to present his petition

to the General Assembly for any purpose whatever." Again,

the State of Ohio is deeply indebted to the citizens of other

States, and also to the subjects of Great Britain, for money bor-

rowed to construct her canals. Should any of these creditors

lose their certificates of debt, and ask for their renewal ; or

should tlieir interest be withheld, or paid in depreciated currency,

and were they to ask for justice at the hands of the Legislature,

they might be told, that any attention paid to their recpiest must

be regarded as a " mere act of privilege or policy, and not im-

posed by any expressed or imjdied power of the Constitution,"

for, not being voters, they stood on the same ground as " blacks

and mulattoes." Such is the folly and wickedness in which

prejudice against color has involved the legislators of a re-

publican and professedly Christian State in the nineteenth

century.

4. EXCLUSION FROM THE ARMY ANL> MILITIA.

The Federal Government is probably the only one in the

world that forbids a portion of its subjects to participate in the

national defence, not from any doubts of their courage, loyalty,

or physical strength, but merely on account of the tincture

of their skin ! To such an absurd extent is this prejudice

against color carried, that some of our militia companies have

occasionally refused to march to the sound of a drum when

beaten by a black man. To declare a certain class of the

community unworthy to bear arms in defence of their na-

tive country, is necessarily to consign that class to general

contempt.

33
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5. exclusion from all rarticipation in the adminis-

,

tration of justice.

No colored man can be a judge, juror, or constable. Were
the talents and acquirements of a Manslield or a Marshall veiled

in a sable skin, they would be excluded from the bench of the

humblest court in the American I'epublic. In the slave States

generally, no black man can enter a court of justice as a witness

against a white one. Of course a white man may, with perfect

impunity, defraud or abuse a negro to any extent, provided he

is careful to avoid the presence of any of his own caste, at the

execution of his conti'act, or the indulgence of his malice. lYe

are not aware that an outrage so flagrant is sanctioned by the

laws of any//-ee State, with one exception. That exception the

reader will readily believe can be none other than Onio. A
statute of this State enacts, " that no black or mulatto person or

persons shall hereafter be permitted to be sworn, or give evi-

dence in any court of record or elsewhere, in this State, in any

cause depending, or matter of controversy, when either party to

the same is a white person ; or in any prosecution of the State

against any white person."

We have seen that on the subject of petition the Legislature

regards itself as independent of all obligation except such as is

imposed by the constitution. How mindful they are of the re-

quirements even of that instrument, when obedience to them

would check the indulgence of their malignity to the blacks, ap-

pears from the 7th Section of the 8th Article, viz.—" All courts

shall be open, and exevj person, for any injury done him in his

lands, goods, person or reputation, shall have remedy by due

coui]ise of law, and right and justice administered without denial

or delay."

Ohio legislators may deny that negroes and mulattoes are

citizens, or people ; but they are estopped by the very words of

the statute just quoted, from denying that they are ^^persons."

Now, by the constitution every person, black as well as white,

is to have justice administered to him without denial or delay.

But by the law, while any unknown white vagrant may be a

witness in any case whatever, no black suitor is permitted to
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offer a witness of his own color, however well established may

be his character for intelligence and veracity, to prove his rights

or his wrongs ; and hence in a multitude of cases, justice is de-

nied in despite of the constitution ; and why denied ? Solely

from a foolish and wicked prejudice against color.

6. IMPEDIMENTS TO EDUCATION.

No people have ever professed so deep a conviction of the

importance of popular education as ourselves, and no people have

ever resorted to such cruel expedients to perpetuate abject ig-

norance. More than one third of the whole population of the

slave States are prohibited from learning even to read, and in

some of them, free men, if with dark complexions, are subject to

stripes for teaching their owa children. If we turn to the free

States, we find that in all of them, without exception, the preju-

dices and customs of society oppose almost insuperable obstacles

to the acquisition of a liberal education by colored youth. Our

academies and colleges are barred against them. We know

there are instances of young men with dark skins having been

received, imder peculiar circumstances, into northern colleges

;

but we neither know nor believe, that there have been a dozen

such instances within the last thirty years.

Colored children are very generally excluded from our com-

mon schools, in consequence of the prejudices of teachers and

parents. In some of our cities there are schools exclusively for

their use, but in the country the colored population is too sparse

to justify such schools ; and white and black children are rarely

seen studying under the same roof; although such cases do

sometimes occur, and then they are confined to elementary

schools. Some colored young men, who could bear the expense,

have obtained in European seminaries the education denied

them in their native land.

It may not be useless to cite an instance of the malignity with

which the education of the blacks is opposed. The efforts made

in Connecticut to prevent the establishment of schools of a

higher order than usual for colored pupils, are too well known
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to need a recital here ; and lier Black Act, proliibiting the in-

struction of colored children from other States, although now

expunged from her statute book through the influence of aboli-

tionists, -will long be remembered to the opprobrium of her citi-

zens. We ask attention to the following illustration of public

opinion in another New England State.

In 1834 an academy was built by subscription in Canaan,

New Hampshire, and a charter granted by the Legislature ; and

at a meeting of the proprietors it was determined to receive all

applicants having " suitable moral and intellectual recommenda-

tions, without other distinctions ;
" in other words, without refer-

ence to complexion. When this determination was made known,

a town meeting was forthwith convened, and the following res-

olutions adopted, viz.

:

" Resolved, that we view with cibhorrence the attempt of the aboli-

tionists to establish in this town a school for the instruction of the sable

sons and daughters of Africa, in common with our sons and daughters.

" Resolved'i that we will not associate with, nor in any way counte-

nance, any man or woman who shall hereafter persist in attempting to

establish a school in this town for the exclusive^ education of blacks, or

for their education in conjunction with the whites."

The frankness of this last resolve is commendable. The

inhabitants of Canaan, assembled in legal town meeting, deter-

mined, it seems, that the blacks among them should in future

have no education whatever ; they should not be instructed in

company with the whites, neither should they have schools

exclusively for themselves.

The "proprietors of the academy supposing, in the simplicity

of their hearts, that in a free country they might use their prop-

erty in any manner not forbidden by laAV, proceeded to open their

school, and in the ensuing spring, had twenty-eight white, and

fourteen colored scholars. The crisis had now arrived Avhen the

cause of prejudice demanded the sacrifice of constitutional

liberty and of private property. Another town meeting was

convoked, at which, without a shadow of authority, and in utter

contempt of law and decency, it was ordered, that the academy

should be forcibly removed, and a committee was appointed to

execute the abominable mandate. Due preparations were made
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for the occasion, and on the 10th of August, three hundred men

with about two hundred oxen, assembled at the place, and taking

the edifice from off' its foundation, dragged it to a distance, and

left it a ruin. No one of the actors in this high-handed outrage

was ever brouglit before a court of justice to answer for this

criminal and riotous destruction of the property of others.

The transaction we have narrated expresses in emphatic

terms the deep and settled hostility felt in the free States, to the

education of the blacks. The prejudices of the community ren-

der that hostility generally effective without the aid of legal

enactments. Indeed, some remaining regard to decency and

the opinion of the world, has restrained the Legislatures of the

free States, with one exception, from consigning these unhappy

people to ignorance by "decreeing unrighteous decrees," and

" framing mischief by a law." Our readers, no doubt, feel that

the exception must of course be Ohio.

We have seen with what deference Ohio legislators profess to

regard their constitutional obligations ; and we are now to con-

template another instance of their shameless violation of them.

The constitution which these men have sworn to obey declares,

" No LAWS SHALL BE PASSED to prevent the poor of the several

townships and counties in this State from an equal participation in the

schools, academies, colleges, and universities in this State, which are

endowed in whole, or in part, from the revenue arising from donations

made by the United States, for the support of colleges and schools—
and the door of said schools, academies, and univershies shall be open

for the reception of scholars, students, and teachers of every grade,

without ANT DISTINCTION OR PREFERENCE WHATEVER."

Can language be more explicit or unequivocal ? But have

any donations been made by the United States for the support

of colleges and schools in Ohio ? Yes ; by an Act of Congress,

the sixteenth section of land in each originally surveyed township

in the State was set apart as a donation for the express purpose

of endowing and supporting common schools. And now, how

have the scrupulous legislators of Ohio, who refuse to acknowl-

edge any other than constitutional obligations to give ear to the

cry of distress— how have they obeyed this injunction of the

constitution respecting the freedom of their schools? They

enacted a law in 1831, declaring that, '' when any appropriation

33*
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shall be made by tlie directors of any school district, from the

treasury thereof, for the payment of a teacher, the school in such

district shall be open "— to whom ?— " ^o scliolars, students,

and teachers of every grade, loithout distinction or preference,

whatever," as commanded by the constitution ? Oh no I
— " shall

be open to all the WHITE children residing therein !
" Such

is the impotency of written constitutions, where a sense of moral

obligation is wanting to enforce them.

We have now taken a review of the Ohio laws against free

people of color. Some of them are of old, and others of recent

date. The opinion entertained of all these laws, new and old,

by the present legislators of Ohio, may be learned by a resolu-

tion adopted in January last, (1839) by both houses of the

Legislature.

" Resolved, that in the opinion of this General Assembly it is unwise,

impolitie, and inexpedient to repeal any law now in force imposing
disabilities upon black or mulatto persons, thus placing tliem upon an
equality with the whites, so far as this Legislature can do, and indirectly

inviting the black population of other States to emigrate to this, to

the manifest injury of the public interest."

The best comment on the spirit which dictated this resolve

is an enactment by the same Legislature, abrogating the supreme

law which requires us to " do unto others as we would they

should do unto us," and prohibiting every citizen of Ohio from

harboring or concealing a fugitive slave, under the penalty of

fine or imprisonment. General obedience to this vile statute is

alone wanting to fill to the brim the cup of Ohio's iniquity and

degradation. She hath done what she could to oppress and

crush the free negroes within her borders. She is now seeking

to recham the slave who has escaped from his fetters.

7. IMPEDIMENTS TO RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION.

It is unnecessary to dwell here on the laws of the slave States

prohibiting the free people of color from learning to read the

Bible, and, in many instances, from assembling at discretion to

worship theii- Creator. These laws, we are assured, are indis-

pensable to the perpetuity of that " peculiar institution," which

many masters m Israel are now teaching, enjoys the sanction of
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lliji who " will have all men to ]be saved, and to come to the

knowledge of the truth," and who has left to his disciples the

hijunction " search the Scriptures." We turn to the free States,

in which no institution requires that the light of the glorious

gospel of Christ should be prevented from shining on any por-

tion of the population, and inquire how far 2:)rejudice here sup-

plies the place of southern statutes.

The impediments to education already mentioned, necessarily

render the acquisition of religious knowledge ditlicult, and in

many instances impracticable. In the northern cities, the blacks

have frequently churches of their own, but in the country they

are too few and too poor to build churches and maintain minis-

ters. Of course they must remain destitute of public worship

and religious instruction, unless they can enjoy these blessings

in company with the whites. Now there is hardly a church in

the United States, not exclusively appropriated to the blacks,

in which one of their number owns a pew, or has a voice in the

choice of a minister. There are usually, indeed, a few seats in

a remote part of the church, set apart for their use, and in which

no white person is ever seen. It is surely not surprising, under

all the circumstances of the case, that these seats are rarely

crowded.

Colored ministers are occasionally ordained in the different

denominations, but they are kept at a distance by their white

brethren in the ministry, and are very rarely permitted to enter

their pulpits ; and still more rarely, to sit at their tables,

although acknowledged to be ambassadors of Christ. The dis-

tinction of caste is not forgotten, even in the celebration of the

Lord's Supper, and seldom are colored disciples permitted to eat

and drink of the memorials of the Redeemer's passion till after

every white communicant has been served.

8. IMPEDIMENTS TO HONEST INDUSTRY.

In this country ignorance and poverty are almost inseparable

companions ; and it is surely not strange that those should be

poor whom we compel to be ignorant. The liberal professions

are virtually sealed against the blacks, if we except the church.
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and even in that, admission is rendered difficult by the obstacles

placed in their way in acquiring the requisite literary qualifica-

tions ;
* and when once admitted, their administrations are

confined to their own color. Many of our most wealthy and

influential citizens have commenced life as ignorant and as pen-

niless as any negro who loiters in our streets. Had their com-

plexion been dark, notwithstanding their talents, industry,

enterprise and probity, they would have continued ignorant and

penniless, because the paths to learning and to wealth would then

have been closed against them. There is a conspiracy, embracing

all the departments of society, to keep the black man ignorant

and poor. As a general rule, admitting few if any exceptions,

the schools of literature and of science reject him—the counting

house refuses to receive him as a bookkeeper, much more as

a partner— no store admits him as a clerk— no shop as an

apprentice. Here and there a black man may be found keeping

a few trifles on a shelf for sale ; and a few acquire, as if by

stealth, the knowledge of some handicraft ; but almost univers-

ally these people, both in town and country, are prevented by

the customs of society fi-om maintaining themselves and their

families by any other than menial occupations.

In 1836, a black man of irreproachable character, and who

by his industry and frugality had accumulated several thousand

dollars, made application in the City of New York for a carman's

license, and was refused solely and avowedly on account of his

* Of the truth of this remark, the trustees of the Episcopal Theological
Seminary at New York, lately (June, 1839) afforded a striking illustration.

A young man, regularly acknowledged by the bishop as a candidate for

orders, and in consequence of such acknowledgment entitled, by an express
statute of the seminary, to admission to its privileges, presented himself as

a pupil. But God had given him a dark complexion, and therefore the trus-

tees, regardless of the statute, barred the doors against him, by a formal
and deliberate vote. As a compromise between conscience and prejudice,

the professors offered to give him j)rivate instruction—to do in secret what
they were ashamed to do openly—to confer as a favor what he was entitled

to demand as a right. The offer was rejected.
It is worthy of remark, that of the trustees who took an active part against

the colored candidate, one is the President of the New York Colonization
Society ; another a manager, and a third, one "of its public champions ; and
that the bishop of the diocese, who wished to exclude his candidate from
the theological school of which he is both a trustee and a professor, lately

headed a recommendation in the newspapers for the purchase of a packet
ship for Liberia, as likely to "render far more efficient than heretofore, the
enterprise of colonization."
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complexion ! "We have already seen the effoi't of the Ohio

Legislature to consign the negroes to starvation by deterring

others from employing them. Ignorance, idleness, and vice,

are at once the punishments we intlict upon these unfortunate

people for their complexion ; and the crimes with which we are

constantly reproaching them.

9. LIABILITY TO BE SEIZED, AND TREATED AS SLATES.

An able-bodied colored man sells in the southern market for

from eight hundred to a thousand dollars ; of course he is worth

stealing. Colonizationists and slave-holders, and many northern

divines, solemnly affirm, that the situation of a slave is far pref-

erable to that of a free negro ; hence it would seem an act of

humanity to convert the latter into the former. Kidnapping

being both a lucrative and a benevolent business, it is not strange

it should be extensively practised. In many of the States this

business is regulated by law, and there are various ways in

which the transmutation is legally effected. Thus, in South

Carolina, if a free negro " entertains " a runaway slave, it may
be his OAvn wife or child, he himself is turned into a slave. In

1827, a free tvoman and her three children underwent this be-

nevolent process, for entertaining two fugitive children of six

and nine years old. In Virginia all emancipated slaves remain-

ing twelve months in the State, are kindly restored to their

former condition. In Maryland a free negro who marries a

white woman, thereby acquires all the privileges of a slave

—

and generally, throughout the slave region, including the District

of Columbia, every negro not known to be free, is mercifully

considered as a slave, and if his master cannot be ascertained

he is thrown into a dungeon, and there kept, till by a public sale

a master can be provided for him. But often the law grants to

colored men, knoivn to be free, all the advantages of slavery.

Thus, in Georgia, every ^ree colored man coming into the State,

and unable to pay a fine of one hundred dollars, become a slave

for life ; in Florida, insolvent debtors, if llaclc, are SOLD for

the benefit of their creditors ; and in the District of Columbia a
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free colored man, thrown into jail on suspicion of being a slave

and proving his freedom, is required by law to be sold as a

slave, if too poor to pay his jail fees. Let it not be supposed

that these laws are all obsolete and inoperative. They catch

many a northern negro, who, in pursuit of his own business, or

on being decoyed by others, ventures to enter the slave region
;

and who, of course, helps to augment the wealth of our southern

brethren. On the 6th of March, 1839, a report by a Committee

was made to the House of Representatives of the Massachusetts

Legislature, in which are given the names of seventeen free

colored men who had been enslaved at the South. It also states

an instance in which twenty-five colored citizens, belonging to

Massachusetts, were confined at one time in a southern jail, and

another instance in which seventy-five free colored pei'sons from

different free States were confined, all preparatory to their sale

as slaves according to law.

The facts disclosed in this report induced the Massachusetts

Legislature to pass a resolution protesting against the kidnap-

ping laws of the slave States, " as invading the sacred rights of

citizens of this commonwealth, as conti'ary to the Constitution of

the United States, and in utter derogation of that great principle

of the common law which presumes every person to be innocent

until pi'oved to be guilty
;

" and ordered the protest to be for-

warded to the Governors of the several States.

But it is not at the South alone that freemen may be con-

verted into slaves " according to law." The Act of Congress

respecting the recovery of fugitive slaves, affords most extraor-

dinary facilities for this process, through official corruption and

individual perjury. By this Act, the claimant is permitted to

select a justice of the peace, before whom he may bring or send

his alleged slave, and even to prove his pi-operty by affidavit.

Indeed, in almost every State in the Union, a slave-holder may
recover at law a human being as his beast of burden, with far

less ceremony than he could his pig from the jiossession of his

neighbor. In only three States is a rrian, claimed as a slave, en-

titled to a trial by jury. At the last session of the New York

Legislature a bill allowing a jury trial in such cases was passed
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by the lower House, but rejected by a democratic vote in the

Senate, democracy in that State being avowedly only skin deep,

all its principles of liberty, equality, and human rights depending

on complexion.

Considering the wonderful ease and expedition Avith which

fugitives may be recovered by law, it would be very strange if

mistakes did not sometimes occur. Hoio often they occur cannot,

of coui-se, be known, and it is only when a claim is defeated, that

we are made sensible of the exceedingly precarious tenure by

which a poor friendless negro at the North holds his personal

liberty. A few years since, a girl of the name of Mary Gilmoi'c

was arrested in Philadelphia, as a fugitive slave from Maryland.

Testimony was not wanting in supjiort of the claim
; yet it was

most conclusively proved that she was the daughter of poor Irish

parents—having not a drop of negro blood in her veins ; that the

father had absconded, and that the mother had died a drunkard

in the Philadelphia hospital, and that the infant had been kindly

received and hrougld up in a coloredfamily. Hence the attempt

to make a slave of her. In the spring of 1839, a colored man
was arrested in Philadelijhia, on a charge of having absconded

from his owner twenty-three years before. This man had a wife

and family depending upon him, and a home where he enjoyed

their society ; and yet, unless he could find witnesses who could

prove his freedom for more than this number of years, he was

to be torn from his wife, his children, his home, and doomed for

the remainder of his days to toil under the lash. Four witnesses

for the claimant swore to his identity, although they had not

seen him before for twenty-three years ! By a most extraordi-

nary coincidence, a New England captain, with whom this negro

had sailed twenty-nine years before, in a sloop from Nantucket,

happened at this very time to be confined for debt in the same
prison with the alleged slave, and the captain's testimony, to-

gether with that of some other witnesses, who had known the

man previous to his pretended elopement, so fully established

his freedom, that the court discharged him.

Another mode of legal kidnapping still remains to be described.

By the Federal Consthution, fugitives from justice are to be de-
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livered up, and under this constitutional provision, a free ne"TO

may be converted into a slave without troubling even a justice of

the peace to hear the evidence of the captor's claun. A fusjitive

slave is of course a felon ; he not only steals himself, but also the

rags on his back which belong to his master. It is understood

he has taken refuge in New York, and his master naturally

wishes to recover him with as little noise, trouble, and delay as

possible. The way is simple and easy. Let the Grand Jury

indict A. B. for stealing wearing apparel, and let the indictment,

with an affidavit of the criminal's flight, be forwarded by the

Governor of the State to his Excellency of New York, with a

requisition for the delivery of A. B. to the agent appointed to

receive him. A warrant is, of course, issued to " any constable

of the State of New York," to arrest A. B. For what pur-

pose ?— to bring him before a magistrate where his identity may
be established ?— no, but to deliver him up to the foreign agent.

Hence, the constable may pick up the first likely negro he finds

in the sti-eet, and ship him to the South ; and sliould it be found,

on his arrival on the plantation, that the wrong man has come,

it will also probably be found that the mistake is of no conse-

quence to the planter. A few years since, the Governor of New
York signed a warrant for the ap^irehension of seventeen Vir-

ginia negi'oes, as fugitives from justice.* Under this warrant,

a man who had lived in the neighborhood for thi*ee years, and

had a wife and children, and who claimed to be free, was seized,

on a Sunday evening, in the public highway, in West Chester

County, N. Y., and without being permitted to take leave of his

family, was instantly handcufied, thrown into a carriage, and

hurried to New York, and the next morning Avas on his voyage

to Vii'ginia.

Free colored men are converted into slaves not only by law,

but also contrary to law. It is, of course, difficult to estimate the

extent to which illegal kidnapping is carried, since a large num-

* There is no evidence that he knew they were negroes, or that he acted

otherwise than in perfect good faith. The alleged crime was stealing a boat.

The real crime, it is said, was stealing themselves and escaping in a boat.

The most horrible abuses of these warranta can only be prevented by requir-

ing proof of identity before delivery.
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bei" of cases must escape detection. In a work published by

Judge Stroud, of Pliiladelpliia, in 1827, he states, that it had

been ascertained that more than thirty free colored persons, mostly

children, had been kidnapped in that city within the last two

years.*

10. SUBJECTION TO INSULT AND OUTRAGE.

The feeling of the community towards these people, and the

contempt with which they are treated, are indicated by the fol-

lowing notice, lately published by the proprietors of a menagerie,

in New York. " The proprietors wish it to be understood, that

people of color are not permitted to enter, except when in attend-

ance upon children andfamilies." For two shillings, any white

scavenger would be freely admitted, and so would negroes, pro-

vided they came in a capacity that marked their dependence

;

their presence is offensive, only when they come as independent

spectators, gratifying a laudable curiosity.

Even death, the great leveller, is not permitted to obliterate,

among Christians, the distinction of caste, or to rescue the life-

less form of the colored man from the insults of his white breth-

ren. In the porch of a Presbyterian Church, in Philadelphia,

in 1837, was suspended a card, containing the form of a deed, to

be given to purchasers of lots in a certain bui'ial ground, and to

enhance the value of the property, and to entice buyers, the fol-

lowing clause was inserted : " No person of color, nor any one

who has been the subject of execution, shall be interred in said

lot."

Our colored fellow-citizens, like others, are occasionally called

to pass from one place to another ; and in doing so arc com-

pelled to submit to innumerable hardships and indignities. They

are frequently d^ied seats in our stage coaches ; and although

admitted upon the decks of our steamboats, are almost universally

excluded from the cabins. Even women have been forced, in

cold weather, to pass the night upon deck, and in one instance

* Stroud's Sketch of the Slave Laws, p. 94.

34
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the Avife of a colored clergyman lost her life in consequence of

such an exposure.

The contempt poured upon these people by our laws, our

churches, our seminaries, our professions, naturally invokes upon

their heads the fierce wrath of vulgar malignity. In order to

exhibit the actual condition of this jDortion of our population, we

will here insert some samples of the outrages to which they are

subjected, taken from the ordinary public journals.

In an account of the New York nots of 1834, the Commercial

Advertiser says

:

" About twenty poor African (native American) families, have had
their all destroyed, and have neither bed, clothing, nor food remaining.

Their houses arc complete]}' eviscerated, their furniture a wreck, and
the ruined and disconsolate tenants of the devoted liouses arc reduced

to the necessity of applying to the corporation for bread."

The example set in New York was zealously followed in Phil-

adelphia.

" Some arrangement, it appears, existed between the mob and the

white inhabitants, as the dwelling-houses of the latter, contiguous to

the residences of the blacks, were illuminated and left undlstui"bed,

while the huts of the negroes were singled out with unerring certainty.

The furniture found in these houses was generally broken up and de-

stroyed—beds ripped open and their contents scattered in the streets.

The number of houses assailed was not less than

twenty. In one house there was a corpse, which teas thrown from the

cojfin, and in another a dead infant was taken out of the bed, and cast

on the floor, the mother beiny at the same time harharously treated." Phil-

adelphia Gazette.

"No case is reported of an attack having been invited or provoked

by the residents of the dwellings assailed or destroyed. The extent of

the depredations committed on the three evenings of riot and outrage

can only be judged of by the number of houses damaged or destroyed.

So far as ascertained, this amounts to fouty-five. One of the houses

assaulted was occupied by an unfortunate cripple, who, unable to fly

from the fury of the mob, was so beaten by some of the ruffians, that

he has since died in consequence of the bruises and wounds inflicted.

. . . . For the last two days the Jersey steamboats have been
loaded with numbers of the colored population, who, fearful their lives

were not safe in this, determined to seek refuge in another State. On
the Jersey side, tents were ei*ected, and the negroes have taken up a

temporary residence, until a prospect shall be offered for their perpet-

ual location in some place of security and liberty." National Gazette.
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The facts we have now exJiibited, abundantly prove the ex-

treme cruelty and sinfulness of that prejudice against color

which we are impiously told is an ordination of Providence.

Colonizatiouists, assuming the prejudice to be natural and invin-

cible, propose to remove its victims beyond its influence. Abo-

litionists, on the contrary, remembering with the Psalmist, that

^' It is He that hath made us, and not we ourselves," believe that

the benevolent Father of us all requires us to treat with justice

and kindness every portion of the human family, notwithstanding

any particular organization he has been pleased to impress upon

them. Instead, therefore, of gratifying and fostering this preju-

dice, by continually banishing from our country those against

whom it is directed, abolitionists are anxious to destroy the preju-

dice itself ; feeling, to use the language of another, that " It is

time to recognize in the humblest portions of society, partakers

of our nature with all its high prerogatives and awful destinies—
time to remember that our distinctions are exterior and evanes-

cent, our resemblance real and permanent— that all is transient

but what is moral and spiritual— that the only graces we can

carry with us into another world, are graces of divine implanta-

tion, and that amid the rude incrustations of poverty and igno-

rance there lurks an imperishable jewel— a soul, susceptible of

the highest spiritual beauty, destined, perhaps, to adorn the

celestial abodes, and to shine forever in the mediatorial diadem

of the Son of God. Talxe heed that ye despise not one of these

little ones"





ADDRESS
TO THE FRIENDS OF CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTY, ON THE

VIOLATION BY THE UNITED STATES HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE RIGHT

OF PETITION,

1840.

To THE Friends op Constitutional Lidertt:—
There was a time, fellow citizens, wheu the above address

would have included the People of the United States.

But, alas ! the freedom of the press, freedom of speech, and the

right of petition, are now hated and dreaded by our Southern

citizens, as hostile to the perpetuity of human bondage ; w^hile,

by their political influence in the Federal Government, they

have induced members at the North to unite with them in their

sacrilegious crusade against these inestimable privileges.

On the 28th of January last, the House of Representatives,

on motion of Mr. Johnson, from Maryland, made it a standing

RULE of the House that " no petition, memorial, resolution, or

other paper, praying the abolition of slaveiy in the District of

Columbia, or any State or Territory of the United States, in

which it now exists, shall be received by the House, or

ENTERTAINED IN ANY WAY WHATEVER."

Thus has the right of petition been immolated in the

very Temple of Liberty, and offered up, a propitiatory sacrifice

to the demon of slavery. Never before has an outrage so

unblushingly profligate been perpetrated upon the Federal Con-

34*
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stitution. Yet, while we mourn the degeneracy which this

transaction evinces, we behold, in its attending circumstances,

joyful omens of the triumph which awaits our stiaiggle with the

hateful power that now perverts the General Government into

an engine of cruelty and loathsome oppression.

Before we congratulate you on these omens, let us recall to

your recollection the steps by which the enemies of human
rights have advanced to their pi*esent rash and insolent defiance

of moral and constitutional obligation.

In 1831, a newspaper was established in Boston, for the pur-

pose of disseminating facts and arguments in favor of the duty

and policy of immediate emancipation. The Legislature of

Georgia, with all the recklessness of despotism, passed a law,

offering a reward of $5000, for the abduction of the editor, and

his delivery in Georgia. As there was no law by which a citi-

zen of Massachusetts could be tried in Georgia, for ex})ressing

his opinions in the capital of his own State, this rewai'd was

intended as the price of BLOOD. Do you start at the sugges-

tion ? Remember the several sums of $25,000, of $50,000, and

of $100,000, offered in Southern papers for kidnapping certain

abolitionists. Remember the hon-iblc inflictions by Southern

Lynch clubs. Remember the declaration, in the United States

Senate, by the brazen-fronted Preston, that, should an abolitionist

be caught in Carolina, he would be HANGED. But, as the

slave-holders could not destroy the lives of the abolitionists, they

determined to murder their characters. Hence, the President of

the United States was induced, in his Message of 1835, to Con-

gress, to charge them with plotting the massacre of the Southern

planters ; and even to stultify himself, by affirming that, for this

purpose, they were engaged in sending, by mail, inflammatory

appeals to the slaves— sending papers to men who could not

read them, and by a conveyance through which they could not

receive them ! He well knew that the papers alluded to were

appeals on the immorality of converting men, women, and chil-

dren, into beasts of burden, and were sent to the masters for

their consideration. The masters in Charleston, dreading the

moral influence of these appeals on the conscience of the slave-
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holding community, forced the Post Office, and made a bonfire

of the papers. The Postmaster-General, with the sanction of

the President, also hastened to their relief, and, in violation of

oaths, and laws, and the Constitution, established ten thousand

censors of the press, each one of whom was authorized to

abstract from the mail every paper which he might think too

favorable to the rights of man.

For more than twenty years, petitions have been presented

to Congress, for the abolition of slavery in the District of Co-

lumbia. The right to present them, and the power of Congress

to grant their prayer, were, until recently, unquestioned. But

the rapid multiplication of these petitions alarmed the slave-

holders, and, knowing that ihey tended to keep alive at the

North, an interest in the slave, they deemed it good policy to

discourage and, if possible, suppress all such applications.

Hence Mr. Pinckney's famous resolution, in 183G, declaring,

" that all petitions, or papers, relating in any wmj, or to any

extent whatever to the subject of slavery, shall, witliout being

printed or referred, be laid on the table ; and no further action

whatever shall be had thereon !

"

The peculiar atrocity of this resolution was, that it not merely

trampled upon the rights of the petitioners, but took from each

member of the House his undoubted privilege, as a legislator of

the District, to introduce any proposition he might think proper,

for the protection of the slaves. In every slave State there are

laws affording, at least, some nominal protection to these unhappy

beings ; but, according to this resolution, slaves might be flayed

alive in the streets of Washington, and no representative of the

people could offer even a resolution for inquiry. And this vile

outrage upon constitutional liberty was avowedly perpetrated

" to repress agitation, to allay excitement, and reestablish har-

mony and tranquillity among the various sections of tlie Union !

!

"

But this strange opiate did not produce the stupefying effects

anticipated from it. In 183G, the petitioners were only 37,000

— the next session they numbered 110,000. Mr. Ilawes, of

Kentucky, now essayed to restore tranquillity by gagging the

uneasy multitude ; but, alas ! at the next Congress, more than
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300,000 petitioners carried new terror to the hearts of the slave-

holders. The next anodyne was pi-escribed by Mr. Patten, of

Virginia, but its effect was to ronse from their stupor some of

the northern Legislatures, and to induce them to denounce his

remedy as " a usurpation of power, a violation of the Constitu-

tion, subversive of the fundamental principles of the govern-

ment, and at war with the prerogatives of the people." * It

was now supposed that the people must be drugged by a northern

man, and Atherton was found a fit instrument for this vile pur-

pose ; but the dose proved only the more nauseous and exciting

from tlie foul hands by which it was administered.

In these various outrages, although all action on the petitions

was prohibited, the papers themselves were received and laid on

the table, and therefore it was contended, that the right of petition

had been preserved inviolate. But the slave-holders, maddened

by the failure of all their devices, and fearing the influence

which the mere sight of thousands and tens of thousands of

petitions in behalf of liberty, would exert, and taking advantage

of the approaching presidential election to operate upon the sel-

fishness of some northern members, have succeeded in crushing

the right of petition itself.

That you may be the more sensible, fellow citizens, of the

exceeding profligacy of the late rule, and of its palable viola-

tion of both the spirit and the letter of the Constitution, which

those who voted for it had sworn to support, suffer us to recall

to your recollection a few historical facts.

The framers of the Federal Constitution supposed the right

of petition too firmly established in the habits and affections of

the people, to need a constitutional guaranty. Their omission to

notice it aroused the jealousy of some of the State conventions,

called to pass upon the constitution. The Viryinia convention

proposed, as an amendment, " that every freeman has a right to

petition, or apply to the Legislature, for a redress of grievances."

And tliis amendment, with others, was ordered to be forwarded

to the different States, for their consideration. The conventions

of North Carolina, New York, and Rhode Island, were held

* Resolutions of Massachusetts and Connecticut, April and May, 1838.
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subsequently, and, of course, had before them the Virginia

amendment. The North Carolina convention adopted a declar-

ation of rights, embracing the very words of the proposed

amendment ; and this declaration was ordered to be submitted

to Congress, before that State would enter the Union. The

conventions of New York and of Rhode Island incorporated in

ihc'ir cerdjicates of rafijicaliou, the assertion that
^^
'Every person

has a right to petition or apply to the Legislature for a redress

of grievances "— using the Virginia phraseology, merely substi-

tuting the word person for freeman, thus claiming the right of

petition even for slaves ; while Virginia and North Carolina

confined it to freemen.

The first Congress, assembled under the Constitution, gave

effect to the wishes thus emphatically expressed, by proposing,

as an amendment, that *' Congress shall make no law respecting

an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise

thereof, or abridging the freedom of the press, or the right of the

people peaceably to assemble, and to petition Government for a

redress of grievances." This amendment was duly ratified by

the States, and when members of Congress swear to support the

Constitution of the United States, they are as much bound by

their oath to refrain from abridging the right of petition, as they

are to fulfil any other constitutional obligation. And will the

slave-holders and their abettors dare to maintain that they have

not foresworn themselves, because they have abridged the right

of the people to petition for a redress of grievances by a rule
of the House, and not by a law ? If so, they may by a rule
require every member, on taking his seat, to subscribe to the

creed of a particular church, and then call their Maker to

witness that they are guiltless of making a law " respecting

an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise

thereof."

The right to petition is one thing, and the disposition of a

petition after it is received, is another. But the new rule makes

no disposition of the petitions ; it prohibits their reception;

they may not be brought into the legislative chamber. Hun-
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dreds of thousands of tlie people are debarred all access to tlieir

representatives, for the purpose of offering them a prayer.

It is said that the manifold abominations perpetrated in the

District ai'e no grievances to the petitioners, and therefore thev

have no right to ask for their removal. But the right guaran-

teed by the Constitution, is a right to ask for the redress of

grievances, whether personal, social, or moral. And who, ex-

cept a slave-holder, will dare to contend that it is no grievance

that our agents, our representatives, our servants, in our name

and by our authority, enact laws erecting and licensing markets

in the Capital of the Republic, for the sale of human beings,

and converting free men into slaves for no other crime than

that of being too poor to pay United States officers the jail

FEES accruing from an iniquitous imprisonment ?

Again, it is pretended that the objects prayed for are palpa-

bly unconstitutional, and that therefore the petitions ought not to

be received. And by what authority are the people deprived

of their right to petition for any object which a majority of

either House of Congress, for the time being, may please to

regard as unconstitutional ? If this usurpation be submitted to,

it will not be confined to abolition petitions. It is well known

that most of the slave-holders noiv insist, that all pi'Otecting

duties are unconstitutional, and that on account of the tariff the

Union was nearly rent by the very men who are noAV horrified

by the danger to which it is exposed by these petitions ! Should

our northern manufacturers again presume to ask Congress to

protect them from foreign competition, the southern members will

find a precedent, sanctioned by northern votes, for a rule that

" no petition, memorial, resolution, or other paper, praying for

the IMPOSITION OF DUTIES FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF MAN-

UFACTURES, shall be received by the House, or entertained in

any way whatever."

It does indeed require southern arrogance to maintain that,

although Congress is invested by the Constitution with " exclu-

sive jurisdiction, in all cases whatsoever," over the District of

Columbia, yet that it would be so palpably unconstitutional to
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abolish the slave-trade, and to emancipate the slaves in the

District, that petitions for these objects ought not to be received.

Yet this is asserted in that very House, on whose minutes is

recorded a resolution, in 18 IG, appointing a committee, with

power to send for persons and papers, " to inquire into the ex-

istence of an inhuman and illegal traffic in slaves, carried on, in

and through the District of Columbia, and report whether any,

and what means are necessary for putting a stop to the same :

"

and another, in 1829, instructing the Committee on the District

of Columbia to inquire into the expediency of providing by law,

" for the gradual abolition of slavery in the District."

In the very first Congress assembled under the Federal Con-

stitution, petitions were presented, asking its interposition for

the mitigation of the evils, and final abolition of the African

slave-trade, and also praying it, as far as it possessed the power,

to take measures for the abolition of slavery. These petitions

excited the wrath and indignation of many of the slave-holding

members, yet no one thouglit of refusing to receive them. They

were referred to a select committee, at the instance of Mr.

Madison himself, who " entered into a critical review of the

cLrcumstances respecting the adoption of the Constitution, and

the ideas upon the limitation of the powers of Congress, to

interfere in the regulation of the commerce of slaves, and showed

tluit they undoubtedly were not precluded from interposing in

their importation ; and generally to regulate the mode in which

every species of business shall be transacted. He adverted to

the Avestern country, and the cession of Georgia, in which Con-

gress have certainly the power to regulate the subject of slavery ;

which shows that gentlemen are mistaken in supposing that

Congress cannot constitutionally interfere in the business in any

degree whatever. He was in favor of committing the petition,

and justified the measure by repeated precedents in the pro-

ceedings ofthe House." U. S. Gazette, 11th Feb., 1790.

Here we find one of the earliest and ablest expounders of

the Constitution, maintaining the power of Congress to " regu-

late the subject of slavery " in the national territories, and urg-

ing the reference of abolition petitions to a special committee.
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The committee made a report, for which, after a long debate,

Avas substituted a declai'ation, by the House, that Congress could

not abolish the slave-trade prior to the year 1808, but had a

right so to regulate it as to provide for the humane treatment of

the slaves on the passage ; and that Congress could not inter-

fere in the emancipation or treatment of slaves in the States.

This declaration gave entire satisfaction, and no farther

abolition petitions were presented, till after the District of

Columbia had been placed under the " exclusive jurisdiction
"

of the General Government.

You all remember, fellow citizens, the wide-spread excite-

ment which a few years since prevailed on the subject of Sun-

day MAILS. Instead of attempting to quiet the agitation, by

outraging the rights of the petitioners. Congress referred the

petitions to a committee, and made no attempt to stifle discus-

sion.

Why, then, we ask, with such authorities and precedents

before them, do the slave-holders in Congress, regardless of

their oaths, strive to gag the friends of freedom, under pretence

of allaying agitation ? Because conscience does make cowards

of tliem all—because they know the accursed system they are

upholding will not bear the light—because they fear, if tliese

petitions are discussed, the abominations of the American slave-

trade, the secrets of the prison-houses in AYashington and Alex-

andria, and the horrors of the human sliambles licensed l)y the

authority of Congress, will be exposed to the scorn and indigna-

tion of the civilized world.

Unquestionably the late rule surpasses, in its profligate con-

tempt of constitutional obligation, any act in the annals of the

Federal Government. As such it might well strike every pat-

riot Avith dismay, Avere it not that attending circumstances teach

us that it is the expiring effort of desperation. When we reflect

on the past subserviency of our northern representatiA'Cs to the

mandates of the slave-holders, we may well raise on the present

occasion, the shout of triumph, and hail the vote on the recent

RULE as the pledge of a glorious victory. Suffer us to recall to

your recollection the majorities by which the successive attempts
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to crush the right of petition and the freedom of debate have

been carried.

Pinckney's Gag was passed May, 1836, by a majority of 51
Hawes's" " Jan. 1837, 58
Patten's " Dec. 183 7, 48
Atherton's " Deo. 1838, 48
Johnson's " Jan. 1840, 6

Surely, when we find the majority against us reduced from 58

to 6, we need no new incentive to perseverance.

Another circumstance which marks the progress of constitu-

tional liberty, is the gradual diminution in the number of our

northern sei-viles. The votes from the free States in favor of the

several gags were as follows :

For Pinckney's, 62
For Hawes's, 70
For Patten's, 52
Fer Atherten's, 49
For Johnson's, 28

There is also another cheering fact connected with the passage

of the RULE which deserves to be noticed. Heretofore the

slave-holders have uniformly, by enforcing the previous ques-

tion, imposed their several gags by a silent vote. On the pi-esent

occasion they were twice baffled in their efforts to stifle debate,

and were, for days together, compelled to listen to speeches on a

subject which they have so often declared should not be dis-

cussed.

A base strife for southern votes has hitherto, to no small

extent, enlisted both the political parties at the North in the

service of the slave-holders. The late unwonted independence

of northern politicians, and the deference paid by them to the

wishes of their own constituents, in preference to those of their

southern colleagues, indicate the advance of public opinion.

No less than forty-nine northern members of the administration

party voted for the Atherton gag, while only twenty-seven dax-ed

to record their names in favor of Johnson's ; and of the repre-

sentation of SIX States, every vote was given against the rule,

without distuaction of party. The tone in which opposite politi-

35
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cal journals denounce the late outrage may warn the slave-holders

that they will not much longer hold the North in bonds. The

leading administration paper in the city of New York regards

the RULE with "utter abhorrence ;" Avhile the official paper of the

opposition, edited by the State printer, trusts that the names of

the recreant northerners who voted for it may be "handed

down to eternal infamy and execration."

The advocates of abolition are no longer consigned to unmiti-

gated contempt and obloquy. Passing by the various living

illustrations of our remark, we appeal for our proofs to the dead.

The late "William Leggett, the editor of a Democratic Jour-

nal in the city of New York, was denounced, in 1835, by the

" Democratic Republican General Committee," for his abolition

doctrines. Far from faltering in his course, on account of the

censure of his own party, he exclaimed, with a presentiment

almost amounting to prophecy, " The stream of public opinion

now sets against us, but it is about to turn, and the regurgitation

will be tremendous. Proud in that day may well be the man

who can iloat in triumph on the first refluent wave, swept onward

by the deluge which he himself, in advance of his fellows, had

largely shared in occasioning. Such be my fate ; and, living

or dying, it will in some measure be mine. I have written my
name in inefliiceable letters on the abolition record." And he

did live to behold the first swelling of the refluent wave. The

denounced abolitionist was honored by a Democratic President

with a diplomatic mission ; and since his death, the resolution

condemning him has been expunged from the minutes of the

Democratic committee.

Of the many victims of the recent awful calamity in our

waters, what name has been most frequently uttered by the

pulpit and the press in the accents of lamentation and panegyric ?

On whose tomb have freedom, philanthropy, and letters been

invoked to strew their funeral wreaths ? All who have heard

of the loss of the Lexington are familiar with the name of

CuARLES FoLLEN. And who was he ? One of the men offi-

cially denounced by President Jackson as a gang of miscreants,

plotting insurrection and murder— and recently a member
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of the Executive Committee of tlie American Anti-Slavery

Society.

Let us then, fellow-citizens, in view of all these things, thank

God and take courage. "We are now contending, not merely for

the emancii^ation of our unhappy fellow-men, kept in bondage

under the authoi-ity of our own representatives— not merely for

the overthrow of the human shambles erected by Congi-ess on

the national domain— but also for the preservation of those

great constitutional rights which were acquired by our fathers,

and are now assailed by the slave-holders and their noi'them

auxiliaries. That you may remember these auxiliaries and

avoid giving them new opportunities of betraying your rights,

we annex a list of their dishonored names.

The following twenty-eight members from the free States

voted in the affirmative on the recent gag rule.

Virgil D. Parris,

MAINE.
Albert Smith.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Charles G. Atherton,

Edmund Burke,

Nehemiah H. Earle,

John Fine,

Nathaniel Jones,

Governeur Kemble,

Ira A. Eastman,
Tristram Shaw.

NEW YORK.
James de la Montayne,
John H. Prentiss,

Theron E. Strong.

PENNSYLVANIA.
John Davis,

Joseph Fornance,
James Gerrj',

D. P. Leadbetter,

William MediU,
Isaac Parrish,

John Davis,

George M'Cullough,
David Petriken,

William S. Ramsay.

OHIO.

George Sweeney,
Jonathan Taylor,

John B. Welkr.

INDIANA.
George H. Proffit.

ILLINOIS.

John Reynolds.
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Let us turn to our more immediate representatives, and, we
trust, more faithful servants. Our State Legislatures will not

refuse to hear our prayers. Let us petition them immediately

to rebuke the treason by which the Constitution has been sur-

rendered into the hands of the slave-holders ; let us implore

them to demand from Congress, in the name of the free States,

that they shall neither destroy nor abridge the right of peti-

tion,— a right without which our government would be con-

Terted into a despotism.

We call on you, fellow-citizens of every religious faith and

party name, to unite with us in guarding the citadel of our

country's freedom. If there are any who will not cooperate

with us in laboring for the emancipation of the slave, surely

there are none who will stand aloof from us while contending

for the liberty of themselves, their children, and their children's

children.

To the rescue, then, fellow citizens ! and, trusting in Him
without whom all human effort is weakness, let us not doubt

that our faithful endeavors to preserve the rights He has given

us, will, through His blessing, be crowned with success.

New York, February 13, 1840.



INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

TO THE REPROOF OF THE AMERICAN CHURCH CONTAINED IN

THE RECENT "HISTORY OF THE PROTESTANT

EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN AMERICA," BY

THE BISHOP OF OXFORD.

184G,

It is not probable that tlie reader has ever seen the History

mentioned in our title. That a history of the American Church,

from its earliest date down to the death of Bishop White, writ-

ten by a dignitary of the mother Chui'ch, distinguished alike by

his honored name and elevated rank, should be almost un-

known in this country, is a singular and very peculiar fact. No
people are more sensitive than ourselves to the opinions of for-

eigners ; and American Episcopalians naturally feel much inter-

est in the views entertained of them by theu' English brethren-

Indeed, the interest is not confined to such views, but extends to

whatever affects the English Chux'ch. The parties which agitate

the establishment are reflected in our conti'oversies ; and the

tracts and volumes issued by the theological combatants on the

other side of the water, are republished and eagerly perused on

this. Yet here is a history of ourselves, in no small degree eulo-

gistic, and on various accounts claiming our attention, which has

been virtually suppressed.

It is indeed true, that as soon as the book reached our shores,

one or two of our " enterprising publishers" announced their in-

tention of reprinting it, and one of the proposed editions was to

35*
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have been introduced to the notice of the Church under the

auspices of a Right Reverend editor. But these announce-

ments have been followed by " expressive silence." More than

twelve months have elapsed, and the Church is still without an

American copy of the History. This concealment of Dr. "Wil-

berforce's work is obviously intentional, and not accidental. The

very title of the book and the name of the author would have

secured a rapid sale for the reprint. Some weighty motive must

have induced our publishers to abandon their original intention,

al the sacrifice of pecuniary interest. The motive is obvious,

and probably one or mox-e southern bishops have exerted their

influence. The author of the History, in the course of his work,

advances certain doctrines on the subject of Slavery, and of

Caste in the Church, which it is thought inconvenient to

discuss, and which cannot be admitted in this Republic without

sealing the condemnation of almost every Christian sect among

us, and overwhelming our own Church with shame and confu-

sion. There are, it is to be feared, but few among our twelve

hundred clergymen, who, on reading the History, would not find

their consciences whispering, " Thou art the man," and who

would not be anxious to conceal the volume from their jtarishion-

ers. Hence its suppression.

It is common to personify the Church, and to speak of her as

of some spotless celestial being ; and yet she, in fact, consists of

her clerical and lay members, each one of whom must personally

answer at the bar of Christ for his participation in every sin

committed by the Church. Surely, it would be more becoming

Christian men to inquire how far they are individually guilty of

the offences charged upon them by Bishop Wilberforce, than to

endeavor to stifle investigation, by burying in oblivion the faithful

and Christain rebuke of their English brother.

Religious establishments tend to render the clergy obsequious

to the civil ruler, and our voluntary system tempts them to do

homage to the most capricious and irresponsible of all tyrants,

the will of the multitude. Let us see what true and faithful

allegiance our " Primitive and Apostolic Church" has borne to

this American despot.
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On the 21st of August, 1831, occurred the negro insurrection

and massacre at Southampton, Virginia. This disastrous event

necessarily directed public attention, both at the North and the

South, to the subject of slavery. In one portion of the UnioHj

stronger fetters were forged for the bondman, and greater efforts

made to banish to Africa the free colored man, whose presence

it was supposed quickened the aspii-ations of the slave for free-

dom. In the other portion, this insurrection impressed on a few

pious and retlecting minds a conviction both of the moral and

political evils of slavery, and of the duty of combined action for

its total abolition. In 1832 the New England Anti-Slavery So-

ciety was formed, and the succeeding year witnessed the organi-

zation of the American Anti-Slavery Society. Auxiliary asso-

ciations sprang rapidly into being, funds were liberally bestowed,

presses were established, and publications portraying the abom-

inations of the system were abundantly scattered throughout

the land.

This agitation both alarmed and irritated the slave-holders

;

and while on the one hand they endeavored to intimidate the

abolitionists by their murderous violence, they appealed to the

selfish passions of the northern community, by promising their

votes and their trade to such only as would aid in suppressing

the discussion of slavery. Immediately, our contending factions

and our commercial cities rivalled each other in demonstrations

of sympathy for their " southern brethren," and of abhorrence

for abolitionists. The clergy, yielding to the blast, generally

observed a prudent silence, while a few, to prove their freedom

from fanaticism, assailed the abolitionists for their violence and

rashness, protesting, however, against being considered the ad-

vocates of slavery " in the abstract."

On the clergy of the South, however, a more onerous task was

imposed. The northern movement was a religious one, impelled

by a belief of the sinfulness of slavery. Hence it became im-

portant that southern consciences should be encased in mail, im-

penetrable to anti-slavery missiles. The fabrication of such a

panoply was consigned to the ministers of Christ, and significant

hints were given them that they must not shrink from the work.
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A meeting of slave-liolders in Mississippi, after resolving that

any individual who should circulate anti-slavery papers in the State

"is justly worthy, in the sight of God and man, of immediate

DEATH," voted, "that the clergy of the State of Mississippi be

hereby recommended at once to take a stand upon this subject,

and that their further silence in relation to this subject (slavery)

will, in our opinion, be subject to serious censure."

This pastoral admonition from the Lynchers was received with

due reverence by those to whom it was directed. Pi-esently two

Mississippi Presbyteries passed resolutions in favor of the Chris-

tian character of slavery. A Mississippi divine published an

elaborate vindication of the system, and a Methodist periodical

in the State announced that it would " recognize the right of man

to hold property in man."

In other slave States the clergy were suddenly aroused to a

new energy in vindicating the divine institution of human bond-

age. Presbyteries, Methodist conferences, Baptist associations,

individual ministers, were busily at work descanting on the sin

of Ham, and the curse pronounced on Canaan, discussing He-

brew servitude, and proving that negro slavery was not forbid-

den in the New Testament. As a specimen of the fulminations

launched by some of these servants of the Most High against ab-

olitionists, we may cite the peroration of an address to a meeting

of slave-holders in South Carolina by the Rev. Mr. Postell, of

the Methodist Church. "Shun abolition as you would the

Devil. Do your duty as citizens and Christians, and in heaven

you will be rewarded, and delivei*ed from abolitionism."

In tliis mighty rivalry in preaching smooth things to the slave-

holders, " the sects " Avere not permitted to gain a triumph. On
the 27th of November, 1836, the Rev. George W. Freeman,

after morning service, ascended the pulpit of Christ Church,

Raleigh, North Carolina, and announced to his delighted hear-

ers the good news that the slavery of white men and of black

men, of the wise and of the simple, of the learned and of the

ignorant, was sanctioned by God, and approved by Jesus Christ

and his holy apostles. This commissioned ambassador of the

Redeemer proclaimed, " that no man nor set of men in our
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DAY, UNLESS THEY CAN PRODUCE A NEW KEVELATION FROM

Heaven, are entitled to pronounce slavery wrong ; and

that SLAVERY AS IT EXISTS AT THE PRESENT DAY IS AGREE-

ABLE TO THE ORDER OF DiVINE PROVIDENCE."

The fact that any institution involves duties, proves its hiw-

fulness, since no duty can attach to a sinful practice. Hence

our preacher, after employing the morning of the Lord's day in

expounding the divine, rights of tlie slave-holders, devoted the

afternoon of the same holy time in proclaiming then- duties.

The slave-holder was reminded that he was under a moral obli-

gation to punish his slaves when they deserved punishment ; but

he must not be too severe, nor chastise when in a passion ; nor

ought he to overwork them. He is bound, moreover, to have the

slave children baptized, and orally taught to say the Creed, the

Lord's Prayer, and the Ten Commandments. " It is not neces-

sary," said the man of God, " that they should be taught to read
;

"

but, nevertheless, the master was declared to be as respon-

sible for the souls of his slaves as for those of his own children

!

Such are the duties which spring from this Scriptural institu-

tion ; duties which, fortunately for the master's convenience,

involve no regard for the marriage of his slaves, no respect for

their conjugal or parental rights, and impose no restrictions on

the sale of men, women, and children in the niarket ; at least, no

obligations of this sort were adverted to by the preacher.

These two sermons certainly formed the most acceptable

offering which any clergyman had yet laid on the altar of sla-

very. The hints about the bondage of white men, the necessity

of a neiv revelation, before slavery could be pronounced wrong,

and the connection of religious duties with the institution, could

not fail of convincing the slave-holdei', that in the Episcopal

Church he would find an asylum from the taunts and reproaches

of the civilized world ; that from her altars he could gather

balm for his wounded conscience, and that in her courts, he

could, without distraction, form his schemes of traffic in human

beings, and forge the chains by which they were to be held in

subjection. It was, of course, important that slave-holders gen-

erally should participate in the joyful intelligence imparted to
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the congregation of Christ Church. The news might be spread

by the press, but what assurance could be given that the gratifying

declarations made by Mr. Freeman, a private and obscure Pres-

byter, were authorized by competent ecclesiastical authority ?

The sermons were pubhshed under the imposing title of " The
Rights and Duties of Slave-holders," and bore the follow-

ing imprimatur from the Bishop of the Diocese :

" Raleigh, Nov. 30, 1836.

" Rev. and Dear Brother,—I listened with most unfeigned pleasure

to the discourses delivered last Sunday, on the character of slavery

and the duties of masters. And as I learn a publication of them is

solicited, I beg, from a conviction of their being urgently called for

at the present time, that you will not withhold your consent.
" With high regard, your affectionate friend,

and Brother in the Lord,
"L. S.IVES.

" To the Rev. George W. Freeman."

This letter was obviously written, not for its professed pur-

pose of overcoming Mr. Freeman's reluctance to appear in print,

but to let the slave-holders of North Carolina know, that al-

though their bishop was a northern man, his conscience was

thoroughly acclimated ; and that bold and startling as were the

doctrines of the Raleigh preacher, they would be maintained in

all their length and breadth by Episcopal authority. The

Church in North Carolina, by this authoritative publication,

far exceeded all the " sects," in the slave region, in her fearless

championship of slavery in the " abstract," and " as it exists at

the present day." But the diocese was not permitted long to

enjoy this proud preeminence. Her sister of South Carolina

quickly shared it with her. The Society for " the Advancement

of Christianity," (!) consisting of clergymen and laymen, with

the Bishop at their head, seized upon Freeman's pamphlet, and

reprinted it, imprimatur and all, as a religious tractfor gratui-

tous distrihution.

But there was still one circumstance, which, in times of alarm

and despondency, was calculated to weaken the confidence of

the slave-holder in the strength and permanency of the fortress

which had thus kindly opened its gates to receive him. Most
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of the religious denominations of the South were connected with

their northern brethren by general ecclesiastical judicatories.

Already had alarming discussions occurred in the Presbyterian

Assembly, and the Methodist Conference, and the Baptist Mis-

sion Board, and it was painfully apparent that in these bodies

" the rights and duties of slave-holders " were viewed in very

difierent colors from the glowing tints in which Freeman had

painted them. The Episcopal Church at the South was subject

to the jurisdiction of the General Convention, and what

security could be given that a body embracing northern as well

as southern delegates, would not repudiate the doctrines of the

Raleigh sermons ? Lynch law could indeed control the southern

pulpit as well as the southern press ; but the consciences and

the characters of the slave-holders were assailed from the North.

There the Dissenters were gradually abandoning the cause of

human bondage. Under the strong pressure of public opinion,

and in utter contempt of the well-known sentiments of the

Church of England, and indeed of the moral sense of Christen-

dom, could it be hoped that the northern section of the Episco-

pal Church would, in Genei'al Convention, tolerate, much less

approve of the extreme, ultra pro-slavery views of the Rev.

Grcorge TV. Freeman ?

All questions of this sort were most explicitly answered by

the last Convention, as appears by an extract from the minutes

of the House of Clerical and Lay Delegates :

" The following message was received :
' House of Bishops, Oct.

22, 1844. The House of Bishops inform the House of Clerical and Lay
Deputies, that they have nominated tlie Rev. George W. Freeman,
D. D., rector of Immanuel Church, Delaware, a missionary Bishop,
to exercise Episcopal functions in the State of Arkansas, and in the
Indian Territoiy, south of 36 1-2 degrees of parallel of latitude,

and to exercise Episcopal supervision over the Missions of the Church
in the Republic of Texas. Attest, Jonathan M. Wainwright,
Sec'y-'

"On motion of Rev. Dr. Tyng, the nomination of the Bishop of
Arkansas and Texas (as above) was unanimously assented to."

It was not enough thus to elevate the reckless defender of

slavery to the high and holy office of a Bishop in the Church of

God, but he must be selected as an apostle to Texas ! There
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was, indeed, a peculiar significance in this selection. The odium
in which the people of Texas were held by the Christian com-

munity at large, arose not merely from their general profligacy,

but also, and chiefly, from their conduct in relation to slavery.

Taking possession of lands belonging to Mexico, they reestab-

lished slavery upon the very soil from which it had been recently

banished by that Roman Catholic government. To secure to

themselves the unmolested enjoyment of their human chattels,

they raised the standard of rebellion, and with the aid of south-

em slave-holders erected themselves into an independent Ee-

public. Having thus, as they professed, achieved their own
liberty, they adopted a constitution rendering the bondage of

others hopeless and perpetual ; and outraging alike the dictates

of nature and of justice, ordained that no free mulatto should

ever live in Texas, thus dooming their own colored offspring,

for all time to come, to slavery or to exile !

The southern slave-holders were exceedingly anxious that

Texas should be admitted into the Union, for the double purpose

of strengthening the slave interest, and opening a new market

for the benefit of the breeding States. For the same reasons,

in addition to the odious character of the Texans, the proposed

annexation was resisted by the almost united moral feeling of

the whole North. The question of annexation was agitating the

nation when the Convention assembjed, and the selection of

Freeman as Bishop of Texas was virtually, whether so intended

or not, a repudiation by the Protestant Episcopal Church in

General Convention assembled, of the moral ohjeciions urged

against the admission of that Republic into our confederacy.

The Church sent to the Texans a man who, she knew, would

confirm and strengthen them by apostolic instruction and bene-

diction in those great principles of their constitution, which had

excited the execration of the Christian world.

Let us now take a view of that institution, which, the Texan

Bishop assures us, enjoys the approval of Christ and his Apostles.

He tells us,

" There was in general no distinction of color, no prevailing differ-

ence in the conformation of the features and Umbs, no striking dissimi-
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larity in the intellectual powers, to mark the line of separation between

the masters and their bondmen, and stamp them as different races of

men. No peculiarity of this kind existed which would have prevented

those who were slaves, had they been placed in other circumstances,

from taking rank in society, and looking forward to the highest dis-

tinctions in the community. Had they not been slaves, they would
have become magistrates, nobles, or rulers ; resjDected by multitudes

as equals, or venerated as superiors."

Here, it will be observed, we have none of the usual nonsense

about the curse of Canaan, nor of the usual blasphemy about

negroes being created by God for slaves. Jesus Christ and his

apostles approved of the bondage of white men as intelligent as

their masters : and of course the whole of our present bench of

Bishops, including Bishop Freeman himself, might, under certain

circumstances, be lawfully reduced to slavery, and righteously

held as chattels by Christian men.

"W"e are expressly referi-ed in the sermons, to Roman slavery,

as that which enjoyed the sanction of the great Head of the

Church. And what was Roman slavery? Our answer to

this question is taken from a veiy learned work, whose state-

ments are all verified by references to Roman authorities.*

" The slave had no protection against the avarice, rage, or lust of
the master, whose authority was founded in absolute proj^erty ; and the

bondman was viewed less as a human being subject to arbitrary domin-
ion, than as an inferior animal, dependent wholly on the will of his

owner. At first, the master possessed the uncontrolled power of life

and death. He might kill, mutilate or torture his slaves, for any or no
offence ; he might force them to become gladiators or prostitutes.

The temporary unions of male with female slaves were formed and
dissolved at his command ; families and friends were separated when
he pleased. The laws recognized no obligation upon the owners of
slaves, to furnish them with food and clothing, or to take care of them
in sickness. Slaves could have no property but by the sufferance of
their master, for whom they acquired everything, and with whom they
could form no engagements which would be binding on him. The
master might transfer his rights by either sale or gift, or might be-
queathe them Ijy will. A master selling, giving or bequeathing a slave,

sometimes made it a provision that he should never be carried abroad,
or that he should be manumitted on a fixed day ; or that, on the other
hand, he should never be emancipated, or that he should be kept in

chains for life. While slaves turned the handmlU, they were generally
chained, and had a broad wooden collar, to prevent them from eating

*" Blair's Inquiry into the State of Slavery among the Romans, from the
earliest period, to the establishment of the Lombards in Italy."

35
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the grain. Thefurea, which in later language means a gibbet, was, in

older dialect, used to denote a wooden fork or collar, ivhich "was made
to bear upon their shoulders or around their necks, as a mark of dis-

grace as much as an uneasy burden. Fetters and chains were much
used for punishment or restraint, and were, in some instances, worn
by slaves during life, through the sole authority of the master. Porters

of the gates of the rich were generally chained. Field laborers worked
for the most part in irons posterior to the first ages of the Republic.

Some persons made it their business to catch rana'syay slaves.* The
runa'way, when taken, was severely punished byauthority of the master,

or by the judge at his desire ; sometimes with crucifixion, amputation

of a foot, or by being sent to fight as a gladiator with -wild beasts ; but

most frequently by being branded on the bro^w with letters indicative

of his crime. Cruel masters sometimes hired torturers by profession,

or had such persons in their establishments, to assist them in punishing

their slaves. The noses, and ears, and teeth of slaves were otten in

danger from an enraged o^wner; and sometimes the eyes of a great

offender were put out. Crucifixion was very frequently made the fate

of a -wretched slave for trifling misconduct, or from mere caprice. By
a decree passed by the Senate, if a master was murdered, when his

slaves might possibly have aided him, all his household within reach

were held as implicated and deserving of death ; and Tacitus relates an

instance in which a family of four hundred were aU executed."

Such was the slavery which the Bishop of Texas tells us was

found " extensively established in the Eoman Empire, embracing

nearly all the civilized world, by our Saviour, when he appeared

on earth ; and that neither he, nor his inspix'ed apostles after

him, ever expressed any disaj^probation of it, or left on record a

single precept directing its discontinuance ; and what then is the

conclusion ? Why, surely this much, if nothing farther, that no

man nor set of men in our day, unless they can produce a new
REVELATION FROM HeAVEN ARE ENTITLED TO PRONOUNCE IT

WRONG "

!

Let us next endeavor to acquire some idea of the ntmiber of

the bondmen, whose prison-house, if we believe the Right Rev.

* This profession is not unknown among ourselves, as appears from the

following notice in the Sumner County (Alabama) Whig.

«' NEGRO DOGS.

"The undersigned having bought the entire pack of Negro Dogs, (of the

Hay and Allen stock,) he now proposes to catch runaway negroes. His
charges will be Three Dollars per day for hunting, and Fifteen Dollars for

catching a runaway. He resides three and one-half miles north of Livingston,

near the lower Jones' Bluff road. "WILLIAM GAMBEL.
'•Nov. 6, 184-5— 6m."
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Texan Fatlier in God, was barred and bolted by Him who gave

his life a ransom for many. Gibbon estimates the whole slave

population of the Eoman Empire in the reign of the Emperor

Claudius at sixty millions (I, 53), and Blair regards this

estimate as much too srnalL

It is important to ascertain hoic this prodigious multitude were

reduced to bondage ; because as our spiritual champions of sla-

very invariably omit to explain the scriptural process of con-

verting free men into slaves, we are left to seek instruction in

this branch of our duty from the Romans ; since, as in no one

instance were they rebuked by Christ and his apostles, for any

of their various contrivances for manufacturing slaves, the con-

clusion is, surely, " this much, if nothing further, that no man

nor set of men in our day, unless they can produce a new reve-

lation from Heaven, are entitled " to pronounce any of the Roman

methods of making slaves, " wrong."

The most prolific source of slavery was war. Livy informs

us. that after the fall of the Samnites at Aquiloue, about 3G,000

prisoners were sold ; and Plutarch, that 150,000 of the people

of Epirus were sold for the benefit of the army under Paulus

Jj^milius ; and we learn from Cicero, that when Pindenissus

was taken, the inhabitants were made slaves. Hence, should a

Mexican force hereafter make an incursion into Texas, and

carry off the Bishop, his wife and children, and sell them to dif-

ferent masters, under whom they should be compelled to spend

their days in unceasing toil— condemned to all the misery and

degradation of Roman bondmen,— the Bishop would have the

consolation of knowing that the treatment he experienced Avas

in perfect consistency Avith that Gospel which he had himself

preached.

Commerce was another mode of acquiring slaves. A pro-

digious slave-trade Avas carried on in the countries bordering on

the Euxine, Avith various Provinces in Asia, Avith Thrace, and

even AAdth Spain and Great Britain. Here Ave learn hoAV pre-

sumptuous it is to denounce the African slave-trade as sinful.

The Profession of Christianity Avas occasionally visited
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by the Romans with slavery. At the present clay, it affords no

security against American slavery, nor deliverance from it.

There were still four other modes of acquiring slaves, which

are particularly interesting to us ; because, having been copied

by us from the Roman law, we can have no sci'uples about their

lawfulness : for had they been wrong, Christ and his apostles,

according to Bishop Freernan, would have condemned them.

1. The sale of children by their fathers. With us the privi-

lege is confined to the sale of children by a slave mother. In

the Bishop's Diocese, this privilege was nearly converted into a

necessity, by the constitutional provision which required the

bondage or expulsion of every mulatto child.

2. Selling persons convicted of crimes. Among the Romans,

persons convicted of certain offences were sold as slaves, and

their posterity after them were doomed to bondage. Similar

laws for converting free negroes and mulattoes into slaves are

in force in several of our States. Thus, in South Carolina, if a

free negro " entertains a runaway slave," he forfeits ten pounds

;

and if, as must generally be the case, he cannot pay the fine, he

is sold. In 1827, a free woman and her two children were con-

verted into slaves under this law, for sheltering two fugitive

slave children

!

3. Debtors sold by their creditors. By a law of the late ter-

ritory of Florida, approved by Congress, (!) when a judgment

obtained against a free colored person, shall remain unsatisfied

for Jive days, such person shall be sold to raise money to pay the

judgment. The sale was nominally for a term of years, but

practically for life.

4. Suspected fugitives Avere sold as slaves. This Roman

device for procuring slaves is now in oj)cration in the District

of Columbia, under the immediate sanction of Congi-ess, and in

almost every slave State. The process is simple ; A man who

it is deemed ouf/Jit to be a slave, is arrested on suspicion of being

a runaway, and thrown into prison ; notice is then given in a

newspaper to his supposed master, to come and claim him. If

claimed, well ; if not, the prisoner is sold as a slave for life, to

raise money to pay the expense of his imprisonment.
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Having obtained some insiglit into Eoman slavery, as it existed

in the time of Christ and his apostles, and with their acquies-

cence, let us next look at " slavery as it exists at the present

day," and which the Bishop of Texas, with the concurrence of

the Bishops of North and South Carolina, assures us, "is

AGREEABLE TO THE ORDER OF DiVINE PROVIDENCE."

What is American slavery ? Its advocates are fond of hiding

its vileness under false definitions. It is not servitude— it is

not compulsory labor— it is not arbitrary authority— it is not

cruelty— it is not injustice— it is not oppression. These are,

indeed, the usual accidents of slavery ; but they do not consti-

tute it, and are daily, one and all, found in total separation from

it. Slavery is the conversion of a rational, accountable, immor-

tal being, made in the image of God and a little lower than the

angels, and for whom Christ died, into a chattel, an article of

property, a vendible commodity.* It is not the violation of cer-

tain rights, but the annihilation of all.I It is the degradation

of a man to the level of a brute, t Slavery involves the denial

of all domestic relations, and consequently the refusal to aiford

them legal protection. § The infant slave may be sold or given

away long before he sees the light, so that, at the instant of his

birth, he belongs to one master and his mother to another.
]|
A

* " Slaves shall be deemed sold, taken, reputed and adjudged in law to be

chattels personal in the hands of their o-miers, and possessors, and their exec-

utors and administrators, to all intents, constructions and purposes what-

ever." Laio of South Carolina.

t" A slave is one who is in the power of his master to whom he belongs.

The master may sell him, dispose of his person, his industry and his labor.

He can do nothing, possess nothing, nor acquire anything but what belongs

to his master." Civil Code of Louisiana.

j " In case the personal property of a ward shall consist of specific articles,

such as slaves, working beasts, animals of any kind, the court, if it deem it

advantageous for the ward, may at any time pass an order for the sale there-

of." Law of Maryland.

§ "With the consent of their masters, slaves may marry, and theii- moral

power to agree to such a contract or connection as that of marriage, cannot

be doubted ; but whilst in a state of slavery it cannot produce aixy civil effect,

because slaves are deprived of all civil rights." Judge Matthews, of Louisi-

atia; Martin's Rep. YI, obQ.

" A slave is never prosecuted for bigamy, or petty treason for killing a

husband being a slave, any more than admitted to an appeal for murder."
D. Dulaniy, Attorney General of Maryland. 1 Md. Rep., 561.

II

" The testator left his negro wench, Pen, to one daughter, and her future

increase to another. The court decided the bequest to be good, and that all

36*
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slave can possess no property ;
* nor is any promise to liim, or

agreement -with him, binding in law.f Being nnder the control

of his master, he can have no legal right to attend the ^Yorship

of his Maker. J Like other chattels, he can obtain no legal

redress for any injury, however grievous. § The master may

indeed recover compensation from any one who damages or kills

either his horse or his slave ; ||
but the law refuses to notice

the children born of Pen, after the death of the testator, belonged to the

sister of her mistress. Per Cur. He who is the absolute owner of a thing,
owns all its faculties for profits or increase, as well as the thing itself. This
is every day's practice ; and it is held that a man may grant the wool of a

flock of sheep for years." Little's Rep., Ill, 275. Kentucky, 1823.

* A master made a de-\nsc to ti'ustees, for the benefit of his slave Betsey
and her children. Devise held to be void. Per Cur. "The condition of

slaves in this country is analogous to that of the ancient Greeks and Ro-
mans, and not that of the feudal times. They are generally considered not
as persons, but as things. They can be sold or transferred as goods or per-

sonal estate ; they are held to be pro millis, pro mortuis. By the civil law,

slaves could not take property by descent or purchase ; and I apprehend this

to be the law of this country." Dess. Rep. IV, 266. South Carolina.

t Application to enforce a contract between master and slave. "Per Cur.
In the case of Sawney vs. Carter, the court refused, on great consideration,

to enforce a promise by a master to emancipate his slave, where the conditions

of the promise had been partly complied with by the slave. The court pro-

ceeded on the principle, that it is not competent to a Court of Chancery to

enforce a contract between master and slave, even although the contract
should be fully complied with on the part of the slave." Leigh's Rep., I, 72.

Vig., 1829.

J
" loO free negroes and slaves, belons^ing to the African Church, were taken

up on Sunday afternoon by the city guard, and lodged in the guard-house.
The City Council yesterday morning sentenced five of them, consisting of a

Bishop and four ministers, to one month's imprisonment, or to give securitj-

to leave the State. Eight other ministers were also sentenced separately to

receive ten lashes, or pay a fine each of five dollars." Charleston Patriot,

1818.

Those whose punishment is here recorded were fi-ee negroes ; and from
their fate, we may judge of the religious privileges of the slaves.

§ " It would be an idle form and ceremony to make a slave a party to a suit,

by the instrumentality of which he could recover nothing ; or if a recovery
could be had, the instant it was recovered, it would belong to the master. The
slave can possess nothing, he can hold nothing. He is, therefore, not a com-
petent party to a suit." Wheeler's Treatise on the Law of Slavery, p. 197.

II

" Trespass for killing plaintiff's slave. It appeared the slave was stealing-

potatoes from a bank near defendant's house. The defendant fired upon him
with a gun loaded with buck-shot, and killed him. The jury found a verdict

for plaintiff for one dollar. Motion for new trial. The court hold there
must be a new trial ; that the jury ought to have given the plaintifi' the value
of the slave. That if the jury were of opinion the slave was of bad charac-
ter, some deduction from the usual price ought to be made ; but the plaintiff

was certainly entitled to his actual damage for killing his slave. WTiere
property is in question, the value of the article, as nearly as can be ascertain-

ed, furnishes a rule from which they are not at liberty to depart." M'Cord's
Rep., IV, 156. South Carolina, 1827.
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any insult or outrage offered to male or female slaves, which

does not lesson their price in the market.* The whole life of a

slave is appropriated by the master, and no portion of it belongs

to himself, to be occupied in promoting his own happiness, or

that of his offspring.!

* " There nuist be a loss of service, or at least a diminution of the faculty

of the slave for bodily labor, to warrant an action by the master." Harris

and Johnson's Rej)., I, 4. Maryland.

f'The defendant was indicted for an assault and battery upon Lydia, the

slave of one Elizabeth Jones. On the ti-ial, it appeared that the defendant

had hired the slave for a year ; that during the term, the slave had committed

some small offence, for which the defendant undertook to chastise her ; that

while in the act of so doing, the slave ran off, whereupon the defendant called

upon her to stop, which being refused, he shot at and wounded her. The
defendant was found guilty, and appealed. Per Cur. B-uffin, J. The in-

quiry here is, whether a cruel and unreasonable battery on a slave by the

hirer is indictable. ... In criminal proceedings, and indeed in refer-

ence to all other persons but the general o^-s-ner, the hirer and possessor of a

slave, in relation to both rights and duties, is, for the time being, the ow^^er.

. . . . Upon the general question whether the owner is answerable crim-

inaliter for a battery upon his own slave, or other exercise of authority or

force not forbidden by statute, the court entertains but little doubt. That he

is so liable has never hecn decided, nor, as far as is known, been hitherto con-

tended. The established habits and uniform practice of the country, in this

respect, are the best evidence of the portion of power deemed by the whole

community requisite to the preservation of the master's dominion. This

has, indeed, been assimilated at the bar to the other domestic relations, and
arguments drawn from the well-established principles which confer and
restrain the authoritv of the parent over the child, the tutor over the pupil,

the master over the apprentice, have been pressed on us. The court does

not recognize their application. There is no likeness between the cases.

They are in opposition to each other, and there is an impassable gulf between

them. The difference is that which exists between freedom and slavery ; and
a greater cannot be imagined. In the one, the end in view is the happiness

of the youth, born to equal rights v.-ith the governor on whom devolves the

duty of training the young to'usefulness, in a station which he is hereafter

to assume among freemen. To such an end, and with such a subject, moral

and intellectual instruction seems the natiiral means, and for the most part,

it is found to suffice ; moderate force is only superadded to make the

others effectual. If that fail, it is better to leave the party to his oito head-

strong passions and the ultimate correction of the law, than to allow it to be

immoderately inflicted by a private person. With slavery it is far otherwise.

The end is the profit of the master, his security and the public peace.
_
The

sidjject is one doomed in his oion person and in his posterity, to live toithoid

knoicledge, and without capacity to make anything his oivn, and to toil that

others may reap thefruits.
" What moral considerations shall be addi-essed to such a being to convince

him, what it is impossible but that the most stupid must feel and know can

never be true, that he is thus to labor upon a principle of natural duty, or

for the sake of his own persona} happiness ? Such services can only be ex-

pected from one who has no will of his own, who surrenders his will in explicit

obedience to that of another. Such obedience is the consequence only of

wicontrolled authority over the botly. There is nothing else which can operate

to produce the effect. The power of the master must be absolute, to render

the submission of the slave perfect. I most freely confess my sense of the

harshness of this proposition. I feel it as deeply as any man can. And as

a principle of moral right, every jyersoii in his retirement must repudiate if.
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Such is American slavery, not as abused by the cruel and tlie

lawless, but as established by legislative enactments and main-

tained by judicial decisions. Such is the slavery which George

W. Freeman, as minister of the Most High God, declares to be

" agreeable to the order of Divine Providence."

Such is the slavery, to the defence of Avhich in God's house

on his holy day, the Right Rev. Father in God, Levi S. Ives,

listened with "most unfeigned pleasure." Such is the slavery,

whose vindication the churchmen of South Carolina spread on

the wings of the wind, for " the advancement of Christianity."

And shall there not be a.woe now, as in ancient times, " unto

them that call evil good, and good evil ; that put darkness for

light, and light for darkness ; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet

for bitter? " The guilt of such clerical champions of slavery as

Bishops Ives and Freeman, is tremendously aggravated by their

personal knowledge of its unutterable abominations. The de-

cision of Judge Ruffin, quoted in the notes, was delivered in

Bishop Ives's Diocese, and in which Freeman delivered his no-

torious sermons. Only Jive days after the latter had declared

from the pulpit of Raleigh, that " slavery as it exists at the

present day is agreeable to the order of Divine Providence," the

following comment appeared in the Newbern (N. C.) Spectator ;

" S200 Reward.—Ran away from the subscriber about three years

af^o, a certain negro man named Ben, commonly known by the name
of Ben Fox. lie had but one eye. Also, one other negro by the name
of Rlgdon, who ran away on the 8th of this month. I will give the

reward of one hundred dollars for each of the above negroes, to be de-

livered to me, or confined in the jail of Lenoir or Jones Count}', or for

THE KILLING OF THEM, SO THAT I CAN SEE THEM.
^Y. D. Cobb."

And now does the reader imagine Mr. Cobb some horrible

wretch, who thus publicly offers money for the blood of the in-

But in the actual condition of things, it mnst be so. There is no remedy.
This discipline belongs to sl.wery." The State, vs. Mann, Dev. Rep. ; p.

263. North Carolina, 1829.

And so it was decided, that a master or his locton tcnens may, w-ith legal

impunity, shoot a woman if she will not stand still to be ilogged ! It is

pleasing to sec that this judge, while upholding the essential discipline of

slavery, is too honest to wait for a new revelation from Heaven to pronounce
it wrong ; and they who profess to believe it right, insult the moral sense of

mankind, and lie to their o^vn consciences.
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nocent, for even Judge Ruffin admits that no principle of natural

duty requires the slave to toil for his master ? Mr. Cohb may-

be a very reputable churchwarden, vestryman, or communicant

of the Church in Newbern. He is a law-abiding citizen, and has

acted in strict accordance with " slavery as it exists at the pres-

ent day," and of course"," agreeably with the order of Divine Prov-

idence." Before he thus compassed the death of two of his

fellow-men, he obtained, and published in the same paper with

his advertisement, the following proclamation, viz.:

" "We do hereby, l^y virtue of an Act of the Assembly of this State,

concerning servants and slaves, intimate and declare if the said slaves

(Bon and'lliodon) do not surrender themselves, and return home im-

mediately after the publication of these presents, that any person may
KILL and destroy said slaves, by such means as he or they may think

jit, without accusation or impeachment of any crime for so doing, or

"without incurring any penalty or forfeiture thereby.

" Given under our hands and seals, this 12th November, 1836.

B. COLEMAX, J. P.

Jas. Joxes, J. P."

It may, indeed, be said that this proclamation of the tAvo jus-

tices of the peace is an idle mockery, first, because the slaves

are by law incapacitated from reading it, and secondly, because

it assigns no time for their return, and of course, that they might

legally be fiayed alive an hour after the proclamation was issued.

But what is all this to Mr. Cobb ? He has strictly pursued the

course pointed out by law for murdering slaves in Bishop Ives's

Diocese.

Again, the Wilmington (same diocese) Adveiiiser of July

13, 1838, has the following

:

" Run away, my negro man Ptichard. A reward of S25 will be

paid for his apprehension, dead or ahve. Satisfactory proof will only

be required of his being killed. Duraxt II. Rhodes."

Mr. Rhodes, it must be admitted, is more confiding in human

nature than Mr. Cobb. The latter would only pay his money,

after beholding with his own eyes the dead bodies of his slaves ;

whereas, Mr. Rhodes is contented with satisfactory proof that

his man Richard has been slaughtered.

We will give one more instance of the taste, feelings, and
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morality, springing from slavery in the Bishop's Diocese, ex-

tracted from the North Carolina Standard of July 18, 1838,

published at Ealeigh, the residence of the Bishop, and very

probably honored by his constant perusal.

" Twenty Dollars Reward.—Ran away from the subscriber, a
negro woman and two children. The woman is tall and black, and a
few days before she went off, I burnt her lo'uli a hot iron on the left side

of her face. I tried to make the letter M, and she kept a cloth over

head and face, and a fly bonnet on her head, so as to cover the burn.

Her children, &c. Micajah Ricks."

It is utterly impossible that the southern clergy, in pleadmg

for the continuance of slavery, should not be conscious that they

are pleading for the continued ignorance, wretchedness, and

heathenism of millions of their fellow-men.*

Of the necessary heathenism of slavery, little need be said.

There may indeed be slaves Avho are Christians, but they are

extraordinary exceptions from the system. Can Christianity

take root and flourish where every religious privilege depends on

the will of an arbitrary and often Godless master?—where the

conjugal and paternal relations are unacknowledged, and in prac-

tice unrespected?—where the avenues to knowledge are closed,

and ignorance enforced, and where the very ministers of Christ

are justly regarded by the slaves as in league with their oppres-

sors ? It is, moreover, vitterly impossible that competent religious

instruction can be afforded to the slaves, without at the same

time imparting to them sufficient intelligence to endanger the

whole system. Give to the slaves the means of becoming Chris-

tians, and you render them both useless and formidable to their

masters. Wliat! shall a slave be enabled to contemplate the

mysteries of redemption, and yet not understand the iniquity of

his own bondage ? Shall his heart glow with love for his Saviour,

and yet shall he be made to believe that that Saviour approves

the cruelty and injustice of which he is daily the victim ? Shall

* De Tocqueville describes the slave code as "legislation stained by unpar-

alleled atrocities ; a despotism directed against the human mind. Legislation

which forbids the slaves to be taught to read or wi-ite ; and which aims to

sink them as nearlj' as possible to the level of the brutes." But De Tocque-

ville is a French Philosophe. We are not aware that any minister of the

Chukch, in the slave States, has declared this legislation to be sinful.
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he be taught, as Bishop Freeman advises, to say the ten com-

mandments, and not perceive that nearly the whole decalogue is

violated in his OAvn person ? The Bishop says he must also learn

his catechism. If he understands it, with what bitter scorn will

he repeat, that it is his duty " not to covet or desire other men's

goods, but to learn and labor truly to get his own living," recol-

lecting that he is himself robbed, and with the consent and ap-

probation of his spiritual teacher, of every product of his own

labor, and that the only possible means whereby he can get his

own living, is by escaping from the house of bondage !

*

One of the " duties of slave-holders " is to have slave children

baptized. It is to be hoped, for the sake of decency, that the

address to sponsors will on such occasions be omitted, as it would

be trifling with sacred things to tell the chattel parents or friends,

that they must call upon the child as he grows up to hear ser-

mons, and take care that he be brought to the Bish-op for con-

firmation ; since if either the sponsors or the child attempt to

leave the plantation without their master's permission, they may

legally be shot, and will certainly be scourged. It is, moreover,

scarcely reverent to assure these sponsors, to whom the Word of

God is a sealed book, and who have, and can have nothing of

their own, that is their dufi/ to provide that the little article of

merchandise be taught " all which a Christian ought to know

and believe to his soul's health."

Bishop Freeman is prudently silent on the subject of slave

marriages. Surely a minister of the Church must have a front

of bronze to use " the form of matrimony " in connecting two

slaves. To make persons who are vendible commodities, and

* For these or other reasons, Bishop Ives has himself constructed a cate-

chism, whose admirable qualities he thus describes :
" The plainness of its

directions enables any person to apply it. If our planters, therefore, under
a sense of their solemn responsibility to God for the Christian instruction of
their slaves, would adopt it, and see to its faithful inculcation, the next gen-
eration of blacks in our State, at a very small expense, would sufficiently un-
derstand the truth as it is in Jesus, without knowing a letter of the al-
phabet." Spirit of Missions, Nov. 1842.

There are in the Bishop's diocese, as appears by the last census, 209,783
free white persons over twenty years of age. Of these, oC,G09, or nearly one-
third, cannot read or write. Hence, the next generation of whites in North
Carolina may be equally indebted with the blacks, to this catechism, for their
knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus. And yet there may be doubts of the
efficiency of this labor-sa\ing machine, seeing it is to be applied by slave-
holders, so many of whom do not themselves know a letter of the alphabet.
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who can never spend an hour together without the permission of

one, and often of two masters, vow, in the presence of Ahnighty

God, to cleave to each other in riches and in poverty, in sickness

and in heahh, till parted by death, is but solemn mockery. The

priestly prohibition, " Those whom God has joined together, let

not man put asunder," is, moreover, not merely in utter contempt

of the laws of the land, but at war with the very existence of

slavery. K the husband and wife may not be separated at the

will of their owners, and according to the state of the market,

what becomes of property in man ?

As the House of Bishops, in their selection of Dr. Freeman,

gave their implied sanction to American slavery, it might be

well for them in their next pastoral letter to determine how far,

and under what circumstances, the Church allows a slave a

plurality of wives. This is the more necessary, as the " sects
"

are beginning to legislate upon the subject, since the civil power

in this particular gives him unbounded liberty. A reverend

Professor of the Methodist Church has decided that it is perfectly

lawful for an owner to separate husband and wife, and that if

there be any sin in the case, it rests upon the shoulders of the

slaves, who ought not to have taken vows which their condition

disqualifies them from keeping. A Baptist association in Vir-

ginia have gi-anted permission to a slave member to take a sec-

ond wife, his first having been sold into another part of the

countiy ; and another association in Georgia is reported to have

voted, that a separation of man and wife, by sale or Jiire, to such

a distance as precludes personal intercourse, is considered by

God as equivalent to death.*

One of the blessed objects for which God instituted marriage,

was the care and instruction of the young ; and hence the in-

junction, " Parents, bring up your children in the nurture and

admonition of the Lord." But slave children, as we have seen,

may be sold or given away before their birth, and are the sub-

jects of trafiic at an early age. For this and other reasons, the

* Professor E. A. Andrews, in his letter on " Slavery and the Domestic

Slave-Trade," relates that a slave, complaining to him that his wife's master

was about selling her, remarked, " This is my third wife ; both the others

were sold to the speculators."
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religious education of slaves is, with rare exceptions, AvlioUy out

of the question. On the whole, slavery and heathenism are, in

the general, indissolublj connected ; and Jesus Christ, in approv-

ing of the one, consented tliat millions for whom he died should

become the victims of the otlier

!

Of the rights of property, none ai"e more obvious and indis-

putable than that of buying and selling. Hence the advocates

of the African slave-trade in the British Parliament most con-

sistently rested the justification of the commerce on the right-

eousness of slavery itself. Not a clerical champion of " slavery

as it exists at present," questions the moral right

" To gauge and span,

And buy the muscles and the bones of man."

And now we call upon our Bishops, either to disabuse the

public mind as to the alleged iniquity of the African slave-trade,

or else to show from Scripture, that while it is very wicked to

buy a savage in Africa and sell him in Cuba, it is a lawful act

to buy a fellow-countryman, and possibly a fellow-Christian in

North Carolina, and sell him in New Orleans.*

* Bishop Ives's diocese is one of the great breeding districts in which hu-
man cattle are raised for the Southern market. As a specimen of the style
in which the correspondence of gentlemen engaged in this commerce is con-
ducted, we give a letter from a North Carolina merchant to his consignee, at
New Orleans :

" Halifax, N. C, Nov. 16, 1839.

Dear Sir— I have shipped in the brig Addison— prices are below—
No. 1. Caroline Ennis,. , ^GoO
" 2. Silvy Holland, 62.5

" 3. Silvy Booth, 487.-5(>
" 4. Maria Pollock, 475
" 5. Emeline Pollock, 475
" 6. Delia Averit, ^ 475

The two girls that cost $G5Q and ^625, were bought before I shipped my
first. I have a great many negroes otlered to me, but I will not pay the prices
they ask, for I know they will come down. I have no opposition in market.
I will wait until I hear from you before I buy, and then I can judge what I
must pay. Goodwin will send you the bill of lading for my negroes, as he
shipped them with his own. Write often, as the times are critical, and it

depends on the prices you get, to govern mc in buying. Yours, &c.

Mr. Theophilus Freeman, ) G. W. Baunes."
New Orleans. ^

The above was a small but choice invoice of wives and mothers. Nine
days before, viz., Nov. 7, Mr. Barnes advised Mr. Freeman of having

37
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Again, as God approved of the bondage of ivMte men, would

it not be a laudable enterprise to enlarge the assortments in our

slave-markets, by the importation of Russian serfs ? If the

reduction of millions of the human race to the condition of mere

chattels be consistent with the will of God, then, inasmuch as

the greater includes the less, who shall say that eveiy minor

form of oppression is not equally agreeable to the common
Father of mankind ?

" Slavery," says Wilberforce, is " a system of the grossest

injustice, of the most heathenish irreligion and immorality, of

the most unprecedented degradation and unrelenting cruelty."

Y'et of this system the Episcopal Church is a mighty buttress,

and certain of her bishops its reckless and unblushing champi-

ons. But could the united logic and eloquence of the whole

House of Bishops persuade the mother, as she bends with delight

over the infant cherub in the cradle, that the compassionate Re-

deemer, who took little children into his arms and blessed

them, has given his consent that the child of her love, the object

of her hopes and prayers, should be torn from her embraces,

and sold in the market to the highest bidder, to put money in

shipped a lot of forty-three men and women. Mr. Freeman, informing one of
his correspondents of the state of the market, writes {Sunday, Sept. 21,

1839), " I bought a boy yesterday 16 years old, and likely, icelffhing 110 pounds,
at 5700. I sold a likely girl, 12 years old, at 5-500. I bought a man yester-
day, 20 years old. six feet high, at ^820; one to-day, 24 years old, at 580O,
black and sleek as a mole."
And are these brokers in human flesh, these butchers of human hearts,

bad men ? For aught that appears, they are as sound Churchmen, and as

heavenly-minded Christians, except in trading in negroes on Sunday, as
Bishops Ives and Freeman themselves ; they arc but reducing to practice
the doctrines taught by these Kight Reverend Fathers. If slavery be right,

we must indeed wait for a new revelation before we pronounce the slave-trade
wrong. No doubt the trade occasions painful separations, but the rights of
property are paramount to the feelings of nature. The Presbyterian Synod of
Kentucky, some time since, published an address, in which they thus noticed
the domestic slave-trade :

" The members of a slave family may (by law) be
forcibly separated, so that they shall never more meet again till the final

judgment. And cupidity often induces the masters to practise what the law
allows. Brothers and sisters, parents and children, husbands and wives, are

torn asunder, and permitted to see each other no more. These acts arc daily
occurring iii the midMof us. There is not a neighborhood where these heart-
rending scenes are not displayed. There is not a village or road that does
not behold the sad procession of manacled outcasts, where chains and mourn-
ful countenances tell that they are exiled by force from all that their hearts
hold dear." And the Synod speak of the iniquity of the system ! But why
is it more iniquitous to fetter slaves than any other animals that we send to

market ? Why more cruel to separate a child than a calf from its mother ?
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the pocket of another ? * Let the experiment be made, and if

that mother be a Christian, she will thank God that she knows

and loves her Saviour too well to believe such a blasphemy.

And by what process do our masters in Israel justify Ameri-

can slavery? Do they show its accordance with the divine

attributes— with the spirit of the Gospel— with the cultivation

of holiness— with the glory of God— with individual happiness

and national prosperity ? Oh, no— they appeal to Hebrew

servitude, and to a few insulated texts in the New Testament.

There is something appalling in the passionate eagerness with

which certain ministers of Christ rush forward to lay the blessed

Scriptures upon the altar of the southern Moloch. We wish to

do these men no injustice, and therefore frankly admit, that some

persons may honestly find themselves embarrassed in their

endeavors to reconcile certain texts with the obvious cruelty and

injustice of human bondage ; and we as frankly confess that we

shudder at the very idea of one who professes himself called by

the Holy Ghost as a pi'cacher of righteousness, teachuig his

people that American slavery, slavery as it exists in North

Carolina, is not " avrokg."

The moral sense of every man, when not perverted l)y pecu-

niary interest, education, or authority, is itself sufficient to con-

vince him of the iniquity of slavery. The Christian student,

therefore, who commences the Scriptural examination of this

subject with an imclouded judgment, will come to his work with

a firm conviction, that every attribute of slavery is opposed to

the spirit of the Gospel. Hence, he would be restrained from

promptly pronouncing slavery unscriptural only by a painful

suspicion that certain passages in the Bible lent it their sanction.

He would, however, call to mind that there wei-e some things in

Scripture confessedly " hard to be understood," and he would

cherish the hope that he did not rightly understand those which

apparently contradicted the character of God and the general

precepts of his Word. He would, therefore, search the Scrip-

tures, not to find a warrant for slavery, but to reconcile certain

Benjamin Davis, a slave-trader in Hamburg, S. C, advertised in the
Charleston papers, for sale, " small boys wixnorx their mothers,"
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obscure texts with the love and holiness which beam from every

page.

If the patriarchs did, indeed, as is said, hold slaves, he would

recollect that they also indulged in polygamy, and were, in sev-

eral instances, guilty of falsehood.*

* It is not our purpose to enter at large into the Bible argument, but mere-
ly to suggest some reasons wliy they who think American slavery " wrong,"
are not necessarily impugners of " Revelation." It might be inferred from
the confidence and evident delight %vith which the example of Abraham is

urged in vindication of our "domestic institution," that the father of the
faithful was also the father of all who traffic in human flesh. If he was,
indeed, a slave-holder, he was still very far from being the type of a Southern
planter, ^^^lile childless, he designated one of his slaves as his future heir.

He was afterwards prevented, only by Divine appointment, from making the

son of the bondwoman heir loith the son by promise, and was consoled by
the assurance that the former should become the father of princes, and the
founder of a great nation. He moreover entrusted to one of his slaves, the
selection of a wife for his favorite son. The three hundred and eighteen
servants "born in his house," the Bishop of Texas asserts were "slaves."
Still they were men whom he armed and led to battle. They, ^^•ith their

parents, brothers, sisters, wives and children, must liave formed a " gang "

of about two thousand in number. Yet we find the master of this multitude
of slaves lea^^ng his guests to catch a calf to provide dinner for them, while

the mistress of" this goodly household occupied herself in kneading and
baking cakes for her company ! A pro-slavery theory can alone blind us to

the evidence afforded by these facts ; that Abraham was the chief of a clan

or tribe, and that the expression, " born in his o\m house," only indicates

that the three hundred and eighteen were not strangers whom he employed
on the occasion, but members of the community acknowledging him as its

head.
That there was a species of servitude in the East at an early period, as at

present, is true ; it is also true that it was of a very different character from
that which prevailed in the West. Our slavery belongs to the Western sys-

tem. In a late work on Egypt, by Clot Bey, the distinction between the two
systems is thus noticed :

" There is a prodigious difference between American
slavery, and servitude among the Orientals. With them, the institution is

neither cruel or disgraceful." It does not regard the slave as a thing, a mate-

rial object, as did the Roman law. It does not make him a mere article of

import or export, a matter of speculation, a simple machine, in fact, whose
efficiency is estimated as horse power. The West Indian regards in the negro

only his corporeal value, and forgets in him the intellectual man ; he robs

hini of his nature. The Mussulman, on the contrary, always beholds a m.vn

in his slave, and treats him in such a manner, that we may say of Oriental

slavery, that it is often a real adoption, and always an admission into an ex-

tended family circle.
" Oriental servitude honorably contrasts with our slavery, and above all by

its respect for the dignity of human nature. The slave, in Turkey, is not

humiliated by his condition : he often proudly boasts that he is of the family

of such a Bey, or such a Pasha, and gives his master the title of father. He
knows, moreover, that he is not bound for ever to his station by a chain of

iron. He has before him examples sufficient to raise his ambition, and to

swell his soul with the hope of more brilliant destinies." The author then

gives various instances of slaves who had risen to high dignities ; and men-
tions two sons-m-law of the present Sultan, who had both been slaves, and

adds, " In Egypt, the superior officers are, for the most part, manumitted

slaves." See Ajiercu general stir L'Eyypte, par A. B. Clot Bey, 1840. Tom.
i, p. 2G9.
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If the Jews were, indeed, allowed to buy slaves of the heathens

around thera, we must recollect that they were also allowed, nay,

even commanded to destroy the inhabitants of Canaan, men,

women and children ; and slavery was but a commutation of

the punishment of death to which God had sentenced them for

their sins. Such examples are not precedents for us under the

Gospel dispensation without a special warrant. But is it cer-

tain that the " bondmen " (so called by our translators, but not

distinguished in the original from servants*) were slaves ? If so,

they were the property of their masters. Now, how was their

property acquired ? The heathen around, even their very

infonts, might be slaughtered, but " He that stealeth a man and

selleth him, or if he be found in his hand, he shall surely be put

to death." Hence the Jewish slaves were to be purchased, but

of whom ? If the slave-trade constituted part of the Jewish

commerce, strange it is that we hear nothing of the slave market

in Israel. We know that the Jews sold themselves. " If a so-

journer or stranger wax rich by thee, and thy brother that

dwelleth by him wax poor, and sell himself unto the stranger or

sojourner by thee," &c. Hence it is possible that as poor Jews

sold themselves to rich strangers, poor strangers might sell

themselves to rich Jews. There is no evidence that the heathen

in Palestine had slaves to sell, but many among them might find

it convenient to enter into Jewish families as domestics. The

servitude of both Jewish and heathen servants seems to have

been limited to the year of Jubilee. That this servitude was

not founded on the idea of property appears from the prohibition?

" Thou shalt not deliver imto his master, the servant which is

escaped from his master to thee" (Deut. xxiii, 15). This law,

whether the fugitive was a Jew or a heathen, is utterly iri-econ-

cilable with common honesty, supposing the servant to have

* " The word in the original, sometimes rendered bondman, and sometimes

servant, is Obed. It is applied to Christ, " Behold my servant whom 1 up-

hold," Isaiah, xxiv, 1. It is applied to King liehoboam, 1 Ivings, xii, 7.

Ziba, Saul's Obed, had himself twenty Obeds, 2 Samuel, ix, 10. There is no

word in Hebrew for slave, as distinct from servant. We find, 1 Chron. u, J4,

that Sheshan, the head of one of the families of the tribe of Judah, gave his

daughter to \vife, to his servant, an Egyptian ; and so far was any disgrace

attached in consequence to their children, that the son of this very daughter

was enrolled among " the valiant men " of David's army, 1 Chron. n, 41.

37*
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been a mere chattel ; and certainly belcFnged to a very different

code of morals from that which enjoins, " If thou meet thy

enemy's ox or his ass going astray, thou shalt surely bring it

back to him again."

On turning to the New Testament, our inquirer would recollect,

that it was Avritten at a time, when, among the Romans, slavery

and tlie exhibitions of the amphitheatre were systems of extraor-

dinary cruelty and of human butchery, and that, although both

are alluded to, neither is expressly condemned. True it is, that

St. Paul induced a servant to return to his master. If the ser-

vant was a freeman, the case proves nothing. If he was a slave,

the apostle required his instant manumission, by commanding

the master to receive him, '' Not now as a servant, but above a

servant, a brother beloved ; receive him as myself." *

There are instances in which persons, who perhaps held

slaves, are spoken of with commendation, but not on that account.

None of the churches or individuals commended in the apostolic

epistles were faultless, and it would be most monstrous to infer

from a general commendation, an apostolic sanction of every

error or sin of which they might be guilty.

Were it possible to imagine a kind of slavery divested of all

sinful attributes, and consistent alike with the glory of God and

the good of man, Bishops Freeman and Ives well know that

such is not the character of American slavery. If " slavery as

it exists at present," in the Dioceses of these two Bishops, is

indeed acceptable to Him who proclaims himself, " The Lord,

the Lord God, merciful and gracious, long-sutFering and abun-

dant in goodness and truth," then, indeed, is the Bible a riddle,

and its morality a paradox. Be it so ; a title to negro slaves

must at all hazards be found in tlie Bible. The very character

of the Southern priesthood for lionesty depends on its production.

f

What is wanting in proof, must be supplied by bold assertion,

* St. Paul wrote by Onesimus to the Church at Colossc, and in his Epistle
speaks of hiia as "a faithful and beloved brother, who is one of you," Col.

iv, 9.

fThe clergy of the South, of all denominations, are generally slave-holders.

A member of the House of Bishops is said, in a late -western newspaper, to'

own one hundred and seventy slaves.
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and all Christendom beyond the slave-region shall be accused of

presumption, for not waiting for a neto revelation, before they

dare to pronounce such slavery as exists in North Carolina

wrong I

And shall we be any longer insulted with the assertion, that

the preached Gospel is the divinely appointed means of abolish-

ing slavery? Most certain it is, that the spirit of the Gospel,

carried into universal practice, would relieve the human family

from every moral evil with which it is afflicted ; but it is utterly

false that the ministrations of our own, or any other Church, will

correct a single vice, independent of the character of its ministers,

the examples they set, and the doctrines they preach. "Would

the teachings of a thousand Dr. Freemans loosen the fetters of

a single slave ? No less than forty missionaries are supported

by our Board of Missions in the slave regions. Dare we hope

they have induced one master to let his bondmen go free ?

While the southern clergy vindicate slavery as a Christian insti-

tution, they are in danger of producing a result which they as

little expect as desire. " Should tlie priesthood," says a south-

em writer, once himself a slave-holder, " should the priesthood

succeed in coiavincing the world that slavery is the doctrine of

the New Testament, then will infidelity become the true

religion of mankind— and not till then." Says another south-

ern writer, and apparently a pious Christian, " I distinctly avow,

than when I can be brought to believe that American slavery,

taken as a system, is sustained by the teachings of Holy Writ, I

must cease to be a believer in the Bible."

But, blessed be God ! his priesthood has, in all ages of the

Church, afforded the most glorious illustrations of fearless devo-

tion to duty, and of self-denying benevolence, that the world has

ever witnessed. While some have claimed to hold their slaves

as monarchs their crowns, " by the grace of God," many have

witnessed a good confession against human bondage. In the

Church of England at the present day, there is not probably a

bishop, priest, or deacon, who would endorse the theology of our

Texan bishop. But then we are told by the slave-holders, and

their tools, the northern demagogues, that England is anti-slavery
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through envy of our prosperity ! Let us, then, hear the English

bishops, when such a motive coukl have no existence.

Bishop "Warbuktox, in a sermon preached in 1776 against

slavery and the slave-trade, exclaims,

" Gracious God ! to talk, as in herds of cattle, of property In rational

creatures— creatures endowed with all our faculties, possessing all our

qualities but that of color— our brethren both by nature and grace,

shocks all the feelings of humanity and the dictates of common sense.

Nature created man free, and grace invites him to assert his freedom."

Bishop Burgess, in a pamphlet against the slave-trade,

1789, says

:

" Such oppression (West India slavery) and such traffic must be

swept away at one blow. Such horrid offences against God and uature

can admit of no medium. If no British subject is exempt from the

duty of doing everything in his place towards preventing the continu-

ance of so great a political as well as moral evil, more especially are not

those subjects, whose business it is to teach what is every man's concern

to know, the interpreters of God's Word., which is so frequently violated

by West India slavery and its consequences."

Bishop Porteus declared in the House of Lords, 1806, in

answering certain Scriptural arguments in behalf of slavery,

" There was no such thing as perpetual slavery under the Old

or New Testament ;

" and he showed that all Hebrew servants

were set at liberty every seventh year, and all others at the

Jubilee.

The Bishop of St. Asaph, the same year, asserted in the

House of Lords, that

" The principle of perpetual slavery is totally inconsistent with the

Jewish law. When we come down to Christianity, we find dealers in

slaves are held among the worst of the human race. St. Paul, in his

Epistle to Timothy, tells us Avhat the dealers in slaves are, and who are

their companions. The slave-dealers are called 'stealers of men,' and
their companions are liars, perjurers, murderers, and parricides."

Bishop Horsely, in 1799, with Christian boldness, rebuked

the nobles of Britain for their wicked toleration of the slave-

trade ; and vindicated the Gospel of Christ from the aspersions

of those who represented it as a sliield for cruelty and injustice.

After showing that the " men-stealers " classed in the Bible
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•with murderers of fathers ami of mothers, were in fact, according

to the true meaning of the Greek word, " slave-traders," he pro-

ceeded :

" We have reason to conclude, from the mention of ' slave-traders,'

by St. Paul, that if any of them should ever find their way to heaven,

they must go thither in company with murderers and parricides. My
lords, I do certainly admit that there is no prohibition of slavery in the

Bible, in explicit terms, such as these words, ' thou shalt not have a slave,'

or 'thou shalt not hold any one in slavery.' There is no explicit

reprobation of slavery by name. My lords, if I were to say there was

no occasion for any such prohibition," because slavery is condemned by

something anterior to either the Christian or the Mosaic dispensation, I

could support the assertion l)y grave authorities. Beware, my lords,

how you are persuaded to bring imder the opprobrious name of fanat-

icism the regard you owe to the great duties ofjustice and mercy, for

the neglect of which, if you should neglect them, you will be answera-

ble to that tribunal, where no prevarication of witnesses can misinform

the Judge, where no subtility of an advocate, miscalling the names of

things, and putting evil for good, and good for evil, can mislead the

judgment."

" Slavery," said Lord Mansfield, " is so odious that noth-

ing but positive law can sustain it." His lordship little suspected

that a time was approaching when tlie Church would afford it

more efficient support than even positive law, and would herself

look to it for support in return. One of our church periodicals

has announced that " the Bishop of Georgia, in his Montpelier

Institution, is testing the sufficiency of slave-labor to support it.

It is not unusual to see in the southern papers, notices of slaves

to be sold on account of ecclesiastical corporations. Bishop

Wilberforce, in his History, refers to a proposal by the editor of

the " Spirit of Missions " to establish a mission school to be

supported by slaves, who shall be induced, by the promise of

prospective emancipation, to perform so much extra labor in

the course of sixteen years as to yield a profit of one hundred

per cent, on the capital invested, over trnd above the ordinary

profits extorted by common taskmasters. This revolting scheme,

in which it was intended that the slaves would work two hours

before sunrise, and two hours after sunset, in all sixteen hours

out of the four and twenty, and this for sixteen successive years,

was pressed upon the Church in an official magazine, published
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in New York under the supervision of the Missionary Commit-

tee, and by an editor holding liis appointment from the Board of

Missions, inchiding the bisliops, and other representatives of

the Church elected by the General Convention. In about three

months after this publication, the Board assembled, and written

remonstrances were presented to them, beseeching them, for the

honor of the Church, and the cause of religion and humanity, to

disavow the conduct of their editor. These remonstrances ex-

cited warm debates, not unmingled with southern arrogance.

It was impossible for the Board to express disapprobation of

the plan without indirectly censuring Bishops Ives and Elliott.

If slaves be indeed property, what objection can there be to

converting their bones and muscles into money for the Church ?

To condemn the editor, would oifend the pro-slavery Bishops

and clergy ; expressly to approve his conduct, would raise a

tempest at the North. »So, policy was substituted for godly sin-

cerity, and cunning for wisdom. The Board expunged from

their minutes the proceedings had on the memorials, and avoid-

ing all intelligible allusion to the scheme which had led to them,

ordered the following words to be printed on the future numbers

of their oivn magazine

:

" It is to be iniderstood by the readers of this periodical, that the

Board of Missions are not responsible for the expression of editorial

opinions, but sim25ly for the accuracy of facts connected with their

operations."

But lest even this extraordinary disclaimer should be supposed

to involve a concealed censure on the late "editoi-ial opinions,"

the resolution recommending it, and Avhich was introduced by a

Bishop from a slave State, as chairman of a committee, was pre-

ceded by another, declaring, " That, in the opinion of this Board,

the Spirit of Missions has been conducted, during the year past,

with commendable diligence and ability
;

" and the report of the

committee accompanying these resolutions is careful to state that

the periodical in question is " gaining reputation and influence,

and that if it continues to be conducted with the same ability

which it has of late exhibited, it will become a powerful auxiliary

to the cause,"
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The subject of slavery had been brought directly and promi-

nently before the Church, by her own appropriate officers. Mon-

ey, entrusted to the Board for missionary purposes, had been

employed through the official magazine, to advocate the cause

of human bondage, to condemn emancipation as "ruinous, and

forbidden by common sense and Christian prudence," and to put

in motion a machinery by wliich money was to be extorted for

the coffers of the Church, from the cruerand extraordinary toil

of miserable slaves. The memorialists had virtually asked the

reverend and right reverend tiithers of the Church, in council

assembled. Do, or do you not, approve of this conduct of your

agent ? To this interrogatory, the reverend gentlemen thought

it expedient to answer neither yes nor no ; but in the notice they

oi'dei'ed to be in future printed on their magazine, they did return

a most disingenuous and unworthy reply. No human being

ever supposed that the members of the Board, scattered through-

out the Union, wei'e responsible for the publication or '* expression"

in New York, of opinions of which they could have no previous

knowledge, and of course no power to prevent. Did the Board

intend to enunciate so bold a truism as this ? As well might

they have given notice that they were not responsible for any

heresy or immorality of which their officers might hereafter be

guilty. When examined with a critical microscope, the disclaim-

er has reference to the " expression "— the printing of opinions

in New York. But in the plain, obvious, popular import of the

notice, the disclaimer has reference to the opinions, after they

are expressed and printed. In this sense alone, had the dis-

claimer any reference to the subject which induced it. Nay, the

Board intended it to be so understood ; for they thought proper

to order a resolution to be sent to the memorialists, who had

" complained of the tendency of an editorial article in the March

number of the Spirit of Missions" (carefully avoiding mention-

ing in the minutes, the subject of the article), declaring that the

Board had never " held itself responsible for the opinions ex-

pressed by the editors of the Spirit of Missions," and had direct-

ed " this assertion of irresponsibility to be distinctly placed upon

the cover of the future numbers of this periodical."
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On this assertion of "irresponsibility" we take issue, and af-

firm that the Board is responsible to the community, to the

Church, and to God, for the opinions of an editor appointed by

themselves, under their control, paid out of funds entrusted to

their care, published in an official magazine, and printed at the ex-

pense of missionary contributions. AVhat ! will the Board tell

us that their editor may make their magazine a vehicle for the

dissemination of obscenity and infidelity, and that it is no concern

of theirs ? That he may disparage the Church, insult her bish-

ops, and deny her doctrines, and that they are not responsible ?

But should he misdate a letter, or omit half a dollar in the

acknowledgment of a donation, then, then indeed, they will not

shrink from responsibility.

Surely the bishops who concurred in this " assertion of irre-

sponsibility," forgot for the moment their consecration vow, " to

be ready with all f\xithful vigilance to drive away from the

Church all strange and erroneous doctrines contrary to God's

word."

This disclaimer, like most cunning measures, was a sacrifice

of duty to present expediency; a sacrifice which, however com-

mon with politicians, we had no right to expect from such a body

of men. The truth is, the Board were worried by the memorials.

To take no notice of them would probably increase " agitation"

—to approve the course of the editor, would disgust many at the

North—to condemn it, would offend all at the South. Instead

of manfully breaking down this triple hedge, within which they

found themselves enclosed, they determined to crawl through it,

and for this purpose, disincumbered themselves of a responsibil-

ity which God and tlie Church had commanded them to bear.

Let us now turn to another, but a kindred subject. Whatever

may be the struggles of the slave-holder to wrmg from the Bible

a title to liis slaves, no reader of the volume of inspiration,

whether Christian or infidel, has professed to discover in it a

warrant for the establishment of caste in the Church of God.

However much we may be inclined to a^jpeal to the Scriptures

for a license to despise, insult, and oppress our fellow-Christians,

on account of their race or natural features, we are effectually
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deterred by the declarations that one God hath created i;s—that

we have all one Father—that in Christ Jesus there is neither

Jew nor Gentile, Greek nor barbarian, bond nor free; and by

the commands to do good unto all men, and to honor all men.

Hence the institution of caste in the Church, and the obloquy,

injustice, and cruelty connected with it, are not rested, like

slavery, on the alleged consent of Christ and his apostles ; but

simply and frankly on pecuniary interest, personal antipathy, and

popular prejudice.

So accustomed have Ave been from childhood to the distinction

of caste, arising from color— so universally is this distinction

maintained not merely in the Cliurch, but in all the departments

of society, that we have, for the most part, become callous to its

iniquity ; and our understandings can with difficulty be brought

to believe that the merciful precepts of Christ's Gospel were

intended to govern our intercourse with men of dark, as well as

of white complexions. But although we may be insensible to

the cruelty of caste, it is otherwise with its victims.

The Rev. T. S. "Wright, a liberally educated colored clei'gy

man, thus briefly enumerates some of the consequences of that

system, which our Church has been so active and zealous in

maintaining.

" No man can really understand this prejudice unless he feels it crush-
ing him to dust, because it is matter of feeling. It has bolts, screws,
and bars, wherever the colored man goes. It has bolts in all the schools

and colleges. The colored parent, with the same soul as the white
parent, sends his child to the seats of learning, and he finds the door
bolted, and sits down to weep beside his boy. Prejudice stands at the
door and bars him out. Does the child of the colored man show a tal-

ent for mechanics ? The heart of the parent beats with hope. lie
sees the children of the white man engaged in employment, and he
trusts there is a door open for his boy to get an honest living, and be-
come a useful member of society. But when he comes to the workshop
with liis child, he finds a bolt there. But even suppose he can get this

first bolt removed, he finds other bars. Let him be ever so skilled as

a mechanic, up starts prejudice and says, ' I wont work in the shop, if

you do.' Here he is scourged by prejudice, and has to go back and
sink down to some of the employments which white men leave for the
most degraded. lie hears of the death of a child from home, and he
goes in a stage or steamboat. His money is received, but he is scourged
by prejudice. If he is sick, he can have no bed ; he is driven on deck.
Money will not buy for him the comforts it gets for all who have not

S8
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his complexion. He turns to some white friend, and he says, ' Submit,
it is an ordinance of God, you must be humble.' I have felt this. As
a minister, I have been called to pass often up and down the North
River in steamboats. Many a night have I walked the deck, and not
been able to lie down in a bed.* Prejudice would, indeed, turn money
to dross, where it was offered for these comforts by a colored man.
Thus prejudice scourges us from the table, it scourges us from the cabin,

from the stage-coach, and from the bed. Wherever we go, it has for

us bolts, bars, and rods. Even at the communion table, the colored

man can only partake of the crumbs after the others have been served.

This prejudice drives the colored man from religion. I have often

heard my brethren say, they would have nothing to do with such a re-

ligion. Tliey are driven away, and go to infidelity ; for even the infi-

dels at Tammany Hall make no distinction on account of color."

That this prejudice may drive some of the sufferers into in-

fidelity is probable ; since it has been a common mistake in all

ages, to judge of Christianity, not by its own inspired records,

but by the conduct of a portion of its fallible ministers. And
he who is led to believe that American slavery, and its detestable

offspring, American caste, is approved of by Jesus Christ, may

Avell be excused for questioning the divinity of his mission.

Although caste had long existed among us in practice, the ex-

clusion of Mr. Crnmmell from the General Theological Semi-

nary was the first instance of its recognition, as a part of the

ecclesiastical polity of the American Church. Mr. Degrass,

the young man whose affecting journal is given by Bishop Wil-

berforce, was kept out of the Seminary by the personal influence

and authority of Bishop Benjamin Onderdonk. But in Mr.

Crummell, the bishoj) found a more impracticable subject, and a

petition for admission was presented to the assembled Trustees.

The statutes of the institution rendered it imperative on the

Trustees to admit all ap2)licants possessing certain qualifications,

and these qualifications the bishop honestly informed the Board,

ivere possessed by the present applicant. The Board, under

these circumstances, found themselves in a dilemma. To reject

the young man on account of Ms complexion would not only be

illegal, but would excite remark, invite ridicule, and encourage

* The WTitcr has been informed, that the wife of Mr. Wright lost her life

in consequence of exposure on the deck of a steamboat, being denied a berth

in the cabin, on account of her complexion.
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<' agitation ; " and on the other hand, to admit him, would irritate

a prejudice which Bishop Onderdonk had admitted to Degrass

was " unrighteous ; " and might also hazard the loss of south-

ern contributions to the Seminary. A committee, with Bishop

Henry Onderdonk, of Pennsylvania, as chairman, was appointed

to consider the application ; and their i-ejwrt was more dis-

tinguished for brevity than for wisdom. Without assigning a

single reason, and without an allusion to the complexion of the

applicant, they merely recommended '' that the prayer of the

petitioner be not granted." The report was adopted, whereu|x>n,

Bishop Doane, of New Jersey, asked permission, which was re-

fused, to enter his objections on the minutes. Hence the minutes

merely record the fact, that a Mr. Crummell had applied for ad-

mission into the Seminary and was denied. They afforded no

intimation that the Trustees had violated the statutes, no hint

that the rejected candidate was not colored like themselves.

Should any one wonder why the application was rejected, the

natural presumption would be, that the young man Avas deficient

m his literary attainments or moral character, and that the com-

mittee who reported against him had benevolently refrained from

putting his delinquencies upon record. But Mr. Crummell was

a poor, obscure colored man ; there was no probability that his

case would excite inquiry, or ever be known. Certainly the

management of the Trustees was exceedingly adroit. Alas for

the wisdom of the wise, and the understanding of the prudent.

In a short time the proceedings of the Board were exposed and

condemned in the newspapers, not only of New York, but of

London, and now form a conspicuous and indelible portion of

the " History of the Protestant Episcopal Church in America."

The Bishop of New York thought it exjiedient to vindicate him-

self in a newspaper publication, in which he condescends to pro-

pitiate the "unrighteous prejudice" by a gratuitous sneer at

amalgamation. (!)

Mr. Crummell sought and obtained ordination in another dio-

cese, and then resolved to embrace an opportunity that offered,

of organizing a colored church in Philadelphia. He accordingly

repaired to that city, with the usual letter dismissory from his
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late diocese, and in compliance with tlie canon, presented it to

the bishop. We can readily believe that this last gentleman was

not gratified at finding that the young man, Avho on his recom-

mendation had been- excluded from the Seminary, now claimed

a canonical residence in his own diocese, as a brother minister

of the Church. The canons allowed the bishop no discretion.

Mr. Crummell's letter was unexceptionable, and by the laws of

the Church, he became entitled, on its delivery, to all the rights

and privileges of a clergyman of the Diocese of Pennsylvania.

But the bishop was as independent of legal restraints in Phila-

delphia, as he had been in New York. He informed Mr. Crum-

mell that he would receive his letter, only on the condition that

he would pledge himself, in his own behalf, and in behalf of his

Churcli, should he succeed in raising one, never to apply for a

§eat in Convention ; and immediately proposed to icrite the

pledge. He was told it was unnecessary, as the pledge could

not be given. He then positively declared he would not receive

him, on which the young minister intimated his intention to

return to the diocese he had just left. Here again was an em-

barrassing dilemma. To disregard a dismissory letter from

another diocese, and to send back the bearer, without the slight-

est objection being made to his character or conduct, might lead

to very inconvenient results, and would unquestionably cause

much " agitation ;
" and, on the other hand, to admit a negro to a

canonical residence, was to open the door of the Convention to him,

the consequence of which would be, that a minister of Christ,

with a dark complexion, might sit in the Council of the Church !

The bishop, to escape from this dilemma, proposed that he should

inform the Convention in his address at its next meeting, that

he had been admitted with the understanding that he was to

have no seat in it. Mr. Crummell, with the same high moral

courage which had hitherto marked his course, replied that he

could have no agency in the matter. Thwarted in his attempts

to make Mr. Crummell surrender his rights as a clergyman, the

bishop determined that others should wrest them from him ; and

consented to receive the dismissory letter, telling him that he

would get the Convention to take some order on the subject.
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About three weeks after this strange conference, the Conven-

tion of the Diocese assembled, and the bishop's address contained

the following passage

:

"In the Convention of 1795, it v/as declared that the African Church

of St. Thomas, in this city, was ' not entitled to send a clergyman or

deputies to the Convention, or to intei-fere with the general government

of the Church.' This law is still retained in our 8th Revised Regula-

tions. The peculiar circumstances which required this restriction may
occur, and probably will, in other cases; and I sulmiit fbr your consid-

eration whether it will not be proper to enact a similar restriction ap-

plicable to all clcrg}mon and congregations in this diocese under like

circumstances."

It does really seem as if a consciousness of shame and guilt

drives our ecclesiastical rulers, when perpetrating oppression

and injustice upon colered Christians, to hide their meaning in

unintelligible and deceptive phraseology.

We here learn that in 1795, the Convention made a certain

declaration, which to all appearance was judicial and not legis-

lative, that a particular Church was not entitled to a representation

in the Convention. The reasons for such a judgment are not

given— they may have been good or bad, but the judgment

itself was within the jurisdiction of the Convention, since every

legislative body must judge of the qualifications of its members,

although it cannot prescribe them. It does not appear that the

Convention invaded any right, or did more than refuse to ac-

knowledge an unlawful claim.

And yet from the fact that the Church thus excluded was an

African one, and from the omission of the reasons on which the

judgment was founded, we have no question that the pretended

declaration was a high-handed unconstitutional enactment, dis-

franchising a rector and his congregation, solely on account of

the tincture of their skins ; and that the Convention were

ashamed to place upon their minutes the michrislian motives by

which they were tempted to trample under foot tlie constitutional

rights of a minister of Christ, and the peo})le under his charge.

Bishop Onderdonk, we have seen, called on the Convention

to enact a similar restriction, " applicable to all clergymen and

congregations," which should hereafter be in ''like circum-

38*
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stances." What circumstaiices ? A state of scliism, insubordi-

nation, or irregular or illegal incorporation ? Oh no ; he meant

having black skins, but was ashamed to say so.

. It will be observed that the legislation recommended is to be

prospective, not expose yVfc/o. No clergyman or congregation,

noiv in the diocese, is to be affected by it. No case 7ioiv calls

for this restriction, but cases '' may occWy and probably ivill" and

it is best to be prepared for contingencies. All this is painful.

The bishop, while uttering the words we have quoted, had in

his possession the letter dismissory of the very clergyman

against Avhom the proposed restriction was aimed ; and who, by

his advice, had been shut out of the Theological Seminary, and

from whom he had vainly endeavored to obtain a disgraceful

surrender of his rights as a minister of the Church. Again, in

his address, he tells the Convention, " Letters dismissory have

been received and accepted by me as follows," and then gives a

list of clergymen received from other dioceses ; but IMr. Crum-

mell's name is not among them !

The powers of our Conventions, like those of our State Legis-

latures, are limited by written constitutions. The Fourth Arti-

cle of the Constitution of the Pennsylvania Diocese declares

that " every clergyman of the Church, of whatever order, being

a settled minister of some parish in this State, shall be entitled

to a scat and vote in the Convention" provided he has had a

canonical residence of a certain time, &;c. The Tenth Article

prescribes the mode of altering the Constitution, by the joint

action of two successive Conventions, and thus takes away the

power of doing it by a simple resolution.

Ruffian mobs had on several occasions, within the past few

years, assailed the unoffending blacks in Pliiladclphia, sacked

their dwellings, and torn down their houses of worship, and all on

account of the complexion their Maker had given them. And
how was this wicked, cruel prejudice against color, rebuked l)y

the Episcopal Church in Pennsylvania ? Why, the Convention,

at the instigation of the bishop,

" Rexohed^ That the following clause be added to the 8tli Revised
Regulation adopted in 1829, and hereafter to be taken as part thereof:
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•No Chnrcli in this diocese, in like peculiar circumstances witli the Af-

rican Church of St. Thomas, shall be entitled to send a clergyman or

deputies to the Convention, or to interfere with the general government

of the Church.'

'

Thus were colored clergymen and colored Christians driven,

in contempt and utter violation of canonical law, from the en-

closure of the Church, as they had been, by abandoned wretches,

from the sanctuary of their own homes. The bishop, clergy,

and lay deputies of the Pennsylvania Church, make common

cause with the rioters in the streets, in a general crusade against

negroes and mulattoes ! This act of the Convention brands for

all future time every minister of Christ, and every member of

his mystical body, who may trace his descent from the land of

Cyprian and Tertullian, as belonging to a distinct and degraded

caste, and debars them from all participation in the government

of the Redeemer's Church. This act forcibly thrusts a portion

of the Church into schism, and repudiates one of the fundimental

conditions on which the Diocese of Pennsylvania consented, in

1784, to acknowledge a general ecclesiastical government in the

United States, viz., " That to make canons and laws, there be

no other authority than that of a representative body of the

clergy and laity conjointly." The great truth, " HE hath made

us, AND NOT WE OURSELVES," is sct at naught by the Pennsyl-

vania Convention ; and in the indulgence of an " unrighteous

prejudice," or in a cowardly submission to it, they have sacri-

ficed both the independence and the unity of the Church, the

dignity of the ministerial office, and that love Avhich Christ made

the badge and test of discipleship. And this lawless and pro-

fane excision of their brethren, these men attempted to veil

under the strange and indefinite phraseology of " all in like

peculiar circumstances with the African Church of St. Thomas !

"

If anything can possibly add to the shame of this transaction, it

is that the vote was taken without discussion ; not one single

member of that large body, clergyman or layman, having the

independence to rise in his place and protest against an act, at

variance alike with the principles of the Church, and the pre-

cepts of its Divine Head. And what is the apology, the only

apology which the Churchmen of Pennsylvania can offer for
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this wanton insult and oppi'ession of their colored bretlu-en ? an

apology that aggravates, instead of excusing their conduct.

Popular prejudice required that colored clergymen and delegates

should be excluded from the Convention ! It is disheartening

to the patriot, to see our public men, those to whom high and

important trusts are confided, so often governing themselves, not

by the immutable principles of justice and rectitude, but by the

ever varying opinions of the multitude. But oh ! it is sickening to

the soul, to witness the Church of Chi-ist sacrificing to popular

clamor, her own holy and glorious attribute of being a light and

a guide to a benighted and a sinful world.

Bishop Ondcrdonk of New York, in his charge of 1843, to

the Convention, remarked

:

" Taking the Gospel for our guide, wc must see in the Church and

the world, essentially antagonistic bodies. The Church was formed riot

to cooperate with the worbl, hut to oppoxe it—to attack the wicked prin-

ciples and practices to which it is in bondage, and to come to no terms

with it on any other principles than its entire surrender of its opposi-

tion to the pure and holy spirit of the Gospel, and its entire submission

to the rule which Christ, through his Church, would establish over it

for rrood Let us ever, by the grace of God, be careful that

in our intercourse with it, we adorn the doctrine of God our Saviour

in all things; and then go forward in our Master's work, indillerent

save for its own sake, uluther the world hi pleased or offended; and, in-

deed, looking for the ill Avill and opposition from it, which that Master

and his divine AVord have prepared us to expect."

Glorious truths ! Godly counsels ! worthy of an age of martyrs

and confessors. Alas, that they should have been in the lips of

him who uttered them, Vox el frcterea nihil! Let the diary of

the young candidate for orders, given in the " History," tell how

this bold-spoken bishop crouched before a prejudice which his

own tongue confessed to be "unrighteous ;" and sacrificed duty

and independence, lest the Seminary should lose the support of

'•the South!"

Rank and caste are essentially different ; and while tlie former

is sanctioned by the Bible, which requires us to render honor to

those to whom lionor is due, the latter is heathenish in its origin

and character. Hank is founded on condition, and is usually con-

nected with personal distinctions and acquirements. It unavoid-
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ably springs from the organization of society ; and while it may

confer privileges, is not necessarily inconsistent with the claims

of justice and humanity. Caste, on the conti-ary, regards races,

irrespective of the individuals composing them. In liindostan, it

both elevates and depresses—with us, its only effects are degra-

dation, cruelty, and wretchedness. In the former country, the

two extremes of caste are the Brahmins and Soodras,* and the

gulf between them is wider and more impassable than that which

in our own separates the whites and the blacks. And yet the

American Church may learn an edifying lesson from the tempo-

rary cessation of caste in the presence of a Hindoo idol.

"I was surprised," says Dr. Claudius Buchanan, in the journal of his

tour to the Temple of Juggernaut, in Orissa, In 1806, "to see the

Brahmins, with their heads uncovered, in the open plain, and falling

down in the midst of the Soodras, before the horrid shape, and mingling

so complacently with that ' polluted caste ;" but this proved what 1 had
before heard, that so great a god is iJiis, that the dignity of high caste

disappears before hi^n. This great king recognizes no distinction of

rank among his subjects. All men are equal in his ])resence."

We have long gloried in the conviction, not only that we are

a true Church, but that, besides ourselves, there is none other.

Too many among us are disposed to look down upon Christians

of other names, with much the same feeling with which the phar-

isee beheld the publican who came to the temple to pray. It

seems to be not unfrequently forgotten, that the glory of the

Church consists, not in her organization, nor in her rites and

ceremonies, but in her lioliness, which, like the Shechinah of

the ancient temple, proclaims the presence of the Divine Lord.

The Church is, unquestronably, spiritually diseased, so far as

* " Soodras may be frequently seen carrying water in a cup, and entreating
the first Brahmin they meet, to put his toe into it ; after which they drink
the water, and bow or prostrate themselves before llie Bralunin, who bestows
his blessing upon them. Others preserve some of this holy water in their

houses. Not only is the body of aSoodra laid prostrate before the Brahmin,
to lick the dust of his feet, but his soul is also sacrificed to his honor. If a
Soodra dare to listen to the salvation-giving Vedu, he is to be punished for

his sacrilege. If a Brahmin happen to be repeating any part of the Vedu
aloud, a Soodra, if near, shuts his ears and runs away. If a Soodra enter the
cook-room of a Brahmin, the latter throws away all his earthen vessels as
defiled ; nay, the very touch of a Soodra makes a Brahmin unclean, and com-
pels him to bathe in order to wash away the stain." Ward's View of the
Hindoos, pp. "9, 107.
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she ceases to be, in the language of Bishop Onclerdonk, '' antag-

onistic to the world, and to attack its wicked principles and jtrac-

tices." Tried by this test, what is the comparative health and

vitality of the Pennsylvania Episcopal Convention, and the Penn-

sylvania Presbyterian Synod ? The latter body, like the first, is

composed of clerical and lay deputies ; and although named from

the State in which most of its members reside, embraces various

churches in Maryland. On the 30th of September, 1839, the

Synod held its session at Elkton, in the latter State ; and of

course in the midst of slave-holders. Two colored members

took their seats, and assisted in organizing the body. Their

presence excited the indignation of some of the rabble in Elkton

;

and a letter was addressed to a member, recommending the re-

tirement of the two delegates. The letter was shown to them,

and they immediately left the town. The Synod was uninformed

of what had occurred, until after their departure, whereupon the

following resolution was adopted:

" Whereas, this Synod have learned that two of their number, the

Rev. Jacob Rhodes, and Mr. Stephen II. (Ilouocster, colored brethren,

have withdrawn, and returned to their homes, in consequence of rep-

resentations that their presence occasioned some unusual excitement in

a portion of the community ; therefore,
" Resolved, That tlie Synod regret the existence of a prejudice so

unreasonable; and, especially, regret that their brethren, whose right

to a seat in this body stands on the same basis as that of any of its mem-
bers, should have felt themselves called upon to relinquish privileges

to which they were justly entitled, and in the enjoyment of which they

ehould have been sacredly protected."

The Rev. Mr. Kip, in his recent work,* describing a visit he

made to the Propaganda College in Rome, says

:

" The students, about eighty in number, were ranged on the two

sides of the chapel, and presented a strange mixture of all nations and
colors. I counted among them five Chinese, and two Africans. Yet
here they all sat side by side, without any distinction, singing together

the praises of their common Lord. Surely it must be acknowledged
that, in this respect, Rome carries out her own catholic principles, and
declares not only in words but by her actions, that " God hath made of

one blood all nations of men, to dwell on the face of the earth." She
recognizes no distinction of climate or country in the house of God.

* Christmas Holidays in Rome. 1846.
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We had just before, as we entered the door of the chapel, witnessed a
similar evidence of this catholic spirit. An old man, black as possible,

in an ecclesiastical dress, was just getting into a carriage. He was as-

sisted by two priests, who, with many bows and demonstrations of re-

spect, were taking leave of him."

We trust Mr. Kip remembered with pain the exclusion of

colored candidates for orders from the " Propaganda " of his

own Church, and the obloquy heaped on his colored brethren in

the ministry, by the Pennsylvania Convention, and that he will

joyfully aid in infusing into the Episcopal Church " the catholic

principles " so honorably manifested by Papists at Rome and

Presbyterians at Elkton.

In the course of these remarks we have expressed ourselves

strongly, because we felt deeply ; and on rev^iewing our lan-

guage we see no cause to modify it. But while we cannot doubt

that the acts we have censured were morally wrong, we are too

painfully sensible of the frailty of our common nature, to inti-

mate that a Christian profession, to be sincere, must be without

offence. Nor are Ave forgetful of the power of pecuniary interest,

parochial de})endence, and liabitual prejudice, in warping the

judgment, beguiling the conscience, and hardening the heart, in

relation to slavery and caste. Much, also, of what has been

wrong in our ecclesiastical proceedings, has unquestionably

arisen, not from reflection, but from the want of it. Neverthe-

less, the responsibilities of the Church are of awful magnitude,

extending to the life that now is, and to that which is to come ;

and they are shared by all her members, however humble.

The Church militant will find her strength and safety only in

unceasing conflict with the world, however dire may be the strife.

The blood of martyrs has ever proved the seed of the Church.

But when she grows faint-hearted, and distrusting the " armor

of righteousness " provided by the Captain of her salvation,

seeks for weapons of earthly mould, and calls to her aid the

selfish passions and sinful prejudices of society, she is treacher-

ous to her Lord, and forms a truce with his enemies fixtal to

herself. Henceforth her energies, no longer directed against

the strongholds of sin, are wasted in "doubtful disputations,"
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and on unpi-oiitable rites and ceremonies. The world is satisfied,

and applauds her discretion and moderation, because, although

she may retain the form of Godliness, she has parted with its

power.

Had the American Church from the first fought a good fight

against slavery and caste, these abominations, which now so

much impair her usefulness, and so widely extend the dominion

of the gx-eat enemy of souls, would have been swept from our

land ; a new proof would have been given of the divine character

of our holy religion, and the Christian priesthood would have

acquired new claims to the gratitude and reverence of mankind.

Our Church has hitherto erred in no small measure from igno-

rance and inadvertence. Such a plea can no longer avail her.

A voice from abroad— a voice she can neither stifle nor de-

ride— calls her to repentance and reformation. The reproof of

Bishop Wilberforce must and will be heard. The sensibilities

of Christians in our land are awakening to the momentous ques-

tions to which we have referred. The various denominations

ax'ound us are daily breaking the ties which have hitherto bound

them to the cause of the oppressor. Numerous Churchmen

among ourselves are complaining of the league which their

clergy and rejiresentative bodies have formed with human bond-

age ; and the Church of England is marking and lamenting the

delinquencies of her daughter. If the Church values the appro-

bation of her Divine Master ; if she appreciates the character

and objects of her own holy mission ; if she desires to avoid

agitation in her councils, she must be more than the promulgator

and advocate of an abstract theology, however pure and truthful

in itself. She must practically exhibit the blessed Gospel as at

once the antagonist and corrective of every form of wickedness

that mars the happiness of man in this world, as well as the

next ; she must, in short, manifest faith which worketh by

LOVE, PURIFIETH THE HEART, AND OVERCOMETH THE WORLD.



A LETTEE

TO THE EIGHT REV. L. SILLIMAN IVES,

BISHOP OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH IX THE STATE OF

NORTH CAROLINA.

Right Reverend Sir:

History tells us of a certain bishop who was taken prisoner in

battle, while fighting against the king of France. The Pope,

indignant that a prelate of the church should be held as a cap-

tive, demanded his instant liberation. To this mandate the

king replied by sending his Holiness the bishop's blood-stained

armor, with the words of Scripture, " This have we found

:

know now, whether it be thy son's coat or no."

And surely the ambassador of Him who came to preach deliv-

erance to the captive, and liberty to them that are bruised, as

effectually disguises and denies holy office, when he chants the

praises of slavery, with all its insepamble and unutterable abomi-

nations, as when he arrays himself in the garment of the warrior,

and participates in the work of human butchery. Of all the

bishops of the church, you alone aspire to the championship of

human bondage. Your brother of Texas reposes on the laurels

he has won in the service of the slave-holders. Others of your

reverend and right reverend brethren are content to enjoy the

unrequited toils of their bondmen, without provoking the atten-

tion of the public to the discrepancy between their religion and

39
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their practice. You alone throw down the gauntlet to the whole

of Christendom beyond the slave region. It was not enough

that you had already endorsed with the whole Aveight of your

Episcopal influence the frantic assertions, that "no men nok

SET OF MEN IN OUR DAY, UNLESS THEY CAN PRODUCE A

NEW REA'ELATION FROM HeAVEN, ARE ENTITLED TO PRO-

NOUNCE SLAVERY WRONG," and that " SLAVERY, AS IT EXISTS

AT THE PRESENT DAY, IS AGREEABLE TO THE ORDER OF

Divine Providence ;" you must introduce the subject into the

council of your church, and entertain your convention with a

picture of the blessedness of North Carolina slaves, and with

sneers at the wailing of your fellow Christians over their " im-

aginary " suffering. Should we seek for the cause ofyour peculiar

ultraism in behalf of human chattelism, we should probably iind

it in the tendency of human nature, under a change of position,

to vibrate from one extreme to the other; and which is exempli-

fied in the proverbial cruelty and arrogance of the slave, when

elevated to the post of driver. Had you, when preparing for

the ministry among your native hills of New York, been told

that the day would come when you would claim to hold your

fellow-men as bondmen by the grace of God, and would scoff at

the sufferings of southern slaves, the answer of Ilazael to the

prophet would have trembled on your lips.

Your late address to the convention of your diocese contained

the following extraordinary passages :

'• From this place I went, by the request of my friend, Josiah ColHns,

E?;q., directly to the estates on Lake Scuppornong, which had been
without stated ministerial services for the greater part of the year.

Here, and in the neighboring parish at Pettigrew's chapel, I passed the

remainder part of the season of Lent, holding daily services, delivering

lectures, and commencing a new course pf oral catechetical instruc-

tions to the servants. This course is to embrace the prominent events

and truths of the Old and New Testaments, as connected with man's

fall and redemption, and is designed to follow the oral catechism I

have already published. The services here were of the most gratifying

character, fully justifying all that has been said and anticipated of the

system of religious training heretofore pursued on these plantations.

When I saw master and servants standing side by side in the holy ser-

vices of Passion week— when I saw all secular labor on these planta-

tions suspended on Good Friday, and the cleanly clad multitude throng-

ing the house of prayer, to pay their homage to a crueilied Saviour—
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and wlien I saw on the blessed Easter morn, the master with his

goodly number of servants kneeling with reverent hearts and devout

thanksgivings to take the bread of life at the same altar— I could not

but indulge the hope that ere long my spirit may be refreshed by such

scenes in every part of my diocese ; while I could not help believing

that, had some of our brethren of other lands been present, they would

have been induced to change the note of their wailing over imaginary

sulTering, into the heartfelt exclamation, ' Happy are the people that

are in such a case • yea, blessed are the i>eople toho Jiave the Lord for

their God.''

" Often, at such times, have I wished for the presence of my friend,

the good Bishop of Oxford, as I have felt assured that, could he but

once witness what it is my happiness to witness, though in a too imperfect

state, his manly heart would prompt him to ask instant pardon of the

American church, for having spoken so harshly upon a subject which

he so imperfectly understood ; and that he would perceive that his Chris-

tian sympathy might find a much more natural vent in efforts to remove
the cruel oppressions of the factory system in his own country, and
his Christian indignation a much nrore legitimate object of rebuke

in the English churchmen who have helped to rivet that system upon
their land."

If ever truth is peculiarly obligatory, it is when a bishop,

acting in liis high and holy office, addresses a council of the

church of God. "We are here informed that our brethren of

other lands have raised a " note of wailing over IMAGINARY
suffering ;

" and the context forbids us to understand the expres

sion in any other sense than a solemn official declaration that

southern slavery is unattended with real actual suffering ! The

assurance is also avowed, that had the Bishop of Oxford wit-

nessed the scenes at Scuppernong, he would have been prompted

to ask instant pardon of the American church, for having spoken

so harshly upon a subject which he so imperfectly understood.

Such an assurance is no less wonderful than unwarranted. The

subject on which the bishop is accused of having spoken harshly

and without understanding it, is American slavery, and the sup-

port afforded it by the American church.

Your addixiss, sir, is the first response made to the Bishop of

Oxford's reproof of the American church. So long as it was

hoped the reproof would be supjjressed in this country, a most

profound silence was observed respecting it. Scarcely an Epis-

copalian in the country seemed to know that the history of his

clmrch had been written by an eminent I^nglish divine. But
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no sooner is an extract from his history published, bearing upon

the horrors of southern slavery, and the delinquencies of our

bishops and clergy respecting it, than you think pi-oper to rep-

resent him as imperfectly acquainted with the subject, and pro-

fess to believe that, if better informed, he would ask instant

pardon of the church for what he had written.* It is to be

regretted, sir, that you found it inexpedient to specify the alleged

suffering which you pronounce {magijiary, or to point out a single

mistake into which your good brother of Oxford has fallen, and

which would tend in any degree to verify your charge against

him of imperfectly understanding his subject. But sir, there are

Avriters against whom you, a northern man, will not think it dec-

orous to bring a similar charge. The following witnesses, you

will perceive, differ from you as to the blessedness of southern

slavery, and dare to call it wrong, without waiting for a new

revelation from Heaven.

Waiiixgtox :— "Your late purchase of an estate in the colony of

Cayenne, with a view of emancipatinj; the slaves on it, is a generous

and noble proof of your humanity. Would to God a like spirit might

diffuse itself generally into the minds of the people of this country."

Letter to Lafayette, 10th May, 1786.

Jeffersox :
— " Can the liberties of a nation be thought secure,

when M-e have removed the only firm basis— a conviction in the minds

of the people that these Uberties are the gift of God— that they are not

to be violated but Avith his wrath ? Indeed I tremble for my country

when I reflect that God is just; that his justice cannot sleep for ever;

that, considering numbers, nature, and natural means only, a revolution

of the wheel of fortune, an exchange of situation is among possible

events ; that it may become possible by supernatural interference.

The Almighty has no attribute which can take side with us in such a

contest." Notes on Virginia.

* " No doubt, the whole church of England might with equal propriety be

called to ask pardon of her American daughter, as it is to be hoped every one

of her bishops, priests and deacons, most cordially concurs in the propriety

and justice of the Bishop of Oxford's reproof. The Bishop of Norwich, in a

letter of 19th October, ISiO, to an American gentleman who had furnished

him with certain papers, including portions of Freeman's Sermon, and Bishop
Ives's endorsement of it, remarks :

" I have always considered it as an
anomaly, that any State professing Christianity could' for a moment tolerate

a tvranny so utterly at variance with every feeling of justice and humanity,

but I never could have believed that any individuals existed, caUing^ them-

sehes ministers oftheffospel, whose minds were so darkened by prejudice and
self-interest as to avow an approval of slavery and its evil consequences,

had I not found them so unequivocally confirmed in the documents above

mentioned."
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Madxsox:— "Many circumstances at the present moment seem to

concur in brightening the prospects of the Society, and cherishing the

hope that the time will come when the dreadful calamity wliich has so

long afflicted our country, and filled so many with despair, will be

gradually removed." Letter to American Colonization Society, 2^th

December, I80I.

jMoxroe :
— '' We have found that this e^-il (slavery) has preyed

upon the very vitals of the community, and has been prejudicial to all

(he States in which it has existed." Speech in Virginia Convention.

"William Pixkxey :— "It is really matter of astonisliment to me,

that the people of IMaryland do not blush at the very name of freedom.

Not content with exposing to the world, for near a century, a speaking

picture of abominable oppression, they are still ingenious to prevent

the hand of generosity from robljing it of half its horrors." Speech on

Slavery in Maryland House of Delegates, 1789.

Patrick IIexry : — " It is a debt we owe the purity of our i-eli-

gion, to show that it is at variance with that law which warrants sla-

very." Letter to A. Benezet.

Maxcmissiox Society of North Carolina : — "In the east-

ern parts of the State, the slaves considerably outnumber the free

population. Their situation there is wretched beyond descrijjtion. Im-
poverished bjr the mismanagement which we have already attempted

to describe, the master, unable to supply his own grandeur and main-

tain his slaves, puts the unfortunate wretches upon short allowance,

scarcely sufficient for their sustenance, so that a great part go half

naked and half starved much of the time. . . . Generally, throughout

the State, the iVfrican is an abused, a monstrously outraged creature.'

Report, 1826.

John Eaxdolpii : — " Sir, I envy neither the head nor the heart

of that man,/;-o/w the Noi-th, who rises here to defend slavery on prin-

ciple." Speech in Congress, 1829.

Mr. Moore :— " Slavery as it exists in Virginia, may be regarded
as the heaviest calamity which has ever fallen to this portion of the

human race. One of the evils which arises from it, is the irresistible

tendency which it has to undermine and destroy everything like virtue

and morality in the community." Speech in Virginia Legislature, 1832.

Thomas M. Randolph : — "It is a practice, and an increasing

practice, in parts of Virginia, to rear slaves for market. How
can an honorable mind, a patriot and a lover of his country, bear to

see this Ancient Dominion converted into one vast menagerie, where
men are rearedfor market like oxen for the shambles ? " Speech in Vit'

ginia Legislature, 1832.

Rev. R. J. Breckenridge, of Baltimore :
— " What is slavery as

it exists among us '? We reply, it is that condition, enforced by the

laws of one half of the States of this confederacy, in which one portion

of the community, called masters, is allowed such power over another
portion, called slaves, as—

"1. To deprive them of the entire earnings of their own labor,

39* . . ..
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except only so much as is necessary to continue labor itself, by continu-
ing healthy existence— thus committing clear robbery.

" 2. To reduce them to the necessity of universal concubinage, by
denying to them the civil rights of marriage— thus breaking up the
dearest relations of hfe, and encouraging universal prostitution.

" 3. To deprive them of the means and opportunities of moral and
intellectual culture ; in many States making it a high penal oflence to

teach them to read— thus perpetuating whatever evil there is that pro-
ceeds from ignorance.

'• 4. To set up between parents and their children an authority higher
than the impulse of nature and the laws of God, Avhich breaks up the
authority of the flither over his own offspring, and at pleasure separates

the mother at a returnless distance from lier child— thus abrogating
the clear laws of nature, thus outraging all decency and justice, and
degrading and oppressing thousands upon thousands of beings created
like themselves in the image of the Most High God. This is sla-
very, as it is daily exhibited in every slave State." African Reposi-
tory, 1834.

Syxod of Kentucky:— '-Brutal stripes, and all the various kinds
of personal indignities are not the only species of cruelty which slavery

licenses. The law does not recognize the family relations of a slave,

and extends to him no protection in the enjoyment of domestic endear-
ments. The members of a slave family may be forcibly separated, so

that they shall never more meet till the final judgment ; and cupidity

often induces the masters to practise what the law allows. Brothers
and sisters, parents and children, husbands and wives are torn asunder,

and permitted to see each other no more. These acts are daily occur-
ring in the midst of us. The shrieks and the agony often witnessed
on such occasions proclaim with a trumpet tongue, the iniquity and
CRUELTY OF OUR SYSTEM." Adclress, 1835.

Henry Clay:— "I consider slavery as a curse— a curse to the

master— a Avrong, a grievous wrong to the slave. In the abstract, it is

all wrong, and no possible contingency can make it right." Coloniza-.

tion Speech, 1836.

T. Marshall, of Fauquier county, Virginia :— " Slavery is ruinous

to the wliites. The master has no capital but what is vested in human
flesh. The father, instead of being richer for his sons, is at a loss

to provide for them. There is no diversity of occujiations, no incentive

to enterprise. Labor of every species is disreputable, because performed
mostly by slaves. Our towns are stationary, our villages almost every-

where declining, and the general aspect of the country marks the

curse of a wasteful, idle, reckless population, who have no interest in

the soil, and care not how much it is impoverished." Speech in Vir-

ginia Legislature, 1845.

And now, sir, what will you do with this host of witnesses,

which might be indefinitely enlarged ? Will you, a northern

man, charge these witnesses with an imperfect knowledge of sla-

very ? By no means ; but you may say of them, quite as truly

as of the Bishop of Oxford, that, had they only been at Scup-
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pcrnong last Good Friday and Easter Sunday, they would have

" been prompted to ask instant pardon " of the American church,

for having spoken so harshly of an institution which she enjoys,

defends, and blesses.

Warburton, in his Divine Legation (vol. 11, p. 92,) informs

us that the ancient sages held it lawful and expedient to teach

one doctrine to the people at large, and an opposite one to a

select number. Hence the double doctrine of these philosophers

— the one external, intended for the public, and known as the

exoteric ;i\\Q other internal, common to friends and disciples,

and denominated the esoteric. The slave-holders of the present

day have their double doctrine also ; and to distinguish between

the exoteric and the esoteric, it is only necessary to ascertain

whether the language used is intended for effect on the north or

the south side of Mason and Dixon's line. For the purpose of

illustrating this double doctrine, which in the sequel will be

found very useful in explaining the. spiritual phenomena wit-

nessed at Scuppernong, I will call your attention to the exoteric

teachings of those distinguished sages. Governors Hayne and

Hammond, both within a few years chief magistrates of South

Carolina. The former, in his message to the Legislature, in

1833, thus speaks to the South Carolina lawgivers, but only for

the purpose of being overheai'd by the people of the North :

" It is a remarkable fact, that even during the revolutionary war,

when the State was overrun by a barbarous enemy, marching openly

under the banner of emancipation, our domestics could not he seduced

from their masters, but proved a source of strength, and not of Aveak-

ness, to the country."

Governor Hayne, no doubt, adopted the maxim of the Grecian

philosophers, that truth and utility do not always coincide ; for

he was, of course, too well informed in the history of his native

State not to have been conscious that the " remarkable fact

"

thus officially announced was an impudent invention of his own.

Let us listen to the testimony borne by history to the fdelity of

South Carolina domestics, and the strenrjth they yielded to the

country during the revolutionarj^ war : . '
_

^'^ March 29, 1799.—The committee appointed to t<ake into considera-

tion the circumstances of the Southern States, and the ways and means
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for tlieir safety and defence, report : That tlie State of South Caro-

lina (as represented by the delegates of said State, and by Mr. Huger,

who has come hither, at the request of the Governor of said State, on

purpose to exj^lain the peculiar circumstances thereof) is uxable to

make any effectual efforts with the militia, by reason of the great pro-

portion of citizens necessary to remain at home to prevent insurrection

among the negroes^ and prevent their desertion to the enemy." Secret

Journal of Congress, Vol. II, p. 105.

" The negroes seduced and taken from the inhabitants of South
CarolixaIu the course of the war, remained subject to the disposal

of the enemv. They were successively shipped to the West Indies;^

and it is asserted, on the authority of the best informed citizens of

South Carolina, that more than tavexty thousand slaves^were lost

to the State in consequence of the war." Col H. Lee's Memoirs of

the Revolutionary War in the Southern Department, Vol. II, p. 456.

Dr. Ramsay was a native of South Carolina, and in 1809,

published his History of the State, in the city of Charleston.

Is it to be believed that the governor had never heard of the

following facts recorded by the historian? Speaking of the

campaign of 1779, Ramsay tells us :

" The forces under the command of General Provost marched

through the richest settlements of the State, where are the fewest white

inhabitants in proportion to the number of slaves. The hapless Afri-

cans, allured with the hopes of freedom, forsook their owners, and re-

paired in great numbers to the royal anny. They endeavored to

recommend themselves to their new masters by discovering where their

owners had concealed their property, and were assisting in carrying it

off." Vol. I, p. 312.

Describing the invasion the next year, he says

:

" The slaves a second time flocked to the British army." Vol. I, p.

336.

Again: "Immediately after the surrender (of Charleston,) five

hundred negroes were ordered to be put on board the ships for pioneers

to the royal forces in New York." Vol. I, p. 35.

Finally : " It has been computed by good judges, that between the

years 1775 and 1783 the State of South Carolina lost TWENTY-
FIVE THOUSAND negroes !

!

" Vol. I, p. 4 75.

The census of 1790 found the whole number of slaves, men,

women, and children, in South CaroHna, to be only 107,000.

Now if a few years before, of those physically capable of seek-

ing refuge in the British camp and fleet, no less than twenty-five

thousand availed themselves of the presence of the enemy to
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escape from tlieir masters, we may form some idea of the truth

of Governor Hayne's enlogium on the fdel(f>/ of South Carolina

slaves.

The object of the Governor's mendacious fact was to lead

the people of the North to believe that their sympathy for the

slaves was misplaced, that their suffering was " imaginary ;

"

since, if they retained their allegiance to their masters, in the

presence of a British emancipating army, they must certainly

be very well contented with their condition.

In 1822, there was in Charleston a rumor of an intended

servile msurrection; and this very gentleman, then Colonel

Hayne, patrolled the streets one whole night, at the head of five

companies of soldiers, to prevent the faithful domestics from

cutting their masters' throats. No less than thirty-five " do-

mestics " were soon after tried, convicted, and hiaiff, for their

intended insurrection ; and in this judicial butchery, this same

Colonel Hayne played his part as one of the judges

!

The Governor did not see fit to refer to the fidelity of south-

ern slaves during the more recent war of 1812. Let us supply

his omission. A memorial presented to Congress by certain

Virginia and Maryland slave-holders, and to be found in the

documents of the 2d Sess., 20th Cong., sets forth, that " in July

and August, 1814, the enemy made several landings on the

northern neck of Virginia. All the militia in this peninsula

were called into service, and the property (slaves) was pretty

well protected. On a sudden, an order came, that all the troops

should be marched to the defence of Washington ; and this neck

of eighteen miles wdde was emptied of all its eflTicient force for

nearly six wrecks. During the absence of the forces there was

nothing to restrain our slaves, and they flocked in hundreds

TO THE ENEMY."

Governor Hammond, another South Carolina sage, addressing

the North from the floor of Congress, 1st of February, 1836,

taught the following exoteric doctrine :

" Sir, our slaves are a peaceful, kiiul-lioarted, and affectionate race,

satisjied with their lot, happy in their comforts, and devoted to their mas-

ters." It will not be an easy thing to seduce them from their fidelity."
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And now, sir, for a little esoteric doctrine relative to the " de-

votion " of slaves to their masters. Soon after the hansins: of

domestics by dozens in Charleston, a pamphlet appeared there,

entitled " Reflections occasioned by the Late Disturbances in

Charleston," attributed to Gen. T. Pinkney. It was an essay

on the dangers to be apprehended from the slave population,

and the means of averting them. Of the " house servants " it

is said

:

" They are the most dangerous ; their intimate acquaintance with aU
the circumstances relating to the interior of the dwelUngs, the confi-

dence reposed in them, and the information they unavoidably obtain

from hearing the conversation and observing the habitual transactions

of their owners, aiford them the most ample means for treacherous
BLOODSHED AND DEVASTATiox. The succcss, therefore, of servile

conspiracies mainly depends on this class for taking oif by midnight

murder their unsuspecting owners ; and the late trials, by exhibiting

so large a portion of this description among the ringleaders of the

conspiracy, afford a melancholy proof of their promptitude to become
actors in such scenes," p. 14.

Another pamphlet came out the same year at Charleston,

said to be from the pen of Edwin C. Holland, Esq., and called

"A Rufutation of the Calumnies circulated against the Southern

and Western States." It concluded with the following esoteric

advice

:

" Let it never be forgotten, that our negroes are truly the Jacobins

of the country ; that they are the anarchists and the domestic enemy ;

the common enemy of civilized society ; and the barbarians who would,

if they could, become the destroyers of our race."

" We of the South," says the Mays\'ille (Tennessee) Intelligencer,

"are emphatically surroimded by a dangerous class of beings

—

de-

graded, stupid savages— who, if they could but once entertain the idea

that immediate and unconditional death would not be their portion,

would reenact the St. Domingo tragedy."

Says the Southern Religious Telegraph :

" Hatred to the whites, with the exception in some cases of attach-

ment to the person and family of the master, is nearly universal among
the black population. We have, then, a foe cherished in our own
bosoms— a foe willing to draw our life blood whenever the oppor-

tunity is offered."

The slave-holders, when thus cautioning each other against
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the intense hatred felt for them by the shaves, seem never to ask

themselves, " Is there not a cause ?
"

The double doctrine is not confined to the laity ; even the

CLERGY occasionally condescend to use it. One of the most

astonishing specimens of the clerical exoteric to be met with in

the -writings of southern divines, is furnished by the Rev. J. C.

Thornton, President of the Centenary College, Clinton, Mis-

sissippi. This gentleman, in a volume entitled an " Liquiry

into the History of Slavery, 1841," but in reality, a philippic

against abolitionists, scoffing at the alleged ignorance of the

slaves, thus exclaims

:

" They are so ' ignorant ' that they are chiefly all in the South mem-
bers of three or four denominations, Pi-otestant Episcopalians, Prosby-
teiians, Baptists, Methodists ; among all of whom are colored ministers

of exalted standing, who would honor any pulpit in Amei-ica. When
those who are not church members are added to the above, it will

make at least two millions of slaves in regular attendance on divine
worship," pp. 108-^110.

To these specimens of the reverend gentleman's veracity, we
add one of his refinement. Addressing, in his book, by name,

two anti-slavery writers at the North, he tells them—
" Bring forward your son, out with your daughter, and cither shall

have an Angola negro before night," p. 140.

As the whole number of slaves, including children, at the last

census, was rather less than three millions, and at the least two
millions of these are in regular attendance on divine worship, it

must be confessed that the slaves are the greatest church-going

people in the world. " Happy are the people that are in such

a case." But before indulging in our pious gratulations, let us

attend to the esoteric teaching on the subject of slave religion.

In a sermon preached before an association of planters in Geor-

gia, by the Rev. C. C. Jones, and published at Savannah, 1831,

we have the following confessions :

" The description which the Apostle Paul, in his Epistle to the Ro-
mans, gives of the heathen world, will apply, with very little abatement,
to our negroes. They lie, blaspheme, are slothful, envious, malk-Ious,

inventors of evil things, deceivers, covenant breakers. Implacable, un-
merciful. Numbers of the negroes do not go to church, and cannot
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tell who Jesus Christ is, nor have they ever heard so much as the ten
commandments read and explained Generally speakins,
they appear to be without hope, and without God in the world—a
NATIOX OF HEATHEN IX OUR VERY MIDST."

The report of the Synod of South Carolina and Georgia, made
5tli of December, 1833, and published at Charleston, makes the

following revelations :

" Who would credit it, that in these years of revival and benevolent
effort, in this Christian republic, there are over two millions of
human beings in the condition of heathen, and in some respects in a
worse condition ? Fi'Om long-continued and close observation, we
believe that their moral and religious condition is such that they may
justly be considered the heathex of tliis Christian country, and will

bear a comparison with heathen in any part of the world. ... It

is universally the fact throughout the slave-holding States, that either

custom or law prohibits them the acquisition of letters, and conse-
quently they can have no access to the Scriptures In the
vast field, extending from an entire State beyond the Potomac to the
Sabine river, and from the Atlantic to the Ohio, there are, to the best

of our knowledge, not twelve men exclusively devoted to the reli"-ious

instruction of the negroes. As to ministers of their oion color, they
are destitute, infinitely, both in point of numbers and qualifications, to

say nothing of the fact that such a ministry is looked upon with dis-

trust, and discountenanced. But do not the negroes have access to

the Gospel through the stated ministry of the whites ? No
We venture the assertion, that if we take the whole number of minis-

ters in the slave-holding States, hut a very small j)ortion jiay any atten-

tion to them The negroes have no regular and efficient

ministry ; as a matter of course, xo churches ; neither is there suffi-

cient room in the white churches for their accommodation. We know
of hwtjice churches in the slave-holding States built expressly for their

use. . . . We may now inquire if they enjoy the privileges of the

Gospel in private, in their own houses, or on their own plantations.

Again we return a negative answer. They have xo Bibles to read
at their own fireside, they have no family altars ; and when in aftliction

and sickness, or death, they have no minister to address to them the

consolations of the Gospel, nor to bury them with solemn and appro-
priate services."

Certainly the reverend President of " Centenary College,

Clinton, Mississippi," and the SynoLl of South Carolina and

Georgia, differ somewhat as to the religious character of tv:o

millions of slaves. According to the one, they are regular at-

tendants on divine worship ; according to the other, they are

" in the condition of iiEAxnEN." According to the one, among

the Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Baptist, and Methodist slaves
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tliere are " colored ministers of exalted standing, who would

honor any pulpit in America." According to the other— " As

to ministers of their own color, they are destitute infinitely, both

in point of number and qualifications."

A writer in the Charleston Courier tells us, " There are up-

wards of 20,000 colored persons in Charleston and on the Neck,

and there are but inadequate accommodations and opportunities

for their attendance on the preaching of the Word of God, by

admission to galleries in some of our churches ; there being many

wdiich do not even vochsafe them that privilege." A late writer

in the Charleston Mercury, opposing a proposition to form colored

congregations, remarks :

" It has been the policy of this State, not to admit the teaching to

the slaves, either of reading or writing ; we all know why this is so.

No matter from what combination of causes, the result has been pro-

duced, in this part of the country, ' for weal or for wo,' our lives and
fortunes are indlssolubly connected with the preservation of that insti-

tion. It needed no great scope of argument to satisfy those who framed
our laws, that the expansion of intellect, the hundred influences which
education generates, would be very inconsistent with habits of obedi-

ence, which was the corner-stone of the institution."

Let us now apply this double doctrine to the case of the slave

Christians of Scuppernong, and see whether we cannot find

some esoteric revelations which might cause the Bishop of Ox-

ford to pause a little before he asks pardon for his reproof of

the American church.

It seems that, during Lent, you visited certain plantations

"which had been without stated ministerial services for the

greater part of the year." In the midst of this destitution of

the means of grace, you appeared on the ground, and " com-

menced,"— for it appears you had no time to finish,— "a new

course of oral catechetical instruction to the servants." How
far the servants were permitted to listen to your daily lectures

and services, and whether they enjoyed the oral instruction on

other days than the Sabbath, is uncertain, since no mention is

made of the suspension of labor on the plantations, excej^t on

Good Friday. However this may be, certain i*esults are re-

corded. You saw masters and servants standing side by side in

40
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tlie holy services of Passion week. Probably the cliurch in

wliich you officiated had no gallei'ies, and hence when the ser-

vices required the congregation to stand, you saw the masters

and slaves standing on i\\e..same floor. Had you seen them sit-

ting together in the same pews, we could better have understood

their position, and should have shared your surprise. On Good

Friday, all secular labor was suspended. This, of course, was

not the effect of the oral instruction to the servants, but an act

of civility on the part of the masters to the bishop, who had

made the visit by particular request. On this day, you saw the

" cleanly clad multitude thronging the house of prayer, to pay

homage to a crucified Saviour." It was far easier to see a large

gang of slaves standing in the church, than to see the motive

which brought them there. It is not to be supposed that, during

the bishop's visit, the slaves were told to throw down their hoes,

and put on clean chothes, merely to spend Good Friday in

dancing, or roaming over the plantations. "Whatever may have

been the piety of the " multitude," they were most unquestion-

ably ordered to go to church, and a sound flogging would have

been the fate of every truant. On the blessed Easter morn you

behold " the master with his goodly number of servants kneeling

with reverent hearts and devout thanksgivings, to take the bread

of life at the same altar." As no Protestant Episcopal church

has as yet more than one altar or communion table, the commu-

nicants, as a matter of course, knelt at the same. As the* ser-

vice was performed by you, it was of course performed with

rubrical correctness ; and, not being interrupted with narratives

of personal experiences and feelings, it is not very obvious how

you made the discovery that the goodly numher of servants knelt

with reverent hearts and devout thanksgivmgs.

You flatter yourself, sir, that if these sights had been witnessed

by some of " our brethren from other lands " (probably North-

ern and English abolitionists,) they would have changed their

note of wailing over imaginary suffering into the jubilant chant,

" Happy are the people that are in such a case ; yea, blessed

are the people who have the Lord for their God !

!

" Be assured,

sir, that unless they very imperfectly understood the subject, no
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sucli exclamations would be prompted by their hearts, nor escape

from their lips. They would not regard as happy the masters

who compelled a goodly number of their fellow Christians to

toil for them without wages ; and the moi*e easily to keep them in

subjection, prevented the exjjansion of their intellect, and denied

them the common rights of humanity, and particularly that of

searching the Scriptures. They would not regard the multitude

of slaves happy, because excused from labor on Good Friday,

while toiling under the lash every other ^veek day in the year

;

nor, finally, would they pi-onounce masters and slaves happy,

merely because they were seen to receive the communion on

Easter Sunday.

Most true it is, that he who has the Lord for his God is

blessed, whether he bleeds under the lash of the slave-driver, or

expires a martyr at the stake ; and equally true is it, that his

blessedness affords no justification to his brother for treating him

as a beast of burden, or offering his life a sacrifice to religious

intolerance. No Christian will deny the power of the Holy

Spirit to penetrate the gloomy prison house of southern bondage,

and to enlighten, sanctify, and save its miserable inmates. But

the blessings of grace, as of providence, are ordinarily bestowed

in return for the use of appointed means ; and where those

means are withheld, or partially ajiplied, or grossly perverted,

other evidence may justly be required, that the slave has made

the Lord his God, than the simple fact that he is seen to receive

the communion in his master's church, and in his company. It

is somewhat questionable whether your spii-it would have been

equally refreshed at the sight of a multitude of Presbyterian,

Baptist, or Methodist slaves, receiving the communion from the

hands of a minister destitute of Episcopal ordination ; or

whether you would have been equally assured of their blessed-

ness. Yet you well know, sir, that in the choice of their church,

and ci'eed the slaves are for the most part passive ; and that, had

the Scuppernong communicants been sent to auction on Easter

Monday, they would each thenceforth have worshipped in the

place and manner directed by " the highest bidder."

The Southern churches number their slave communicants by
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thousands ; but profession is not principle ; and in all ages and

countries, there has ever been a ready conformity to the religion

of the ruling despot. Where the slave makes no religious

profession, the cause is for the most part to be found in the in-

difference of the master.

The esoteric teaching on this subject is not calculated to inspire

very strong confidence in slave piety. In an account of the

" Intended Insurrection," published by the authorities of Charles-

ton, 1822, it is stated, that of those executed several had been

" class-leaders." " Jack Green was a preacher ; Billy Palmer

exceedingly pious, and a communicant of the church of his

master ; Jack Purcell, no less devout." The ensuing year, the

Rev. Dr. Dalcho, assistant minister of St. Michael's church,

Charleston, published a pamphlet in vindication of slavery, but

had the decency to omit his name on the title-page.* Alludmg

to the late conspirators, he says :

" I write, with feelings of the deepest regret, that some of the con-

spirators were preachers, class-leaders, and communicants ; thus veri-

fying the truth of a remark which teachers have too often occasion to

make, that there it little coxfidexce to be placed in the
RELIGIOUS pROFESSioxs OF NEGROES. I spcak generally. Much
animal excitement may be, and oftentimes is, produced, where but little

real devotion is felt in the heart. I sympathize most sincerely with the

very respectable and pious clergyman, Avhose heart must still bleed at

the recollection that his confidential class-leader, but a week or two

before his just con-v'iction, had received the communion of the Lord's

Supper from his hand. This icretcli had been brought up in his pas-

tor's famil}', and was treated with the same Christian attention as was

shown to their children." f

Says the venerable and Rev. Dr. Nelson, a native of Tennes-

see, and formerly President of Marion College, Missouri

:

" The concentrated recollection of thirty years furnishes me with

Ihree instances only, where I could say I have reason, from the known
walk of that slave, to beUeve him or her a sincere Christian."

The Rev. C. C. Jones, probably better acquainted with the

* Practical Considerations, founded on the Scriptures, relative to the Slave

Population of South Carolina. By a South Carolinian,

t But the wretch was the slave of his pastor.
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religious cliaracter of the slaves than any other southern minis-

ter, says, in his sermon already quoted

:

" Of THE PROFESSORS OF RELiGiox among them, there are many
of questionable piety, who occasion the different churches great trouble

in discipline, for they are extremely ignorant, and frequently are guilty

of the grossest vices."

After such facts and confessions, you cannot, sir, be surprised,

should your brethren from other lands be a little sceptical about

the " reverent hearts and devout thanksgivings " of the goodly

number of the Scuppernong negroes. But, alas ! sir, there are

indeed far weightier reasons than these facts and confessions, to

justify such scepticism.

The very jjeculiar character of that Christianity which is

offered to the slaves is well calculated to insure its rejection by
them. Love is the great motive, argument, and command of

the Gospel. God is love. God so loved the world, that he

gave his only begotten Son. We love God, because he first

loved us. Love one anothei-, so shall all men know that ye are

my disciples. One is your Father, which is in heaven ; all ye

are brethren. AYhen ice are cruelly and unjustly treated, we
know that we suffer in violation of the precepts of our religion,

and we are taught to pray for the offender, that his sin may be

forgiven. Far different is the religion offered to the slave. He
is instructed that the common Father of all has authorized a

portion of his children to convert the others into articles of mer-

chandise. The favored children, moreover, are permitted to

withhold from their brethren the revelation made by their Heav-
enly Father, and which he has declared is able to make them
wise unto salvation. The slave also learns, by experience, that

to him is denied the marriage and the parental relations— blessed

boons, expressly conferred by God upon others. While tliis

religion calls on some to be diligent in business, that they may
provide for their families, he is informed that this same religion

requires from him unceasing and unrepining toil, for the sole

benefit of his happier brethren. A future life is indeed revealed

to him, and he is promised hai)piness in another world, on
certain conditions; among which are, ahxajs, obedience to his

40*
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master, find refusal to escape from bondage. The slave is taugtt

that those privations and sufferings which he endures, and which

outrage his moral sense, are in perfect accordance with the pre-

cepts of his religion ; and that to pray for the forgiveness of his

oppressor would be but to insult that Divine Majesty which

clothed the oppressor with power, and authorized him to use it

in crushing his weaker brother.

Such is the Christianity presented to the slave— a religion

which his own consciousness must tell him is partial, severe, and

unjust, nullifying in the case of the Uach man the holy and

benevolent precepts it gives to his icJdte brother, and sanctifying

a system of cruelty and oppression, which every faculty of his

soul teUs him is wrong.

And by whom is this species of Christianity received, beyond

the slave-region ? Almost the whole of Christendom rejects it

as spurious. The wise and good of all countries abhor it. The

bishops of the Church of England denounce it. Not a bishop

at home, in a free State, dare give it his sanction. And yet it

is supposed that the poor slave, who of all others has the most

reason to reject a religion which sinks him below humanity, will

cordially embrace it.

Not only is this religion necessarily repugnant to the natural

moral sense of the slaves, but the very persons who preach it

must be objects of their distrust and aversion. No minister

addresses the slaves on a plantation, but by permission of the

master ; nor is any slave ordinarily admitted to Christian ordi-

nances, but by the same permission, expressed or implied. Hence

the minister virtually addresses the slave as the agent of his

master, and, instead of letting the slave perceive that he sym-

pathizes in his sufferings, and laments and condemns his oppres-

sion, he labors to impress him with the belief that God Almighty

sanctions the servitude beneath which he groans, and requires

from him a ready submission to it. Is it in human nature that

such shepherds should be loved by the flock ?

No clergyman at the South has probably labored more zeal-

ously in behalf of the spiritual interests of the slaves than the

Rev. C. C. Jones ; but, unhappily, he has labored as the agent
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of the masters, and the supporter of human bondage ; and what

has been his success ? Listen to his story, as related in the

Tenth Report of the Association for the Religious Instruction of

the Negroes in Liberty county, Georgia :

" I was preaching," says he, " to a large congregation, on the Epistle

to Philemon ; and when I insisted on fidelity and obediences.?, Christian

virtues in servants, and upon the authority of Paul, coxdemned the
PRACTICE OF RUXxrxG AWAY, one-half of my audience deliberately

rose up and loalked off with themselves ; and those who remained looked

anything hut satisfied with the preacher or his doctrine. After dismis-

sion, there was no small stir among them ; some solemnly declared that

there was no such Epistle in the Bible ; others, that it was uot the

Gospel ; others, that / preached to p)lease the masters ; others, that they

did not care if they never heard me preach again," p. 24.

Had Mr. Jones been untrammelled by the theory of slavery

and the interests of the masters, he would have preached a very

different sermon, and experienced very different treatment.

After reading the Epistle, he would have told his audience that

the text left it wholly uncertain whether Onesimus -was a slave or

a hired servant ; that, in either case, the apostle had no power to

compel him to return to his master ; and that, of course, his

return was wholly voluntary ; that, so far from being in dis-

grace, or liable to arrest on his journey, he was sent by the

apostle as " a faithful and beloved brother," a messenger to a

Christian church (Col. iv, 9) ; that, if he was in fact a slave,

then the apostle demanded his immediate emancipation, by re-

quiring his master to receive him, " not now as a slave, but

above a slave, a brother beloved." The preacher might then

have pressed upon his hearers, from the injunctions of the

apostle, the duties of forgiveness and kindness. Such a sermon

would have recommended Christianity to the slaves, and exposed

the preacher to be lynched by the masters.

In 1792-93, a number of American citizens were held as

slaves in Algiers, and by as valid and sacred a title as that by

which any slave is held in North Carolina. Indeed, these Amer-

ican slaves -were held by precisely the same title, the fortune of

war, as were a great portion of the Roman slaves, whose bond-

age you and Bishop Freeman insist was approved by Christ and
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liis apostles. These slaves, one hundred and five in number, in

a petition to Congress, declared :
" "We are emploj-ed daily at

the most laboi'ious work, without respect of persons, and shut up

at night in two slave-prisons" What would have been the

feelings of these slaves towards an English clergyman, in the

pay of the Dey, who, with his permission, should have preached

to them from the Epistle to Philemon, urging upon them fidelity

and obedience to their Algerine masters as Christian duties, and

assui-ing them, on the authority of St. Paul, of the great sin

they would commit in attempting to escape from their " slave-

prisons ?
"

Mr. Jones has prepared a catechism for the slaves. In this

manual of religious instruction, they are asked, " Is it right for

the servant to run away ? or is it right to harbor a runaway ?
"

To this question, the slaves are required to respond an emphatic

" No."

Is there a slave, is there a white man, who believes that the

Eev. C. C. Jones, if, through some misfortune or violence, he

should be reduced to bondage in Eussia or Turkey, would not,

in spite of his catechism, embrace the first favorable opportunity

" to run away ? " or, if he could not run away himself, that he

would be restrained by scruples of conscience from liarhor'mg a

fellow-countryman, who had partially succeeded in making his

escape ? Yet the wretched slaves are required by their reli-

gious teachers to believe that God requires them to remain vol-

untarily in a state of ignorance and degradation, and even to

refuse their aid to their wives, children and friends, who are

endeavoring to recover their liberty ! Such a doctrine is alone

sufficient to give the negroes a disgust to the religion of which

they are assured it forms a part. And now let me ask, "VVlio

believes or acknowledges tliis doctrine, beyond the slave-region ?

Is there a minister of Chi'ist, except among the slave-holders,

who would so far expose his sacred character to public abhor-

rence, as to betray a fugitive slave to the kidnappers ? Who
thinks it a sin at the North or in Europe to harbor a runaway ?

Wlio, at the North, except here and there a needy attorney,

policemauj or a merchant ready to barter his character for
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soutliem custom, is vile enough to carry into practice the doc-

trine of Mr, Jones's negro catecliism, and bewray him that wan-

dereth, or refuse to hide the outcasts, or to be a covert to them

from the face of the spoiler ?

Not only is Christianity presented to the slaves by its minis-

ters in an odious and disgusting form, but these very ministers

are perceived by the slaves to be the agents of the masters, and

to preach to ^^please them" and are themselves almost univer-

sally oicners of human beings, buying and selling men, women,

and children. Is it possible that such men can be honored, and

trusted, and beloved, by the slaves, as their spiritual teachers,

friends, and guides ?

But, alas ! Christianity is rendered still more repulsive to the

slave by the fact that not only do its teachers make merchandise

of their brethren in Christ, but that organized churches are not

unfrequenily

" Christian brokers in the trade of blood,"

appropriating the profits of the traffic to the support of the priest

and the temple

!

A fugitive slave told his friends at the North that he had

ceased receiving the Lord's Supper in the church to which he

had been attached, because the church had sold his brother to

pay for their communion plate ; and " I could not bear," said he,

" to go forward and receive the communion from vessels which

were the purchase of my brother's blood."

"We have no proof of the truth of this anecdote, but we have

most abundant evidence of its credibility. Says the Rev. J.

Cable, in a printed letter of the 20th March, 184:G

:

"I Lave lived eight years in a slave State (Virginia), and received

theological education at the Union Theological Seminary near Hamp-
den Sydney College. Those who know anything about slavery, know
the worst kind h jobbing slavery—that is, hiring out slaves from year to

year, while the master is not present to protect them. It is the interest

of the one who hires them to get the worth of his money out of them,

and the loss is the master's, if they die. What shocked me more than

anything else, was the ciiURcn engaging in this jobbing of slaves. The
college church which I attended, held slaves enough to pay the pastor,

Mr. Stanton, one thousand dollars a year ; of which the church mem-
bers, as I understood, did not pay a cent. The slaves, who had been
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left to the church by some pious motlier in Israel, liad increased so as tor

be a large and increasing fund. These were hired out on Christmas

day of each year— the day on -which they celebrate the birth of our

Saviour— to the highest bidder. These worked hard the whole year

to pay the pastor SI,000, and it was left to the caprice of the employers

whether they ever heard one sermon. Since the abolitionists have

made so much noise about the connection of the church with slavery,

the Eev. Elisha Baleuter informed me the church has sold this prop-

erty, and put the money into other stock. There wei-e four churches

near the college that supported the pastor, in whole or in part, in the

same way, viz. : Cumberland church, John Kirk, pastor ; Briney

church, Wm. Plummer, pastor (since Dr. P., of llichmond) ; BulTalo

church, ]\Ir. Cochran, pastor ; Pisgah church, near the Peaks of Otter,

J. JMitchell, pastor."

The Rev. Mr. Paxton, a Virginian, and once a slave-holder,

states, in his " Letters on Slavery," that the church in Virginia,

of which he was pastor, owned seventy slaves, and that his

salary was chiefly derived from the hire of their labor.

In 1832, Mrs. Ann Pray, of Georgia, left a legacy of certain

slaves to the American Missionary Board of Commissioners—
a legacy very properly declined by the Board.

"A prime gang of ten negroes, accustomed to the culture of

cotton and provisions, belonging to the Independent Church, in

Christ Church parish," was advertised for sale in the Charleston

Courier of 12th February, 1835.

Li the Savannah Republican, 23d March, 1845, C. O'Neal,

sheriff, advertised eight slaves for sale for cash, to satisfy a

mortgage in favor of " The Board of Directors of the Theologi-

cal Seminary of the Synod of South Carolina and Georgia."

So it seems the Seminary loans its money on the security of

a certain amount of human flesh, and this under the direction of

the very Synod whose report " on the religious instruction of the

colored population " we have already quoted. Deeply are these

pious Christians exercised in their minds about the heathenism

of their brethren whom they arc selling for cash, to educate

young gentlemen for the ministry

!

The " Spirit of Missions" some time since informed its readers,

that " the Bishop of Georgia, in his Montpelier Institution, is

testing the sufficiency of slave-labor to support it." It is to

be hoped Bishop Elliott will before long favor the public with

the result of his interesting and very Christian experiment,
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111 tlie southern cliurcli, moreover, the desire for the salvation

of the negroes is in entire subserviency to the supposed interests

of the masters. The New Orleans Picayune of IGth August,

1841, has the following:

" Cbauncoy B. Black was brought before Recorder Baldwin, charged

with tampering with slaves. It was j^roved that he was seen con-

versin"- vdih a number of them in the street ; that he asked thorn if

they could read and write, and if they would like a Bible. This was

the"amount of the testimony against him. In palliation of his conduct,

it was shown that he was a regularly appointed agent of the Bible So-

ciety in New Orleans, to distribute the Bible to such as would accept

of it. The Society, however, disclaimed having the most distant inten-

tion of giving the Scriptures to slaves; and it was said Black had ex-

ceeded his commission in offering it. But as it appeared to be a mis-

understanding on his part, and not intentional interference with the

peculiar institution, he was discharged with a caution not to repeat his

offence."

Now hear the New Orleans Presbytery, in their Eeport of

1846:

"There are within the bounds of the presbytery at least 100,000

colored persons, most of whom are slaves. It is a lamentable fact, that

by far the greatevpavi are famishing and perishing for the iread of life."

With what ineffable scorn must the slaves regard such lamen-

tations over their famine for the bread of life, from the lips of

men who have not the most distant intention of giving the Scrip-

tures to slaves

!

The Southern Religious Telegraph had opened its columns to

a series of papers in behalf of Christianizing the slaves. Some

of the Virginians became alarmed, and forthwith the obsequious

editor announces

:

"At the suggestion of some of our feUow-citizens, who regardthe

discussion of the religious instruction of slaves inexpedient at this time,

we clieerfulhj comply with their wishes, and will discontiiiue for the

present the publication of articles on the subject."

Says the Georgia Conference Missionary Society, in its Re-

port for 1838:

" Our missions among the whites have shared in this season of re-

freshing from the presence of the Lord. The missions to the slaves

have not been distinguished by so great a multiphcatiou of church
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members, chiefly because the mode of operation is essentially different.

It is deemed imprudent to foster among the colored people those great

excitements which minister so powerfully to the building up of our so-

cieties among the whites."

Here we have an avowal, that, from prudential reasons—that

is, from regard to the security of slave property—the slaves

have been deprived by these Methodist missionaries of certain

auxiliaries supposed to be highly conducive to salvation.

In 1835, the slave-holders of Charleston, having sacked the

Post Office, and riotously destroyed some anti-slavery papers

found in it, called a public meeting, for the avowed purpose of

controlling the freedom of the mail. The Charleston Courier,

giving the particulars of the meeting, announced that

" The CLERGY of all denominations attended in a body, lending their

sanction to the pi-oceedings, and adding by their presence to the im-

pressive character of the scene."

The sacrifice of decency in attending this lawless meeting,

was not the only one which the Charleston clergy offered on the

altar of slavery. The slave-holders resolved

:

"That the thanks of this meeting are due to the reverend gentlemen

of the clergy in this city who have so promptly and so effectually re-

sponded tothe public sentiment, by suspending their schools, in which

the/ree colored pojnilation were taught; and that this meeting deem it

a patriotic action, worthy of all praise, and proper to be imitated by

the teachers of similar schools throughout the State."

It is quite in character, that the Charleston slave-holders

should deem it a jjafriotic act in the ministers of the Lord Jesus

Clu'ist to drive Hack children from their Sunday schools ; but

what judgment will be formed of these pusillanimous clergymen

by Him who has commanded his servants not to fear what man

can do unto them ? Most truly says the Bishop of Oxford

:

" It is a time for martyrdom, and the American church has scarcely

produced a single confessor."

There is still another to be added to the formidable obstacles

already enumerated, to the conversion of the slaves. Their very

position compels them to live in constant violation of many of

the imperative obligations of Christianity.
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The slave is a participator of that humanity with wliicli the

Saviour clothed himself at his incaniation. As a man, therefore,

he is placed by God in various relations, imposing corresponding

duties ; as a son, he is bound to honor his parents ; as a brother,

to love his kindi*ed, and relieve their distresses ; as a husband,

to cleave to his wife till parted by death ; as a fother, to provide

for the sustenance and education of his offspring. But the law

of the land has nullified that of God, and insulates the slave

from all the relations of humanity, and abrogates the obligations

resulting from them. Yet the southern priesthood, in the name
of the Lord Jesus Clu'ist, give their sanction to this law, re-

ducing to CHATTELS tlic vcry beings for whom He died. Well,

indeed, has a foreign author remarked :

" Whatever may have been the unutterable wickedness of slavery

in the West India Islands, there it never was baptized in the Redeem-
er's hallowed name, and its corruptions were not concealed in the garb
of religion. That acme of piratical turpitude was reserved for the pro-

fessed disciples of Jesus in America."

You flatter yourself, sii-, that, could the Bishop of Oxford

have witnessed the services at Scuppernong which you have de-

scribed, his views of American slavery would have undergone

such a total change, that he Avould have asked instant pardon of

the American church, for rebuking her subserviency to this ter-

rific institution. Having said nothing of the church that was

not literally true, and substantiated by most abundant proof, the

bishop could have had no motive or excuse for asking pardon.

So far from having his abhorrence of slavery diminished by the

scenes on which you dwell with so much complacency, he would

have found in them new proofs of the degeneracy of the church,

and of the corrupting influence of human bondage.

With what indignation would your good brother have wit-

nessed the masters bringing their fellow-men to the house of

prayer, kneeling Avith them at the Lord's table, partaking with

them of the emblems of the Saviour's body and blood, the next

day driving them to the field as the ox to the furrow, and per-

haps the day after tearing them from their wives and children,

and selling them to the dealer in human flesh, to be conveyed to

distant markets

!

41
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Tliink you, sir, the bishop woukl have felt very penitent for

his eondemnation of slavery, had he, on leaving Scuppernong.

repaired to "Wilmington, still in your diocese, and there recog-

nized some of the Easter Sunday communicants among the

manacled 2'>cissengers described in the following letter?

" As I went on board the sloamboat at Wihuington, I noticed eight

colored men, handcuffed and chained tocjcther in pairs, four women, and
eight or ten children— all standing together in the bow of the boat, in

charge of a man standing near them. Coming near them, I perceived

that they were all gi-eatly agitated, and, on inquiring, I found that they
were all slaves who had been born and raised in North Carolina, and
had just been sold to a speculator, who was now taking them to the

Charleston market. Upon the shore was a number of colored persons,

women and children, waiting the departure of the boat. My attention

was particularly arrested by two colored females, who stood together

a little distance from the crowd, and upon whose countenances was
depicted the keenest sorrow. As the last bell Avas tolling, I saw the

tears gushing from their eyes

—

theyioere the wives of two of the men in

chains. There, too, were mothers and sisters, weeping at the dejiart-

ure of their sous and brothers; and there, too, were fathers, taking the

last look of their wives and children. My eye now turned to those in

the boat, and, although I had tried to control my feehngs amidst my
sympathy for those on shore, I could conceal them no more, and found
myself literally weeping with those that wept. I stood near them,
when one of the husbands saw his \\'ife on the shore wave her hand for

the last time ; his manly efforts to restrain his feelings gave way, and,

fixing his watery eyes upon her, he exclaimed, ' This is the most dis-

tressing thing of all— my dear wife and children, farewell I ' Of the

poor women on board, <Aree of them had husbands ivhomthey left behind.

Sailing down Cape Fear River twenty-five miles we touched at the

little village of Smithport, on the south side of the river. It was at

this place that one of the slaves lived, and here were his wife and five

children. AV'hile at work on Monday last, his purchaser took him awaj'

from his family, carried him in chains to Wilmington, where he re-

mained in jail. As we approached the wharf, a tlood of tears burst

from his eyes. The boat stopped but a moment, and, as she left, he

espied his wife on the stoop of a house some rods from the shore, and
with one hand, which was not in the handcuff, he pulled oil' his old

hat, and, waving It towards her, he exclaimed, ' Farewell
!

' After a

few moments' silence, conflicting passions seemed to tear open his

breast, and he exclaimed, ' What have I done, that I should suffer this?

Oh ! my wife and children— I want to hve no longer !'
" Christian

Advocate and Journal.

And is this most accursed traffic in the sheep o^ your flock an
••' imaginary suffering ?

"

Not contented with lauding the blessedness of southern sla-
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vciy, you proceed to taunt Great Britain with her factory sys-

tem, and to sneer at your bi*ethrcn of the mother church for

riveting such a system on their hmd. A vast amount of sym-

pathy is constantly expended by the dealers in human flesh on

the English poor ; and he Avho, without compunction, sends a

mother to market, or ploughs her back with the lash, finds his

bowels of compassion yearning over the " cruel oppressions " of

a factory child on the other side of the Atlantic 1

It was the declaration of the Almighty, in reference to his

own peculiar people, " the poor shall never cease out of the

land "— a prediction virtually repeated by our Saviour, and as

literally fulfilled in regard to every other land as it was in Pal-

estine. No system of government, no form of religion, has ever

caused the poor to cease out of the land. Much poverty, no

doubt, springs from bad government and wicked Avars ; but a

far larger portion from the vice, impi'ovidence. Indolence, and

misfortune, incident to humanity. Owing to the corruption of

our nature, poverty often invites oppression ; which no govern-

ment, however paternal, can prevent. In our own land, we have

armies of paupers, exclusive of neai'ly three millions of our

fellow-countrymen, who are reduced by law to absolute penury.

Yet this is the country, above all others, in which extent of ter-

ritory, cheapness of land, and demand for labor, should secure,

if possible, a competency for all. Is it, then, sir, a matter of

surprise, that poverty should abound in England, Avhere a popu-

lation, nearly equal to that of the whole United States, is croAvd-

ed into a sj^ace less than your OAvn diocese ? Owing to British

industry and enterprise, the wages of labor are higher in Eng-

land than in any other part of Europe ; and, owing to the free-

dom of the press and of the government, the English poor are

probably the least oppressed of any in the Eastern World. And
yet, of all the paupers of Europe, Asia, and Africa, it is only

over those of England that the slave-holders raise " the note of

wailing."

As you thought proper to taunt the Bishop of Oxford with

•• the cruel oppressions of the factory system," it might have

been expected that you would 'specify the oppressions to Avhich
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you refer, that it might be seen Avhether, like the abominations

of North Carolina slavery, they were authorized hy law, and

sanctioned by bishops, or proceeded solely from the cupidity

and cruelty of individuals.

It is also to be wished, that you had condescended to con-

trast the English and American factory systems, that we might

know wherein we differ. Such a comparison would not proba-

bly result as much to our credit as you suppose. The two

systems differ— first, in the rate of wages, arising from the dif-

ference in the demand and supply of labor in the two countries
;

and, secondly, in the paternal solicitude of the British Parlia-

ment to protect juvenile operatives from the avarice of their

employers, and in the utter indifference of our republican legisla-

tures on the subject. You speak of English churchmen helping

to rivet tlie factory system on their land. It is to be regretted,

six", that you deal so largely in generalities, and are so averse to

particular statements. How and when have English churchmen

riveted the factory system on their land ? Has any presbyter

of the Established Church lauded it as a divine institution, and

received a mitre in return, through the influence of the cotton

spinners ? Has any bishop, in a charge to his clergy, attempted

to vindicate the system against the reproaches of the Americans,

by pronouncing the sufferings of the operatives " imaginary ?
"

or has he represented a cotton mill as a little heaven upon earth,

because labor was suspended in it on Good Friday, and because

some of the hands partook of the sacrament on Easter Sunday ?

It is true the English bishops, as members of the House of

Lords, have participated in the enactment of laws relating to

factories. How far such laAvs authorize the " cruel oppressions
"

to which you refer, you do not tell us ; but something of their

character may be learned from the following official notice :

" All the clauses of the Factories Regulation Act being now in full

operation, the inspectors of factories deem it expedient, in order to re-

move any doubts as to the employment of children subject to restricted

hours of labor, to issue the following Notice :

"1. No child under nine years of age can be employed in any cotton,

flax, or wool factory.

" 2. No child between nine and thirteen years of age can be employed
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or even allowed to remain in such factory, without the certificate of a

physician or surQ;con, countersigned by a magistrate or an inspector of

factories, certifying in the form set forth in the 13th section, the

strength and appearance of such child.

" 3. Jfo child between nine and thirteen years of age can be em-

ployed in such factory, without producing weekly a schoolmaster's cer-

tificate, that the child has, for two hours at least, for six out of seven

days of the week next preceding, attended his school, excepting in

eases of sickness, to be certified in such manner as such inspector may

appoint ; and in case of any holiday, and in case of absence from any

other cause allowed by such inspector, or by any justice of the peace

in the absence of the inspector.
" 4. No child between nine and thirteen years of age can be em-

ployed or even allowed to remain in such factory longer than forty-

eight hours in any one week, and not more than nine hours in any one

day.
" 5. Xo child under thirteen years of age can be employed in any

silk mill more than ten hours in one day.
" The above, and all other provisions of the Factories Regulation

Act, together with all ordei-s and regulations issued by the inspectors,

in their several districts, under tlie authority of this act, must be

strictly observed, in the mills and fiictories subject to the said act.

Leonard IIorxer,
Thomas Jones Howard,
Robert S. Saunders,

Inspectors of Factories.

"WiiiTEnALi,, JcxE 22, 1S3G."

It was, sir, exceedingly imprudent to provoke a comparison

between the oppressions of the slave and the factory systems.

The oppressions of a system arc of course such as the system

authorizes. "What is the power, sir, which the slave system

authorizes you to exert over ijour slaves ? Chief Justice Hen-

derson, of your own diocese, tlius summarily answers the ques-

tion :
" The master has an almost absolute control over the body

and mindo^\\\i slave. The master's loill is the slave's will."*

This, surely, sir, is pretty ample authority to be confided, even

to a Christian bishop. But let us descend to particulars, and

pursue the comparison which you have so rashly introduced—
let us contrast the powers vested in yon, by the laws of North

Carolina, over your slave, with the powers over his operative

vested by act of Parliament in the English manufacturer.

1. Tou may with legal impunity offer your unoffending slavcj

* 2 Dcvcrcaux's North Carolina Reports, !'A2.

41*
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wlietlier male or female, any insult or outrage, however gross,

not extending to life or limb.

The manufacturer is as responsible in law for an outrage

committed on his operative, as on any other person.

2. You are restricted by law, under a penalty of two hundred

dollars, from teaching your slave to read. Statutes of North

Garolina, 1830.

TJie manifacturer is allowed by law to give his operatives any

instruction they may please to receive ; but h". can employ no

child under thirteen years of age who has not at least two hours

schooling a day for six days in the week.

3. You may flog your slave at pleasure, with or without

cause ; and if, instead of standing still under your lash, when

ordered to do so, he retreats from you, you are authorized, by a

solemn judicial decision, made in your diocese, to take up your

gun and siiooT him.*

The munufaciurer, for shooting his operative under similar

circumstances, would be convicted of murder, and undoubtedly

hung.

4. You are permitted by law (Haywood's Manual, 525), to

keep your slave on one quart of corn per day.

The manufacturer feeds his operative by contract, or the lat-

ter provides his own food.

5. You are authorized to prevent your slave from receiving

any religious instniction, and you may also compel him to re-

ceive just such as you please.

The mamfacturer can exercise no legal authority over the

conscience of his operative.

6. You may forbid your slave from seeing his wife and chil-

dren, and may send him to market where and when you think

proper.

The manufacturer has no similar privileges.

7. You may, at your own will and pleasure, torment your

slave by scourging, by imprisonment, by clipping his ears, by

branding him with a hot iron, by fastening an iron collar about

his neck, and by the various modes which malignity may devise.

* Case of the State xs. Man, 1 Dcv. Rep., p. 2G3, N. Carolina, 1829.
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The mamifactiirer is responsible to his operative, as well

as to public justice, for any personal injury he may inflict on

him.

8. Tou are at liberty, if your slave runs away, to pursue him

with bloodhounds ; and should he be torn by the brutes, you

would be guiltless— imder the slave code.

The riiani(facturer, by similar conduct, would subject himself

to severe punishment.

9. Tou are authorized by law, if your slave absconds, and

you do not know where to find him, to gratify your vengeance

against him by offering, in the public papers, a reward for his

muhder.

The mamifacturer, for such an offer in regard to his operative,

would be regarded and punished as a villain.

10. You may compel your slave to toil for}'ou from youth till

old age, without other compensation than such food and raiment

and shelter as may be requisite to enable him to labor.

The manufacturer can obtain the services of no operative ex-

cept by contract ; and the wages, whether more or less, ai-e such

as the latter consents to accept.

11. You are the legal proprietor of every shred of property

acquired by your slave, by his own industry, by gift, by devise,

or by accident. If he picks up a sixpence in the street, it is

TOURS.

The manufacturer has no claim on his operative, except for

the labor he has agreed to render for a certain compensation.

12. The children of your female slave are your property, and

you may work, flog, or sell them, at will.

The manufacturer has no authority over the childi-en of his

operative, except by contract with the parent, and in accordance

with the requirements of an act of Parliament.

13. You may compel your slave to toil as many liours in the

four and twenty, as his physical strength may enable him.*

The manufacturer is restrained by act of Parliament, from

exacting more than ten hours labor, for a day's work.

*The law of South Carolina is more considerate: it allows the master to
compel his slave to work only fifteen* hours a day in the summer, and FOUB-
TEEN in winter. 2 Brevard's Digest, 243.
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Verily, sir, the North Carolina Bishop's little finger is thicker

than the Englishman's loins.* But of course you only vindicate

slavery in the abstract, not its abuses. Please to recollect, sir,

that you have given your Episcopal sanction to " slavery as it

EXISTS at the present uay." Tliis, in its most limited sense,

means slavery as at present established by law. And now, sir,

will you please to tell us what are the abuses of a legal system

which takes away an innocent man's liberty, renders him a piece

of animated merchandise, deprives him of all volition, places

him enl^irely at your will, denies him all the fruits of his labor,

divests him of the character of a son, a husband, and a father,

and utterly debars him from the pursuit of his own happiness ?

If in all this there is none other than "imaginary suffering,"

do let us know what you consider the " cruel oppressions of the

factory system."

Most dangerous, odious, and corrupting would be your power

over your slave, even Avere it intrusted to none other but a

RIGHT reverj:nd FATHER IX GOD ; but, alas I the power you

*"\\niolc sheets, nay, a volume might be filled with illustrations of the

bishop's legal prerogatives. 13ut it is unnecessary to cumber the page with

proofs of what he will not deny. lie will not be rash enough to challenge

the writer for proofs of the alleged atrocities of the slave laws. To prevent,

however, a captious objection, it may be well to state, that, strictbj, a North
Carolina slave-holder has not a legal right to offer a reward for the murder of

his slave, unless he is previously outlawed, which he may be by two justices,

if he runs away, conceals himself, and, to maintain life, kills a hog, or any
animal of the cattle kind. Haywood's Manual, p. 521.

In point oi fact, it is believed these rewards are generally offered without

an outlawry ; nor is there the least reason to believe that the omission of this

formality, in killing a slave, would, in North Carolina, attract any legal ani-

madversion. We give a few advertisements, from a great mass selected from

southern papers, for the purpose of showing the putrid state of public opin-

ion in the slave States. These advertisements are revelations of unconscious

villany ; and their voluntary publication in the journals of the day indicates

that the atrocities they disclose are regarded by the community as in accor-

dance with common usage and conventional propriety.

J. P. Ashford, in the Natchez Courierof 21st August, 1838.—" Run away, a

negro girl, called Mary ; has a small scar over her eye ; a good many teeth

missing. The letter A is branded on her cheek undforehead."

M. Kicks, in the Raleigh Standard (N. C), 18th July, 1838.—" Ran away,

a negro woman, and two children. A few days before she went off, I burjit

her with a hot iron, on the left side of her face. I tried to make tJie letter M.'

A. Ross, in " Charleston (S. C.) Courier," of 1825.—" Ran away, a negro

gu-1, sixteen or seventeen years of age. Lately branded on the left cheek
thus—R, and a piece taken out of he: ear on the same side. The same letter

on the inside of her legs."

T. Engry, in the New Orleans Bee, of 27th October, 1837.—" Ran away,

negress Caroline; had on a collar mth oneprong turned dotvn."
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possess is, in your diocese, a vendible commodity ; and any vile,

brutal infidel, may, for a little money, or by virtue of a gift or

devise, acquire the same tremendous legal prerogatives over

his slave, as are enjoyed by yourself.

K slavery be indeed an institution so evidently enjoying the

divine sanction, that it is presumption to pronounce it tcrong,

it must be a good institution, and Christian benevolence must

require us to labor for its extension. This duty is indeed zeal-

ously discharged at i:)resent by our southern brethren, but under

the exoteric plea of " extending the area of human freedom."

But Avhy mask -with a lie a work of love and mercy, which God
approves ?

There are considerations connected with the eiforts of the

southern clergy to sustain slavery, which they would do well to

ponder: If the condition of the slave be, as most of them confess

it is, generally unfavorable to religious faith and personal holi-

ness, then there is danger that, at the great day of account, the

blood of souls Avill be found on the skirts of those who have

striven to justify and to perpetuate that condition.

J. Henderson, in the Grand Gulf (Miss.) Advertiser, of 20th of August,
1838.—"Ran away, a black woman, Betsey; had an iron bar on her right
leg."

J. Macoin, in the New Orleans Bee, 11th August, 1838.—" Ran away, the
negress Fanny ; had oh an iron band about her neck."

T. J. De Tampcrt, in the Mobile Chronicle, June 1.5, 1838.—"Ran away, a
negro boy, about twelve years old ; had round his neck a chain dog collar, with
De Tampert engraven on it.

Peter Campbell, in the Charleston Courier, February 26, 1836, after describ-
ing two runaways, adds, " Two hundred dollars vdW be given for Billy, and
one hundred dollars for Pompey, if lodged in jail ; or fifty dollars for I3illy's
HEAD."

_W._D. Cobb, in the Newbern (X. C.) Spectator, 2d December, 1836.—='!
will give the reward of one hundred dollars for the above negroes, to be deliv-
ered to me, or confined in the jail of Lenoir or Jones county, or for killitig

them so that I can see them."

Durant H. Rhodes, in the Wilmington (N. C.) Advertiser, 13th July, 1838.
" Ran away, my negro man, Richard. A reward of twenty-five dollars will
be given for his apprehension, dead or alive. Satisfactory proof will only be
required of his being killed."

Enoch Foy, in the Newbern (N. C.) Spectator, 5th January, 1838.—"Ran
away, a negro man, Sampson. Should he resist in being taken, so that vio-
lence is necessary to arrest him, I will not hold any person liablefor damages
shotild the slave be killed."

J. McDonald, in the Appalachicola Gazette, 9th May, 1841, advertises
three runaway slaves, and offers one hundred and fifty dollars "to any one
who will KILL THE THREE, Or fifty for either one."
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Every man, without exception, when he makes the case Ms
own, and examines it solely by the light of nature, pronounces

slavery a sin and a curse. Now, it is very possible that many
wlio may be convinced, by the labors of yourself and others,

that slavery is sanctioned by the Gospel, may also arrive at the

conclusion that a religion, thus outraging the moral sense im-

planted in the human heart by the Creator, cannot proceed from

Him.*

A portentous infidel philanthropy is rife in the land, false

and delusive in its professions, and tending in its consequences

to anarchy and misery. Founded not on the love of God, and

obedience to his commands, but on wild abstract political theo-

ries, it pretends to seek the happiness of mankind by means

which can have us) influence in purifying the heart, and check-

ing the progress of vice. Those who watch the signs of the

times, not from the retirement of their studies, but amid the

busy haunts of men, know that the conduct of tnani/ of the

clergy has given to this spurious philanthropy a mighty and

most disastrous impulse.f They are constantly seen tithing

mint, and anise, and cummin, and all manner of herbs, while

mercy and justice, so far as regards the colored population, are

apparently utterly disregarded by them. The jiublic has wit-

nessed a reverend assembly of divines discussing day after day

the sinfulness of marrying the sister of a deceased wife, and at

* Said Mr. Fries, on tlic floor of Congress, in reference to a southern
member who had attempted a biblical vindication of slavery : "I wish it to
be distinctly understood by my constituents and the country, if it (Ameri-
can slavery) is proved to be a divine institution, sanctioned by the word of
God, I AM AN IXFIDF.L ; but gentlemen must pardon me, if I do not adopt
their construction of the Bible on this point."

f This truth is admitted and deplored iu a late publication by the Rev.
Mr. Patton, of Hartford, Conn., entitled, " Pro-Slavery Interpretations of
the Bible productive of Infidelity." Says the reverend author, "Infidels
profess to go for a reformation in morals, and they boldly contend that
Christianity is the chief obstacle in the way of success. They declare that
the church and the Bible are corrupt on the score of morals, and that so far

from an argument being derived from that quarter in favor of Christianity,

the very reverse is true ;" and he quotes the following avowal made by an
infidel at a recent convention of free-thinkers in New York :

" I have done
with the old arguments against Christianity, and have adopted a more effi-

cient plan. Now, I work "altogether through the moral reformations of the
day, and through them attack religion, and find I can accomplish more than
by any other means,"
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last deposing from the ministry a brother who had committed

tJie oftence. Yet had this same brother bought another man's

wife, used her as his beast of burden, tore from her Iier chil-

dren as they became fit for market, and tinally disposed of her

to some trafTicker in human flesh, no ecclesiastical censure

would have fallen upon him, and he would have been freely

welcomed to the pulpits of the very men who deposed him.

We have had pastoral admonitions against dancing, and sermons

in abundance in favor of human bondage ; nay, right reverend

fathers in God proclaim, that " no man nor set of men in our

day, unless they can produce a new revelation from Heaven,

are entitled to pronounce slavery tvrong" and that " slavery as

it exists at the present day is agreeable to the order of Divine

Providence." "We have Bible Societies for supplying the desti-

tute, and our churches and halls resound with eulogiums on the

sacred volume, but scarcely a solitary minister at the South is

known to suggest, that possibly the laws which virtually forbid

one-half of the population to read the Bible, may not be acceptable

to its Divine Author, while the Bible society of the largest city

in the South disclaims all intention of giving Bibles to slaves.

Great discussions as well as heats are excited by the question

whether the word baptize or immerse shall be inserted in Bibles

intended for heathen in Asia, but the most profound apathy is

evinced on the question whether any Bible at all shall be given

to the "nation of heathen in our very midst." Missionaries are

sent to the ends of the earth, but to three millions of our own

countrymen groaning in bondage, and sunk in ignorance, is given

only a little '' oral instruction," and of that little, no small por-

tion is confined to the duty of obedience, and the sin of running

away.

Much is said of the importance of a learned ministry, and

contributions are solicited from the pious, to found and maintain

theological seminaries. Yet no sooner does a candidate for

holy orders apply for the instruction thus provided, than rever-

end and right reverend trustees proceed to inspect the tincture

of his sl-in, and unless it rises to the othodox standard, the door

of the seminary is shut in his face. "We have in certain quar-
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ters, line upon line, and precept upon precept, on the necessity,

tlie importance, the dignity of apostolic succession. But when

this " heavenly gift of ministerial commission," is borne by an

ambassador of Christ not colored like themselves, bishops and

presbyters are seen treating the " heavenly gift " with contume-

ly, rarely if ever admitting the possessor into their pulpits, and

scornfully and lawlessly refusing him a seat in the council of

the church.

"We have among us, a poor, ignorant, persecuted, but unof-

fending people. They are the least of Christ's brethren, and as

such, are specially commissioned by uui to receive in his be-

half the tokens of our love and gratitude. Are we taught by

our pastors thus to regard them ? Does the noisy demagogue,

prating about equal rights and universal suffrage, find no apolo-

gy for giving the lie to his professions, and trampling upon his

colored fellow citizens, in the conduct of the Church herself?

Will those who drive from the schools of the prophets, youths

anxious to qualify themselves for the service of our common

Lord, venture to rebuke the inhumanity of the proprietors of

our stage-coaches, our packets, and our railroads, for excluding

from their conveyances, these unhappy people, however decent

their deportment, and however urgent their business ? The-

Jews despised the Samaritans, and were too proud to receive at

their hands even a cup of water. But the Saviour, disregard-

ing an unholy although popular prejudice, ate and drank and

lodged with them ; declared to them his divine mission, and in

his inimitable parable, selected one of them as an illustration of

the great law of love, to the condemnation of the proud and

heartless but orthodox Priest and Levite.

Surely it is not surprising that the efforts of so large a por-

tion of the Christian ministry to sanctify slavery and caste,

should give great occasion to the enemies of the Lord to blas-

pheme, and to His friends for grief and perplexity. No small

number of those friends, failing to make due allowance for the

frailty of our fallen nature, and forgetting the trials arising from

the dependence of the clergy on popular support, have rashly

and weakly imagined, that the influence of the church is neces-
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sarily adverse to an enlarged and practical application of the

benevolent precepts of the Gospel. Hence they have unhappily

indulged the vain expectation that they could cherish more

freely the benign impulses of Christianity when released from

the restraints of ecclesiastical organizations. Such men, by

gi'adually neglecting the appointed means of gi*ace, have made
shipwreck of their faith, and listening to the voice of the charm-

er, and deluding themselves with the belief that they Avere

doing God sei*vice, have united with demagogues, scoffei*3, and

infidels in unholy and chimerical schemes of expansive benevo-

lence.

It may well be questioned, how far those who by the most

solemn vows have dedicated themselves to the service of the

sanctuary, can lawfully confine their time and labor to the re-

moval of any one moral or political evil. Tliey are to declare

the ichole counsel of God, and to watch over and feed the flocks

entrusted to their charge. But the ministers of Christ are

faithless to their high and holy mission, when in the name of

their Master, they give their assent to injustice and cruelty

and oppression ; and hy their oxon example, teach their people to

despise the poor and helpless. The great Head of the Chui'ch

has warned us against that fear of man which bringeth a snare,

and demands that his ambassadors shall deliver his message of

mercy and love, regai-dless alike of the displeasure of such as

are in high places, and of the scoffs and clamor of the Godless

multitude. The tree is known by its fruits, and that is not the

religion of the Gospel which fails to inculcate glory to God,

and peace and good will to men.

December, 1846.
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A I) 1) 11 ESS

TO THE INHABITANTS OF NEW MEXICO AND CALIFORNIA, ON

THE OMISSION BY CONGRESS TO PROVIDE THEM WITH

TERRITORIAL GOVERNMENTS, AND ON THE SO-

CIAL AND POLITICAL EVILS OF SLAVERY.

Friends and Felow Countrymen :

A NUMBER of citizens interested in your welfare, and anxious

to promote your prosperity, have deputed us to address you in

the present crisis of your affairs. It may be in our power to

communicate to you facts with which you are not familiar, and

to offer you considerations deserving your reflection. We there-

fore solicit your patient and dispassionate attention.

You complain that since your annexation to the United States,

you have been denied the protection and advantages of civil

government. Your complaint is well-founded, and the solemn

promises made to you m the name of the Federal Government

have been most flagrantly violated. Pains have been and Avill be

taken to deceive you as to the persons who have, in denying you

a government, been regardless alike of your rights and your in-

terests. Permit us first to remind you of the solemn and official

pledges made to you, and then to show you ])y whom, and from

what motives, those pledges have been broken.

On the 7th July, 1846, Commodore Sloat landed at Monterey,
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and taking possession of California by right of conquest, declared

in his proclamation addressed to the inhabitants

:

" Henceforth California "wIU be a portion of the United States, and
its peaceable inhabitants will enjoy the same rights and privileges as

the citizens of any other portion of that territory, with all the rights

and pri^ileges they now enjoy, together icith the privilege of choosing

their oicn magistrates and other officers, for the administration ofjus-

tice among themselves."

On the 17th August of the same year, R. F. Stockton, " Gov-

ernor of the territory of California," by proclamation thus con-

firmed the promise given by Commodore Sloat

:

" The territory of California now belongs to the United States, and
will be governed as soon as circumstances may pernut by officers and
laws similar to those by which the other territories of the United States

are regulated and protected."

General Kearney succeeded Stockton as Governor, and on

the 1st of March, 1847, addressed a proclamation to the inhabi-

tants, in which, avowedly under instructions from the President,

he declared

:

" It is the wish and intention of the United States to procure for Cal-

ifornia, as speedily as possible, a free government like that of their own
territories, and they will very soon invite the inhabitants to exercise

the rights of free citizens, loith the choice of their own representatives,

who may enact such laws as they may deem best adapted to their own
interests and well-being."

The people of New Mexico were in like manner assured by

Gen. Kearney on the 18th August, 1846, in a proclamation is-

sued by him at Sante Fe

:

" It is the wish and intention of the United States to provide for

New Mexico a free government with the least possible delay, similar to

those in the United States, and the people of New Mexico will then be

called to exercise the rights of freemen in electing their own represen-

tatives to the territorial government."

Such were the full and explicit pledges given to the people of

both provinces. They were to have territorial legislatures, and

elect their own representatives. But perhaps these pledges were
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unautliorized by the Cabinet at "Washington. Unhappily for

the faith and honor of tlie Federal Government, such a supposi-

tion is refuted by the instructions given to Gen. Kearney, dated

at "Washington, 3d June, 1846:

" Should you conquer and take possession of New Mexico and Cal-

ifornia, you may assure the people of those provinces that it is the wish

and design of the United States to provide for them a. free fjovcrnment

with the least possible delay, similar to that which exists in our Territo-

ries. They will then be called to exercise the rights offreemen in elect

ing their own rejiresentatives to the territorial legislature."

How have these solemn and repeated pledges been redeemed ?

In December, 1847, the President recommended Congress to

provide for the adjoining territory of Oregon a territorial govern-

ment, adding that the people " should have the right of suffrage,

be represented in a territorial legislature, and by a delegate in

Congress." This then by his own pledges was the model of the

government to be provided for you ;
yet no such recommendation

was ever made by him in regard io yoit. Slave-holders intended

to move into your territory with their slaves, and slave-breeders

were anxious to open for their stock new markets on your soil.

But it w^as knowai that you were averse to human bondage, and

if intrusted with the promised powers of self-government, those

powers would be exercised in behalf of human rights. Hence

it was determined, in utter contempt of all the pledges made to

you, to keep you in a state of vassalage, until slavery had been

irrevocably fastened upon you. Three territories, Oregon, New
Mexico, and California, were to be organized. In the first of

these, the people had ali-eady formed a provisional government,

and had had the wisdom and virtue to prohibit slavery. Of this

territory, the slave-holders had no hope of gaining possession

;

their designs were centered on the other two. To facilitate

those designs, the Senate, consisting one-half of slave-holders,

by the aid and treachery of a few.northcrn members passed a

bill (July 22, 1848) for the organization of the three territories.

By this bill, such a government was given to Oregon as had

been promised to you. The people were invested with the right

of suffrage, and a territorial legislature was established, consist-

42*
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ing of representatives cliosen by the inhabitants. To New Mex-
ico and California were assigned despotic governments, exercised

by officers named by the President, while the people of the

two territories were as totally excluded from all participation in

the choice of rulers and the enactment of laws, as the negro

slaves of South Carolina. Not a ballot-box was to be seen

throughout the whole extent of the new territories. Thus did

the President and his partisans redeem the pledges made to you

thi'ough Sloat, Stockton, and Kearney. Your northern friends

in the House of Representatives refused to sanction this base

perfidy, and rejected the bill. Do you complain that you were

thus deprived of a government to be administered by the Pres-

ident's delegates, a government in which you had no part or lot,

a government which falsified the pledges given you, which in-

sulted and degraded you by treating you as a conquered and

servile race, while all the privileges of American citizens prom-

ised to you were given in full measure to your neighbors ? No,

you feel and acknowledge the protecting care of your friends^

and will see in their rejection of this base attempt to cheat and

humble you, an earnest of their future devotion to your best in-

terests. But justice to Oregon required that she should not be

left without a government merely because the slave-holders wished

to Avrong you. The House of Representatives therefore passed

a separate bill, establishing a territorial government for that ter-

ritory, and in compliance with the wish of the inhabitants in-

serted in it a clause securing them forever from the curse of

slavery. This bill became a law at the end of the session, but

the President, on affixing his signature to it, made a declaration

in writing that he would have vetoed a similar bill for you!

Regardless of this insulting announcement, the House of Rep-

resentatives early the next session prepared two separate bills,

giving a territorial government to New Mexico and California,

in conformity with the previous pledges, and similar in its pro-

visions to that given to Oregon, and protecting the two terri-

tories from slavery. For want of time, only the bill for California

was passed. It was sent to the Senate, and that body by a

formal vote refused even to take it into consideration ! On the
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13th of December, tlie petition from the people of New Mexico,

praying for a territorial government, and to be protected from

slavery, was presented to the Senate. Mr. Calhoun, the leader

of the slave-holders, instantly denounced it as " disrespectful and

MOST INSOLENT," and the petitioners were spoken of as "a con-

quered people."

At the close of the session the usual appropriation bill pro-

viding for the expenses of the Federal Government was passed

by the House of Representatives. The slave-holders now thought

they had an opportunity of coercing your friends into a sacrifice

of your interests. A clause was added to the bill extending the

Constitution and laws of the United States over the two territo-

ries, and vesting in the President unlimited powers of gov-

ernment, and the appointment of officers at Ms discretion. It

mattered not that all this was in contemptuous violation of the

pledges given you. A purpose was to be served. By the

acknowledged laws of nations, a conquered people retain their own

laws till altered by the new sovereign. Your laws prohibiting

slavery had not been repealed by the conquest. It was con-

tended that the extension of the Constitution and laws of the

United States over the two territories would virtually repeal the

existing laws, and thus open the door for the establishment of

negro slavery among you. The loss of the appropriation bill

would throw the whole fiscal affairs of the government into

confusion. The debts due to individuals would be suspended.

Salaries would remain unpaid, &c., &c. It was hoped your

friends would shi'ink from the responsibility of causing such

wide-spread disorder by rejecting the bill on account of the ob-

noxious clause outraging your rights. Yet your interests requii-ed

that some government should be established for you, and almost

any temporary government was better than none. The House

had in vain attempted to give you a proper one, and to preserve

you from anarchy, they accepted tlie miserable substitute pro-

vided by the slave-holders, but defeated the object for which

that substitute had been contrived, by adding a clause recogniz-

ing and continuing in force your existing laics. On this the

Senate abandoned tlieir plan, passed the appropriation bill
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securing their own pay, and adjonrnetl, leaving you a prey to

anarchy.

Soon after the adjournment, Mr. Foote, one of the senators

devoted to the extension of slavery, published an article declar-

ing that he was " authorized to say " that if the amendment

recognizing your existing laws had been agreed to, " it would

inevitably have defeated the civil and diplomatic appropriation

bill, as President Polk had already in 'part jnepared his veto to

the hill!"

The slave power has resolved that you shall have no govern-

ment but such as shall establish the dominion of the whip.

From a dominion so loathsome and blighting, your northern

friends have hitherto rescued you ; and to explain their motives,

and to invite your earnest cooperation, we now proceed to lay

before you a statement of some of the moral and political evils

experienced in the United States from the same accursed insti-

tution with which you are threatened. Never have the com-

pai-ative influences of free and slave labor on public prosperity

and happiness been more fairly tested, or raoi-e certainly decided

than in this country. Of the thirty States composing our Union,

fifteen maintain and enforce, and fifteen reject and abhor the

principle of property in men, women and children. By ponder-

ing the facts we are about to present, you will be enabled to

judge whether your northei'n friends in the course they have

pursued have consulted or sacrificed your true interests.

Slavery is an institution exclusively for the rich. We might

as well talk of poor men ownmg herds of cattle and studs of

horses, as gangs of negroes. "When an infant will bring a

hundred, a woman four or five hundred, and a man from eight

hundred to a thousand dollars, slaves are not commodities to be

found in the cabins of the poor. There is also a peculiarity in

slave labor that necessarily confines it to the wealthy. The

women and children, being property, must be owned together

with the male laborers. Hence it is almost impossible to find a

master who is the possessor of only a single slave. Our last

census shows that the two sexes among the slaves are about

equal in number, and that there are two children under ten
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years of age for every male above that age. Hence if a planter

owns three men, we may take it for granted that his slave family

consists of at least tioelve persons, viz., three men, three women,

and six children. It has been ascertained by various statistics

that the Avhole number of slave-holders in the United States is

probably less than 248,000, not one-third of the adult white

male population of the United States. Yet this small body of

men engross the greater pox'tion of the land and Avealth of the

slave region, forming in fact a powerful feudal aristocracy, pos-

sessing nearly three millions of serfs, and governing and oppress-

ing at pleasure the rest of the population. They are always

banded together for the preservation and extension of their own

power, and always, for obvious reasons, endeavoring to identify

their private interests with the public welfare. In what man-

ner that welfare is promoted by theii* guardianship, we will now
show you.

1. INCREASE OF POPULATION.

The ratio of increase of population, especially in this country,

is one of the surest tests of public prosperity. Let us then here

examine the impartial testimony of the late census. From this

we learn that the increase of population in the free States from

1830 to 1840, was at the rate of thirty-eight per cent., while the

increase of the free population in the slave States was only

twenty-three per cent. Why this difference of fifteen in the

two ratios ? No other cause can be assigned than slavery, which

drives from their borders many of the vu-tuous and enterprising,

and at the same time deters emigrants from other States and

from foreign countries from settling among them.

The influence of slavery on population is strikingly illustrated

by a comparison between Kentucky and Ohio. These two

States are of nearly equal areas, Kentucky, however, having

about 3000 square miles more than the other.* They are sep-

arated only by a river, and are both remarkable for the fertility

of their soil ; but one has, froni the beginning, been cursed with

* American Almanac for 1843, p. 200.
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slavery, and the other blessed with freedom. Kow mark their

respective careers.

In 1792, Kentucky was erected into a State, and Ohio in

1802.

Free population of Kentucky. Free population of Ohio.

1790, 61,227, A -wilderness.

1800, 180,612, 45,365

1810, 325,950, 230,760
1820, 437,585, 581,434

1830, 522,704, 937,903

1840, 597,570, 1,519,467

The representation of the two States in Congress, has been

as follows :

Kentucky. Ohio.

1802, 6, 1

1812, 9, 6

1822, 12, 14

1832, 13, 19

1842, 10, 21

The value of land, other things being equal, is in proportion

to the density of the poj)ulation. Now the population of Ohio

is 38.8 to a square mile, while the free population of Kentucky

is but 14.2 to a square mile— and probably the price of laud in

the two States is much in the same proportion. We are told,

much of the wealth is invested in negroes— yet it obviously is

a wealth that impoverishes ; and no stronger evidence of the

truth of this assertion is needed, than the comparative price of

land in the free and slave States. The two principal cities of

Kentucky and Ohio are Louisville and Cincinnati ; the former

with a population of 21,210, the latter with a population of

46,338. Why this difference ? The question is answered by

the Louisville Journal. Tlie editor, speaking of the two rivial

cities, remarks :

" The most potent cause of the more rapid advancement of Cincin-

nati than Louisville is the absence of slavery. The same influ-

ences which made Ohio the 3'oung giant of the West, and is advancing

Indiana to a grade higher than Kentucky, have operated in the Queen

City. They have no dead weight to curri/, and consequently have the

advantage in the race.*'
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In 1840, Mr. C M. Claj, a member of the Kentucky Legisla-

ture, published a pamphlet against the repeal of the law prohib-

iting the importation of slaves from the other States. We
extract the following

:

" The -world is teaming with improved machinery, the combined

development of science and art. To us it is all lost; tve are compara-

tively living in centuries that are gone ; we cannot make it, we cannot

use it ichen made. Ohio is many years younger, and possessed of fewer

advantages than our State. Cincinnati has manufactories to sustain

her ; lasl; year she put up one thousand houses. Louisville, with supe-

rior natural advantages, as all the world knoAvs, wrote ' to rent,' upon
many of her houges. Oiiio IS A fkee State, Kentucky a slate
State."

Mr. Thomas F. Marshall, of Kentucky, in a pamphlet pub-

lished the same year, and on the same subject, draws the follow-

ing comparison between Virginia and New York :

"In 1790, "\lrginia, with 70,000 square miles of territory, contained

a population of 749,308. New York, upon a surface of 45,658 square

miles, contained a population of 344,120. This statement exhibits in

favor of Virginia a difierence of •24,342 square miles of territory, and
405,188 in population, which is the double of Xew York, and 68,600

more. In 1830, after a race of forty years, Virginia is found to con-

tain 1,211,405 souls, and Xew York 1,918,608, which exhibits a ditfer-

ence in favor of New York of 707,203. The increase on the part of

Virginia will be perceived to be 462,097, starting from a basis more
than twice as large as that of New York The increase of New
York, upon a basis of 344,120, has been 1,574,488 human beings.

Virginia has increased in a ratio of 61 per cent., and New York in

that of 566 per cent.

" The total amount of property in Virginia under the assessment of

1838, was 8211,930,508. The aggregate value of real and personal

property in New York, in 1839, was 8654,000,000, exhibiting an excess

in New York over Virginia of capital of 8442,069,492.
" Statesmen may difier about policy, or the means to be employed

in the promotion of the public good, but surely they ought to be agreed

as to what prosperity means. I think there can be no dispute that

New York is a greater, richer, a more prosperous and powerful State

than Virginia. What has occasioned the difference ?

There is but one explanation of the facts I have shown. The clog that

has stayed the march of her people, the incubus that has weighed down
her enterprise, sti'angled her commerce, kept sealed her exhaustless

fountains of mineral wealth, and paralyzed her arts, manufactures and
improvement, is NEGRO SLAVERY."
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Tliese statements were made before the results of the last

census were known. By the census of 1840, it appears that in

the ten preceding years,

The population of Virginia has increased 28,392

In the same time the population of N. Y. increased 710,413

Tlie rate of increase in Virginia was 2.3 per cent.

» " New York, 33.7 "

Virginia has 12.5 free inhabitants to a square mile.

New York 52.7 " » " "

In 1790, Massachusetts, with Maine, had but 378,717 inhabitants.
" Maiyland, 319,728 "

In 1840, Massachusetts alone, 737,699 "

" Maryland, 469,232 «

Now let it be recollected that Maryland is nearly double the

size of Massachusetts. In the last there are 98.3 free inhabi-

tants to the square mile ; in the former only 27.2.

If we turn to the new States, we find that slavery and free-

dom have the same influence on population as in the old. Take,

for instance, Michigan and Ai'kansas. They came into the

Union about the same time.

In 1830, the population of Arkansas was 30,388

In 1840, " " 97,574

In 1830, " Mchigan, 31,639

In 1840, " " 212,267

The i-atio of increase of white inhabitants, for the last ten

years, has been in Arkansas as 200 per cent. ; in Michigan, 574

per cent. In both instances the increase has been chiefly owing

to emigration ; but the ratio shows the influence of slavery in

retarding emigi-ation. Compare also Alabama and Illinois.

In 1830, the free population of Alabama, was 191,975
" " « IlUnois, 157,455

Excess in favor of Alabama, 34,520

In 1840, free population of HHnois, 476,183
» " " Alabama, 337,224

Excess in favor of Illinois, 138,959
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We surely need not detain you with further details on this

head, to convince you what an enormous sacrifice of ha})piness

and prosperity is now offered on the altar of slavery. But of

the character and extent of this sacrifice you have as yet had

only a partial glimpse. Let us proceed to examine,

2. THE STATE OF EDUCATION IN THE SLAVE STATES.

The maxim that "knowledge is power," has ever more or

less influenced the conduct of aristocracies. Education elevates

the inferior classes of society, teaches them their rights, and

points out the means of enforcing them. Of course, it tends to

diminish the influence of wealth, birth, and rank. In 1G71, Sir

William Berkley, then Governor of Virginia, in his answer to

the inquiries of the Committee of the Colonies, remarked, " I

thank God that there are no free schools nor printing presses,

and I hope we shall not have them these hundred years." The

spirit of Sir William seems still to preside in the councils of his

own Virginia, and to actuate those of the other slave States.

The power of the slave-holders, as we have already shown

you, depends on the acquiescence of the major part of the white

inhabitants in their domination. It cannot be, therefore, the

interest or the inclination of the sagacious and reflecting among

them, to promote the intellectual improvement of the inferior

class.

In the free States, on the contrary, where there is no caste

answering to your slave-holders— where the people literally

partake in the government, mighty efforts are made for general

education ; and in most instances, elementary instruction is,

through the public liberality, brought within the reach of the

children of the poor. Lamentable experience proves that such

is not the case wdiere slave-holders bear rule.

The last census gives us the number of wliite persons over

twenty years of age in each State, who cannot read and write.

It appears that these persons are to the whole wdiite population

in the several States as follows, viz.

:

43
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Connectic-ut, 1 to every 5G8 Louisiana, 1 to every 3S 1-2

Vermont, 1 " 472 Maryland, 1 " 27

New Hampsliire,-! " 310 Mssissippi, 1 " 20
Massachusetts, ••• 1

" 166 Delaware, 1 " 18

Maine, 1
" 108 S. Carolina, • • • 1 " 17

Michigan, 1 '• 97 Missouri, I
" 16

Rhode Island, 1
" 67 Alabama, 1 " 15

New Jersey,- 1
" 58 Kentucky, 1

" 13 1-2

New York, 1
" 56 Georgia," 1 " 13

Pennsylvania, 1 " 50 Virginia, 1
" 121-2

Ohio,' 1
" 43 Arkansas, 1 " 111-2

Indiana, 1
" 18 Tennessee, 1 " 11

Illinois, t " 17 N. Carolina, • • • 1 " 7*

It will be observed by looking at this table, that Indiana and

Illinois are the only free States, which in point of education are

surpassed by any of the slave States : for this disgraceful cir-

cumstance three causes may be assigned, viz., their recent set-

tlement, the intlux of foreigners, and emigration from the slave

States. The returns from New York, Rhode Island, New Jer-

sey and Pennsylvania, are greatly affected by the vast number

of foreigners congregated in their cities, and employed in their

manufactories and on their public works. In Ohio, also, there

is a large foreign population ; and it is well known that com-

paratively few emigrants from Europe seek a residence in the

slave States, where there is little or no employment to invite them.

But what a commentary on slavery and slave-holders is atfordcd

by the gross ignorance prevailing in the old States of South

Carolina, Virginia, and North Carolina ! But let us proceed.

The census gives a return of " scholars at public charge."

Of these, there are in the free States, 432,1 73
" « slave States, 35,580

Ohio alone has 51,812 such scholars,— more than are to be

found in the 13 slave States ! Her neighbor Kentucky has

429 ! ! Let us compare in this particular the largest and the

smallest State in the Union.

Virginia has scholars at public charge 0, <
01

Rhode Island 10,912t

* This summary from the return of the census, is copied from the Pdch-

mond (Va.) Compiler,

t See American Ahnanac for 1842, page 226.
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But we have some official confessions, which give a still more

deplorable account of southern ignorance. In 1837, Governor

Clarke, in his message to the Kentucky Legislature, remarked,

• By the computation of those most familiar with the subject,

ONE THIRD OF THE ADULT POPULATION OF THE StATE ARE

UNABLE TO WRITE THEIR NAMES."

^Governor Campbell reported to the Virginia Legislature, that

from the returns of 98 clerks, it appeared that of 4,614 applica-

tionsfor marriage licenses in 1837, no less than 1,047 tcere made

by men unable to ivrite.

These details will enable you to estimate the impudence of the

following plea in behalf of slavery :

" It is by the existence of slavery, exempting so large a portion of

our citizens from the necessity of bodily labor, that we have leisure

for intellectual pursuits, and the means of attaining a liberal education."

Chancellor Harper, of South Carolina, on Slavery. Southern Literary

Messenger, Oct. 1838.

Wliatever may be the leisure enjoyed by the slave-holders,

they are careful not to afford the means of literary improvement

to their fellow-citizens who are too poor to possess slaves, and

who are, by their very ignorance, rendered more fit instruments

for doing the will, and guarding the human property of the

wealthier class.

3. INDUSTRY AND ENTERPRISE.

In a community so unenlightened as that of the slave States,

it is a matter of course that the arts and sciences must languish,

and the industry and enterprise of the country be oppressed by

a general torpor. Hence multitudes will be without regular and

profitable employment, and be condemned to poverty and num-

berless privations. The very advertisements in the newspapers

show that, for a vast proportion of the comforts and conveniences

of life, they are dependent on northern manufactures and me-

chanics. Slavery has rendered labor disgraceful ; and where

this is the case, industry is necessarily discouraged. The great

staple of the South is cotton ; and we haA^e no desire to under-
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value its importance. It is, however, worthy of remark, that

its cultivation aiforcls a livelihood to only a small proportion of

the free inhabitants ; and scarcely to any of those we are now

addressing. Cotton is the product of slave labor, and its profits

at home are confined almost exclusively to the slave-holders.

Yet on account of this article, we hear frequent vaunts of the

agricultural riches of the South. With the exception of cotton,

it is difficult to distinguish your agricultural products arising from

slave, and from free labor. But admitting, what we know is

not the fact, that all the other productions of the soil are raised

exclusively by free labor, we learn from the census, that the

agricultural products of the North exceed those of the South,

cotton excepted, $226,219,714. Here then we have an appall-

ing proof of the paralyzing influence of slavery on the industry

of the whites.

In every community a large portion of the inhabitants are

debarred from drawing their maintenance directly from the cul-

tivation of the earth. Other and lucrative employments are

reserved for them. If the slave-holders chiefly engross the soil,

let us see how you are compensated by the encouragement af-

forded to mechanical skiU and industry.

In 1839, the Secretary of the Treasury reported to Congress,

that the tonnage of vessels built in the United States was

120,988; built in the slave States and Territories, 23,600, or

less than one-fifth of the whole ! But the difference is still

more striking, when we take into consideration the comparative

value of the shipping built in the two regions

:

In the free States the value is $6,311,805

In the slave States, 704,291*

It would be tedious and unprofitable to compare the results of

the different branches of manufacture carried on at the North

and at the South. It is sufficient to state that, according to the

census, the value of the manufactures

In the free States is ^^3^'1??'^„^2

In the slave States 83,93o,(42

« See American Almanac for 1843, page 153.
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Having already comparetl Ohio and Kentucky in reference to

population and education, we will pursue tlie comparison as to

agricultural and mcclianical industry. On account of contiguity,

and similarity of extent, soil and climate, no two States can

perliaps be so aptly contrasted for the jiurpose of illustrating the

influence of slavery. It should also be borne in mind that

Kentucky can scarcely be called a cotton State, having in 1840

raised only 607,4-56 pounds of that article. Hence the deficiency

of agriculture and other products in Kentucky arises, not from

a peculiar species of cultivation, but solely from the withei'ing

effects of slavery.

Ohio. Kentucky.

Wool, 3,G85,315 lbs. • 1,786,842

"Wheat, 1G,571,6C1 bushels 5,803,152

Hay, 1,022,037 tons 88,306

Fulling Mills, 205 • • • 5

Printing-offices, 159 34

Tanneries, 862 • 387

Commercial houses } r o

ill foreign trade, j
"\'alue of iiiacliiner}-

f c. o - - - o i c- < r- a - ^

manutactured, )
'

In one species of manufacture the South apparently excels

the North, but unquestionably it is in appearance only. Of

9,657 distilleries in the United States, no less than 7,665 Avere

found in the slave States and Territories ; but for want of skill

and capital, these yield 1,992 gallons less than the other.

Where there is so much ignorance and idleness, we may well

suppose that the inventive faculties will be but little exercised

;

and accordingly we find that of the 545 patents granted for new

inventions in 1846, only 80 were received by the citizens of the

slave States. We have thus offered to our readers the testi-

mony of figures, as to the different state of society under free-

dom and slavery ; suffer us now to present you pictures of the

two regions, drawn not by abolitionists, but by southern artists,

in unguarded hours. Mr. Clowney, of South Carolina, thus

portrayed his native State, in the ardor of debate on the floor

of Congress

:

43*
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" Look at South Carolina now, -with her houses deserted and falling

to decay ; her once fruitful fields Avorn out and abandoned for want of

timely improvement or skilfid cultivation ; and her thousands of acres

of inexhaustible lands, still promising an abundant harvest to the in-

dustrious husbandman, lying idle and neglected. In the interior of the

State where I was born, and where I now live, although a country pos-

sessing all the advantages of soil, climate, and health, abounding in

arable land, unreclaimed from the first rude state of nature, there can

now be found many neighborhoods where the population is too sparse

to support a common elementary school for children. Such is the de-

plorable condition of one of the oldest members of this Union, that

dates back its settlement more than a century and a half, while other

States, born as it were but yestei'day, already surpass what Carolina is

or ever has been, in the happiest and proudest day of her prosperity."

This gentleman cliose to attribute the decline of South Caro-

lina to the tariff', rather than to the obvious cause, that one-half

of the PEOPLE of Soutli Carolina are poor, ignorant, degraded

SLAVES, and tlie other half suffering in all their faculties and

energies, from a moral pestilence which they insanely regard as

a blessing and not a curse. Surely it is not owing to the tariff^,

that this ancient member of the Union has 20,615 white citizens

over twenty years of age Avho do not know their letters; while

Maine, with double her population, has only 3,241.

Now look upon a very different picture. Mr. Preston, of South

Carolina, not long since delivered a speech at Columbia in ref-

erence to a proposed railroad. In this speech, in order to stim-

ulate the efforts of the friends of the road, he indulged in the

following strain

:

" No southern man can journey (as he had lately done) through the

Northern States, and witness the prosperity, the industry, the pubhc

spirit Avhich they exhibit— the sedulous cultivation of all those arts

by which life is rendered comfortable and respectable— without feel-

ings of deep sadness and shame as he remembers his own neglecled and
desolate home. There, no dwelling is to be seen abandoned— not a

farm uncultivated. Every person "and every thing pertbrms a part

towards the grand result ; and the whole land is covered with fertile

fields, with manufactories, and canals, and railroads, and edifices, and

towns, and cities. ^Ve of the South are mistaken in the character of

these people, when we think of them only as peddlers in horn ilints and

bark nutmegs. Their energy and enterprise are directed to all objects

great and small Avithin their reach. The number of railroads and other

modes of expeditious intercommunication knit the whole country into

a closely compacted mass, through which the productions of commerce

and of the press, the comforts of life, and the means of knowledge, are
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universally diffused ; while tlie close intercourse of travel and of busi-

ness makes all neiglibors, and promotes a common interest and a com-

mon sympathy. How different the condition of these things at the

South [ Here the face of the country wears the aspect of premature

old a^Q and decay. No iMrROVEMENX is seen goixg on, nothing is

done for posterity. No man thinks of anything beyond the present

moment."

Yet this same Mr. Preston, thus sensitively filivc to the supe-

rior happiness and prosperity of the free States, declared in the

United States Senate,

" Let an abolitionist come within the borders of South Carohna, if

we can catch we will try him, and notwithstanding all the interference

of all the governments of the earth, including the Federal Govern-

ment, we will HANG him."*

In other words, the slave-holders, rather than part with their

slaves, are ready to murder, with all the formalities of law,

the very men who are laboring to confer on them the envied

blessings of the North.

4. FEELINGS OF THE SLAVE-HOLDERS TOWARDS THE

LABORING CLASSES.

Whenever the great mass of the laboring population of a

country are reduced to beasts of burden, and toil under the lash,

" bodily labor," as Chancellor Harper expresses it, must be dis-

reputable, from the mere influence of association. Plence it is

that ivhite laborers at the South are styled "mean whites." At

the North, on the contrary, labor is regarded as the proper and

commendable means of acquiring wealth ; and our most influ-

ential men would in no degree suffer in public estimation, for

holding the plough, or even repaii'ing the highways. Hence no

poor man is deterred from seeking a livelihood by honest labor

from a dread of personal degradation. The different light in

which labor is viewed at the North and the South is one cause

of the depression of industry in the latter.

* AVe are well aware that Mr. Preston has denied, what no one asserted,

that he had said an abolitionist, if he came into South Carolina, would be ex-
ecuted by Lynch law. lie used the words we have quoted. (See "New York
•Journal of Commerce," Jan. 6th, 1838.)
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Another cause is the ever-wakeful jealousy of the aristocracy.

They fear the people ; they are alarmed at the very idea of

power and influence being possessed by any portion of the com-

munity not directly interested in slave pi'operty. Visions of

emancipation, of agrarianism, and of popular resistance to their

authority, are ever floating in their distempei'cd and excited im-

aginations. They know their own weakness, and are afraid you

should know it also. Henee it is their policy to keep down the

*' mean whites." Hence their philippics against the lower classes.

Hence their constant comparison of the laborers of the North,

with their own slaves ; and hence, in no small degree, the absence

among them of those institutions which confer upon the poor

that knowledge which is power. Do you deem these assertions

uncharitable ? Listen to their own declarations :

" ^Ve believe the servitude which prevails in the South far prefer-

able to that of the North, or in Europe. Slavery will exist in all com-
munities. There is a class which may be nominally free, but they will

be virtually slaves." Mississippian, July Gth, 1838.

" Those who depend on their daily labor for their daily subsistence

can never enter into political affairs ; they never do, never will, never

can." B. W- Leigh in Virginia Convention, 1829.

"All society settles down into a classification of capitalists and labor-

ers. The former will own the latter, either collectively through the

fTOvernment, or individually in a state of domestic servitude, as exists

m the Southern States of this confederacy, if laboreks ever obtain

the political power of a country, it is in fact in a state of revolution.
The capitahsts north of Mason and Dixon's hue, have precisely the

same interest in the labor of the country, that the capitalists of England
have in their labor. Hence it is that they must have a strong federal

fjovernment (!) to control the labor of the nation. But is precisely the

reverse with us. We have already not only a right to the proceeds

of our laborers, but we ov.'x a class of laborers themselves. But let

me say to gentlemen who represent the great class of capitalists In the

North— beware that you do not drive us into a sejiarate system; for

if you do, as certain as the decrees of Heaven, you will be compelled

to appeal to the sioord to maintain yourselves at home. It may not come
in your day ; but your children's children will be covered with the

blood of domestic factions, and will see a plundering moi contending for
power and conquest." Mr. Pickens, of Sotdh Carolina, in Congress,

2lst Jan., 183G.

So the way to prevent plundering mobs, is to enslave the

poor ! We shall see presently, liow far this expedient has been

successful in preventing murdering mobs.
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" In the very nature of things there must be classes of persons to

discharge all the different offices of society, from the highest to the

lowest. Some of these offices are regarded as degrading^ although they

must and Avill be performed. Hence those manifest forms of depen-

dent servitude which produce a sense of superiority in the masters or

employers, and of inferiority on the part of the servants. "Where

these offices are performed by memhers of the political community, a

DAXGEROUS ELEMENT is obviously introduced into the body politic.

Hence the alarming tendency to violate the rights of property by
agrarian legislation, which is beginning to be manifest in the older

States, where universal suffrage prevails icithout domestic
SLAVERY.

" In a word, the institution of domestic slavery supersedes the neces-

sity of AX ORDER OF NOIULITY, AXD ALL THE OTHER APPENDAGES
OF A HEREDITARY SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT." GoVCmor M'DuJpe's
Message to the South Carolina Legislature, 1836.

" We regard slavery as the most safe and stable basis for free
institutions in the world. It is impossible with ns, that the conflict can

take place between labor and capital, which makes it so difficult to

establish and maintain free institutions in all wealthy and highly civil-

ized nations where such institutions do not exist. Every plantation is

a little community, with the master at its head, Avho concentrates in

himself the united interests of capital and labor, ofichich he is the com-

mon representative." Mr. Calhoun, of South Carolina, in the U.S. Sen-

ate, Jan. lOlh, 1840.

" We of the South have cause now, and shall soon have greater, to

congratulate ourselves on the existence of a population among us, which

excludes the populace which in effect rules some of our northern

neighbors, and is rapidly gaining strength wherever slavery does not

exist— a i>opulacc made up of the dregs of Europe, and the most
worthless portion of the native population." Pdchmond Whig, 1837.

" "Would you do a benefit to the horse or the ox by giving him a

cultivated understanding, a fine feeling ? So far as the mere labor-
er has the pi'ide, the knowledge, or the aspiration of a freeman, he is

unfitted for his situation. If there are sordid, servile, laborious offices

to be performed, is it not better that there should be sordid, servile,

laborious beings to perform them ?

" Odium has been cast upon our legislation, on account of its forbid-

ding the elements of education being communicated to slaves. But in

truth what injury is done them by this ? He tcho loorks during the day
icith his hands, does not read in the intervals of leisure for his

amusement, or the improvement of his mind, or the exception is so very

rare as scarcely to need the being provided tor." Chancellor Harper

of South Carolina. Southern Literary Messenger.

This same gentleman delivered an oration on the 4t]i of July,

1840, reviewing the principles of the two great political parties,

and although lie supported Mr. Van Buren's administrations in
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consideration of its devoiton to the slave interest, he frankly

inquires :

" Is there anything in the principles and opinions of the great dem-
ocratic KABBLE, as it has been justly called, which should induce us
to identity ourselves Avith that ? Here you may find every possible

grade and hue of opinion which has ever existed in the country. Here
you may find loafer, and loco-foco, and agrarian, and all the rabble of

the city of New York, the most corrupt and depraved of rabbles, and
which controls, in a great degree, the city itself, and through that, as

being the commercial metropolis, exercises much influence over the

State at large.

" What are the essential principles of democracy as distinguished

from republicanism ? The first consists In the dogma, so portentous to

us, of the natural equality and unalienable right to liberty of every
lunnan being. Our allies, (!) no doubt, are willlngatj^resenf to modify
the doctrine in our favor. But the spirit of democracy at large makes
no such exceptions, nor will these (our allies, the noi'thern democrats)
continue to make it, longer than necessity or interest may require.

The second consists in the doctrine of the divine right of majorities

;

a doctrine not less false and slavish and absurd, than the ancient doc-

trine of the divine right of kings."

Mr. Robert WickliiFe, of Kentucky, in a speech published in

the Louisville Advertiser, in opposition to those who Averc

adverse to the importation of slaves from the States, thus

discourseth

:

" Gentlemen wanted to drive out tlie black population, that they may
obtain avhite negroes in their place. White xecjroes have this

advantage over black negroes, they can be converted into voters ; and
the men who live upon the sweat of tlieir brow, and pay them but a

dependent and scanty subsistence, can, if able to keep ten thousand of

them in employment, come up to the polls, and change the destiny of

the country.
" How improved will be our condition when we have such white

negroes as perform the servile labors of Europe, of Old England, and

he would add now of Nciu England ; when our Ijody servants and our

cart drivers and our street sweepers are zvJiite negroes instead of black.

AVhere will be the independence, the proud spirit, and the chivalry of

Kentuckians then ?
"

Had the gentleman looked across the river, he might have

found an answer to his question, in the wealtli, power, intelli-

gence and happiness of Ohio.

In reading the foregoing extracts, it is amusing to observe

how adroitly the slave-holders avoid all recognition of any otlier
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classes among them than masters and shT,ves. "Who would sus-

pect from their Language, that they were tliemselves a small

minority of the white inhabitants, and that their own " white

negroes " could, if united and so disposed, outvote them at the

polls ? It is worthy of remark that in their denunciations of

the popidacc, the rahhle, those toJio ivork tvith their hands, they

refer not to complexicn, but to condition ; not to slaves, but to

the poor and laborious of their own color.

Slavery, although- considered by Mr. Calhoun "the most

stable basis of free institutions in the world," has, as we shall

presently show you, in fact, led to grosser outrages in the social

compact, to more alarming violations of constitutional liberty, to

more bold and reckless assaults upon '• free institutions " than

have ever been even attempted by the much-dreaded agrarianism

of the North.

5. STATE OF KELIGION.

The deplorable ignorance and want of industry at the South,

together with the disrepute in which honest industry is held,

cannot but exercise, in connection with other causes, a most

unhappy influence on the morals of the inhabitants. There are

between two and three millions of slaves, who are kept by law

in brutal ignorance, and who, with few exceptions, are virtually

heathens.*

There are also among them more than 200,000 free negroes,

thus described by Mr. Clay:— " Contaminated themselves, they

extend their vices to all around them." f

If evil communications corrupt good manners, the intimate

intercourse of the whites with these people must be depraving :

nor can the exercise of despotic power by the masters, their

wives and children, be otherwise than unfavorable to the benev-

olent affections.

* " From lons^-contimied and close observation, we believe that their (the

slaves') moral and religious condition is such that they may justly be con-

sidered the hi:athex of this Christian country, and will bear comparison

with heathen in any country in the world. The negroes are destitute of the

Gospel, and ever will be under the present state of things." RexMrt published

by the Sijnod of South Carolina and Geon/ia, Dec. 3, 1833.

t Speech before the American Colonization Society.
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It is with j)ain we are compelled to add, that the conduct and

avowed sentiments of the southern clergy in relation to slavery,

necessarily exert an unhappy influence. Most of the clergy arc

themselves slave-holders, and are thus personally interested in

the system, and are consequently bold and active in justifying it

from Scripture, representing it as an institution enjoying the

divine sanction. An English author, in reference to these

eftorts of your clergy forcibly remarks :

" "Whatever may have been the unutterable wickedness of slavery

in the West ladies, there it never was baptized in the Redeemer's hal-

lowed name, and its con-uptions were not concealed in the garb of

relioion. That acme of piratical turpitude was reserved for the pro-

fessed diseiplos of Jesus in America."

And well has John Quincy Adams said,

" The spirit ofslavery has acquired not only an overruling ascendency,

but it has become at once intolerajit, proscriptive, and sophistical. It

has crept into tlie philosophical chairs of the schools. Its cloven hoof

has ascended the pulpits of tlie churches— professors of colleges teach

it as a lesson of morals— ministers of the Gospel seek and profess to

find sanctions for it in the word of God."

The ministers live in the midst of slavery, and they know i\\^i

the system on which they bestow their benedictions, is, in the

language of Wilberforce, " a system of the grossest injustice,

of the most heathenish irreligion and immorality ; of the most

unprecedented degradation and unrelenting cruelty." Surely,

we have reason to fear that the denunciation of Scripture against

false prophets of old, will be accomplished against the southern

clergy, " Because they ministered unto them before their idols,

and caused the House of Israel to fall into iniquity, therefore

have I lifted mine hand against them, saith the Lord God, and

they shall bear their iniquity." Ezeh. 44: 12.

Under such ministrations it cannot be expected that Christian

zeal and benevolence will take deep root and bear very abundant

fruit. This is a subject on which few statistics can be obtained.

We have no means of ascertaining the number of churches and

ministers throughout the United %States of the various denomina-

tions. Some opinion, however, may be formed of the religious
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character of a people, by their efforts for the moral improvement

of the community. In the United States there are numerous

voluntary associations for religious and benevolent purposes,

receiving large contributions and exercising a wide moral influ-

ence. Now, of all the large benevolent societies professing to

promote the welfare of the whole country, and asking and re-

ceiving contributions from all parts of it, we recollect but one

that had its origin in the slave-region, and the business of which

is transacted in it, and that is the American Colonization

Society. Of the real object and practical tendency of this

Society it is unnecessary to speak— you understand them.

In the Tenth Report of the American Sunday School Union

(p. 50) is a table showing the number of Sunday School

scholars in each State for the year 1834. Fx'om this table wt

learn that

There were in the free States, 504,835 scholars.
" " slave " 82,532 "

The single State of New York had 1G1,768 «

About twice as many as in the thirteen slave States.

And is it possible that this literary and religious destitution,

together with the vicious habits of the colored population, should

have no effect on the moral character of the whites ?

We entreat your patient and dispassionate attention to the

remarks and facts w^e are about to submit to you on the next

subject of inquiry.

6. STATE OF MORALS.

Christianity, by controlling the malignant passions of our

nature, and exciting its benevolent affections, gives a sacredness

to the rights of others, and especially does it guard human life.

But where her blessed influence is withdrawn, or greatly im-

paired, the passions resume their sway, and violence and cruelty

become the characteristics of every community in Avhich the

civil authority is too feeble to afford protection.

No society is free from vices and crime, and we well know

that human depravity springs from another source than slavery.

44
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It will not, however, be denied that circumstances and institu-

tions may check those evil propensities to which we are all

prone ; and it will, we presume, be admitted that in forming an

opinion of the moral condition and advancement of any com-

munity, we are to be guided in our judgment, not by insulated

facts, but by the tone of public opinion. Atrocities occur in

the best-regulated and most virtuous States, but in such they

excite indignation and are visited with punishment ; while in

vicious communities they are treated with levity and impunity.

In a country where suffrage is universal, the representatives

will but reflect the general character of their constituents. If

we are permitted to apply this rule in testing the moral condition

of the South, the result will not be favorable.

In noticing the })ublic conduct of public men, Ave are not

sensible of violating any principle of courtesy or delicacy ; we

touch not their private character or their private acts ; we refer

to their language and sentiments, merely as one indication of

the standard of morals among their constituents, not as conclusive

proof apart from other evidence.

On the 15th of February, 1837, R. M. Whitney was arraigned

before the House of Representatives for contempt in refusing to

attend when required before a committee. His apology was

that he was afraid of his life, and he called, as a witness in his

behalf, one of the committee, Mr. Fairfield, since Governor of

the State of Maine. It appeared that in the committee, Mr.

Peyton, of Virginia, had put some interrogatory to Whitney,

who had returned a written answer which was deemed offensive.

On this, as Mr. Fairfield testified, Peyton addressed the Chair-

man in these terms :
" Mr. Chaii'man, I wish you to inform this

witness, that he is not to insult me in his answers : if he does,

God damn him ! I will take his life on the spot !
" Whitney

rose and said he claimed the protection of the committee, on

which Peyton exclaimed, " God damn you, you shan't speak,

you shan't say one word while you are in this room ; if you do I

will put you to death !
" Soon after, Peyton, observing that

Whitney was looking at him, cried out, " Damn him, his eyes

are on me— God damn him, he is looking at me— he shan't

do it— damn him, he shan't look at me !

"
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The newspaper reports of the i^roceedings of Congress, a few

years since, infoi-med us that Mr. Dawson, a member from Lou-

isiana, went up to Mr. Arnold, another member, and said to him,

" If you attempt to speak, or rise from your seat, sir, by God

I'll cut your throat !

"

In a debate on the Florida war, Mr Cooj^er having taken

offence at Mr. Giddings, of Ohio, for some remarks relative to

slavery, said in his reply, " If the gentleman from Ohio will

come among my constituents and promulgate his doctrines there,

he will tind that Lynch law will be inflicted, and that the gen-

tleman will reach an elevation which he little dreams of."

In the session of 1841, Mr, Payne, of Alabama, in debate,

alluding to the abolitionists, among whom he insisted the Post-

master-General ought to be included, declared that he would

proscribe all abolitionists, he " would put the brand of Cain upon

them— yes, the mark of hell, and if they came to the South

he would HANG THEM LIKE DOGS !"

Mr. Hammond, of South Carolina, at an earlier period thus

expressed himself in the House :
" I warn the abolitionists, ig-

norant, infixtuated barbarians as they are, that if chance shall

throw any of them into our hands, they may expect a felon's

DEATH !

"

In 1848, Mr. Hale, a senator from New Hampshire, intro-

duced a bill for the protection of property in the District of

Columbia, attempts having been made to destroy an Anti-Sla-

very press. Mr. Foote, a senator from Mississippi, thus ex-

pressed liimself in reply :
" I invite him (Mr. H.) to the State

of Mississippi, and will tell him beforehand, in all honesty, that

he could not go ten miles into the intei'ior, before he would

grace one of the tallest trees of the forest, with a rope around

his neck, with the approbation of every virtuous and patriotic

citizen, and that, if necessary, I should myself assist in the

OPERATION."

And now, do these honorable gentleman, with all their profan-

ity and vulgarity, breathing out threatenings and slaughter, rep-

resent the feelings, and manners, and morals of the slave-holding

community ? We have seen no evidence that they have lost a
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particle of popular favor in consequence of tlieir ferocious

violence. Alas ! tlieir language has been reechoed again and

again by public meetings in the slave States ; and we proceed

to lay before you overwhelming proof that in the expression of

their murderous feelings towards the abolitionists, they have

faithfully represented the sentiments of their constituents.

7. DISREGARD FOR HUMAN LIFE.

We have already seen that one of the blessings which the

slave-holders attribute to their favorite institution, is exemption

from popular tumults, and from encroachments by the democracy

upon the rights of property. Their argument is, that political

power in the hands of the poor and laboring classes is always

attended with danger, and that this danger is averted when these

classes are kept in bondage. With these gentlemen, Hfe and

liberty seem to be accounted as the small dust of the balance,

when weighed against slavery and plantations ; hence, to pre-

serve the'latter they are ever ready to sacrifice the former, in

utter defiance of laws and constitutions.

We have already noticed the murderous proposition in rela-

tion to the abolitionists, made by Governor McDufhe to the

Soufh Carolina Legislature in 1835 :
" It is my deliberate opin-

ion that the laws of every community should punish this species

of interference, by death Avithout benefit of clergy." In an

address to a legislative assembly. Governor INIcDufhe refrained

from the indecency of recommending illegal murder ; but we

will soon find that the public sentiment of the South by no

means requires that abolitionists shall be put to death \yith legal

formalities ; but on the contrary, the slave-holders are ready, in

the language of Mr. Payne, to " hang them like dogs."

We hazard little in the assertion, that in no civilized Christian

community on earth is human life less protected by law, or more

frequently taken with impunity, than in the slave States of the

Federal Union. We wish to impress upon you the danger and

corruption to Avhich you and your children are exposed from the

institution, Avhich, as we have shoAvn you, exists by your suffer-
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ance. But you liave been taught to respect this institution

;

and hence it becomes necessary to enter into details, however

painful, and to present you with authorities which you cannot

reject. What we have just said of the insecurity of human

life, will probably be deemed by you and others as abolition

slander. Listen, then, to slave-holders themselves :

" A\'c long to see tlie day," said the Governor of Kentuck}- iu bis

message to the Legislature, 183 7, " -when the law will assert its majesty,

aud stop the wanton destruction of life which almost daily occurs with-

in the jurisdiction of this commonwealth. Men slaughter each
OTHER WITH ALA[OST PHRFECT IMPUNITY. A SpCcicS of COmmon
law has grown up in Kentucky, which, were it written down, would,

in all civilized countries, cause her to be re-christened, in derision,

THE LAND OF BLOOD."

The present Bishop of the Episcopal Church in Kentucky,* a

few years since, published an article on the mui'ders in that

State.- He states that some with whom he had conversed esti-

mated them at eighty per annum ; but that he had rated them

at about thirty ; and that he had ascertained that for the last

three years, there had not been " an instance of capital pun-

ishment in any ichite offender."

" It is believed," says he, " there are more homicides on an average
of two years in any of our more populous counties^ than in the whole of

several of our States of equal, or nearly equal, population to Kentucky

'

Governor McVay, of Alabama, in his message to the Legis-

lature, November 15, 1837, thus speaks:

" We hear of homicides in different parts of the State continually,

and yet have few convictions, and still fewer executions ! Why do
we hear of stabbings and shootings almost daily iu some part or

other of our State ?
"

" Death by Violence.—The moral atmosphere in our St<ite ap-

pears to be in a deleterious and sanguinary condition. Almost eveiy
exchange paper which reaches us, contains some Inhuman and revolt-

ing case of murder, or death by violence. Not less than fifteen
deaths by violence have occurred, to our certain knowledge, within the

past three months." Grand Gulf Miss. Advertiser, 27th June, 1S3 7.

" Contempt of Human Life.—In view of the crimes which are

daily committed, we are led to inquire whether It is owing to the

* It is believed this gentleman is not a slave-holder.

ii*
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inefficiency of oiir laws, or to the mannei" in vrhich these laivs arc
administered, that this frightful deluge of humax blood
FLOWS THROUGH OUR STREETS AND OUR PLACES OF PUBLIC RE-
SORT." New Orleans Bee, 23(1 May, 1838.

At the opening of the Criminal Court in New Orleans, !N"o'

vember 4th, 1837, Judge Lansuque delivered an address, in

which, speaking of the prevalence of violence, he used the fol--

lowing language :

" As a Louisiana parent, I reflect with terror, that our hcloved chil-

dren, reared to hecome one day honorable and useful citizens, may be
the victims of these votaries of vice and licentiousness. Without some
powerful and certain remedy, our streets will become butcheries,
OVERFLOWING WITH THE BLOOD OF OUR CITIZENS !"

"While the slave-holders are terrified at the idea of the " great

democratic rabble," and rejoice in human bondage as supersed-

ing tlie necessity of " an order of nobility, and all the appen-

dages of a hereditary government," they have established a reign

of terror, as insurrectionary and as sanguinary in principle, as

that created by the sans culottes of the French Revolution. We
indulge in no idle declamation, but speak the words of truth

and soberness.

A public meeting, convened in the church (! !) in the town

of Clinton, Mississippi, otli of September, 1835

—

" Resolved, that it is our decided opinion, that any individual who
dares to circulate, with a view to effectuate the designs of tlie aboli-

tionists, any of the incendiary tracts or newspapers now in the course

of transmission to this country, is justly worthy, in the si^ht of God
and man, of Immediate death ; and we doubt not that such would be

the punishment of any such offender, in any part of the State of

Mississippi where he may be found."

It would be tedious to copy the numerous resolutions of

similar import, passed by public meetings in almost every slave

State. It is well known that the promoters of those lawless

and sanguinary proceedings, did not belong to the " rabble "

—

they were not " mean whites," but rich, influential slave-hold-

ers. A meeting was held in 1835 at Williamsburgh, Virginia,

which was harangued by no less a personage than John Tyler,

once Governor of the State, and since President of the United
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States: Under tins gentleman's auspices, and after bis address,

tlie meeting resolved-—

" That we regard the printing and circulating within our limits, of

incendiary pubUcations, tending to excite our slaves to insurrection

and rebelbon, as treasonable acts of the most alarming character, and
that when we detect otfenders in the act, we Avill intlict upon them
condign punishment, without resorting to any other tribunah"

The profligacy of ibis resolutiou needs no comment. Mr.

Tyler w^ell knew that the laws of Virginia, and every other

State, were abundantly sufficient to punish crime : but he and

his fcllow-lynchers wished to deter the people from receiving

and reading anything adverse to slavery ; and hence, with their

usual audacity, they determined to usurp the prerogative of

courts and juries, and tlirow down all the bulwarks which the

law has erected for the protection of innocence.

Newspapers are regarded as the mirrors of public opinion.

Let us see what opinions are reflected in those of the South.

The Charleston Courier, 11th August, 1835, declared that

" the gallows and the stake " awaited the abolitionists wdio should

dare to " appear in person among us."

" The ciy of the whole South should be death, instant death to the

abobtionist, wherever he is caught." Augusta (Geo.) Chronicle.

" Let us declare through the public journals of our country, that

the question of slavery is not and shall not be open to discussion ; that

the system is too deep-rooted among us, and must remain forever ; that

the very moment any jirivate individual attempts to lecture us upon
its evils and immorality, and the necessity of putting means in opera-

tion to secure us from them, in the same moment his tongue shall be

cut out and cast upon the dungliill." Columbia (S. C.) Telescope.

This, it will be noticed, is a threat addressed, not to the

northern abolitionists, but to the great majority of the white in-

habitants of the South ; and they are warned not to express an

opinion offensive to the aristocracy.

" Awful but Just Punishment.—We learn, by the arrival of

the steamboat Kentucky last evening from llichmond, that llobinson,

the Englishman mentioned in the Beacon of fSaturday, as being in the

vicinity of Lynchburg, was taken about fifteen miles from that town,

and HANGED on the spot, for exciting the slaves to insurrection."

Norfolk (Va.) Beacon, lOlh August, 1835.
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*' We can assure the Bostonians, one and all, who have embarked
In the nefarious scheme of abohshing slavery at the South, that lashes
will hereafter be spared the backs of their emissaries. Let them send
out their men to Louisiana ; they will never return to tell their sufler-

ings, but they shall expiate the crime of interfering with our domestic
institutions, by being burxed at the stake." New Orleans True
American.

" Abolition editors in slave States vnW. not dare to avow their opin-
ions. It would be instant death to them." Missouri Argus.

Here, again, is a threat directed against any person, avIio may
happen to have the command of types and printer's ink.

Now, we ask what must be the state of society, where the

public journals thus justify and stimulate the public thirst for

blood ? The very idea of trial is scouted, and the mob, or rather

the slave-holders themselves, are acknowledged to be the arbiters

of life and death. The question w'e put to you as to the state of

society, has been already answered by the official declarations of

the Governors of Kentucky and Alabama, and of Judge Lan-

suque, of New Orleans ; as well as by the extracts we have given

you from some of the southern journals, relative to the freciucncy

of murders among them. We could farther answer it, by filling

sheets with accounts of fearful atrocities. But we purposely re-

frain f\'om referring to assassinations and private crimes ; for

such, as already remarked, occur in a greater or less degree in

every community, and do not necessarily form a test of the

standard of morals. But we ask your attention to a test which

cannot be questioned. AVe will present for your considei'ation a

series of atrocities, perpetrated, not by individuals in secret, but

in open day by the slave-holding populace.

We have seen that two of the southern papers we have quoted,

threaten abolitionists with the stake. This awful and horrible

punishment has been .banished, by the progress of civilization,

from the whole of Christendom, with the single exception of the

American slave States. It is scarcely necessary to say, that

even in them, it is unknown to the laws, although familiar to

the people. It is also deserving of remark, that the two jour-

nals which have made this atrocious threat were published, not

among the rude borderers of our frontier settlements, but in the
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populous cities of Charleston and New Orleans, the very centres

of southern refinement.

" Tuscaloosa (Ala.), June 20, 1827.—The negro [one who had

killed a Mr. M'Neilly] was taken before a justice of the peace, who
waived his authority, perhaps through fear, as a crowd of persons had

collected, to the number of seventy or eighty, near Mr. People's [the

justice's] house. He acted as president of the mob, and put the vote,

when it was decided that he should be immediately executed by being

burned to death. The sable culprit was led to a tree, and tied to it,

and a large quantity of pine knots collected and placed around liim,

and the fatal torch applied to the pile, even against the remonstrances

of several gcnUemen who were present, and the miserable being was

in a short time burned to ashes. This is the second negro who has

been thus put to death, without judge or jury, in this country."

On the 28th of April, 1836, a free negro was arrested in St.

Louis (Missouri) and committed to jail on a charge of murder.

A mob assembled and demanded him of the jailer, who surren-

dered him. The negro was then chained to a tree a short dis-

tance from the Court House, and burned to death.

" After the flames had surrounded their prey, and when his clothes

where in a blaze all over him, his eyes burnt out of his head, and his

mouth seemingly parched to a cinder, some one in the crowd, more
compassionate than the rest, proposed to put an end to his misery by
shooting him, when it was replied that it would be of no use, since he

was already out of his pain. ' Xo,' said the wretch, ' I am not, I am
suffering as much as ever ; shoot me, shoot me.' ' No, no,' said one

of the fiends who was standing about the sacrifice they were roasting,

' he shall not be shot, I would sooner slacken the fire, if that would

increase his misery
;

' and the man who said tliis was, we under-

stand, an q/^cer o/yui/ice." Alton Telegraph.

"We have been informed that the slave William, who murdered his

master (Huskey) some weeks since, was taken by a party a few days

since from the sheriff o( Hot Spring, and burned alive I yes, tied up to

the limb of a tree and a fire built under him, and consumed in a slow

lingering torture." Arkansas Gazette, Oct. 21), 1830.

The Natchez Free Trader, I'oth June, 1842, gives a horrible

account of the execution of the negro, Joseph, on the 5tli of that

month for murder,

" The body," says that paper, '• was taken and chained to a tree im-

mediately on the bank of the Mississippi, on what is called Union
Point. The torches were lighted and placed in the pile. He watched
unmoved the curling flame as it grew, until it began to entwine itself

around and feed upon his body ; then he sent forth cries of agony
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painful to the ear, begging some one to blow his brains out ; at the

same time surging with almost superhuman strength, until the staple

with which the chain was fastened to the tree, not being well secured,

drew out, and he leaped fi-om the burning pile. At that moment the

sharp rinof of several rifles was heard, and the body of the negro fell a

corpse to the ground. He was picked up by two or three, and again

thrown into the fire and consumed."

"Another Negro Burned.—"We learn from the clerk of the

Highlander, that while wooding a short distance below the mouth of

the Red River, they were invited to stop a short time and see another

negro burned." N. 0. Bulletin.

Thus we see that burning negroes alive is treated as a specta-

cle, and strangers are invited to witness it. The victim of this

exhibition was the negro Enoch, said to have been an accom-

plice of Joseph, and was burned a few days after the other.

"We have thus given you no less than six instances of human

beings publicly burned alive in four slave States, and in each

case with entire impunity to the miscreants engaged in the hor-

rible murdei'. But these were cases whicli happened to be

reported in the newspapers, and with which we happened to

become acc|uainted. There is reason to believe that these exe-

cutions are not of rare occurrence, and that many of them, either

through indifference or policy, are not noticed in the southern

papers.

A recent traveller remarks

;

" Just before I reached Mobile, two men were burned alive there in

a slow fire in the open air, in the presence of the gentlemen of the

city. No word was breathed of the transaction in the newspapers."

MartineaiCs Society in America., Vol. I, p. 373.

But the murderous spirit deplored by the Governors of Ken-

tucky and Alabama, and the '' frightful deluge of human blood "

complained of by the New Orleans editor, had no reference to

the murder of negroes. Men who can enjoy the sight of ne-

groes writhing in flames, and are permitted by the civil authori-

ties to indulge in such exhibitions, will not be very scrupulous

in taking the lives of each other. It is well known how inces-

santly the work of human slaughter is going on among them

;

and no reader of their public journals can be ignorant of the

frequent occurrence of their deadly street fights. But, for the
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reason already given, we meddle not with these. We charge

the slave-holding community, as such, with sanctioning murder,

and protecting the perpetrators, and setting the laws at defi-

ance. This Ave know is a grievous charge, and most grievous

the proof of it. But mistake not our meaning. God forbid we

should deny that many of the community to which we refer,

utterly abhor the atrocities we are about to detail. We speak of

the murderous feelings of the slave-holding community, just as

we speak of the politics, the manners, and the morals ofany other

community, freely acknowledging that there are numerous and

honorable exceptions. For the general truth of our assertion,

we appeal to the authorities and the facts we have already laid

before you, and to those we are about to offer.

You have already seen that the pro-slavery press has recom-

mended the murder of such northern abolitionists as may be

caught in the South ; we now ask your attention to the efforts

made by the slave-holders to get prominent abolitionists into

their power.

In 1831, a citizen of Massachusetts established a newspaper

at Boston, called the Liberator, and devoted to the cause of

negro emancipation. The undertaking was perfectly legal, and

he himself, having never been in Georgia, had of course vio-

lated none of her laws. The Legislature, however, forthwith

passed a law, offering a bribe of $5000 to any person who
would arrest and bring to trial and conviction, in Georgia, the

editor and publisher of the Boston paper. This most atrocious

law was "approved" on the 2Gth of December, 1831, by

William Lumpkin, the Governor. The object of the bribe

could have been no other than the abduction and mui'der

of the conductor of the paper—his trial and conviction under

Georgia laws being a mere pretence : the Georgia courts have

as much jurisdiction over the press in Paris as in Boston. A
Lynch court was the only one that could have taken cognizance

of the offencC; and its proceedings would undoubtedly have

been both summary and sanguinary.

The horrible example thus set by the Georgia Legislature

was not without its followers.
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At a meeting of slave-holders at Sterling, Sept. 4, 1835, it

was formally recommended to the Governor to issue a procla-

mation, offering the $5000 appropriated by the Act of 1831, as

a reward for the apprehension of either otten pei'sons named in

the resolution, citizens of New York and Massachusetts, and

one a subject of Great Britain ; not one of whom it was even

pretended had ever set his foot on the soil of Georgia.

The Milledgeville ( Ga.) Federal Union, of Feb. 1, 183G,

contained an offer of $10,000 for kidnapping A. A. Phelps, a

clergyman residing in the city of New York.

The Committee of Vigilance of the Parish of East Feliciana

offered in the Louisiana Journal of 15th of Oct. 1835, $50,000

to any person who would deliver into their hands Arthur

Tappan, a New York merchant.

At a public meeting of the citizens of Mount Meigs, Alabama,

13th of August, 1836, the Honorable (!) Bedford Ginress in

the chair, a reward of $50,000 was offered for the apprehension

of Arthur Tappan, or La Roy Sunderland, a clergyman of the

Methodist Church residing in New York.

Let us now witness the practical ope^i'ation of that murderous

spirit which dictated the foregoing villanous bribes. "We have

ali'cady seen the conduct of the slave-holding community to

negro offenders ; we are now to notice its tender mercies to men

of its own color.

In 1835, there was a real or affected apprehension of a ser-

vile insurx*ection in the State of Mississippi. The slave-holders,

as usual on such occasions, were exceedingly frightened, and

were exceedingly cruel. A pamphlet was afterwards pub-

lished, entitled '•'Proceedings of the Citizens ofMadison County,

Miss., at Livingston, in July, 1835, in relation to the trial and

punishment of several individuals implicated in a contemplated

insurrection in this State. Prepared by Thomas Shuchelford,

Esquire. Printed at Jaclson, Miss." This pamphlet, then, is

the southern account of the affair ; and while it is more minute

in its details than the narratives published in the newspapers

at the time, we are not aware that it contradicts them. It may

be regarded as a sort of semi-official report, put forth by the
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slavc-liolders, and published under their implied sanction. It

appears, from this account, that in consequence of " rumors

"

that the slaves meditated an insurrection— that a colored girl

had been heard to say that " she was tired of waiting on the

white folks— wanted to be her own mistress for the balance of

her days, and clean up her own house, &;c., " a meeting was

held at which resolutions were signed, organizing a committee,

and authorizing them " to hring before them any person or per-

sons, either ivhite or Hack, and try in a summary manner any

person Iroiujht before them, toith jjower to hang or ivhip, being

always governed by the laws of the land, so far only as they shall

be applicable to the case in question ; otherwise to act as in their

discretion shall seem best for the benefit of the country and the

protection of its citizens"

This was certainly a most novel mode of erecting and com-

missioning a court of judicature, with the power of life and

death, expressly authorized to act independently of " the laws

of the land.
"

The constitution of the State of Mississippi, which no doubt

many of the honorable judges of the court had on other occa-

sions taken an oath to support, contains the following clause :

—

" No person shall be accused, arrested or detained, except in cases

ascertained by law, and according to the forms which the same has

prescribed ; and no person shall be punished, but in virtue of a law

established and promulgated prior to the offence, and legally applied."

Previous to the organization of this court, five slaves had

already been hung by the people. The court, or rather, as it

was modestly called by the meeting who erected it, " the com-

mittee," proceeded to try Dr. Joshua Cotton, of New England.

It was proved to the satisfaction of the committee that he had

been detected in many low tricks— that he was deficient in

feeling and affection for his second wife— that he had traded

with negroes— that he had asked a negro boy whether the

slaves were whipped much, how he would like to be fi'ee, &c.

It is stated that Cotton made a confession that he had been aim-

ing to bring about a conspiracy. The committee condemned

him to be hanged in an hour after sentence.

45
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William Saunders, a native of Tennessee, was next tried.

He was convicted " of being often out at night, and giving no

satisfactory explanation for so doing "— of equivocal conduct —
of being intimate with Cotton, <fcc. "Wliereupon, by a unani-

mous vote, he M'as found guilty and sentenced to be hung. He
was executed with Cotton on the 4th of July.

Albe Dean, of Connecticut, was next tried. He was con-

victed of being a lazy, indolent man, having xeij Wttle preteji-

sio)is to honesty— of " pretending to make a living by construct-

ing washing machines "— of " often coming to the owners of

runaways, to intercede with the masters to save them from a

whipping." He was sentenced to be hung, and was executed.

A. L. Donavan, of Kentucky, was then put on his trial. He
was suspected of having traded with the negroes—of being

found in their cabins, and enjoying himself in their society. It

was proved that " at one time he actually undertook to release

a negro who was tied, which negro afterwards implicated him,"

and that he once told an overseer " it was cruel work to be

whipping the poor negroes as he was obliged to do," The com-

mittee were satisfied, from the evidence before them, that Dona-

van was an emissary of those deluded fanatics of the North,

the abolitionists. He was condemned to be hung, and suffered

accordingly.

Ruel Blake was next tried, condemned and hung. "He
protested his innocence to the last, and said his life was sworn

away."

Here we have a record of no less than ten men, five black

and five white, probably all innocent of the crime alleged

against them, deliberately and publicly put to death by the

slave-holders, without the shadow of legal authority.

The Maysville (Ken.) Gazette, in announcing Donavan's

murder, says, " He formerly belonged to Maysville, and was a

much respected citizen."

A letter from Donavan to his wife, written just before his

execution, and published in the Maysville paper, says :

" I am doomed to die to-morrow at twelve o'clook,_ on a charge of

having been concerned in a negro insurrection, in this State, among
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many other whites. We are not tried by a regular jury, but by a com-

mittee of PLANTERS appointed for the purpose, who have not time to

wait on a person for evidence Now I must close by saying,

before my Maker and Judge, that I go into his presence as innocent of

this charge as when I was born I must bid you a final farewell,

hopinor that the God of the widow and the fatherle&s will give you

grace to bear this most awful sentence.'*

And now, did these butcheries by the Mississippi planters

excite the indignation of the slave-holding communities ? Re-

ceive the answer from an editor of the Ancmit Dominion,

replying to the comments of a northern newspaper.

ft

" The Journal may depend upon it that the Cottons and the Saun-

derses, men confessing themselves guilty of inciting and plotting insur-

rection, wuU Ixj HANGED UP whcrever caught, and that tcithout the

formality of a legal trial. Northern or southern, such will be their Inev-

itable doom. For our part, we applaud the transaction, and none in

our opinion can condemn it, who have not a secret sympathy with the

Garrison sect. If northern sympathy and effort are to be cooled and
extinguished by such cases, it proves but this, that the South ought to

feel little confidence in the professions it receives from that quarter."

Richmond Whig.

About the time of the massacre in Clinton county, another

awful tragedy was performed at Vicksburg in the same State.

Five men, said to be gamblers, were hanged by the mob on

the 5th July, in open day.

The Louisiana Advertiser, of IStli July, says:

" These unfortunate men claimed to the last, the privilege of Amer-
ican citizens, the trial by Jury, and professed themselves willing to sub-

mit to an}'thing their country would legally inflict upon them ; but we
are sorry to say, their petition was in vain. The black musicians were
ordered to strike up, and the voices of the supplicants were drowned
by the fife and drum. Mr. Riddle, the Cashier of the Planters' Batik,

ordered them to play Yankee Doodle. The unhappy sufferers fre-

qizently implored a drink of water, but they were refused."

The sympathy of the Louisiana editor, so different from his

brother of Richmond, was probably owing to the fact, that the

murdered men were accused of being gamblers, and not aboli-

tionists.

"When we said these five men were hung by the mob, we did

not mean what Chancellor Harper calls the " democratic rabble."
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It seems the cashier of a bank, a man to whom the slave-hoklers

entrust the custody of their money, officiated on the occasion as

Master of Ceremonies.

A few days after the murders at Yieksburg, a negro named

Vincent was sentenced by a Lynch chib at Clinton, Miss., to

receive three hundred lashes, for an alleged participation in

an intended insurrection. 'SVe copy from the Clinton Gazette :

" On Wednesday evening Vincent was carried out to receive his

stripes, but the assembled multitude were iu favor of //anr/jV?^/ him.

A vote was accordingly ybir/^ taken, and the hanging party had it by
an overwhelming majority, as the politicians say. He was remanded
to prison. On the day of execution a still larger croiod loas assembled,

and fearing that the public sentiment might have changed in regard

to his fate, after everything favorable to the culprit was alleged which
could be said, the vote was taken, and his death was demanded hy the

people. In pursuance of this sentiment, so unequivocally expressed,

he was led to a black jack, and suspended to one of its branches. We
APPROVE EXTIRELY OF THE PROCEEDINGS; THE PEOPLE HAVE
ACTED PROPERLY."

Thus SIXTEEN human beings were deliberately and publicly

murdered, by assembled crowds, in different parts of the State

of Mississippi, within little more than one week, in open de-

fiance of the laws and constitution of the State.

And now, we ask, what notice did the chief magistrate of

Mississijipi, sworn to support her constitution, sworn to execute

her laws— what notice, we ask, did he take of these horrible

massacres? Why, at the next session of the Legislature,

Governor Lynch, addressing them iu reference to abolition, re-

marked :

"Mississippi has given a practical demonstration of feeling on this

exciting subject, that may serve as an impressive admonition to offend-

ers ; and however we may regret the occasion, we are constrained to

admit that necessity will sometimes prompt a summary mode of trial

and punishment unknown to the law."

The iniquity and utter falsehood of this declaration, as applied

to the transactions alluded to, are palpable. If the victims were

innocent, no necessity required their murder. If guilty, no ne-

cessity required their execution contrary to law. There was no

difficulty in securing their persons and bringing them to triaU
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In 1841, an unsuccessful attempt was made in Kentucky to

murder a man. The assailants were arrested and lodged in jail

for trial. Their fate is thus related in a letter by an eye-witness,

published in tlie Cincinnati Gazette

:

"Williamstotcn, Ky., July 11, 1841.

"The unfortunate men, Lyman Couch and Smith Maythe, were

taken out of jail on Saturday about 12 o'clock, and taken to the ground

where they committed the horrid deed on Utterback,_ and at 4 o'clock

were nuxG on the tree where Utterback lay when his throat was cut.

The jail was opened by force. I suppose there were from four to

SEVEN HUNDRED people engaged in it. Resistance was all in vain.

There were three speeches made to the mob, but all in vain. They al-

lowed the prisoners the privilege of clergy for about five hours, and then

observed that they had made their peace with God, and they deserved to

die. The mob was conducted with coolness and order, more so than I

ever heard of on such occasions. But such a day was never witnessed

in our little village, and I hope never will be again."

The fact that this atrocity was perpetrated in " our little vil-

lage," and by a rural population, affords an emphatic and horrible

indication of the state of morals in one of the oldest and best

of our slave States.

Would that we could here close these fearful nan-atives ; but

another and more recent instance of that ferocious lawlessness

which slavery has engendered, must still be added. The follow-

ing facts are gathered from the Norfolk ( Va.) Beacon, of 19th

Nov., 1842.

George "W. Lore was, in April, 1842, convicted in Alabama,

on circumstantial evidence, of the crime of murder. The Su-

preme Court granted a new trial, remarking, as is stated in another

paper, that the testimony on which he was convicted was " unfit

to be received by any court of justice recognized among civilized

nations." In the mean time. Lore escaped from jail, and was

afterwards arrested. lie was seized by a mob, who put it to

vote, whether he should be surrendered to the civil authority or

be Jiung. Of 132 votes, 130 were for immediate death ; and he

was accordingly hung at Spring Hill, Bourbon County, on the

4th of November.

And now, what think you of Mr. Calhoun's " most safe and

stable basis for free institutions ? " Do you number tkial by

4.5*
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JURY among free institutions ? You see on what basis it rests

— the "svill of the slave-holders. " In New York," we are told by

high southern authority, "you may find loafer, and loco-foco,

jftid agrarian, and the most corrupt and depraved of rabbles."

But we ask you, where would your life be most secure if charged

with crime,—amid the rabble of New York, or that of Clinton,

Vicksburg, and Williamstown ? We think we have fully proved

our assertion respecting the disregard of human life felt by the

slave-holding community ; and of course their contempt for those

legal barriers which are erected for its protection. Let us now

inquire more particularly how far slavery is mdeed a stable

basis on whicli free institutions may securely rest.

8. DISREGARD FOR COXSTITUTIONAL OBLIGATIONS.

Governor McDuffie, in his speech of 1834ato the South Caro-

lina Legislature, characterized the Federal Constitution as " that

miserable mockery of blurred, and obliterated, and tattered

parchment." Judging fi'om their conduct, the slave-holders,

while fully concurring with the Governor in his contempt for

the national parchment, have quite as little respect for their own

State constitution and laws.

The " tattered parchment " of which Mr. McDuffie speaks, de-

clares that " the citizens of each State shall be entitled to all the

privileges and immunities of citizens of the several States,"—Art.

IV, Sec. 2. Notwithstanding this express provision, there are

in almost every slave State, if not in all, laws for seizing, impris-

oning, and then selling as slaves for life, citizens having black

or yellow complexions, entering within their borders. This is

done under pretence that the individuals are supposed to be

fugitives from bondage. When circumstances forbid such a sup-

position, other devices are adopted for nullifying the provision

we have quoted. By a law of Louisiana, every free negro or

mulatto, arriving on board any vessel as a mariner or passenger,

shall be immediately imprisoned till the departure of the vessel,

when he is to be compelled to depart in her. If such free negro

or mulatto returns to the State, he is to be imprisoned for five

years.
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The jailer of Savannah some time since reported ten stew-

ards as being in his custody. These were free citizens of other

States, deprived of their liberty solely on account of the com-

plexion their Maker had given them, and in dii'ect violation of

the express language of the Federal Constitution. If any free

negro or mulatto enters the State of Mississippi, for any cause,

however urgent, any white citizen may cause him to be punished

by the sheriff with thirty-nine lashes, and if he does not imme-

diately thereafter leave the State, he is sold as a slave.

In Mai'yland, a free negro or mulatto, coming into the State,

is fined $20, and if he returns he is fined S500, and on default

of payment, is sold as a slave. Truly indeed have the slave-

holders rendered the Constitution a blurred, obliterated, and tat-

tered parchment. But whenever this same Constitution can, by

the grossest perversion, be made instrumental in upholding and

perpetuating human bondage, then it acquires, for the time, a

marvellous sanctity in their eyes, and they are seized with a

holy indignation at the very suspicion of its profanation.

The readiness with which southern Governors prefer the most

false and audacious claims, under color of constitutional author-

ity, exhibits a state of society in which truth and honor are but

little respected.

In 1833, seventeen slaves eflfected their escape from Virginia

in a boat, and finally reached New York. To recover these

slaves as such, a judicial investigation in New York would be

necessary, and the various claimants would be required to prove

their property. A more convenient mode presented itself. The
Governor of Virginia made a requisition on the Executive of

New York for them as fugitive felons, and on this requisition, a

warrant was issued for their arrest and surrender. The pre-

tended felony was stealing the boat in which they had escaped.

In 1839, a slave escaped from Virginia on board of a vessel

bound to New York. It was susjyected, but without a particle of

proof, that some of the crew had favored his escape ; and imme-

diately the master made oath that tJa-ee of the sailors, naming

them, had feloniously stolen the slave ; and the Governor, well

knowing there was no slave-market in New York, and that no
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man could there be held in slavery, had the hai'dihood to demand

the surrender of the mariners on the charge of grand larceny •

and, in his correspondence with the Governor of New York,

declared the slave was Avorth six or seven hundred dollars, and

remarked that stealing was " recognized as a crime by all laws,

human and divine."

In 1841, a female slave, belonging to a man named Flournoy,

in Georgia, was discovered on board a vessel about to sail for

New York, and was recovered by her master. It was afterwards

supposed from the woman's story, that she had been induced by

one of the passengers to attempt her escape. Whereupon Flour-

noy made oath that John Greenman did feloniously steal his

slave. But the Governor of New York had already refused to

surrender citizens of his State on a charge so palpably false and

absurd. It Avas therefore deemed necessary to trump up a very

different charge against the accused ; and hence Flournoy made

a second affidavit, that John Greenman didfelomoiisli/ steal and

take away three Uanhets, two shau-Is, three frocks, one pair of ear-

rings, and tiL'ofnger-rings, the property ofdeponent. Armed with

these affidavits, the Governor demanded the surrender of Green-

man under the Constitution. Not an intimation was given by

His Excellency, when he made the demand, of the realfacts of

the case, which, in a subsequent correspondence, he was com-

pelled to admit. It turned out that the woman, instead of being

stolen, went voluntarily, and no doubt joyfully, on board the

vessel; and that the wearing apparel, &c., were the clothes and

ornaments worn by her ; nor was there a pretence that Green-

man had ever touched them, or ever had them in his possession.

We have said that the slave-holders hold their own laws and

constitutions in the same contempt as those of the Federal Gov-

ernment, whenever they conflict with the security and perma-

nency of slavery. One of the most inestimable of constitutional

privileges is trial by jury ; and this, as we have seen, is

trampled under foot with impunity, at the mandate of the slave-

holders. Even John Tyler, as it appears, is for inflicting sum-

mary punishment on abolitionists, by a Lynch club, " without

i-esorting to any other tribunal."
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"We noAv proceed to inquire how far tliey respect the liberty

of speech and of the press.

9. LIBERTY OE SPEECII.

The -whole nation Avitnessed the long successful efforts of the

slave-holders in Congress, by their various gag resolutions, and

through the aid of recreant northern politicians, to destroy all

freedom of debate adverse to " the peculiar institution." They

were themselves ready to dwell, in debate, on the charms of

human bondage ; but when a member took the other side of the

question, then, indeed, he was out of order, the Constitution was

outraged, and the Union endangered. We all know the violent

threats which have been used, to intimidate the friends of human

rights from expressing their sentiments in the national legislature.

" As long," says Governor McDuffic to the South Carolina Legisla-

ture, " as long as the balls of Congress shall be open to the discussion

of this question, we can have neither peace nor security."

- The C/iarIest07i Mercury is, on this subject, very high author-

ity; and in 1837 its editor announced that

" Public opinion in the South would now, we are sure, justify an imme-
diate resort to force hy the southern delegation^ even on the floor of
CoxGRESS, were they forthwith to seize axd drag from the hall
any man who dared to insult them, as that eccentric old showman, John
Quincy Adams, has dared to do."

"When so much malignity is manifested against the freedom of

speech, in the very sanctuary of American liberty, it is not to be

supposed that it will be tolerated in the house of bondage. We
have already quoted a southern paper, which declares that the

moment " any private individual attempts to lecture us on the

evils and immorality of slavery, that very moment his tongue

shall be cut out and cast upon the dunghill."

In Marion College, Missouri, there appeared some symptoms

of antirslavery feeling among the students. A Lynch club

assembled, and the Rev. Dr. Ely, one of the professors, appeared

before them, and denounced abolition, and submitted a series of

resolutions passed by the faculty, and among them the following

:
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" "We do hereby forbid all discussions and public meetings among

the students upon the subject of domestic slavery." The Lynch-

ers were pacified, and neither toi-e down the college nor hung

up the professors ; but before separating they resolved that they

would oppose the elevation to office of any man entertaining abo-

lition sentiments, and would withhold their countenance and

sup2:)ort from every such member of the community. Indeed,

it is obvious to any person attentive to the movements of the

South, that the slave-holders dread domestic far more than

foreign interference with their darling system.

10. LIBERTY OF THE PRESS.

The constitutions of all the slave States guarantee, in the most

solemn and explicit terms, the liberty of the press ; but it is

well understood that there is one exception to its otherwise un*

bounded license : property in human flesh is too sacred to be

assailed by the press. The attributes of the Deity may be

discussed, but not the rights of the master. The characters of

public, and even of private men, may be vilified at pleasure,

provided no reproach is flung upon the slave-holder. Every

abuse in Church or State may be ferreted out and exposed, ex-

cept the ci-uelties px-actised upon the slaves, unless when they

happen to exceed the ordinary standard of cruelty established

by general usage. Every measure of policy may be advocated,

except that of free labor ; every question of right may be ex-

amined, except that of a man to himself; every dogma in

theology may be propagated, except that of the sinfulness of

the slave-code. The veiy instant the press ventures beyond its

prescribed limits, the constitutional barriers erected for its pro-

tection sink into the dust, and a censorship, the more stern and

vindictive from being illegal, crushes it into submission. The

midnight burglary perpetrated upon the Charleston Post Office

and the conflagration of the anti-slavery papers found in it, are

•well known. These papers had been sent to distinguished citi-

zens, but it was deemed inexpedient to permit them to read facts

and arguments against slavery. Vast pains liave been taken to
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keep slave-holders as well as others ignorant of every fact and

argument that militates against the system. Hence Mr. Cal-

houn's famous bill, authorizing every southern postmaster to

abstract from the mails every paper relating to slaveiy. Hence

the insane efforts constantly made to expurgate the literature

of the world of all recognition of the rights of black men. Nov-

els, annuals, poems, and histories, containing sentiments hostile

to human bondage, are proscribed at the South, and northern

publishers have had the exti-eme baseness to publish mutilated

editions for the southern market.*

In some of the slave States laws have been passed establishing

a censorship of the press, for the exclusive and special benefit

of the slaveholders. Some time since an anti-slavery pamphlet

was mailed at New York, directed to a gentleman in Vii'ginia.

Presently a letter was received from William Wilson, postmaster

at Lexington, Va., saying :

" I have to advise you that a law, passed at the last session of the

Legislature of this State, which took effect on the first day of this

month, makes it the duty of the postmasters or their assistants to report

to some magistrate (under penalty of from :?50 to $200), the receipt

of all such pubUcations at his office ; and if, on examination, the magis-

trate is of opinion they come under the provision of the law, it is his

duty to have them burnt in his presence— loMcli operation was per-

formed on the above mentionedpamphlet this morning."

The Rev. Robert J. Breckenridge, a well-known zealous

opponent of abolition, edited, in 1835, " The Baltimoi-e Religious

Magazine." A number of this magazine contained an article

from a correspondent, entitled " Bible-Slavery." The tone of

this article not suiting the slave-breeders of Petersburg, (Va.,)

the subscribers were deprived of the numbers forwarded to them

through the post-office of that town. The magazines were taken

from the office, and on the 8th of May, 1838, were burnt in the

street, before the door of the public reading-room, in i\\Qpresence

and by the direction of the mayor and recorder I

* The Harpers, of New York, in reply to a letter from the South, complain-

ing of the anti-slavery sentiments in a book they had recently published,

stated :
" Since the receipt of your letter we have published an edition of the

' Woods and Fields,' in which the offensive matter has been omitted."
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It is surely unnecessary to remark, that tins Virginia law is

in contemptuous violation of the constitution of Virginia, and of

the authority of the Federal Government. The act of Congress

requires each postmaster to deliver the papers which come to his

office to the persons to whom they are directed, and they require

him to take an oath to fulfil his duty. The Virginia law imposes

duties on an officer over whom they have no control, utterly at

variance with his oath, and the obligations under which he

assumed the office. If the postmaster must select, under a

heavy penalty, for a public bonfire, all papers bearing on slavery,

why may he not be hereafter required to select, for the same

fate, all papers hostile to Popery ? Yet similar laws are now in

force in vai'ious slave States.

Not only is this espionage exercised over the mail, but meas-

ures are taken to keep the community in ignorance of what is

passing abroad in relation to slavery, and what opinions are

elsewhere held respecting it.

On the first of August, 1842, an interesting address was de-

livered in Massachusetts, by the late Dr. Channing, in relation

to West India emancipation, embracing, as was natural and

proper, reflections on American slavery. This address was

copied into a New York weekly paper, and the number con-

taining it was offered for sale, as usual, by the agent of the

periodical at Charleston. Instantly the agent was prosecuted

by the South Carolina Association, and was held to bail in the

sum of one thousand dollars, to answer for his crime. Pres-

ently after, this same agent received for sale a supply of

" Dickens' Notes on the United States," but having before his

eyes the fear of the slave-holders, he gave notice in the news-

papers, that the book would " be submitted to highly intelligent

members of the South Carolina Association for inspection, and

IF the sale is approved by them, it will be for sale— if not,

not." And so the population of one of the largest cities of the

slave-region were not permitted to read a book they were all

burning Avith impatience to see, till the volume had been first

inspected by a self-constituted board of censors ! The slave-

holders, however, were in this instance afraid to put theii* power
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to the test ; the people might have rebelled if forbidden to read

the " Notes," and hence one of the most powerful, effective anti-

slavery tracts yet issued from the press was permitted to be

circulated, because jieople ivoidd read what Dickens had writ-

ten. Surely, you will not accuse us of slander, when we say

that the slave-holders have abolished the liberty of the press.

Remember the assertion of the editor of the llissotiri Argus

:

" Abolition editors in the slave States will not dare to avow

their opinions : it would be instant death to them."

11. MILITARY WEAKNESS.

A distinguished foreigner, after travelling in the Southern

States, remarked that the very aspect of the country bore testi-

mony that, defenceless and exposed as they are, it would be

madness to hazard a civil war ; and surely no people in the

world have more cause to shrink from an appeal to arms. We
find at the South no one element ol military strength. Slavery,

as we have seen, checks the progress of population, of the arts,

of enterprise, and of industry. But above all, the laboring

class, which in other countries affords the materials of which

armies are composed, is regarded at the South as a most deadly

foe ; and the sight of a thousand negroes with arms in their

hands, would send a thrill of terror through the stoutest hearts,

and excite a panic which no number of the veteran troops of

Europe could produce. Even now, laws are in force to keep

arms out of the hands of a population which ought to be a reli-

ance in danger, but which is dreaded by day and night, in peace

and war.

During our revolutionary war, when the idea of negro emanci-

pation had scarcely entered the imagination of any of our citizens

— when there were no "fanatic abolitionists," no "incendiary

publications," no " treasonable " anti-slavery associations ; in

those palmy days of slavery, no small portion of the southern

militia were withdrawn from the defence of the country to pro-

tect the slave-holders from the vengeance of their own bond-

men ! This you would be assured was abolition slander, were

46
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not the fact recorded in the national archives. Tlie Secret Jour^

nal of Congress (Voh I, p. 105) contains the following re-

markable and instructive record

:

''March 2dth, 1779.—The committee appointed to take into consid-

eration the circumstances of the Southern Slates, and the ways and

means for tJieir safety and defence, report, That the State of South

Carohna (as represented by the delegates of the said State, and by

Mr. Huger, -who has come hither at the request of the Governor of

said State, on puqiose to explain the particular circumstances thereof,)

is UXABLE to make any effectual efforts -with mihtia, by reason of the

great proportion of ^citizens necessary to remain at home, to prevent

insurrection among the negroes, and to prevent the desertion of them

to the enemy. That the state of the country, and the great number

of these people among them, expose the inhabitants to great danger,

from the endeavors of the enemy to excite them to revolt or desert."

At the first census, in 1790, eleven years after this report,

and when the slaves had unquestionably greatly increased their

numbers, they were only 107,094 fexcer than the whites. If,

then, these slaves exposed their masters " to great danger," and

the militia of South Carolina were obliged to stmj at home to

protect their families, not from the foreign invaders, but the

domestic enemies, what would be the condition of the little

blustering nullifying State, with a foreign army on her shores,

and 335,000 slaves ready to aid it, while her own white popu-

lation, militia and all, is but as two whites to three blacks ?

Slave-holders, in answer to the abolitionists, are wont to

boast of the^ fidelity and attachment of their slaves; among

themselves they freely avow their dread of these same faithful

and attached slaves, and are fertile in expedients to guard

against their vengeance.

It is natural that we should fear those whom we are conscious

of having deeply injured, and all history and experience testify

that fear is a cruel passion. Hence the shocking severity with

which, in all slave countries, attempts to shake off an unrighteous

yoke are punished. So late even as 1822, certain slaves in

Charleston were suspected of an intention to rise and assert their

freedom. No overt act was committed, but certain blacks were

found wbo professed to testify against their fellows, and some,

it is said, confessed their intentions.
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On this ensued one of the most horrible judicial butcheries on

record. It is not deemed necessary, in the chivalrous Palmetto

State, to give grand and petit juries the trouble of indicting and

trying slaves, even when their lives are at stake. A court, con-

sisting of two justices of the peace and five freeholders, was

convened for the trial of the accused, and the following were

the results of theu- labors :
—

July 2 6 hanged,
(1 j[2 2 "

" 26 22 "
«' 30 4 "

August 9 1 "

Total 35 "

Now let it be remembered that this sacrifice of human life

was made by one of the lowest tribunals in the State ; a

tribunal consisting of two petty magistrates and five freeholders,

a^jpointed for the occasion, not possessing a judicial rank, nor

professing to be learned in the law ; in short, a tribunal which

would not be trusted to decide the title to an acre of ground—
we refer not to individuals composing the court, but to the court

itself;— a court which has not power to take away the land of

a white man, hangs black men by dozens

!

Listen to the confessions ofthe slave-holders with regard to their

happy dependents ; the men wdio are so contented under the

patriarchal system, and Avhose condition might well excite the

envy of northern laborers, " the great democratic rabble."

Governor Hayne, in his message of 1833, warned the South

Carolina Legislature, that "a state of military preparation

must always be with us a state of perfect domestic security. A
profound peace, and consequent apathy, may expose us to the

danger of domestic insurrection." So it seems the happy slaves

are to be kept from insurrection by a state of military pi-epara-

tion. We have seen that, during the revolutionary tear, the

Carolina militia wei'e kept at home watching the slaves,

instead of meeting the British in the field ; but now it seems
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tlie same task awaits the militia in a season of profound peace.

Another South Carollan* admonishes his countrymen thus :

" Let it never be forgotten that our negroes are truly the Jacobing

of the country ; that they are the anarchists, and the domestic enemy,
THE COMMON EXEMY OF CIVILIZED SOCIETY, AND THE BARBARI-
ANS WHO WOULD, IF THEY COULD, BECOME THE DESTROYERS OF
OUR RACE."

Again, " Hatred to the whites, with the exception, in some cases, of

attachment to the person and family of the master, is nearly universal

among the black population. AVe have then a foe, cherished in our

very bosoms— a foe willing to draw our life-blood whenever
the opportunity is oSered ; in the mean time intent on doing us all the

mischief in his power." Southern Religious Telegraph.

In a debate in the Kentucky Legislature, in 1841, Mr.

Harding, opposing the repeal of the law prohibiting the im-

portation of slaves from other States, and looking forward to

the time when the blacks would greatly out-number the wliites,

exclaimed

:

" In such a state of things, suppose an insun-ection of the slaves to

take place. The master has become timid and fearful, the slave bold

and daring—the white men, overpowered with a sense of superior

numbers on the part of the slaves, cannot be embodied together ; every

man must guard his mm hearth and fireside. No man would even dare

for an hour to leave his own habitation ; if he did, he would expect on

his return to find his wife and children massacred. But the slaves,

with but little more than the shadow of opposition before them, armed
with the consciousness of superior force and supenor numbers on their

side, animated with the hope of Hberty, and maddened with the spirit

of revenge, embody themselves in every neighborhood, and furiously

march over the country, visiting every neighborhood with all the

horrors of civil war and bloodshed. And thus the yoke would be

transferred from the black to the white man, and the master faU a

bleeding victim to his own slave."

Such are the terrific visions which are constantly presenting

themselves to the affrighted imaginations of the slave-holders

;

such the character which, among themselves, they attribute to

theu" own domestics.

Attend to one more, and that one an extraordinary confession :

«' We of the South are emphatically surrounded^ by a dangerous

class of beings—degraded and stupid savages, who, if they could but

* The author of " A Refutation of the Calumnies inculcated against the

Southern and "Western States."
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once entertain the idea that immediate and unconditional death would

not be theii- portion, would re-aet the St. Domingo tragedy. But a

consciousness, with all their stupidity, that a ten-fold force, superior

in discipline, if not in barbaritj/, would gather from the /our corners of
the United States, and slaughter them, keeps them in subjection. But

to the non-slaveholding States particularly, are we indebted for a per-

manent safeguard against insurrection. Without their assistance, the

white population of the South would be too weak to cpiiet the innate

desire for liberty, which is ever ready to act itself out with every

rational creature." Maysiille Intelligencer.

And now we ask you. if all these declarations and confessions

be true,— and who can dou' i it?— what must be their inevita-

ble condition, should their soil be invaded by a foreign foe,

bearing the standard of emancipation ?

In perfect accordance with the above confession, that to the

non-slaveholding States the South is indebted for a permanent

safeguard against insurrection, Mr. Underwood, of Kentucky,

uttered these pregnant words in a debate, in 1842, in Congress

:

"The dissolution of the Union will be the dissolu-

tion OF SLAVERY."

The action of the Federal Government is, we know, controlled

hy tlie slave interest ; and wdiat testimony does that action bear

to the military weakness of the South ? Let the reports of its

high functionaries answer.

The Secretary of War, in his report for 1842, remarked:

" The works intended for the more remote southern portion of our

territory, particularly require attention. Indications are already made
of designs of the worst character against that region, in the event of

hostilities from a certain quarter, to which we cannot be insensible."

The Secretary's fears had been evidently excited by tlie or-

ganization of Mack regiments in the British West Indies, and

the threats of certain English writers, that a war between the

two countries would result in the liberation of the slaves. The

report from the Quarter-Master, General Jessup, a soutliem

man, betrays the same anxiety, and in less ambiguous terms :

'• In the event of a war," says he, " with either of the great Europeari

powers possessing colonies in the West Indies, there will be danger

of the peninsula of Florida being occupied by BLACKS from the

Islands. A proper regard for the security of our Southern States

requires that prompt and efficient measures be adopted to prevect

such a state of things."

46* \

,
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The Secretary of tlie Navy, a slave-liolder, hints liis fears in

cautious circumlocution. Speaking of the event of a war with

any considerable maritime power, he says :

" It would be a war of incursions aimed at revolution. The first

blow would be struck at us through our inslUutions ;" he means, of

course, " the peculiar institution." He then proceeds to show that the

enemy would seek success " in arraying what are supposed to be the

hostile elements of our social system against each other
;

" and he

admits, that " even in the best event, war ou our soil would be the

more expensive, the more embarrassing, and the more horrible In

its eiFects, by compelling us at the same time to oppose an enemy in

the field, and to guard against all attempts to subvert our social system."

In plain language, an invading enemy would strike the first

blow at the slave system, and thus aim at revolution, — a revo-

lution that would give liberty to two and a half millions of

human beings ; and such a war would be very embarrassing

to the slave-holders, and the more horrible, because, as formerly

in South Carolina, a large share of their military force would

necessarily be employed, not in fighting the enemy, but in guard-

ing the SOCIAL, that is, the " patriarchal system."

No persons are more sensible of their hazardous situation

than the slave-holders themselves, and hence, as is common with

people who are secretly conscious of their own weakness, they

attempt to supply the Avant of strength by a bullying insolence,

hoping to effect by intimidation what they well know can be

effected in no other way. This game has long been played, and

with great success, in Congress. It has been attempted in our

negotiations with Great Britain, and has signally failed.

The slave-holders, whatever may be their vaunts, are con-

scious of their military weakness, and shrink from any contest

which may cause a foreign army to plant the standard of eman-

cipation upon their soil. The very idea of an armed negro

startles their fearful imaginations. This is disclosed on innu-

merable occasions, but was conspicuously manifested in a debate

in the Senate. In July, 18-i2, a bill to regulate enlistments in

the naval service being under consideration, Mr. Calhoun pro-

posed an amendment, that negroes should be enlisted only as

cooks and steicards. He thought it a matter oi great consequence

not to admit blacks into our vessels of national defence. Mr.
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Benton tliouglit all arms, whether on land or sea, ought to be

borne by the white race.

Mr. Bagby :
—" In the southern portion of the Union, the

great object was to keep arms and a knowledge of ai'ins out of

the hands of the bhacks. The subject addressed itself to every

southern heart. Self-preservation was the first law of nature,

and the South must look to that."

On the motion of Mr. Preston, the bill was so amended as

to include the army.

And think you that men, thus in awe of their own dependents,

shuddering at a musket in the hands of a black, and with a popu-

lation of two millions and a half of these dreaded slaves, will

expose themselves to the tremendous consequences of a union

between their domestic and foreign enemies ? Of the four who

voted against the British treaty, probably not one would have

given the vote he did, had he not known to a certainty that the

treaty would be ratified.

Think not we are disposed to ridicule the fears of the slave-

holders, or to question their personal courage. God knows their

perils are real, and not imaginary ; and who can question, that

with a hostile British army in the heart of Virginia or Alabama,

the whole slave-region would presently become one vast scene of

horror and desolation? Heretofore the invaders of our soil

were themselves interested in slave property ; now they would

be zealous emancipationists, and they would be accompanied by

the most terrific vision which could meet the eye of a slave-

holder, regiments of hlach troops, fully equipped and disciplined.

Surely such a state of things might well appall the bravest

heart, and palsy the stoutest arm.

"We have called your attention to the practical influence of

slavery on various points deeply affecting the public prosperity

and happiness. These are

:

1. Increase of population. 7. Disregard for human life.

2. State of education. 8. Disregard for constitutional

3. Industry and enterprise. obligations.

4. Feeling towards the laboring 9. Liberty of speech.

classes. 10. Liberty of the press.

5. State of religion. 11. IMilitary weakness.

6. State of morals.
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You will surely agree with us, that in many of these particu-

lars, the southern States are sunk for below the ordinary condi-

tion of civilized nations.

Let us inquire whether the inferior and unhappy condition of

the slave States can be ascribed to any natural disadvantage, or

to any partial or unjust legislation by the Federal Government.

In the first place, the slave States cannot pretend that they

have not received their full share of the national domain, and

that the narrowness of their territorial limits has retarded the

development of their enterprise'and resources. The area of the

slave States is nearly double that of the free. New York has

acquired the title of the Empire State; yet she is inferior

in size to Virginia, Missouri, Greorgia, Louisiana, or North

Carolina.

Nor can it be maintained that the free States ai-e in advance

of the slave States, because from an earlier settlement they had

the start in the race of improvement. Virginia is not only the

largest, but the oldest settled State in the confederacy. She,

together with Delaware, Maryland, North Carolina and South

Carolina, were aU settled before Pennsylvania.

Nor will any slave-holder admit, that Providence has scattered

his gifts with a more sparing hand at the South than at the

North. The richness of their soil, the salubrity of their climate,

the number and magnitude of their rivers, are themes on which

they delight to dwell. Hence the moral difference between the

two sections of our republic must arise from other than natural

causes. It appears also that this difference is becommg wider

and wider. Of this fact Ave could give various proofs ; but let

one suffice.

At the first census in 1790, the free population of the

present free States and Territories was 1,930,125

Of the slave States and Territories, 1,394,847

Difference, • 635,2(8

By the last census, 1840, the same population in the

free States and Territories Aras 9,782,415

In the slave States and Territories, 4,793,738

Difference, 4,988,677
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Thus it appears that in 1790 the free population of the South

was seventy-two per cent, of that of the North, and that in

1840 it was only forty-nine per cent.; while the difference in

1840 is more than nine times as great as it was in 1790.

Fifty years have given the North an increased preponderance

of about four and a half millions of fi'ee citizens. Another fifty

years will increase this preponderance in a vastly augmented

ratio. And now we ask you,"*%vhy this downward course ? Is

it because the interests of the slave-holders are not represented

in the national councils ? Let us see. We have already shown

you that the free population is only forty-nine per cent, of that

of the northern States ; that is, the inhabitants of the free

States are more than double the free inhabitants of the slave

States. Now, what is the proportion of members of Congress

from the two sections ?

In the Senate, the slave States have precisely as many as the

free ; and in the lower House, their members are sixty-five per

cent, of those from the free States.*

The Senate has a veto on every law ; and as one half of that

body are slave-holders, it follows, of course, that no law can be

passed without their consent. Nor has any bill passed the Sen-

ate since the organization of the government, but by the votes

of slave-holders. It is idle, therefore, for them to impute their

depressed condition to unjust and partial legislation, since they

have from the very first controlled the action of Congress. Not

a law has been passed, not a treaty ratified, but by their votes.

Nor is this all. Appointments under the Federal Govern-

ment are made by the President, with the consent of the Senate,

and of course the slave-holders have, and always have had, a

veto on every appointment. There is not an officer of the Fed-

eral Government to whose appointment slave-holding membei's

of the Senate have not consented. Yet all this gives but an

inadequate idea of the political influence exercised by the people

of the slave States in the election of President, and consequently

over the policy of his administration. In consequence of the

* 135 from the free and 88 members from the slave States. According to

free population, the South would have only 66 members.
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peculiar appoi'tionment of Presidential electors among the States,

and the operation of the rule oi federal nimibers— whereby,

for the purpose of estimating the representative population,

five slaves are counted as three white men— most extraordinary

results are exhibited at every election of President. In the

election of 1848, the electors chosen were 290; of these 1G9

were from the free, and 121 from the slave States.

The popular vote in the free States was 2,029,551, or one

elector to 12,007 voters.

The popular vote in the slave States was 845,050, or one

elector to 7,545 voters.*

Even this disproportion, enormous as it is, is greatly aggra-

vated in regard to particular States.

New York gave 455,761 votes, and had 36 electors.

Virginia ^

Maryland V gave 242,547 " " 36 "

N. Carohna)
Ohio gave 328,489 " » 28 "

Delaware
Georgia

'
'^

Louisiana

Alabama J^gave 237,811 " « 38
Arkansas
Florida

Texas

These facts address themselves to the understanding of all,

and prove, beyond cavil, that the slave States have a most unfair

and unreasonable representation in Congress, and a very dispro-

portionate share in the election of President.

Nor can these States complain that they are stinted in the

distribution of i\\e patronage of the national government. The

rule of federal nianbers, confined by the Constitution to the

apportionment of representatives, has been extended, by the

influence of the slave-holders, to other and very different sub-

jects. Thus, the distribution among the States of the surplus

revenue, and of the proceeds of the public lands, was made

according to this same iniquitous rule.

* South Carolina had nine electors, chosen by the Legislature. These are

deducted in the calculation.
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It is not to be supposed that the slave-holders have failed to

avail themselves of their influence in the Federal Government.

A very brief statement will convince you, that if they are now

feeble and emaciated, it is not because they have been deprived

of their share of the loaves and fishes.

By law, midshipmen and cadets, at "West Point, are appointed

according to the federal ratio ; thus have the slave-holders

secured to themselves an additional number of officers in the

army and navy, on account of their slaves.

Reflect for a moment on the vast patronage wielded by the

President of the United States, and then recollect, that should

the present incumbent (General Taylor) serve his full term, the

office will have been filled no less than jifty-tioo years out of

sixty-four by slave-holders !
*

Of twenty-one Secretaries of State, appointed up to 5th of

March, 1849, only six have been taken from the free States.

For thirty-seven years out of sixty the chair of the House of

Eepresentatives has been filled, and its committees ajipointed by

slave-holders.

Of the Judges of the Supreme Court, eighteen have been

taken from the slave, and but fourteen from the free States.

In 1842, the United States were represented at foreign courts

by nineteen Ministers and Charges d'Affaires. Of these fat

offices, no less than thirteen were assigned to slave-holders

!

Surely, surely, if the South be wanting in every element of

prosperity— if ignorance, barbarity and poverty be her charac-

teristics, it is not because she has not exercised her due influence

in the general government, or received her share of its honors

and emoluments.

.- . PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE.

If, then, with all the natural and political advantages we have

enumerated, the progress of the slave States is still downward,

and has been so, compared with the other sections of the country,

since the first organization of the Government, what are the

* Except one month by General Harrison
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anticipations of tlie distant future, wliicli sober reflection au-

tliorizes us to form ? The causes which now retard the increase

of their population must continue to operate, so long as slavery

lasts. Emigrants from the North, and from foreign countries,

will, as at present, avoid their borders, within which no attrac-

tions will be found for vii'tue and industry. On the other hand,

many of the young and enterprising will flee from the lassitude,

the anarchy, the wretchedness engendered by slavery, and seek

their fortunes in lands where law affords protection, and where

labor is honored and rewarded.

In the meantime, especially in the cotton States, the slaves

will continue to increase in a ratio far beyond the whites, and

will at length acquire a fearful preponderance.

At the first census, in every slave State there was a very large

majority of whites ; now, the slaves out-number the whites in

South Carolina, Mississippi, and Louisiana, and the next census

will unquestionably add Florida and Alabama, and probably

Georgia, to the number of negro States.

And think you that this is the country, and this the age, in

which the republican maxim that the majority must govern,

can be long and barbarously reversed ? Think you that the

majority of the people in the cotton States, cheered and en-

couraged as they will be by the sympathy of the world, and the

example of the West Indies, will forever tamely submit to be

beasts of burden for a few lordly planters ? And remember, we

pray you, that the number and physical strength of the negroes

will increase in a much greater ratio than that of their masters.

In 1700 the whites were to the slaves in

N. Carolina as 2.80 to 1, now as 1.97 to 1

S. Carolina, 1.31 to 1, " .79 to 1

Georgia, 1.76 to 1, « 1.44 to 1

Tennessee, 13.35 to 1, " 3.49 to 1

Kentucky, 5.16 to 1, " 3.23 to 1

Maryland and Virginia, the great breeding States, have

reduced their stock within the last few years, having been

tempted, by high prices, to ship off" thousands and tens of thou-

sands to the markets of Louisiana, Alabama, and Mississippi.
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But these markets are already glutted, and liuman flesh has

fallen in value from fifty to seventy-five per cent. Nor is it

probable that the great staple of Virginia and Maryland will

hereafter afford a bounty on its production. In these States

slave-labor is unprofitable, and the bondman is of but little

value, save as an article of exportation. The cotton cultivation

in the East Indies, by cheapening the article, will close the

markets in the South, and thus it guarantees the abolition of

slavery in the breeding States. Wlien it shall be found no

longer profitable to raise slaves for the market, the stock on hand

will be driven South and sold for what it may fetch, and free

labor substituted in its place. This process will be attended

with results disastrous to the cotton States. To Virginia and

Maryland, it will open a new era of industry, pi'osperity and

wealth ; and the industrious poor, the " mean whites " of the

South, will remove within their borders, thus leaving the slave-

holders more defenceless than ever.

And what will be the condition of such of the poor whites as

shall then remain in the slave States ? The change to which

we have referred will necessarily aggravate every present evil.

Ignorance, vice, idleness, lawless violence, dread of insurrection,

anarchy, and a haughty and vindictive ai'istocracy will all com-

bine with augmented energy in crushing them to the earth.

And fi'om what quarter can they look for redemption ? Think

you the planting nobility will ever grant freedom to their serfs,

from sentiments of piety or patriotism ? Remember that the

clergy of all sects and ranks, many of them " Christian brokers

in the trade of blood," unite in bestowing their benedicton on

the system as a Christian institution, and in teaching the slave-

holders that they wield the whip as European monarchs the

sceptre, " by the grace of God." Remember that the beautiful

and affecting contrast between the prosperity of the North and

the desolation of the South, already presented to you, was drawn

by W. C. Preston, oi hanging notoriety. The great slave-holders

have no idea of surrendering the personal importance and the

political influence they derive from their slaves. The Calhouns,

Footes, and Prestons, all go for everlasting slavery.

47
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Unquestionably tliere are many of the smaller slave-holders

who would embrace abolition sentiments, were they permitted

to examine the subject ; but at present they are kept in igno-

rance. If, then, the fetters of the slave are not to be broken by

the master, by whom is he to be liberated ? In the course of

time, a hostile army, invited by the weakness or the arrogance

of the South, may land on her shores. Then, indeed, emanci-

pation will be given, but the gift may be bathed in the blood of

the whites and of their children. Or the people— for they

will be THE PEOPLE— may resolve to be free, and the dearest

interests of thousands may be sacrificed in the contest.

Such, inhabitants of New Mexico and California, is the de-

testable institution which a few haughty and selfish men are

endeavoring to force upon you in order to augment their own

political power, and to open new markets for their human cattle ;

and such are the calamities which their success will entail upon

you and your posterity for ages to come. Every dictate of

patriotism and of Christian benevolence impels us to resist to the

uttermost the extension of this abomination of desolation over

the new, fair, and vast addition recently made to our Federal

Union. Much as we may prize this splendid acquisition, may it

be forever lost to us rather than it should be converted by the

American people into a region of ignorance, vice, misery, and

degradation by the establishment of human bondage. "We wish

you to be a free and happy portion of our great Eepublic, but if

the condition of your union with us be your submission to the

mandates of the slave-holders, we counsel you, we implore you,

by all your obligations to your God, yourselves, your children,

and to the opinions of the world, to spurn the loathsome, the sin-

ful condition. You have all the elements essential to the crea-

tion of a great, prosperous, and independent empire. If you

cannot be free, happy, and virtuous in union with us, be free,

happy, and virtuous under a government of your own. But you

are not reduced to such an alternative. The slave-holders have

refused you a territorial government— form one for yourselves,

and declare that no slave shall taint the air you breathe. Let no

feudal lord with his hosts of serfs come among you to rob you of
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your equal share of tlie rich deposits of your soil— tolerate no

servile caste, kept in ignorance and degradation to minister to

the power and wealth of an oppressive aristocracy- Be firm and

resolute in declaring for independence, unless exempted from the

curse of slavery, and the whole North will rally in your behalf.

The slave-holders are losing theu- influence, and are divided

among themselves, while their northern allies, withering under

the scorn of public opinion, are daily deserting their standard.

Be true to yourselves, and your northern friends will be true to

youj and ere long you will be received into the Union on the

same liberal, safe, and honorable terms on Avhich your neighbors

of Oregon have already been admitted. A glorious future of

power, opulence, and happmess opens before you. Up, quit

yourselves like men, and may the favor of God and the blessings

of generations to come rest upon you.

New York, August, 1849.





LETTER

TO HON. WILLIAM NELSON, M. C,

ON MR. CLAY'S COMPROMISE.

Ne"\v York, February 11, 1850.

My Dear Sir :— As one of your immediate constituents,

permit me to express to you my views on the resolutions lately

submitted to the Senate by Mr. Clay. They are skilfully drawn,

and their true import seems to me to be generally misunderstood,

and in many instances intentionally misrepresented. Various con-

siderations combine to render these resolutions acceptable to that

class of our northern politicians, who are anxious to be popular

at home, without forfeiting their share of the patronage which is

dispensed at "Washington, by the slave power. The resolutions

are eight in number, and I will examine them in theii* order.

1. This proposes the admission of California as a State, with-

out the imposition by Congress of any restx'iction on the subject

of slavei'y, and " loith suitable houndaries." These words imply

that the present boundaries are unsuitable, and must be altered.

Let me now call your attention to the true reason for this reserv-

ation about boundaries, and respecting which the resolution is

47*
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silent. During the war, and before the cession of any territory,

the House of Representatives passed the "Wilmot Proviso, pro-

hibiting slavery in all the territory that might be acquired. On
this, the South, Avith one voice, declared that they would not

submit to the exclusion of slavery south of 3G° 30'. The Legis-

lature of Alabama resolved that they would not recognize

"any enactment of the Federal Government which has for its

object the prohibition of slavery in any territory to be acquired

by conquest or treaty south of the line of the Missouri com-

promise." At a public meeting in Charleston, and at which I

believe Mr. Calhoun was present, it was resolved that it would

be debasing and dishonorable to submit to the prohibition of

slavery " beyond what is already yielded by the Missouri com-

promise ; " and innumerable have been the offers and efforts of

southern politicians to extend the compromise line to the Pacific.

Hence it is not the exclusion of slavery in California to the

north of that line, that offends the South ; and to admit this anti-

slavery State, bounded on the south by 36° 30', is doing no more

than what the South has consented should be done, and is in no

sense a compromise. But the free State of California extends

south of this line, and hence her southern boundary is unsuitable,

and hence Mr. Clay's resolution makes a tacit provision for de-

priving the State of so much of her territory as his southern

friends have resolved shall not be consecrated to freedom. Mr.

Foote, of Mississippi, observed in relation to this very resolution,

" I see no objection to admitting all California above the line of

36° 30' into the Union, provided another new slave State be

laid off within the present limits of Texas." To this laying off

another new slave State, Mr. Clay's compromise opposes no ob-

stacle ! Had Mr. Clay proposed the admission of California

with its " present boundaries," his offer would so far have been

a compromise, as to concede something to freedom as a consid-

eration for the surrender of the Wilmot Proviso.

2. The next resolution declares, that "as slavery does not

exist by laic, and is not likely to be introduced" into any of the

conquered territories, they should be organized under territorial
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governments, -without any restriction on the subject of slavery.

The proposed assertion by Congress that slavery does not exist

hj law in the territories, is hailed as an all-sufhcient balm to the

consciences of those who recoil with horror at the idea of being

in any degree responsible for the extension of human bondage.

And what, let me ask, is this declaration, but the enunciation of

a bald truism ? We all know there is no law, Mexican or

American, recognizing slavery in the territories. Mr. Clay

adroitly avoids drawing any inference from this acknowledged

fact, but expects the good people of the North will draw for

themselves the inference, that because slavery does not exist by

law, therefore it is prohibited by law. Property in elephants

does not exist hy Imv, in New York, but still it exists, because

it is not prohibited by law. Mr. Clay well knows that Mr. Cal-

houn and the great mass of the slave-holders contend that in the

absence of a j^rohibitory law, men, women and children, as well

as horses and sheep, may be held as property in any territory in

the United States ; and this doctrine Mr. Clay himself nowhere

denies. Nay, further, Mr. Calhoun insists, and I believe truly,

that slavery never has been established by laio in any country—
that after property in man has been acquired, then, and not

before, laws are passed to protect it. The slave-holders ask for

no act of Congress authorizing them to carry their property into

the territories. All they ask is that no prohibitory laxo shall be

passed, and then they will carry their slaves where they please,

and keep them by their own strong hand without law, till in

their territorial legislatures they shall pass such laws on the

subject as they shall find needful. Not a word in Mr. Clay's

compromise contravenes this legal theory, or prevents its reduc-

tion to practice. Slavery did once exist by law in these terri-

tories ; why does it not now ? Mr. Clay answers the question

by telling us that Mexican law abolished it. Now he perfectly

well knows that the Mexican law not only abolished hvii prohib-

ited slavery. If that law was repealed by the conquest, then

the old law was revived, and slavery does now exist by law. If

the law was not repealed by the conquest, then the law is still

in force, and slavery is now prohibited by laio. Why, then, does
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not Mr. Clay fairly and honestly declare tliat slavery is now

prohihited by law ? Because this Avould indeed be a compromise,

and -would render the Proviso nugatory, and would secure the

territories from the curse of slavery. The very omission of such

a declaration imiDlies a denial of an existing prohibition, and in

such denial he well knows the whole South concurs. So far?

then, is Mr. Clay's inconsequential truism from being a com-

promise, that it surrenders to the South even more than she has

demanded, and throws open to the slave-holders the whole terri-

tory north as well as south of the Missouri line. But to recon-

cile the North to this total surrender, they are to be favored by

Congress with the opinion that it is not likely that slavery

will be introduced into any part of the conquered territory.

Wliat is only improbable, is at least possible, and hence this

legislative opinion would, in fact, be a solemn and otficial decla-

ration, that there is no legal prohibition to the introduction of

slavery. It is not pretended that this opi^iion which Congress

is to volunteer, is to have any legal force whatsoever. But

what if time shall prove the opinion to have been erroneous ;

will it be any consolation to the North for having by their act

blighted regions with human bondage, that they had been fooled

by an opinion ?

Mr. Downs, of Louisiana, in reply to Mr. Clay, asserted that

there were already in the territories " some four or five hun-

dred slaves
;
" and another member declared that there would

now have been plenty of slaves there had not their masters been

apprehensive of the Proviso. If Mr. Clay is correct in his

opinion, the slave-holders have been strangely mistaken. It

was openly avowed during the war, that the territory to be con-

quered south of 3G° 30' would be a slave region. Before our

army entered the city of Mexico, we were offered all Texas

proper, and the whole of New Mexico and California north of

thirty-seven degi'ees, an extent of tex-ritory equal to nine States

of the size of New York. The offer was rejected, and thousands

were slaughtered to obtain territory south of 3G° 30', to be peo-

pled with slaves. From the first mention of the Proviso, our

northern editors and politicians in the slave interest opposed it
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as unnecessary, because, as they assured us, the soil and climate

of these territories were unsuitable to slave labor. The slave-

holders knew better, and never endorsed the falsehood of their

allies. Mr. "Waddy Thompson, of South Carolina, Minister to

Mexico, announced to his brethren, writing of California, " Sugar,

rice and cotton find there their own congenial clime." Recol-

lections of Mexico, p. 234.

Did the South make war upon Mexico only to acquire free

territory ? Is she now threatening disunion and civil war for a

privilege she " is not likely " to exercise ?

Upon what does Mr. Clay rest his strange, unnatural opinion ?

Almost exclusively on the exclusion of slavery from the Cali-

fornia constitution. He does not pretend that this exclusion

was owing to the unfitness of the soil and climate for slave labor.

We all know that the unexpected discovery of gold suddenly

collected in California a large northern population, naturally

averse to slavery, and jealous of the competition of slave labor

in digging gold. But does gold exist in Deseret or New Mex-

ico ? or is there a large northern population in California, south

of 30° 30' ? Is it logical to infer that slavery is not likely to be

introduced into these territories, even with the sanction of Con-

gress, because under totally difierent circumstances it has been

excluded from California? New Mexico is separated by an

imaginaiy line from Texas, and about half of it is claimed by

that slave State. Is it likely that Texan slave-holders wiU not

cross the line with their property, or occupy territory they claim

as their own ?

The settlers in Deseret have formed a constitution virtually

allowing slavery, by not prohibiting it. The gold diggers in

California are concentrated far north of 3G° 30' ; the city of San

Francisco is also north of that line, while south of it is a large

area, where there is little to obstruct the introduction of slavery.

Under these circumstances, there are probably very few men in

Congress who would dare on their oaths, to affirm the opinion

expressed by Mr. Clay. That opinion is at best a calculation of

chances ; a calculation on which no man would hazard a thousand

dollars ; yet this miserable calculation is offered to the North as
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a compensation for the surrender of all the political and moral

blessings which the Proviso would secure.

Mr. Clay utterly demolishes Gen. Cass's argument against

the constitutionality of the Proviso, and affirms most positively

the right of Congress to prohibit slavery in the territories. But

how stands the question of duty and moral consistency between

these two gentlemen? Undeniably in favor of the General.

He has not, indeed, undertaken to solve the nice and difficult

question, whether human bondage is a curse or a blessing. He

is sensibly alive to the atrocity of flogging two or three Hunga-

rian women, but makes no comment on laws which subject thou-

sands and tens of thousands of American women to the lash.

He calls upon the nation to express its indignation at the exe-

cution of a few Hungarian insurgents taken with arms in their

hands, but gives no opinion how far it Avould be right or wrong

to shoot certain of his own countrymen, if taken in revolt against

worse than Austrian oppression. But he contends that what-

ever may be the moral character of slavery. Congress has no

constitutional right to prohibit it, and therefore ought not to pro-

hibit it. On the other hand, Mr. Clay frankly declares that

slavery is wrong, " a grievous wrong," that to propagate slavery

is to propagate wrong. He affinns the constitutional power of

Congress to prohibit this propagation of wrong, and then calls

upon Congress to permit slave-holders to propagate this wrong

when and where they please over the whole wide extent of our

conquered territory, with the single exception of what may be

included within the State of California. Before God and man,

Gen. Cass's conclusion from his premises is justified, while the

conclusion drawn by Mr. Clay from his premises is condemned

as hostile to morality and humanity.

3. This resolution merely gives to Texas more territory than

she is entitled to, and less than she demands, and is so far a com-

promise of territorial claims ; but in no degree a compromise

between the friends and enemies of human rights, since what is

to be taken from Texas is to be immediately thrown open to

the slave-holders.
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4, Texas had, before annexation, pledged her duties on for-

eif^n commerce as security to certain creditors. These duties,

by annexation were surrendered to the United States. Mr.

Clay proposes that the United States shall assume the debts due

to these creditors if Texas will relinquish her claims on New

Mexico. If justice requires the nation to assume these debts,

their assumption ought not to depend on the cession of territory

by Texas. If in justice we do not owe these debts, their pay-

ment by us will in fact be a gratuity to Texas for the relin-

quishment of one of the most impudent and fraudulent claims

ever made. We have official information, communicated by

General Jackson to Congi-ess, that the Texans, when defining

the boundaries of their new-born republic, at first determined to

include California ; and beyond all question they had then as

much right to San Fi-ancisco as they now have to Santa Fe.

The proposition of Mr. Clay is therefore to pay Texas for

territory to which he admits she has no title, and then to throw

open the territory so purchased to the slave-holders. In this, I

can see no concession to the North.

5. Congress is to declare it inexpedient to abolish slavery in

the District of Columbia, except with the assent of Maryland

and the people of the District, and making compensation to the

slave-holders. The unlimited power of Congress to abolish

slavery in the district is fully conceded, yet he calls on Congress

not to do, Avhat many of its members and vast multitudes of

their constituents believe it their moral duty to do. In this

proposal I can find no other compromise but that of conscience.

G. The next proposal is to prohibit the importation of slaves

into the District for sale. In other words, the inhabitants are

to have a monopoly of the trade in human beings. These good

people are not to be deprived of the privilege of importing as

many slaves as they may want for their own use, nor of selling

husbands, and wives, and children, to be transported to the ex-

tremities of the Union ; but foreign traders shall no longer be

permitted to glut the "Washington market with their wares. The

moment the resolution passes, human chattels will rise in value
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in tlie capital of our Republic. I object not to tbe abolition of

the trade, since it will remove one of the many abominations

Avitli wliicli slavery has disgraced the seat of our national gov-

ernment ; but I deny that the proposition involves the slightest

concession on the part of the slave-holders. Says Mr. Clay

himself, "Almost every slave-holding State in the Union has ex-

ercised its power to prohibit the introduction of slaves as mer-

chandise." The power is exercised or not, according to conve-

nience, and as it is thought most profitable to breed or to import

slaves.

7. "We now come to a grand specific for giving ease to north-

eini consciences, for allaying all irritation, and for restoring a

general healthful action tlu'oughout the present morbid system

of the confederacy ! I will give the recipe in full : ^^Resolved,

That more effectual provision ought to be made by law for the

restitution and delivery of persons bound to service or labor m
any State, who may escape into any other State or territory of

this Union." That I may not be accused of injustice to Mr.

Clay in my subsequent remarks, I will quote from his speech on

this point : "I do not say, sir, that a private individual is obliged

to make the tour of his whole State, in order to assist the owner

of a slave to recover his property ; but I do say, if he is present

when the owner of a slave is about to assert his rights and regain

possession of his property, that he and every one jyresent, whether

ofiicer or agent of the State government, or private individual,

is hound to assist in the execution of the laws of their country."

" I will go with the farthest senator from the South in this body

to make penal laws to impose the heaviest sanctions upon the

recovery of fugitive slaves, and the restoration of them to their

owners."

Such is the panacea, and such is the manner in which our

medical adviser proposes to administer it. He must not be

surprised should some diiSculty be experienced in compelling

the patient to swallow the draught.

Mr. Clay has long been a favorer of those field sports in

which the prey is man, and he has the merit, it is believed, of
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being the first to conceive the grand idea of securing a national

intercommunity in tliese sports, by means of international treaties.

So early as the 19th June, 1826, as Secretary of State, he pro-

posed to the British government to throw the Canadas open for

this sport, and in return, to British sportsmen should be accorded

the privilege of hunting West India negroes throughout the

whole extent of the American Republic. But John Bull rejected

the tendered reciprocity, and churlishly replied, " The law of

Parliament gave freedom to every slave who effected his landing

on British ground."

About the same time we requested from Mexico the boon of

hunting negroes over her wide area. The desired favor was de-

nied, but we have since forcibly added almost half her territory

to our own hunting grounds. Of all the game laws in existence,

that of 1793, which regulates the chase of negroes, is the most

horrible
; yet Mr. Clay is dissatisfied with it, and calls upon

Congress to make it "more effectual," and of course more hor-

rible. Should a Virginian come to New Y'ork in search of his

horse, and find him in possession of another, who claims him as

his property, how is he to recover the animal ? Only by process

of law, and that process requires that a jury of twelve impar-

tial men, drawn by lot, shall pass upon the conflicting claims.

Neither party has any choice in selecting the jury, nor can

either establish his claim by his own evidence. But if the Vir-

ginian is hunting a max, and sees one that will serve his pur-

pose, and who will fetch a thousand dollars in the southern mar-

ket, but Avho claims to belong to himself, how is he to secure

him ? Why, he may catch his man as well as he can, and with-

out warrant may carry him before any justice of the peace whom
for sufficient reasons he may think proper to select, and swear

that the man he has caught is his, and the justice may surrender

the MAN to perpetual bondage, degradation, and misery. Vari-

ous officers besides justices are authorized to act, so that the

Virginian has a wide choice. Surely this is hunting made easy

by law ; but it is not found so easy in pi'actice. Latterly, vari-

ous States have prohibited their oivn qfficeis from assisting in

the chase of human beings, and citizens rarely lend any vn-paid

48
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assistance. Hence a new game law is deemed needful, and Mr.

Clay, as we have seen, is pledged to go with "the farthest

southern senator," the most devoted lover of the sport, to make

it effectual. Tlie Judiciary Committee have accordingly reported

a bill now before the Senate. " I agree," said Mr. Mason, one

of the farthest southern senators, in his speech on this bill (28th

January.) " I agree that the Federal Government has no poiver

to impose duties of any kind upon officers of State governmeyits as

such." Of course, the obligation imposed by the law of 1793^

upon justices of the peace and other State officers, to catch

slaves, are void, and our northern Legislatures, it is admitted,

have a right to prohibit them from particij^ating in slave hunts.

To obviate this dithculty, it becomes necessary to select other

than State officers to adjudicate upon questions of higher import

than any, with the single exception of life and death, that ever

exercise the talents, learning, virtue, and independence of the

most august tribunals of any civilized country. And who are

tlie grave and reverend judges appointed by this bill to sit in

judgment on the liberty or bondage of native-bom Americans?

Among these judges are twenty thousand postmasters !

Each one of these new judges is authorized to adjudge any man,

woman, or child, black or white, to be a vendible chattel ; and

this judgment is to be founded on any proof that may be satis-

factory to said postmaster, in the words of the bill " cither by

oi'al testimony or by affidavit," nor is the testimony either oral

or by affidavit of the interested claimant excluded ; and from

this judgment there is no aj^peal ! Slaveiy is no longer confined

to one color. The southern papers abound with advertisements

offering rewards for fugitive slaves, containing the caution, that

the fugitive will probably attempt to i^ass for a white jicrson.

A few years since a Maryland slave-holder caught in Philadel-

phia a white girl (Mary Gilmore), whom he claimed as his

slave. The case was brought before a Pennsylvania judge, and

occupied two days, and it was proved by most abundant, over-

whelming evidence, that the alleged slave was the orphan daugh-

ter of POOR Irish parents. The mother had died in the

Philadelphia hospital, and the daughter had never been in Mary-
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!aiw3. By a pending amendment to this bill, every man and

woman who, prompted by the holiest impulses of our nature,

shall " harbor or conceal " the prey from the hunter, is to be

visited with fine and imprisonment, A few days after Mr. Clay

introduced his resolutions, Bruin and Hill, slave-ti^aders in Alex-

andria, wrote a letter, since published in the newspapers, stating

for the infoi*mation of a free mother in New York who wished

to redeem her daughter from bondage, that they cannot afford

to sell " the girl Emily for less than eighteen hundred dol-

E.ARS." "Why this prodigious price ? They add, " We have two

or three offers for Emily from gentlemen from the South. Slie

is said to be tlie finest looking woman in this country."

Should this devoted victim escape from her keepers, and be

afterwards found concealed in her mother's house, not only is

she to be carried back and subjected to the fate intended for her,

but the MOTHER is liable by the present bill to be sentenced to

pay a fine of five hundred dollars to the United States, to pay

Messrs. Bruin and Hill one thousand dollai-s for damages, and

lie imprisoned six months. We hope, for Mr. Clay's reputation,

no " farthest senator from the south " will ask for heavier pen-

alties, for if he does, Mr. Clay is pledged to vote for " the

heaviest sanctions " that may be proposed. But suppose this

poor girl should find her way to Peekskill, instead of New
York, and in your absence, with bursting heart, ask to be shel-

temd in your liouse from her pursuers. Can you for a single

moment admit the possibility, tliat your wife, the mother of your

children, could, through fear of the law, so unsex herself, as to

turn the trembling fugitive into the street, to be caught by the

hunters ? A thousand times rather would you see the partner

of your bosom enduring Mr. Clay's " heaviest sanctions," than

bringing ignominy upon herself, and covering her husband and

children with shame and confusion of face, by committing a

crime so foul and damnable. Mr. Mason, in his speech, insists

upon the right of the hunter, " to enter peaceably any inclosure or

DWELLING where such slave may be found, for the purpose of

taking him." Should this asserted right be incorporated into

t?ie compromise bill, then may southern ruffians and northern
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doughfaces ere long be roaming through our bed-rooms and

ransacking our closets in search of prey. Should an attempt

be made to enforce "the heaviest sanctions" for which Mr.'

Clay is ready to vote, he may be assured the prisons in New
Yoi'k and New England are too few to hold the vast multi-

tudes of men and women who would willingly tenant them,

rather than peril their souls by betraying the fugitive or assist-

ing in his capture. Mr. Clay very kindly declines requiring

" a private individual to make the tour of Ms ivliole State " in

search of a slave, but he insists that all ivho are present when

the game is started, ought to follow the hounds. Could he

but enforce this obligation, we should have some grand turnouts

in New York and New England, some like the one fancied

by the poet

:

" Gay luck to our hunters ! how nobly they ride,

In the glow of their zeal and the strength of their pride 1
—

The priest with his cassock flung back on the wind,

Just screening the politic statesman behind—
The saint and the sinner, with cursing and prayer—
The drunk and the sober ride merrily there.

Oh ! goodly and grand is our hunting to see,

In this 'land of the brave and this home of the free
!

'

Right merrily hunting the black man, whose sin

Is the curl of his hair and the hue of his skin !

So speed to their hunting o'er mountain and glen.

Through canebreak and forest— the hunting of men!"

But the Constitution ! This instrument declares in substance^

that the fugitive slave shall be delivered up ; but Mr. Clay, I

believe, is the first lawyer who has contended that the obligation

of delivery rests upon " private individuals." Even Mr. Mason^

in his speech, insists that the mandate to deliver up is "addressed

to the jitrisdiction of the State into which the fugitive may

escape." Of course, individual citizens, as such, are under no

constitutional obligation to volunteer to catch slaves. But sup-

pose a positive law should enjoin each individual to betray or

aid in capturing the fugitive— the question put by the apostles,

when legally forbidden to teach in the name of Jesus, Vi^ould

then recur : " Whether it be right in the sight of God to hearken
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unto you more tlian unto Goil, judge ye." It is not merely the

rigUt, but the duty of a Christian to refuse an active obedience

to any and every law of man, which he believes contravenes

the commands of his Maker ; and then, like the apostles, to

offer no forcible resistance to the penalties attached to his dis-

obedience.

]Mr. Clay may be assured, that the bill of pains and penalties

promised in his seventh resolution, v/ill not have the composing

influence he anticipates. Filling our prisons with pious,

benevolent, kind-hearted men and woman, will have little effect

in suppressing agitation. In his compromising anodjaie, Mr.

Clay has omitted an important ingredient. Ample provision is

to be made for the recovery of southern slaves, but none for the

recovery of northerx citizens. If the Constitution gives the

southern planter a right to seize his slave in New York or

Massachusetts, equally explicit is the grant to citizens of those

States to enjoy all the rights of citizenship in South Carolina.

Yet, if certain of our citizens, freeholders and electors at home,

think proper to visit that State, a prison is the only dwelling

they are permitted to occupy ; and should the State to which

they belong send an agent to inquire why they are immured in

a jail, and to bring their case before the Supreme Court of the

United States, he is compelled to flee at the hazard of his life

!

8. The last item of this grand compromise is virtually a guar-

anty that the American slave-trade, vile and loathsome as it is,

shall be held sacred from prohibition or obstruction by the Fed-

eral Government for all time to come. The stars and stripes shall

forever protect each coasting vessel that shall be freighted with

human misery and despair, and manacled coffles shall, without

molestation, be driven across the continent from the Atlantic to the

Pacific. The slave-trade in the District, that is, in one single

market, Mr. Clay pronounces "detestable," and talks with

horror of " the corteges Avhich pass along our avenues of manacled

human beings." But why this sudden outburst of indignation

against a lawful commtirce ? Is it dishonorable to sell merchan-

dise ? Has not Mr. Clay himself proclaimed, " that is property

48*
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which the law makes property ? " Wliy does he dishonor the

Washington man-merchants ? Is it base to buy and sell human
beings ? Mr. Clay forgets that this " detestable trade " is, in

fact, supported by the gentlemen breeders who sell, and the

gentlemen planters who buy. But this trade which is so

" detestable," and these corteges which are so horrible on a very

little scale, are now to assume a national importance, protected

and sanctioned by the government of the whole Republic !

Such, sir, is the magnanimous compromise which so many of

our Whig and Democratic politicians, now that the elections are

over, and the solemn pledges made in favor of the Wilraot

Proviso supposed to be forgotten, are willing to accept as a

mighty boon to human rights, and a mighty barrier against the

further encroachments of the slave power. In my ears the only

language addressed by these eight resolutions, to the North, is

the cry of the horseleech— Give, give. No test can detect in

them, no microscope can make visible the most minute conces-

sion to human liberty. Not one single inch of territory does the

proposed compromise secure from slavery that is not already

rescued from its power. Not one single human being will it

save from bondage.

The extension of the Missouri line to the Pacilic would at

least have rendered all on the north of it free soil ; but, says

Mr. Clay, most truly, although with a frankness almost insult-

in"- to the North, " I say, sir, in my place here, that it is much

better for the South that the lohole stibject should he open on

both sides an imaginary line of 36° 30', than that slavery should

he interdicted positively north of 36*^ 30' with freedom to admit

or exclude it south o/36° 30', at the will of thepeople! "

But, Mr. Clay exclaimed, " No earthly power could induce

me to vote for the positive introduction of slavery south or north

of that line," and at this heroic avowal the galleries applauded.

But the galleries are not deeply versed in southern tactics.

Mr. Clay need apprehend no coercion to extort his reluctant

vote for a purpose no one desires or demands. The South have,

with one voice, denied the power of Congress either to prohibit

or establish slavery in the territories. Said Mr. King, of
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Alabama, in reply, " We ask no act of Congress to cany slavery

anywhere. I believe we (Congress) liavejust as much riglit to

prohibit slavery in the territories as to cai-ry it thei*e. "We have

no right to do one or the other." Other southern senators

avowed their concurrence in the doctrine advanced by Mr.

King. Hence Mr Clay's defiance of any power on earth to

make him do what nobody wants him to do, was, at least, a

I'hetorical flourish.

But if this pretended compromise is, as I contend, a full and

unqualified surrender of all the demands of the North, why did

certain ultra senators object to it ? A show of resistance might

have been deemed politic, as tendmg to make northern men

suppose there must be something granted to them, although

they could not tell what. It may also suit the party purposes

of some to prolong the present agitation, that they may manu-

facture more patriotism for the southern market ; and, lastly, if

any really wish to form a separate republic, in which they

expect to have more power than they now enjoy, they will of

course reject all concessions, however great. But it is incredi-

ble that the mei'e slave-holders, the men who are only anxious

to open new markets for the sale of their stock, and to acquire

more votes in Congress, should be averse to a proposition that

offers them all they have ever asked, and all that Congress can

give them, with the exception of the suppression of the right of

petition, and the censorship of the post-oflftce, and these are

not now in issue.

But we are told that unless Ave yield to the demands of the

slave-holders, they Avill dissolve the Union. And what are

these demands, which Mr. Clay admits we have full right to

refuse ? "WHiy, that a small body of men, not probably exceed-

ing 100,000,* shall be at liberty, for their own aggrandizement,

to blight with the curse of slavery our vast possessions south of

SC* 30', and whatever portion of Mexico it shall hereafter be

found convenient to seize. Thus, at a time when cruelty and

* A late census in Kentucky reveals the fact, that the slave-holders in
that State own on an average twenty-two slaves. Should this average be
applied to the whole slave region, the number of masters, according to the
census of 1840, cannot exceed 117,000 !
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oppression are elsewhere giving way before the increasing

intelligence and morality of the age, we, the Model Repnblic,

are to be the instrument of extending over illimitable regions

now free, a despotism more accursed than any other known

throughout the civilized world,— a despotism that not only

enslaves the body, but crushes the intellect through which man

is enabled to distinguish good froiii evil,— a despotism that

annihilates all rights, sets at naught all the affections of the

heart, and converts a being made in the image of God into

a soulless machine. Tell me not of excejDtions,— of some lucky

chattel, like Mr. Clay's negro, referred to in his speech, who in

his master's well-stored kitchen hugs his chain, laughs, and

grows fat. He is but a vendible commodity, and to-morrow's

sun may behold him toiling under the lash, his wife given to

another, and his children with pigs and mules sold at auction to

the highest bidder. Tell me not of exceptions,— "the kind

owner " may at any moment be exchanged by,death or debts,

for the hardened, remorseless taskmaster, and the law sanctions

every atrocity perpetrated upon the slave.* No, my dear sir, I

caimot give my consent, and I hope it will not be given for me

by my representative, to curse a vast empire with such an in-

stitution, and to doom unborn millions to its unutterable

abominations, even to save our southern brethren from the sin

and folly of founding a new Republic (!) upon the denial of

human rights, and of i-endering themselves a byword, a proverb,

and a reproach among all the nations of the earth. I value the

favor of my God and the salvation of my soul too much to take

*Our doughfaces are always complaining that their employers are slan-

dered at the North. Let the employers speak for themselves. In Dev.

Reports, (North Carolina,) p. 263, 1829, we find the case of The State vs.

Man7i. The defendant attempted to flog a woman slave whom he had hired

;

she retreated ; he ordered her to come to him, but she continuing to re-

treat, he seized his gun, fired at and wounded her. For this he was in-

dicted. The Court held that he who hires a slave is, for the time being,

invested with all the powers of the owner himself to enforce obedience, and

that the indictment could not be sustained. Said Judge Ruffin, " The power
of the master must be absolute, to render the submission of the slave perfect.

I most sincerely confess ray sense of the harshness of this proposition. I

feel it as deeply as any man can ; and as a principle of moral right, evet-y man
in his retirement must repudiate it. But in the actual state of things it must
be so— there is no remedy. This discipline belongs to slavery."
Verily, we are the people to lecture Austria !
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jxirt or lot in such great Avickedness. Most fully do I agree

Avith Mr. Clay, that Congress has no more constitutional au-

thority over slavery in the States, than in the Island of Cuba ;

and most fully do I agree with the admission in his speech, but

not to he found in his resolutions, of the right of Congress to

exclude slavery from the conquered territories. Hence, in my
opinion, the refusal to exercise this right, even to preserve the

Union, would be a crime in the sight of God and man. I en-

tei-tain no apprehension of the severance of the Union for this

cause, but should the few slave-holders and the vast multitude of

southern people who have no interest in slavery, in their mad-

ness separate from us, upon them will rest the sin, and upon

them and their children will fall its punishment. Let us do

what God commands, and leave to Him the consequences.

Yours truly,

William Jay.





A LETTER
TO THE HON. SAMUEL A. ELIOT, REPRESENTATIVE IN

CONGRESS FROM THE CITY OF BOSTON, IN REPLY

TO HIS APOLOGY FOR VOTING FOR THE

FUGITIVE SLAVE BILL. ,

1851.

Sir :
—

An English courtier procured a colonial judgeship, for a

young dependant wholly ignorant of law. The new functionary,

on parting with his patron, received from him the following sage

advice,— " Be careful never to assign reasons, for whether your

judgments be right or wrong, your reasons will certainly be

bad." You have cause to regret that some friend had not been

equally provident of your reputation, and intimated that it was

only expected of you to vote for Mr. "Webster's measures, but

by no means to assist him in vindicating them. You did, indeed,

vote precisely as those who procured your nomination mtended

you should ; yet, on your return home, you found your name

had become a byword and a reproach in your native State.

Another election approached, but you declined submitting your

recent course to the judgment of the electors, and withdrew

from the canvass. But although the people Avere thus prevented

from voting against you, they persisted in speaking and writing

against you. Anxious to relieve yourself from the load of

obloquy by which you were oppressed, in an evil hour you rashly
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appealed to the public through the columus of a newspaper, and

gave the " reasons " of your vote for the Fugitive Slave Law.

You had a high and recent example of the kind of logic suited

to your case. You might have indulged in transcendental non-

sense, and talked about the climate, soil, and scenery of New
England and the wonders of physical geography, and, assuming

that negroes were created free, you might have contended that,

in voting for a law to catch and enslave them, you had avoided

the folly of reenacting the law of God. Reasons of this sort,

you and others had declared, " had convinced the understanding

and touched the conscience of the nation." Instead of following

an example so illustrious and successful, you assign " reasons
"

so very commonplace, that the most ordinary capacity can

understand them, and so feeble, that the slightest strength can

overthrow them.

Your first " reason " is, that the delivery of fugitives is a

constitutional obligation. By this you mean, that, by virtue of

the construction of a certain clause in the Constitution by the

Supreme Court, Congress has the power to pass a law for the

recovery of fugitive slaves. "Well, sir, does this constitutional

obligation authorize Congress to pass any law whatsoever on the

subject, however atrocious and wicked? Had you voted for a

law to prevent smuggling, in which you had authorized every

tide-waiter to shoot any person suspected of having contraband

goods in his possession, would it have been a good " reason " for

such an atrocity, that the collection of duties was " a constitu-

tional obligation ? " You are condemned for voting for an

arbitrary, detestable, diabolical law,— one that tramples ujjon

the rights of conscience, outrages the feelings of humanity, dis-

cards the rules of evidence, levels all the barriers erected by

the common law for the protection of personal liberty, and, in

defiance of the Constitution, and against its express provisions,

gives to the courts the appointment of legions of slave-catching

judges. And your " reason " for all this is, that the delivery of

fughives is " a constitutional obligation !
" The " obligation " is

not in issue. Please to understand, sir, that it is not denied. It

is for the manner in which you profess to have discharged the
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obligation, that you are censured ; and be it remembered, that

not one of the obnoxious provisions of jour hiw is required by
the Constitution. You go on and attempt to enlighten your

constituents as to the history of this constitutional obligation.

As the obligation affords you no apology for the iniquitous

features of your law, its history is, of course, mere surplusage,

and serves no other purpose than to divert the attention of your

readers from yourself. About two thiixls of your apology is

occupied with a historical disquisition, which has as much to do

with your vindication as the question respecting the existence of

a lunar atmosphere. I Avill not, however, withhold from you

whatever benefit you may derive from either your logic or your

history, but will give each a fair and honest examination. You
inform the public that, at the time the Constitution was formed,

" Slaverj' had been abohshed in some of the States, and still existed
in others. Here seemed an insurmountable incompatibility of inter-

ests, and nothing perplexed the wise men of that day—and they were
very wise men—so much as this topic. At last they agreed that the
new Constitution should have notliing to do with it ; that the word
slavery should not be mentioned in it, and that it should be left to the
States themselves to establish, retain, or abolish it, just as much after

the adoption of the Constitution as before. But in order to secure the
existence of the institution to those States who preferred it, it was
agreed that the persons escajiing from labor to which they were bound,
in one commonwealth, and found in another, should be returned to

the Stiite from which they had fled. The provision was necessary for
the preservation of this interest in statu quo. It did not extend slaverv.
It kept it where it already was, and where it could not have continued
if every slave who escaped North was at once free and irreclaimable.

The members of the confederacy from the South saw this distinctly,

and deliberately declared that they could not and would not enter a
union with States who would tempt away their slaves with the pros-
pect of immediate and permanent freedom The Con-
stitution was adopted with this provision, and it could not have been
adopted without it."

Thus we learn from^ you, sir, that when the Constitution was

formed, " slavery had been abolished in some of the States." It

is a pity you did not vouchsafe to tell us which of the States

had tlms early and honorably distinguished themselves. Of the

thirteen American States in 1787, how many, sir, had hy law

abolished slavery ? Not one. Your " some States ' consisted

40
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of Massachusetts alone. And how was slavery abolished

there ? Not by any express prohibition in her constitution, nor

by any act of her Legislature. Fortunately, her constitution,

like that of most other States, contained a general declaration

of human rights, somewhat similar to the " rhetorical abstraction
"

in the Declaration of Independence. Two or three years befoi-e

the Federal Convention assembled, a young lawyer, perceiving

that the declaration in the constitution had inadvertently made

no exclusion of the rights of men with dark complexions, brought

an action for a slave against his master for work done and per-

foniied. An upright and independent court, not having the fear

of our southern bi'ethren before their eyes, decided that the

slave was a man, and therefore entitled to the rights which the

constitution declared belonged to all men, and gave judgment

for the plaintiff. In this way, sir, was slavery abolished in

Massachusetts, and hence the delegates from Massachusetts in

the convention were the only ones who represented a, free State.

And now, sii-, what becomes of your " insurmountable incompati-

bility of interests " arising from the fact that " slavery had been

abolished in some States and still existed in others," which you

tell us so much perplexed the wise men of that day ? "We shall

see, sir, that on questions touching human bondage the Massa-

chusetts delegation seem to have been slave-holders in heart,

and did not partake of the perplexity which troubled the wise

men. With the exception of that delegation, there were not

probably half a dozen members of the convention who were not

slave-holders.

It would seem from your historical review, that the clause in

the Constitution respecting fugitive slaves was the grand com-

promise between the North and the South, without which " the

Constitution could not have been adopted
;

" and that to this

clause we owe our glorious slave-catching Union. You fortify

this wonderful historical discovery by appealing to the " delib-

erate declarations " of southern members, that they " would not

enter a union with States who would tempt away their slaves,"

&c. It is to be regretted that you have not deemed it expedient

to refer to the records of these declarations, as other students of
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our constitutional history are wholly ignorant of them. Suffer

me, sir, to enter into a few historical details, for the purpose of

vindicating the liberty I take to differ Avith you as to the accu-

racy of your statements.

The Convention met in Philadelphia, May, 25, 1787. On
the 29th of the same month, Mr, Randolph, of Virginia, sub-

mitted a plan of government. It contained no allusion to

fugitive slaves. On the same day, Mr. Charles Pinckney, of

South Carolina, submitted another plan. This last provided

for the surrender of fugitive criminals, but was silent about

fugitives slaves. On the 15th of June, Mr. Patterson, of New
Jersey, submitted a third plan. This also provided for the

surrender of fugitives from justice, but not from bondage. On
the 18th, Mr, Hamilton announced his plan, but the fugitive

slave found no place in it. On the 20 th of June, the Conven-

tion, having agreed on the general features of the i^roposed

Constitution in the form of resolutions, referred them to " a

committee of detail," for the purpose of reducing them to the

form of a Constitution. Jn this resolutions, there was not the

most distant allusion to fugitive slaves. On the Gth of August,

the committee reported the draft of a Constitution, and yet,

strange as you may deem it, the provision without which, you

tell us, the Constitution could not have been adopted, was not in

it, although there was in it a provision for the surrender of

fugitive criminals. For three months had the Convention been

in session, and not one syllable had been uttered about fugitive

slaves. At last, on the 29th of August, as we learn from the

minutes,

" It was moved and seconded to agree to the following proposition,

to be insei'ted after the 15th article: 'If any person, bound to service

or labor in any of the United States, shall escape into another State,

he or she shall not be discharged from such service or labor in con-

sequence of any regulation subsisting in the State to which they

esca2:)e, but shall be delivered up to the person justly claiming their

service or labor,' wJnch passed unanimously."

Really, sir, I find in this record but little evidence of the

perplexity which distressed our wise men, or of the great com-

promise between the Nortli and South, on which you dwelL
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The 15th article, referred to above, was the article providing

for the surrender of fugitives from justice, and this suggested

the idea, that it would be well to provide, also, for the surrender

of fugitive slaves. In an assembly consisting almost exclusively

of slave-holders, the idea was exceedingly relished ; and with-

out a word of opposition, the suggestion was unanimously

adopted. From Mr. Madison's report we learn that, the day

before, Messrs. Butler and Pinckney had informally proposed

that fugitive slaves and servants should be delivered up " like

criminals."

Mr. Wilson of Penn. :—" This would oblige the Executive of the State

to do it at the public expense. Mr. Sherman, of Conn., saw no more
propriety In the public seizing and surrendering a slave or servant

than a horse." Madison Papers, p. 1447.

The subject was here dropped. The next day the motion was

made in form, and as Mr. Madison says, " agreed to, nem. con."

Fi-om the phraseology of the motion, and the objections of

Messrs. Wilson and Sherman, it was perfectly understood that

the obligation of delivery was imposed on the States, and that

no power was intended to be conferred on Congress to legislate

on the subject. Messrs. AYilson and Sherman's objections

arose from no moral repugnance to slave-catching, but from the

inconvenience they ai^prehended the State authorities would be

subjected to ; and Mr. AYilson perhaps spoke from experience,

as Ins own State had at that very time a law for catching and

returning fugitive slaves from other States. The idea, therefore,

that this agreement was a compromise between the North and

South is wholly imaginary, and you, sir, must have mistaken

some recent fulminations from the southern chivalry for the

' deliberate declarations" which you suppose were made in the

Convention. Believe me, sir, no members of the Convention

ever declared they would not enter into the Union, unless it was

agreed to surrender fugitive slaves, for the obvious reason, that

the northei'n . slave-holders required no threats from their

southern brethren to consent to a compact convenient to both.

It is very true, sir, that there were compromises, and that there

were " deliberate declarations," but they had no reference to the
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surrender of runaway slaves, I have pointed out your liistorical

mistake, not because it lias tlie remotest bearing on your justifica-

tion, but because you seem to think that it has.

The first great compromise was between, not the North and

the South, but the small and the large States. The one claimed,

and the other refused, an equality of suffrage in the national

legislature. It was at last agreed, that the suffrage should be

equal in one house, and according to population in the other.

This was the first compromise. Then came the question, "What

should constitute the representative population ? The Southern

States had more slaves than the Northern, and the former

insisted that slaves should be included in the representative

population. This Avould have given the Southern States an

unfair preponderance in Congress. Moreover, a portion of the

Southern States were engaged in the African slave-trade, and,

of course, every slave landed on their shores would increase

their political power in Congress. To reconcile the North to

slave representation, it was offered that direct taxation should

be proportioned to representation. But the North was reluctant,

and, as usual, was bullied into a compromise. Mr. Davie, of

North Carolina, made a " deliberate declaration :

"

" He was sure that North Carolina would never confederate on any
terms that did not rate them (the slaves) at least as three-fifths. If

the Eastern States meant, therefore, to exclude them (the slaves)

altogether, the business was at an end." Madison Papers
j p. 1081.

This threat, and others like it, settled the matter. The com-

promise, of three-fifths of the slaves to be included in the repre-

sentative population, was accepted on the motion of a New
.England member ; and the consequence is, that the slave States

have now twenty-one members in the lower house of Congress

more than they are entitled to by their free population. This

was the second compromise. There was still a third, far more

wicked and detestable, and effected by the " deliberate declara-

tions " of southern members. The " committee of detail " has

been already mentioned. It consisted of Messrs. Rutledge of

South Carolina, Randolph of Virginia, "Wilson of Pennsylvania,

Ellsworth of Connecticut, and Gorham of Massachusetts. This

49*
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committee, it will be recollected, were to reduce to the form of a

Constitution the resolutions agreed on by the Convention.

Neither in the resolutions themselves, nor in the discussions

which preceded their adoption, had any reference been made to

a guaranty for the continuance of the African slave-trade.

Nevertheless, this committee, of their own will and pleasure,

inserted in their draft the following clause :

" No tax or duty shall be laid by the legislature on articles exported
from any State, 7-ior on the migralion or imporlalion of such persons as

the several Stales shall think proper to admit, nor shall such migration

or importation he prohibited."

To understand the cunning wickedness of this clause, it must

be recollected that Congress was to have power to regulate for-

eign commerce, and commerce between the States ; and hence

it might, at a future time, suppress both the foreign and domestic

commerce in human flesh, or it might burden this commei'ce

with duties. Hence this artfully expressed perpetual restriction

on the power of Congress to interfere with the traffic in human

beings. As this grand scheme was concocted in the committee,

and not in the Convention, it may be interesting to inquire into

its paternity.

In the debates which ensued on this clause, Mr. Ellsworth,

one of the committee who reported it,

"Was for leaving the clause as it now stands. Let every State import

what it pleases. The morality, the wisdom of slavery, are considerations

belonging to the States themselves. What enriches a part enriches

the whole, and the States are the best judges of their particular inter-

ests. The old Confederation had not meddled with this point, and he
did not see any greater necessity for bringing it within the policy of

the new one." " As slaves multiply so last in Virginia and Maryland
that it is cheaper to raise than to import them, whilst in the sickly

rice-swamps foreign supplies are necessary, if we go farther than is

urged [a proposal to permit the trade for a limited time,] we shall

be unjust towards South Carolina and Georgia. Let us not inter-

meddle." Madison Papers, pp. 1389, 1391.

This gentleman was one of your " very wise men ;

" and his

mantle has recently fallen upon other wise men from the East.

Mr. Wilson, another member of the committee, objected. " All

articles imported," said he, " are to be taxed ; slaves alone are
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exempt. This is, in fact, a bounty on tliat article." The clause

was referred to another committee, who modified it by limiting

the restriction to 1800. It was moved to guarantee the slave-

trade for twenty years, by postponing the restriction to 1808.

This motion was seconded by Mr. Gorham, another member of

the committee. Mr. Randolph, also of the committee, was

against the slave-trade, and opposed to any restriction on the

power of Congress to suppress it. Two of the committee, then,

we find, Avere against the trade, and three, Messrs. Rutledge,

Ellsworth, and Gorham, for jierpetuating it. And now, sir,

what were the inducements which prevailed on the two wise

men from the East to yield their consent to a proposition so

wicked and abominable ? We ai*e, of course, not informed what

passed in the committee, but we can well imagine, from the

language used by the chairman and others in the Convention.

Said Mr. Rutledge,

"If the Convention thinks Xorth CaroUna, South Carolina, and
Georgia will ever agree to this plan (the Federal Constitution) unless
their right to import slaves be untouched, the expectation is VAix.
The people of those States "will never be such fools as to give up so

important an interest."

In other words, " Gentlemen of the North, no Union without

the African slave-trade." Said Mr. Charles Pinckney :

'_' South Carolina can never receive the plan (of the Constitution)
if it prohibits the slave-trade. In every proposed extension of the
powers of Congress, that State has expressly and watchfully excepted
that of meddling with the importation of negroes." ]\Jadison Papers,
p. 1389.

Mr. Charles C. Pinckney " thought himself bound to declare

candidly, that he did not think South Carolina would stop her

importations of slaves in any short time." Thus you see, sir,

that the " deliberate declarations " to which you allude were
made in reference to the continuance of the African slave-trade,

and not, as you suppose, to the catching of fugitive slaves. Two
New England gentlemen of the committee yielded to these

declarations, and sacrificed conscience and humanity for the

sake of the Union, and the consideration that what enriched a
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part eni-iclied the whole. Happily, in this case, southern bluster

was met by southern bluster, and it is owing to Virginia, and

not to the virtue and independence of New England, that the

Constitution was rescued from the infamy of granting a solemn

and perpetual guaranty to an accursed commerce.

In Virginia, the slaves, as Mr. Ellsworth remarked, multiplied

so fast, that it was cheaper to raise than import them. She was

then, as now, a breeding State for the southern markets. Hence,

her delegates were as ready to bluster for protection, as the

South Carolina delegates were for a free trade in men and

women. Of course the motives assigned were patriofic, not

selfish. Mr. Randolph " could never agree to the clause as it

stands. He would sooner risk the Constitution." Madison

Papers, p. 1396. Mi*. Madison would not consent to the con-

tinuance of the traffic till 1808.

" Twenty years -vvIU produce all the mischief that can be apprehended

from tlie liberty to import slaves. So long a term will be more dis-

honorable to the American character, than to say nothing about it in

the Constitution." Madison Papers, p. 1427.

Mr. Mason from Virginia denounced the traffic as " infernal."

Madison FajJers, p. 1390. The result of all these threats on

each side was, as usual, a compromise, by which Congress was

prohibited from suppressing the foreign and internal commerce

in slaves for twenty years, and was left at liberty to do as it

might see fit, after that period. After twenty years the foreign

trade was suppressed, and North and South Carolina and Georgia

remained in the Union ! Virginia, as Avell as the other slave

States, is greatly interested in the home slave-trade, and that has

7iot been suppressed, although Congress has full power over it.

It does not appear from Mr. Madison's report what reply was

made in the Convention to the Virginia objections, but in his

speech in the Convention of his own State, he tells us

:

" The gentlemen from South Carolina and Georgia argued in this

manner : We have now liberty to import this species of property, and
much of the property now possessed had been purchased or otherwise

acquired in contemplation of improving it by the assistance of imported

slaves. AVhat would be the consequence of hindering us in this point ?

The slaves of Virginia would rise In value, and we should be obliged

to go to your markets." Elliott's Debates, III, p. 454.
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Certainly, sir, these Soutli Carolina and Georgia delegates

were " very wise men," and their predictions arc now history,

and the planters of Georgia, South Carolina, Mississippi, and

Louisiana buy slaves of the Virginia breeders. But what

shall I say of the wise men from the East? This horrible

compromise, this guaranty of the African slave-trade for twenty

years, was carried by the votes of the Massachusetts and Con-

necticut delegates, and would have been defeated, had they had

the courage and virtue to vote against it.

I have indulged in this long digression, to show that the clause

in the Constitution respecting fugitive slaves was not, as you

represent it, the great compromise of the Constitution, the key-

stone of the Union, and that our slave-holding fathers were not,

as you suppose, greatly perplexed, nor their consciences deeply

wounded, by the existence of slavery in all the States of the

confederacy, with one exception. Having disposed of your his-

tory, I return to your logic.

Whether the constitutional injunction to surrender fugitive

slaves was a compromise or not, is of no practical importance.

The clause speaks for itself, and prescribes no mode by which

the title of the claimant shall be ascertained, while it expressly

implies that the title shall be established before the surrender is

made. Hence, the fair presumption is, that the title to a man
shall be proved, with at least as much certainty and formality as

the title to a horse. Had you, sir, in your law, provided that a

Virginian shall not come to Boston, and there seize and carry

off a husband, wife, or child, but by the same process, and on as

strong evidence, as he may now seize and carry off a horse

which you claim as your own, instead of finding your name a

byword and a reproach, you would have been honored and ap-

plauded by your fellow-citizens, and returned to Congress by a

triumphant vote ; nor is there a syllable in the Constitution

which prohibits or discountenances such a mode of deciding the

title to a human being. It is in vain, then, sir, that you plead

your " constitutional obligation " in justification of your most

detestable law. But, as if one wrong could justify another, you

plead in your excuse the law of 1793, and you ask in your sim-
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plicity of those wlio condemn your law, if they do not perceive

that they are "denouucmg their fathers." "Well, sir, were our

fathers infallible ? Pity it is, sir, that you were not on the floor

of Congress when that body declared the African slave-trade to

be PIRACY. You might then, sir, have risen in your place, and

inquired, " Do you not perceive that you are denouncing your

fathers, who were very wise men, and who guaranteed for twenty

years the very traffic which you now proclaim to be piracy ? " Pity

it is, sir, that you did not stand by the side of your patron on

Plymouth Eock, and whisper in his ear, " Do you not perceive

that you are denouncing our fathers ? " when he declared, " In

the sight of our law the African slave-trader is a pirate and a

FELON, and in the sight of Heaven an offender beyond the ordi-

nary depth of human guilt." Mr. "Webster is better versed in

constitutional history than you are, and he well knew that some

of our fathers " deliberately declared they would not enter a

Union " in which they were to be debarred from pursuing this

piratical, felonious, guilty traffic. Our fathers were mostly slave-

holders, and yet you, sir, unconsciously denounce both their

morality and intelligence, when you affirm the institution of

slaveiy to be " wrong and unwise." And yet all who presume

to find fault with your cruel, unjust, Avicked law, are guilty, for-

sooth, of denouncing their fathers

!

You tell us that the Convention of 1787 ^^ agreed that the new

Constitution should have nothing to do xoith slavery^ I have

not been so fortunate as to find the record of this agreement, but

if such a compact was indeed made, then seldom, if ever, has a

solemn covenant been more grossly and wickedly violated. Is

it, sir, in virtue of this agreement, that you voted to fine and im-

prison every conscientious, humane citizen who may refuse, at

the command of a minion of a commissioner, to join in a slave

hunt ? Did this agreement confer on the holders of slaves an

enlarged representation in Congress ? "Was it in pursuance of

this agreement that the importation of slaves was guaranteed

for twenty years ? Did this agreement authorize the Federal

Government to enter into negotiations with Great Britain and

Mexico for a mutual surrender of runaway slaves ? "Was it in
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pursuance of this same agreement, that our government nego-

tiated with Russia and Spain to prevent emancipation in Cuba,

—a traitorous conspiracy with despots against the rights of man ?

How, sir, was this agreement ilhistrated, when Daniel "Webster,

as Secretary of State under John Tyler of glorious memory,

made a demand on Great Britain for the surrender of the slaves

of the Creole, who had gallantly achieved their liberty, and taken

i-efuge in the "West Indies ? How comes it, sir, that under this

agreement an act of Congress secures to the slave States officers

in the navy in proportion to the number of their slaves ? How
is it, that under this agi'eement colored men are seized in the

District of Columbia, under "the exclusive jurisdiction" of the

Federal Government, on the suspicion of being slaves, and when

that suspicion is rebutted by the non-appearance of any claimant,

are sold as slaves for life, to pay their jail fees ? Perhaps it

would be denouncing our fathers, to say that Messrs. "Webster

and Cass may search the archives of Austria in vain for any act

so utterly diabolical as this, perpetrated by a government which

it was agreed " should have nothing to do with slavery." "Was

it to carry out this famous agreement that the Federal Govern-

ment officially declared through its Secretary, Mr. Calhoun, that

Texas was annexed to preserve the institution of slavery from

the perils that threatened it ?

Once more, sir. "We all know that the slave-holders regard

the free blacks as dangerous to the subordination of their slaves,

and are contemplating tlieir forcible removal. Think you, sir,

Mr. "Webster was mindful of the agreement you have discovered,

when, on the 7th of last March, in his place in the Senate, he-

proposed his magnificent scheme of taxing the whole nation un-

told millions to give additional security to property in human

beings ?

" If," said the INIassachusetts Senator, " any gentleman from the South

shall propose a scheme of colonization to be carried on by this govern-

ment upon a large scale, for the transportation of free colored people

to any colony or any place in the world, I should be quite disposed to

incur almost any degi'ee of expense to accomplish the object."
\
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The magnitude of the scheme, and the cost at which it is to

be accomplished, are thus hmted :

" There have been received into the treasury of the United States

EIGHTY MILLIONS of dollars, the proceeds of the sales of the pubUc
lands ceded by Virginia. If the residue should be sold at the same
rate, the whole aggregate "will exceed two hundred millions of
dollars. If Virginia and the South see fit to adopt any proposition to

relieve themselves from the free people of color among them, they have
my free consent that the goveriimerit shall pay them any sum of money
out of the proceeds which may be adequate for the purpose."

"Will you, sir, please to point out the article of the agreement

of 1787, which, while it restricts Congress from having any-

thing to do with slavery, sanctions an ajipropriation not exceed-

ing two hundred millions of dollars, for the purpose of strength-

ening the institution of slavery, by relieving the slave-holders

from the presence of free people of color, and forcibly transporting

to any place in the world hundreds of thousands of native-born

Americans, who have as good a constitutional right to the

pursuit of life, liberty, and happiness on their native soil, as Mr.

"Webster himself? Mr. Webster, it seems, now views the sub-

ject of negro colonization in precisely the same light that he

did thirty years since, although his intentions on this, as on vari-

ous other points, have undergone marvellous changes. "We learn

from a Massachusetts paper {Congregationalist, July G, 1849,)

that this gentleman Avas in 1822 appointed by a public meeting to

draft a constitution for the State Colonization Society. After

considerable discussion in the committee he rose and said, " I

must leave. I understand the whole project. It is a scheme of

the slave-holders to get rid of their free negroes. I will have

nothing to do with it."

And how, sir, as a member of Congress, have you fulfilled

this agreement to have nothing to do with slavery ? Not only

have you required " good citizens," when commanded, to hunt

and catch slaves, but you have even fixed a money value on

every slave. If a master fails to recover his fugitive slave

through the agency, " direct or indirect," of any citizen, you

give him an action for damages. In all other cases of trespass,

the damages sustained by the plaintiff are assessed by a jury
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according to the evidence. You kindly save the master the

trouble of proving the value of his lost property, and give him

out of the pockets of the defendant $1000, no matter whether

the slave "was sick or well, young or old. If a woman escapes

with a child at the breast, the master is to have S2000 ! Rec-

ollect, sir, this is for damages to the slave-holder ; the trespasser

is to pay to the government, which Avas to have nothing to do

with slavery, another thousand dollars, and to be incarcerated

six months. Either, sir, you have wholly mistaken the nature

of the " agreement," or the slave-holders, through the aid of

their northern auxiliaries, have, in defiance of the agreement,

rendered the Federal Government a mighty engine in protect-

ing, extending, and perpetuating the stu2)endous iniquity of

human bondage.

Your first excuse for voting for the recent slave-catching law,

after relying on your " constitutional obligation," is, that it is

'' jtractically more favorable to the fugitive than the law of

1793!!!" The southern lawyers, then, who drafted the bill,

were a set of blunderers, and your constituents are blockheads

for blaming you for legislating against human rights, when, in

fact, you were loosening the bonds of the oppressed, and facil-

itating escape fi'om the prison-house. Your assertion may well

excite astonishment at the South as well as the North, till your

2)roofh known, and then, indeed, astonishment will be exchanged

for ridicule. You tell us,

" The evidence oi" such an assertion may be found in the fact, that by

the old law every magistrate in Massachusetts, amounting to several

hundreds, and so in the other States, were authorized and required to

cause the arrest of any fugitive, examine into his case, and deliver him

to the claimant, if he was proved to be a slave ;
while under the new

law that power is limited to the justices of the United States courts,

and to the commissioners appointed by them, not exceeding, perhaps,

on an average, six or eight persons in each State."

So it seems the slave-catcliers had formerly no difficulty in

finding a magistrate among hundreds to aid them, but that now,

before they hunt a slave, they must hunt and catch a United

States judge, or a commissioner of six or eight in a whole State.

Truly a hard case, and yet the slave-holders themselves set the

50
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very trap in which they have heen caught, and thus it is that,

through their folly, and your generosity in not pointing out to

them the blunder they were committing, the new law is more

favorable to the fugitive than the old one. Surely, sir, it could

not have been more perilous to the young West Indian judge to

meddle with " reasons," than it is for you. Either, sir, you voted

for the law without reading it, or you have forgotten its provi-

sion. Be assured, the southern lawyers were as well acquainted

as yourself with the fact, that a few individuals, termed " com-

missioners," had been appointed by the United States couzis to

perform certain ministerial acts ; and that, as these men were

now to be promoted to the office of slave-catching judges, they

would be wholly inadequate in number to lend efficient aid to

the hunters of men. Hence, they inserted in the third section

of the bill, the following enactment, which has strangely escaped

your recollection, viz.

:

" And it is further enacted, that the Circuit Courts of the United

States, and the Superior Courts of each organized Territory of the

United States, suall from time to time enlarge the isumber of
COMMISSIONERS with a view to atford reasonable faciUties to reclaim

fugitives from labor, and to the prompt discharge of the duties imposed

by this act."

So that, instead of six or eight commissioners in a State, we

are to have as many hundreds, if needed. Nor is this all. By

the second section, the power possessed by the Circuit Courts to

appoint commissioners is for the first time conferred on the Ter-

ritorial courts, so that there shall be no lack of slave-catching

judges in Oregon, Utah, and New Mexico. Instead of your six

or eight commissioners in a State, your law contemplates that

there shall be one or more in each county ; for the fifth section

provides, that " the better to enable the said commissioners to

execute their duties faithfully and efficiently, they are

hereby authorized and empowered, within their counties respec-

tively," to appoint one or more persons to execute their warrants.

So it seems we are to have an unlimited number of judges and

executioners. These executioners, expressly appointed to catch

slaves, and of course among the most wortldess and degraded of
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the commiuiity, are one and all invested with the power of a

high sheriff to call out the posse comitatus, not merely in his

own county, but in every hamlet in the State, and require " good

citizens," under pain of fine and imprisonment, to join him in

his execrable hunt. Really, sir, your " evidence " that the new

law is more favorable to the fugitive than the old one falls short

of demonstration.

You thus apologize for not giving the alleged fugitive a trial

by jury

:

" There was no more trial by jury provided for under the old law

than under the new law. The claim of a jury trial is entirely ne?« ;

never thought of tUl modern discussions of the subject begun. For
fifty-seven years our fathers and we have been li\'ing under the laws

which provided no such thing, and now one which makes no such pro-

vision is denounced in unmeasured terms as cruel and inhuman. Where
have we all been Uving for half a century ?

"

Surely, sir, it is a most logical reason for not changing a

wicked law, that it has been in force for fifty-seven years.

Strange that the legislators of Massachusetts did not perceive

the force of this reasoning when they abolished the laws for

hanging witches and whipping Quakers. Pcnnit me, sir, to askj

Where had you been living when you declared it to be the duty

of Congress to give the fugitive a trial by jury, although for

fifty-seven years such a trial had been denied him ? You proba-

bly forgot, sir, when giving the above " reason," that, not long

before you took your seat in Congress, you had, as a member of

the Massachusetts Legislature, voted for the following resolu-

tion, viz.

:

" We hold it to be the duty of that body (Congress) to pass such

laws only in regard thereto as will be maintained by the pubhc senti-

ment of the free States, where such laws are to be enforced, and Avhich

shall especially secure all persons, whose surrender may be claimed as

having escaped from labor and service in other States, the right of

having the validity of such claim determined by a jury in the State

where such claim is made."

So it seems that, while in Boston, you esteemed it the especial

dvty of Congress to grant the fugitive a trial by jury, but that

in the atmosphere of Washington you acquired new views of

moral philosophy.
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Suffer me, sir, also to inquire, Wliere had Mr. Webster been

"living for half a century," when, on the od of last June, he

introduced into the Senate a bill amendatory of the act of 1793,

gi-anting the alleged fugitive a trial by jury whenever he shall

make oath that he is not the slave of the claimant?

Another of your '' reasons " is, that your law does not suspend

the habeas corpus, and in proof of its innocence in this respect,

you refer to the opinion of "legal authority of the highest

kind," viz., Mr. Crittenden, of Kentucky. It is very true that

the words habeas corpus are omitted in your law, as the word

slave is in the Constitution, but in neither case is the omission

of any practical importance. You must be aware, sir, that

whenever a person is in the custody of anothei", if sufficient

ground be shown to render it probable that the custody is illegal,

the writ is granted as a matter of right. But vrhy is it granted?

That the court may at its discretion, according to circumstances,

remand or discharge the prisoner. Take away from the court

the discretionary power to discharge, and the writ is rendered

an idle form. Your law, you say, does not suspend the habeas

corpus; it is guiltless of such an enormity. A man who is

carrying off one of our citizens in chains, may indeed be served

with the writ, and he brings his prisoner before the court, and

he produces a paper for which he paid ten dollars, and reads

from your law, that this paper, called a certificate, " shall be

conclusive," and " shall prevent all molestation of said person

or persons by any process issued by any court, judge, or magis-

trate, or other person whomsoever." It is because the word

process, instead of habeas corpus, is used, that your law does not

suspend the writ of freedom ! In vain may the prisoner plead

that he is not the person mentioned in the certificate ; in vain

may he offer to show that the certificate is a forgery ; in vain

may he urge that the man who signed the certificate was not a

commissioner. The little piece of paper costing ten dollars is

to save the slave-catcher from " all molestation," not because the

writ of habeas corpus is suspended,— 0, no ! but in consequence

of the words " any process !

"

You refer to two objections, which you say are made to your
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law, and endeavor to refute them ; viz., the onerous obligations

imposed upon the marshal, and the penalties attached to an

attempt " to assist in the rescue of the slave after he has been

proved to be such." You have evinced your discretion in

confining yourself to only four objections made to your

law ; viz., the denial of a jury trial, the suspension of the habeas

corpus, the duties of the marshal, and the penalties imposed on

an attempt to rescue the slave after judgment. With Avhat suc-

cess, and with what " reasons," you have combated the first two

has already been seen. As to the last two, they scarcely merit

an answer, and hence you have selected them. If the obliga-

tions of the marshal are onerous, he has voluntarily assumed

them by accepting the office. If, in a civilized country, a man

attempts forcibly to rescue a prisoner in the custody of the law,

he must expect to be punished. There are many weighty objec-

tions to your law which you have not thought it expedient to

notice. Permit me to supply your omission, and to tell you why

your law is so intensely odious. And here let me again remind

you of the true issue between you and the people. It is not

now the constitutional power of Congress under the decision of

the Supi-eme Court to pass a law for the recoveiy of fugitive

slaves,— this is conceded. The odium you have experienced,

and against which you have appealed to the public, is caused by

your having voted for a law which, in its details, violates the

Constitution, and outrages justice and humanity. Throughout

your long and labored apology, you avoid grappling with these

charges. You vindicate the denial of a jury trial only on the

ground that it has been denied for fifty-seven years, and on the

authority of Mr. Crittenden affirm that the habeas corpus is not

suspended ; but you avoid the constitutional and moral objections

urged against your law.

By the Constitution, fugitive slaves are to be restored to those,

and those only, who are legally entitled to their services. The

means of ascertaming Avhether a man is a slave, whether he has

fled from his master, and whether the claimant is legally entitled

to him, are not defined by the Constitution. It is now intrusted

to the discretion of Congress to specify these means, but of

50*
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course that discretion ought to be exercised in accordance v,'ith

the Constitution, with justice, and with humanity. The com-

plaint against you is, that you have voted for a law which

outrages them all, and against this complaint you have failed to

offer the shadow of a vindication.

A Virginian comes to Boston, and there seizes one of the

inhabitants as his slave. The man claimed declares the claim

to be false and fraudulent. Here, then, is an issue both of law

and of ftict between two men equally entitled to the protection

of law ; for the man claimed is on every presumption of law and

justice to be regarded as free, till the contrary is proved. The

issue between these two men is, I have said, one of fact and of

law. Is the person seized the man he is said to be ? This is a

question of fact. Admitting his identity, is he a slave, and, if

so, does he belong to the claimant ? These are both questions

of law, resting upon facts to be proved. Those familiar with

the reports of southern courts know that the title to slaves is a

frequent matter of litigation, involving intricate questions re-

specting the validity of wills, the construction of deeds, the

partition of estates, and the claims of creditors. By carrying

a slave into a free State, the owner forfeits his title to him

while there, and cannot reclaim him ; and hence the acts of the

claimant himself may be involved in the issue. And now, sir,

I ask, have you ever known, or can you conceive of, any issue

at law respecting the title to property so awfully momentous to

a defendant as the one we are considering? Were your son or

daughter the defendant in such an issue, would you not rejoice

to purchase a favorable judgment by the contribution of the last

cent of your great wealth ? Let us, then, proceed to inquire

what provision you, in the fear of God and the love of justice

and humanity, have made for the trial of this tremendous issue,

— an issue on the result of which all the hopes of a felloAV-man

for the life that is, and for that which is to come, are suspended.

In the first place, what is the pecuniary value of the plain-

tiff's claim to himself'?— for it would be an insult to humanity

to estimate in dollars and cents the blessings of liberty and of

the conjugal and parental relations to the unhappy defendant.
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You have yourself fixed the value of tlie plaintiflPs claim at 07ie

thousand dollars. So far, then, the issue is, hj your own

showing, within the constitutional guaranty of trial by jury in

all suits at common law where the matter in controversy is of

the value of twenty dollars. But is the claim made by the

plaintiff '' a suit at common law ? " What is a suit ? The

Supreme Court thus answers the question :

" We understand it (a suit) to be the prosecution or pursuit of some
claim, demand, or request. In law language, it is the prosecution of

some demand in a coui't of justice." 6 Wheaton, 407.

It seems, then, that the Virginian, in claiming an inhabitant

of Boston as his slave, in fact brings a suit against him for ser-

vices due worth one thousand dollars. Now remember, sir, the

fugitive is not to be delivered up, as a mass of flesh, or inanimate

matter, belonging to the claimant, but as a debtor, in the phrase-

ology of your OAvn law, " Giving service or labor." The suit is

brought for service or labor due, and the Constitution provides

that the person so owing service or labor shall be delivered to

him to whom the same is " due." And now, is this suit for ser-

vice due " a suit at common law ? " Again let the Supreme

Court answer.

" The phrase common law, found in this clause (the clause guarantee-

ing a jury trial,) is used in contradistinction to equity and admiralty

and maritime jurisdiction. It is well known, that, in civil causes in

courts of equity and admiralty, juries do not intervene, and that

courts of equity use the trial by jury only in extraordinary cases,

to inform the conscience of the court. When, therefore, we find that

the amendment requires that the right of trial by jury shall be pre-

served in suits at common law, the natural conclusion is, that this

distinction was present to the minds of the framers of the amendment.
By common law, they meant what the Constitution denominated, in the

third article, 'law ;' not merely suits which the common law recog-

nized among its old and settled proceedings, but suits in which legal

rights were to be ascertained and determined, in contradistinction

to those where equitable riglits alone were recognized, and equitable

remedies were administered In a just sense, the

amendment, then, may be construed to embrace all suits which are

not of equity and admiralty jurisdiction, whatever may be the peculiar

form which they may assume to settle legal rights." 3 Peters, 446.

If there be meaning in words, these authorities settle the case,

and your law is in palpable violation of the amendment to the
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Constitution securing a trial by jury in suits at cgmmon law

where the matter in controversy exceeds twenty dollars in value.

Think not, sir, that I am misrepresenting the Supreme Court.

I know well that the dicta I have quoted have reference to icMte

men, and that they have been virtually set aside in decisions

respecting black men. I well know, that in our model republic,

law and justice and morality are all cutaneous. But admitting

that the Supreme Court have stultified themselves, and virtually

denied, that, where a suit was brought for the services of a black

man, the Constitution required a jury trial, recollect, sir, that

not in one single instance has the court decided that the Con-

stitution prohibited such a trial. But if not prohibited, then

Congress are permitted to accord such a trial, and both you and

Mr. Webster have declared that Congress had a right to graiit such

a trial, and ought to grant it. In voting, therefore, for a law

denying such a trial, you made a voluntary surrender to the

slave-holder of the security which such a trial would have

afforded to multitudes of your poor, ignorant, oppressed fellow-

men. For this act of cruelty and injustice, committed against

your own late conviction of duty, what is your justification ?

Wliy, that the blacks had been already deprived of the right of

trial by jury fifty-seven years !

Let us now see what tribunal you have substituted for a

jury in the trial of one of the most momentous issues that can

engage the attention of a court of justice. You have provided

for the appointment of an indefinite nimiber of judges, each of

whom is to have exclusive jui'isdiction of these issues, and from

whose judgment there is to be no appeal. The Constitution

declares, " The judges, both of the supreme and inferior courts,

shall hold their ofiices during good behavior, and shall, at stated

times, receive for their services a compensation, which shall

not be diminished during their continuance in office." These

judges are appointed by the Senate, on the nomination of the

President. Your herd of judges, called commissioners, are

appointed by the courts, and hold office during pleasure, and

instead of receiving a salary, are rewarded by a rule, the infamy

of which, it is believed, belongs to your law exclusively,— a rule
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wliicli doubles their compensation whenever tliey decide in favor

of the rich plaintiff, and against the poor and friendless defen-

dant. But perhaps you will deny that these men are judges

;

for, if judges, their appointment is palpably unconstitutional.

Let us hear the Supreme Court, at a time when it was deemed

expedient to maintain that the persons who executed the law of

1793 v:ere Judges.

" It is plain, tliat, where a claim is made by the owner out of pos-

session for the delivery of a slave, it must be made, if made at all,

against some other person; and inasmuch as the right is a right of

property, capable of being recognized and asserted by proceedings

before a court of justice between parties adverse to each other, it consti-

tutes, in the strictest sense, a controversy between parties, and a case

arising under the Constitution of the United States, within the express

delegation of judicial power given by that instrument." 16 Peters,

61G.

Hence your commissioners are, in the strictest sense, judges,

exercising "judicial power" delegated by the Constitution.

You pronounce Mr. Crittenden "legal authority of the highest

kind." This legal authority understands the sixth section of

your law as providing that each commissioner "shall have

judicial power and jurisdiction to hear, examine, and decide the

case in a summary manner." Now, if a man, having judicial

power and jurisdiction to decide controversies between parties

adverse to each other, in controversies arising under the Consti-

tution and vrithiu the express delegation of judicial power given

by that instrument, is not a judge, do tell us who is one. Once

more, sir, Mr. Crittenden says, " The legal authority of every

tribunal of exclusive jurisdiction, where no appeal lies, is of

necessity conclusive upon every tribunal ; and therefore the

judgment of the tribunal ci'cated by this act is conclusive upon

all other tribunals." So your commissioner is not only a judge,

but he constitutes a tribunal of exclusive jurisdiction, and his

judgment is binding even upon the Supreme Court of the United

States. And yet, sir, you must deny that this omnipotent com-

missioner is a judge, or you must admit, that, in the mode of his

appointment, you have flagrantly violated the Constitution of

your country.
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It has been most wickedly asserted by our pro-slavery presses

and our pro-slaveiy politicians, that tlie surrender of fugitives

from labor and fugitives from justice are similar proceedings.

The surrender of a fugitive slave involves two questions, that of

identity and that of property ; and the law makes the decision

of the commissioner on both points final and conclusive upon

every State and Federal court in the land. The surrender of

a fugitive criminal involves only the question of personal identity.

The GovernoB of the State issues his warrant for the apprehen-

sion and delivery of a certain person proved to him to be charged

with felony. If the officer arrests the wrong person, he does it

at his peril, and a writ of habeas corpus would immediately

release the person wrongfully arrested. Again, it is most fraud-

ulently maintained, that, if the wrong person is by the commis-

sioner adjudged a slave, he may sue for his freedom in a southern

court ! Should he do so, the exhibition of the commissioner's

certificate is by law declared to be conclusive upon all tribunals.

But even supposing that a southern couri, in defiance of law,

should go behind the certificate, how is a free colored person

from the North, working under the lash on a Mississippi planta-

tion, to prove his freedom ? How is he to fee a lawyer ? How

is he to get into court ? If once there, where are his witnesses ?

They are his friends and acquaintances of his own color residing

in the North. How ai*e they to be summoned to Mississippi ?

Should they venture to enter the State, they would be impris-

oned, and perhaps sold into slavery ; or even if permitted to

enter the court-room, their testimony Avould by law be excluded,

against the claims of a white man. How despicably profligate,

then, is the assumption of the advocates of your law, that any

injustice committed under it would be repaired by southern

courts

!

It was not enough, it seems, that the wretched defendant in

this momentous issue should be subjected to the jurisdiction of a

judge unknown to the Constitution, holding his office by a pro-

hibited tenure, incapable of being impeached, and bribed to

decide in favor of the plaintiff" by the promise of double fees, but

the very trial allowed him must be a burlesque on all the forms
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and principles of juridical justice. The plaintiff, without notice to

the defendant, prepares himself for trial, and when his affidavits

or witnesses are all ready, he seizes the unsuspecting victim in

the street, and puts him instanter on his defence. Had the

wretched man been accused of some atrocious crime, he might

have demanded bail, and would have been permitted to go at

large to seek for counsel, to look for witnesses, and to prepare

for trial at some future day, of which he would have due notice.

But no such privilege is allowed a man who is accused of owing

service. One of your commissioners has already decided that

the law docs not permit him to bail the prisoner. The slave

power rides in triumph over all the barriers erected by the

wisdom of ages for the protection of human rights. The defen-

dant is brought, generally in irons, before your commissioner

judge, who is required " to hear and determine the case of the

claimant in a summary manner." The law seems not even to

imagine the possibility of any defence being made on the part

of the defendant. It makes no provision for such a defence,—
no assignment of counsel, no summons for witnesses. We shall

see presently that if the plaintiiT makes out a prima facie title,

satisfactory to the commission, it is all the law requii-es. Let

me now call your attention to the practical working of your

diabolical law. A man named Rose was lately seized at De-

troit, and brought before a commissioner as a fugitive slave. I

copy from the newspaper report.

"Mr. Joy (counsel for defendant) moved a postponement of the

trial to a future day, to enable Rose to produce liis jjapers to establish

his right to freedom, which papers he had sworn were iu Cincinnati.

The counsel for the claimant denied that the commissioner had any

authority under the law to grant a postponement. The commissioner

agreed with the counsel for the plaintiif, that he had no aulhority to

postjwne the trial ; and he further declared, that, even toere the pajjeis

by which Rose loas manumitted present, he could not under the law re-

ceive them in evidence."

Utterly devilish as was this decision, it was sound law. The

plaintiff had proved his title satisfactorily, and this being done,

the commissioner was bound by the exj)ress words of the law to

grant the certificate. He had no right to admit rebutting evi-
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dence. It was sufficient to prove that tlie prisoner had been the

slave of the claimant's father, and that the claimant was the

heir-at-law of his father. This of itself was satisfactory, and

therefoi-e the commissioner had no right to admit in evidence

the very deed of manumission granted by the father to the

slave. The framers of the law had been as explicit as they

dared to be. " Upon satisfactory proof being made by deposi-

tion or affidavit, to be taken and certified, &:c., or by other satis-

factory testimony [of course, in writing, and ex parts'], and with

proof, also by affidavit, of the identity of the person," &c., the

defendant is to be surrendered. Not a hint is given that any

testimony may be received to rebut the satisfactory proof given

by the plaintiff. You have, moreover, sir, provided a species of

evidence never before heard of in the trial of an issue. By the

tenth section, the claimant may go before a judge or court in

Texas, and there make proof by affidavit that his slave has

escaped. "Wliereupon, the court or judge is to certify that the

proof is satisfactory. A record of this satisfoctory proof, together

with a description of the fugitive, is to be made, and a certified

transcript of this record, " being exhibited to any judge, com-

missioner, or other officer authorized," &c., " shall be held and

taken to be full and conclusive evidence of the fact of escape,

and that the service or labor of the person escaping is due to the

party in such record mentioned." Here all defence is taken

from the defendant. Should he summon a host of witnesses to

prove his freedom, not one could be heard ; should he offer a

bill of sale from the claimant to another, it could not be re-

ceived ; should he produce a deed of manumission, acknowledged

and certified in a southern court, it would be waste paper. And

thus a man's freedom is to be sacrificed on an affidavit made a

thousand miles off. What, sir, would you think of a law that

would authorize the seizure and sale of your property to satisfy

a debt Avhich any man in California might think proper to swear,

before a Californian judge, was due from you to him ?

Such, sir, is the trial which you, the representative of Boston,

a descendant of the Pilgrims, and » a gentleman of property and

standing," have accorded to the poor and oppressed. Did the
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Constitution require sucli a prostitution of justice, sucli an out-

rage of humanity, at your hands ? I need not be told that some

of your commissioners have not construed your law as strictly

as did the Detroit functionary. Thanks to the force of public

opinion, and to the zeal of some benevolent lawyers, whose

hearts were not padded with cotton, in some instances defend-

ants have been permitted to call witnesses in their behalf; and

some regard has been paid to the ordinary jDrinciples of justice.

But in all such instances, the spirit of the law and the intentions

of its framers have been frustrated.

And now let us listen to your " reason" for justifying all the

atrocities and abominations of your law. You gravely tell us,

" The entire population of the Xorth has acquiesced in the law

of 1793, without thinking itself exposed to the charge of bar-

barity, and I have only to say, that I do not think the charge

any more just now." Certainly, sir, the young colonial judge

could not have given a reason less logical or satisfactory. You
must be an inattentive observer of passing events, if you are

ignorant that the law of 1793 has again and again been de-

nounced as iniquitous, that some of the States have prohibited

their officers from assisting in its execution, that numberless

petitions have been presented to Congress for its repeal, and

that you yourself, instead of acquiescing in it, solemnly de-

clared it to be the duty of Congress so ftir to alter the law, as

to grant the alleged fugitive a trial by jury. Yet the law of

1793, wicked as it was, was justice and mercy compared with

yours. The trials under that were almost invariably before

judges of the State -courts, not appointed like your commissioners

for the vile and only purpose of reducing their fellow-men to

bondage. These judges were not confined to ex parte evidence,

were not compelled to receive " as full and conclusive" affidavits

made in distant States, and by unknown pei'sons. For the most

part, they honestly endeavored, by a patient investigation

according to the ordinary rules of evidence, and by holding the

plaintiff to strict legal proof, to supply the want of a jury.

David Paul Brown, Esq., of Philadelphia, in a letter of last

November, affirms that for the last thirty years he has been

61
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engaged as counsel in almost every important fugitive case

brouglit before the judges and courts of Philadelphia, and he

tells us, " thanks to those upright and impartial and independent

judges by whom the rights of the parties were finally deter-

mined," he knows of no instance in which a colored person was,

in his opinion, Avrongfully suiTendered. But he adds, " I have

known hundreds who have been illegally and unjustly claimed."

This experienced lawyer, commenting on your law, justly says it

allows " ex parie testimony to be received against the alleged

fugitive, which upon no principle known to the common law

could be received upon the claim to a horse or a dog." About

four weeks after the date of this letter, Mr. Brown was called

to defend an alleged fugitive " illegally and unjustly claimed,"

not before one of the " upright and impartial and independent"

Pennsylvania judges, but before one of your ten-dollar slave-

catching judges. I beg you to mark the result.

On the 21st of December, a colored man was arrested in the

street in Philadelphia, without warrant, and accused of stealing

chickens. He was thrust into a carriage, driven to the State

House, carried into an upper room, and liandcufTed. In this

state he was detained till a commissioner arrived. The name of

this executor of your law is worthy of remembrance. Edward
D. Ingeaham ought to be as much endeared to slave-catchers,

as Judge Jeffries was to James the Second.

By some means, the arrest became known, and counsel ap-

peared for the prisoner. Your commissioner was informed that

the prisoner had only been seized an hour and a half before,

and had not heard the charge against him ; that his counsel had

had no time to learn the plaintiff's case, nor to prepare for the

defence ; that there were persons residing at a distance, some in

New Jersey and some in Wilmington, who would be important

witnesses in his behalf. On these grounds, a motion was made

for a continuance. And what, sir, do you suppose was the re-

ply made by the slave-catching judge to this motion ? " The
HEARING IS TO BE A SUMMARY ONE : LET IT PROCEED." No
doubt you fully participate in Mr. Webster's indignation against

Austrian barbarity ; but see no barbarity in this accursed pro-
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ceecllng against a colored American. The hearing did proceed,

and James S. Price, on behalf of the plaintiff, swore that the

prisoner was Emery Rice, the man claimed, but knew nothing

further about his being a slave, except that he had seen him

riding the claimant's horse ; had heard it said the prisoner was

a slave. This Avas the amount of the testimony on behalf of

the claimant. Any honest jury, nay, any honest judge, would

instantly have decided iu favor of the prisoner. Not so Mr.

Edward D. Ingraham. The counsel for the defendant asked

again for a postponement, and founded the motion on the oath

of the defendant, that he could procure six persons, naming

them, to testify to his freedom. A delay of one hour was

asked for. This was refused, and the judge (!) sent for a cei*-

tificate to sign. During the delay thus occasioned, one of the

six j^ersons named by the defendant appeared, and swore that he

had known the prisoner all his life. That he was not Emery

Rice, but Adam Gibson ; that he was a free man, having been

manumitted by the will of his late master. Mr. Brown pro-

duced a copy of the will of the late master, and it so far con-

firmed the testimony of the witness. Another person in the

crowd now came forward, and swore that he also kncAV the pris-

oner, and that he was a free person, and that he was Adam Gib-

son. But all was in vain. The commissioner signed the certi-

ficate, and, w^ith an obtuseness of intellect which marked him as

a fit subject for a commission of lunacy, declared, " He had no

doubt of the identity of the prisoner with the slave Emery Rice,

and that all other proceedings must he hefore the courts of

Maryland, whither he would send him." * And so the prisoner,

without seeing his wife and children, whom he had that morning

parted from unsuspicious of danger and unconscious of crime,

was hurried off at the expense of our glorious model republic,

under an escort of officers, who delivered liim, not to the courts

of Maryland, but to Mr. William S. Knight, the reputed owner.

But Mr. Knight told the ofiicers, '• You have brought me a

wrong man ; this is not Emery Rice ; this man is no slave of

* See report in the yew York Tribune, 2-5th December, 1850.
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mine." And so Adam Gibson returned to Philadelphia, and is

now a livmg illustration of the abominable iniquity of one of the

most accursed laws to be found in the statute-book of any civil-

ized nation.

You do not think your law more barbarous than that of 1793.

Let me further enlighten you. Judge McLean of the Supreme

Court, in his opinion delivei*ed_^last May in the case of H^orris vs.

Neioton et al., remarks, " Li regard to the arrest of fugitives from

labor, the law [act of 1793] docs not impose any active duties on

our citizens generally ;" and he argues in defence of the law,

that " it gives no one a just right to complain ; he has only to

refrain from an express violation of the law." In other words,

the law only required individuals to be passive spectators of a

horrible outrage, and did not compel them to be active partici-

pators in other men's villany. Now, what says your law ? ^Tiy,

that every commissioner may appoint as many official slave-

catchers as he pleases, and that each of these menials may
"summon and call to their aid the hy-standers or 2}osse comitatus

of the proper county, when necessary to insure a faithful observ-

ance of the clause of the Constitution referred to in conformity

with the provisions of this act, and all good citizens are

HEREBY COMMANDED TO AID AND ASSIST in the prompt and

efficient execution of this law, whenever their services may be

required." And what is the fate you have provided for the

"good citizen," who, believing slavery to be sinful, cannot, in

the fear of God, " aid and assist " in making a fellow-man a

slave ? Any person " who shall aid, abet, or assist " the fugitive,

"directly or indirectly," (cunning words) to escape from such

claimant, as, for instance, refusing to join in a slave-hunt when

required, shall be fined not exceeding SIOOO, be imprisoned six

months, and pay the claimant $1000. I hope, sir, you are now

able to perceive that your law has a preeminence in barbarity

over its predecessor. And now, sir, please to recollect, that

party discipline, aided by the influence of Messrs. Webster and

Clay, and the factory and cotton interests of Boston and New
York, could not procure for this atrocious law the votes of one-

half the members of the House of Representatives, Of two
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hundred and thirty-two members, only one hundred and nine

dared to place tlieir names on an enduriug and shameful record,

while many basely deserted their seats, fearing alike to vote

either for or against it. You, sir, following Mr. Webster's advice,

" conquered your prejudices," and in company with two more

northern Whigs, one of them a native of Virginia, cast your

vote for this bill of abominations. But, although you voted for

the law, you do not wish your constituents to suppose you ap-

proved of it. " It will not, I trust, be inferred from any thing

I have said, that I consider the law which has passed unexcep-

tionable. There are amendments which I strongly desire to be

introduced into it." What are the exceptionable features of the

law, what are the amendments you desire, you refrain from

specifying. But you tell us that you Avould have labored for

those amendments " had it been possible, but every body knows

that it was impracticable." You allude to the previous question,

which prevented both discussion and amendments. But ^vhy,

then, did you vote for an objectionable bill which could not be

amended? Here, again, we have one of your unfortunate

reasons. " I deem conformity to the design of the Constitution

more important than the objectionable details of the bill." So,

by your own confession, had there been no previous question,

you would have swallowed the bill, with all its objectionable de-

tails, out of reverence for the design of the Constitution, although

that design neither embraced nor required a single one of those

details. Did you, sir, vote against the previous question ? On
this point you are silent, and the minutes afford no information

;

but if you did, your vote was a most remarkable aberration

from your pro-slavery course in Congress. After the previous

question had been seconded, it Avas moved to lay the bill on the

table. Had this motion been carried, you might have introduced

another bill, omitting the " objectionable details," but you voted

with the slave-holders. The slave-holders then moved that the

bill be read a third time. Had this been lost, there would have

been a chance of correcting the " objectionable details." Again

you voted with the slave-holders, and a third time, also, on the

main question.

.51*
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I will now, sir, call your attention to the disastrous influence

which your law has exerted on the moral sense of the commu-
nity. Says Coleridge, " To dogmatize a crime, that is, to teach

it as a doctrine, is itself a crime." Of this crime of dogmatizing

crime, Mr. "Webster, and most of our cotton ijoliticians, and, alas

!

many of our fashionable, genteel divines, are guilty ; nor are you
innocent, sir, who in your law require "good citizens" to aid

in hunting and enslaving their fellow-men.

In former years, and before Mr. "Webster had undergone his

metamorphosis, he thus, in a speech at New York, expressed

himself in regard to the anti-slavery agitation at the North

:

" It (slavery) has arrested the -religious feeling of the country ; it has
taken strong bold of the consciences of men. He is a rash man indeed,
little conversant with human nature, and especially has he a very
erroneous estimate of the character of the people of this country, who
supposes that a feehng of this kind is to be trifled ivith or despised."

This gentleman has become the rash man shadowed forth in

his speech, and is tritiing with and despising the religious feeling

of the North. In his street speech in Boston, in favor of slave-

hunting, he avowed that he was well aware that the retui-n of

fugitives " is a topic that must excite prejudices," and that the

question for Massachusetts to decide was, " whether she will

conquer her own prejudice." In his letter to the citizens of

Newburyport, he sneeringly alludes to the "cry that there is a

rule for the government of public men and private men which is

superior to the Constitution,'^ and he scornfully intimates that

Mr. Horace Mann, who had objected to your law as wicked,

would do well " to appeal at once, as others do, to that high au-

thority which sits enthroned above the Constitution and the

laws
;
" and he gives an extract from a nameless English cor-

respondent, in which the writer remarks, " Religion is an excel-

lent thing except in politics," a maxim exceedingly palatable to

very many of our politicians. Aware that the impiety of this

sentiment Avas not exactly suited to the meridian of Massachu-

setts, he says his friend undoubtedly meant " a fantastical notion

of religion." Of course, he regards the religious prejudice

against hunting and enslaving men as springing from a fantastic

notion of religion. Yet, with a strange fatuity, he confesses that
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" tlie teaching of Christ and his apostles is a sure guide to duty

in politics, as in any other concern of life," utterly oblivious of

the fact, that the " higher law," which he ridicules, was pro-

claimed in that very teaching. Christ taught, " Fear not them

(magistrates) who kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul^

but rather fear Him vdio is able to destroy both soul and body

in hell." What taught the apostles ? " "We must obey God,

rather than man." Such teaching it was, that gave birth to " the

noble army of martyrs," and this very teaching will induce mul-

titudes of Christians at the present day to hazard fines and im-

prisonment rather than obey the wicked injunctions of your law.

It was this same teaching which, on the publication of your law,

induced numerous ministers of Jesus Christ, and various eccle-

siastical assemblies, to denounce it as Avicked, and obedience to

it as rebellion against God. This expression of religious senti-

ment alarmed both our politicians and our merchants. How
could the one expect southern votes, or the other southern

trade, if the religious people at the North refused to catch

slaves ? Hence arose a mighty outcry against the blending of

religion with politics, and most fearful were the anathemas

against the parsons who desecrated the pulpit by preaching pol-

itics, that is, preaching that people ought to obey God rather

than the Fugitive Slave Act. Such men were, in the language

of one of the New York commercial journals, " clerical preach-

ers of rebellion," and their congregations were exhorted to " leave

them to naked walls." But the leaven Avas at Avork, and an

antidote Avas greatly Avanted. Supply of course folloAvs demand,

and forthAvith there Avas a sudden advent of cotton clergymen,

preaching against rebellion, and cunningly confounding a con-

scientious, passive disobedience Avith forcible resistance. Their

sermons, in Avhich vii'tually

" The image of God was accounted as base,

And the image of Casar set up in its place,"

Avere received Avith mighty applause by the very men avIio had

been striving to save the pulpit from all contaminating contact

with politics, and the reverend preachers of cotton politics Avere

elevated into patriots, and their disquisitions against the " higher
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law " were scattered on the wings of the commercial press

bi'oadcast over the land.* The theology which holds that the

* In one of the most celebrated of these sermons, we find the following

broad assertion:— "If God has left to men the choice of the kind oi gov-

ernment they \^•ill have, he has not left it to their choice whether they will

obey human government or not. He has commanded that obedience." Our
rulers command us, when required by a commissioner's agent, to aid in hunt-

ing and seizing our innocent fellow-men, and delivering them into the hands
of their task-masters. That the reverend preacher would render a cheerful

obedience to such a mandate, there is little doubt. "We read that the Jewish

rulers, " The diief priests and Pharisees, had given a commatidment, that, if

any one knew where he (Jesus) was, he should show it, that they might take

him." Strange is it, that of the college of apostles there was but one
" good (ytizen," who rendered obedience to the powers ordained by God ; all

the others suffered death for their wilful, deliberate defiance of the laws and
the magistrates of the land. As a specimen of the teaching of these cotton

divines, I quote from this same admired sermon the following precious piece

of information, viz. : — " Nor is it true that the fugitive slave is made an

outlaw, and on that ground justifiable for bloody aiid murderous resistance of

law. He is under the j^rotection of law ; and if any man injures him, or kills

him, the law vnW avenge him, just as soon as it tcould you or me." To deny
the truth of this solemn declaration, made in the house of God, would be, in

the reverend gentlemen's estimation, but a portion of " that perpetual abuse

of our southern brethren " of which he complains. He miist, however, per-

mit us to call his attention to the following advertisements respecting a fugi-

tive SLAVE, published in the Wilmington Journal of the 18th of October last,

in pursuance of a law of the State of North Carolina.
' ".S'^rt^e ofNorth Carolina, New Hanover County.— MTiereas complaint upon

oath hath this day has been made to us, two of the justices of the peace for

the State and County aforesaid, by Guilford Horn, of Edgecombe County,

that a certain male slave belonging to him, named Harry,— a carpenter by

trade, about 40 years old, 5 feet 5 inches high, or thereabouts, yellow com-

plexion, stout built, with a scar on his left leg (from the cut of an axe,) has

very thick lips, eves deep sunk in his head, forehead very square, tolerably

loud voice, has lost one or two of his upper teeth, and has a very dark spot on

his jaw, supposed to be a mark,— hath absented himself from his master's ser-

vice, and is supposed to be lurking about in this county, committing acts of

felony or other misdeeds : These are, therefore, in the name of the State

aforesaid, to command said slave forthwith to surrender himself, and return

home to his master ; and we do hereby, by virtue of the act of Assembly in

such case made and provided, intimate and declare that if the said slave Harry

doth not surrender himself and return home immediately after the publication

of these presents, that any person or persons may kill and destroy the said

slave by such means as he may think fit, without accusation or impeachment
of any crime or off'ence for so doing, and without incurring any penalty or for-

feiture thereby.
" Given under our hands and seals, this 29th day of June, 18-50.

James T. Miller, J. P.

W. C. Benttbncourt, J. P."

"One hundred and twenty-five dollars reward will be paid for the

delivery of said Harry to me at Tonsott Depot, Edgecombe County, or for

his confinement in any jail in the State, so that I can get him ; or one hun-

dred and fifty dollars will be given for his head. He was lately heard from

in Newbern, where he called himself Henry Barnes (or Burns) and will be

likely to continue the name or assume that of Coppage or Farmer. He has a

free mulatto woman for a ^vife, by the name of Sally Bozeman, who has lately

removed to Wilmington, and lives in that part of the town called Texas,

vphere he will likelv be lurking.
"GiiLFORD Horn.

" Jtine 29, 1850."
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allegiance we owe to civil government binds the conscience to

obedience to its mandates, is the same with which Shakspeare's

assassin quieted his scruples when acting under the royal com-

mand,— " If a king bid a man be a villain, he is bound by the

indenture of his oath to be one."

It is amusing to observe with what awful reverence our mer-

chants and brokers regard the sanctity of human law, when it

commands them to catch slaves ; a reverence not always felt by

them for the statute of usury when the money market is tight.

A vast deal of nonsense and impiety has been recently thrown

upon the public in relation to the "higher laAV," by men who had

political and pecuniary interests depending on the good-will of

the slave-holders. The whole subject is perfectly simple and in-

telligible, and has been intentionally misrepresented and mys-

tified.

Human government is indispensable to the happiness and

progress of human society. Hence God, in his wisdom and

benevolence, wills its existence ; and in this sense, and this

alone, the powers that be are ordained by him. But civil gov-

ernment cannot exist, if each individual may, at his pleasure,

forcibly resist its injunctions. Therefore, Christians are re-

quired to submit to the powers that be, whether a Nero or a

slave-catching Congress. But obedience to the civil ruler often

necessarily mvolves rebellion to God. Hence i^ve are warned

by Christ and his apostles, and by the example of saints in all

ages, in such cases, not to obey, but to submit and suffer. "Wc

are to hold fast our allegiance to Jehovali, but at the same time

not take up arms to defend ourselves against the penalties im-

posed by the magistrate for our disobedience. Thus the Divine

sovereignty and the authority of human government are both

maintained. Revolution is not the abolition of human govern-

ment, but a change in its form, and its lawfulness depends on

circumstances. What was the " den " in which John Bunyan

had his glorious vision of the Pilgrim's Progress ? A prison to

which he was confined for years for refusing obedience to

human laws. And what excuse did this holy man make for

conduct now denounced as Avicked and rebellious ? "I cannot
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obey, but I can suffer." The Quakers have from the first

refused to obey the law requiring them to bear arms
; yet have

they never been vilified by our politicians and cotton clergymen,

as rebels against the powers that be, nor sneered at for their

acknowledgment of a " higher " than human law. The Lord

Jesus Christ, after requiring us to love God and our neighbor,

added, " There is none other commandment greater than these ;

"

no, not even a slave-catching act of Congress, which requires us

to hunt our neighbor, that he may be reduced to the condition

of a beast of burden. Rarely has the religious faith of the com-

munity received so rude a shock as that which has been given

it by your horrible law, and the principles advanced by its

political and clerical supporters. Cruelty, oppression, and

injustice are elevated into virtues, while justice, mercy and

compassion are ridiculed and vilified.

But lately, the business of catching slaves was regarded as

one of the lowest gi'ades of scoundrelism. Xow, great pains are

taken by our gentlemen of property and standing to ennoble it

;

and men of eminence in the legal profession are stooping to take

the wages of iniquity, and lending themselves to consign to the

horrors of American slavery, men whom they know to be inno-

cent of crime. Nay, we have seen in New York a committee

of gentlemen actually raising money hy voluntary contributions

to furnish a slave-catcher Avith professional services gratis ;— a

free gift, not to mitigate human misery, but to aggravate the

hardships of the poor and friendless a thousandfold. Can men

of standing in the community thus openly espouse the cause of

cruelty and oppression, and, from commercial and political

views, trample upon every principle of Christian benevolence,

without corrupting the moral sense of the people to the extent

of their influence ? When gentlemen club together to hire a

lawyer to assist a slave-catcher, no wonder that the commercial

pi-ess should teem with the vilest abuse of all who feel sympa-

thy for the fugitive. One of the most malignant pro-slavery

journals in New York is edited by your colleague and fellow

Wliig, the Honorable Mr. Brooks, and his brother. I copy,

sir, for your consideration, the following article from the New
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Fork Evening Express, published during the late trial in that

city of Henrj Long, an alleged fugitive :

" Two fugitive cases are now before our courts ; one that of the negro
Henry Long, and the other that of three white Frenchmen, under the
extradition treaty with France. The negro's case makes a great deal

of noise, because he is black ; the three white Frenchmen are hardly
beard of. The three white French people pay their own counsel

;

they may have committed a robbery in Paris, or maj- not ; are jicrhaps

innocent, though possibly guilty ; but here tliey are on trial, with no
chance of a trial befoi-e a jury ! If they are sent back, and are con-
victed, they go to the galleys, and are slaves for life. The negro,
Henry Long, lucky fellow for being black ! lives in clover here, and
has one of the best speakers in the city, on the best fee, interests all the

abolitionists in all quarters, who contribute money freely for his de-

fence, and if he is returned, leaves here canonized as a martyr, and
goes back to the condition he was born in, to fatten on hog and hominy,
better fed and better clothed than nine tenths of the farm laborers in

Great Britain. Another consideration strikes us, and that is, the cost

of defending Long will buy his freedom three times over. The very
fee of his counsel would purchase his freedom. But to buy him and
pay for him, not steal him, would leave no room for agitation. And
where does this money come from, that cares for Long and neglects

the three Frenchmen ? From England, in the main, we believe. The
abolitionists here do not contribute it."

It would be difficult to find in the Satanic press a moi'e clumsy

piece of malignant falsehood. We have here, from the same

pen and in the same article, the assertions, that the abolitionists

in all quarters, we are assured, " contribute money freely for his

defence ;
" and then the money, it is believed, comes mainly from

England. " The abolitionists here do not contribute it." To
contribute money for the legal defence of a fugitive is stealing

him. The cost of defending Long amounted to three times the

price that Avould be asked for him. Long, after his return, sold

in Richmond for $750 ; of course his defence cost §2,2.30. To
whom, and for what Avas this money paid ? Long could not be

bought in New York, all advances for the purpose being peremp-

torily repulsed. His counsel's fee was $300, being all contrib-

uted in New York, and about $100 of it being raised by the free

colored people. While $300 were thus raised to give Long the

chance of a legal defence, gentlemen of the New York Union

Safety Committee, of wliich your colleague has the honor of

being a member, contributed $500 to aid the slave-catcher in

reducing to bondage a man unaccused of crime !
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I am inclined to believe, sir, that you have little cause to con-

gratulate yourself, that, in voting for the Fugitive Slave Law,

you have advanced the cause of truth, justice, humanity, or

religion.

A refusal to obey your wicked law has been artfully repre-

sented as a determination to resist its execution. Very few of

our white population have intimated the most distant intention of

resorting to illegal violence. Very many ecclesiastical bodies

have denounced your law as so iniquitous, that they could not

in conscience obey it ; but I challenge you to point to a single

instance in which such a body has recommended forcible resist-

ance. To the vast accumulation of impiety uttered in support of

your law has been added a fiendish ridicule of the benevolent

and Christian feeling arrayed against it. It is ti'ue, that some

of our free blacks and fugitives have declared, that they would,

at the hazard of their lives, defend themselves against the kid-

napper. Whatever may be thought of the wisdom of such a

determination, be assured it will tax your logical powers to the

utmost to prove that God has confei'red the right of self-defence

exclusively upon white men. The slave is a prisoner of war,

and instead of being protected by law, he is subjected by it to

every conceivable outrage. When murdered, his owner seeks

in the courts damages at the hands of the murderer, as he would

for the death of his horse. For no possible injury committed

on his person, either by his owner or others, can he receive com-

pensation, although the law may profess to punish cruelty to him

as to other animals. Now it has never been regarded as im-

moral, by those who admit the right of self-defence, for a pris-

oner of war to effect his escape by slaying his guard. All

this, I know, Avill horrify a certain class of our divines and

politicians. But let them be patient. I am not laying down a

doctrine, but stating /of^s, which they may disprove if they can.

Let them remember that all the slavery which they delight to

find m the Bible was the slavery of ivhite men, and that the

Roman slaves in the time of Christ, whose bondage, we are told,

he and his apostles approved, were held by the right of war.

Wliite Americans have been held as slaves by the same holy
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and Scriptural tenure. Let us, then, inquire how the escape

and resistance of white slaves have heretofore been regarded.

In 1535, the white slaves in Tunis alone amounted to twenty

thousand. Cervantes, who had himself been a slave in Algiers,

says in his writings, "For liberty we ought to risk life itself;

slavery being the greatest evil that can fall to the lot of man."

Acting upon this precept, he himself, while a slave, planned a

general insurrection of the slaves. Yet Cervantes was recog-

nized as a faithful son of the Church, and the license prefixed

to his works declares they contain nothing contrary to the Chris-

tian religion. The Annual Register for 1763 announces, that,

" last month, the Christian slaves at Algiers, to the number of

four thousand, rose and killed their guards, and massacred all

who came in their way." The insurrection was suppressed, but

no one in Europe denounced the insurgents as bloodthirsty

wretches, nor regarded their effort as an impious and anti-Chris-

tian rebellion agamst the powers ordained of God. In the reign

of Elizabeth, one John Fox, a slave on the Barbary coast, slew

his master, and, effecting his escape with a number of his fellow-

slaves, arrived in England. The queen, instead of looking upon

him as a murderer, testified her admiration of his exploit by
allowing him a pension.*

"Washington Madison performed a similar exploit on board an

American coast slaver, and arrived, with a large number of his

fellow-slaves, in the British West Indies. Mr. Webster, then

Secretary of State, officially demanded of the British government

the surrender of this heroic man as a murderer.
In 1793, thex'e were one hundred and fifteen American slaves

in Algiers, held by as perfect and Scriptural a tenure as any slave

is now held in any part of our wide republic. Had one of these

slaves made his escape by killing his Algerine master, would

any of our patriotic divines, would any gentleman of the " New
York Union Committee of Safety," would even Mr. Webster

himself, have ^jronounced him a murderer ? Had the captain

of a British ship favored his escape, and given him a passage to

* For the facts on this subject, see the admirable work by Charles Sumner,
entitled " "White Slavery in the Barbary States."

S2
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Boston, would your colleague, the Honorable Mr. Brooks, have

accused him of slave stealing ? Is it not possible, sir, that, with

very many of our casuists and moralists, questions of conscience

are decided according to the tincture of a skin ?

I will now ask your attention to some of the political conse-

quences resulting from the late measures in which you rejoice,

and for which you voted. No sooner had Congress made the

required concessions to the slave power, than the advocates of

those measures claimed the glory of having given peace to the

country, and perpetuity to the Union. Mr. Webster, as one of

the chief agents in this blessed consummation, received the con-

gratulations of a crowd in "Washington. In his reply he ob-

served :

" Truly, gentlemen, the last two days have been great days. A
work has been accomplished which dissipates doubts and alarms, puts

an end to angry controversies, fortifies the Constitution of the countrj',

and strengthens the bond of the Union.

" ' Now is the winter of our discontent
Made glorious summer ;

And all the clouds that lowered upon our house
In the deep bosom of the ocean buried.'

"

The glorious summer anticipated by the orator proved cold

and brief, and if the lowering clouds were indeed buried in the

ocean, the sea has given up its dead. Never before, since the

organization of the government, has such a tempest of indigna-

tion swept over the land. Never before, in a single instance,

has there been manifested throughout the religious portion of

the community, of all creeds and names, such a settled determi-

nation in the fear of God to withhold obedience to a law of the

land. TIic sentiments of the great mass of the people of the

free States, exclusive of the commercial cities, are briefly but

emphatically embodied in a resolution of the Common Council

of Chicago, viz.

:

" The Fugitive Slave Act recently passed by Congress is revolting

to our moral sense, and an outrage on our feehn^s of justice and

humanity, because it disregards all the securities which the Constitu-

tion and laws have thrown around personal liberty, and its direct ten-

dency is to aUenate the people from their love and reverence for the

government and institutions of our country."
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How fax* the clouds which hovered over our house have been

dissipated, let the recent rout of Mr. "Webster's party in Massa-

chusetts testify. Let his own declaration, a month after the

peace measures were adopted, that the Union was passing

through a Jie?-^/ trial, testify.* How far the work of the two

days has fortified the Constitution, let the recent law of Ver-

mont, denounced as an utter nullification of the Constitution,

because it rescues the alleged fugitive from the hands of the

commissioner, and gives him a jury trial before a State court,

testify. "When rumors were rife that Mr. Webster intended to

repudiate his own thunder, the Wilmot Proviso, the iVew York

Herald, the chief northern organ of the slave-holders, promised

that, if the senator would indeed pursue a course so patriotic, a

grateful country would, at the next election, place him in the

presidential chair. But scarcely had the acts advocated by Mr.

"Webster been consummated, than the Herald, with sardonic

malice, announces,

—

" The predictions of !Mr. Clay, that the Compromise Bill would
speedily conciliate all parties, and restore the era of good feeUng, were
exactly the reverse of the actual consequences. Mr. Webster has been
cast overboard In Massachusetts. General Cass has been virtually con-
demned In Michigan. Mi-. Dickinson, the President, and his cabinet,

have been routed in New York. Mr. Phelps has been superseded in

"Vermont. Whilst in Ohio, IlUuoIs, Iowa, and Wisconsin, the Free
Sellers have carried off the booty." And he winds up with declaring,

that the next President " can't be Fillmore nor Webster."

If the " peace measures " have strengthened the bond of the

Union, what mean all the meetings lately held to save the

Union 1 Wliy is the tocsin now sounded by the very authors

and friends of the measures ? How comes it that, in Boston

itself, the chairman of a Union meeting contradicts the exulting

and jubilant shout of triumph uttered by the Secretary of State,

and makes the following doleful announcement ?

" The Union, and consequently the existence of this nation, is men-
aced, and unless there is a great and general effort in their support,
we may soon behold the mighty fabric of our government trembling
over our heads, and tlireatening by its fall to crush the prosperity which
we have so long and happUy enjoyed."

* Letter to Union Meeting in New York, 28th Oct., ia50.
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So relaxed has become the bond of our Union, that one hun-

dred gentlemen of property and standing in New York have,

under the style and title of " The New York Union Committee

of Safety," assumed the onerous task of taking it into their

safe keeping. " Committees of safety " are associated with times

of peril and anarchy, and are never wanted when alarms have

ceased, angry discussions ended, the Constitution fortified, and

the bond of Union strengthened.

In this universal panic, in this dread entertained, especially

in Boston, by Mr. Webster's friends, of soon seeing the mighty

fabric of our government trembling over their heads, it may, sir,

be consolatory to you and others to know how so dire a calamity

may be averted. The chivalric senator from Mississippi— the

gentleman who threatens to hang one senator if he dare place

his foot on the soil of Mississippi, who draws a loaded pistol on

another, and for a third bears a challenge to mortal combat—
was lately in the city of New York. The Committee of Safety

found him out, and lauded him for his fearless discharge of duty,

and his fervor and devotion to the Union, and welcomed him to

the commercial emporium in the name of all who appreciate the

blessings we enjoy, and are willing to transmit them to their

children. The worthy and conciliatory gentleman very appro-

priately communicated to the committee having the Union in

charge the conditions on which alone it could be saved, notwith-

standing its bond had so recently been strengthened. These

conditions are, we learn, four in number.

1. " The Fugitive Slave Bill passed by Congress shall remain

the law of the land, and be faithfully executed."

Both you and Mr. "Webster admit that the Constitution per-

mits a jury trial to the fugitive. Should Congress, in its wisdom,

and in obedience to the wishes of the great mass of the northern

population, and in the exercise of its constitutional power, elevate

property in a human being to the same level with that in a

horse, and permit a jury to pass upon the title to it,— the Union

must he dissolved.

2. " The Wilmot Proviso, that monstrous thing, shall not be

revived." It was not courteous, certainly, in Mr. Foote thus to
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characterize Mr. "Webster's thunder. The claim to this thunder

was made in his speech, September, 1847, at the Springfield

Convention, which nominated him for President ; and the Con-

vention, in his presence, thus declared their devotion to liis

missile :

" The "Whigs of jNIassachusetts now declare, and put this declaration

of their purpose on record, that Massachusetts will never consent that

Mexican territories, however acquired, shall become a part of the

American Union, unless on the unalterable condition that there shall

be neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, otherwise than in punish-

ment for crime."

The next year Mr. "Webster launched his thunder over the

Territory of Oregon, and thus in his speech (lOth August,

1848) vindicated it from the character now given to it by Mr.

Foote

:

" Gentlemen from the South declare that we invade their rights when
we deprive them of a participation in the enjoyment of territories ac-

quired by the common services and common exertions of all. Is this

true ? Of what do we deprive them ? AYhy, they say that we deprive

them of the privilege of carrying their slaves as slaves into the new
territories. Well, sir, what is the amount of that ? They say, that in

this way we deprive them of going into this acquired territory Avith

their property. Their property ! What do they mean by this ' pro-

perty V ' We certainly do not deprive them of the privilege of going

into those newly acquired territories with all that, in the general esti-

mate of human society and common and universal understanding of

mankind, is esteemed property. Not at all. The truth is just this.

They have in their own States peculiar laws which create property in

persons The real meaning, then, of southern gentlemen, in

making this complaint, is, that they cannot go into the territories of the

United States carrying with them their own peculiar law, a law

which creates property in persons."

So the "Wilmot Proviso Avas no monstrous thing at all, as

applied to Oregon. "When the question came up of applying

this same Proviso to New Mexico and California, Mr. "\^^eb5ter

discovered in these Territories a certain peculiarity of physical

geography and Asiatic scenery which he had not discovered in

Oregon, and which, he found, rendered it a physical impossibility

for southern gentlemen to carry there "a law which creates

property in persons," and he therefore gave them full liberty to

carry their law into those vast regions, if they could. But at

52*
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the very moment of giving this liberty to southern gentlemen, he

courageously warned them that his thunder was good constitu-

tional thunder, and would be used whenever necessary.

"Wherever there is an incli of land to be stayed back from becomiug
slave territory, I am ready to insert the principle of the exchision of
slavery. I am pledged to that from 1837,— pledged to it again and
again, and I will perform those pledges."

So, should we get another slice of Mexico, or annex Cuba or

St. Domingo, Mr. "Webster would revive the Wilmot Proviso,

and then he will be the means, if he succeeds, of dissolving the

Union !

3. The next condition announced to the Safety Committee

is,— " No attempt shall be made in Congress to prohibit slavery

in the District of Columbia."

Now it is the opinion of Mr. "Webster, that Congress has the

constitutional right, not merely to attempt, but actually to effect,

the exclusion of slavery in all the Territories of the United

States. The District of Columbia being placed by the Consti-

tution expressly under " the exclusive jurisdiction " of Con-

gress, the constitutional right to abolish slavery there has rarely

been questioned ; but it has been contended that good faith to

the States wdiich ceded the District forbids such an act of con-

stitutional power. Hence, in 1838, a resolution was introduced

into the Senate declaring that the abolition of slavery m the

District would be "a violation of good faith," etc. "What said

Mr. Webster?

" I do not know any matter of fact, or any ground of argument, on
which this affirmation of plighted faith can stand. I see nothing in the

act of cession, and nothing in the Constitution, and nothing in the

ti-ansaction, implying any hmitation on the authority of Congress." *

* On the 10th of January, 1S38, Mr. Clay moved in the Senate the following
resolution, viz. :— " Resorved, that the interference by the citizens of any of

the States, with a view to the abolition of slavery in this District, is endan-
gering the rights and security of the people of this District ; and that any
act or measure of Congress designed to abolish slavery in this District would
be a violation of the faith implied in the cession by the States of Virginia
and Maryland, a just cause of alarm to the people of the slave-holding States,

and have a dii'ect and inevitable tendency to disturb and endanger the
Union." Passed, 38 to 8, Mr. Webster voting in the negative. Senate Jour-
nal, 2 Sess. 25 Cone/., p. 127.
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4. The last condition on whicli tlie Union can be preserved

is,— " No State shall be prevented from coming into the Union

on the ground of having slavery." This is an unkind cut at

Mr. Webster, since he has again and again pledged himself

against the admission of slave States. Even so early as 1819,

he advocated, in a public meeting at Boston, a resolution declar-

ing that Congress

" Possessed the constitutional power, upon the admission of any new
State created beyond the hmits of the original territory of the United

States, to make the prohibition of the further extension of slavery or

involuntary servitude in such new State a condition of admission.

That, in the opinion of this meeting, it is just and expedient that this

power should be exercised by Congress upon the admission of all new
States created beyond the original limits of the United States."

In his New York speech, in 1837, he averred,

" When it is proposed to bring new members into the political part-

nership, the old members have a right to say on what terms such new
partners are to come in, and tohal they are to bring along ivilh them."

In his Springfield speech, he insisted,

" There is no one (he forgot Mr. Foote and his other southern

friends) who can complain of the North for resisting the increase of

slave representation., because it gives power to the minority in a manner
inconsistent with the principles of our government."

So late as 1848, he proclaimed on the floor of the Senate,

" I shall oppose all such extension (slave representation) at all times

and under aU circumstances, even against all inducements, against all

combinations, against aU compromises."

The State of Georgia, in her convention of December last,

added fxjifth condition to those stated by Mr. Foote as indispen-

sable to the presei'vation of the Union, viz. :— " No act sup-

pressing the slave-trade between the slave-holding States."

Unfortunately for Mr. Webster, he is here, for the fifth time,

virtually held up as a disorganizer, and an enemy of the Union

;

for in his speech in the Senate (February 6, 1837) he remarked

:

" As to the point, the right of regulating the transfer of slaves from
one State to another, he did not know that he entertained any doubt,

because the Constitution gave Congress the right to regulate trade and
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commerce between tlie States. Trade in what ? In wliatevcr was
the subject of commerce and ownership. If slaves were the subjects

of ownership, then trade in them between the States was subject to the

regulation of Congress."

Mr. "Webster declared, that the work of the two days in

which he rejoiced had fortified the Constitution, and strengthened

the bond of the Union ; and yet we are now solemnly warned,

by the very men and party Avith whom he is acting, that the

bond is to be severed, should Congress pass any one of five laws,

all and each of which he, the great expoundei*, declares the

Constitution authorizes Congress to pass. So it seems the

great peril to which we are exposed, the course which is to

make the fabric of our government to tremble over the heads of

the people of Boston, is, not the violation of the Constitution,

nor the breach of its compromises, nor the invasion of the rights

of the South, but the exercise by Congress of powers which Mr.

"Webster declares to be undoubtedly constitutional. The aboli-

tionists supposed they wei-e following a safe guide when they

confined themselves, in their petitions to Congress for legislative

action against slavery, exclusively to such measures as they

were assured, by the eminent expounder, Avere strictly constitu-

tional. The abolitionists have sympathized with this gentleman

in the obloquy he incurred, in common Avith themselves, for

holding opinions unpalatable to the slave-holders, and for main-

taining the constitutional rights of Congress. Because he

insisted, in the Senate, on the power of Congress over slavery

and the slave-trade in the District of Columbia, Mr. Rives, of

"Virginia, was so unkind as to say, that the gentleman from Mas-

sachusetts, " if it so pleased his fancy, might disport himself in

tossing squibs and firebrands about this hall ; but those Avho are

sitting upon a bari'el of gunpoAvder, liable to be bloAA^n up by

his dangerous missiles, could hardly be expected to be quite

as calm and i^hilosophic." Because he presented anti-slavery

petitions, and insisted on the duty of Congress to consider them,

Mr. King, of Alabama, afiii-med that the course Avhich the

senator from Massachusetts had taken had *' placed him at the

head of those men Avho are inundating Congress Avith their

petitions." Strange as it may noAV seem, Mr. Cuthbert, of
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Georgia, told Mr. Webster to his face in the Senate, " The gen-

tleman had uniformly been opposed to all those measures which

tended to quiet the country and heal those sectional dissensions

which distxact the Union." *
. Surely, when the abolitionists

have so long made Mr. Webster their polar star in all constitu-

tional questions, and have incurred with him the accusation of

tossing squibs and firebrands, and of opposing measures which

tended to quiet the country and settle sectional dissensions, they

had a right to expect from his friends a larger share of compas-

sion and forbearance than they have experienced.

It would seem, sir, that, in the late treaty of peace between

the North and the South, it has been agi'ced and understood,

that every power granted by the Constitution whereby slavery

can be protected, extended, and perpetuated, is to be actively

enforced ; and that every power which might be used for cur-

tailing human bondage, however unquestionable may be its

grant, shall forever remain dormant, under the penalty of an

immediate dissolution of the Union. This, sir, is the treaty

which our commercial cities are glorifying ; this is the treaty

which has turned our " winter of discontent " into " glorious

summer." And think you, sir, that the slave-holders, having

eyes, see not, and having understandings, perceive not, the

haberdashery patriotism which rejoices in such a treaty, and

denounces as " fanatics," " vipers," and " woolly-headed philan-

tlu'opists," all who do not confess it to be a glorious consumma-

tion ? The southern papers tell us that our Union meetings

are got up to " sell a little more tape and flannel," and they

remark, " It is very queer that Union meetings are held only in

places which trade with the South." Out of regard to their

southern brethren, a member of the British House of Commons

was insulted in Faneuil Hall by a portion of the Boston people,

and forthwith the New Orleans Delta, instead of gratefully ac-

knowledging the compliment, remarks, that their " good Union-

loving friends in Boston are now solacing the South, with sugar-

plums in the shape of resolutions and speeches, and spice in the

form of a row, got up on the occasion of the first appearance of

* Speech, June 8, 1836.
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George Thompson, an imported incendiary and hireling agitator.

Sucli manifestation possesses an advantage whicli doubtless con-

stitutes no small recommendation with our good brethren of

Boston,— it is very cheap. The cottoncratical clerks and

warehousemen may raise a hubbub in Faneuil Hall, but the

fanatics can slay them at the polls."

It is some consolation to those who are now suffering all the

contempt and opprobrium which can be thrown both upon their

heads and their hearts, because they have refused to follow ]Mr.

"Webster in the devious paths in which it has lately been his

pleasure to walk, that they have by their constancy and firmness

extorted from their southern antagonists a tribute which is not

paid to their revilers. Said Mr. Stanley, of Virginia, in his

speech in the House of Representatives last March, speaking of

a certain class of northern politicians,— "I would say, with a

slight alteration of one of Canning's verses,—
•" Give me the avowed, erect, and manly foe.

Open I can meet, perhaps may turn, his blow;

But of all the plagues, great Heaven, thy wrath can send,

Save, save me from a dough-facefriend

!

'

"

In closing this long letter, permit me to advert to the opinion

expressed abroad of your Fugitive Law. Mr. Webster thought

it convenient to quote the sentiment of a nameless correspondent,

as to the mischievous mixture of religion with politics. Pos-

sibly the opinion of Dr. Lushington, one of the Lords of the

Privy Council, Judge of the Vice-Admiralty Court, and the ne-

gotiator, on the part of Great Britain, of a recent treaty with

France, may be entitled to at least equal weight. This gentle-

man, in a private letter to an English friend, and not intended

for publication, thus speaks of your law

:

" No one can feel more sincerely than myself, abhorrence of the

Fugitive Slave Bill,— a measure as cruel and unchristian as ever

disgraced any country."

^ An Irish liberal, writing from Dublin, says :

" I long looked to your country as the ark of the world's liberties.

I confess I hope for this no longer. The Fugitive Slave Bill is a
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shocking sample of the depravity of public sentiment in the United
States. So atrocious a measure could not have passed into a law, if

the majority of the people had not actively assented, or passively con-

sented. Here, by the preponderating influence of our ai'istocracy, a
small, but compact body, measures are often carried into laws that are

very distasteful to multitudes ; but such a mean, vile law as the Fugi-

tive Slave Bill could not pass in England."

The English press, Whig, Tory, and Radical, is indignant at

the atrocities of your law. The taunt of our slave-holders, that

the English had better reform abuses at home, is thus met by a

radical journal. The People

:

" The Americans laugh at us when we speak of American slaver}',

so long as so many of our fellow-subjects in England and Ireland are

perishing from starvation through monarchial and aristocratical tyranny.

We answer, that the Americans know that the men and women who
lift up their voices against American slavery are the enemies of British

tyranny and oppression."

Your law, sir, degrades the national character abroad ; its ex-

cessive servility to southern dictation excites the contempt of

the slave-holders for the easy, selfish virtue of their northern

auxiliaries, while its outrages upon religion, justice, humanity,

and the dearest principles of personal freedom, under pretence

of preserving the Union, weaken the attachment of conscientious

men for a confederacy which requires such horrible sacrifices for

its continuance. All these evils might have been easily avoided

by a law satisfying every requirement of the Constitution, and

yet treating the alleged fugitive as a man, and granting him the

same protection as is accorded to an alleged murderer. God

gave you, sir, an opportunity for which you ought to have been

grateful, of illustrating your Puritan descent by standing foi-th

before the nation as an advocate of justice and freedom, and of

the rights of the poor and oppressed. Through a blind devotion

to a political leader, you rejected the palm which Providence

tendered to your acceptance, and have indelibly associated your

name with cruelty and injustice. Had you retired from the no-

tice of the public, as you did from the suffrages of the electors,

you had acted wisely. In an evil hour for yourself, you stood

forth as the champion of the Fugitive Slave Law. Its enemies
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rejoice in your rashness, for your feeble apology has rendered

its deformities more prominent, and, by failing to vindicate, you

have virtually confessed its abominations. May you live, sir, to

deplore the grievous error you have committed, and, by your

future efforts in behalf of human freedom and happiness, atone

for the wound they have received at your hand.

February, 1851



AN ADDRESS
TO THE ANTI-SLAVERY CHRISTIANS OF THE UNITED

STATES. SIGNED BY A NUMBER OF CLERGY-

MEN AND OTHERS.

June, 185 2.

Friends and Brethren:— We address jou in behalf of

tlie American and Foreign Anti-Slaverj Society. Approving

of the principles avowed and the measures pursued by that

association, we beg leave to submit to you the considerations

which peculiarly entitle it at the present juncture to the active

sympathy and effectual aid of the friends of the anti-slavery

cause.

While the advocates of constitutional government in Europe

are lamenting a wide-spread reaction in behalf of despotic

authority, the friends of the inalienable rights of man behold

with grief and mortification a similar reaction in our own Ee-

public, in behalf of a despotism more inexorable, and more

hostile to human progress and happiness, than any which afflicts

the eastern continent. In both instances, the reaction is more

apparent than real. Opinions in favor of human liberty remain

the same, but the expression of them has, to a greater or less

degree, been stifled by a sudden, mighty, and combmed effort of

capitalists and politicians, aided to a great extent by ecclesias-

tical influence, and in each case accompanied with violated

pledges and revolting perfidy.

53
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In our own community, the cause of Christian morals has

been deeply wounded, and a new impulse given to infidelity, by

the various modes adopted by merchants, politicians, and divines

to conciliate the slave-holding interest. Doctrines have been

advanced on high authority respecting the supremacy of human

laws, which, if true, convict the " noble army of martyrs," in-

cluding the blessed apostles themselves, of being but felons and

traitoi's. Public men, and even public meetings, have professed

in unqualified terms their ignorance of a higher law than the

Federal Constitution. Eich men among us have given of their

abundance to reduce to slavery the fugitive from bondage ; and

lawyers, heretofore regarded as reputable, have not shrunk from

taking reward against the innocent, and prostituting a noble

profession to the service of the slave-catcher. The sympathy

heretofore felt for the victim of oppression who had escaped

from his prison-house, and the repugnance manifested to aid in

his arrest, have been denounced as "prejudices to be conquered ;"

and lips which once uttered noble words in behalf of human

rights, have been busily employed in proclaiming to republicans

the duty and the glory of catching slaves. Nay, some professed

ambassadors of the merciful Jesus have announced from their

pulpits that He has sanctioned the conversion into articles of

merchandise of beings charged with no crime, made a little

lower than the angels, and redeemed by his own blood ! A law

has been passed for the recovery of fugitive slaves, which, for

its cool violation of all the received and acknowledged principles

of judicial justice, for its outi-ages on humanity, and for its arbi-

trary requirement of every citizen to assist in a slave-hunt when

commanded by an official menial, is unexampled in the legislation

of any Christian country. Yet an active agency in the execu-

tion of this most detestable law has been made, even by professed

ministers of the gospel, a test of Christian obedience.

The success which has thus far attended the combmed effort

to which we have referred, has been in a great measure owing

to the fancied security of the North and the simulated violence

of the South.

The war against Mexico was waged for the acquisition of
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slave territory, and great was the fear felt by the North that

human bondage would be extended to the shores of the Pacific.

No less than fourteen States protested, through their Legisla-

tures, against any enlargement of the area of slavery. The

voice of Daniel Webster was raised to warn his countrymen of

the impending calamity, and to approve and enforce the great

principles announced by the Free Soil Convention at Buffalo.

The innate love of liberty was awakened throughout the North,

and its representatives in Congress bowed to the will of their

constituents ; and all the devices of the slave-holders to procure

territorial governments for the conquered territories, allowing

the slavery of a portion of the inhabitants, were defeated. >Soon,

the Wilmot proviso, applied, with the assistance of Daniel

Webster, to Oregon, secured that important territory to freedom.

This was followed by the joyful intelligence that New Mexico

and California had both adopted State Constitutions prohibiting

slavery. A shout of victory ascended from the North, and the

greatness of the triumph was supposed to be attested by the

wailings of desperation uttered by the slave-holders. It was at

this moment of fancied security that the capitalists and politicians

contrived a panic about the Union, and traders in southern votes

and merchandise devised the patriotic work of saving the Union,

by surrendering the territories of New Mexico and Utah to the

slave-holders, and making slave-hunting a national sport, under

regulations of extraordinary cruelty. The work was hastened

on by the most astounding treachery, supported by the audacious

assumption that the law of physical geography and Asiatic

scenery rendered it physically impossible that any portion of the

vast region conquered from Mexico could ever be trodden by

slaves.

A dissolution of the Union could have no other effect on the

slave-holding interest than to break down those bulwarks which

the Federal Government, from its beginning, has been busy in

raising around it, and to rouse all beyond the slave territory into

active hostility. But although the Union was in little danger,

the work of saving it was no less profitable than patriotic, as it

tended to prevent the political and commercial non-intercourse
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tlireatened by tlie Soutli ; and tlie proceedings of Union-saving

committees were found a convenient mode of advertising for the

trade and tlie votes of the slave-holders. In this manner an

influence was exerted which, aided by the supposed security of

the North, led to the so-called Compromise, in which the fruits

of the recent victory were all thrown away, with the single

exception of the anti-slavery Constitution of California. Some-

thing was indeed gained to the character of the national capital,

by prohibiting the importation of slaves for sale, but nothing to

the cause of humanity, since the traffic was only transferred from

Washington to Alexandria. In return for the California Con-

stitution, which Congress could not have prevented and did not

dare to annul, we have had the prodigious enlargement of the

slave State of Texas, the abandonment of New Mexico and

Utah to slavery, and the enactment of the fugitive bill, as drafted

by the slave-holders themselves, forced through the House of

Representatives without discussion, and so intensely odious and

wicked, that not even personal interest nor party discipline could

induce one half of the members of the Lower House to incur

the infamy of giving it their votes.

The political parties, having thus conciliated the slave-holders,

entered upon a new race between themselves for power and

office, and mutually agreed to prevent, as far as possible, all

interference in the I'ace by the avowed friends of human rights.

The anti-slavery agitation was to be suppressed at all hazards

;

and eveiy man who expressed sympathy for the oppressed, or

indignation against slave-hunts, was to be driven from either

party. By virtue of this compact, similar in its spirit to that

whicli in Europe is smothering every aspiration for freedom, all

who protest against the oppression of millions of native-born

Americans, are to be deemed disturbers of the public peace,

while the powers of slave-holders, like those of kings, are to be

regarded as held by the grace of God, and too sacred to be

discussed or questioned.

It is under these circumstances, painful, mortifying, and unex-

pected, that we address ourselves to the anti-slavery Christians

of the United States. The whole question of the duty of oppo-
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sition to slavery rests on tlic sinfulness of reducing innocent

men and women, and their cliildren after them, to articles of

merchandise. If human beings may be held as chattels, they

are, of course, legitimate subjects of traffic, and the African, no

less than the American slave-trade, is a commendable and a

Christian commerce. The lawfulness of slavery in no degree

depends on the complexion of its victims, since the slavery

alleged to be recognized in the Scriptures was unquestionably

that of Asiatics and Europeans. None of our clerical champions

of the institution ever venture to dwell on its accoi'dance with

the attributes of the Deity, or the precepts of the gospel. On

what ground, then, is the moral vindication of American slavery

rested ? On the alleged fact that God permitted the Jews to

hold certain heathen as slaves, and that, consequently, it cannot

be morally wrong in Americans to hold their own countrymen,

and even their fellow-Christians, and often their own children,

brothers and sisters, as slaves. Without admitting the premises,

we utterly deny the conclusion drawn from them. The Creator

and Judge of all men, infinite in wisdom, goodness, justice, and

power, selects his own modes of maintaining his moral govern-

ment, and of inflicting deserved punishment ; and none may say

unto him, " ^Yhat doest thou ? " To him belongeth vengeance,

and none may execute it in his name, except by his appoint-

ment. He saw fit to destroy by water a guilty world ; but will

it be inferred from this act of divine sovereignty that saints have

a moral right to drown sinners ? For their extreme wickedness,

the seven nations of Palestine were doomed to extermination,

and the Jews were ordered to take possession of their land, and

to put all the inhabitants, men, women, and children, to the

sword ; to make no covenant with them, nor show mercy unto

them. Does this commission to the Jews confer upon us similar

rights in other lands ? The nations adjoining Palestine were

idolatrous and otherwise excessively depraved; and we are

assured by pro-slavery divines that God, by an express revelation,

gave the Jews the privilege of buying and holding their inhab-

itants as slaves ; and hence we are taught that, without any

similar revelation to ourselves, we are authorized to keep our

53«
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own brethren in bonds, and to reduce them to the condition of

beasts of burden, in defiance of the express commands of God

to do justice and to love mercy, and to do to others as we would

they should do unto us. We utterly deny the authorized ex-

istence of hereditary chattel slavery in the Jewish common-

wealth, such slavery being absolutely forbidden by the universal

emancipation proclaimed on each returning Jubilee. But so far

as relates to the lawfulness of American slavery, it is wholly

immaterial whether the Jews held slaves or not, since it is ad-

mitted by all that if they did, they acted by virtue of a special

and express permission from God, while it is equally admitted

that no such permission has been given to us. If American

slavery be sanctioned by the religion of Jesus Christ, then,

indeed, is that religion an inextricable riddle, both tolerating and

forbidding every species of cruelty, injustice, and oppression.

Friends and brethren, we believe before God that American

slavery is hateful in his sight, and utterly irreconcilable with the

holy and merciful precepts of the gospel of his Son. Hence,

we believe it morally wrong to render any voluntary aid in

upholding an iniquitous system, or in reducing a fellow-man to

bondage.

We are continually told that the Federal Government has

nothing to do with slavery, and yet from a very early period its

powers have been exerted to protect, to extend, and to perpetuate

the institution. It is the object of the American and Foreign

Anti-Slavery Society to effect, as far as possible, an entire

divorce of the Federal Government from the subject of slavery.

In relation to the constitutional powers of the Federal Govern-

ment, we indulge in no opinions more ultra than such as have

been avowed by Daniel Webster himself. With him we hold

that Congress is fully authorized to abolish and to forbid slavery

in its own territories, to suppress the commerce in slaves between

the States, and to refuse admission into the Union of new slave

States. We also cordially concur in his "judgment," expressed

in his speech in the Senate, on the 7th of March, 1850, that the

Constitution does not confer on Congress the right to legislate

respecting fugitive slaves. In accordance with these views, the
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American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society aims at delivering

the General Government from all entangling alliance with

slavery, and they desire to eflfect this much desired deliverance

by inducing the jDCople to select for their representatives in

Congress such men only as will resolutely refuse to legislate in

behalf of slavery.

But as anti-slavery Christians, our duties in regard to this

horrible and sinful system extend beyond the jurisdiction of

the Federal Government, and reach even to the slave-holders

themselves. True Christianity is an aggressive religion. " Go
ye into all the world," was the command of its divine founder.

Can it be our duty to send missionaries into China and Hindos-

tan, to rebuke the sins of their inhabitants, and to prostrate in

the dust their altars and their gods, and yet to observe the silence

of the grave in regard to a sin which, in our own country,

reduces millions to ignorance, degradation, and wretchedness,

and, by denjdng them the lamp of life, keeps them in virtual

heathenism ? Convinced that slavery is a sin, we have not only

the right, but are bound by the obligations of Christianity, to

oppose it, and to use all lawful means for its abolition, Avhether

in our own or other countries. If slavery be not sinful, then we
know not what degree of cruelty and injustice amounts to a

violation of the law of God.

A combination of circumstances has led many of our clergy

at the North, and neai'ly all at the South, to regard slavery, with

all its inseparable abominations, an exception from the Christian

code. We must love all men as ourselves, with the exception

of such as are black. With the same exception, we must do

good unto all men, and exercise justice and mercy to all. We
must give Bibles to men of all lands and all races, except to

about three millions of blacks in our midst. The laws must

protect the marriage tie, except in the case of these same mil-

lions. Supplications must be made for all men, except those

among us who are of all men the most miserable. In short, as

Christians, we must rebuke every sin except that giant sin of

our nation which involves the perpetration of almost every other.

But it is affirmed, by way of apology, that we at the North are
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free from this sin, and have therefore no concern with it. TV^ere

the assertion true, the apology would be equally valid for not

attempting to overthrow the idolatry of the Hindoos, or the

delusions of the false prophet, and for recalling all our mission-

aries to the heathen. But unfortunately the assertion is utterly

destitute of truth. Probably not a sermon is preached in our

large city churches which is not listened to by slave-holders

;

probably not a congregation is assembled in the free States

which does not include persons directly or indirectly interested

in slavery. How many of our sons are constantly removing to

the South, and becoming slave-holders ! What numbers of our

daughters are mistresses on slave plantations ! How many

northern clergymen now descant from southern pulpits on the

divine rights of slave-holders! And shall we be told that

northern Christians have no cause to raise their voices against

a sin which is daily corrupting their sons, their daughters, their

politicians, and their clergy ? Alas ! there is a mighty conspi-

racy, prompted by selfish considerations, to suppress all discussion

of this sin, all exhibition of its withering influence on human

virtue and happiness. We have great national societies for

disseminating Christian truth ; but no reader of their tracts and

Sunday school books leai-ns from their pages that it is sinful to

rob black men of all their rights ; to compel them to labor with-

out wages ; to deny them the Holy Scriptures ; and to send

fathers, mothers, and children to market, like cattle and bales of

cotton. All other sins are in tliese publications faithfully and

freely rebuked ; but every allusion to this great and all-pervading

sin of our nation is carefully excluded. Occasionally, a tract or

religious biography from the other side of the water is deemed

worthy of republication ; but it is first submitted to a process

significantly termed " cottonizing," and which consists in care-

fully expunging every expression condemnatory of human bond-

age. The American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, utterly

repudiating such a time-serving view of Christian duty, aims at

convincing the hearts and understandings of all, both at the

North and at the South, of the sinfulness of American slavery.

It must, however, be understood, that this Society directs its
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labors to the abolition of caste as well as of slavery. We
have among ourselves a population, each individual of which is

a swift witness of our cruelty and unchristian conduct. While

protesting against the injustice and oppression practised by our

southern brethren, let us not forget the deep guilt of our north-

ern community in their treatment of the free people of color.

No casuisty can reconcile the scorn and contumely poured upon

these people Vv-ith the precepts of the gospel of Christ ; of that

gospel which makes love for each other the badge of the Ee-
deemer's disciples. It is unnecessary to dwell on the privations

and disabilities to which our colored citizens are subjected.

When the professed ministers of Christ refuse to sit in the

councils of the church with their reverend brethren not colored

like themselves, and when colored candidates for the ministry

are excluded from theological seminaries solely on account of

the tincture of their skin, it is not surprising that others should

be as regardless of the temporal, as certain of the clergy are of

the spiritual welfare of men to whom God has been pleased to

give a dark complexion. When the pious colored youth is

denied the usual facilities for qualifying him to minister to the

diseases of the souls of his people, who shall rigidly condemn
the professors of the healing art for denying similar facilities

for ministering to the diseases of the body, by excluding colored

students from their lecture-rooms? Surely, the ruffians who
insult and abuse the colored man, and the demagogues who,

availing themselves of a popular prejudice, deny him equality

before the law, have high examples to extenuate, if not to justify

their pride and cruelty. In striving to secure to our colored

people the rights freely accorded to all others, and thus giving

them the means of maintaining themselves by honest industry,

of developing and improving their talents, and of studying the

things which belong to their peace, the Society is pursuing an

object in perfect accordance with Christian benevolence, and

one that must commend itself to every unprejudiced mind.

In our opposition to slavery and caste, we desire to use no

instruments of unsanctified temper ; nor have we any wish to

conceal those we do use. Believing it sinful to compel an inno-
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cent man to serve as a slave, we must refuse to be partakei's

of other men's sins ; and hence, under no circumstances, can we

aid in catching or securing fugitive slaves, whatever may be the

penalties of our disobedience to a sinful act of Congress. It will

be the endeavor of the American and Foreign Anti-Slavery So-

ciety to dissuade all from joining in slave-hunts, as a palpable

violation of Christian duty. Setting aside the moral turpitude

of slavery, the fugitive slave act comprises a mass of iniquity in

no degree required by the provisions of the Constitution. The

act points out the mode of seizing and surrendering, not slaves,

hut pei'sons owing service or labor, and is therefore applicable to

white apprentices, and to persons under contract to labor for a

limited time. Apprentices have already been surrendered under

it, and there is no reason why others, who are alleged to have

hired themselves out for a month or a year, may not be. To

illustrate the intense injustice of this act, let us suppose a young

man to leave his father's home, in Boston or New York, for

California. After the lapse of a year or two, he returns. While

pursuing an honest calling, he is arrested in the street, on the

charge of stealing— the stereotype charge in such cases, to pre-

vent resistance— and hurried before a commissioner. An affi-

davit made in California, and there certified by a judge, is read,

setting forth that the prisoner is the apprentice of the deponent.

Immediately, without being permitted to produce any testimony

to rebut a document which the law declares suall be coxclu-

siVE, he is put in irons, and sent on board a vessel departing for

the Pacific, without being permitted to take leave of his joarents,

wife, or children. Do we revolt at the mere supposition of such

barbarity ? But does the barbarity and injustice depend on the

complexion of the victim ? That the Constitution requires the

perpetration of such horrible outrages on justice and humanity, is

denied even by Daniel Webster, the great champion of the law^

since he proposed giving the accused the benefit of a trial by jury.

We should be faithless to the cause not only of Christianity, but of

civil liberty, did we not oppose an enactment so detestably atro-

cious ; one which establishes a title to property in an intelligent,

accountable, immortal being, on testimony whicli in no civilized

country would support the claim to a dog.
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The cruelty and lieartlessness attending the execution of this

hiw, the extraordinary zeal which our rich men and politicians

manifest in its behalf, the sanction given to it by popular divines,

and the infidel sneers which many of our j^tarty presses have

deemed it expedient to cast on the advocates of a " higher law "

than an act of Congress, have unitedly exerted a most disastrous

influence on the tone of public moi-als. One of the most strik-

ing instances of this influence is the vile attempt made in Penn-

sylvania, under the especial countenance of the Fedei*al Admin-

istration, to convert resistance to the execution of the Fugitive

Act into the capital ci'ime of high treason. A fugitive, Avho had

been arrested at Boston, was liberated by some of his colored

friends, who, finding the door of his room in the court-house

open, hustled the officer, and secured the escape of the intended

victim. Not a weapon had been provided, not a wound was

given
; yet the rescue was boldly proclaimed by Mr. Webster,

Secretai-y of State, to be an act of treason, a levying of war

against the United States !

On the 11th of September, 1851, a more serious affair occurred.

An armed party, headed by a deputy-marshal, attempted to

arrest some fugitive slaves in Pennsylvania. The fugitives, aided

by some others, stood on their defence. The claimant, a Mary-

land slave-holder, was shot in the affray, and the fugitives

escaped. Five days after, the Governor of Maryland was

officially informed, from the " Department of State," that " the

District Attorney was especially instructed to ascertain whether

the facts would make out the crime of treason against the

United States, and, if so, to take prompt measures to secure all

concerned for trial for that offexce." Faithfully and zealously

were the orders from Washington obeyed. Incrcdiljle as it may

seem, a grand jury was found with consciences sufficiently pliant

to present no less than seventy-eight indictments against thirty-

nine persons, alleged to have been concerned in the riot. All

were indicted for treason, as well as for various crimes of in-

ferior grade.

Let it be recollected that the Constitution, to prevent tyran-

nical prosecutions for constructive treason, declares : " Treason
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against the United States shall consist only in levying ^yar

against them, or in adhering to their enemies, giving them aid

and comfort." It may well be supposed that the Government

selected for the commencement of the prosecutions the strongest

case of the thirty-nine. On the 25tli of November, Castner

Hanway, a white man of irreproachable character, was placed

at the bar, charged, on the oaths of the grand jury, that on the

lltli of September, 1851, "he did wickedly and traitor-

ously LEVY WAR AGAINST THE United States." The Only

offence proved against him was, that he was near the scene of

action, unarmed, and on horseback, and that, when ordered by

the deputy-marshal to aid him in capturing the fugitives, like

an honest man, he declined rendering the required assistance.

The presiding judge charged the jury that " The Court feel

bound to say, that they do not think the transaction with which

the prisoner is charged with being connected, rises to the dignity

of treason or of levying war ;

" and a verdict of not guilty was

returned without hesitation. This verdict led the Government

to abandon all the indictments for treason, among which was

one against Samuel Williams, a colored man, for levying war

against the United States, by giving notice to the fugitives that

a warrant had been issued for their arrest / But still an effort

was made to punish him for this act of benevolence, and he was

tried on an indictment for misdemeanor, under the Fugitive Act,

for obstructing the arrest by his notice, and for which, if con-

victed, he was liable to a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars,

and impi'isonment not exceeding six months. The trial by jury

was again vindicated by a verdict of acquital. All the prosecu-

tions were then abandoned in despair ; and if the gallows and

the prisons were denied their intended victims, the Government

could at least beseech the slave-holders to accept the will for

the deed, especially as it is said no less than seventy thousand

dollars were expended on these prosecutions from the public

treasury.

In connection with the Fugitive Act, we ask your attention to

the renewed efforts to transport the free people of color to Africa.

We freely acknowledge not only the right of these people to
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seek a more fjivorable home than this country affords, but also

the right and duty of others to afford them, according to circum-

stances, the aid they may desire for this purpose. But the

American Colonization Society proffers them undesired aid, and

recommends their removal to Africa, as rendering slavery more

secure and more jn'ofitable, and I'elieving the country of a popu-

lation -which it represents as a "nuisance." To induce them to

accept the proffered aid, the oppressions they here suffer are

excused and often justified, while attempts to render their con-

dition here more tolerable, by promoting their mtellectual im-

provement and enlarging the field of their industry, are discoun

tenanced. In short, the whole tendency of tlie Society is, by

rendering their condition here intolerable, to extort their consent

to go to Africa. "We all know the extreme anxiety of the slave-

holders to expel the free blacks from within their borders. Says

a late South Carolina paper,* recommending the State "to ship

her free negroes to another land," " The very condition and the

circumstances that surround the free negro are in direct hostility

and diametrically opposed to the institution of slavery." Mr.

"Webster, in his memorable speech of 7th March, 1850, adroitly

recommended himself to his new patrons by declaring that

EIGHTY MILLIONS had been received from the sale of lands

ceded by Virginia ; and that, " If Virginia and the South see fit

to adopt any proposition to relieve themselves from the free

people of color among them, they have my free consent that the

Govei-nment shall pay them any sum of money out of the pro-

ceeds which may be adecpiate for the purpose." And again

:

"If any gentleman from the South shall propose a scheme of

colonization to be carried on by this Government upon a large

scale, for the transportation of her colored people to any colony

or any place in the world, I should be quite disposed to incur

almost any degree of expense to accomplish the object." Of
course, the Secretary of State is willing to tax the whole repub-

lic to any amount not exceeding eighty millions, not to benefit

the free people of color, not to civilize and Christianize Africa,

but to banish to any part of the world hundreds of thousands of

* Greenfield Mountaineer.

54
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Lis own countrjTiien, solely and avowedly to relieve the slave-

holders, and give additional security and permanence to the

system of human bondage ; and this gentleman is now tlie pub-

lic champion of the American Colonization Society. Hence a

sense of Christian duty will forbid the American and Foreign

Anti-Slavery Society from holding any relation to that Society

other than that of uncompromising hostility.

"We have in our' country a population, free and bond, of be-

tween three and four millions, who, merely on account of their

complexion, are treated with an almost total disregard of that

justice and humanity enjoined by the religion we profess. The

American and Foreign Anti-SlaA'cry Society are laboring to

secure to them that Christian treatment to which the gospel of

Christ entitles them. In this work of mercy, they invoke, and

have a right to invoke, the countenance and aid of the Church.

We are not unconscious that the Church has, in past ages, been

frequently faithless to her high mission of cultivating peace and

good-will among men ; and he is but little acquainted with pass-

ing events who is ignorant that the American Church is at this

moment one of the strongest buttresses of American caste and

slavery. "Would wc, then, if we could, destroy the Church ?

God forbid. If the world is so full of sin and wretchedness

notAvithstanding the Cliurch, what would it be without a Church ?

The answer may be found in the cruelties and abominations of

paganism. But the ministers of Christ are men of like passions

with others, and liable, like others, to be swayed by popular

opinion and motives of self-interest. It is possible many of the

clergy have not reflected that, in supporting and vindicating

slavery, they are lending tlieir countenance to an institution

which outrages every moral j^recept they inculcate from the pul-

pit. "What answer will the northern clerical slave-catcher, or the

southern reverend slave-breeder and slave-trader return to the

inspired question, " He that loveth not his brother whom he hath

seen, how can he love God, whom he hath not seen ? " Surely

it is worthy of remembrance that, at the day of final account,

the Judge will consider as done to himself both the kindness and

the cruelty shown to the least of his bi-ethren.
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"We are constantly reminded that the Church is the great

instrument of moral reform. Most gratefully do we allow that

the precepts of the gospel are sufficient for all the moral necessi-

ties of man. " Do to others as you would they should do unto

you, is a law which if obeyed, would of itself banish slavery and

oppression from the face of the earth. But unhappily the

Church, or at least a portion of her ministers, have not always

applied the precepts of the gospel to existing and popular sins.

It is certainly no exaggerated statement, that not one sermon in

a thousand delivered at the North contains the slightest allusion

to the duties of Christians towards the colored population ; while

at the South multitudes of the clergy are as deeply involved in

the iniquities of slavery as their hearers. It is no libel on the

great body of our northern clergy to say that, in regard to the

wrongs of the colored people, instead of performing the part of

the good Samaritan, their highest merit consists in following the

example of the priest and Levite, and passing by on the other

side, without inflicting new injuries on their wounded brother.

But we rejoice to know that there are ministers of Christ among

us, and not a few, to whom these remarks are wholly inapplica-

ble ; men who pray and preach and labor against slavery and

caste, and thus adorn the doctrine of God their Saviour. We
rejoice also to know that such ministers are appreciated and

honored by Christians abroad of every name. The clergy of

England, Scotland, and Ireland decline admitting into their

pulpits clergymen from this country holding what they deem

heretical docti'Ines ; but can they exclude any for a fouler heresy

than that which abrogates all the Christian precepts of justice

and mercy in their aiiplication to colored men ? We trust our

friends in Great Britain will not weaken our hands, and

strengthen the pro-slavery influence of our churches, by over-

looking, in their reception of American clergymen, the course

they have pursued at home on the subject of slavery. They

may be perfectly assured that the American clergyman, who,

abroad, is too dignified to be questioned as to his opinions on

human bondage, is at home too patriotic to offer any vigorous

opposition to the " peculiar institution " of his country.
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We have thus frankly stated the objects of the American and

Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, and confidently ask if they are

not objects worthy to be pursued by rational, accountable Chris-

tian men ? Nay, we go farther, and ask, has not a Society pur-

suing such objects valid claims on the countenance and generous

aid of every philanthropist and every Christian in our country ?

Hostility to slavery has frequently been associated with

various objects of political and moral reform. It is natural it

should be so, since the same love for our neighbor which revolts

at his oppression seeks to advance his general welfare. But

experience has fully proved that associated action cannot be

efficiently maintained in behalf of various plans, respecting

which the individuals associated entertain diverse opinions.

Hence the American and Foreign Anti-Slaveiy Society, with-

out passing any judgment on other proposed i-eforms, confine

their efforts in their associated capacity to the abolition of caste

and slavery, leaving to their members individually the full and

entire liberty of advocating and promoting, in such way as they

may think proper, any other reforms, moral or political. We
believe every man is bound to exercise the elective franchise in

the fear of God ; but while we shall ever rejoice in the election

of virtuous rulers who will do justice and love mercy, it is not

the province of the Society to recommend particular individuals

for the suffrages of their fellow-citizens.

It is consoling to us to know that, in the sentiments we have

expressed, Ave enjoy the sympathy of almost all without the

limits of our own country who bear the Christian name. A
vast multitude on our own soil hold the same sentiments, and,

did they act with one heart and one voice, would soon triumph

over the prejudice which supports caste, would array the

Church on the side of mercy, and rescue the Federal Govern-

ment from its unholy and unconstitutional alliance with slavery.

But unfortunately, the Sympathies of this multitude, not being

concentrated in action and counsel, are in no small degree

powerless for good. The anti-slavery host has been divided,

and of course enfeebled, by conflicting opinions on topics not

immediately affecting the colored man. For the sake of the
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slave, for the prosperity of tlie country, for tlie good of the

Church herself, we earnestly desire the union of all abolitionists,

and theii" harmonious action in behalf of their colored brethren.

We ask all who approve the opinions we have expressed to

give vitality and energy to those opinions, by aiding the Ameri-

can and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society in disseminating and

enforcing them.

Public opinion is in this country the controller of legislation.

Hence, at one period a traffic in Afi-ican savages was encoui--

aged by law, as an enlightened and legitimate commerce. At a

later period, all but two States were desirous to abandon it,

and, as a compromise. Congress was restricted from abolishing

it until after twenty years. At a still later pei-iod, a commerce

which had been guaranteed by the Federal Constitution was, by

an act of Congress, denounced as piracy. Public opinion now,

actmg through the legislature, holds him a felon who brings to

our shores for sale a native African, while we have just seen a

citizen tried for his life because he declined to assist a slave-

catcher in reducing to slavery a native American. To buy and

sell Africans is wicked, base, and detestable ; to buy and sell

colored Americans is in perfect accordance with the most ex-

alted position in both State and Church. In the city of Xew
York, we have seen " men of great stakes," merchant princes,

and others, lavishing courtesies on the most reckless and violent

champions of slavery when they honored them with their

presence ; and we have seen these same gentlemen giving aid

and comfort to the slave-catchei*, without losing their place in

polite society.

Most certainly public opinion on these subjects is unsound,

and ought to be reformed. Very many of our clergy, and their

hearers, need to be reminded that the commands of God have

no reference to the color of a man's skin, but that all are equally

entitled to receive, and are equally bound to render, the justice

and benevolence enjoined by Him who is the common Father of

us all. Christians generally are to be warned not to be par-

takers of other men's sins towards the colored race. The

54*
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cruelty of State and Federal legislation is to be exposed ; tlie

influence of the colonization scheme in exasperating the

prejudice against our colored brethren is to be demonstrated,

and the public is to be fully instructed in the moral, social, and

political evils resulting from slavery and caste.

But how are these great ends to be accomplished ? Individu-

al effort can do but little. In the present age, the press is the

great lever by which the Avorld is moved, but it can be

employed to a great extent only through the united pecuniary

contributions of many. The influence of a private abolitionist

can rarely reach beyond a contracted neighborhood ; but as a

member of the American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society,

and a donor to its funds, he may address thousands. The

National Era was established at "Washington with funds

supplied by the Society, and since repaid ; and it now weekly

addresses anti-slavery truth to seventeen thousand subscribers.

The Society greatly needs a periodical of its own, but its present

funds are insufficient for the establishment of one. Treatises

on various branches of this great subject are constantly offered

to the Society, but it lacks the means of giving them to the

public through the press. Intelligent, well-informed lecturers

are wanted to awaken public attention, to collect popular assem-

blies, and to enlist the sympathies of those whose avocations

deny them the opportunity of reading anti-slavery publications.

Agents are desired to aid in the formation of auxiliary societies.

Editors and authors are to be enlisted in the cause ; and fre-

quently information and statistics, to be collected at much

expense of time and labor, are needed for the use of members of

Congress and other public men. The instrumentalities for in-

fluencing public opinion and correcting prejudices and erroneous

statements are manifold, but they can be wielded only by asso-

ciated funds and labors.

A crisis has arrived in which the friends of the anti-slavery

cause should reorganize and act together. Unless they do this,

their efforts to circumscribe the area of slavery, to break the

fetters of the slave, and to rescue the free coloi-ed man from his
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present degradation, will be fruitless. Should the present

mighty combination of capitalists, merchants, and politicians,

aided by a number of popular divines enlisted in their service,

succeed in suppressing all manifestation of sympathy for the

slave, all discussion of the abominations of slavery, all compas-

sion for the fugitive, the North will undoubtedly be prepared to

sanction the designs now entertained for the erection of New
Mexico, Utah, and Southern California into slave States, to-

gether with the annexation of Cuba, Hayti, and the Sandwich

Islands, all to be added to the domain of the slave-holder. Let

us never forget that duties are ours, although events are not,

and that whatever may be the form in which it may please

Divine Providence to punish our guilty land, he requires us not

only to love mercy, but to do justice ; a command we fail to

obey, so long as we refuse to use lawful means to secure mercy

and justice to others. Very many have no other opportunity of

obeying this command, in regard to the colored race, than by

their pecuniary contributions to the anti-slavery cause. The

efforts of the American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society are

now enfeebled by the exhausted state of their treasury.

Friends and brethren, Ave appeal to you in behalf of the

Society. In the language of Scripture, we exhort you to show

your faith by your works. So fully aware are our enemies of

the importance of influencing public opinion by the press, that a

paper has been established at the capital of our Republic for

the single and avowed purpose of vindicating and upholding

human bondage. A large portion of the newspaper press in our

commercial cities is enlisted in the same unholy cause. Public

rumor tells us, that a committee in the city of New York, com-

prising many of its wealthiest citizens, raised a fund of one

hundred thousand dollars ; and knowing that opposition to

slavery has its strongest fortress in the religious sentiment, this

committee has spread broadcast through the land multitudes of

copies of pro-slavery sermons. "While the votaries of Mammon
and the aspirants to political power and emolument are thus

active and zealous in supporting and extending a horrible and
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degrading despotism, to furtlier their own selfish and ambitious

views, will not the friends of righteousness, justice, and mercy,

be up and doing ? We beseech you to reply by enrolling your

names among the members of the American and Foreign Anti-

Slavery Society, and by speedy and liberal contributions to its

treasury.



L E T T E R

TO REV. il. S. COOK, CORRESPONDING SECRETARY OF

THE AMERICAN TRACT SOCIETY.

New York, Monday, Feb. 14, 1853.

Reverend Sir : I have been favored with youi* letter of

the last month, setting forth the pecuniary exigencies of the

American Tract Society, and suggesting to my " charitable con-

sideration " a donation to its funds. Few persons hailed with

more satisfaction than myself the establishment of your Society, or

more cordially approved the ti'uly catholic principles on which it

was founded. I long since became one of its ' Life Directors,'

and have frequently contributed to its funds. The professed

object of the Society was to inculcate Christian faith and prac-

tice, and to a very great extent it has been faithful to its profes-

sion, and I doubt not that it has been largely instrumental in

promoting the spiritual welfare of multitudes.

But the good effected by human agency is seldom without

alloy, and for some years, painful doubts have intruded them-

selves on my mind as to the propriety of the course pui'sued by

the Society in regard to a most momentous subject. Against

these doubts I have long struggled, and at times with success.

But they have again and again returned with increased force,
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and tliey have been so entirely confirmed by some recent devel-

opments, tliat I am constrained to return a most reluctant denial

to the application in your letter. I am well aware of the deep

responsibility I assume in placing any obstacle, however slight,

in the way of the Society. Of this responsibility, the pain I

may give valued friends, and the obloquy I may draw upon my-

self from a very minor portion— I feel the infinitely greater

weight of my responsibility to my Maker, for withholding my
aid from an agency that has effected so much for his glory and

the good of man. This responsibility I have anxiously pondered,

and have come to the conviction that I may not avoid it. The

facts and reasons which have produced this conviction I will

proceed to state. Should they be found insufiicient to justify me,

they will tend to save others from the error into which I have

fallen ; and should they, on the other hand, be found valid, they

may lead to salutary results.

The classification of sins into those of commission and omis-

sion is trite. All Scripture testifies that mere inaction has often

incurred the divine wrath. The Jewish priests, although sedu-

lous in the routine of ceremonial duties, were denounced, in the

indignant language of inspiration, as "dumb dogs," because

they omitted to rebuke popular sins. In the account of the last

judgment, those who are to " go away into everlasting punish-

ment " are not condemned as heretics, nor as the perpetrators of

crime, but as guilty of having omitted to administer to the neces-

sities of Christ's afflicted and oppressed brethren.

You have by this time, sir, anticipated that my charge against

the Society is one of omission. There is a giant, and in its

influence an all-pervading sin, in our land— a sin which is de-

stroying the peace and happiness of millions, both for the life

that is, and for that which is to come ; and which is hardening

the hearts and paralyzing the consciences of many more by its

reflective consequences. Yet the American Tract Society has

publicly and officially announced through you, as its organ, that

it does not intend to recognize even the existence of this sin

!

About a year since the ministers and delegates of the Con-
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gregational Union of Fox River, Illinois, addressed a very

Christian letter to the Society. In this letter they very forcibly

remark :

" We feel sure that the time has come M-hen the continued absence

from the publications of your Society of all that relates to slavery, \vill

be significant ; that silence can no longer be neutrality or indifference

;

and that a tract literature which speaks less plainly of slavery than of

other specific evils, will conduce to a defective, partial and unsound
morahtj-."

In your official reply of 27th February, 1852, vrithout letting

a woixl escape your pen, acknowledging the sinfulness of Amer-

ican slavery, you urge various reasons for not breaking the silence

so long observed by the Society respecting human bondage.

" It would seem a sacrifice of a greater to a lesser good, to engage in

the discussion of a topic already exhausted, with the llkehhood of sat-

isfying none, and with the certainty of aUenating multitudes of our best

friends," &c.

Your publications, we are informed, must be of a character

" calculated to meet the approbation of all evangelical Chris-

tians;" and you seem to think that, amid the anti-slavery

agitation, it is desirable " that at least one institution should

move forward on the simple errand that brought the Saviour

into the world— proclaiming Christ and him crucified," &c.

;

and you aver " that on no subject, probably, are evangelical

Christians more at variance " than on slavery ; and you con-

clude with declaring that " the course of duty seems plain before

us to adhere as a society to the simple gospel in its essential

saving truths." The Union were not convinced by your argu-

ments ; on the contrary, they resolved that ere long no catholic

society of publication can well refuse to express anti-slavery

truth in some of its various foi'ms of moral or Biblical argument,

fact or sentiment ; and to hasten this desired consummation, they

ordered the correspondence to be made public.

I am unable to reconcile the position assumed in your letter

with the past action of the Society, or with the usually received

ideas of Christian obligation. It seems your tracts must meet
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the approbation of all evangelical Christians. If we ask who

these are, we shall be told, such as agree in maintaining the

Scriptural authority of certain abstract doctrines. But we all

know, that these same Christians differ widely on various ques-

tions of moral practice. You are not ignorant that evangelical

wine and rumsellers, and drinkers, abound both in town and

country ; and yet your Society is lavish of its censures on them.

It condemns the theatre and race-course, although not a few be-

lievers in the evangelical creed frequent both. You issue pub-

lications against dancing, and yet how many sons and daughters

mingle in the waltz, in the presence and with the consent of

their evangelical parents. You condemn travelling on the Sab-

bath, yet our Sunday steamboats and rail-cars are not without

their evangelical passengers. You do not hesitate to rebuke

gambling, yet evangelicals may be found at the card and the

billiard-table. As far as I can judge, the publications of your

Society have been in accordance with the rule you announce on

few subjects, except that of human bondage and its attendant

atrocities. I know not that in the twenty-seven years of its ex-

istence the Society has published a line intended to touch the

conscience of an American slave-breeder or trader. On the

contrary, especial care has been taken to expunge from your

reprints every expression that could even imply a censure on

our stupendous national iniquity. The Society has no hesitation

in condemning cruelty, oppression, and injustice, but it shrinks

Avith affright at the very idea of acknowledging that it is cruel,

oppressive and unjust to reduce a hlach man to the condition of

a beast of burden, to deny him legal marriage, and to sell him

and his children to the highest bidder, in company with the

beasts of the field. This extreme sensitiveness is shown in the

alteration of a passage in your reprint of Gurney's essay on the

habitual exercise of love to God. Gurney says :

" If this love had always prevailed among professing Chi-istians,

where would have been the sword of the crusader ? "Whore the

African slave-trade ? Where the odious systfem which permits to man
a property in his feUow-men, and converts rational beings into market-

able chattels ? " Pa<xe 142.
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This was meat too strong for the digestion of the Society, and

hence it was carefully diluted, so that it might be swallowed

without producing the slightest nausea, as follows :

"If this love had always 2-)rcvaiIed among professing Christians,

where would have been the sword of the crusader ? Where the tortures

of the Inquisition ? Where every system of oppression and wrong by
which he wbo has the power revels in luxury and ease at the expense
of his fellow-men ? " Page 199.

It was an ingenious thought to turn upon the Inquisitio7i Gur-

ney's application of his subject to slave-traders and holders, and

to lose sight o^property in man, in indefinite generalities.

Your last report, in announcing the rei:)rint of the memoir of

Mary Lundie Duncan, tells us :

" A few pages, which the Committee deemed of less interest to the

general reader, or which alluded to points of disagreement among evan-

gelical Christians, have been dropped."

The pages dropped are indeed few and unimportant, and

seemed to have been dropped for the purpose of justifying the

word " abridged " on the title-page. But the passages di'opped

are very significant. In her diary for March 22, 1833, the fol-

lowing passage is expunged in the Society's edition, while every

other word on the page is retained. '

" We have been lately much intei-ested in the emancipation of slaves.

I never heard eloquence more overpowering than that of George
Thompson. I am most thankful that he has been raised up. O that

the measure soon to be proposed in Parliament may be effectual."

Poor Mary ! The American Tract Society will not allow you

to breathe a wish for West India emancipation by act of Par-

liament, nor to admire the eloquence of an anti-slavery lecturer.

The biographer of this lovely and highly gifted saint remarks

:

" When George Thompson, the eloquent pleader for the aboHtion of

slavery, was called to visit the United States in the hope that his re-

markable power of influencing the public mind might be beneficial there,

we find the youthful philanthropist, whose ardent mind glowed with

exalted sj-mpathies, and felt an interest in loftier occupations than

usually kindle the enthusiasm of girls of her age, embodying her de-

sires for his success, in the following verses."

55
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This paragraiili and tlie lines tliey introduced are both ex-

punged from your edition. A Broadway bookseller had already

published an unmutiJatcd copy of the book, but this religious

society, more sensitive than even Neio Yorh traffic to the good

will of the slave-holders, suppressed not merely the anti-slavery

poetry, but the testimony of a mother to the pliilanthropic sen-

timents of her departed daughter ! But the work of expurgation

did not stop here. In Mary's diary is the following entry

:

"August 1. Freedom has dawned this morning on the British Col-

onies. (No more degraded lower than the brutes—no more homed down
with suffering from which there is no redress) the sons of Africa have
obtained the rights of fellow-subjects—the rights of man, the immortal

creation of God. (^Now they mag seek the sanctuary fearless of the

lash—they may call their children their oivn.) Hope will animate their

hearts and give vigor to their efforts. Oh, for more holy men to show
them the way of salvation ! The Lord keep them from riot and idle-

ness.: They have been so little taught that He only can avert confusion

and tumult as the result of their joy. Some Christians there are

among their number, Avho will influence others. INIy poor fellow trav-

ellers through life's short wilderness, may I meet with many of you in

heaven, where even I can hope to dwell through the love of my risen

Lord ! There none Avill despise the negro whom Jesus Christ hath
pitied and redeemed."

The passages in italics and in parentheses are expunged in the

Society's edition. Mary is permitted to announce that the ne-

groes have become British subjects, to express her apprehensions

of riot and idleness, confusion and tumult, as consequences

of emancipation, and to indulge the hope of meeting negroes in

heaven, whei-e they will not be despised. But she is not per-

mitted to allude to the cruelties and abominations to which these

same negroes had been subjected. The expunged passages in-

volve no doctrinal "points of disagreement among evangelical

Christians." Why then were they stricken out ? Because the

same cruelties and enormities to which she alluded, are perpe-

trated at home by evangelical Christians who belong to and sup-

port the American Tract Society.

The Society will not venture the denial of the truth of the

expunged assertions. It would surely not aver that American

slave children do belong to their parents. It would be put to

confusion by the solemn judicial affii'mance of the validity of a
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bequest of a mother to one person, and of lier unhorn children

to another. It would be confuted by the sale of children at

auction, and in particular of a sale reported within the few last

days, of a child three years old bringing tlu'ce hundred dollars

under the hammer, while a southern paper adverts with pride

to the price of human tlesh, as evidence of " our agricultural

prosperity.'* Your Society, sir, expunged Mary's assertions,

not because they were untrue, but because they are now as true

here as they were in the "West Indies, and it is the policy of the

Society to cover up and conceal whatever reflects odium on the

" peculiar institution."

Your Committee tell us in their last Report that they " have

never lost sight of their responsibilities to those of tender

years
;

" and it seems they issue The Child's Pape)', of which

great numbers are circulated. Yet the responsibilities to chil-

dren resting on the Committee pei'mit them to expunge an

expression likely to remind us that there are hundreds of thou-

sands of children in our land Avho are mere articles of mer-

chandise. These very responsibilities are, it seems, perfectly

compatible with entire silence respecting the ignorance and

degradation of this great multitude "of tender years." The

Committee know that in some of our States even a free mother,

if her complexion be dark, is, by law, liable to be scourged on

her bare back should she be taught teaching her little ones to

rend your Child's Paper, yet not a word of remonstrance

escnpps the American Tract Society ! In the very last number

of The Child's Paper I read that

" There are between 10,000 and 12,000 children in the City of New
York who never enter a church or school, and who cannot read the
Bible Here arc heathen at home ; what is doing
for them ? These cliildren must be cared for."

Indeed ! And is it nothing to your Society that there are in

our country about half a million of little black heathen Avho

are prevented by law from reading the Bible ? These little

heathen have souls as imperishable, destinies as momentous, as

the white heathen in Xew York. Must this half million be

cared for ? Ah ! that is a " point of disagreement among evan-
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welical Christians," and hence the Society must not even recog-

nize the existence of children who do not belong to their parents.

Permit me now to ask your attention to the very diflferent

course pursued by the Society in regard to the traffic in the

bones and sinews, the mind and soul of immortal man, and the

traffic in intoxicating di-inks. Between twenty and thii-ty of

your tracts are devoted to the subject of intemperance in all

its relations. It is curious to observe the desire of your writers

to avail themselves of the arguments and illustrations furnished

by slavery, and at the same time their extreme caution in

avoiding all reference to American slavery. Where even by

implication, censure is cast on human bondage, it is human

bondage in other countries than our own. In Tract No. 300, to

the excuse of the distiller, that he cannot sacrifice his property,

conscience is made to answer :

" Suppose you were now in Brazil and the owner of a large estab-

lishment to fit out slave-traders -with handciiiTs for the coast of Africa,

and could not change your business without considerable pecuniary

sacrifice, would you make the sacrifice, or would you keep your fires

and hammers going ?
"

In remonstrating against the cruelty of the traffic in rum, it

is remarked

:

" If a man lives only to make a descent on the peaceful abodes of

Africa, and to tear away parents from their weeping children, and

husbands from their wives and homes, where is thu man that will deem
this a moral business ? " " Other men will prey on imofFenrling

Africa and bear himian sincAvs across the ocean to be sold. Have you

a right to do it V " No. 305.

Once more, speaking of the duty of rescuing the drunkard,

it is asked :

" What would you not do to pull a neighbor out of the water, or out

of the fire, or to deliver him from Algerine captivity ? " No. 422.

So it seems the Society is at liberty to hold up as cruel and

immoral the traffic in human flesh in Africa, Brazil, and Al-

giers, but not in our own laud— that being a "point of disa-

greement among evangelical Christians."
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And now, sir, I ask you, on what evangelical principle does

the Society condemn the foreign slave-trade ? Is it because an

act of Congress forbids it ? The Society has not yet, I believe,

like some of its patrons, elevated the lower above the higher

law, and made the national statute book the standard of right

and wrong. Nor, indeed, can the advocates of the supremacy

of the lower law maintain, that an act of Congress can render

immoral the conduct of Africans, Algerines and Brazilians,

when that conduct is in conformity with the laws of their

respective countries. Is it then, in reference to the higher law,

the will of God revealed in his blessed gospel, that the foreign

traffic is condemned ? If so, then I ask to what divine precept

is it opposed ? Buying and selling and the exchange of com-

modities are essential to human society, and are nowhere con-

demned in God's word. Why then, sir, I ask in all seriousness

is it more immoral for an African to sell, or a Brazilian to buy

men and women, than apes and parrots ? Is it because men and

women ai*e not by the higher law subjects of commerce ? Be-

fore you reply in the affirmative, remember that our laws^

framed for the most part by evangelical Christians, expressly

declare vast multitudes of men and women to be mere chattels,

vendible articles. Said Henry Clay, on the floor of the Senate,

vindicating property in man, " that is property which the law

makes property." Now, every slave sold in Africa to a Brazil-

ian merchant, is property by the African law, and is granted,

bargained, sold, and delivered by a title as valid as that ever

received by Mr. Clay to one of his slaves. Again, then, I ask,

why is the sale and purchase of a man in Africa, most undoubt-

edly a heinous crime, while the immorality of the sale and pur-

chase in Virginia of a fellow countryman and perhaps a fellow

Christian, is such an abstruse question, that the American Tract

Society will not venture to approach its discussion ? Can it be

that your Society is silent on this traffic, because it is sanctioned

by human law ? This can hardly be, since the Society is

unsparing in its denunciations of the traffic in rum, notwith-

standing the powers that be, ordained as they are of God, have
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taken the traffic under their peculiar guardianship. Very irrev-

erently does your tract speak of

" Stale debauch forth issuing from the sties

That LAW has licensed." No. 240.

You are silent on slavery because, as you say, on no other

subject probably " are evangelical Christians more at variance."

I think, sir, you greatly overrate the evangelical patrons and

advocates of slavery. I doubt whether you can find one

hundred evangelical Chi'istians out of the slave States, uncon-

nected in any way with slavery, slave-holders, and cotton, who

will publicly avow that American slavery is a righteous institu-

tion, and the slave code in accordance with the spirit and pre-

cepts of the gospel of Christ. Surely, sui-ely, sir, I should make

a most extravagant aiid reckless estimate were I to compute the

evangelical champions of slave-breeding, slave-trading, and

slave-catching, at a tythe of the evangelicals who in their

practice repudiate total abstinence from intoxicating drinks.

Nevertheless, on this last " point of evangelical disagreement,"

the Society expresses itself without fear and without reserve.

But some of our friends, you may say, insist that the Bible

sanctions slavery, and what can we do ? And some of your

friends also insist that the Bible sanctions moderate drinking,

and the sale of intoxicating drinks, and what do you do ? Why,

you tell us

" The great laws of morals are indeed unchanged, but the degrees of

fight and knowledge which men j^ossess may be very diiferent. We
should not deem it riglit to apply our laws and knowledge in judging
of the laws of S2)arta which authorized theft— nor our views of the

marriage relation, to condemn the conduct of Abraham, David and
Jacob. Man's conduct is to be estimated by the light he has."

To the plea that the Bible does not prohibit the traffic it is

answered

:

" Where is there a formal prohibition of piracy, or bigamy, or kid-

napping, or suicide, or duelling, or the sale of obscene books and
paintings? . . . The truth is, that the Bible has laid down great

principles of conduct, which on afi these subjects could be easily

applied, which are applied, and which under the guidance of equal

honesty may be as easily applied to the subject of which I am speak-
ing." No. 305.
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To assail slavery is to assail its supporters, and you think

that the Society, by discussing the subject, would alienate mul-

titudes of its best friends. Similar delicacy, or, if you please,

prudence has not been observed towards the advocates of

moderate di'inking.

" Our next opposition is from a band clotlied in loldte— j'^'ofessors

of our holy religion— enlisted soldiers of the CiiURcn, engaged to

every good work of benevolence : they come to intercede for the
MONSTER, (moderate driukiug,) and oppose our enterprise. What
can be the meaning of this ? O, where lies this astonishing witchery V

What has put the Church to sleep ? What has made her angry
at the call to come forth from the embrace of her deadliest foe ? " No.
240. •

. .

Were the inquiry made, what witchery has made the CnuRCil

blind, and deaf and dumb, in regard to the groans and sufferings

of millions on our soil denied the Avord of God, and forcibly

kept in ignorance and degradation?— the true answer would

be, I am ^iersuaded, '• The neutrality of the American Tract

Society, and the vast number of the clergy, to whom the fear of

man has proved a snare."

Very strange is it that while the Society will not even hint

dislike to slavery, it brings against the traffic in rum an array

of arguments equally effective and valid against tlie traffic in

men, women and children. Thus you urge the duty of doing as

you would be done by, and the remorse we shall feel at death

for the suffering we have inflicted, and the great command
to love our neighbor (No. 242) — our responsibility to God for

the results of our own selfishness (No. 300)— the waste of

human happiness (No. 240) — that the traffic "tears asunder

the strongest bonds of society, it severs the tenderest ties of

nature" (No. 249). To the plea of the rumseller that his

trade is his livelihood, it is answered, " beg, dig, do anything,

but this. It would be a glorious martyrdom to starve, con-

trasted witli obtaining a, livelihood by such an employment"

(No. 305). "Where have you derived authority to procure a

living at a sacrifice of conscience, cheracter and the dearest in-

terests of others ? " (No. 239.)

The Society shrinks from the o])position it would encounter
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from slave-holders. In your letter already quoted, you vindi-

cate "the peaceful course pursued by the Society," and you

say

" When there shall be unity of sentiment, and a treatise of standard

value shall be written, such as the Committee can appi'ove, then there

Avill be propriety in claiming that a Tract press shall engage in tliis

branch of moral discussion."

Unless I mistake your meaning, there is here an implied

promise, that when all evangelical Christians are united in con-

demning slavery, both in theory and practice, and "when of course

the monster is at his last gasj), and there is no use in striking

another blow, then the Society will attack him, provided the

Committee shall cordially agree as to the weapon to be used.

In the meantime, while the monster is in full vigor and extend-

ing his ravages, you think it best, " that at least one institution

should move forward on the simple errand that brought the

Saviour into the world— proclaiming Christ and him crucified,"

Sec. Happy is it, sir, that this desire for peace, this longing to

proclaim Christ and him crucified, without heeding popular and

prevailing sins, was not felt by the Society till after it had done

battle against gamblers, dancers, theatre-goers. Sabbath-break-

ers, moderate drinkers, and runisellers. Your tracts against

intemperance display anything but a non-resistant spirit. For

example—
" The demon will daunt the timid. It is noisy and fiery ; attack it,

and it will roll its eyes and snap its teeth, and threaten vengeance.

Attempt to starve it, and it will rage like the famished tiger. Thou-
sands have fed it against their consciences rather than meet its fury.

But fear not. Be firm—be decided—be courageous, connect your

cause with Heaven. It is the cause of God, the cause for which
Immanuel died. Let the demon no longer hide in the sanctuary. Expel

forever the accursed enemy, that the Lord may bless us with life and

peace." No. 240.

Possibly the Society has deemed it its duty to cooperate with

Union Saving Committees and Baltimore politicians, and cotton

merchants, in their patriotic efforts to suj)press all discussion of

the " delicate subject," a discussion having such disturbing in-

fluences on northern trade and politics. Yet such a supposition
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cnnnot be allowed, after the noble testimony borne by the

Society to the riglit and benefit of free discussion.

" There arc some great principles in regard to our country -which are

settled, and which are never to be violated so long as our liberties are
safe. Among them are these : that every subject may be subjected to

candid and most free discussion ; that public opinion, enlightened and
correct, may be turned against any course of evil conduct ; that pubUc
opinion is, under God, the prime source of security to our laws and
morals, and that men may be induced by ample discussioti, and by the
voice of conscience and of reason, to abandon any course that is

erroneous." No. 305.

Such are the rights and benefits of discussion when directed

against the seller' of rum ; do they lose all their virtue when
directed against the seller of human flesh ?

Perhaps your Society revolts at the idea of descending into

the arena of polities, but if so, how are we to understand the

following exhortation? "Let all who regard the virtue, the

honor, and the patriotism of the country, toithhold their suffrages

from those candidates who offer ardent spirits as a bribe to

secure their elevation to office." But suppose they offer as a

bribe to secure their elevation to office, not a glass of brandy

and water, but a fresh discovered law of physical geography,

precluding all legal restraints on the extension of human bond-

age— Baltimore platforms, to destroy the liberty of speech,

of the press, and the pulpit— indictments for high treason,

offering to the Southern Moloch the blood of Christians, who, in

the fear of God, refuse when summoned to join in slave-hunts—
shall we withhold our suffrages ?

On the whole, sir, I cannot but think that your Society has

greatly mistaken its duty to God and man, in shrinking from
pronouncing slavery, as well as gambling and horse-racing, a

moral evil. Unquestionably, the Society has acted in perfect

accordance with the general policy of the northern church, both

Popish and Protestant. That policy is more easily understood

than vindicated. So intimate are our commercial relations with

the South, and so dependent are our politicians for the most
trifling office upon the support of their party by southern votes,

that to ask them and our merchants to participate in measures
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and opinions offensive to their southern patrons, is like asking

the favor of them to phick out a right eye, or cut off a right

hand. Of course, the pecuniary and party interests of these

men react on the church and religious societies with which they

are connected. Hence has grown up a secular and ecclesiastical

alliance, offensive and defensive, with slavery. But this alliance,

although undoubtedly embracing many worthy men, is neverthe-

less in direct antagonism with the gospel of Christ, and has

consequently led, and is daily leading to most disastrous results.

It has caused the avowal by men of high position in both church

and state, of principles utterly subversive of that regard for jus-

tice and mercy, which is not only one of the peculiar and beautiful

features of our holy religion, but also, and especially in a De-

mocracy, one of the strongest safeguards of person and property.

Some slave-holders in Congress propose a law, the provisions of

which may well have been inspired by that evil and malignant

spii'it that goeth about seeking whom he may devour— a law

openly setting at defiance the established rules of evidence, and

levelling in the dust all the barriers erected by the common law

around the personal liberty of the citizen— a law requiring every

man, at the summons of a miscreant slave-catcher, to assist liim

in his damnable woi'k— a law seeking by fine and imprisonment

to su2:)press the impulses of humanity and the gushings of Chris-

tian sympathy. No sooner is this accui'sed law proposed, than

rival politicians contend for the honor of giving it their support

;

and no sooner is it enacted, than the two great rival parties

strive to gain votes for their presidential candidates by pledging

their best endeavors to carry it into execution. Many indi-

viduals, however, affirm that a law thus requiring them to par-

ticipate in deeds of cruelty and injustice, is at variance with the

divine commands. Forthwith we have our public men and our

party pi-ess sneering at the " higher law," and insulting all who

acknowledge its paramount authority to an act ofCongress ; worse

than all, we have our ministers of the Lord Jesus Christ descanting

from their pulpits on the reverence due to the " powers that be,"

as ordained of God, and actually urging the duty of obedience

to one of the most ungodly and execrable enactments of modern
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legislation. Occasionally it was indeed admitted, that under

peculiar circumstances, and multiplied conditious„Ave ouglit to

obey God rather than man, but at the same time it was distinctly

taught, not merely that we should wot forcihlij resist the Fugitive

Law, but that the " higher law " did not dispense with our ob-

ligation to catch slaves.

Li the zeal, the rivalry and the cruelty displayed in seizing

the hapless and innocent fugitive, and hurrying him back to the

house of bondage, ofmental dai'kness and bodily suffering, lessons

of cruelty and injustice have been set by the rich and moral,

which will not be lost on the needy and profligate. Many of

our wealthy and influential gentlemen are sowing seeds Avhich

may yet yield to them and their children most bitter fruit.

The shocking insensibility of our churches, religious societies

and religious men, to the iniquities of slavery, of course involves

them in gross inconsistencies, degrades the character of the gos-

pel of Christ, and gives a mighty impulse to infidelity. Never

before, in my opinion, has the American Church been in such

peril as at present, and from almost every portion of it comes

up a cry of distress. There is no failure of money. The coun-

txy is rich, and our wealthy men are liberal, and pride and

ostentation and competition secure the erection of gorgeous and

expensive churches. But there is a failure of increase of min-

isters and members. The population is outgrowing the church,

and the love of many is waxing cold. From men like Tom
Paine and most of his followers the church has little to fear.

They hate the gospel because their deeds are evil. Their lives

are a suflicient antidote to their doctrines. But a new class of

converts to infidelity is springing up, men Avhose fearless and

disinterested fidelity to truth, mercy and justice, extort unwilling

respect. These men reject the gospel, not because it rebukes

their vices, but because they are taught by certain of its clergy,

and the conduct of a multitude of its professoi-s, that it sanctions

the most horrible cruelty and oppression, allowing the rich and

powerful forcibly to reduce the poor and helpless to the condi-

tion of working animals, articles of commerce, and to keep their

posterity in ignorance and degradation to the end of time.
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Every argument \Yrested from the Bible in behalf of slavery

applies to the bondage of tchite men. Hence the modern pro-

slavery divinity justifies the ancient villanage and the modern

serfdom, and would justify their indefinite extension. If it be

right to hold three millions of human beings as chattels, it is

equally right to hold himdreds of millions. Hence Christianity,

if it indeed authorizes this unlimited despotism of the strong

over the weak— this vast indefinite annihilation of the conjugal

and parental relations— this total abrogation of the rights of

conscience, of property, of pei'sonal happiness, has surely little

claim to our reverence, for its tendency to mitigate the sorrows

and troubles of the present life. Certainly it is not wonderful

that benevolent, well-meaning men should question divine au-

thority of a religion sanctioning such tremendous enormities, and

whose professors recommend the catching of slaves, as a service

acceptable to the Deity, when required by act of Congress.

Most orthodox, sir, is the faith professed by the Society ? I

thank my God and Heavenly Father that he has given me

grace to embrace with my whole heart and understanding the

doctrines you denominate evangelical. But it behoves us all to

remember that a workless ftvith is a Avorthless faith. Can we

refuse obedience to the second of the two great commandments

on which hang all the law and the prophets, and yet hope to be

saved for our orthodoxy ? Very properly your Society has not

confined itself to the simple proclamation of Christ and him

crucified, but has added practice to faith by assailing sin in its

various forms, laboring to convince the sinner of his guilt, and

striving to excite him to repentance and reformation. But the

sin most rampant in our land— a sin which counts its victims

by millions, and its perpetrators, abettors and apologists by mil-

lions more— a sin which taints our holy things, enfeebles our

churches, corrupts our statesmen, sways our judges, hardens the

hearts of our people, blmits their sense of mercy and justice,

and which is crowding the ranks of infidelity— this sin may

not be mentioned in our fashionable pulpits to " ears polite," nor

even alluded to in the ^nultifarious publications of the American

Ti-act Society.
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And now, sir, what is to be done ? Your response of course

is, Nothing. You will be at no loss for arguments to show that

any anti-slavery action on your part will not merely diminish

your receipts, and thus lessen your ability to do good, but will

also prevent your tracts and volumes from conveying religious

truth to the inhabitants of the slave States. The question of

duty is not to be decided by an estimate of probable receipts.

Nor is it by any means certaui that your policy is the wisest in

a pecuniary sense, or that one or two tracts condemning Ameri-

can slavery as a moral evil would prove injurious to your

treasury. The persistence of the American Board in counte-

nancing slavery in its mission churches, in deference to the contri-

butions of its southern patrons, called into existence the present

flourishing and efficient " American Missionary Association,"

daily growing in strength and public favor. This new institution

is almost wholly supported hy former subscribers to the Board.

In the last report of the Board, I iind the total amount of do-

nations received the preceding year stated at $299,703.90. Of

this sum, $10,207.25 came fi'om the slave States and the District

of Columbia. Now the last report of the Association announces

the receipt of $31,134.60 for the past year. Nearly every cent

of this sum is virtually a 'premium paid hy the Board on its

southern subscri2}tions f The. American Tract Society, if I am
not much mistaken, is destined to pay a premium of the like

kind.

You will perhaps say that it is better our southern brethren

should be saved as slave-holders, breeders, and traders, than not

at all, and therefore you will not touch the subject of slavery,

because if you do, you cannot reach them with your tracts, which

under God might lead to their conversion and salvation. If

this principle be correct, it is of wide application. The Terri-

tory of Utah is acquiring a large population, and will soon claim

admission into the Union. The people are polygamists, but it

is better they should be saved as such than not at all. Hence

it becomes the duty of the Society, for fear of offending them, to

avoid all allusion to the Christian doctrine of marriage, and to

" move forward on the simple errand that brought the Saviour

56
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into the world, proclaiming Christ and him crucified," and thus

rendering the tracts acceptable and useful to our Mormon breth-

ren. So, also, as the usefulness of the minister of Christ de-

pends on his message being heard, he ought to preach smooth

things, lest by offending his people, by telling them unwelcome

truth, he drive them beyond the sound of the gospel.

I believe, sir, not only that this reasoning is unsound, but that

the apprehension on which it is founded is groundless. It is not

desired by any that your institution should be converted into an

anti-slavery, any more than into an anti-gambling tract society.

All that is asked is, that this great and influential Christian

association should publicly dissent from the impious claim made

by the advocates of American slavery, that this vast mass of

accumulated sin and misery is sanctioned by the God of mercy

and justice, and allowed by the crucified Eedeemer— in other

words, that American slavery should share in the condemnation

you bestow on " the theatre, the circus, and the horse-race."

"Were you to issue one or two tracts against American slavery

as a moral evil, will it be ^_seriously contended that thenceforth

none of your thousands of publications on other subjects would

be allowed to cross the frontiers of the slave region ? Recollect,

sir, that when a human chattel of three years will bring $300

at auction, and its two parents from $1,500 to $2,000, slaves are

and must be the possession only of the rich. By the census of

18-iO (I have not the last at hand) there were in the slave

States, 1,010,307 white males over twenty years of age, and of

these,— various data assure me it is a very liberal estimate,

—

200,000 were the holders of slaves. And is it possible, sir, that

of ihis prodigious majority of non-slaveholders, none will read

any of your biogi-aphies and religious treatises, because they

may have heard that you have published one or two little tracts

against a sin of which they are themselves guiltless ? When
" Uncle Tom's Cabin " is sold and read at the South, is it credible

that a few slave-holders can exclude all your millions of pages

from the vast southern region ? Can your agents and colpor-

teurs be excluded from fifteen States of this Union, because of

the mighty mass of your publications, twenty or thirty pages
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are directed against the conduct of a few rich men? The

apprehension that shoukl the Society be faithful to the calls of

duty its efficiency for good would be impaired, is not, in my
opinion, consistent with that Chistian faith so forcibly inculcated

in many of your tracts. For myself, I firmly believe that

before long the Society will find its present policy productive

not of strength, but of weakness. That policy has given birth

to the " American Reform Tract and Book Society." In a late

acknowledgment of receipts by this infant institution I observe

contributions from no less than eight States-

To me it seems obvious that Christians entertaining such con-

tradictory views of the divine attributes of the spirit of the

gospel and of Christian obligation as are involved in the justi-

fication and condemnation of American slavery, cannot much
longer act together in sending missionaries to preach, or em-

ploying the press to inculcate a religion respecting the funda-

mental moral principles of which the two parties eutei'tain such

antagonistic opinions.

It is one of the incidents of our imperfect state, that sincere

Christians often think they are doing God service, while pursu-

ing opposite paths, and when of course one or the other must

tend in a wrong direction. May we accord to others the charity

we ask for ourselves, and I pray God that those who condemn

in others the sin of oppressing their brethren, may feel their

own unworthiness, and i-emember that they themselves, no less

than the wretched slave-catcher, need to be washed in that blood

which alone cleanseth from all sin.

I am, reverend sir,

Your obedient servant,

"William Jay.





LETTER

TO LEWIS TAPPAN, ESQ., TREASURER OF THE AMERICAN

MISSIONARY ASSOCIATION.

Dear Sir :— I have read with great pain the exposure, in a

late number of the American Missionary, of the conduct of the

American Board in relation to the Choctaw and Cherokee In-

dians. This powerful Society has established missions in these

two tribes of our Aborigines, who have so far advanced La

civilization and the adoption of " our institutions " as to hold

and use certain of their fellow-men as beasts of burden. The

missionaries sent among these people, instead of teaching them

the Christian duties of justice and mercy, have virtually in-

structed them that they might be good Chi-istians without loving

their neighbors, or doing to others as they would others should

do unto them. Says a Secretary of the Board, who had visited

the missions, " It does not seem to have been the aim of the

brethren (missionaries) to exert any direct influence, either by

their public or private teachings, upon the system of slavery."

In the last Report we find the Board extolling their converts

as saints, and eulogizing the governments established by these

slave-holding Indians, although tolerating and perpetrating

atrocities unknown to the despotisms of Europe.
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"We are told, p. 29, "The Cboctaws have a good goverx-

MEXT. They have a written constitution, with a declaration of

rights, which embodies the liberty of the press, trial by juiy, the

rights of conscience, proper safeguards of person and property,

the equality of Christian denominations, and almost every great

principle of civil and religious freedom."

Certainly the Board are by no means ultra in their ideas of

civil and religious freedom, and the rights of conscience. What

is the religious freedom of their own missionaries ? " If any

citizen of the United States," says a law of this good govern-

ment, " acting as A missionary or Treacher, or whatever his

occupation may be, is found to take an active part in favoring

the principles and notions of the most fatal and destructive

doctrines of the abolitionists, he shall be compelled to leave the

nation, and for ever stay out of it." Of course, men of GJod

like Wesley, Hopkins, and Edwards, are disqualified from

preaching the gospel among' the Cliocfaws ; for such men would

not, like the missionaries of the Boaixl, consent to be gagged on

the obligation to do justice and love mercy. Not only must

these missionaries be dumb on the iniquities of slavery, but they

can remain at their posts only on condition of not violating the

law of caste, since the statute declares that allowing slaves

"to sit at table with them shall be ground to convict persons of

favoring the principles and notions of abolitionism." So, if a

missionary presumes to eat with a slave, pci-haps his spiritual

son in tlie gospel, he is to be expelled the nation, and ever

stay out of it ! and so he is, if he dares to teach a slave to read

the Bible without the consent of his master ! This good gov-

ernment provides ^^ proper safeguards of persons and property^'

by enacting that a slave shall possess no property, and that his

person shall be a vendible article. " Civil freedom " is secured

by a law which declares that if any free negroes shall return

into the nation, " they shall he seized and sold to the highest bidder

for life." By another law, any free negro presuming to enter

and remain in the nation is to receive one hundred lashes on

his hare hack, and to forfeit all the property he may possess

!

We are officially assured, p. 32, that " The Cherokees have
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AN EXCELLENT GOVERNMENT: tlie usual Safeguards for pei'son,

property, tlie rights of conscience, &c., are provided." This

same excellent government deprives of all the rights of citizen-

ship every child of a red man by a black or yellow wife, declares

void every marriage of the kind, and subjects the parties to

scourging ! Whoever teaches a slave, or any free negro, not of

Cherokee blood, to read or write, is to be fined from $100 to

$500. This exception in favor of negroes of their own blood

is a natural prejudice which our more civilized slave-holders

have most eifectually conquered. In our Christian slave codes

we find no favor whatever shown to negroes of Anglo-Saxon

blood. Free negroes are to be expelled from tlie nation.

And now I ask, what is the inference to be drawn from this

strange, false, blundering, but official eulogy of these Indian

slave-holding governments ? Why, that the slave codes of our

Southern States, with all their execrable wickedness, crushing

in the dust three millions of immortal beings, are perfectly

compatible with good and excellent government ! Even the

government of South Carolina, under which 7nore than one half

of the whole population, men, women, and children, are articles

of merchandise, and robbed of every civil and religious right, is

a proper subject of Christian eulogy ! AYhat amount of tyranny,

cruelty, and wickedness constitutes a had govei-nment, we are

not informed. Certainly the Board has relieved itself from all

suspicion of anti-slavery fanaticism, and has pro^'cd itself de-

serving the pecuniary patronage of our " southern brethren."

A few years since, in consequence of pressure from without, it

announced to the public that "it can sustain no relation to sla-

very wliich implies approbation of the system, and as a Board
can have no connection or sympathy with it." But, like many
others, the Board has since "conquered its prejudices."

It may be asked. Would you abandon these Indians to heath-

enism because they are slave-holders ? I answer, I would not

present the gospel to these or any other people in such a form

as to lead them to believe that Christianity authorized them to

abandon to heathenism the poor and oppressed among them, by
subjecting them to enforced ignorance and degradation ; and this
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is what the Board is virtually doing. But why prefer preaching

the gospel under a gag, to preaching it with perfect freedom

to other Indians who hold no slaves ? Had the missionaries,

with Christian firmness and fidelity, pointed out to these Lidians

the wickedness of their laws, and the inconsistency of their

slave-holding with the precepts of Christianity, they would no

doubt have done great good ; and had they been expelled for

their fidelity, they would have honored Christ by suffering in

his cause, instead of bringing a reproach on his religion by their

time-serving policy. In such a case, the Board would have lost

some, perhaps all, their southern subscribers ; but what amount

of subscriptions will compensate for the virtual although silent

abrogation among these Indian converts of the second of the

two great commandments on which hang all the law and the

prophets, so far as it affects their obligations to men not colored

like themselves ?

I cannot persuade myself that we are justified in the sight of

God in concealing any divine command or prohibition, for the

purpose of rendering the gospel more palatable to those to

whom we present it. I have heretofore occasionally contributed

to the funds of the American Board, but can do so no more ;

and I rejoice that in sending you the enclosed check* I have the

full assurance that I am in no degree strengthening influences

adverse to the rights, happiness, and religious improvement of

an afflicted portion of the human family.

Yours faithfully,

William Jay.

For one hundred dollars.
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